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Abstract

How meaning is articulated, suggested or repressed in transition processes is an inherently social phenome-

non. The history of theorising about ornament bears evidence to this as much as do current practices of or-

namentation. From myths, as narratives of meaning, to ‘mere ornament’ – the various signifying practices

(and forms of life within which they take place) determine how meaning changes. People will perceive such

change differently, depending on their perspectives and circumstances and, under certain conditions,

change can be conceived of as loss.

This thesis, in its theoretical part, explores issues pertaining to meaning and ornament in epistemology, phi-

losophy, sociology, semiotics, aesthetics and psychoanalysis. In its practical part it seeks to make connec-

tions with signifying practices involving ornament in the life-worlds of users, the use of ornament in public

buildings, bicultural relationships involving appropriation or misappropriation, and the education of designers

in New Zealand. For that, data derived from four empirical research projects are presented and theorised. In

the fourth part, theories and practices are brought together to shed light on struggles with ornamental mean-

ing in the past and in the present.

Theories, with their classification of myths, symbols and ornament, ignore wide ranges of signifying practices

and privilege some form of significations at the expense of others. Because of their separation from the lan-

guage-games and forms of life of ornamental practice, they often fail to grasp issues that are important to

non-theorists. All the research projects demonstrated that the large majority of participants like and relate to

ornament. They also showed, however, that Pakeha traditions of ornament are not only perceived to have

suffered the same historical rupture as those in the West but also that the theoretical discreditation upon

which they were based was used as a tool of oppression when applied to Maori art.

Attempts to explain bicultural practices of appropriation or misappropriation without reference to the history

of colonisation and present power configurations must fail. Whether or not a cultural image retains or loses

its meaning depends on factors such as knowledge, understanding, relationality and co-operation. If culture

is, however, treated as a resource for commodification – as it is by the culture industries – cultural elements

are subjected to rules inherent in marketing and capitalist economies and their meaning is deliberately

changed. Those who ought to be able to deal competently with these issues (designers and other cultural

intermediaries) receive little in their education to prepare them for the ornamental strategies and tactics of

their future clients. The academic environment is still largely determined by modernist agendas, and orna-

ment – as a topic and as practice – continues to be repressed.

If a meaningful ornamental language and practice relevant to Aotearoa is to be shared, created, and sus-

tained the divisions between theory and the life-world need to be interrogated; the distance through an as-

sumed superiority of Pakeha to Maori history, culture and people relinquished; and a type of conversation

must commence that takes seriously the Treaty of Waitangi as the founding document of this country. The

partnership concept of this document facilitates conversation about differential positions and rules and can

‘take us out of our old selves by the power of strangeness, to aid us in becoming new beings’ (Rorty, 1980:

289).
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Part One: Passageways 

I Approaching 

Decoration and ornament – Ruined, extinct, etc.
2

These keywords for an article entitled Raiders of the lost art (Fleischman, 1997) distinctively sum up a com-

mon, but mostly professional view of ornamentation. That ornament is a problematic phenomenon for practi-

tioners is expressed in an editorial of Australian Architecture (1987: 19): it is ‘not easy to design good orna-

ment today. As with all design, ornamental design is easiest to do on a solid base of precedent, and the tra-

dition of ornamental design has been broken’.
3

The rupture of ornamental traditions in Western culture was precipitated by a crisis of ornament, first diag-

nosed in the second half of the nineteenth century and slowly building up over subsequent decades (Kroll,

1987). Speculations as to its causes provided rich fuel for controversies between theorists and critics in de-

sign and architecture, but also in anthropology and aesthetics – until in the second half of the twentieth cen-

tury the issue virtually disappeared.
4

Had the crisis been resolved? Was there ever, indeed, a crisis outside

of theoretical debates? Or was the discourse on ornament’s demise more a symbolic one – did ornament

stand for something else that was perhaps more difficult to grasp and articulate? If that were the case, then

the silence of the post-war period could indicate that the crisis of which the ornamental debates were symp-

tomatic had been overcome. But it could also mean that they may have been repressed because they in-

volved irresolvable conflict, and that the primary symptom was – in theoretical discourses – replaced by oth-

ers.

More recent discussions on ornament, in the wake of a popularisation of postmodernist theories and prac-

tices, are in the main concerned with various art forms, architecture, and theory and have achieved little ‘in-

tellectual lock-in’ (Jencks, 1996: 14). To revitalise the debate it seems important to establish connections

between theories and practices of ornament. A striking aspect of the sparse literature on ornamentation is

that it remains distant from ornamental practices. Writers largely ignore, for example, the activities of what

McCracken (1990: 18) calls ‘market ethnographers’ in this area, who study social phenomena to use them as

marketing instruments. They also ignore ornamental design practices – someone, after all, puts those wheat

sheaves onto toasters and those roses onto tea cups. But most of all, they ignore widespread ornamental

2
Keywords in Avery data base for Fleischman, J. 1997 Raiders of the lost art Preservation: the magazine of the Na-
tional Trust for Historic Preservation (8).

3
‘… the fact is that contemporary industrial designers don’t know how to confront the problem, because ornamenta-
tion was banned from the process of design almost eighty years ago. ... Recovering the ornament implies going
against our culture’s signs of identity to incorporate them into the projectual process. The problem is that we don’t
yet really know which are the signs of this culture we are living in.’ (Campi, 1988)

4
‘In the third decade of the twentieth century we voluntarily renounced many of the pleasures of pattern. In the fourth
decade these pleasures have been compulsorily withheld from us. How will pattern begin again in Europe? Time
alone can answer.’ (Evans, 1950: 45) Haug (1972) in analysing design and marketing, and talking at length about
the role of the surface character of commodities, does not even mention ornament.
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practices of users who not only buy the toasters and tea cups, but also create their own ornament and orna-

mental strategies.
5

This disregard of ornamental practices is remarkable, for one factor said to have contributed to the crisis of

ornament was a postulated loss of meaning. Wittgenstein (1933; 1980) argued that meaning is largely con-

stituted in situated use, and that – to understand it – we have to look at the forms of life where use takes

place. As modernisation brought about an increasing differentiation of spheres of life, traditional systems of

meaning were weakened, and ornament lost some of its socially constituted signifying potential. Undoubt-

edly, social change in modernisation has had a great impact on the role of symbols generally, but – notably –

at the beginning of the twentieth century these changes were often conceptualised as an irreversible loss.

Today, it is fashionable to doubt the very possibility of a loss of meaning. Both positions are speculative and

neither have much regard for what happens in the life-worlds of people. In differentiated spheres, meaning in

ornament suggests different things: to an architectural historian it can represent ritual practices of Greek sac-

rifices (Hersey, 1989); to other theorists an unstable position in a chain of sliding signifiers (Wigley, 1990;

1992; 1993) or it is something that is removed to the margins of attention in ornament (Gordon, 1992); to

philosophers it can represent utopian potential (Bloch, 1918; 1935; 1979) or a characteristic of fetish forms

(Holz, 1972); and to designers or architects simply a problem. Of those interpretations we know a little, but

what we know virtually nothing of are the pragmatics of ornamental meaning. It appears as if no-one has

bothered to find out what has happened to ornamental meaning in day-to-day contexts of use.
6

In trying to connect theories and practices, I have drawn on sources from both science
7

and the life-world,
8

thus in a fashion sketching a genealogy of ornament by bringing together ‘erudite knowledge and local

memories’ (Foucault, 1980: 83). In this way, an understanding of the history of struggles about ornament can

be gained, as well as its current signifying potential and the relationships between underpinning narratives

and actual practices. To ensure that ornament remains embedded in its larger context of signification, I have

conceptualised a relationship between myths (narratives that supply frameworks of meaning), symbols (vis-

ual abbreviations of such narratives, as it were) and ornaments (aesthetic motifs in which meaning can re-

side). Most of the time, I will be concerned with significant elements in ornament in different forms and to

varying degrees. I have also hypothesised on a loss of meaning that may occur in certain processes of tran-

sition: such as the shift between discursive and non-discursive modes of signification; rationalisation or uni-

versalisation; misappropriation or commodification; modernisation and colonisation.
9

Some writers postulate that ornament invariably carries meaning (Boesch, 1983; Holz, 1972) – even though

this meaning might not be easily accessible or able to be articulated. ‘Non-discursive’ symbols can express

5
Derossi (1990: 76-9) considers the disregard of reference in architecture (to the client, and the particular spatio-
temporal conditions under which it is practised) as an important factor that gives rise to the futility of semiological
analysis and to nihilistic perspectives where nothing means anything.

6
There are vast areas around ornamental use and meaning that are not being investigated in the most critical dis-
courses, for example: What really happens in private lives? How (and under what conditions) do people avoid
commodified forms of rationality? What happens in the private and public lives of people belonging to cultures and
classes other than the dominant ones? What does the ‘underbelly’ of contemporary forms of tradition encompass,
and how do such traditions relate to, or offset, modern and global configurations? What – beyond theoretical mod-
els – takes place in production and consumption in the context of a global sphere in which goods, knowledge and
energy are being circulated and commodified in exchange relationships that are never equal?

7
Philosophy, sociology, psychoanalysis, anthropology and art/design history.

8
Observations, material from the media, discussions, interviews, photos, surveys and case studies.

9
This linear concept is not meant to represent a factuality but used to generate hypotheses about relationships
(Glaser, 1978).
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ideas or emotions that resist verbal ‘projection’ (Kristeva, 1986b; Langer, 1980). Not all of our mental and

psychological processes are amenable to discursive treatment. Further, some conflict with the demands

made by Western societies of their subjects and are consequently rendered unconscious and non-discursive

(Lorenzer, 1979). Rationalisation, implicit in modernity and vigorously put into practice in modernism, creates

a vast area of refuse or waste – classified as irrational (Adorno, 1984; Bude, 1991; Horkheimer, 1967). It

includes all those aspects of the human constitution and of human relationships for which there is no rational

or instrumental explanation or justification. Some aspects of this irrationality have been accommodated in the

rational system through the provision of reserves; such as private life, art, or entertainment. In these

spheres, the possibility of a crossover is at least principally given – in fact artistic practices partially depend

on processes that are ‘transversal to the logico-symbolic processes’ ( also 1985: 220; Kristeva, 1986b: 29).

But it is imperative for the functioning of the system that they are contained and do not spill over into practi-

cal life (Roblin, 1990: 314). Thus, the price that ‘civilised’ and rational societies demand of their subjects,

involving an internalised personality split in some ways, is in many instances too high for individuals to pay

(Freud, 1930a: 286f, 335f).

While criteria determining what was to be regarded as civilised had always been inconsistently applied to

different periods of history and to different cultures, Civilisation in the nineteenth century became synony-

mous with the self-view of those who saw themselves as representative of European nations (Elias, 1936b;

Elias, 1936a). Their view of the world was shaped by a particular type of social, cultural, and psychological

configuration that included the social organisation of the nation state, an industrial mode of production, and a

capitalist market economy. While Civilisation made an appeal to the classical heritage of antiquity, its mod-

ernising aspects gave rise to a tendency for exclusion and purgation. In this context, ornament, metaphor,

symbolism, cultural identity, and traditions were increasingly excluded from the social sphere.

The process of civilisation (Elias), entailing individuation and differentiation, thus had a bearing on signifying

practices and aesthetic representations. While Civilisation was for long periods an ideal rather than a reality

(different nations in Europe identified with it to varying degrees), as a goal it shaped the process of interior

restructuring that accompanied industrialisation, and expansionary and imperialist politics.
10

Internally, a

growing predominance of instrumental rationality and rationalisation – not only of the productive and eco-

nomic spheres, but also individual constitutions and personal relationships – fundamentally changed the so-

cial and cultural fabric. Externally, the concept of Civilisation was used as evidence of the cultural superiority

of imperialist nations and served to legitimate subjugation and exploitation of Indigenous peoples in their

colonies. A loss (or change) of meaning is generally likely to occur for symbolic forms (myths, symbols and

ornaments) when their contextual affiliation is weakened: shared understandings are vital to their efficacy, so

that the gradual extraction of individuals from a traditional background of experience in Europe changed the

dynamics of mediation and reception of meaning. How closely related these internal changes were to those

10
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the bourgeois class had completed its ascent to power and was in
need of a new and different ideology that would legitimise its power base. One could say that the myths informing
and legitimising social structures and dynamics were changing and that, accordingly, the status of older symbolic
forms – amongst them ornament – changed. Regardless of any particular meanings that ornamental elements
might have had, ornament as a category came to symbolise a way of life that the dominant forces within modernis-
ing society strove to overcome. Decorative phenomena, but above all ‘ornament’, seem incommensurate with a ra-
tionalistic outlook on life. In an effort of self-definition by the proponents of the bourgeoisie, they were all declassi-
fied as ‘decadent’ (against aristocracy), ‘base’ (against the lower classes), ‘effeminate’ (against women) or ‘sav-
age/primitive’ (against Indigenous people). This self-definition included elements of defence mechanisms against
components still active and powerful within society at that time.
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occurring at the periphery of the colonies (from the point of view of the colonisers) is reflected in discussions

on ornament, when theorists – until at least the 1960s – pervasively referred to the connection between or-

nament (or decoration) and cultural practices, civilised (or later: modern) or primitive (or later: less devel-

oped).
11

Modernisation, detraditionalisation and colonisation are intimately related. They have all contributed

to the perception of a general crisis of meaning in the West (Featherstone, 1991), which ornament is but a

part of.

Issues of appropriation are built right into the history of ornament – in

antiquity, successive empires appropriated and used the visual lan-

guages of those whose territories they took control of and, conversely,

imposed their own. However, in the nineteenth century this dynamic

took on a different speed and scale: while pattern books had been

available in Europe since the sixteenth century, their number and dis-

tribution had been restricted. In the nineteenth century, both techno-

logical and economic developments increased production and distribution – thus, while Owen Jones’ Gram-

mar of Ornament is the best known example of pattern books of that time, it was by no means an isolated

occurrence.

Through books and exhibitions, symbols and ornaments from all places and times were made available as

resources on a large scale. In fact, this proliferation has sometimes been held responsible for the loss of

meaning observed in ornament around the turn of

the twentieth century. When the author of the edito-

rial mentioned above (1987: 19) recommends to

rebuild ornamental traditions today by making use

of the ‘rich store of handbooks’ from the nineteenth

century (such as the Grammar of Ornament) he

advocates an approach that is likely to lead to simi-

lar results. Another aspect of nineteenth century

pattern books is that they focused largely on his-

torical and culturally exotic material. For instance,

leaving to one side what Jones called ornaments

drawn from nature, more than half of the illustra-

tions in his book reproduced motifs from ‘savage’ or

oriental cultures – most emphatically regarded as

outside of Civilisation at his time.
12

Simply to return to such sources today (and particularly so in ex-colonies

such as Australia or New Zealand) would in all likelihood not only reproduce the same problem of meaning

11
The incorporation of social Darwinist arguments into discourses on ornamentation had already started at the end of
the nineteenth century when, increasingly, anthropological literature on ornamentation became available. Their in-
fluence increased when the whole debate about value, nature and justification of ornament took on a new, propa-
gandistic and apologetic quality at the beginning of the twentieth century (Kroll, 1987: 113). For a comprehensive
overview of the discussion of ornament in German art theory around 1900 see Simon (1976).

12
Another large proportion represents motifs from what was regarded as the European heritage of Antiquity: Greek,
Pompeijan, Byzantine and Roman ornament – all motifs that had been appropriated since the Renaissance and
had little connection with signifying practices of large parts of the population at the time. For similar reasons, per-
haps, ‘Post-Modernism … failed to deliver its promised revival of ornament’ (AA, 1987: 19).

Second title page of the Neuw Grottesken Buch, 1610,
etched by Christoph Jamnitzer
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but, more importantly, it would reinforce a tradition of misappropriation that has been part and parcel of mod-

ernisation and that is based on colonial and imperial politics of exploitation and domination.

When symbols are wrenched out of their specific context and circulated in a universal sphere, local mean-

ings within particular cultures become ‘common coinage’, supposedly made accessible to vast audiences

through the media. This process was then, as it is now, conducted by agencies that usually had no connec-

tion with the cultural groups that created the meanings and representations used.

Commodification amplifies this universalisation. Bearers of meaning

are absorbed into exchange relationships. Governed by market laws,

the culture industries reproduce symbols and ornaments without con-

sideration of, nor real reference to, their original context and the rules

that may apply there. Successive permutations from one medium to

another, and relocations from one context in another, progressively

erode any meaning they might still possess.

Loss of meaning, as meaning itself, is experienced differently by different people or groups. For some, the

rupture of traditions can be liberating, and they are unlikely to mourn conventional meanings that are lost in

the process. For others, loss is a necessary part of change, which is compensated for by the creation of

something new and, thus, not something to get upset about. Persons, groups or cultures who believe that

they are holding or gaining control are more likely to perceive change as either neutral or positive

(McCracken, 1990: 22-4). Change of meaning is experienced as loss and mourned when groups or individu-

als do not gain from change – but lose, and particularly so when the change is sudden and imposed. This

partly explains why vastly different people perceive of a loss of meaning in ornament: middle or upper-class

conservatives, marginalised groups, Indigenous peoples, users or philosophers.

At the time ornament was perceived to be in a crisis, meaning was contested and struggled over in Western

societies. Those who were more or less in control – the middle classes and particularly middle-class men –

engaged in a project of internal colonisation
13

during which local traditions were disavowed and the ‘wild

man’ as a figure in those traditions was evicted from the ‘banquet of civilisation’ (Bartra, 1991: 104). The

working classes and peasants, women, children, and the insane were considered to share characteristics

with the ‘less civilised’ others in the colonies, whose cultures were plundered in compensation (Stallybrass &

White, 1986: 172). In an inversely reciprocal move, and at the same time, increasingly universalised and

rationalised theory systems were applied outside of Europe to cultures constituted in completely different

ways. Consequently, European based theories of ornament, problematic even in their own context (Kroll,

1987), have been – and continue to be – imposed on the cultural production of others, particularly non-

modern and colonised Others. The Other represented all that We were not: naive, backward, excessively

erotic, irrational, or wild – but this relationship was and is deeply ambivalent.
14

For the Other was also be-

lieved to have retained what We believed We had lost: certainty, origins, traditions or closeness to nature.

13
See Corbin, Guerrand, Perrot (1999).

14
See Stallybrass and White (1986: 193). In this regard, I have inherited a personality split: I am always both We
(white, middle-class) and Other (woman).
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It is part of the epistemological history of the term ornament that it has been used, in specific historical cir-

cumstances and with specific ideological and political intentions, to classify the art of the Other.
15

This con-

stellation has particular implications in the New Zealand context. While, in Europe, characteristics of orna-

ment were linked to groups considered inferior (women, working classes, or distant savages) and used as

defence mechanisms against unacceptable desires and drives within European urban society, this dynamic

took on another spin in the colonies. Here, the supposed inferiority of ornament itself was used as a means

of debasing Indigenous
16

culture. By identifying Maori
17

art with ornament, for instance, it was denied the

status of art and automatically classified as inferior: ‘From a general point of view, the whole of the art work

of the Maori comes under the head of ornament’ (Hamilton, 1901: 6).
18

Fanon (1968: 210) remarks that colo-

nial politics do not stop at destroying Indigenous cultures, but that ‘by a kind of perverted logic it turns to the

past of the oppressed people, and distorts, disfigures, and destroys it’. When pre-colonial Maori art has been

described as meaningless, stagnant and ornamental in a Western framework, this says little about Maori art,

but much about Westerners’ attitudes towards their own ornamentation.
19

The imposition of European epistemologies simultaneously legitimised the position of European scholars

who were thus able to treat Maori art within their own frameworks: by naming, classifying and subsuming

Maori art into a European system of ‘art theory’ they established authority and control. Scholarly intrusions

were justified by the expectation that Maori culture would disappear; either ‘the Maori race’ itself was ex-

pected to die out, or Maori culture was considered to have been corrupted under the impact of European

colonisation.
20

Its preservation through documentation, ‘the removal of artefacts, and the reduction of peo-

ples to objects of knowledge’ was considered beneficial (Stallabrass, 1990: 106). The use of an imposed

terminology made it possible to sidestep any epistemological needs to understand Maori concepts, contexts

and processes as art generating factors. ‘Scientific’ (de)classification and (d)evaluation, particularly when

combined with a growing sense of nationalism in the 1920s, further legitimised the appropriation of Maori

15
‘… literature, art, languages, and general cultural expression are appropriated as proper objects of “scientific”
evaluation. They are judged not as works among works of art in general, but the works or languages or expressions
of the Other, representative of the cultural condition and mentality, of the state of Otherness – artifacts not art,
primitive formulations not rationally ordered linguistic systems, savage or barbaric or uncivilized expressions not
high culture.’ (Goldberg, 1993: 151)

16
The term ‘Indigenous’ is most frequently applied to groups who have been subjected to foreign rule in the course of
imperialism or colonisation. It is not to be conflated with notions such as primitivism or underdevelopment, although
the latter often is correlative due to economical and political conditions. Daes, in a study for the UNESCO Commis-
sion on Human Rights, renders the following definition: ‘The very concept of “indigenous” embraces the notion of a
distinct and separate culture, a way of life, based upon long-held traditions and knowledge which are connected,
fundamentally, to a specific territory’ (Daes, 1993: §1). The term ‘indigenous’ describes ‘social groups with a social
and cultural identity distinct from the dominant society that makes them vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the
development process’ (The World Bank, 1991: 1).

17
For an explanation of my use of the term Maori, see pp. 57f.

18
In Germany, (Wilson, 1914: 4) used similar classifications: ‘all other forms of art – with the possible exception of
architecture – recede so much behind decorative arts … that one could believe the ornamentation of primitives to
be identical with primitive art as such’. Bell (1989: 12) writes that until the return of the Te Maori exhibition to New
Zealand in the mid-1980s the Pakeha perception of Maori art was that of ‘exotic, ethnographic, touristic décor or en-
tertainment – at the most craft work rather than fine art’.

19
At the same time, this is bound to influence the self-view of the colonised, and in an effort to ward off such influ-
ence, Maori art and design educators and practitioners today reject the term ornament in connection with their own
culture. Trask (1993) gives an interesting interpretation of the way in which Western historians make indigenous
peoples’ histories and comes to the conclusion that she ‘was reading the West’s view of itself through the degrada-
tion’ of her Hawaiian people’s past (153). If Western historians classify Hawaiians as ‘superstitious’, for instance,
they seem to mean that ‘the West has long since lost a deep spiritual and cultural relationship with the earth’ (153).
‘For so long, more than half my life, I had misunderstood this written record, thinking it described my own people.
But my history was nowhere present.’ (154)
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culture: Maori motifs (ornaments) were used not only in Pakeha21 art practices, but also as decoration on

tableware, place mats and embroidery (Bell, 1989; Pound, 1989; Randerson, 1995).22

Today, the majority of Pakeha in New Zealand still look towards Polynesian, Maori or otherwise ‘tribal’ or

‘less-developed’ cultures when they think of ornament. Central assumptions of nineteenth century episte-

mology of ornament have not changed – what has changed is that it has become more acceptable in larger

circles to express one’s desire for ornament (Jencks, 1996: 39). Some aspects of this new freedom compli-

cate the situation: what has until recently been discarded as ‘purely decorative’ or ‘ornamental’ now repre-

sents symbolically what Western subjects perceive to have been de-

prived of in their own historical development. By 1990 the debate over

Maori culture gained another dimension after it had been ‘discovered’

by Pakeha, and Maori energies were ‘being increasingly channelled

into protecting traditional knowledge and preventing its uninhibited use

in commercial, educational, scientific, and political spheres’ (Durie,

1998: 76). Because Western nostalgia (as much as knowledge con-

struction) relies on the ‘wild reserves’ of other cultures (Certeau, 1984:

65), Maori culture is in danger of becoming a resource for appropria-

tion and expropriation. The culture industries, forever in search of bril-

liant stories of origin, are aware of popular desires and mine others’

cultural resources whenever the need arises.23

Others are, to all intents and purposes, those who are excluded from the control of signification, be it social,

economic or political (Bourdieu, 1984). How the practices of others are dealt with, apart from omitting them

from theoretical writing on ornament, is what this thesis is partially concerned with: how classificatory and

normative systems are imposed and how their own knowledges are ignored. But it is also, equally, con-

cerned with how those others define their own practices and what ornamentation means to them. The dis-

courses on ornament and the politics of colonialism have some eerie similarities: both have declared their

subjects to be in the death throws, both constantly find them wanting according to their own parameters. In

both cases, what the theorist or colonialist could not permit himself to think or do has been projected onto

others.

Theories are often regarded as neutral and impartial. However, as the history of theories of ornament amply

demonstrates, they always arise out of a specific socio-historical situation and reflect the interests and strug-

20 The title page of Hamilton’s book is liberally embellished with Maori motifs. In the book, Maori art is described as
contaminated, ‘too often adulterated,’ bearing ‘glaring signs of contact with the pakeha’ (Williams quoted in Hamil-
ton, 1901: 120).

21 For an explanation of my use of the term Pakeha, see pp. 58f.
22 ‘In book designs, on banknotes, stamps, and official documents, in buildings, and on china, kowhaiwhai became

something other than a Maori art form, though the curvilinear bulbs always conveyed a Maori or a national signa-
ture.’ (Thomas, 1995: 94) There were worse instances, see p. 347. This type of ornamental use is in accordance
with Loos’ (1908: 103) claim that modern man can use ‘the ornament of past and foreign cultures at his discretion’.
It often has all the features of Gordon’s (1992: 94) description of the fetishistic use of ornament as an object ‘placed
entirely under the Subject’s control as a fetish that could be manipulated at will’, detached from, and replacing, the
human partner. ‘Thus the Object is dehumanized.’

23 Indicative of the culture industries’ awareness of a popular desire for ornament is a 1992 doctoral dissertation on
industrial design and ornament submitted at the Faculty of Business Studies of the University of Munich
(Brandlhuber, 1992). The author promotes ‘culture transfer’ as a promising area for the discovery of ornamental im-
pulses for design and argues that ‘particularly cultures that have rich treasures of ornaments at their disposal, such

Warehouse advertisement
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gles that form it. Rabinow (1991: 249), interviewing Foucault, opposes two theory systems and their moral

contentions: from the point of view of the defenders of modernism, ‘we are somehow abandoning civilization’

through the ‘frivolous return to decoration and motifs’. Conversely, from a postmodernist perspective it is

claimed that ‘historical references per se are somehow meaningful and are going to protect us from the dan-

gers of an overly rationalized world’. Foucault’s answer is that ‘[h]istory protects us from historicism – from a

historicism that calls on the past to resolve the questions of the present’ (250). History can show us that

theories have served in Aotearoa, for example, to impose ‘racial schema’ upon the dominated (Goldberg,

1993: 110). Their resistance to their assigned places in those schema can lead to a situation where racial

identity itself can become the platform from which resistance is developed. Thus, claims from Maori that their

cultural production is not ornamental or decorative, that it usually carries meaning, and that it is quite

autonomous and different from Western art are also acts of resistance and self-assertion. Such assertions

have been met in New Zealand’s discursive sphere with charges of essentialism. Protests by Maori against

inappropriate use of Maori cultural images, for example, were ‘translated by Pakeha academics as: “Maori

think they are better at reproducing Maori images because they are born Maori”’ (Jahnke, 1996: 15). There

are more pertinent interpretations of the desire to retain control of one’s culture in general, and significant

motifs in particular. Maori not only are Maori but have a different ‘access to conscious and unconscious ele-

ments of cultural heritage’. As they shape a vision for the future, ‘the configuration of the past often provides

a framework for reconfiguring that future. What is critical in the process of reconfiguration is the construction

of identity as an inseparable condition of the past and the future’ (18). What is omitted in Pakeha academics’

discussions on Maori art in terms of essentialism are Maori rights to self-determination in their art practices.

Arguments conceiving of Maori protests as based on biological determinism are employed as an instrument

in an ‘imperialist tactic of preserving intellectual distance and intellectual superiority’ (14-5).

Similar impositions of theoretical schema have occurred with lay audiences and their use of ornamentation.

The fact that the majority of users in Western societies continue to like, purchase and engage in ornament

has, for a long time, caused critics to charge them with a lack of aesthetic sophistication – if not false con-

sciousness. Much of the moralising about users’ attachment to ornament has been loosely based on Critical

Theory, and in particular Horkheimer and Adorno’s critique of the culture industries (1967a; 1944; 1968).

Their critique focused on the production side of culture and its affiliation with capitalist and technocratic bu-

reaucracies and, to be sure, human individuals remain poorly rendered in most of their writing.
24

But in the

adoption of their position by wider circles of theorists and design practitioners most of the authors’ political

concerns regarding the domination of individuals and groups by, for instance, the culture industries was lost.

‘False consciousness’ was soon increasingly used to represent nothing other than the self-incurred bad taste

of the ‘masses’ – which they had only themselves to blame for. Horkheimer and Adorno have rightly been

criticised for their blind spots regarding day-to-day practices of resistance or subterfuge in use, as well as for

their elitist attitudes. However, many who side with their critics demonstrate even less interest in the lives of

users, and even more professional elitism. While Adorno (1967b: 121) still defends users’ rejection of func-

tional architecture and their right ‘to the fulfilment of their needs, even if they are false’ since an ‘element of

freedom is stirring even in the false consciousness of the living’, in design and architectural discourses of the

as Asia or South America, should be closely investigated’. She also recommends drawing on nineteenth century
books on ornament such as Jones’ Grammar of Ornament (251).

24
Adorno (1969: 119, 128) admits as much himself when he notes that research into the responses of listeners would
have been imperative in order to diffentiate and correct their theories on popular music.
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second half of the twentieth century the problem was simply declared to be caused by a lack of education of

the populace – only to be solved by relentless campaigns for ‘good form’. In any case, there has been a con-

siderable amount of literature produced by theorists whose outlook on cultural practice and ornamentation is

empathetic and interested, starting perhaps with Simmel (1908) and Benjamin (1933; 1937; 1974a; 1974b;

1982a). This aspect has been powerfully developed by Bloch (1918; 1951; 1970a; 1979; 1988; 1991). How-

ever, these works have hardly been taken up in the controversies about popular culture.
25

In any event, users’ practices have been more or less disregarded. There are virtually no accounts of their

use of ornamentation, nor of its relationship with their ways of knowing and feeling. Although it is patently

obvious that they never ceased to engage in the use of ornament, and that they must think of it in other

ways, theorists and professionals (or their institutions) have rarely taken notice. Consequently, designers of

my generation – as well as those before and following – were educated around a gaping hole that was never

articulated. Ornament was never raised as a topic and all we learned implicitly was that it had somehow lost

its lease on life – either naturally as a result of progress, or politically because of an unholy alliance with con-

servatism or even fascism. How strong this attitude still was in the early 1990s in Germany was demon-

strated by a comment of an academic with whom I discussed the potential outline of my thesis. He surmised

that I had to be careful in framing my arguments in order not to be misinterpreted as subscribing to right wing

or fascistic ideologies.

Constitution of knowledge and discourse – as the production of culture

– rests almost always on a differential in power relationships. To dis-

cuss ornament – or any other form of cultural production – purely in

terms of aesthetics and theory, and to promote equanimity over ques-

tions such as loss of meaning, involves a separation of culture from

social and political issues. These approaches ultimately deny differ-

ences and avoid relational questions about the positions from which

claims about meaning are advanced, even as they promote diversity.

They also obscure political questions of disadvantage and discrimination (Rizvi, 1994: 59-61). There are

therefore good reasons to explore the aspect of loss in the transitions processes affecting myths, symbols

and ornament, and to brush the topic against the grain.

II Positioning 

At the end of a long and convoluted journey it is often difficult to render account of experiences made and

transformations undergone in a chronological and accurate manner. Directions, events, contacts and deci-

sions contract in hindsight into a far more narratively structured configuration than the journey itself has ever

been. Horrors and inconveniences turn into anecdotes, and incidents take on a fateful logic one could not

‘see’ at the time they occurred. This is to an extent a normal feature of qualitative research (Reichertz &

Soeffner, 1994: 310). In this project, it was possibly more pronounced since the research involved much ex-

ploration in sometimes fraught circumstances. In order for an account of such research to sustain a ‘certain

scientific character’, it is necessary to make ‘explicit the rules and conditions of its production, and first of all

the relations out of which it arises’ (Certeau, 1984: 44).

25
This is perhaps partially due to limited publication and translation, but I cannot help thinking that their approaches

Benetton advertisement
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In this section, I will therefore try to render account of my own starting position: what motivated my interest to

know about the questions raised, and from which perspective did I look at the problems involved? Hopefully

without too much ‘I-witnessing’ (Geertz in Horgan, 1996: 157), this will make the modelling and framing of my

research questions more transparent. My approach did not remain constant over the course of the activities

that make up research (observing, talking, thinking, reading, recording, analysing, interpreting, writing). In the

same way they were initially formed through my encounters with situations and people, my views and inter-

ests were significantly changed by subsequent experiences.

After placing myself in relationship with people, values and cultures, I will render account of the rules and

conditions of the production of my research as far as this is possible.

1 Relations out of which the research arises

Looking back, I realise that my education and practice as a designer has from the beginning influenced my

research approach more strongly than I was aware of at the time. Many of the metaphors I used, such as

framing, perspective, scaffolding, or concept have their own ‘life’ in design practice. I often discovered only

later that they had been employed with different and specific meanings by theorists in other fields.
26

More-

over, many of my metaphors are specular (views, aspect, look at, see, behind, visible etc.), and probably

even more so than Matthews (1996) has observed for Aristotelian empiricism. Metaphors, as Derrida (1978a:

17) notes, are never innocent: they orient research and fix results. Thus, I see myself walking around a prob-

lem, looking at its various aspects, observing it gaining dimensions in that process – all metaphors that also

feature in descriptions of the design process.

Designers usually operate at the intersections of conflicting interests: their client’s interests often only over-

lap partially with those of the ultimate users of a design. Even with regard to the client only, wishes and prac-

ticalities are frequently difficult to reconcile. Further, the client’s wishes might conflict with aesthetic or social

values, and with good standards of professional practice. In every design problem, theory and practice con-

stantly impact on each other, and on what is so glibly called creativity. In all respects, a good designer is

expected not to take things for granted, not to take things at face value, to use another specular metaphor. A

good design process is said to be primarily explorative: to take into account the various and often conflicting

aspects of a problem, and to produce alternative proposals as a matter of course. Only when a designer can

be reasonably certain to have explored all and any issues that might have a bearing on the situation ought

she make decisions – in negotiation with the client, and often having to find a compromise.

Through education, formal and informal, social groups produce a system of internalised patterns – the habi-

tus – which are capable of producing all the thoughts, perceptions and actions peculiar to a specific culture

or subculture – and only those (Bourdieu, 1974: 143). Thus, from the outset, my habitus as a designer in-

duced me to choose some options for proceeding with my research while others were unavailable to me. For

example, existing theories, which I might have used to base my research on, always seemed lacking in

some respect since they perceived of the problem from a limited perspective. Many theories also seemed

rather too conclusive and self-contained whereas I almost expected contradictions and conflict. This was not

only a designer’s expectation, but dovetailed with a general personal perspective. From an early age, ac-

did not gel with mainstream thinking of aesthetic theorists and critics in the post-war period, and even now.
26

See p. 36.
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cording to family accounts, I seem to have had an unusually acute perception of double standards, and the 

real and often unacknowledged suffering of individuals and groups; in short, of injustices. This perception, 

until adolescence accommodated within a critical Christian tradition as the only framework available, subse-

quently brought me into contact with feminist and socialist theories. It also led me to take part in activities of 

marginalised groups to advance their positions, even though I had been born into a comfortable middle-class

family. The awareness of my own precarious status as a girl doing boys’ things, and later as a woman and 

single mother in environments dominated by men, however, supplied me with a fund of experiences from 

which I could begin to understand the marginality of others. From this position, it became a normal experi-

ence to run up against the orthodoxies propagated by institutions in control and in support of the respective 

dominant culture. Knowledge, I came to learn practically, is always framed.

The obvious conflict between the ways in which design professionals and critics frame knowledge about or-

namentation and are in turn affected by it, and the ways in which users seem to be informed in their prac-

tices by quite different evaluations – but above all the way in which the specialists judged popular ornamen-

tal practices as unenlightened, bad taste, compulsive and fetishistic – was what first raised my interest in the 

topic of ornamentation. Because in designers’ discussions the topic was almost invariably framed in formalist 

and functionalist terms, I was directed to look for potentially different interpretations of ornament. My obser-

vations suggested that one important issue in this context was its potential for meaning. 

In 1987, I spent four weeks in Bad Pyrmont, a German spa, for rehabilitation from a chronic back problem. 

The ‘spa culture’ of Bad Pyrmont had been inserted into a largely agrarian setting mainly during the eight-

eenth century. Today, farm houses in half-timber construction are still situated next to the bath halls, the ca-

sino and the three quarter size bourgeois shopping street of the spa ensemble. In that part of Germany, as in 

many others, half timber framing is traditionally carved with symbolic motifs: sun wheels, dragons, spirals, 

ram’s horns, or human figures.

Walking through the town in spring, and observing people as they cleaned, repaired and finally painted their 

buildings, I was impressed by the extraordinary care and attention that was given particularly to the carved 

motifs. I had already become regularly involved in conversations about the conditions of the houses, and 

about changes with regard to preservation. One day I asked one of my acquaintances whether he knew 

something about the particular motif he was presently painting out. 

Half-timber houses, Hessen, Germany
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His answer was probably what gave my general interest in ornamentation its specific focus, and my thesis its

title:

I had come across similar situations – albeit not necessarily in reference to ornamentation – before, and en-

countered them again afterwards. The post-war changes of forms of life, different styles of communication

and an increasing urban drift, had meant in many instances that things that would previously have been

talked about while people were, for instance, working together were no longer articulated. It made me appre-

ciate on what different levels social lives were taking place in Germany simultaneously.

I was at the time working in Frankfurt for an international company, where it was normal to carry out one’s

daily duties in at least two languages with people from all over the world, and around business activities

which were typical of post industrial economies. Simultaneously, all but thirty minutes’ drive away, there

would be people of another culture, carrying on their business in a

land-based environment, speaking dialects I could hardly understand

although I had been living in the area for more than ten years and was

fluent in the city dialect. Nevertheless, through particularly my father’s

family, whose land-based and extended family structure had only

started to give way to a more fragmented and modern way of life dur-

ing my childhood, I was familiar with some of its basic features. And,

between 1982 and 1985, I had observed the many different forms of

life in New Zealand, and their expression in material culture.
27

When I started to connect my experiences

with what I was exposed to in terms of design discourses in professional journals, it became clear to me that

such expert discussions were carried out from a vast distance to large parts of the populations in Germany

and elsewhere. The virtues of ‘good form’ were still advocated in the late 1980s, when designers complained

about the persistent, and false desire of people to have ‘wheat sheaves printed on their toasters’. But their

‘good form’ seemed to me to have little, if any, relevance in the lives of the very people whose misguided

habits were lamented by the ‘educators of good taste’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 7). Thus, even the cultures of

the demographic majorities in countries such as Germany or England were in such discourses turned into

marginal areas which lacked clarity and focus around the values of good form and function, and which

seemed almost in need of being cleared up like one would claim a swamp. The swamps seemed to originate

from a lack of rationality and sophistication: emotion, eroticism, naivety, excess, backwardness, and the like

Freudenberg, Germany

I don’t know what it means, really. All I know is

that it does mean something, because my father told

me that his father had explained it to him when they

were working on the building. But he never told me.

So – all I know is that it means something.
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were held responsible for the attachment to ornament observed by the critics, and the groups often associ-

ated with ornament were women, children, common folk, primitive people, and pathological personalities (all

of which are to varying degrees socially constructed from the perspective of what we might now call white

middle-class men).

My growing interest in the different forms of discourse on ornamentation immedi-

ately brought me face to face with conflicting positions concerning class, gender

and ethnicity. One form of discourse had control over the framing of ‘knowledge’

and ‘truth claims’ to the exclusion of others, and exercised this control with an ap-

parent arrogance and lack of interest in the realities of those whose practices were

being discoursed about in their absence.

My position, however, was also always problematic – except in the context of femi-

nist or environmental issues – in that I was not ‘naturally’ part of the groups who

were thus marginalised. As a designer, for example, I had been initiated into the accepted professional prac-

tices of abstention from ornament over the course of my education. I remember ornamental practices well

from my childhood and adolescence, but by the time I took an interest in the problematics of ornamentation I

had long ceased to be involved with it myself. Neither would I have been associated socio-economically with

the groups whose practices around ornamentation were criticised by design experts. But my outsider posi-

tion was particularly pertinent in the New Zealand context where I was initially a stranger to both Maori and

Pakeha cultures, and on the face of it more in respect of Maori culture.
28

Heinke (s.a.) describes, following Simmel, several possible reactions to strangeness: structuring the un-

known according to known patterns, idealising or denigrating the unknown, unconditional assimilation, en-

forcement of own attitudes onto others, and communication and interaction to create something new. I have

observed most of those reactions in myself. Which one prevailed in a given situation depended often on my

self-confidence and sense of self, and on the availability of ‘possibilities and the ability to handle and inter-

pret information’ as conditions to ‘gain from experiences with the unknown’ (Ibid.). I found it particularly diffi-

cult to create and maintain the necessary conditions to deal with my own status in situations which were de-

termined by mutual strangeness between different groups within New Zealand society themselves. These

situations occurred increasingly as I started to confront the impact of the history of colonialism on issues of

ornamentation

However, there are also advantages to the relative outsider position from which I research, in that I was not

committed from the outset to any perspective or side. My own cultural background, although Western, is suf-

ficiently different from Pakeha positions to prevent automatic identification, and in some aspects sufficiently

similar to Maori positions to be ‘intellectually and culturally influenced’ (Goldberg, 1993: 218). Not too much

in the force field of competing orthodoxies seems naturally evident to me. The position of the outsider might,

27
By material culture I mean the tangible manifestations of lived culture which give expression to, and are oriented
around, everyday life: clothes, objects, tools, but also art with a small ‘a’: pictures, music, photographs, perform-
ances etc.

28
This position as stranger, however, is relative: between 1982 and 1985, I took part in many everyday practices in
New Zealand, both in the life-worlds of Maori and Pakeha, as well as those of other cultures. Since 1984, I have
been married to a man from Ngati Porou, who also has Jewish-German ancestry and who lived with my family in
Germany for some years between 1985 and 1992. Since my return to New Zealand in 1992 I have maintained, in
my professional and personal life, relationships with individuals and communities from different ethnic and cultural

Casein Brand, 1931
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as Bude (1991: 106) suggests, even be the position from which to productively conduct cultural analysis.

Because of its concerns with the ‘remainder of the whole’
29

cultural analysis is forced to ignore disciplinary

compartments. ‘The reconstruction of cultural meaning probably demands not only interdisciplinary ap-

proaches but even more the willingness for “brave boundary-crossing”.’
30

2 Rules and conditions of its production

Through teaching interior design studio, I had discovered that my research topic was more alive and kicking

than even I had expected. My students were actually using ornament in their work, a practice which not only

lecturers but even students themselves considered to be a ‘cover up’ first and foremost. In 1996, I therefore

began to conduct my first empiri-

cal research project Ornament as

cultural practice in design educa-

tion (1997). In looking at the re-

sulting ‘data’ – at the ‘given’ –

and in trying to define for myself

what ‘data’ meant in the light of

theories, I realised that they contained a number of what I came to call ‘trickle down theories’. Although, from

a postmodernist perspective, the end of meta-narratives has been widely proclaimed,
31

even theories located

in that spectrum become universal claims when, although developed within the contexts of Western societies

(and often only particular and privileged contexts), they are uncritically transferred to non-Western, non-

urban and non-industrial cultures and societies.

Researching in Aotearoa, and noticing how much my students (and most of their tutors) con-

sidered ‘ornament’ to be an element of other cultures rather than their own, it appeared to me

that the same old meta-narratives, in a new guise, are still applied in strategies of inclusion

and exclusion. I was not surprised that the mainly Pakeha participants considered ornament

as a means of identification, be it cultural or personal.

Their descriptions of ornament, however, were also a

negative re-enactment of their own perceived difference

from ‘primitive’, or ‘less developed’ cultures, mainly

Polynesian or Maori. There appeared to be a confusion

in this position which needed explanation. Heinke (s.a.)

notes that lack of information and self-assurance leads

to difficulties in interpreting unfamiliar phenomena, and

that – in such situations – ‘groups tend to draw themselves back onto traditional, inflexible

backgrounds. My perspective is no longer that of a total stranger, but neither do I look at issues fully from a position
inside New Zealand society.

29
‘Ever since scientific work … has given itself its own proper and appropriable places through rational projects capa-
ble of determining their procedures, … ever since it was founded as a plurality of limited and distinct fields, in short
ever since it stopped being theological, it has constituted the whole as its remainder; this remainder has become
what we call culture. This cleavage organizes modernity. It cuts it up into scientific and dominant islands set off
against the background of practical “resistances” and symbolizations that cannot be reduced to thought’ (Certeau,
1984: 6).

30
See The limits of disciplines, p. 24.

31
See fn. 56, p. 27.

First year
design
student’s work

Third year design student’s work

First year design students’ diaries
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forms of reaction to strangeness. Strangeness becomes a threat’.

This realisation intensified my reflection about how much my research ought to deal with the concepts and

practices of ornament in New Zealand in relationship to Maori culture. I had kept this question open at the

beginning, apart from deciding that I would not write about Maori culture. Eventually, the results of my first

research project Ornament as cultural practice in design education (1997) demonstrated in unequivocal

terms that there was no way in which I could avoid the problematics of the use and classification of Maori

images or motifs. I also realised that I was already part of the problem due to the definitions and methods I

had used in this project: at its conception, I had taken the usual approach of constructing a set of categories

for the design of questionnaires. Apart from distributing the questionnaires to a larger sample group for com-

pletion, I also gave them to all interview partners to introduce the topic. The interviews were conducted in an

open format, and some informants chose to discuss the questionnaire in detail, whereas others raised en-

tirely different aspects. In particular Maori educators expressed epistemological concerns about the term

‘ornament’ when applied to Maori culture, and about the theoretical framework into which this term is em-

bedded.

Initially, I was at a loss to understand the spontaneous and lasting rejection of many Maori informants of the

term ‘ornament’ in the context of their own culture – particularly because their arguments seemed to concur

with notions that had been advocated by many proponents of modernism,
32

namely that ornament is superfi-

cial, superfluous and emptied of meaning. However, the ‘art of naming … is an important strategy on the part

of groups engaged in struggles with other groups’ (Featherstone, 1991:37). Whether or not the concept of

ornament can be a medium for an exploration of colonial and contemporary cultural relationships in

Aotearoa, the controversy made me aware that the term ‘ornament’ is at least problematic when used in the

context of Maori culture. It has been (and still is) used often in a derogatory manner, and to devalue Maori

art. In trying to construct my own definition of ornament for the purposes of my research, I had thus encoun-

tered several complications which are characteristic of the New Zealand environment. This resulted not only

in difficulties to pin down the subject matter of my research, but also in a recognition of conflicting positions

in the struggle between different groups who are engaged in the ‘art of naming’.

The next research project on The use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design (Engels-Schwarzpaul

& Whaanga, 1999) necessarily dealt with interculturality, where mutual foreignness must not only be ac-

cepted but rendered productive (Schäffter quoted in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 140). Cultural patterns acquired

through socialisation are usually deeply ingrained, but not conscious. Thus, the ability to distance oneself

from one’s own cultural position is a key qualification in multicultural settings where a prevailing danger is to

essentialise opposing cultural positions. This was the phase in my research which was both most testing and

most rewarding. The ‘docility and gratitude toward one’s hosts’ mentioned by Certeau (1984: 24) was often a

pleasurable experience, since it opened me up to new points of view which I found deeply interesting. In

those situations, communication and interaction helped to create a new integration of aspects I had been

uncertain about. In other cases, the same docility and gratitude led to experiences where I felt that my integ-

rity was put to severe tests, and where there was a danger to fall back into other patterns of response de-

scribed by Heinke. I found myself momentarily caught in the force field of unmediated ‘them and us’ posi-

32
Most notoriously Adolf Loos, but also in the debates of the German Werkbund up until at least the late 1950's, the
British Design Council, the German Institute for New Technical Form, and other international institutions advocating
functionalism.
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tions, which surfaced frequently as a form of identity politics, but to varying degrees and to different ends.
33

The investigation of the differences and overlaps of such stances can, of course, contribute to understand-

ing, but it became difficult when participants made assertive assumptions about the universality of cultural

models.

Such assumptions are question-

able even internally, and need to

be checked by a perspective on

social or sub-cultural interior

differentiation (Flick, 1996: 93).
34

It is even more problematic when

from a dominant cultural per-

spective a picture of minority

cultures is created. Not only

were there Maori individuals and organisations who protested against being labelled ‘Maori’ since they per-

ceive this to be a colonial construction; there were equally Pakeha participants who objected to the label

‘Pakeha’.
35

It was difficult at times to simultaneously appreciate self-definitions of participants based on their

membership of cultural groups, to perceive patterns organised around such definitions, and at the same time

not to lose sight of variations within groups. This required ongoing self-reflection on my part in order to not

only be able to communicate with people with different cultural habitus, but also to avoid the epistemological

vicious circle of ‘the sneaking transition from the model of reality to the reality of the model’ (Bourdieu quoted

in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 143). As already mentioned, my ability to deal with these situations productively

and creatively depended also on my own self-confidence and clarity and was not always balanced with the

requirements peculiar to a research situation.

In thinking about the way we frame problems, I became increasingly aware of academia’s own specific types

of common-sense knowledge: knowledge that is taken for granted and not rendered problematic.
36

It ap-

peared to me that methodological scuffles frequently obscure questions such as what counts as knowledge,

and under which conditions knowledge is constructed. The resulting divisions may cause researchers to by-

pass important issues in the life-worlds of their research subjects, for instance ornament as cultural practice.

Further, in a society where one cultural group holds a dominant position, the framing of knowledge becomes

increasingly problematic as it invades the field of a subordinate culture, in this case Maori culture.

Research in this area therefore involves struggling with conflicting loyalties, and often highlights the social,

historical and economic differences between the research participants as practitioners, and the researcher

as analyst. Certeau (1984) observes how the larger patterns of power differentials are almost necessarily

replicated in research projects.

This difference can be seen within the study itself, in the gap that separates the time of solidar-

ity (marked by docility and gratitude toward one’s hosts) from the time of writing; the latter re-

33
Bell (1999: 178) writes about the relevance of ‘crucial questions of who “they” (Maori) and “we” (Pakeha) were in
relation to one another’ at the beginning of the twentieth century. These questions have not been answered, it
seems, and continue to be played out.

34
See also Dutton (1995) and the responses to his article.

35
For a discussion of definitions, see p. 39ff.

36
See p. 75ff.

Moulds for garden ornament plaster
casts, many of them Maori motifs

Flaking floor, archaeological recon-
struction grid
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veals the institutional affiliations (scientific, social) and the profit (intellectual, professional, fi-

nancial, etc.) for which this hospitality is objectively the means. The Bororos of Brazil sink slowly

into their collective death, and Lévi-Strauss takes his seat in the French Academy. Even if this

injustice disturbs him, the facts remain unchanged. In this one respect (which is an index of oth-

ers that are more important), the intellectuals are still borne on the backs of the common people

(24-5).

The docility and gratitude towards one’s host in my projects did not make itself felt only with Maori as the

minority culture, but also with people who are objectively, and sometimes also subjectively, in an adversarial

position towards Maori culture. The face-to-face contact entailed in lengthy interviews, and the relatively

regular contact leading up to and following the interviews, established relationships based on voluntary co-

operation and goodwill in spite of possibly vast political differences. Even when writing up the data, and ana-

lysing comments which I found repelling, it was the memory of that gratitude and goodwill which made me

careful to remain fair. Bias will always be present in any research project, but the direct contact with interview

partners tempered occasional adversary reactions on my part, and often prevented a singular perspective. If

I finally came to disagree with some positions, it was as a result of this process of ongoing re-examination.

The exposure to different people’s directly articulated perspectives, and the possibility of dialogue, also pre-

vented an unhampered growth of theoretical speculation which might have easily missed important points.

Elias (1995: 19) warns of the latent danger of concepts devoid of empirical context because they allow us to

forget ‘all too easily that they are always to do with people coexisting with each other. It is particularly impor-

tant for sociologists, whenever they make use of objectifying concepts, not to lose sight of how these actually

refer to people-in-their-groups’.
37

In this sense, the lack of available research on my topic turned out to be an advantage: it forced me to de-

vote part of my work to empirical studies. Available theories on ornamentation usually do not take account of

the signifying practices of users, and of the issues around reception and consumption. In any event, the

sense of signifying practices cannot be derived from any abstract meanings retrieved from texts. It arises

from situated use which is in turn not primarily dependent on such definitions (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 90).

While many aspects of, for example, some texts in the poststructuralist ‘tradition’ offer insights for my re-

search, and while they suggest positions from which to analyse images as products of social signification,

they have generally little to say about their everyday use and their role in interaction (89). Socially shared

situations provide a temporary arrest of the infinite regress of meanings, acting as ‘nodal points’ (Laclau and

Mouffe) in which stability and solidity is acquired. They also create ‘forms of knowledge and “truth”’ and con-

stitute subjectivity.
38

As Shotter (1993: 48) observes, academics tend to avoid messy boundary or marginal regions if they can

help it. ‘Given a preference, those places are not among our preferred places to be; we prefer places upon

the podia, in front of “civilized” and “disciplined” audiences. We, in our language games, still want to sustain

our own forms of life.’ In that sense, I am probably not a real academic myself. I find the messy traces of

37
Wittgenstein (1958: #206-7, 241) suggests that language-games can only be understood by participating in the
forms of life they belong to.

38
‘The legal system, for example, can be seen as just this kind of articulation which stabilizes patterns of meaning,
forms of social being, groups and interests.’ (172) For an example of the legal system intervening in processes of
signification, see p. 309ff. For instances of incapacity, or unwillingness, of the legal system to recognise problems
of signification, see Cultural property and legal frameworks, p. 324.
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everyday life fascinating, and above all the people who act in it. Therefore, my research interest in practices

of ornamentation, and its loss of meaning for particular groups of people in processes of transition, was not

in the first place a scholarly one but in a sense programmatic. I hope that my exploration of the lowlands of

practice (Schön, 1985: 17) will be useful in shedding some light onto the nature and politics of ornamental

practices and thereby provide a basis not only to critique, but also to change and improve the ways in which

ornament is used in its social contexts. My personal motivation and involvement with the topic are certainly

driving forces, but I was from the beginning also aware of the necessity to suspend judgement for a long

time, and to temper personal interest by self-reflection and ongoing contact with people who would give me

critical feedback. Through this process, I hope to rehabilitate some forms of ornamental use and to critically

discuss others, such as the use that is made of ornament as resource for academic erudition or as a market-

ing instrument. The disagreements I observed seemed to me to be not just on the level of language-games,

but on the level of the forms of life those language-games are based on.
39

III Mapping 

Having described my starting position, and how I initially approached the topic, I will now explain how I tried

to make sense of the problems I was interested in, how I saw them related to theories, and how I made deci-

sions at important junctures where misfits and dilemmas occurred with the initial framework of my PhD re-

search.

1 Research and reality

If knowledge is invariably framed by the perspective from which it is sought, how can we say anything rele-

vant after perhaps having articulated our perspective and made our assumptions explicit? How does current

research relate to that which has already been produced by others, to the giants on whose shoulders we

stand as much as to the traditions of those we take exception with? How does research in one discipline

relate to that of other disciplines? At the beginning of my research, I was only vaguely aware of questions of

disciplinarity, but in hindsight I can see that my approach was similar to that which Peters (1999a: 14-5) de-

scribes as Grossberg’s notion of cultural studies and their inherent interdisciplinarity. This interdisciplinarity

arises ‘as a consequence of the pursuit of knowledge that happens to transgress disciplinary boundaries …

in the effort to map as rigorously as possible a particular context and “to answer strategic questions”’. It is

part of ‘an adaptation to its terrain’ (Hall in Peters, 1999a: 15).
40

For me, an important part of mapping the terrain was to understand different signifying and use practices at

points of transition, and how in those transitions meaning is changed, preserved, lost or created. There are

transition processes at the level of the individual, which seemed to be explained best by psychoanalytic con-

cepts – such as the transition from verbal to visual (or in the reverse), cathexis
41

of affects giving things a

particular meaning and not another, or biographical histories of object relations. If the individual is under-

stood not only as the unity of a body – with its own dynamics – and subjective conscious and unconscious

mental processes, but also as the site of intersecting discourses, these mental processes will be related to

39
See Eagleton (1982: 83).

40
The terrain, in my case, embraced a number of disciplines: design, architecture, art, history, philosophy, sociology,
psychoanalysis, semiotics, … of which I was reasonably qualified only in the first two.

41
For a definition of cathexis, see fn. 89, p. 49.
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the social field of the symbolic. Sociological and anthropological studies ask questions about institutions and

forms of culture: what does it mean, for instance, if members of communities who would have perceived of

themselves as Scots or Welsh, middle- or working-class, Protestant or Anglican, experience a trans-location

to a colony where they – in spite of their internal differences – come to see themselves as unified on the ba-

sis of common interests and their difference from others? How would this affect their view of the material

culture they brought with them, and how would that culture develop and take on various new meanings?

Similar questions could be asked for Maori groups who began to see themselves as Maori to a certain extent

in the juxtaposition or opposition to the settlers’ society. Which processes of signification would take place in

the transition of symbols between the two cultures and over time? On the level of institutions – how were

those everyday discourses of communities organised into symbolic figurations, which also brought them into

line with the larger political, imperial framework? What cultural images were and are used in the public

spheres of education, communication or administration, and which forms does that use take? Are they or-

naments or symbols or both? And finally, beyond the signifying regimes of communities and the nation,

which processes take place in the transition from a cultural good to a commodity, particularly in the context

of globalisation and detraditionalisation? Clearly, no single discipline would be able to deal with these diverse

aspects.

This situation was not new to me. Design theory has always employed a mix of approaches taken from other

disciplines, and there has been ongoing discussion about whether or not design can be a subject of theory

itself, with its own field of concern, or whether it ought not see itself as parasitical on the knowledge produc-

tion of others. Since my interest lay in the signifying and ornamental practices of everyday life, and since the

existing literature on ornament has little to say about this, it seemed initially necessary not so much to think,

but to look (Wittgenstein). To this end, I started to organise my observations by engaging in empirical re-

search. I was immediately faced with questions such as: what is reality; how much of it can we share; how

can it be observed and described? In effect, as I realised quickly, employing the tools of another discipline

brings with it also the instructions that are inscribed in those tools which are ‘marked by uses; … they signify

the operations whose object they have been, operations which are relative to situations’ (Certeau, 1984: 21).

The interdisciplinary activity of using the methods and tools from another discipline involves not only the level

of application (tools), but often also questions of epistemology (rules) (Nicolescu in Peters, 1999a: 12).

In such boundary crossing, epistemologies are most likely to become problematic if misfits occur. They lead

to questions of the conditions of their possibility [Foucault, 1972 #856: 45; , 1974 #983: 35]. It seemed to me

that at such junctions I had the choice between abandoning a bricoleur approach for that of the engineer, or

for that of the archaeologist.
42

The first consists in improving and developing the tools and methods beyond

their present scope to better fit the task, the second involves asking questions about the historicity of the

existing tools and methods in order to understand their purpose. Which uses were they developed for, and

which uses were either never considered or purposefully excluded?
43

Which knowledges did they help to

construct, and which were they designed to subjugate or silence? If I was interested in knowledges and prac-

tices which are normally not recorded or discussed, would the instruments which have failed to register them

in the past be able to be used for a different purpose? Foucault (1980: 81-2) ascribes to ‘functionalist coher-

42
In the end, I chose to use both approaches at different stages and for different purposes. For a brief discussion of
the bricoleur/engineer distinction (Lévi-Strauss), see p. 259.

43
See p. 83ff.
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ence or formal systemisation’ the task or effect of burying and disguising subjugated knowledges. He in-

cludes both knowledges that were suppressed as a whole, because they were in opposition to the dominant

mode of knowledge production, and also popular, low-ranking and debarred knowledges, 'a whole set of

knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or insufficiently elaborated: naïve knowl-

edges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity’. In the con-

text of my research problem in Aotearoa, it appeared to me that the first type of suppressed knowledges

would characteristically include matauranga Maori, the second all those knowledges that fall short of the

standards of scientificity: the discourses of everyday life, and knowledge and meaning that do not lend them-

selves easily to being uprooted and discursively analysed.

How can tools be used against their designated purpose? Derrida (1978b: 284) proposes to conserve, like

Lévi-Strauss did, ‘old concepts within the domain of empirical discovery while here and there denouncing

their limits, treating them as tools which can still be used’, but which need to (and can be) abandoned if nec-

essary and replaced with other instruments which might be more useful. ‘In the meantime, their relative effi-

cacy is exploited, and they are employed to destroy the old machinery to which they belong and of which

they themselves are pieces.’ I believe that we do not have much choice but to work with and around existing

concepts and tools, not only because, as Derrida notes with respect to metaphysics, ‘[w]e have no language

… which is foreign to this history’ (280) into which our current thinking is embedded. In order to critique the

results of past knowledge production and repression, we need to talk particularly about those tools and about

how they still can operate to suppress. It may even be that an ill-fitted instrument, precisely because it does

not operate smoothly in the way we would want it to, can have an important function of keeping us aware of

problematics which would otherwise slip from attention.
44

For example, using a research instrument such as a questionnaire brings with it not only methodological

questions about bias and reliability, but also questions about the types of knowledge or data it can ever bring

to the fore. An impersonal form, which is relatively structured according to the interests of the researcher,

does not allow for dialogue, a short-falling which is well known. This lack of dialogue becomes highly prob-

lematic when occurring in areas where neither the style nor the categories determined by the researcher are

congenial to the way the participants frame their knowledge. A considerable proportion of the New Zealand

population would not be able to make themselves heard in such a context, be it for reasons of language use,

or for the fact that I could not even reach many people by such procedures. Two determining factors are, for

instance, socio-economic and geographical. Further, Smith (1999: 187-8) says clearly about Maori culture:

‘We have a different epistemological tradition which frames the way we see the world, the way we organize

ourselves in it, the questions we ask and the solutions which we seek’. This difference cannot be resolved in

the context of a questionnaire, and not surprisingly, there were specific objections from Maori individuals to

this research tool in their responses. It is also reasonable to expect that many Maori might have chosen not

to respond at all for this very reason. However, the unease about ticking a box to indicate one’s thinking is

far more widely spread, across all cultural groups.

[T]he fact is that ‘we’ do not make sense of ‘their’ lives in ‘their’ terms. … they themselves are

not treated seriously as being able to speak the truth about their own lives; their claims do not

pass ‘our’ institutional tests (Shotter, 1993: 48).

44
For example, our own prejudices. See p. 111.
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To be sure, there are ways to take account of, and to respond to, the rasping of the wrong tools. But even

the use of different methods to balance for the short-fallings of each individual one (in terms of methodology

commonly called triangulation) still partakes of the logic of research which, by nature, relies on isolating and

reframing knowledge to be able to produce ‘new’ knowledge. Certeau (1984: 20) argues that the extraction

of data from their historical or practical context and their transfer into a scientific space not only changes

them, but that a large part of important aspects are left aside because they ‘cannot be so uprooted and

transferred to another space: ways of using things or words according to circumstances’. In fact, ‘everyday

… practices (as well as the space of their tactics) have to be ignored in order for the scientific practices to be

able to operate in their own field,’ so that the art of everyday life

and its practitioners are excluded from the laboratory, not only because the scientific method

requires a delimitation and simplification of its objects[
45

], but also because there corresponds to

the constitution of a scientific space, as the precondition of any analysis, the necessity of being

able to transfer the objects of study to it. (20)

Certeau, with a refreshing lack of respect, compares scientific methods with ways of cooking where, ‘[u]sing

the imperatives that punctuate the steps in a recipe, we could say that this theorizing operation consists of

two moments: first, cut out; then turn over. First an “ethnological” isolation; then a logical inversion’ (62).
46

This operation is particularly dangerous when practised in the context of other epistemologies, and even

more so if there is a likelihood that they will interfere with processes attempting to deal with prior interfer-

ences from dominant modes of science. Trask (1993: 151-2) describes how Western historians were unable

to find evidence for traditional Hawaiian concepts because they mostly failed to learn the Hawai’ian lan-

guage.
47

She points out that an American historian researching the history of France would learn French, but

that this requirement did and does not necessarily apply to the research of Indigenous peoples’ histories and

cultures.
48

Consequently, Indigenous peoples find that their history is ‘nowhere present’ and their claims to

knowledge are dismissed. Ironically, in the research project about the use of Maori cultural images (Engels-

45
See Lorenzer about the loss of relational character (accompanied by increasing reification and decreasing emo-
tional resonance) in the development of denotational signs. ‘In this transformation, the signified is isolated and de-
marcated as object.’ See p. 150.

46
Smith (1999: 73-4) provides an example: ‘[T]he imputing of a Western psychological “self” - which is a highly indi-
vidualized notion - to group consciousness as it is centred in many colonized societies, is not a straightforward
translation of the individual to the group, although this is often the only way that Westerners can come to under-
stand what may constitute a group. The purpose of commenting on such a concept is that what counts as “authen-
tic” is used by the West as one of the criteria to determine who really is indigenous, who is worth saving, who is still
innocent and free from Western contamination. … At the heart of such a view of authenticity is a belief that indige-
nous cultures cannot change, cannot recreate themselves and still claim to be indigenous. Nor can they be compli-
cated, internally diverse or contradictory. Only the West has that privilege’. This relationship of Western knowledge
to other knowledges has been graphically demonstrated in the histories of Maori Studies departments in New Zea-
land; see Ranginui Walker (1999).

47
McLean (1999: 16-7) describes a misrecognition in New Zealand history, when Cook in his coastal surveys pro-
duced ‘a knowledge system with a specific “perspective”’ which ‘generally ignored indigenous knowledge systems’:
‘… these drawings show soundings, location, watering places, anchorages, rocks, islands, and geography of places
defined by English names … . While identifying a few pa sites, no Maori places such as waahi tapu, fishing reefs,
tauranga waka, are presented on the charts. In effect, Maori coastal environment has been all but “emptied” and
replaced with a European coastal environment. This European perspective was of a generally safe harbour offering
good watering, timber and shelter without any sign of significant indigenous occupation’.

48
Jahnke discusses a similar ‘difficulty in translating Maori visual imagery’, which in his view has led Neich (1993) to
an interpretation of kowhaiwhai panels which is ‘laden under the weight of Western aestheticism’ (Jahnke, 1995:
10) and consequently overlooks central configurations. When I studied for my Masters Degree at The University of
Auckland in 1984 one of my fellow students in the English department, who greatly admired me for being ‘already’
familiar with some Continental theorists who at the time were becoming the vogue in his field, was simultaneously
stupefied that I was studying Maori. He asked in astonishment why I would be wasting my time learning a ‘dying
language’.
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Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999), one of the participants illustrated Trask’s contention. The person who held

that ‘Maoridom does not know itself’ consistently misspelled Maori as ‘Moari’ in a concept presentation for a

branding campaign. Not surprisingly, perhaps, his interpretation of both the status quo and desirable future

goals lacked empathy with past and present realities of the situation he had to consider.

Thus Smith (1999: 39) holds that part of Decolonizing Methodologies is about ‘recovering our own stories of

the past’ as part of the recovery of Maori language and epistemological foundations. Concepts are formed in

different ways from different positions: the

belief in an authentic self is framed within humanism but has been politicized by the colonized

world in ways which invoke simultaneous meanings; it does appeal to an idealised past when

there was no colonizer, to our strengths in surviving thus far, to our language as an uninter-

rupted link to our histories, to the ownership of our lands, to our abilities to create and control

our own life and death, to a sense of balance among ourselves and with the environment, to our

authentic selves as a people. Although this may seem overly idealized, these symbolic appeals

remain strategically important in political struggles.

When acts and events, which constitute meaning, are replaced by concepts as forms of cognition it is too

easily forgotten that theoretical concepts can only attend to those aspects of a situation or relationship, which

are themselves cognitive (Duncan, 1969: 34). Wittgenstein (1994: 10) considered it as one of the principal

mistakes of the philosophers of his generation that they investigated the form of words in their contemplation

of language, rather than the use that is made of the form of the words. In the field of ornamentation, particu-

larly, not much is purely cognitive, and the meanings I was interested in were themselves likely to be only

partially cognitive. How could their reality be grasped, described and interpreted if the language and proc-

esses available seemed to have some incurable lacks and misfits? How much could be articulated within

such a language, and what would be the leftovers? Whose knowledge was to count as knowledge, in whose

discursive space, and in which relationship with audiences and actors?

I was experiencing in my own body the limitations of language, thought, collectivity and tradition that delimit

the horizon of the thinkable for every single individual. Since I often changed position to be able to see prob-

lems from different angles, these limitations were palpable. Language never quite seemed to fit what I

meant. ‘Here I am inclined to fight windmills, because I cannot yet say the thing I really want to say’

(Wittgenstein, 1969: #400). I was aware that only part of my understanding was cognitive; my intuitions and

other emotional responses could only with difficulties, and incompletely, be accommodated within accepted

research practices.

The supervisor of my first research project, for example, had a strong Popperian and positivist orientation.

He was extremely helpful, tolerant and supportive, and it would have been very difficult to carry out my first

empirical study without his help. However, his perception of valid research was that all subjectivity on the

side of the researcher had to be expunged, and irrationality such as beliefs and feelings were a matter for

private life. I hope I do not do him any injustice, but his views on the matter, taken together with all the other

instances I came across in the literature and in life, seemed to me to exemplify ‘Western fears of emotion’s

threat to rationality and self-control’ (Boler, 1999: 159) which I had come to see as an attribute of patriarchal

organisations of life and thought.
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Fernandez (1971: 43) writes that one reason for the resistance in academia to study metaphor ‘arises from

the fact that metaphor has so much to do with feelings. Such obscure matters have quite naturally provoked

the distrust of social scientists’.
49

He considers it understandable, and perhaps even legitimate, to prevent

refractory things from intruding into analysis, but that to deny their existence and importance is another mat-

ter. However, he reintroduces the notion of structure into sentiment in order to salvage it.

Emotions in human affairs may easily, and regrettably, outweigh the influence of logical struc-

tures. And those who want to write their ethnologies where they conceive the action to be, are

entitled to our attention. It is too easy to say that they are soft. In any case a false dichotomy

can too easily prevail. Might there not be a structure to sentiment?

There might be, but of what nature? In any event, no type of research can hope to uncover the whole of a

culture. After both the manifest content (empirically accessible) and the latent structures (theoretically con-

ceptualisable) have been considered, and after ‘strange and fragmentary pieces of evidence’ have been

brought into a context ‘with the help of a playful and yet disciplined fantasy’ there is always a ‘rest that re-

mains obscure, [and] this may be the “navel” of a culture’ (Bude, 1991: 107).
50

My responses to situations in which I could not find any hooks to hang my hunches on were varied: on the

one hand, I started to talk about my projects with as many people as would let me and be responsive. I dis-

covered aspects and views I had not been aware of before. Simultaneously, I read about the philosophy of

science and epistemologies. What I was looking for was a context of history, a genealogy of the strategies of

producing knowledge, the instruments of which I had found ready to hand. Foucault (1980: 83) calls geneal-

ogy ‘the union of erudite knowledge and local memories which allows us to establish a historical knowledge

of struggles and to make use of this knowledge tactically today’ and to find in both fields memories of ‘hostile

encounters which even up to this day have been confined to the margins of knowledge’.

In the process, I was puzzled by questions of realism, objectivism and idealism and their different uses in

different contexts.
51

The further I went in reading and thinking, the more I got onto slippery ice and lost con-

tact with the ground, to use Wittgenstein’s (1958: #107) words again. And the laughter of recognition was

enormous when I came across this:

I am sitting with a philosopher in the garden; he says again and again ‘I know that that’s a tree’,

pointing to a tree that is near us. Someone else arrives and hears this, and I tell him: This fellow

isn’t insane. We are only doing philosophy (Wittgenstein, 1969: #467).

It was as if realism, objectivism, idealism and many other concepts had taken on their own lives, their own

dynamics. The language in which I was reading, thinking and writing had done ‘its own thing’ when I myself,

completely against my own scepticism, started to talk about ‘science’ doing this or that, as if science were a

living and breathing and acting entity, capable of its own intentions and tricks.
52

I had forgotten that ‘reality’ is

49
To make sure that his assumption that this applies to social scientists generally does not slip from attention: it
seems very much that he is here referring to male scientists (of course he does not spell that out). Boler (see
above) has a different view, and so do I.

50
Bude refers here to Freud (1899: 428) who wrote that even in ‘the best interpreted dreams one often has to leave a
passage in obscurity, because in the interpretation it becomes clear that there is a tangle of dream thoughts which
will not be unravelled … This is then the navel of the dream, the point where it rests on the unknown’.

51
For a more detailed discussion regarding concepts of knowledge, see p. 69ff.

52
Cassirer (1979: 245) observes that even scientific discourse cannot be free of some features of mythic thought,
since language is full of metaphors and demonstrates a tendency to personify things and events.
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a term, a concept, in the scientific space I was operating in and that it was ruled by different conventions

than would apply in the language-games of everyday life. Like any other concept, it serves to ‘mark and call

attention to certain phenomena’ and to ‘fulfil certain analytical or classificatory tasks’ (Kellner, 1992: 175).

But the reality of terms is constituted through shared social use.
53

‘How do I know that this colour is red? – It

would be an answer to say: “I have learnt English”’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: #381).

Thus, the awareness that knowledge and discourse are constructed served as a healthy antidote against

both instrumental rationality (Horkheimer, 1967), functional knowledge that is constructed with definite goals

in view, and against the danger of using objectivist methods to explain a subject matter to which they cannot

apply.

Rorty (1980) distinguishes between edifying and systematic philosophies. The first are concerned with con-

tinuing a conversation with persons (157, 373), rather than discovering truths by way of ‘interaction with non-

human reality’ (157). These conversations are linked to other conversations that are going on elsewhere,

such as social and cultural change (264). While the participants may not share common grounds in the

sense of a shared epistemology or disciplinary matrix, ‘the hope of agreement is never lost so long as the

conversation lasts’ (318). Systematic philosophies, conversely, are centrally concerned with knowledge

which is based on foundational truths, end-products of ‘an original wish to substitute confrontation for con-

versations as the determinant of our belief’ (163). In these confrontational discourses, much hinges on the

possibility of certainty. Rorty describes the quest for certainty as a central problem in traditional European

philosophy after Descartes and his creation of the concept of the mind as an ‘inner arena’. There, an Inner

Eye observed ‘mathematical truths, moral rules, the idea of God, moods of depression, and all the rest of

what we now call “mental”’ (50) to discriminate, through doubt, which of these sensations were confused and

which were clear. Doubt about the veil of ideas became central enough to make epistemology, ‘the search

for the immutable structures within which knowledge, life, and culture must be contained – structures set by

the privileged representations which it studies’ (163), central to philosophy. This, in Rorty’s view, was primar-

ily the ‘triumph of quest for certainty over the quest for wisdom’ (61).

It did not appear possible to contain the phenomena I was investigating in immutable structures without vio-

lating them. In fact, the attempts to operate on them in that way had led to the very problems I was observ-

ing. Much more important than searching for those structures even further, it seemed, was to get them

swinging so that I could observe and think in a different way.

1.1 The limits of disciplines

Bal (1991: 18-9) describes how she has employed deconstructive strategies to assist her in dealing with the

‘uneasy fit’ of the concepts she brought to her study from various disciplines, one of them being a ‘continual

suspicion of binary oppositions’. For me, such continual suspicion was motivated primarily by an awareness

of how we tend to naturalise concepts so that we take them as self-evident and for granted. Bourdieu (1989:

168-9) defines doxa as ‘the sum total of the theses tacitly posited on the hither side of all inquiry, which ap-

pear as such only retrospectively, when they come to be suspended practically’. Their critique, which

53
See p. 44
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brings the undiscussed into discussion, the unformulated into formulation, has as the condition

of its possibility objective crisis, which, in breaking the immediate fit between the subjective

structures and the objective structures, destroys self-evidence practically. It is when the social

world loses its character as a natural phenomenon that the question of the natural or conven-

tional character … of social facts can be raised.

The truth of doxa can only be challenged when a field of opinion is constituted, a locus where competing

discourses confront each other in opposition, and in which the phenomena of the social world are explicitly

questioned. This involves the recognition of conflicts of interest, of struggles over hegemony and, by implica-

tion, the constant question cui bono?, who benefits? Dominant groups have an interest in guarding the

boundaries of doxa, just as much as dominated groups have an interest to push against them to expose the

arbitrariness of that which is taken for granted.

It is only when the dominated have the material and symbolic means of rejecting the definition

of the real that is imposed on them through logical structure reproducing the social structures …

and to lift the (institutionalised and internalized) censorships which it implies, i.e. when social

classifications become the object and instrument of class struggle, that the arbitrary principles of

the prevailing classification can appear as such.

As one way of establishing a field of opinion, I have confronted different views on issues relating to meaning,

aesthetics and cultural practice with each other. While the selection and placement of such views are of

course an active construction on my part, I have often refrained from drawing my own conclusions. My inter-

est was to bring different philosophies and methods into a space where they can exist simultaneously and

where they – because of their difference – provide implicit criticism of each other (Kaptchuk, 1983: xx). The

result was, at least on my part, a process of reflection, a process of accepting the limits of each position or

methodology, and of relating them both to their native context (science, philosophy, art criticism etc.) and to

the terrain I was dealing with.

Boundary crossing between disciplines is no longer unusual. Luckmann (1983: 32) observes how descriptive

methods from qualitative research approaches have been used for some time by empirical sciences and in

‘aesthetically filtered common-sense observation’. He sees no reason to reject these crossovers, as long as

‘the differences in cognitive style, method, universe of discourse, and purpose are not extinguished’. I found

it, indeed, necessary to ‘shift gear’ every time I moved from one domain of my research to another, which

could sometimes be painfully slow and irritatingly confusing. However, each one of those shifting experi-

ences also served to remind me of the differences and tensions within the universe of discourses I had be-

gun to explore. I needed these crisis situations, because despite my determination not to fall into the trap of

polarisation and oppositional rhetorics, I have found myself arguing against a theory often enough when it

appeared to neglect or exclude something that seemed important. I started to be involved in arguments

which might have been legitimate in themselves, but irrelevant to the situation. As Todorov (1995: 166)

points out, debates that set partisans of one argument against supporters of another can be false. There is a

possibility that both sides are right and that there is no contradiction, if the affirmations are on different levels.

Thus, the crises I experienced when I changed levels of affirmations, helped me precisely with what Luck-

mann (1983: 32) diagnoses as important for all theories: to be aware of the problematic nature of a number

of assumptions that tend to be taken for granted: ‘the unity of experience’ among people in different societies

and over the course of history, and the ‘givenness and the possibility of communication’.
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For instance, when I was involved in empirical research and had to get help with statistics software the spe-

cialists I consulted were all surprised - without exception. Given that I was a designer (and therefore I sup-

pose seen as an ‘artist’) and that I was doing a PhD in an ‘esoteric’ field such as meaning in ornamentation

(and in a particular department), it seemed that I was not expected to do empirical research, and especially

not expected to raise questions about statistical analyses that had not arisen for the specialists before. In

fact, I could often not find the answers to my questions because I was trying to make the programs do things

that they are usually not used for. People were always helpful after their initial surprise, and possibly even

gave me a bonus for my interest in their disciplines. Whatever the case may be, their surprise indicated to

me that boundary crossing does not occur on a large scale in this area. On the other hand, some of my col-

leagues who worked in the field of scholarship raised doubts about the value of empirical research as such:

they believed it to be inherently ‘limited’.

I can understand their reservations. Empirical research alone is perhaps shackled by the concepts, theories

and methodologies its practitioners might take for granted. All observations are informed by some prior as-

sumptions, and if these are not made explicit and rendered problematic, empirical research will be limited to

what is taken as its foundations. For instance, Certeau (1984: 34-5) notes that statistical study is ‘satisfied

with classifying, calculating and tabulating’ the elements or ‘lexical’ units it has from the outset declared to be

its objects. They do this mostly

with the categories and taxonomies that conform to those of industrial or administrative produc-

tion. Hence such study can grasp only the material used by consumer practices … and not the

formality proper to these practices, their surreptitious and guileful ‘movement,’ that is, the very

activity of ‘making do’ (35).

Any approach that in one way or another is concerned with quantifying and ordering data will have difficulties

with some phenomena under observation, and increasingly so as the native environments of phenomena

and methodologies differ. The difficulty, as Luckmann (1983: 26) notes, arises in part from the fact that in the

context of society ‘everybody is playing many games at the same time, and that the rules define the players,

and the players define the rules’.

However, scholarly research of literature alone cannot solve my problem either. As Hagberg (1995: 31f) ar-

gues, most aesthetic theories even today are based on language/art analogies. It was a challenge to not only

be watchful of these basic assumptions in my thinking, but also to resist the involuntary re-introduction of

dualisms, when using theories of art that rely on them. I therefore use theoretical arguments as heuristic

tools rather than justifications, to not only keep conversations going, but hopefully even to stimulate them.

If ornament is a hinge through which issues of meaning and social and cultural practice are connected; if it is

to be an indicator of larger processes, then I needed to look at what its place and treatment in scholarly dis-

course indicated just as much as how people used it in their lives. It was important to see how actors in both

fields made decisions about inclusion and exclusion, or value and irrelevance.

1.2 Theories and ‘data’

The data gleaned from my first research project themselves raised questions. The questionnaires had exten-

sive open answer sections, and the interviews were primarily very open-ended. In analysing the textual data,

I found myself faced with a considerable mismatch between my original, logically derived framework of cate-

gories and the key concepts emerging from the textual data.
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I therefore turned to the concept of grounded theory (Glaser, 1978; 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss &

Corbin, 1990), which focuses on everyday realities, and uses people’s experiences together with those of the

researchers to develop emergent theories. A method of open coding is used to generate categories for

analysis and interpretation from the (usually textual) data themselves. While every researcher brings her own

worldview to the research, and will thus inevitably frame the data in one way or another, the grounded theory

approach expects of the researchers to make a conscious effort not to impose preconceived theories on the

data. To avoid this, all concepts are continually checked against the perceptions of research participants, not

just generally but always with regard to the specific research contexts.

The theoretical attitude informing this approach has another advantage.

Grounded theory does not confront other theories with being wrong or off, nor does it synthesise

with other theories that seem right on. It does not, because these other works simply become

part of the data … to be further compared to the emerging theory to generate an even more

dense, integrated theory of greater scope. (Glaser, 1978: 7)

Theories, grand or small,
54

are thus slices of data, of a different nature but with the same status as ‘empirical

data’. To separate the theoretical investigation of life-world phenomena into rigid and opposing theoretical

propositions or methodologies such as ‘scholarship’ and ‘empirical research’ is unhelpful for an understand-

ing of any problem in that sphere. In any event, academia also suffers from, and creates, trends according to

current social representations. Social representations are elaborations of a social topic area by the members

of a group or community with the aim of defining and coding action and communication (Flick, 1996: 99).
55

They represent ‘a system of values, ideas and types of action designed for … naming and unambiguous

classification of the various aspects of their world, and their own and the group’s histories’ (Moscovici quoted

in Flick, 1996: 99). A lack of reflexivity on orthodox social representations can lead to censorship

by the hierarchies of subjects, which relegates to the unnameable all those subjects that current

tradition has not constituted as worthy of philosophizing upon, by the hierarchies of styles,

which demands or recommends as suitably important this or that variant of discourse, this or

that rhetoric or profundity or radicality … (Bourdieu, 1983: 4)

Ornamentation has not been considered worthy of academic attention for a long time. But even since orna-

ment has been rediscovered as a topic, it is remarkable how seldom people and their perceptions, practices,

wishes and desires feature in the texts. There is (in both modern and postmodern texts)
56

a significant ab-

54
I am using these terms ironically here. Glaser and Strauss (1967) speak of ‘all-inclusive grand theories’ as accepted
and coherent theoretical works, which are frequently referred to as important building blocks of the stock of knowl-
edge available to a discipline (e.g. in sociology the work of Weber, Durkheim or Simmel). Small theories are incom-
plete and often unrecognised, perhaps analogous to Foucault’s debarred knowledges (see p. 20).

55
See p. 78.

56
Lyotard uses the term modern 'to designate any science that legitimates itself with reference to a metadiscourse ...
making an explicit appeal to some grand narrative, such as the dialectics of Spirit, the hermeneutics of meaning,
the emancipation of the rational or working subject, or the creation of wealth' (Lyotard, 1988b: xxiii). He defines
postmodern as ‘incredulity towards metanarratives. … To the obsolescence of the metanarrative apparatus of le-
gitimation corresponds … the crisis of metaphysical philosophy and of the university institution, which in the past it
relied on. The narrative function is losing its functors, its great hero, its great dangers, its great voyages, its great
goal. It is being dispersed in clouds of narrative language elements – narrative, but also denotative, prescriptive,
descriptive and so on. Conveyed within each cloud are pragmatic valencies specific to its kind. Each of us lives at
the intersection of many of these. However, we do not necessarily establish stable language combinations, and the
properties of the ones we do establish are not necessarily communicable’ (xxiv).
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sence of living and acting people.
57

Similarly, little theorising in art and design criticism engages in face-to-

face encounters where models of reality and people can be put to the test through direct contact between

researcher and participant. Due to scientific procedures of abstraction and systematisation, as much as the

necessary (be it temporary) distance from the everyday world, academic knowledge construction is always in

danger of skimming over the realities of the life-world. In this sense, postmodern theories are still perpetuat-

ing what Luckmann, in his essay ‘Philosophies, Science, and Everyday Life’, calls the ‘expulsion of Adam’

from science’s epistemological concerns.
58

Another difficulty in the context of ornament, after all a visual phenomenon, is that much current theorising is

based on linguistic and textual models. Lefebvre (1997: 7) says in The Production of Space

When codes worked up from literary texts are applied to spaces – to urban spaces, say – we

remain … on the purely descriptive level. Any attempt to use such codes as a means of deci-

phering social space must surely reduce that space itself to the status of a message, and the

inhabiting of it to the status of a reading. This is to evade both history and practice.

The prevailing frameworks in research related to my topic cannot provide a unified theory capable of dealing

with visual/verbal, cross-cultural, or theory/practice interfaces. However, Featherstone in his work on con-

sumer culture and related issues discusses concepts and authors in a way which is compatible with my own

approach. He describes how an author compares two theories of cultural modernity and favours one

(Simmel) over another (Habermas) for certain reasons. He concludes ‘[w]e can use these contrasting posi-

tions to make a number of points. … it may not be a question of Habermas or Simmel, but rather that both

are looking at different aspects of the same process’ (Featherstone, 1991: 75).

This refusal to engage in oppositional and exclusive arguments is advocated by writers such as Rorty (1980)

or Feyerabend (1987), and in propositions put forward by some theorists researching and writing from a per-

spective of New Constructivism such as Arnold and Sieberts. Their hypothesis is ‘that objective reality is in

principle not amenable to cognition and that this necessitates epistemological modesty’ (Arnold & Siebert,

1995: 15). Part of that modesty is a ‘sober recognition that knowledge must always be knowledge from a

certain position’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 10).
59

As a researcher, I cannot completely step outside the

social constructs of reality and the particular type of common-sense knowledge I share with my communi-

ties.
60

As long as members of any community move within a world that is relatively homogeneously ordered

according to conventions, social protocols and the like, they perceive of the world as ‘real’ and ‘natural’. They

do not think of their perception as a construct or representation. However, Goodman (1968: 37) points out

that ‘[r]ealism is relative, determined by the system of representation standard for a given culture or person

57
‘Berman and many of those who are currently trying to delineate the … experience of postmodernity focus upon a
particularly restrictive notion of experience: that which appears in literary sources and is so designated by intellec-
tuals. But we have to raise the sociological objection against the literary intellectual’s license in interpreting the eve-
ryday, or in providing evidence about the everyday lives of ordinary people.’ (Featherstone, 1988: 199) See also
Featherstone’s analysis of Jameson’s (1984: 80-4) account of experience in the Bonaventura Hotel (200).

58
Luckmann (1983:11) describes this as a typical feature of the development of a new cosmology of science following
Copernicus, Galilee and Newton.

59
‘Mannheim coined the term “relationism” (in contradistinction to “relativism”) to denote the epistemological perspec-
tive of his sociology of knowledge – not a capitulation of thought before the socio-historical relativities, but a sober
recognition that knowledge must always be knowledge from a certain position’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 10).
Mannheim’s belief was that, while it is not possible to eliminate ideologising influences, they could be kept in check
by analysing as many socially positioned versions of reality as possible, and that knowledge would become clearer
through the accumulation of different perspectives on it.
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at a given time. ... This relativity is obscured by a tendency to omit specifying a frame of reference when it is

our own’. Thus, in my research, it was often through the concrete confrontation with others, and by being

exposed to inconsistencies and conflicts, that it became possible to de-naturalise my own theoretical as-

sumptions.

The stock of knowledge available to any individual or group is ‘at any time of his life structured in zones of

varying degrees of clarity, differentiation and precision’ (Schütz, 1971: 16). Within academia there exists a

tendency to presume that the stock of knowledge constructed and distributed in the institution will be of su-

perior clarity, differentiation and precision. However, Bourdieu (1983: 4) draws our attention to the fact that

the very discipline questioning everything, namely philosophy, excludes the

question of its own socially necessary conditions. Resembling the artist in this respect, the phi-

losopher sets himself up as an uncreated creator, … who owes nothing to the institution. The

distance from the institution … which the institution itself allows him, is one of the reasons why

he finds it difficult to think of himself in the framework of an institution; and difficult to cease to

be its instrument and plaything, even in his institutionally directed games with the institution.

Every attempt to bring philosophy into question which is not bound up with a questioning of the

philosophical institution itself still plays the institution’s game by merely playing with fire, by rub-

bing up against the limits of the sacred circle, while still carefully refraining from moving outside

it.

As I understand Bourdieu, he suggests that philosophers and social scientists are unable to comprehend

practice as long as they are unable to recognise that, in thinking about practice, their thinking is framed by

their own ‘scholarly relation to practice’ (5). Our thinking is influenced by numerous assumptions about the

value and status of philosophy (or theory) and the status of a philosopher (or theorist), and our adherence to

‘all that is unreflectingly inscribed in the very logic of the field, and which provides the basis of tacit agree-

ment on the subjects … worthy or unworthy of discussion, etc. etc.’ (6). To render account of those assump-

tions and habits to ourselves and to others, according to Bourdieu, might enable us to think more compre-

hensively, and more to the point, about what we think about.

The ordering process necessary for any interpretation of data is always in danger of producing clarity at the

cost of variety. Böhringer (1984: 610) writes that the less this ordering takes account of the internal order of

the as-yet-unordered, the more it is prone to violence. Ordering can only succeed if it recognises the patterns

of existing order, and only within its latitude; realising, at the same time, that any such recognition is itself

temporary and contingent. Simplification is capable of structuring disorder into a comprehensible complexity,

but this complexity in turn never quite yields to the order designed by the theorist (611).

2 Strategies and decisions

Very gradually, and through many stages, I decided that I would build on Glaser’s approach of treating em-

pirical observation and literature as equally valued ‘slices of data’. I found it interesting that Augustine (in

Todorov, 1995: 36) opposed ‘natural signs to intentional signs (data)’. In common language, we tend to think

of data as naturally given; their definition as intentional signs brings them much closer to procedures focus-

60
As Berger and Luckmann argue, common-sense knowledge is unproblematic, taken for granted knowledge. It re-
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sing on interpretation rather than measurement. Thus, the data generated in the research projects are much

more easily accommodated when one does not try to see them according to their correspondence to a truth,

but as signifying practices. What participants say in questionnaires or interviews is what they believe or want

others to believe. Whether or not they might suffer from false consciousness is another question, but not one

that will be continuously asked. While oral testimony by itself can be ‘extremely unreliable in terms of “re-

cording” behaviour and actual practice’ and while there are ‘frequent discrepancies between what people say

and what they do,’
61

their beliefs point to a doing, and their doing to beliefs (Bude, 1991: 110).
62

Statements taken as discursive practices can be interpreted in ways that are different from those concerned

with truth values. Statements belong to discursive fields, they are subjected to seriality, derivations etc., and

do not, for example, ‘obey the temporality of the consciousness as its necessary model. … The time of dis-

course is not the translation, in a visible chronology, of the obscure time of thought’ (Foucault, 1972: 122).

The analysis of statements does not need to take recourse to truth validity nor to

pose the question of the speaking subject, who reveals or conceals himself in what he says,

who, in speaking, exercises his sovereign freedom, or who, without realizing it, subjects himself

to constraints of which he is only dimly aware. In fact, it is situated at the level of the 'it is said' –

and we must not understand by this a sort of communal opinion, a collective representation that

is imposed on every individual; we must not understand by it a great, anonymous voice that

must, of necessity, speak through the discourses of everyone; but we must understand by it the

totality of things said, the relations, the regularities, and the transformations that may be ob-

served in them ... 'Anyone who speaks', but what he says is not said from anywhere. It is nec-

essarily caught up in the play of exteriority (122).

My interest lies in practices, and talking about meaning and beliefs is seen as a practice not usually in need

of assessment against objective standards of truth. When participants state that they perceive a loss of

meaning,
63

for instance, this is recorded and might raise many questions, but it is not measured against the

theoretical (im)possibility of such loss occurring. Not only does it seem arrogant and unfair to denigrate their

perception by theoretically informed criticisms such as that ‘what they really mean’ is ‘change’ rather than

‘loss’. Such reaction would be unlikely to engender interest in what might motivate those views.

Both data and theories were thus to be starting points rather than systems complete with rules and an as-

sumed comprehensiveness. This decision, as many other early ones, was initially intuitive. However, Shotter

(1993) confirmed post facto some theory choices I had been making along the way.
64

He notes that what we

share in our common social traditions is not a ‘set of agreements’ about ‘meanings, beliefs or values, but a

set of intrinsically two-sided “topics” [Greek topoi = ‘places’] or dilemmatic themes or “commonplaces” for use

by us as resources, from which we can draw the two or more sides of an argument’ (14). Knowledge is de-

pendent on such traditions and socially shared situations, and often available only from within. It takes into

account the others who also participate in that situation, and is accountable to those others (7). This view of

mains unquestioned and functional within the parameters of its provenance (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 20, 23).
61

Len Bell in personal communication, 21.9.98.
62

See also Gadamer (1967: 122). This argument is (possibly indirectly) informed by Wittgenstein’s concept of lan-
guage-games as reflections of forms of life, the ‘unity of language use, life praxis and world view’ (Apel in Lorenzer,
1973: 196).

63
See, for example, Engels-Schwarzpaul (1997: 51).
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knowledge seems to me to be far more compatible with forms of knowledge other than those of Western

science, more suitable to employ for everyday practices, and more respectful of, for instance, Maori concepts

of knowledge. It takes account of the fact that meaning is dependent on social practice and on the relative

position one takes and what one wishes to protect through one’s argument.
65

Similar to Shotter’s own ap-

proach (although not initially based on it), I performed a relative shift from an interest in theories to an inter-

est in practices: from ornament as object or concept to the uses it is put to. Above all, my approach shifted

from one that might have been based on already existing theoretical foundations, taken from one or another

discipline, to modes of investigation which, as Shotter puts it, allow ‘for error-correction “on the spot”, …

which find their “warrants” in locally constituted situations or circumstances’ (20).

Rather than as already having meanings, we must think of words as a means, as ‘tools’ for use

in the making of meanings. Not primarily as a means for the ultimate making of textual or go-

anywhere, decontextualized meanings, but as primarily for use in communicative transactions,

in the here and now, in the making of a sensei, which works not so much to communicate ideas

(out of my head and into yours), but to prompt in us an affective reaction, a ‘sense’ through

which others can feel the movements of our minds, to which they feel they must respond in

some way (51).

This might seem a very vague approach, and possibly unsuitable for a type of rigorous theorising where

clear and systematic definitions are seen to govern a consistently framed analysis, and where accuracy and

completeness are continually tested. However, my early attempts to follow accepted standards had led to

misfits between concepts, methodologies and data. It seemed preferable to reserve those methods to areas

of my research to which they were more or less congenial and adequate, and to approach others much more

tentatively and openly. The theoretical unity of all knowledge criticised by Lyotard (1984) together with the

urge to explain a situation, can be powerful obstacles to careful and perceptive description and understand-

ing. Wittgenstein (1958: #66), who warns us ‘Don’t think, but look!’ extends this warning to ill-fitting concepts:

‘One thinks that one is tracing the outline of the thing’s nature over and over again, and one is merely tracing

around the frame through which we look at it’ (#114).

Very much in Glaser’s sense, Shotter (1993: 83) suggests that ‘[a] “right” description, a critical description, is

one that does not impose a pre-existing theoretical order on the phenomena in question’. Friends and col-

leagues who gave me feedback on sections of my thesis have sometimes commented that I hold back with

my own opinion, or that I ‘keep things dangling’, and recommended to be firmer in my conclusions. I could

not. An ‘attending’ attitude which endeavours to keep things open and in flux, and to avoid premature con-

clusions, had for the time being become something like second nature, and only gradually and rather late did

I develop confidence in my interpretations. An attitude of holding back was facilitated by my background as a

designer: in order to catch a good angle, one must throw one’s nets widely and not draw them in too early.

Over the course of my research, I had almost unwittingly further developed this inclination until it became

perhaps what Bourdieu (1989: 73) calls bodily hexis, ‘the culturally constructed way of holding one’s body

and the gestural and verbal style one uses’ as part of my habitus which is, as he points out, ‘also a cognitive

64
He draws on works by, for example, Wittgenstein, Bakhtin and Vico – all of which are about language-games in
different forms, and about the role of rhetoric in human relations.

65
‘… what is at stake in discourse is not only the signified but who speaks it and under what conditions’ (Eagleton,
1982: 78).
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structure, the product of the internalization of cultural schemes of interpretation and evaluation. Thus the

concept of the habitus allows for the inner, symbolic dimensions of personal identity’.

Thus, I have combined quantitative with qualitative research methods, talked to diverse audiences and ex-

plored different, often even opposing theories. In the end, I have followed a rather eclectic path, combining

views of writers who would not normally be brought into conversation with one another. In this, I have not

looked for ‘factual knowledge’ but tried to compare their views, and to look for ‘evidence revealing the cul-

tural attitudes of the writers’ in order to ‘trace broad shifts of values and beliefs about the design process, the

value of the built environment, and categories of architectural criticism over a broad range of times and

places’ (Smith, 2000).

My references apply only to the extent in which they are quoted or cited. They are not meant to suggest that

I draw on the total work of any one author quoted. I am working with the limited material expressed or im-

plied in the quote itself.
66

In that sense, I have indeed sometimes taken text out of context and altered it

through the combination with other sources. I like Todorov’s (1995: 167) description of his own approach:

All this may appear trivial. However, the implications of an apparently innocent gesture are im-

portant. Instead of ‘finding’ the past, I am constructing it. In order to make the past intelligible, I

must keep my distance from it – as if faithfulness required betrayal. I can defend myself only by

saying that I add nothing to these texts that is not there already: I choose, and that is enough.

I have, similar to what Buck-Morss (1989: 6) describes for her study, tried to avoid the ‘convention of aca-

demic hermeneutics that defines the theories of one thinker in terms of another’ which makes ‘the whole in-

tellectual project becomes self-referential and idealist, hermetically sealed within precisely those musty corri-

dors of academia’. Instead, I have tried to combine views, voices and images to weave in and out throughout

my argument and to make conceptual points concrete in ‘reference to the world outside the text’. As Eagle-

ton (1982: 80) points out, one does not have to choose between semiosis and social conditions: ‘to analyze

the ideological force of an utterance is, inseparably, to interpret its precise rhythm, inflection, intonality, and

to refer it to its determining social context’.

Certeau (1984: 22) suggests that the places where societies manifest the formal rules for their practices are

so obvious that they are easily overlooked. Amongst them are games and accounts of games, where people

tell each other about the games and their rules. Transferred to a study of ornament, it is not only the product

and the activity which needs to be looked at, but equally the accounts people give of them. It is important to

register these accounts as discourses, to avoid producing records of procedures without them. Otherwise

they are too easily ‘located in an area organized by the past’ and ‘constituted as wild “reserves” for enlight-

ened knowledge’ (65). The ‘immense reserve of “arts” and “crafts”’ could then become colonised by method

and merely exploited – rather than explored – as a resource.
67

66
Given the range of different approaches I have incorporated, it would not be possible to discuss the work of each
theorist in detail and to evaluate it with its strengths and weaknesses. I have treated the theories used in Glaser’s
sense as ‘slices of data’ and the success or failure of this approach does not rest on the coherence of their work,
but on the way I argue, using their texts as part of my data.
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There is a difference between Shotter’s notion of an exploration of common social traditions as resources for com-
munication, where knowledge is accountable to those who also participate in them (see p. 30), and an exploitation
of resources that alienates and transforms its subject matter. Heidegger (1977: 127) remarks on the intimate con-
nection between research and the view of nature – and by extension, culture – as a standing-reserve: ‘We first ar-
rive at science as research when and only when truth has been transformed into the certainty of representation’.
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In an important way, each research project is invariably in danger of using whatever its subject is as a re-

source. The cut out/turn over recipe is inherent in any research which takes place wholly or partly outside of

the context of practice.
68

But the responsibility towards one’s research ‘subjects’ can to some degree pre-

vent, or at least temper, the transformation of popular culture through research into ‘a corpus considered as

foreign, fragmented in order to be displayed, studied and “quoted” by a system which does to objects what it

does to living beings’ (Certeau, 1984: 26). In my second research project, which involved more direct contact

with Maori culture and individuals representing it, I was directly and explicitly confronted with questions of

cross-cultural research protocols through the process of gaining approval of the Ethics Committee at

UNITEC. For various reasons, approval was not immediately granted, and I was requested to demonstrate

the support of a Maori community beyond that of the Maori individuals I had already documented. The re-

examination of this situation, while slowing down progress initially, ultimately led to the involvement of Mel

Whaanga as co-researcher and of Te Runanga o Whaihanga, the Maori advisory body to the Faculty of Ar-

chitecture and Design. I realised already early in the project that without that support and supervision I could

not have made the progress I was able to make. This experience has convinced me that the protocol which

is advocated for cross-cultural research projects would be productive in any research project in order to pre-

vent fragmentation and alienation of data.

Smith (1999: 173) lists the following questions that need to be addressed in cross-cultural research:

Who defined the research problem?

For whom is this study worthy and relevant? Who says so?

What knowledge will the community gain from this study?

What knowledge will the researcher gain from this study?

What are the likely negative and positive outcomes?

How can negative outcomes be prevented?

To whom is the researcher accountable?

What processes are in place to support the research, the researched and the researcher?
69

What some of my colleagues at the time perceived as a ‘restriction of academic freedom’, for me turned out

to be a process of clarification and negotiation which provided me with ongoing feedback. I have not been

given anything similar to that support in any other research project, and the results, I think, speak for them-

selves.

To conclude this section, I want to mention a slow process of decision-making which ‘happened behind my

back’, as it were. It came about through the accumulation of infinitesimal shifts in my focus which I was not

aware of as they happened, and which were usually responses to observations and experiences. While at

the beginning I was equally interested in several aspects of ‘unruly’ ornamentation, one being the way in

which predominantly male discourses had intersected it with gender ascriptions, I focused increasingly on

cross-cultural issues. The reason for that was, I believe, that feminist perspectives generally seemed to be

already taken care of by women who are well qualified and more knowledgeable about that aspect than I

was. At the same time, cross-cultural issues seemed to be more urgent in the context of my research, and

less canvassed in discussions. Both perspectives have much in common. In witnessing racialised comments

68
See p. 21.

69
This list is partially quoted verbatim and partially summarised.
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on Maori culture or individuals I was often reminded of my own experiences as a woman, and this common-

ality has often given rise to analogies directing my theoretical investigation. Thus, the argument that Maori

cultural images already in the public domain are therefore outside of Maori claims for protection has re-

minded me of arguments around women’s sexuality.
70

Similarly I observed instances where the same allega-

tions of paranoia, hypersensitivity, or lack of a sense of humour, which I was all too familiar with as a woman,

were made against Maori who objected to racialised comments or jokes.
71

The decision – as it took shape

almost without my awareness – to address in this thesis cultural issues more intensively than gender issues

was a personal one which arose out of the circumstances within which I conducted my research.

3 Reporting and editing

Where exactly research ends and reporting begins is hard to say. I believe that in my empirical projects

some degree of reporting occurred continually to those who had a stake in the research – be it to members

of different communities, research committees, co-researchers, friends or funding agencies. Reporting al-

ways had the effect of clarifying decisions for myself. In that sense, my account in this introduction repre-

sents a ‘model’ which never quite happened consciously in this form, but nevertheless underpinned more

spontaneous and pragmatic decisions and actions. Certainly, every time I sat down to report in writing I be-

came very aware of the two-fold nature of empirical academic research. I felt the ‘loneliness of the re-

searcher’ earlier, but the writing of reports always marked for me the separation from the ‘field’. This is the

time where the voices of others are either nurtured or left out, the time where the gratitude to one’s hosts is

in danger of slowly retreating into the background to make space for the affiliations with the institution.
72

3.1 Principal issues of accountability

How problematic the editing and reporting of empirical data can be became clear to me as I was writing the

report of the project The use of Maori images by non-Maori in design. Already during data collection, and in

the middle of a very steep learning curve, I began to loathe the moment where I would have to commit to

paper the core of what I was beginning to understand. The data generated in this project were often implicit

rather than explicit; much of what was being said could only be understood by reading between the lines.

Body language, pauses and contradictory remarks (most prominently the differences between the ‘off the

record’ preliminary discussions and the recorded interviews) said as much as what was actually being said

during the interviews.

Simultaneously, I realised on one occasion in particular that my own non-verbal expressions contaminated

the data. The subject matter of this project was contentious and difficult, and I was prepared for differences

of opinion. However, on that occasion, I noticed that I was simply not able to maintain the posture of ‘the

impartial researcher’. My interview partner must have perceived disagreement in my body language and

changed his own narrative considerably.

Reichertz and Soeffner (1994: 310), in a salient description of the difficulties of writing research reports in the

area of qualitative social research, write in their essay on texts and convictions
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See fn. 991, p. 339.
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See Goldberg (1993: 224).
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See p. 16.
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Much (and not the least important) is even despite one’s best intentions indescribable. … (1) the

rapport built up in the field …, (2) the partially acquired competence for participation, (3) the

reasoning behind the selection of the analysed data, and (4) the practice of the interpretative

procedures.

One problem of ethnographic research is that it cannot satisfy some requirements derived from classical

science paradigms. The ethnographer’s subject matter deals with phenomena which the readers (a) cannot

examine themselves; (b) the repeated observation and investigation of which under the same conditions is

not possible; (c) which the readers cannot pattern adequately on the basis of their previous knowledge. The

only means available to the author to convince her readers is the text, and all the reader has to examine is

the text (314). This problem is aggravated by the fact that, in conventional research reports, the author has

no voice and is thus unidentifiable. Objects thus acquire their own life, and act and reveal themselves

autonomously. The researcher, on the other hand, who perceives and records (and selects and interprets)

remains invisible. This approach leads to an almost magical perspective and has two notable consequences:

firstly, the author is removed from both her own and others’ control and accountability; secondly, it leads to

the false assumption that the matter observed, or the observations, can imprint themselves onto the text

without mediation. ‘[T]he impression is created that non-verbal phenomena could be unproblematically ren-

dered, stored [and] repeated through language’ (315). Thus, decisions about processing and representation

of the data remain unaccounted for, contradicting a sensible maxim of science to render the process of inter-

pretation transparent to oneself and to the examining reader (315).

Reichertz and Soeffner contend that under such conditions the proper scientific attitude is to make the proc-

ess of interpretation transparent, not only to the author herself but also to the readers. Another requirement

is the effort to re-convert any obtruding un-ambiguousness into a sequence of conclusions and decisions.

Positioning and historicising the work of interpretation not only renders account of the research process, and

hopefully increases the plausibility of the work, it also has the side effect of ‘sowing doubt’. This ‘can now act

as a powerful motivation for further production of new interpretations – which is ultimately in the interest of

science’ (325).

This is of particular importance in research projects which deal with different cultures, and thus with different

epistemologies, and where the researcher, unless she is truly biculturally knowledgeable, will always be in

danger to impose her patterned perception onto the subject matter. Accepting that it is impossible to retrace

faithfully and in detail the process of data collection, analysis and interpretation in a report, I became increas-

ingly aware of the necessity to be present as an author to enable readers to identify my position, my strate-

gies and my own contaminating existence in the data.

3.2 Writing styles

The changes in my own style of writing do not only reflect my growing confidence vis à vis academic conven-

tions (and my increasing ability to express myself in a second language), but also an intensifying awareness

of the workings of language. With regard to the first aspect, it is interesting for me to read my first research

report today, which I was asked to write in the conventional third person ‘objective’ style, where the writer

disappears and facts acquire their own lives. While I was myself not convinced that this form necessarily

contributes to academic objectivity, I was, and still am, fascinated and a little frightened about the way in
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which observations turned into facts, and how the framework which I had accepted changed my own way of

looking at my topic. I later recognised that experience in Wittgenstein’s (1958: #114) comment:

One thinks that one is tracing the outline of the thing’s nature over and over again, and one is

merely tracing around the frame through which we look at it. A picture held us captive. And we

could not get outside it, for it lay in our language and language seemed to repeat it to us inexo-

rably. When philosophers use a word … one must always ask oneself: is the word ever actually

used in this way in the language-game which is its original home?

Both my analysis and my writing style in this first project were more ‘scientific’ and ‘objective’ than in later

projects. What they might have to offer in terms of precision, they seemed to lack in terms of relevance: the

categories I used to interpret the data were – while perhaps logical and consistent – not used in the same

way in the ‘original home’ of the data.

Nor are many of the terms which I have chosen to use in this dissertation. Thus, there are different sections

in its body, reflecting different positions with regard to theory and practice. This is partly the result of a con-

scious decision I made about the sequence in which to write the text: to ensure the survival of the quality of

the original data as much as their integration, to balance description with analysis, I wrote or revised alterna-

tively sections in the Practices and in the Theories parts of the thesis according to thematic commonalities. I

hope that this procedure has allowed me to stay close to the data, and to make sense of them at the same

time. However, it also generated consecutive changes in style reflecting the subject matter I was dealing

with.

Despite my efforts, my language is often denser and more cerebral than I would like it to be. While I have

made conscious efforts to avoid what Foucault (1980: 79) calls ‘the great warm and tender Freemasonry of

useless erudition’, I am painfully aware that many of the people who have played central roles in the unfold-

ing of this project will not find my writing easily accessible. This is very unfortunate since I would ideally like

to write for the audiences who have contributed information to the empirical projects on which this thesis is

partially based, and thus return information to them. Because my academic work has been in part publicly

funded, I feel an additional obligation to write for an audience that includes more people than the examiners

who have to assess its academic quality. This would be one way to ameliorate what Certeau (1984: 25) de-

scribes as an intrinsic condition of research, namely that ‘the intellectuals are still borne on the backs of the

common people’.

On the other hand, since too many or too diverse audiences may very well be ‘no audience at all’ (Rountree

& Laing, 1996: 129), I have decided to write largely for academically trained representatives of the groups of

people who have participated as informants in the various projects: design educators, critics and students of

design (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997); those in the New Zealand community who are concerned with bi- and

cross-cultural issues in the areas of art, design and marketing (1999); and those who are interested in the

relationship of art and design theory with everyday cultural practices and popular culture (2000). I feel that I

have not been as successful at matching my style to my chosen audiences as I would have liked. I will partly

blame the prevailing styles in theoretical writing which I have sometimes, and often unwittingly, assimilated.

But ultimately it is my own lack of good practice. Ideally, I would like to write in plain and clear language

which I admire in great writers. To achieve this, however, I would have to rewrite the whole text from scratch

after it is completed. This is outside of the scope of a PhD thesis but will hopefully lead to more accessible

publications in the future.
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There are other, equally serious flaws which I found myself unable to completely avoid. How difficult it is to

avoid reification in concepts sometimes became obvious to me in my own writing – when, for instance ‘sci-

ence’ became an autonomous being with intentions and actions. I am sure there must be other instances

where I remained unaware of this process. Hutcheon (1989: 4) discusses the way in which ‘discourses’, the

‘inescapably political contexts’ in which we speak and go about our work, point to ‘politically un-innocent

things’ from within ‘a dynamic social context that acknowledges the inevitability of the existence of power

relations in any social relations’. She calls this a ‘strange kind of critique’ bound up ‘with its own complicity

with power and domination, one that acknowledges that it cannot escape implication in that which it never-

theless still wants to analyze and maybe even undermine’. Thus, discourses are never free from issues of

morality, and as Luckmann (1997: 11) notes, such notions are not just subjective but ‘intersubjectively con-

structed, socially selected, maintained and transmitted’ by ‘the kind of experts involved in systematization:

prophets, theologians, philosophers, educationists etc.’.
73

These moral and political sediments are not even

something one has to necessarily share as a writer. The structure of our language is ‘together with socially

acquired knowledge of the world we live in [one of] the two factors, which unfurl and delimit the horizon of

meaning of any language based signification’ (Reichertz & Soeffner, 1994: 316). Academic language is often

characterised by the use of highly abstract terms. Consequently, ‘the structure of the university world, [its]

own divisions and hierarchies tend to impose themselves as structuring principles of the general world-view’

(Bourdieu, 1983: 6). Narrative patterns inherent in our culture constitute the ‘sociohistorical a priori’ which are

handed down to us, from our ancestors, and to our contemporaries and descendants (Luckmann, cited in

Reichertz & Soeffner, 1994: 316). They impose structures of representation which writers cannot completely

escape and which imprint their own order onto the polyphony of observed facts and actions.

Bal (1996: 138-9) explains one such instance: abstraction is often articulated through nominalised verbs.

Whereas syntax requires verbs to go together with subjects and often objects, nominalised verbs function

without them. Such nouns ‘structurally obscure the subject of the actions indicated by those verbs. And this

obscuring occurs precisely where … extremely value-laden terms come in’. The terms she has in mind in her

particular analysis are ‘balance’ and ‘presence’ which ‘obfuscate the idea of intention’. While I have tried to

avoid the use of such constructions, I am certain that they have still occurred, and that even my editing will

not be able to replace them by clearer writing at this time. I can only take comfort in the thought that this has

happened to much better writers than myself and that readers have long developed strategies to see through

such reifications.

Another rhetorical strategy which I have tried to avoid as much as possible is the use of the plural ‘we’. In the

first instance, this is because it has often annoyed me in others’ writings: it sounds paternalistic in its as-

sumption that I would (have to?) agree with the usually male author. From a more theoretical perspective,

Callon and Latour (quoted in Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 117) comment that whenever ‘an actor speaks of

“us”, s/he is translating other actors into a single will, of which s/he becomes spirit and spokesman. S/he

begins to act for several, no longer for one alone. S/he becomes stronger. S/he grows’. This is, on the one

hand, precisely what I wanted intuitively to avoid, and on the other it is what happened in my writing towards

the end as my confidence was growing that I was not speaking in isolation and that much of what I was writ-
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‘Social history cannot be separated from the history of art; there is no value-neutral, much less value-free, place
from which to represent in any art form. And there never was’ (Hutcheon, 1989: 46).
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ing had grown out of the conversations with other people. However, while I allowed this ‘we’ to take place at

the time, I am still uncertain as to how much I am capable of representing such collective views.

Shotter (1993: 173) remarks that the ‘retrospective coherency of a narrative’ is always ‘achieved at the ex-

pense of rendering the local and changing context of actual, individual actions “rationally invisible”’. He sees

the value of a narrative in its capacity to render otherwise unaccountable actions ‘visibly rational’, particularly

if it oscillates ‘between the local and particular, the overall and general, between the “voice” of the individual

and the “voice” of an intellectual group’. Problems arise if the narrator constructs a ‘picture’ of people that

hangs together in her terms and makes no allowance ‘for the possibility of only being able responsively to

understand another in a practical context’ (197). This practical context I shared only with particular groups

and individuals; many who might have not been willing or able to articulate themselves in a situation framed

as research were not part of it. I am in most respects a middle class white intellectual, and the trust neces-

sary to make a process of enquiry worth while for all participants is difficult to build with persons whom one

does not share a practical context with outside of that situation. To this exclusion, I was unable to find a solu-

tion, apart from making these absences explicit.

Monologic stances can deny the existence of other consciousnesses than that of the narrator, which have

‘equal rights and equal responsibilities …. Monologue is finalized and deaf to the other’s response, does not

expect it and does not acknowledge in it any decisive force’ (Bakhtin quoted in Shotter, 1993: 197). If such

narratives are delivered on behalf of others

‘outside’ of our language games – we fail to grasp why our representations of them are de-

meaning. We exclude their voices; they can play no part in those fleeting, extraordinary mo-

ments of indeterminacy, undecidability and ambivalence, when we determine each other’s be-

ing, each other’s identities (Shotter, 1993: 48).

My response to this impossibility was often to remain in the background. When reviewers of parts of my text

sometimes noted that I did not ‘make my own voice heard’, they possibly observed a strategy of avoidance

on my part. I did not feel confident to enter the debate with my own voice before I felt that there were others

in the arena, and that the events had played themselves out to a degree, as it were. I am unsure whether

this strategy has worked, and in any event, it only applies to the surface of the text. Much of my work took

place ‘behind the camera’. I chose the frames, shot the footage, and edited the material. Even when I am not

in front presenting, I am present, and responsible for the overall result.

Bal (1996: 220) gives an insightful account of how the strategies behind the text in photo essays set up con-

ditions for reading:

the subject of exposing is the critic. … This feature necessitates not only an endorsement of the

problematic relation between dominating text and subjected, selected images, but also an ex-

plicit showing of how the images become a text that the exposing agent ‘writes’.

She advocates ‘mostly sparse’ use of (visual) material which ought to be ‘provided with an immediately ac-

cessible critique which justifies its use with specificity’. The material she is referring to are nude photographs

taken by colonial men of colonised women. They are therefore from the beginning inserted into an unequal

relationship of power, which the re-use of the material is always in danger to perpetuate. In such instances,

editing and exposition become political decisions. Bal believes, and I agree with her, that exposition has to

entail a constant thematisation of the subject (both the original ‘creator’ of the image, and the viewer of the
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reproduced image) and the role the subject takes in this context. ‘In such a perspective, each image has its

own critical viewer within it, and the expository agent draws attention to this internal viewer. … a critical

analysis that involves the critic makes explicit the narrative dimension of images’ and turns the gaze back to

the viewer (220).

Of the verbal and visual material I dealt with in my projects, some was of this nature and some was not. My

way of exposing it was influenced by the way I perceived its position in its larger context, that of discourses

and power relationships. While, in order to maintain the presence of the voices which created the conversa-

tions, I have tried to use as much empirical material as possible, I also have in some instances decided not

to reproduce it for similar reasons as those described by Bal. Sometimes in my research, I was asked to treat

matters confidentially, and sometimes I decided myself to keep them confidential. With respect to visual ma-

terial, I have used it without much comment, if I felt confident that I would not reproduce inequality and domi-

nation. Since I am convinced that not everything that has meaning in visual material can be discursively ar-

ticulated, it seems entirely appropriate in many cases to let the images have their own meanings – in parallel

with, complementary to, or independently of the text.

Finally I need to explain, perhaps, why I have not often used ‘shudder marks’ to signal the ambiguous or

constructed nature of terms. I will say more about my understanding of terms and concepts in the following

section, but almost all terms at my disposal are taken from existing discourses, and many of them have con-

notations which I am not always comfortable with. To place all such terms into parentheses would turn into

an affectation without contributing to clarity. I have therefore, as a rule, chosen to render them problematic

through discussion instead.

4 Concepts and definitions

From the beginning, I was conscious that the terms in the title of my thesis are loaded with many different

connotations. While their status is problematic, particularly when applied to different cultures in different

situations, this very problematic is an essential element of my approach.

One of the reasons which drew my attention to this topic, again and again, was the charged language used

in the discussion of ornament.
74

I therefore decided to start my investigation on the grounds of the same lan-

guage I intended to analyse, being acutely aware, however, of the ambiguity of the concepts those terms

may represent. Subsequently, I have often been prompted to consider the ways in which such terms are

used or avoided. While on one level, it is important to point out that they are cultural or political constructs, it

is on another level also important to take account of the effects and affects they produce in the participants

of discourses. On some occasions, it is paramount to de-naturalise them, whereas on other occasions it is

important to acknowledge the way in which they are used, and to try to understand how such use might

come about. Acknowledging that emotions can stubbornly resist the explanations of social sciences, and

disturb logical investigation, Fernandez (1971: 43) says, rightly I believe, that one must not deny them.

Definitions are almost always contested. Featherstone’s (1991:37) argument that the ‘art of naming … is an

important strategy on the part of groups engaged in struggles with other groups’ is formidably reflected in the
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My own cultural background has taught me about the potency of (latent) feelings. One theory of fascism investi-
gates the importance of the appropriation of value systems (e.g. Volksgeist - Herder) and central emotional motifs
of socialism, by fascist propaganda.
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struggle over the definition and relative merit of ornament over the last century in Western aesthetic and so-

cial discourses, and the sometimes sad and sometimes violent polemics used by the opposing parties. They

would be extremely puzzling if examined on their own. Once the arguments, however, are related to their

respective social and historical contexts (industrialisation, imperialism, rationalisation, and the rise of the

middle class to a position of political and economic control), the level of energy invested into such a seem-

ingly innocuous topic is less surprising. Thus Adorno (1967b:111) writes about Loos’ attacks on ornament:

Loos tracks ornaments back to erotic symbols. The request to eliminate them is coupled with his

aversion to erotic symbolism; untamed nature to him is backward and embarrassing in one. The

tone in which he condemns ornament contains something like the, often projective, indignation

at sexual delinquents. … His hatred of ornament could not be understood without the realisation

that he still senses the mimetic impulse in it, which is contrary to rational objectification; the ex-

pression which is related to the pleasure principle even in grief and complaint.
75

To understand the rhetorics about ornament, I was interested in the genealogy of discourses on ornament in

the various stages of modernism.
76

In particular it seemed important to trace back vulgarised notions of the

status of ornament by relating those aesthetic categories and terms to social and cultural contexts – thus in a

fashion trying to rehabilitate ornament by revealing the vested interests in its discreditation.

Part of my strategy is, here and elsewhere in my thesis, to use current dictionary definitions, usually from the

1998 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate® Dictionary (1994), which is part of the 1997 Encyclopaedia Britannica

Multimedia CD (1997b).
77

Its electronic form warrants wide distribution, and the fact that it is part of the En-

cyclopaedia Britannica will give it some immediate authority in the eyes of those who consult it. Both sources

represent something like an elaborated version of common sense understanding, supported by some degree

of scientific standards. The definitions and interpretations they offer provide a useful starting point. They are

different from theoretical or philosophical texts, which have different intentions and follow different proce-

dures, and which they are intended to complement, nor to replace. The use of these quotes serves to remind

myself, and the readers, of the common language use of the terms I employ in a specialised context with

specialised meanings. My strategy to pay attention to both academic and common sense definitions is a way

of looking at the use of words (Wittgenstein) in different contexts to understand their meaning. Dictionary

definitions are not what Wittgenstein had in mind, but in this case I believe that they can provide a link be-

tween scientific and everyday discourses – in any event, they can be expected to have an influence on the

latter.

It is also important to bear in mind that – depending on the context and the circumstances – sometimes a

very precise use of definitions is imperative, but that it can also be a hindrance. Openness and flexibility with

respect to definitions was part of my strategy, since I had to be able to respond to the ways in which terms

are used in everyday languages. In any event, as Wittgenstein points out, we would fool ourselves if we

thought that a precise and purified language would get us far: our everyday language is still the basis even

for meta-languages in logic, and if we think it too coarse to express what we want to say, ‘how strange that

we should be able to do anything at all’ with it (Wittgenstein, 1958: #120). The trust we place in ‘ideal’ lan-

guages might well be misplaced if we forget that they, too, are only versions of countless different ways of
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All translations from German texts are mine.
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Following Lyotard, I include postmodernism here.
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using words and symbols (#100, #23). Further, these language-games are part of different and changing

‘forms of life’ (#19, #23).

How one uses language as an observer, or a researcher, will depend on how one engages with these forms

of life. In everyday as much as in theoretical discourses, people tend to totalise or universalise in order to

describe from a distance the overall patterns they see – or want to see. The reason is often a need to speed

up communication. Close up, where the context is more detailed and plastic, pattern recognition, and with it

language, is more differentiated and specific. In this case, the motivation might be interest in exploration or

clarification. The virtues of the opposite approach will usually have to be sacrificed in both cases. It is impos-

sible, to make the visual metaphor explicit, to shoot the total and the close-up simultaneously.

Just how many commonalities are perceived and stressed or, conversely, differences and variations high-

lighted depends on the purpose of a description. With regard to the characterisation of different groups in

Romanticism, Todorov (1995: 166) writes:

In attempting to characterize a movement of ideas, one is sensitive to resemblances and conti-

guities among the participating authors, and to their global opposition to representatives of other

movements. Conversely, in examining the place of one author within the movement, one accen-

tuates whatever separates this author from kindred spirits. At a certain level of approximation,

Schelling, Schlegel, and even K.W. Solger produced one and the same symphilosophy; at an-

other level, they differ in significant ways. Each of these affirmations is true, and each is ap-

proximate. In order to avoid fruitless argument, it suffices to specify carefully the level of gener-

ality at which one has decided to operate.

There is a strong tendency in contemporary theory not to talk about any concept in the singular: thus we no

longer talk about ‘meaning’, we discuss ‘meanings’. An awareness that the same term can assume very dif-

ferent shades of meaning in different contexts for different people makes us hesitant to use terms that de-

scribe large and abstract groups or concepts. The danger being, of course, that such descriptions summa-

rise under one label widely diverse attitudes, practices and beliefs. This emphasis on difference is something

that I subscribe to myself. However, I also see a danger that this careful attention to detail and difference can

lead to the oversight of commonalities and patterns that also exist. A constant articulation of difference can

not only lead to infinite regress, it can also distract from regularities that matter. The emphasis on difference

can, for example, obfuscate hegemonic patterns by “arguing them away” as it were.

Further, the academic use of terms is often far removed from common language. Thus, the theoretical con-

cept of ornament is relatively fixed through convention to mean an aesthetic phenomenon which occurs

within or on an object or environment of which it is part. In everyday language in New Zealand, it means

‘trinket’, ornamental object or a ‘piece on the mantelpiece’.
78

One participant stated that – while we were dis-

cussing ornamentation, and after the term had been clarified twice – a ‘constant slippage between ornament

77
This will always be the case unless a different reference is provided.

78
My first project explored the views held by various communities, and their ornamental practices. These groups in-
cluded secondary and tertiary art and design students, their educators and design professionals. I discovered that
the English common-sense understanding of ornament differs considerably from the scholarly terminology – in day-
to-day parlance it means first and foremost ‘objects that collect dust on the mantelpiece’. This difference does not
exist in German, where the term is usually used co-extensively with ‘ornamentation’.
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as object and ornament as adornment on an object’ kept occurring.
79

This instance raises an important point

about researching forms of life: unless one wants to run the risk of missing the point altogether, such difficul-

ties have to be recognised, accepted and accommodated.

In the development of my definitions, I started from my previous, non-methodological observations in every-

day contexts as a designer. I then tried to make sense of them within an analytical framework, which was

primarily formed through the use of literature and logic. Finally, I moved back to definitions that are hopefully

more ‘grounded’ in the empirical observations arising from my research projects.

I will now briefly discuss terms that are in one way or another central to my thesis. The first group concerns

the terms I have chosen as key concepts: meaning and myth, symbol and ornament, and transition. The

second group concerns descriptions of the contexts within which such phenomena occur: Western and non-

Western, modern and primitive, racism and appropriation, and cultural identification. Their importance be-

came clear to me only over the course of my research through discussions and queries. Not surprisingly,

perhaps, these terms are also emotionally charged and therefore often either emphatically adopted or re-

jected.

79
(RV in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 17). He suggested that the boundaries are gliding: a mantelpiece in itself has not
much functional value, it could be seen as an ornament (object) itself which is in turn ornamented by painted and
three-dimensional (glued or screwed on) motifs. On the mantelpiece, as a next layer, are placed ornamental objects
which themselves are partly ornamented in turn. Are these objects ornamentation on the mantelpiece, or are they
[autonomous] ornaments/objects – or both?
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4.1 Key terms around the subject area

This dictionary definition points to elements of inten-

tion, specifically in language, and of reception. It also

refers to ‘hidden’ meaning – which would presumably

reside outside of either intention or reception – which

appears to occur more typically outside of language;

connotation and denotation are also mentioned. Inter-

estingly, the anthropological interpretation of culturally constructed, shared or contested meaning, and its

relationship with collective memory and action is not part of the definition. There is an absence of context

(except implicitly through the explication of different meanings of ‘meaning’) so that an impression arises that

meaning is generally stable and independent of relationships and particular circumstances. Another use of

meaning which often surfaces in everyday language: ‘this means a lot to me’, and which is used to indicate

connection and importance is not considered. Therefore, while some of my concerns are contained in this

definition, very important aspects are not.

While my own initial definition placed emphasis on the

verbal, narrative character of myth, supplying explana-

tion and values,
80

this definition emphasises aspects

of traditionality, popular context (as opposed to sci-

ence), personal embodiment and falseness or lack of

verifiability. My concern with central cultural concerns

is contained within this definition, as are the relation-

ships of myth with social structures. However, what is

missing is a sense of who participates in the production of myths, to which ends (apart from deceit), and in

what way myths change and adapt. Myth here is static and has no author.

This definition is useful and matches my research interest well, and thereby does a lot of definitional work for

me. Not only does it contain the classical definition of

the missing half, the association with an absence of

the important other which allows the symbol to func-

tion. It also makes the connection between symbols

and beliefs and emotional responses, and it regards

symbols as relational. It includes both the conscious,

intentional and conventional aspects as a condition of

possibility for signification, and its unconscious (and

partly repressed) condition of possibility. What is miss-

ing for my purposes is perhaps an acknowledgement

of a symbol’s history, and how it is both inserted into

existing relationships, and transformed in them. While

implied in the recognition of the conventional character of symbols, the dependence of its efficacy on shared

understanding is not made explicit, nor is its role in the life of communities.

mean.ing n (14c) 1 a: the thing one intends to convey
esp. by language: purport b: the thing that is conveyed
esp. by language: import 2: something meant or in-

tended: aim <a mischievous ~ was apparent> 3: sig-
nificant quality; esp: implication of a hidden or special
significance <a glance full of ~> 4 a: the logical con-
notation of a word or phrase b: the logical denotation

or extension of a word or phrase

myth n [Gk mythos] (1830) 1 a: a usu. traditional story

of ostensibly historical events that serves to unfold part
of the world view of a people or explain a practice,
belief, or natural phenomenon b: parable, allegory 2 a:

a popular belief or tradition that has grown up around
something or someone; esp: one embodying the ideals
and institutions of a society or segment of society
<seduced by the American ~ of individualism --Orde
Coombs> b: an unfounded or false notion 3: a person

or thing having only an imaginary or unverifiable

existence 4: the whole body of myths

sym.bol n [in sense 1, fr. LL symbolum, fr. LGk sym-

bolon, fr. Gk, token, sign; in other senses fr. L symbo-

lum token, sign, symbol, fr. Gk symbolon, lit., token of
identity verified by comparing its other half, fr. sym-

ballein to throw together, compare, fr. syn- + ballein to
throw--more at devil] (15c) 1: an authoritative sum-
mary of faith or doctrine: creed 2: something that
stands for or suggests something else by reason of
relationship, association, convention, or accidental

resemblance; esp: a visible sign of something invisible
<the lion is a ~ of courage> 3: an arbitrary or conven-
tional sign used in writing or printing relating to a
particular field to represent operations, quantities,
elements, relations, or qualities 4: an object or act
representing something in the unconscious mind that
has been repressed <phallic ~s> 5: an act, sound, or
object having cultural significance and the capacity to

excite or objectify a response
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Like other symbols and words, the term ornament

has undergone changes over time, and this dic-

tionary definition gives a good account of the

changes. However, an important and more recent

change than the ones accounted for is its sever-

ance from practice within certain forms of life, or

languages. If we imagine a language, as a form of

life, of current art, design and architecture, we almost have to imagine this language without the term orna-

ment: two design and art educators thus stated that ornament is ‘not a word in my vocabulary’ and ‘a word

that we don’t use’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997:54).

Discursive practices serve to reassure the members of a community of their common concern for issues that

are relevant to their lives. If conversation about an issue ceases to take place, this might lead to a diminua-

tion of its reality potential:

the subjective reality of something that is never talked about becomes shaky. … Generally

speaking, the conversational apparatus maintains reality by ‘talking through’ various elements of

experience and allocating them a definite place in the real world. … In the establishment of this

order, language realizes the world, in the double sense of apprehending and producing it

(Berger & Luckmann, 1967:153).

The fact that ornament has not been given consideration as a topic in design and educational discourse

amounts to marginalisation, if not repression (Lorenzer, 1979; Müller, 1977). Loosely following Saussure, the

meaning of a term is defined by its difference from other terms. This difference is enacted in its use. Collec-

tive use only can lead to socially constituted meaning, and the definition and redefinition of terms and con-

cepts. If a term is not used, as is the case with ornament in art and design education, its relationship of dif-

ference is not enacted and it loses definition. Accordingly, pattern, embellishment, adornment, decoration or

motif are often used in New Zealand to paradigmatically replace ornament.

Characteristic of this replacement is that all those terms belong to a semantic field that has been discredited

since the end of the nineteenth century, all terms similarly having negative connotations. In the process of

the attempted suppression, repression or oppression of practices of ornamentation, ornament was not only

expunged from the experts’ vocabulary but inserted into specific other discourses, which will be analysed in

due course.
81

For now, it will suffice to quote two authors who have written on ornamentation from very dif-

ferent perspectives, in different countries and at different times in the twentieth century. Holz (1972: 158)

who has explored both the history of ornament’s declining status and its ‘repristination’ in or for abstract art

says, for instance, that the term ornament was so much perverted during the process of the separation of

production and decoration,
82

which lead to its devaluation and subsequent instrumentalisation as an element

of commodity aesthetics, that it has become almost synonymous with ideological deceit. As a result, he

80
Which makes it ostensibly different from ornamentation which is visual and prima facie non-ideological.

81
In Classifications of ornament, p. 154.

82
Read (1934: 47) makes this distinction when he says that ‘[t]he source of the dualism of the “fine” and the utilitarian
arts is therefore easy to trace in the limited sphere of pottery. For on the one hand we have the potter relying on his
own knowledge of the craft and designing for use; on the other hand we have the potter relying for his design on the
outside artist, who is not concerned to design for use so much as for ornament – as an exhibition, that is to say, of
his artistic skill and “taste”’.

or.na.ment n [ME, fr. OF ornement, fr. L ornamentum,

fr. ornare] (13c) 1 archaic: a useful accessory 2 a:

something that lends grace or beauty b: a manner or

quality that adorns 3: one whose virtues or graces add
luster to a place or society 4: the act of adorning or
being adorned 5: an embellishing note not belonging to
the essential harmony or melody--called also embel-

lishment, fioritura

or.na.ment vt (1720): to provide with ornament: em-
bellish syn see adorn
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holds, we have to labour to win it back for other uses.
83

A quarter century later, Carter (1997: 117) describes

how the connotations clustering around the term ornament all seem to

speak of something whose golden age has long passed. Ornament was banished from the intel-

lectual canon at the same time it was being expelled from the repertoire of practice by the rise

of modernist functionalism. … The disappearance of ornament as a coherent theoretical ac-

companiment to practice means that now it can only be approached tangentially. Lacking the

touchstone of immediate experience, I find myself forced to reach for the dictionary and the the-

saurus, those cemeteries of historical practice, in order to be able to trace the affiliations that

radiate out from this key term, ‘ornament’.

Carter mentions as such connotations ‘mantel-pieces’ and ‘knick-knacks’, terms that are certainly not in the

‘golden past’ but very much in use in another form of life, namely everyday language.

It seems worth while to look for a moment at Holz’s (1972:163-4) list of characteristics of ornament. The rea-

son why I want to discuss it here is not because it is necessarily a good one, but because it represents in a

brief and reasonably representative form established views of ornamentation from a formal perspective.

Holz’s descriptions are summarised in italics, occasionally followed by my own comments in normal type.

Ornament is a subdivision of the class of decoration.

This, of course, begs the question as to what decoration is. Brandlhuber (1992: 67), in an otherwise uninspir-

ing dissertation on ornament from a marketing point of view, has endeavoured to distinguish the meanings of

similarly employed terms in the field of meaning around ornament, primarily but not only in the German lan-

guage. She comes to the conclusion that, in everyday usage, ornament, pattern and decoration are used

synonymously. This would seem to be the same in New Zealand.
84

However, one could say that the term decoration is the more general term which does not have connotations

of figuration or meaning, and does not presuppose any specific formal rules (70). Pattern which, like orna-

ment, has at least implicitly the potential for signification follows different formal rules (an ornament can be

said to be more singular an occurrence of motifs, and in more specifically defined places in or on an object).

What the three terms share is the notion that they are applied to an object which can exist by itself.

83
Ironically, the use of ornamentation in abstract art inevitably leads to another shift of meaning in that the formerly
declassified other of fine arts, which was only given subordinate status if any, is now given in the context of con-
temporary art the role to challenge hierarchies of meaning (Pültau, 1993: 62). In effect, in the context of contempo-
rary art, the status and meaning of ornamentation would seem to undergo an upward displacement, whereas when
applied to non-contemporary, non-Western art, it has the effect of de-classifying those arts. Schapiro (1969: 240),
for instance, seems to have his own problems with the notion of ornament in abstract painting and pairs the terms
‘ornament’ and ‘primitive state of art’. This says something about relative power in the control of definitions.

84
In New Zealand, this overlap occurs also in the language of design professionals and educators; possibly because
they take part in both theoretical and practical discourses.
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Ornamentation is composed of single elements which are not additively placed in a series but figuratively

integrated.

Repetition in ornamentation is in principle infinite.

Meander patterns

Tracery

Ornamental band motifs: weaving bands, flowers and rosettes, wave pattern, arcanthus, chain patterns

Egg and dart pattern
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If placed in a symmetrical configuration, even singular motifs can appear ornamental, but they need to

serve, in that case, a primarily decorative purpose and be reduced to such through a diminuation of their

semantic functions.

Figurative elements, upon entering ornamentation, are stylised as signs, de-individualised and stripped of

their semantic function. When taken out of the ornamental context, they can then be again read as ‘single

hieroglyphs’, as ‘images’ or ‘emblems’.

Sculptured frieze on sarcophagus in Ravenna

Tiles

Griffin, urn, buckles and belt fastenings
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Because of its applied nature, ornamentation always appears as a figure on a ground.

This description seems to ignore the figure/ground ambiguity which has often been observed for some types

of ornamentation, particularly when it begins to form more expansive patterns, as in diapers or, typically, in

Islamic ornamentation.

In fact, most ornamentation outside of singular motifs tends towards integration of figure and ground if it is

two dimensional. However, it is possible that Holz refers to its relationship with its carrier, in which case his

observation is correct as long as the ornamentation does not cover the entire surface as a pattern.

An ornamental configuration can be modified in its regularity

through partial interruption and thereby become figuratively

individualised without losing its overall ornamental character.

Such interruptions are integrated into the overarching figura-

tion and marked as irregularities and deviations. The basic

ornamental pattern, however, has to be maintained in such a

way that its figuration dominates over the interruptions.

My own initial definition of ornamentation within the field of myth – symbol – ornament was:

Abstract representation of, often symbolic, motifs which are subjected to an overall aesthetic

purpose which might be conceived of as decoration. Aesthetic appearance takes precedence

over meaning, and therefore the use of the motif can persist after the original meaning is no

longer understood. Ornamentation can function for different people without presupposing

shared understanding of its meanings. Aesthetic overlays and persistent use out of context

might, in fact, contribute to the erosion of meaning. Like symbols, ornament is usually of an ab-

stract nature, and repetition and rhythm are frequently its characteristics.

Design by Adams for ceiling at Culzean castle

French Rococco carving around mirror

Vignette
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My use of the term ornamentation was not co-extensive with established definitions in that I wanted to be

able to include, for instance, the ornamental use of motifs in advertising and other non-traditional media. I

was from the beginning aware that the definition of ornamentation as something attached or additional does

not apply widely outside of Western culture. In Maori art, for example, the perception might be more accu-

rately that ornamental motifs, together with figural and significant elements, and the formal composition of

the whole object, emerge from the material through the activity of the carver (Grace, 1986: 7).
85

Neverthe-

less, this perception of ornament is pervasive in European or Western discourses, in the same way as the

association of ornament with feminine characteristics (Schor, 1987), and therefore needs to be taken into

account and discussed.
86

[The] view of a Western culture, of what ornament is, is very different from Maori culture. To

find a direct translation of ornament in Maori - it doesn’t exist, as far as I’m aware, ... in Maori

[culture], ... a design of any kind - any kind of decoration - serves a function, and therefore is not

ornamental in terms of how the rest of [the world] might interpret what ornament is - as decora-

tion. Decoration for the sake of decoration, and [with] no function other than to show wealth, to

fill in the spaces of the design. (AW@14 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 51) … [I’m not comfort-

able regarding] the fine arts/craft argument, in terms of ornamentation, the two don’t exist in

Maori terms - a translation of ornament in Maori doesn’t exist. (AW@26[2] :52)

In the questionnaire, there was an idea that ornament belongs to native cultures. I don’t see that

at all, they produce work that has reason and purpose and meaning, but I see the other more

developed countries producing heaps of ornament, like the MacDonalds who put out a new toy

every month - I call that ornament. (JS@200: 51-2)
87

After my encounter with the discomfort or specific objections of Maori educators and artists to the use of the

term ornament with respect to Maori culture, I tried to replace the term ‘ornament’ with ‘cultural image’ (or

‘ornamental motif’) in the project about the use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design (Engels-

Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999).
88

By this, I hoped to re-contextualise the motifs or images, and to place

them into an explicit relationship with cultural context and practice. This seemed to work within the project

itself, but Rewi Thompson (in personal communication 29.2.00) later drew my attention to the fact that the

use of the term image – even in the combination with ‘cultural’ – might place a discussion of such practices

onto the wrong level by suggesting that they are of the same nature as contemporary European or Western

images. The motifs under discussion are, however, usually traditional Maori images and as such are discur-

sive in a way contemporary images are not: they belong to speech practice as records and reminders, and

are bound into a broader context, for instance by a spiritual dimension.

85
‘There was once a carver who spent his lifetime with wood, seeking out and exposing the figures that were hidden
there. These eccentric, or brave, dour, whimsical, crafty, beguiling, tormenting, tormented or loving figures devel-
oped first in the forests, in the tree wombs, but depended on the master with his karakia and his tools, his mind and
his heart, his breath and his strangeness to bring them to other birth.’ This perception seems, despite immense dif-
ferences regarding the role of the artist’s mind, congenial with Michelangelo’s (quoted in Blunt, 1962: 73 fn2) per-
ception of sculpting in stone.

86
See p. 154.

87
For the possibility of simultaneous acceptance and rejection of imposed schema, see p. 423.

88
While not conscious of it at the time, I owe this term to Jacob Scott . His use of the term in a previous discussion
had slipped my mind until I re-discovered it in a quote as I edited this text. See p. 389.
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This brings me to the various transition processes I wanted to look at to explore the use and meaning of or-

nament in changing contexts. The passages from one

state, stage, subject, or place to another of the orna-

mental practices of individuals or cultural groups are

bound to cause changes in those practices and their

interpretation. ‘When language-games change, then

there is a change in concepts, and with the concepts

the meaning of words change’ (Wittgenstein, 1969:

#65). The dictionary definition provides three descrip-

tions of such changes: gradual development or evolution from one form or style to another, a modulation

which links two sections, and an abrupt change which is usually accompanied by a loss or gain. The levels

or planes across which such transitions take place are, in my case, of course neither biology, nor music or

physics. However, in a metaphorical sense, these three types of change that can take place in transitions

describe well what I was interested in. My particular interest was in those instances of change, where mean-

ing is perceived to disappear or to be lost in some other way.

I had conceptualised several types of transition which I expected would be relevant for describing and

exploring the changes in ornamental practices in New Zealand. Firstly, the geographical transitions Maori

and Pakeha went through in different ways. For the settlers, the transition involved the departure from their

native land, and the re-contextualisation and beginning separate development from their traditional cultures.

Maori experienced the dis-location – gradual and abrupt, consensual and violent – from their turangawaewae

and the rapid or incipient cultural changes it entailed. This interest in the connection between ornament and

place was probably due to my own transition to New Zealand, and the observations around ornamental

practices I made in the first months and years after my arrival.

Secondly, I expected changes to be effected by cultural and socio-economic transitions, which included not

only the different use of ornament by different classes, practices which have usually been investigated under

the heading of ‘ornament as status’, but also changes in the context of the organisation of communities and

groups, in the mode of production and trade, and in the control of institutions. What I had not as clearly en-

visaged at the beginning as I recognise it now, are the important changes to ornamental meaning through

commodification and globalisation in the market economies.

These ‘objective’ transition processes I expected to have effects on the level of the individual, and I called

those changes at the time psychological transition, by which I meant changes in personal beliefs (religion,

identity, knowledge) and experiences (perceptions, interpretations, affects) caused by changes in social and

cultural organisation.

Another transition process is implicit in the title of my thesis, which occurs in communication and reception of

meanings. They can be intended, communicated and perceived in manifold ways, for example in visual or

verbal modes. Actors and consumers might respond quite differently to various levels and forms of the me-

diation of meaning.

Over the course of my research I realised that, in the environment in which it takes place, further terms are

charged and ambivalent. I was sometimes puzzled at the degree to which some abstract terms can be prob-

tran.si.tion n [L transition-, transitio, fr. transire]

(1551) 1 a: passage from one state, stage, subject, or
place to another: change b: a movement, development,
or evolution from one form, stage, or style to another 2

a: a musical modulation b: a musical passage leading
from one section of a piece to another 3: an abrupt
change in energy state or level (as of an atomic nu-
cleus or a molecule) usu. accompanied by loss or gain
of a single quantum of energy -- tran.si.tion.al adj --

tran.si.tion.al.ly adv
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lematic in particular contexts in New Zealand. I had not come across the same degree of positive and nega-

tive ‘cathexis’
89

to terms such as Western, European, colonial or primitive in Germany or other countries in

which I have spent some time. However, this might not be surprising. Aotearoa is, after all, a nexus where all

those fields of discourse come together not only theoretically, but also in a way in which they influence and

deeply touch on people’s lives, values, and beliefs. While the triggers in Germany for positive and negative

cathexis are located around, for instance, issues of the fascist past, right or left politics, or the current rela-

tionship with ‘guest workers’ or people who seek asylum in Germany, in New Zealand many triggers are tied

to its colonial history, and to its relationship with the wider world. Since my work on meaning and ornamenta-

tion increasingly had to take into account cross-cultural relationships in Aotearoa, it was impossible for me to

avoid those terms, but it seems important to clarify my use of them.

4.2 Models as abstractions from life

The terms with which I seek to identify and describe cultural and political spheres of influence and the rela-

tions between them, often necessarily have a high degree of abstraction and a way of summarising many

different aspects under universal labels. This seems unavoidable unless one wants to employ long and end-

less lists of inclusion and exclusion. I will need to totalise at times to refer to principles and similarities shared

by those who are drawn together under a term. At other times, I will want to do the opposite in order to

examine particularised effects on specific persons, situations, cultural formations or events. Both approaches

are necessary and can be complementary: monotonous gazing at endless variations of difference can lead

to myopia and the loss of a sense for connections and patterns. Totalising, on the other hand, is in danger of

ignoring differences and thus of excluding whatever falls outside of its delimiting parameters.

4.2.1 Cultural and political spheres

The term ‘Western’ is frequently and unproblematically employed in media communication, as much as in

everyday and theoretical discourses. Its facile and frequent application can produce an impression that it is a

natural phenomenon, rather than the result of historical

and political developments. Interestingly, the Merriam-

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary has no obvious entry

for ‘Western’ with a capital, but it does have one for

‘non-Western’.
90

In a non-capitalised entry, however,

2 refers to its specific capitalised use as related to

a ‘a region conventionally designated West’ and, spe-

cifically, b to the ‘noncommunist countries of Europe

and America’. Its prior history starts in medieval

89
Freudian term to describe ‘the quantity of energy attaching to any object-representation or mental structure. A
cathexis is conceived to be analogous to an electric charge which can shift from one structure except insofar as it
becomes bound … Object cathexis refers to energy invested in external objects as opposed to the self. … Most
statements using the word ‘cathexis’ can be reformulated in terms of ‘interest’, ‘meaning’, or ‘reality’ (Rycroft, 1972).

90
Bell has described a tendency of Pakeha New Zealanders ‘to see themselves as outside ethnicity, in parallel to the
way in which white people generally see themselves as outside ‘race’ …, a discursive sleight of hand which oper-
ates to maintain the position of white people at the top of the racial hierarchy constructed in nineteenth-century
European thought’ (Bell, 1996: 148). The fact that there is no entry for ‘Western’ (capitalised) but one for ‘non-
Western’, and the definition of non-Western as ‘not being part of the western tradition’ (my emphasis) seems to be
an example of this tendency.

west.ern adj [ME westerne, fr. OE; akin to OHG
westroni western, OE west] (bef. 12c) 1 a: coming
from the west <a ~ storm> b: lying toward the west 2

cap: of, relating to, or characteristic of a region con-
ventionally designated West: as a: steeped in or
stemming from the Greco-Roman traditions b: of or
relating to the noncommunist countries of Europe and

America c: of or relating to the American West 3 cap:

of or relating to the Roman Catholic or Protestant
segment of Christianity <Western liturgies>

non-West.ern adj (1902) 1: not being part of the
western tradition <~ countries> 2: of or relating to

non-Western societies <~ values>
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Europe, in traditions steeped in Greco-Roman culture, after which it moves over to the American West. No

doubt the concept is expansive, but it also has an internal consistency. There are echoes of the imperial con-

flicts between orient and occident; European claims to the heritage of classical culture; and the new world

colonial, and later, imperial expansion.

Goldberg (1993: 165) notes that the concept of ‘The West’ is

a sliding sign. Initially designating countries west of the iron curtain, its scope came to include

those countries and their inhabitants that are capitalist in their mode of production, politically

free with democratic institutions, culturally modernized, and largely white. Thus, the designation

usually includes Australasia, which is almost as far east as one can go without being west, but

excludes Japan …

The self-understanding of European, and later American, societies emerges with modernity, starting in the

sixteenth century, becoming ‘self-conscious in the seventeenth century, reaching intellectual and material

maturity in the Enlightenment, and solidif[ying] as Western world hegemony the following century’ (3).

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica (‘Social Structure and Change’ in 1997b), the transition from me-

dieval European societies to the Western nations of the twentieth century was characterised by

interconnected, long-term, one-directional changes; some of the more important of these in-

clude commercialization, increasing division of labour, growth of production, formation of na-

tional states, bureaucratization, growth of technology and science, secularization, urbanization,

spread of literacy, increasing social and geographical mobility, and growth of organizations.

Many of those changes did not originate in European societies but some did, among them in particular ‘the

rise of capitalism and the Industrial Revolution’. They subsequently ‘had a strong impact on non-Western

societies. Groups of people outside Western Europe have been incorporated in a global division of labour, in

which the Western nation-states dominated both politically and economically’. Despite ‘decolonisation’,

Western and white cultures remain dominant in ex-colonies where the descendants of colonising settlers

have attained demographic and political majority (‘Social Structure and Change’ in 1997b).

‘Western’ is thus a concept rather than an empirical reality (although the concept generates tangible conse-

quences).
91

It comes with many assumptions and distinctions for Western and non-Western forms of life

which are often taken for granted. Thus, it seems natural that there is a distinction in Western life between

‘public and private, personal and impersonal, the individual and the collective, the uniquely individual and the

socially representative’ (Shotter, 1993: 171). But, as Shotter points out, these are not

in any sense fully predetermined, already decided distinctions. They are expressed or formu-

lated in different ways in different, concrete circumstances, by the use of a certain set of histori-

cally developed (and to an extent, morally maintained …) ‘topological’ resources within the

Western tradition. Thus, what might be called a ‘living tradition’ does not give rise to a com-

pletely determined form of life, but to dilemmas, to different possibilities for living, among which

one must choose.

91
After long hesitation, I have therefore decided to accord it the capital ‘W’. Capitalisation of words has the effect of
privileging them over non-capitalised words. In order to avoid an implicit hierarchy, I have capitalised Indigenous as
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The term modernity is firmly situated in Western traditions, and whereas ‘modern’ in earlier usage might have

meant simply ‘of the present or the immediate past’, it came increasingly to be used in the framework of pro-

gress and development that was perceived to happen

within the Western world: recent techniques, methods

or ideas.
92

This ‘inevitable change’ through progress

(Disraeli quoted in Schoenwald, 1965: 1) was seen as

specifically Western, whereas non-Western societies

were seen as backward, arrested in their development

or, in the terminology of that time, as ‘primitive’.

Originally standing for original, primary, or early

this term underwent an inversely proportional shift

of meaning until it came to stand for natural, non-

literate, naïve, and crude – in any event, some-

thing or somebody who lacked the sophistication

of modernity.

This inversely proportionate shift brings with it

problems that cannot be ignored. Goldberg (1993:

162) points out that the term ‘primitive’ always

carries value. This is also the case with terms

such as ‘modern’ or ‘Western’: they aggregate

different groups under a single term; they take

groups, cultures, and their art production as a sin-

gle whole. While the terms relating to modern societies come with a largely positive notion of progress and

are predominantly a result of self-definition, the term ‘primitive’ indicates the opposite about groups that are

defined rather than define themselves. ‘Primitive’ implies the lack of ‘progress or development, sophisticated

technology, and the sort of rationality associated with it. No use of “primitive”, especially when contrasted

with “Western” or “European” or “modern”, no matter how affirmative, can escape these sedimented signifi-

cations’ (162).
93

the counterpart to Western. The configuration Indigenous/Western, however, has its precedent in Western/primitive,
and sediments of this constellation linger on.

92
Interestingly, the dictionary defines post-modern as being ‘adj (1949): of, relating to, or being any of several move-
ments (as in art, architecture, or literature) that are reactions against the philosophy and practices of modern
movements and are typically marked by revival of traditional elements and techniques’. This, of course, takes on a
peculiar character in the context of New Zealand. While I do not wish to discuss postmodernism here, there are
some concerns relating directly to the dictionary definition. In Torgovnick’s Gone Primitive. Savage Intellects, Mod-
ern Lives (1990), Goldberg (1993: 158) detects ‘an unstated assumption throughout that the reader is one with the
postmodernist “we”, that the Primitive is in no position to read such a text’. He continues: ‘What is missing from the
text is an account of the expense of the appropriation, the real life and death expense, for those so constructed as
primitive. This absence turns in part, I think on a deeper methodological shift that has taken place under the grow-
ing hegemony of postmodern knowledge production. A crude reading of the postmodern presupposition that the
world is a text, the text a world invokes a new form of reductionisms. It is a reductionism of methodologies in the
production of human knowledges to the methods of textual analysis, of political economy to the economy of the
written word, of politics and production to the politics of literary production’.

93
Price (1992) demonstrates how the comparison of ‘modern’ and ‘primitive’ art is everything but innocent: from the
construction of categories (e.g. ‘anonymity’ or ‘timelessness’) to the procurement of evidence – Western art histori-

mod.ern adj [LL modernus, fr. L modo just now, fr.
modus measure--more at mete] (1585) 1 a: of, relating
to, or characteristic of the present or the immediate
past: contemporary b: of, relating to, or characteristic
of a period extending from a relevant remote past to the

present time 2: involving recent techniques, methods,
or ideas: up-to-date 3 cap: of, relating to, or having the
characteristics of the present or most recent period of
development of a language 4: of or relating to modern-
ism: modernist -- mo.der.ni.ty n -- mod.ern.ly adv --

mod.ern.ness n

prim.i.tive adj [ME primitif, fr. L primitivus first formed,
fr. primitiae first fruits, fr. primus first--more at prime]
(14c) 1 a: not derived: original, primary b: assumed as a
basis; esp: axiomatic <~ concepts> 2 a: of or relating to the

earliest age or period: primeval <the ~ church> b: closely
approximating an early ancestral type: little evolved <~
mammals> c: belonging to or characteristic of an early
stage of development: crude, rudimentary <~ technology>
… 3 a: elemental, natural <our ~ feelings of vengeance --
John Mackwood> b: of, relating to, or produced by a peo-
ple or culture that is nonindustrial and often nonliterate and
tribal <~ art> c: naive … -- prim.i.tive.ly adv --

prim.i.tive.ness n -- prim.i.tiv.i.ty n

primitive n (15c) 1 a: something primitive; specif: a primi-
tive idea, term, or proposition b: a root word 2 a (1): an
artist of an early period of a culture or artistic movement
(2): a later imitator or follower of such an artist b (1): a
self-taught artist (2): an artist whose work is marked by
directness and naivete c: a work of art produced by a primi-
tive artist d: a typically rough or simple usu. handmade and

antique home accessory or furnishing 3 a: a member of a

primitive people b: an unsophisticated person
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I take this as a warning to be careful in context: this cluster of terms has its genesis in a particular configura-

tion of power relationships formed through colonialism and imperialism.
94

I have only occasionally used the

term primitive, and only when paraphrasing or referring to positions that relied on this definition. I have less

problems with the use of the terms ‘Western’ and ‘modern’ since they are largely self-chosen. However, I am

aware of the danger of indiscriminately using universalising terms and have occasionally hinted at that prob-

lematic.

4.2.2 Relationships in Aotearoa/New Zealand
95

These configurations and conceptual schemes have inevitably influenced the situation in Aotearoa and con-

tinue to do so. Before I explain my use of expressions referring to cultural identification, I would like to ex-

plain my use of other terms.

The term settler society was suggested to me by one of my supervisors for an empirical research project as

an alternative to colonial society.
96

He suggested it because he thought that what I wanted to describe,

namely the local conflicts in New Zealand independent from colonial politics at the centre, fitted better with

the structures of the term as it was employed in South Africa where he had researched himself. To my sur-

prise, I found that there was only one entry in the Encyclopedia Britannica (‘Racial Conflict’ in 1997b) refer-

ring to it in the singular. Since that entry refers to New Zealand, there seems no danger of unwittingly intro-

ducing issues that are foreign to my discussion. I use settler society to indicate the practical and ideological

organisation of local government in New Zealand, as distinguishable from Crown politics of the time. In fact,

New Zealand governments found themselves in conflict with settler interests on several occasions (Oliver &

Williams, 1981: 88-9). While both parties shared the view that ‘European culture was superior and felt that

the Maori people must become Europeanized’ (Dalziel, 1981: 101), those settlers who were able to make

their voices heard had less sympathy for Maori than, for example, Grey (at least in theory
97

) and ‘spoke dis-

paragingly of them as “niggers”, and resented their occupation of land that they would neither fully cultivate

nor release for settlement’ (Sorrenson, 1981: 179).
98

An overwhelming proportion of the New Zealand population would, no doubt, regard the use of the term nig-

ger as racist. In many instances, however, opinions of what constitutes racism, and whether or not racism is

an important factor in New Zealand society, are divided.
99

This is not surprising, since, according to Goldberg

ans’ and institutions’ own interests are deeply, and often violently, implicated in the creation of the difference they
describe.

94
At this point, I think I should resist infinite regress and take it that the terms ‘colonialism’ and ‘imperialism’ do not
need explanation.

95
It is an awkward task to keep a balance in the naming of Aotearoa/New Zealand. The combination of the terms
smacks even to me of ‘political correctness’ and, apart from that, its constant use is unwieldy. I have therefore cho-
sen to use the terms alternately, largely – but not always – depending on context. In the end, I have used ‘New
Zealand’ more often … but there we go; this is – in my language-games – the indication of their connection to an
inept ‘form of life’.

96
Alex Davidson in personal communication, October 1998.

97
Grey ‘had a deep sympathy towards Maori people as an ideal while being hostile towards those Maori who fell short
of this construct’ (Smith, 1999: 83).

98
There is an important connection between land and culture, when they are both regarded as resources, in the con-
text of meaning and ornamentation. See fn. 723 on p. 256, and p. 314. For a contemporary account of the self-
interest and political will of the ‘great majority of settlers’, see Vaggioli (1896: 285f).

99
In 2000, the editor of the New Zealand Historic Places Trust magazine uses the term ‘race’ unproblematically twice
in the first paragraph of his report on Onuku (Wilson, 2000b: 6). At the time of writing the section about users’ per-
spectives, and while struggling with definitions of racism and ethnocentrism, an official report on the shooting by po-
lice of Steven Wallace in Waitara was released to the press. It emerged from the report that racism in Waitara had
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(1993), it is misleading to think of racism in the singular as an easily identifiable and recognisable phenome-

non. He considers it more useful to conceive of a range of racism, which can take various forms and be

manifest in various intensities. However, he does provide a definition of racists which I find helpful and which

I have used in my own interpretation.

Racists are those persons who explicitly or implicitly ascribe racial characteristics of others that

purportedly differ from their own and others like them. These ascriptions, whether biological or

social in character, must not merely propose racial difference; they must also assign racial pref-

erences, or ‘explain’ racial differences as natural, inevitable and therefore unchangeable, or ex-

press desired, intended, or actual inclusions or exclusions, entitlements or restrictions. Persons

may be judged (more or less) racist, then, not only on the narrow basis of intentions but also

where the effects of their actions are (more or less) racially discriminatory or exclusionary. That

is, persons may also be racist where their expressions fit a historical legacy or where the effects

exhibit a pattern of racialized exclusion, and these are effects the persons should reasonably be

clear about or it is a historical legacy to which they should reasonably be sensitive (98, my em-

phasis).

When categories are invoked which stand in the tradition of racist discourses, the more central they are to

that tradition the more their continued use will be racist, particularly once the user has been informed of this

tradition (102). A wide range of criteria can define the range of racisms operative in any given culture and

they tend to ‘insinuate themselves into, adapt to, and appropriate more acceptable cultural forms as their

own modes of expression’ (108).

In New Zealand, the knowledge of racist traditions has been differently accessible at different times. Nairn

(1989: 79) writes about her own awareness in the 1960s:

Our past was forgotten, wiped from the collective memory. We became separated from the in-

justices of the colonial processes which were our inheritance. Our ignorance and confusion

were genuine. We were oblivious of the way Maori people had been, and still were, denied ac-

cess to power, and how their autonomy had been whittled away.

It is difficult to say how much has changed since that time, and where the turning point between ignorance

and neglect in that regard lies in Aotearoa today. Much information is readily available and, in some cases,

ignorance may well be cultivated in order to be able to hold on to one’s deeply felt prejudices and the poten-

tial advantages resulting from them. ‘Ignorance is often used as a justification for inaction.’ (Yensen, 1989b:

143) At the beginning of the 1990s, Wetherell and Potter (1992: 123) found that ‘[r]ace is still “everywhere” in

the discourse of Pakeha New Zealanders’. However, they also observed that racially oriented accounts are

more likely to contain residual sediments in the form of tropes and metaphors such as ‘blood’ rather than a

been rife and ongoing long before the shooting, on the level of both attitudes and practices. The acting Police
Commissioner stated that it was ‘unacceptable that staff were not reprimanded by their supervisors for being racist’
(Armstrong & Bingham, 2000: 1). The report concludes that ‘police have a long way to go to resolve issues of ra-
cism and harassment’. While the manifestations of racism or cultural inappropriateness in the context of my study
are the thin end of the wedge, to avoid the issue of racism due to complications with definitions and evidential sup-
port would be inadequate. An attitude of strict definitional correctness would be likely to create a picture suggesting
that racism does not exist in New Zealand and would perhaps thus follow a pattern similar to that which allowed the
incidents in Waitara to escalate to the killing of a man.
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‘detailed analysis of social relations through racial theories’ which they thought had been more or less aban-

doned; ‘full-blown racial explanations’ had become ‘an embarrassment’ (120).

It is in the context of racialised exclusions and restrictions, both through commission and omission, that the

problematic and shifting meaning of appropriation becomes important. Appropriation is often used in New

Zealand as a euphemism for expropriation or misappropriation, a practice that obscures other meanings I

was more familiar with before I came to New Zealand. For example, Selle and Boehe (1986: 52) describe

appropriation as a complex process which individuals and groups accomplish as they elaborate on their ‘re-

lationships with the world’. Appropriation in their terms means the ‘layering and working through of experi-

ences’ and a maturation of one’s relationship with objects.
100

The

history of appropriation is always part of the biography and social history of the person appro-

priating … Thus, the process of appropriation must be understood as an occurrence within

which all relationships with objects are constituted, grouped, solidified or loosened (52).

This is a far shot from the way in which another euphemism is sometimes loosely used in New Zealand in

place of appropriation: borrowing.

The dictionary definition of borrowing places great

weight on the notions of reciprocity and obligation: the

same or an equivalent is to be returned, sometimes

with interest. The incorporation in the entry of ‘borrow

trouble’ might be an indication of the severity of those

obligations.
101

However, it also contains another as-

pect: ‘to appropriate for one’s own use’. Lévi-Strauss

(1993: 10) uses the term in the context of diffusionism

where forms are ‘considered the product of migrations

and borrowings from the common cradle’. So, the term

is clearly contradictory and ambivalent. I have employed it in the way it is used in common language and

preferred to make explicit comments on its usage rather than using ‘shudder marks’. One instance where I

find its use particularly problematic (because the writer employs the concept as if it were that of borrowing in

the strict and reciprocal way) is the following:

It is important to see the levels at which Walters first decontextualizes and then recontextualizes

his borrowed motif. … It is only by taking the koru out of its original practice, Platonizing and

precisioning it, that Walters is in a position to give it back to the big and ongoing problem of find-

ing Aotearoan symbols. Walters has certainly borrowed, but with courtesy and tact he returns

the motif, recycled into something it could not have been in its culture of origin (Hutchings,

1989: 88 – my emphasis).

100
See, for an illustration of their concept, p. 265.

101
Another dictionary definition (Onions, 1964) places even greater emphasis on the nature and extent of the obliga-
tion: ‘A pledge, a guarantee, bail; suretyship, ransom’ and ‘To take (a thing) on security given for its safe return. …
To render oneself indebted for; to make temporary use of’. The earlier instances of use go very much in the direc-
tion of surety: ‘borrowed … 1440 1. Taken on loan. 2. Transf. and fig. Not one’s own; assumed 1571’.

bor.row vb [ME borwen, fr. OE borgian; akin to OE
beorgan to preserve--more at bury] vt (bef. 12c) 1 a: to
receive with the implied or expressed intention of
returning the same or an equivalent <~ a book> <~ed a
dollar> b: to borrow (money) with the intention of
returning the same plus interest 2 a: to appropriate for
one's own use <~ a metaphor> b: derive, adopt 3: to
take (one) from a digit of the minuend in arithmetical

subtraction in order to add as 10 to the digit holding the
next lower place 4: to adopt into one language from
another 5 dial: lend ~ vi: to borrow something --
bor.row.er n -- borrow trouble : to do something
unnecessarily that may result in adverse reaction or

repercussions [, 1994 #587]
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I am (painfully) aware of the fraught discussions around Walters’ use of the koru and would personally not

venture a judgement.
102

However, I do want to comment on the assumptions implicit in the quote. The first

assumption is that Walters has ‘sophisticated’, refined, and improved the motif through Western techniques

and so has, as it were, returned ‘the same plus interest’. I would merely like to say that this can be seen from

different angles and that we are only presented with one.
103

The other assumption is that Walters returns

‘with courtesy and tact’ what he has ‘borrowed’ to where and whom he took it from. Giving back the preci-

sioned and Platonised motif to ‘the big and ongoing problem of finding Aotearoan symbols’ seems to me like

a return to the wrong sender. I have not observed that Maori have a big and ongoing problem with finding

Aotearoan symbols, and the recycling appears to have some similarities with instances in colonial history

where the Crown returned confiscated land to Maori parties who were not the original owners.
104

It is now time to explain my understanding and use of the terms Maori and Pakeha. A close-up inspection of

the terms shows, of course, that they too universalise a wide spectrum of different identifications and prob-

lematically draw them together under one label, which suggests unity and similarity. They point, however, to

a historically founded relationship within which new sets of differences and similarities were defined.
105

Maori

is generally used to refer to the descendants of the people who lived in Aotearoa before the arrival of Euro-

peans, the tangata whenua who identified with whanau, hapu, iwi, and waka depending on context and oc-

casion.

The evolution of a collective Maori identity was heralded at a meeting in 1835 when the

Declaration of Independence was signed. … By 1857 Maori had lost some of its meaning as

normal; by then Maori accounted for fifty percent of the population, and by 1874 they had

become only fourteen per cent, a minority in their own country. (Durie, 1998: 53).

Today, ‘Maori’ can mean many things: from a colonial construct, to a pan-tribal identity, consciousness of

one’s ‘disadvantaged position in New Zealand society’ (Barcham, 2000: 147), or a status on the electoral

roll.
106

Rangihau (1992: 118) finds the ‘more general expression of Maori culture hollow and meaningless

unless it is rooted in the base of tribal or regional identity’. There is

no single Maori cultural stereotype, and being Maori may have quite different connotations for

various groups. Maori are as diverse as any other people – not only in socio-economic terms

but also in fundamental attitudes to identity. Nor can a Maori identity any longer be entirely dis-

missed in favour of a tribal identity. The reality is that some Maori also choose to identify with a

102
It appears that through critics’ discourses something has happened to Walters, the person, that Bell (1995: 28) has
already observed about Goldie: the transformation into a ‘complex and multi-faceted cultural phenomenon; one
which can be related to what might immediately seem mutually exclusive or conflicting discourses’.

103
There is also an assumption that Maori culture is unable to achieve such refinement.

104
For instance, after the Waikare confiscation in the 1860s.

105
Sharp (1988: 14) mentions three criteria, ‘enduring and morally established forms of social interaction, self-
definition as a member and the same definition by others’ which have to be fully met in order to describe ‘those in-
volved in the sustained interaction’ as clearly belonging to a group.

106
Officially, a person had to have proved at least 25% ethnic descent from Maori to be recognised as Maori until the
early 1970s. Later, fixed percentages of ancestry were dropped in favour of self-identification (pers. comm. with
Alex Davidson). However, Kāretu (2000: 86) stresses that identification in both directions (self and others) does not
usually work on the basis of percentages: ‘It needs to be noted perhaps, that despite some almost two hundred
years of intermarriage and with the vast majority, if not in fact the total, Māori population having Pākehā or other
blood as well as Māori, there is still a strong desire to identify as Māori rather than as Pākehā, even if the blood
percentage is higher. Anyone guilty of some social misdemeanour tends to be defined as being “part-Māori” or
“half-caste Māori”, but never as “part Pākehā” or “half-caste Pākehā”’. But equally, ‘Maoridom today appears to be
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particular tribe, others might wish to but have lost access, and others still might be content sim-

ply as Maori, with no desire to add a tribal identity (Durie, 1998: 59).
107

Ihimaera (1998:140), in his introduction to Growing Up Maori, confirms that the notion of Maori identity is

problematic, but equally holds that much of Maori ‘identity has to do with whakapapa, with memory based

not only on the bloodlines and physical landscapes we live in but also the emotional landscape constructed

by loving grandparents or whanau’. From my own observations, the definition most plausible to me is that

whakapapa as a rule would be a necessary but not sufficient condition, and that identification as Maori would

include involvement in whanau, hapu, iwi, or other specifically Maori matters.

The designation of a person as Maori can be used as a racialised reference. Goldberg (1993: 97) notes that

perhaps in an ‘idealized possible world’ such terms would better not be used at all, and that any such refer-

ences ’should be discouraged wherever possible while acknowledging and appreciating human difference.

But in this world racialized reference is widely used in ordinary speech’.

Pakeha, the opposite of this historically constructed pair of identities (Walker, 1990: 94), can similarly de-

scribe people from varying backgrounds who have not much in common apart from the fact that they are ‘of

European descent’. Spoonley (1988: 62-3) defines Pakeha as ‘New Zealanders of a European background,

whose cultural values and behaviour have been primarily formed from the experience of being a member of

the dominant group in New Zealand’. It is a term which is accepted by only some of those so designated.

Bell (1996: 146) recounts how in the debates of the 1980s those who were supportive of a Pakeha ethnic

identity generally felt ‘that what was particularly significant about the term was its expression of a relationship

to Maori and of an acknowledgement of the history of colonisation’. The acknowledgement of the history of

colonisation does not come easy to all members of the group defined as Pakeha by Spoonley,
108

and it is

perhaps not surprising that there are many who resist being called Pakeha. Firstly, it is a term by which

Maori designate those (or a significant group of those) who are not like them. It is a Maori word, and those

who reject it ‘question why their identity should be given to them by another cultural group’ (144). There are

also uninformed rumours that it originated as an insult.
109

Bell holds that there is evidence that Pakeha ‘is a

highly contested term of identity in our society’ and she concludes that ‘those who reject being called Pakeha

are also rejecting a particular form of interdependent relationship to Maori’ (145).

The reactions of Pakeha New Zealanders to being labelled Pakeha are indeed often striking. As the Depart-

ment of Statistics discussed in 1993, there are ‘slightly’ more individuals who object to being called Pakeha

than to being called European (in Bell, 1996: 145). In one of the questionnaires used for my research pro-

jects, a large number of Pakeha New Zealanders chose to call themselves European,
110

or New Zealanders.

more bent on remaining Maori despite the poor self-image that post-European history has bestowed on the label
“Maori”’ (Reedy in Kāretu, 2000: 86).

107
Ritchie (1965: 82) observed earlier: ‘[a]dd to these divisions the conflicts between the older, more conservative
generations and the younger, more Pakeha-oriented folk, the regular workers and the itinerant, the new residents
and the old; add the divisions of wealth and poverty and class status as defined in Pakeha society, and the wonder
is that this community can ever reach agreement on anything. And yet, given time to pursue its own ways of shap-
ing opinion and seeking consensus, it does’.

108
See Bell (1995:37), on p. 224.

109
This assumption appears unfounded. Ranginui Walker (1990: 94) endorses the translation provided in Williams’
(1844) Dictionary of the Maori Language, which traces the term back to pakehakeha: ‘Imaginary beings resembling
men, with fair skins’.

110
However, of the 30 participants who identified as European, 21 stated that they had grown up in New Zealand and
would thus, in Spoonley’s definition, count as Pakeha.
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In one instance, but representing others, a respondent very clearly stated ‘I object to this word. I am a New

Zealander’.
111

Both groups define themselves and each other, at least partially, in terms of descent relations. The claim of

common descent gives ethnicity the appearance of natural and inherited qualities.
112

However, ethnicities are

also ‘established by consent or domination by others’ (Goldberg, 1993: 75). A criticism of naturalised defini-

tions of these cultural and political formations in the name of diversity and individuality can lead to a choice

to avoid any racialised expressions in the hope of avoiding stereotyping through facile universalisation. How-

ever, as McCole (1993: 27) points out, despite the often admirable morality of the choice, ‘heterodoxy in itself

does not necessarily produce incisive criticism. Instead, the most incisive thinking tends to be that which

emerges from the habitus of making unconscious assumptions explicit, assumptions that may be shared by

orthodox and heterodox alike’.

My own use of the terms in discussing data is largely based on how participants in the projects defined

themselves.
113

I also took the words ‘we’ and ‘they’ – which are regularly used by both Pakeha and Maori –

as an indication of identity.

If I am guilty of universalising by using terms such as Maori and Pakeha, I am even more guilty of using

terms such as Pacific,
114

which includes not only people from very different Pacific Island cultures, but also

their descendants in Aotearoa; and Asian, which includes a huge number of different cultures from a vast

geographical area and their descendants in New Zealand. This is one of the problems with quantitative data

and the methods they require. Interestingly, however, none of the participants who identified with these

groups ever complained, and only very few chose to select the category other, or to explain their cultural

identification in more detail. Maori occasionally added their tribal identification and defined themselves, for

instance, as both Ngai Tahu and Maori. This was also a frequent occurrence during the interviews, where

one and the same person would - depending on context and occasion - identify with her hapu, or as Maori.

Some Pakeha referred to their European descent group and would see themselves, for example, as Pakeha

or New Zealanders of Welsh or Dutch descent. Cultural identity does not necessarily have to be a contested

matter. This question may be implicated in the force field within which identity construction of self and other

takes place. Identity might be simply defined by similarity or difference, but is often also shaped by hege-

monic structures.

IV Implementing 

This thesis is largely based on three major empirical research projects I conducted over a five-year period.

The specific discussions of methodologies are in the research reports contained on the CD-ROM accompa-

nying this thesis. Here, I can only give an overview of their subject matter and an overview of their general

methodological orientation and organisation.
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See Engels-Schwarzpaul (#26 2000: 7).
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For a different perspective, see Morris on communities of ascent and communities of descent, p. 215.
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See p. 241.
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In the questionnaires, I used the term ‘Pacific Island’ but since then I have been informed that – according to the
Ministry of Pacific Islands Affairs – the reference should preferably be to ‘Pacific’, rather than ‘Pacific Island’ cul-
tures (pers. comm. with Pefi Kingi, 20.5.00). Therefore, while the original term is kept in the tables, it has been re-
placed in the text by ‘Pacific’.
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The description of the research process will appear more consistent and continuous than the events it is

based on. In hindsight, I can see the direction I was travelling in much more clearly. The situation in the re-

search projects themselves was more like what Lütkehaus (1989: 10) has to say about orientation and conti-

nuity:

If one always knew at the beginning of a project what has already been worked out before, one

would never start work.

However, there are some writers whose positions have influenced my research in general, as much as my

methodology. For example, Selle and Boehe’s (1986) careful and attentive approach to their research topic

and their participants has guided my observation, particularly in the project about users’ perspectives of or-

namentation. It is rare that one finds, for instance, photographs of such equally mundane and telling scenes

as cupboards and shelves containing cutlery or bicycles next to photographs of aesthetic and representative

objects in academic writing. Elias (1936b; 1936a) similarly impressed me with his ability to retain a sense of

the human actors in the presentation of his historical material. His theoretical and methodological approach

had already informed a project I took part in during the 1980s about the cultural history of sitting and seating,

and proved helpful in re-connecting objects and practices with their larger social and cultural context. This

concern with connections between concepts and practices was also supported later by adopting the works of

Wittgenstein, Glaser and Strauss, and Soeffner and Reichertz, to name but a few. These theoretical and

methodological approaches informed all research projects and have developed over the course of my PhD

research.

1 The projects

The first, Ornament as cultural practice in design education (1997), was designed to find out how the history

of suppression and avoidance of ornament in architecture and design impacts on students’ use of ornament

in their cultural practices today. When students first enter their education as designers, they still share the

largely positive views on ornamentation shared by the wider public, but as soon as they want to deal with

ornament as a design element they find themselves out on a limb and alone. Both students and educators in

New Zealand, as elsewhere, seem puzzled by the phenomenon, and communication rarely occurs. As a

result, students often use ornament in an uninformed and perfunctory way, which has a detrimental effect on

their work. Ornament is sometimes used – and more often perceived to be used– to ‘cover up’ shortcomings

in conceptual or formal work, and to avoid working through the actual problem. Students also use ornament

from other cultures without much understanding. Ornament has thus become, by default, a bad or unin-

formed practice. Educators have, as a rule, undergone an education which holds that ornament has no place

in ‘good design’, and this professional dogma has rarely been confronted with the different attitudes held by

the majority of the population. Little theoretical knowledge or practical experience is available to them that

would enable them to assist their students. If the problematic issues around bi-and multiculturalism in New

Zealand are added to this, a situation prevails whereby educators prefer to avoid the issue. The purpose of

the study then was to investigate the use of ornament by design students, and its relationship with general

and educational philosophies and ideologies.

A variety of methods were employed to collect evidence of students’ and educators’ attitudes, motivations

and practices: a questionnaire survey probed into the views of 291 secondary and tertiary students, and

questionnaires and interviews with their educators established links between theories, policies and practices.
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I came to the conclusion that there is not only a need for ornament to be addressed as a topic in design edu-

cation in order to give students a better educational grounding, but it can also be used as an exemplary

theme to expose connections between aesthetics, human experience, ideology and philosophy.

One startling aspect of this research project was the participants’ perception of the relation between different

cultures and their ornamentation, and a very strong tendency to see Maori culture as a source of New Zea-

land identity. The following research project was a response to that finding.

The use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design (1999) attempted to clarify the specific issues aris-

ing between the poles of everyday culture, commodification and biculturalism in design. While Maori cultural

images have commonly been used by non-Maori since the early stages of colonisation, the search for a na-

tional identity and the marketing-driven desire to differentiate New Zealand products in an international mar-

ket have caused this phenomenon to become more widespread. The ensuing debates on issues of cultural

property and appropriation have not led to a continuous public debate. Rather, expressions of conflicting

positions have resulted in a situation where the discussion over the use of Maori cultural images by non-

Maori in design is characterised by a lot of confusion, some aggression and many misunderstandings. Nu-

merous individuals in the area of design and design education perceive and have expressed a need for a

conceptual framework, theories, and data for the evaluation of typical situations involving the use of Maori

cultural images in design.

The study endeavoured to provide information, which would help those who want to participate in the debate

to appreciate some central issues better. This, I hoped, would assist them to negotiate, on equal terms, what

biculturalism might mean in the field of design education and practice. Through four case studies, twenty-five

interviews, and through questionnaires,
115

the study sought to establish an overview of problem definitions,

view points, policies, and practices of the parties involved and to work towards a conceptual framework that

would help facilitate an equitable and informed process of problem solving.

Of the abundance of data the inquiry generated, the report predominantly addressed textual data resulting

from the case studies and interviews.
116

While the positions taken by participants ranged widely, and clearly

conflicted on some levels, it was possible to identify common ground between them. Most participants, for

example, agreed that Maori cultural images should not be used without thorough understanding, genuine

respect and some sort of consent from Maori. However, participants seemed to have different conceptions

about what counts as knowledge and awareness, and indeed about how that knowledge ought to be ac-

quired. Further, their interpretations of concepts such as ownership, control, appropriateness, consultation

and culture varied considerably. Increased communication between the parties to further mutual understand-

ing of different underlying epistemologies was seen by many as a prerequisite for any attempts to resolve

details on a procedural or legal level. Most participants pointed out that more research is needed for such

communication to be fruitful, and Maori in particular indicated that there is a pressing need for Maori to ex-

change knowledge and consult amongst themselves. While the distribution of decontextualised knowledge

about specific Maori cultural images was generally seen as insufficient or even misdirected, the case for a

cultural protocol was made and well received. There was also some agreement that a centralised agency,

115
Of 397 distributed questionnaires, 124 were returned. However, the subsamples had remarkably diverse return
rates. See (Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 20).
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similar to the Maori Language Commission, might be desirable in the future to increase clarity and simplify

consultation procedures for non-Maori. However, this agency would need to be able to draw on consensus

between iwi about the borders and overlaps of kaitiakitanga over specific images, their context, and resulting

procedures.

The third project, Users' perspectives on ornamentation (2000), was designed to explore the reception and

use, or consumption, of ornament. While the previous projects had generated data about the sphere of or-

namental production – its theoretical background, its actual application and its marketing – the majority of

participants up until then had been involved in the topic in one kind of professional capacity or another (de-

sign practitioners, educationalists, students, or marketers). In this study, I tried to reach non-professional

audiences, and there was indeed only a very small number of questionnaire participants who were in some

form involved in the professional contexts mentioned above. A similar mix of research instruments was used,

involving three case studies, twelve interviews and questionnaires.
117

In between, I had conducted smaller research projects: one about the Use of ornament in public building in

New Zealand (1998) and two educational research projects involving students and their own research on

ornamentation (1998a; 1998b). My intention was to explore how students would respond to everyday dis-

courses about ornament, and whether they would be able to relate them to the theories they had been ex-

posed to (if any) in their education. The result was almost predictable: students started to become aware of

the fact that, implicit in their education, there had been a predominately tacit agreement about the marginal,

if not detrimental, role of ornamentation - apart from some explicit trickle-down theories, the origin of which

they located vaguely in modernism. They came to a realisation that their profession saw ornamentation in an

altogether different light from a large proportion of their future clients.

The results of the three larger research projects will be discussed in separate chapters in this thesis.
118

The

data from the educational research projects will occasionally be referred to in the text, and the result of the

project Use of ornament in public building in New Zealand will be included in a separate section of the chap-

ter.
119

2 Research methods

The UNITEC Research Committee granted a large part of the funding for the first two projects, and the archi-

tectural project and that of users’ perspectives were partially funded by The University of Auckland Graduate

Research Fund. How much funding I was able to secure influenced the scope of each project. The selection

of research participants in the project about users’ perspectives, while comparable with the first two in many

other ways, was even more convenience-based: research outside of Auckland, for example, was out of the

question with the budget available. Such differences aside, the data in all projects are mainly reflective of

attitudes and practices of (more or less) middle-class and (more or less) metropolitan participants.

116
In this decision, both Maori participants and key informants influenced me, as well as a discussion with a seasoned
social scientist (specialising in statistics), who doubted whether the figures I might generate from the data - while
probably consistent and reliable in scientific terms - could really generate much insight into the problem.

117
161 questionnaires were distributed and 105 received back.

118 Ornament as cultural practice in design education is discussed on p. 377ff, The use of Maori cultural images by
non-Maori in design in Signifying practices and the use of culture, p. 278ff; and Users' perspectives on ornamenta-
tion in Practices of everyday life, p. 239ff.

119
See The use of ornament in public buildings, p. 281.
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The data collection of all three major projects was very similarly organised. To obtain a relatively representa-

tive overview of positions, questionnaire forms were administered to large groups, divided into sub-samples

that I believed to represent different perspectives. These questionnaires were complemented subsequently

by interviews with people whom I perceived to be key informants; by limited case studies; and by photo-

graphic documentation of instances of use. In all cases, I looked for a synthesis of representativeness and

variability to supply an overview of the different ways in which concepts and events are perceived and

framed by different groups for different purposes. ‘Patterns of variation and consistency in the form and con-

tent of accounts help the analyst to map out the pattern of interpretative repertoires that the participants are

drawing on.’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 102)

In sequence, each project started with a period of analytic induction of the formal or informal data available

at that point, and some inevitable logico/deductive procedures to construct the questionnaires and submit

them for ethics approval. This period was followed by the use of grounded theory methods,
120

archival re-

search, direct observation, visual documentation and, finally, open interviews and case studies. Since the

projects were all interrelated each project would, in its analytic starting phase, be based on the results of the

previous project(s) so that, in a sense, the topics were revisited several times from different perspectives. For

instance, some sections in the questionnaires were the same in all projects, and the first and last project in

particular had substantial overlaps so that the data could be compared.

While the questionnaires generated reasonably standardised and thereby comparable data, the interviews

and case studies explored individual perspectives and practices in more depth. Visual documentation served

variously as an heuristic tool for analytic induction, methodologically for purposes of triangulation, as docu-

mentation providing an overview of practices, and as a focusing device in interviews.

This mixture of quantitative and qualitative data and methods was deliberate. While at the time a more or

less intuitive decision, it was a tactic seeking to, as Certeau (1984: 37-8) writes, ‘boldly’ juxtapose ‘diverse

elements in order suddenly to produce a flash shedding a different light’ on a specific situation. From the

beginning, it seemed to me that the different methods and data were capable of providing different kinds of

insights. Now I am certain that is the case. These different aspects, I hoped, would raise different issues and

keep each other in check and provide implicit criticism of each other (Kaptchuk, 1983: xx).
121

Without at the

time being fully aware of it, I intuitively used triangulation as a way of controlling my own interpretation

through contrasting different ways and modes of apprehending and conceptualising the problems under in-

vestigation, and the resulting data. Numerical data analysis and, in particular, cross-tabulations in the first

project revealed patterns I would have been unlikely to recognise in the texts. Conversely, textual configura-

tions could be checked against the numeric data to see if a particular pattern was specific to one or several

individuals, or more generally prevalent in the larger sample.

Both the interview partners and the participants in case studies were selected with a view to variability. They

were contacted beforehand and given a questionnaire, which they filled in. Increasingly, the interviews were

preceded by preliminary discussions.
122

Ideally, I would like to have conducted follow-up interviews to clarify

and saturate emergent categories, but time and budgets did not allow for this in any one project. In order to

at least follow Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) method in principle, I took my lead for the few standardised ques-

120
See p. 35.

121
See p. 35.
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tions during the interviews from the preliminary discussions, which were entirely unstructured. Apart from

those few questions, all interviews were open-ended to allow the participants to determine frameworks and

priorities for themselves. If they, however, wanted to know about my perception, or were not sure how to

describe their own perceptions, the interviews at times changed into discussions, in which I took an active

part.

In the two major research projects following my experience of mismatches of pre-judiced categories and em-

pirical observations in the first, I spent an inordinate amount of time on different ways of coding the interview

transcripts resulting from the interview series and the case studies. In both cases, I came to a point where

my desire for openness led to what seemed a fragmentation of the texts: in the end, there were too many

categories with too little context to give me confidence that the text was still ‘carrying’ me. It appeared that

any aggregation of categories at that point was becoming arbitrary, and very much dependent on my own

structuring efforts. At that point, I decided to step back again, and to search the texts for themes that would

either relate to my initial interests, or were representative of my experiences and perceptions emerging from

the interviews themselves and the initial readings of the transcripts. This worked particularly well in the last

research project, where I decided to summarise the interview transcripts in a similar way to the preliminary

discussions. While I was writing the summaries, the focus of the participants’ concerns became much

clearer.

Disposition, research interest, and time frames made me abandon Glaser and Strauss’ methods at that

stage after they had been fruitful in the initial, explorative stages. The question then arose as to how much I

could validate and justify my findings.
123

I shall address this point below.

The questionnaires generated numeric, textual and demographic data. The numeric data have been mainly

used as explorative devices, and for their potential of plotting patterns. I used textual data to check and en-

rich such patterns, and to look for connections with other aspects beyond those that could be established

through statistical methods such as cross-tabulations. The text data resulting from the questionnaires were

used for open coding and in conjunction with numeric data to further explain statistical patterns. The catego-

ries gained from open coding or pattern matching were then compared with the sample coding from the in-

terview texts. If commonalities emerged, I felt confident to make generalisations and to compare them to the

generalisations made in the literature.

‘Case studies’, in the context of my research projects, were not much more than intensive interviews, or clus-

ters of interviews, with different people co-operating in various capacities, for example, in projects. These

interviews were accompanied by archival research, participant observation and visual documentation. They

were different from the general interview series in that the degree of contextual knowledge I was able to ob-

tain was considerably higher. The case studies were also the contexts within which I acquired a large part of

the visual material contributing to the data.

I have not been able to fully utilise these visual data in the sense of formal analysis. While they often pro-

vided pictorial examples of points made by participants or in the literature, and while they raised my attention
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This was not the case with all participants in the first project, but it was in the subsequent projects.
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See Wetherell and Potter about veracity of analytic conclusions and their relationship to procedure, p. 66. As I have
mentioned earlier, these aspects are perhaps less important in the context of my thesis, since an important goal
was to begin to generate an emerging theory in the specific field of ornamental practices in New Zealand, and to
place these emerging aspects in a body of existing theories.
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to important questions, I was unfortunately unable to find a consistent method for their formal, comparative

analysis and interpretation.
124

The material is used in this thesis mainly to illustrate points, and occasionally

to provide a different perspective through contrast between images themselves, or between images and text.

Glaser’s and Strauss’ grounded theory approach was useful most of all for the interview data, but I found it

also applicable in a modified form to the textual data resulting from the open text answer questions in the

questionnaires. It was particularly helpful in its emphasis on the use of in vivo terms and categories for their

ability to cluster around fields of meaning.

‘Turns’ (or ‘tropes’) inscribe in ordinary language the ruses, displacement, ellipses, etc., that

scientific reason has eliminated from operational discourses in order to constitute ‘proper’

meanings. But the practice of these ruses, the memory of a culture, remains in these ‘literary’

zones into which they have been repressed ….These tricks characterize a popular art of speak-

ing (Certeau, 1984: 24).

While I find Glaser’s and Strauss’ belief in the possibility of an unproblematic suspension of prejudice ques-

tionable (even my hunches were based on pre-judices
125

formed through experience, association or theory),

I found it possible to surrender myself enough to the research situation during data collection to let my sur-

prises and misrecognitions affect my perception significantly. The grounded theory approach at least as-

sisted my abilities to look, rather than to think, and to switch gear into a more inductive approach during that

phase. For those periods it certainly brought me into closer contact with practices. In a way, all research pro-

jects were characterised over some periods by a close connection between theory and practice, and at other

times by a distinct separation of the spheres when I dealt with theory and practice at different levels. Giroux

(1983: 21) holds that theory

should have as its goal emancipatory practice, but at the same time, it requires a certain dis-

tance from such practice. Theory and practice represent a particular alliance, not a unity in

which one dissolves into the other. … Theory serves the function of establishing the problematic

that governs the nature of social inquiry.

While all research projects were based on theoretical perspectives, the immersion into the realms of practice

during data collection had the effect of stimulating further theoretical enquiry. Thus, theory proved valuable

for ‘its ability to provide the reflexivity needed to interpret the concrete experience that is the object of re-

search’ (99). Logico/deductive methods were used to construct initial categories. But then I allowed the dy-

namics of the data to play out and, if my continuous feeling of surprise is anything to go by, the patterns

emerging in the process were only partly those that I had expected to come across at the outset.

124
Although I made wide-ranging inquiries, I did not find anyone who would have been able to point me in the right
direction. I did find, however, a relevant article by Sonesson (1999) in January 2000 on the Internet, which might
have led onto more detailed information. But at that time, the data analysis was long completed.
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This is Gadamer’s (1975) term. Borchmeyer (2000: 4) gives a short summary: ‘Vis à vis the Enlightenment “dis-
creditation of the term Vorurteil [prejudice]” and Cartesian doubt, he seeks to legitimate Vor-urteil [pre-judice], and
the traditional elements operative in it, as conditions of understanding. Those who deny these conditions and be-
lieve to be completely “free of prejudice” misjudge the historical contingency of their judgement and become, pre-
cisely for this reason, victims of the prejudice of a vis a tergo, an unrecognised power. The latter’s dangerous infil-
tration Gadamer seeks to prevent by co-reflection, by an awareness of, the prejudice in one’s own judgement, as
far as that is possible’. In my own case, my pre-judices had, for example, been formed academically over the
course of my Masters thesis. Many of the issues I am dealing with here had already surfaced but could not be an-
swered in that context. The decade between the completion of my MFA and the beginning of my doctoral work was
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Shortly before I wrote the proposal for this thesis, McCracken (1990: 28) had argued that

[t]he history of consumption has no history, no community of scholars, no tradition of scholar-

ship. It is, in the words of T.S. Kuhn, ‘preparadigmatic’. Or, perhaps more accurately, it is neo-

natal.

With regard to the use of ornament in New Zealand, in both everyday life and culture industry terms, I have

been able to find neither an account of its history, nor a community of scholars, nor a tradition of scholarship.

Since my particular approach to signifying practices of ornament still appears to be a novelty in New Zealand

(as elsewhere), I have been unable to base my research on that of others. I often wish I had found myself in

Smulovitz’ (1996) situation of sifting the data in which individual experiences in the form of case studies were

accumulated and registered; of ‘being confronted with a corpus of research in search of a theory’. This was

not the case. I had to generate the data from which to generate a theory – to think of levels of verification

beyond simple standards of validity seemed out of the question.

As I increasingly regarded the whole of my research as explorative, I became accordingly less anxious about

the standard criteria for quantitative data analysis, although I did employ testing more rigorously in the first

project. The urge to ‘verify’ results in qualitative research is aided and abetted by the apparent authority of

certain accepted methodologies. Wetherell and Potter (1992: 101) describe the temptation in the analysis of

discourses to take refuge to a ‘distinct set of procedures: aggregating scores, categorizing instances, per-

forming various sorts of statistical analysis and so on’. They admit it is ‘sometimes tempting’ to believe that in

qualitative and explorative research there might be ‘some analogous set of codified procedures that could be

put into effect and which would lead to another set of entities known as “the results”’. This view, however,

would be misleading despite the ‘authority which accrues to these procedures’. When research is partially

guided by subtle types of cultural knowledge, it is clear that such knowledge cannot by itself be a ‘warrant for

the veracity of the analytic conclusions. Much of the work of discourse analysis is a craft skill, something like

bicycle riding or chicken sexing that is not easy to render or describe in an explicit or codified manner’ (101).

Thus, I will have to rely on my arguments, the text I have written, to convince readers of the relevance and

validity of my work.
126

That much of it is tentative I have already made clear; that it will be challenged and

tested is in the interest of further development of the emergent theoretical aspects I am putting forward.
127

Partiality and perspectives of others are identifiable in the data themselves. In interpreting the data, my own

positioning will have played a role, which I have tried to make explicit. Without taking instructions from Witt-

genstein (1958: #109), the effect of my style of exploration has been in part a ‘failure’ to develop theories

from the data. For the most part, the research reports were indeed descriptive, and interpretation remained

on the level of speculation. In that, I was indeed aware of the urge, described by Wittgenstein, to misunder-

stand the workings of practices. ‘The problems are solved, not by giving new information, but by arranging

what we have always known. Philosophy is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of

language’ (#109) and all the other structures that guide our questions and interpretations.

one of incubation: in a non-academic way, my interest and constant observations supplied me not only with a
wealth of data, but also with many hunches and pre-judices.

126
See p. 35.

127
See p. 35.
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3 Integration of research into PhD thesis

The integration of the research projects into the PhD thesis unfortunately leads to a loss of empirical imme-

diacy since the data cannot be presented in full. They are, however, contained in the research reports them-

selves, which are included as appendices on the CD-ROM accompanying the written thesis. I have endeav-

oured to use them in such a way that it should be easy to retrieve the relevant data by searching for the text

strings.

Since the PhD thesis has its own logic and narrative structure, I have decided to integrate the material not in

the sequence in which it has been generated, but in the order in which it would better unfold thematically

within the thesis. While the research projects have, in a sense, proceeded from the particular practices of

designers and design students to the more general practices of the general public, the presentation here will

follow the opposite direction, since users’ perspectives are an important concern of my PhD research inter-

est, and they are not given a prominent place in discussions of ornament often enough.

Inevitably, some theoretical and methodological concerns have reoccurred in the projects. In the text of this

thesis, I will not be able to repeat them in each section where they may have a bearing on the discussion of

the research results. As much as possible, I have cross-referenced related parts in the various sections in

order to maintain the links as they arose throughout the entire research phase.

In order to render the text more readable, percentages figures are rounded to the next integer in the text,

while digits behind the decimal point are retained in tables. I have endeavoured to avoid abbreviations as

much as possible. Rather than compiling a list of abbreviations, I have explained the few exceptions when

they first occur.

Maori terms are, as a rule, not translated in the text itself but explained in a glossary contained in the appen-

dices.

The reporting of names of research participants is inconsistent in this thesis, since the agreements about

privacy were different in the different projects. The names used are sometimes real names, sometimes

pseudonyms, and sometimes only initials. I have reproduced them in the way in which they were used in the

respective reports, in order to enable readers to make the connections between the different bodies of text

(reports and thesis), and the personality (but not always identity) of the persons who made the statements.
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Part Two: The place of  theories 

Why review and discuss theories extensively in a thesis, which, as I have often stated, is really interested in

practices? Because, I argue, we can only understand practices if we also understand the ideas that inform

them. What I want to show here is how the choice of theories influences practices in numerous ways, and

how some choices do so more than others. These are the ones that have become normalised through ongo-

ing repetition, have indeed come to seem natural.

Traditionally, theories were viewed in science as sets of general laws which could be proven by experiments,

and from which predictions could be deducted and applied to more particular contexts (Honderich, 1995:

870). This view was displaced following vigorous and controversial debates in the 1960s and 1970s.
128

No

longer can the notion of continuing and rational progress in natural sciences, nor their objectivity be taken for

granted. The discussions have revealed the dependence of science on historical change, political power,

economic interests, and specifically Western philosophical frameworks – all of which make the universality,

consistency and neutrality of science less authoritative.

Feyerabend, whose dictum that ‘anything goes’ has been notoriously quoted or misquoted, emphasises the

wide range of different scientific problems and problem solutions that have been proposed over the course of

scientific history, as well as in different cultures. In his view, the use of a multiplicity of different theories at

any given stage (1970: 203) is vital to counter problems of ‘out of phase’ scientific developments (205) and

contingencies such as ‘accidents, prejudices, material conditions …, the vicissitudes of married life, over-

sight, superficiality, pride, and many other things’ (216). While scientific theorists strive to find formulations

that are (or at least sound) ‘objective, universal and logically rigorous’ they ‘are used and, in use, interpreted

in a manner conflicting with all these properties’ (1987: 126).

Theories are now increasingly viewed as limited sets of theoretical models, which are contingent on the par-

ticular contexts they relate to. As ‘a description of the way in which science is actually performed’

(Honderich, 1995: 871), they provide intellectual frameworks which enable further discussion, investigation

and refinement of experience.

A dictionary definition (1994) hints at another aspect of theory: ‘a belief, policy, or procedure proposed or

followed as the basis of action’. Theories are not as disinterested and neutral as they are often made out to

be.
129

The Marxian concept of praxis takes this into account by relating theory to practice, and by promoting

a type of knowledge production that involves the concurrent investigation and critique of ideas. Rather than

engaging in abstract theorising about abstract problems such as man, knowledge, matter, and nature Marx

related those categories to socio-historical, economic and political realities. Theory ‘arises out of practice,

and is developed and modified by it’ (Bullock, Stallybrass, & Trombley, 1988: 676).
130

Accordingly, who ‘does

theory’ matters, as much as her purposes and her frame of reference: to which ‘truths’ does she appeal to
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See, for example, Popper (1966; 1970), Kuhn (1970a; 1970b; 1970c), Feyerabend (1970; 1987) and Rorty (1980).
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Feyerabend (1987), in Farewell to Reason, addresses this problem occasionally with reference to Western colonial-
ism and present day imperialism in science, technology and economics (e.g. 2, 12, 27, 41, 84 and 125). His dis-
taste for Marxism as a doctrine might explain why he brushes over the socio-economic power struggles that have
an effect on science.
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Praxis, in Freire’s terms, is ‘… men's activity consist[ing] of action and reflection: it is praxis; it is transformation of
the world. And as praxis it requires theory to illuminate it. Men's activity is theory and practice; it is reflection and ac-
tion’ (Freire, 1972: 97).
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claim what? And further, what is her relationship with the practices she might influence, but that equally in-

fluence her theory work?

Thus, apart from recognition of the contingency of knowledge, it is important to place knowledge production

and distribution in context - for example, in the spheres of science and the life-world
131

- and to consider their

mutual relationships. Further, it is essential, particularly for my purposes, to reflect on the ways in which cer-

tain types of knowledge are privileged and others are marginalised. I will address these three aspects in the

following sections.

The relationships of myth and meaning with knowledge, and how these concepts can be interpreted from

different angles will be subsequently explored. Again, it will be important to position various traditions of

thought and explore how they have influenced social practices. Finally, in this chapter, I will address symbols

and ornament and show again how different theoretical positions have had an influence on the perception

and usage of practitioners.

V Contingency of knowledge 

We all develop theories of sorts on a day-to-day basis when we try to make sense of our experiences and to

come to conclusions about likely developments or appropriate actions. Scientific theories are more system-

atic in their approach to understanding, and in their examination of experience or projection. It is important to

realise that there is a dynamic relationship between both realms, that of science and that of the life-world.

Rorty’s (1980) account of philosophy after Descartes as concerned with science rather than life (61),
132

and

with claims to knowledge in need of foundation through epistemology (3, 4) is relevant to my thesis in several

ways which I will describe below. For while ‘culture’ was in this framework conceptually separated off from

‘science’, ‘with epistemology taking care of the serious and important “cognitive” part (the part in which we

meet our obligations to rationality) and hermeneutics charged with everything else’ (319), this separation was

never a neat and clean one.

Like other professionals, designers have at various stages consciously endeavoured to justify their methods

and goals with reference to parameters proper to natural or positive sciences. This was partly a response to

the status science has enjoyed over all other disciplinary areas since Descartes and Hobbes. Scientific dis-

course was considered ‘normal,’ and it was assumed that ‘all other discourse needed to be modelled upon’ it

(387). This has also influenced in no small way many conversations or controversies in art and design the-

ory, because designers, too, are ‘heirs of three hundred years of rhetoric about the importance of distinguish-

ing sharply between science and religion, science and politics, science and philosophy, and so on’ (330).

This distinction rests on a seemingly neutral and permanent post-Kantian framework where the disciplines

that inquire into the real are on the ‘secure path of science,’ whereas all others are not (269). Within the

131
The term life-world goes back to Husserl (1970) and was thus developed within a Western tradition of thinking.
Schütz (1989) defines the life-world as a complex layering of meaning and social relationships. Habermas (1997b:
230f), finally, opposes the life-world to the system. The life-world is in this configuration the correlative of communi-
cative action, while the system represents the institutionalised and reified structure of the forces of instrumental
reason, which is separate from the life-world and develops its own instrumental logic, largely detached from their
moral and practical basis. See p. 215ff for a discussion of differentiation between the spheres.

132
See p. 24.
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‘modern project’,
133

the dominance of scientific parameters has led to an increasing pressure of rational and

objective justification in all areas of life, accompanied by demands for efficiency, functionality and productiv-

ity.

It seems obvious that ornamentation would fall short of the qualities needed for legitimation in such a frame-

work. If rationality and objectivity are understood as being tied to conditions of accurate representation (11),

this is likely to lead to a crisis of representation in art discourses. Sonesson (1999) alludes, for example, to

arguments against ‘using similarity as a criterion in the definition of iconical signs and/or pictures’ which he

regards as inadequate since they ‘suppose man to live in the world of the natural sciences when in fact he

always inhabits a particular sociocultural Lifeworld’.
134

The post-Cartesian doubt about the possibility of our knowledge of reality might well have indirectly led to, for

example, the negligence or exclusion of the referent from the semiotics of art.
135

Within a correspondence

theory of truth, words are hooked up to the world, and their ability to mirror the world accurately will decide

about their ability to keep us ‘in touch with the world’ (Rorty, 1980: 289). Meaning is understood as a one-to-

one relationship between a referent that is ‘really out there’ (332) and a word or symbol. This view easily

leads to narrow and technical interpretations. Rorty introduces a useful distinction between reference as

what is ‘really out there’ and what we are ‘really talking about’ (290).
136

In ‘talking about’, the relation between

an expression and an object is mainly intentional. ‘“Talking about” ranges over fictions as well as realities’

(289) and is a common-sense term, whereas ‘reference’ is a term of ‘philosophical art’ much more suitable to

establish canonical claims (292) from ‘some transcendental standpoint outside our present set of representa-

tions and their object’ (293).

Rorty’s overview of the history of science and philosophy, which reflect on intentional as much as causal

relationships in ‘our Whiggish stories about how our ancestors gradually crawled up the mountain on whose

(possibly false) summit we stand,’ (344) demonstrates the importance of theory choices in what we want to

say about the world.
137

The theory choices which dominated the history of philosophy and science in the past

three centuries are not necessarily better choices, but they appear ‘normal’ in the sense that there is, at the

moment, ‘more consensus in the sciences than in the arts’ (362). While ‘contemporary science (which al-

ready seems so hopeless for explaining acupuncture, the migration of butterflies, and so on) may soon come

to seem as badly off as Aristotle’s hylomorphism’ (351), its practices and conventions have continued for

133
The ‘modern project’ is part of modernity’s self-understanding (see p. 52). It emerges ‘as and in terms of a broad
sweep of sociointellectual conditions. These include the commodification and capital accumulation of market-based
society, the legal formation of private property and systems of contract, the moral and political conception of rational
self-interested subjects, and the increasing replacement of God and religious doctrine by Reason and Nature as the
final arbiters of justificatory appeal in epistemology, metaphysics, and science, as well as in morality, legality, and
politics. ... at the heart of modernity lies the concern with order. This concern is expressed through the domination
of Nature by Reason; through the transparency of Nature to Reason in the Laws of Nature; through the classifica-
tion of Nature in rational systems of thought; and through the mastery of Nature, physical and human, by way of
“design, manipulation, management, engineering”’ (Goldberg, 1993: 3).

134
See also fn. 138.

135
In a conversation about the ‘return of the signified’ (Krauss) in the works of the Whitney Biennal, and about ‘work on
the signifier’ (Kolbowski) or signified respectively, Foster (1993: 15) comments: ‘The problem arises when it is pre-
sumed that the representation or the relationship is there before the fact. It seems to me that in this pursuit of the
referent, in this search for the real - the politically real, the socially real - there is a realist code at work. ... It works
fairly simply: proximity to the real is determined by signs of oppression and emblems of community. This is not to
suggest that real oppression or authentic connection does not exist; my point is that, institutionally and discursively,
they are processed as part of a realism - and that one has to recognize this realism as one works toward new forms
of representation’.

136
See also Eco’s notion of cultural units as referents, p. 138.

137
See p. 10.
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long enough to achieve epistemological commensuration (321). In this scheme, ‘Nature is whatever is so

routine and familiar and manageable that we trust our own language implicitly. Spirit is whatever is so unfa-

miliar and unmanageable that we begin to wonder whether our “language” is “adequate” to it’ (352).

In art and design, as in the human sciences, much hinges on non-empirical, non-objectivist concerns. In

these areas, Putnam’s (quoted in Rorty, 1980: 298) ‘internal realism’ where not language mirrors the world,

but where ‘speakers mirror the world – i.e., their environments – in the sense of constructing a symbolic rep-

resentation of that environment’ seems to be more fitting than a conception of ‘representing according to

Nature’s own convention’ (298).
138

Such view places emphasis on the creative and constructive activities of a

speaker, and thus acknowledges the possibility of different language-games, where different language

groups ‘“cut up” the world differently in their original acts of ostension’ and give ‘different meanings to the

individual words in the “core” of their language’ (304). With such an understanding of meaning, conversation

becomes more important for understanding than confrontation. It is no longer a matter of who is right, and

how epistemology can justify the claims to knowledge made, but a matter of being able to keep a conversa-

tion going.

In a systematic view of philosophy, to discover meaning in another culture is a matter of proper translation

into one’s own idiom, and then of rational adjudication according to shared and timeless foundations (317).
139

Hermeneutic, edifying, philosophy, whilst being parasitical on systematic, normal science (365-6), ‘would like

simply to offer another set of terms, without saying that these terms are the new-found accurate representa-

tions of essences (e.g., of the essence of “philosophy” itself)’ (371). Edifying philosophers ‘refuse to present

themselves as having found out any objective truth (about, say, what philosophy is). They present them-

selves as doing something different from, and more important than, offering accurate representations of how

things are’ (371-2). This enables them to better make connections between their own culture and another.

Another culture or historical period might ‘pursue incommensurable aims in an incommensurable vocabu-

lary’
140

(360). Discourse with another culture or historical period is ‘supposed to be abnormal, to take us out

of our old selves by the power of strangeness, to aid us in becoming new beings’ (360).

In the discourse of ornament, incommensurability abounds. As a result of attitudes and practices influenced

by contemporary philosophy’s ‘talking about pains and beliefs rather than people having pains or beliefs’

(63), the gap between professional discourse on ornament and ornamental practices has seldom been rec-

ognised, much less analysed. Discussions of ornament, in spite of a professed recognition of difference and

138
A similar distinction has been made earlier, when the ‘misfortunes of imitation’ led to the ‘Romantic crisis’ in which
the Romantics decided in favour of the creative individual: ‘Imitation in the arts resides, if anywhere, in the activity of
the creator. The artist, not the work, copies nature, and he does this by producing works. But the meaning of the
word “nature” is not the same in the two instances. The work can only imitate the products of nature, whereas the
artist imitates nature inasmuch as the latter is a productive principle. “The born artist,” Moritz writes, “is not content
to observe nature, he has to imitate it, take it as his model, form (bilden) and create as nature does.” It is therefore
more accurate to speak of construction rather than of imitation …. Mimesis, yes, but on condition that the term be
understood in the sense of poiesis’ (Todorov, 1995: 153).

139
Goldberg (1993: 28) contends with regard to rational, shared and timeless foundations that normal science ‘en-
couraged the tabulation of perceivable differences between people’ thus creating layers of racial differentiation.
‘The confidence with which the culture of the West approached the world to appropriate it is reflected in the con-
structs of science, industry, and empire …’ In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, this ‘confidence was both
expressed in and a consequence of the epistemological drive to name the emergent set of conditions, to analyze, to
catalog, and to map them. The scientific catalog of racial otherness, the variety of racial alien, was a principal prod-
uct of this period’ (29).

140
‘Incommensurability entails irreducibility but not incompatibility, so the failure to “reduce” these various vocabularies
to that of “bottom-level” atoms-and-the-void science casts no doubt upon their cognitive status or upon the meta-
physical status of their objects’ (388).
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the user’s autonomy, remain mostly abstract and ‘intellectualist’ (Goldberg, 1993: 45). Thus, Derrida and

Wigley extensively discuss Kant’s placement of ornament in his aesthetic scheme, and criticise his need for

foundations in a similar way to Rorty and others.
141

But what is alive in their own accounts are architectural

elements and concepts more than people who perceive or practice art and ornamentation. Abstractions are

still being naturalised and fetishised (in the sense that they are projected as persons with their own logic and

wilfulness).
142

My tendency to refer to the work of (qualitative) sociologists, or philosophers commenting on social reality, is

probably motivated by the lack of hermeneutical approaches I detect in the majority of works on ornamenta-

tion. Their work in my view can assist the balance on the fault line between social reality and philosophical

epistemology. In this, my work is reactive, and a protest against a consensus in the discussion on ornament,

which to me seems to skip over large sectors of the field because it pays too much attention to ‘some privi-

leged set of descriptions’ (Rorty, 1980: 377).

The danger which edifying discourse tries to avert is that some given vocabulary, some way in

which people might come to think of themselves, will deceive them into thinking that from now

on all discourse could be, or should be, normal discourse. The resulting freezing-over of culture

would be, in the eyes of edifying philosophers, the dehumanization of human beings (377).

The given vocabulary in the discourses of ornament might well have helped historically to freeze European

practices and conversations on ornament. Critics and theorists (those in the know) held increasingly since

the end of the nineteenth century in their normal discourse that they had achieved an insight into the nature

and function of ornament. From then on, it was a matter for specialists to distribute this knowledge and edu-

cate the public to forsake ornament. They were able to continue their normal discourse best without distur-

bance by keeping their distance from the practices with which it was at variance.

If, in a next step, this European normal discourse is applied to non-European cultures, it has the same, but

even more alienating effect of freezing over those cultures and dehumanizing human beings. Today in New

Zealand, Maori are complaining about just that: the freezing of their own culture through Western categorisa-

tions by academics since the nineteenth century, but equally about the willy-nilly commodification of cultural

elements, such as motifs used with an ornamental purpose, for the sake of profits – but legitimated strongly

by the current ‘normal discourse’ of neoliberalism.

141
A typical example of the search for a ground or for foundations in Kant is the passage where he outlines the role of
his Critique of Judgement. ‘A critique of pure reason, i.e., of our faculty of judging on a priori principles, would be in-
complete if the critical examination of judgement, which is a faculty of knowledge, and as such lays claim to inde-
pendent principles, were not dealt with separately. Still, however, its principles cannot, in a system of pure philoso-
phy, form a separate constituent part intermediate between the theoretical and practical divisions, but may when
needful be annexed to one or other as occasion requires. For if such a system is some day worked out under the
general name of metaphysic – and its full and complete execution is both possible and of the utmost importance for
the employment of reason in all departments of its activity – the critical examination of the ground for this edifice
must have been previously carried down to the very depths of the foundations of the faculty of principles independ-
ent of experience, lest in some quarter it might give way, and sinking, inevitably bring with it the ruin of all’ (‘Preface’
Kant, 1790).

142
For example: ‘… the parergon is a form which has as its traditional determination not that it stands out but that is
disappears, buries itself, effaces itself, melts away at the moment it deploys its greatest energy’ (Derrida, 1987: 61).
‘If structure is that which makes present the ground, submitting itself to the authority of presence, ornament either
represents this grounding or deviates from the line of support, detaching itself from the ground in order to represent
that which is other than structural. Philosophy attempts to tame ornament in the name of the ground, to control rep-
resentation in the name of presence’ (Wigley, 1993: 11).
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Some writers who take a constructivist approach to knowledge take this historically and socially situated

character of knowledge production and distribution into account. They are perhaps best labelled ‘social con-

structivists’. Social Constructivism is compatible, although not identical, with Berger’s and Luckmann’s theory

of the social construction of reality.
143

Theorists within that spectrum postulate that human beings structure

and order their experiential world according to relationships which they simultaneously construct themselves.

These writers pay specific attention to situational, social and cultural contexts of human thinking and doing,

and feeling and evaluating (Flick, 1996: 18). Knowledge is not something that translates an ‘objectively’

given world and its facts into mental representations within the subject on the one hand, and on the other

hand into scientific theories. Rather, it is viewed as the result of socially, culturally and historically contingent

processes of knowledge production (18). Constructivists thus posit the loss of certainty, but they do not con-

clude that any knowledge is accidental, multivalent, incalculable and – at least to a degree – arbitrary.
144

Nevertheless, rather than searching for correspondences between the mind and the world, constructivists

look for ‘functional adaptation or fit between new knowledge and prior existence’ and place emphasis on the

active construction of knowledge by the learner and on the way humans project categories onto the world in

their effort to explain it (Olssen, 1995a: 50).

Knowledge from this perspective is conceptualised as based on sense perception, on aesthetics in the

Greek sense: it is the result of human creations or constructions, which we go about by using specific fic-

tional tools – modes of perception, metaphors, archetypal images and fantasies (Flick, 1996: 16, 160).
145

Constructivist writers often make use of tropes, analogies, metaphors and so forth, thus presenting their writ-

ing as a practical aesthetics. This approach seems useful and compatible for issues around design and cul-

tural practices: it provides a possibility to link subject matter and methodology.

Arnold and Siebert (1995) identify two basic propositions of a New Constructivism

• The hypothesis that objective reality is in principle not (directly) amenable to cognition and that this

necessitates epistemological modesty; and

• pragmatic composure.

143
From my readings, it seems that ‘radical constructivism’ based on Lazarsfeld’s writings is most notorious in New
Zealand. However, there are two other categories which try to avoid the ‘absolute relativism’ of ‘radical constructiv-
ism’, namely ‘individual constructivism’ and ‘social constructivism’ (Heylighen, 1993). – Kanuka and Anderson
(1999), in their overview of constructivist approaches, map the field by locating various positions along two axes:
one axis which describes a continuum between objective and subjective nature of knowledge, and another span-
ning between social and individual processes of constructing knowledge. My own approach would be that – outside
of philosophical epistemologies – one’s position can shift across the field, depending on topic, learners’ biographies
and nature of learning project. Using aspects of both ‘-isms’ to criticise short-fallings each approach might have, I
nevertheless position myself closer to ‘social constructivism’. The literature I refer to mainly in this text discusses a
German variation, Neuer Konstruktivismus (New Constructivism – Jensen 1994), which has affinity with social con-
structivism, but also critically appraises ‘radical constructivism’ in the context of adult education. The term seems to
be intended to represent a combination of approaches from constructivism(s) with interpretative concepts derived
from human and social sciences – outside of the oppositional trenches set up by objectivists and constructivists. I
am using these aspects in my discussion to link the philosophical discussion of the contingency of knowledge pro-
duction to the educational question of knowledge distribution, and the social and subjective poles of cognition and
interpretation.

144
As Heylighen points out, constructivism does not necessarily involve anti-realism: ‘[t]his “brain in a vat” view is un-
necessarily strong. Instead we take a kind of agnostic view, which is a-realist, not anti-realist. While it is true that
knowledge provides no direct and incorrigible access to the world, and it is not justified to make strong inferences
about reality on the basis of knowledge, at the same time it is not allowed to make inferences about reality on the
basis of a lack of knowledge: ignorance of something does not entail its non-existence’ (Heylighen & Joslyn, 1992).

145
This establishes an affinity with ornament: according to Verworn (in Kroll, 1987: 70), it is characteristic of ornament
never to ‘copy’ objects observed in reality, but rather to associatively express mental processes.
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A person who wants to take a constructivist position needs to learn to let go of ‘versus’ styles of argumenta-

tion and develop a ‘competence of plurality’ which will enable her to arrive at a less passionate, but nonethe-

less productive handling of interpretation (15). Epistemological modesty stands for an ethic which refrains

from gestures of certainty.
146

Spengler (in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 20) suggests that images have become

more important for current curiosity than (verbal) explanations, and that this indicates ‘a vehement claim for

playfulness, myths, and fantasy’. The danger here, of course, is that different interpretations are merely arbi-

trarily juxtaposed without exploring contradictions to generate debate. The demand for pragmatic composure

results from the acceptance that human interpretation of the world will always also have to be based on an

individual’s own internal cognitive self-differentiation. As an antidote to theoretical objectification, which turns

attention away from individuals’ concrete interpretations, pragmatic composure promotes the ability to handle

uncertainty. ‘Attentive reason’ in this context ought to determine action, but might also demand to refrain

from it (21). Where certainty and objectivity are in doubt, the comparison and examination of different con-

structs of reality become important in the production and interpretation of knowledge (34).

Arnold and Siebert identify some critical positions vis à vis ‘radical constructivism’. The plurality of rationali-

ties is criticised for its inherent danger of a resulting relativism and the loss of emancipatory potential (36-8).

The concept of autopoiesis, a conceptualisation of human beings as fundamentally self-regulatory organisms

(Luhmann, 1984; Maturana & Varela, 1992), must be challenged by the proposed necessity for some corre-

spondence between subjective and extra-subjective reality, and by the question how sociality could be con-

ceptualised if there was none.
147

Individual development is not merely determined by self-regulation, but

takes place in a constant, oscillating movement between self-regulatory potentials and external demands, a

movement often characterised by crises (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 39).
148

And, as Elias (1991: 98) points out,

this movement between self-regulation and experience has been an important part of human evolution.

Human beings have developed within a world. Their cognitive functions evolved in continuous

contact with objects to be recognized. The symbol emancipation in the course of which socially

acquired means of communication gained dominance over those which were genetically fixated

146
Implications of constructivist epistemology for education are discussed in more detail in section Knowledge con-
struction in education, p. 366ff.

147
This reading of Maturana’s and Varela’s (1992) Tree of knowledge, however, seems to ignore substantial sections
which address sociality in the form of shared environments, created and maintained by individuals through social
and linguistic coupling (207-244). ‘Self-consciousness, awareness, mind – these are phenomena that take place in
language. Therefore, as such they take place only in the social domain’ (230). Divisions based on this
(mis?)reading might not only be typical of what Elias (1991: 18) describes as ‘blockages … due to an intellectual
defect frequently found among academics. Its main feature is the projection of academic departmentalization and
the rivalries connected with it into the subject matter of departmental research’. It might also be an expression of
the ‘highly differentiated and individualized societies’ that people who are interested in these questions live in. ‘The
nightmare idea that thinking exudes from an invisible autonomous agency such as reason or mind, enclosed within
the head of every human being, is not uncharacteristic of the self-image of people living in societies of this kind.
The notion that the internal structure of this autonomous agency impedes the human capacity ever to know whether
what they perceive is real or merely a reflection of the autonomous structure of that thing in their head, is a horror
fantasy of highly individualized people’ (82). Although Elias does not define the ‘real’ explicitly, he is sanguine about
the relationship of human beings with reality. ‘The basic doubt, the fundamental uncertainty as to whether human
beings can ever acquire knowledge of the world as it really is … is based on a strange assumption which is rarely
stated explicitly. It suggests that the cognitive functions of human beings developed initially on their own independ-
ently of a world to be recognized and that human beings having at first developed without object of cognition at
some time, as it were by accident, entered an alien world’ (98).

148
Eco (1992b: 144) – discussing Peirce – accepts that community consensus provides a factual guarantee for inter-
pretation (similar to Gadamer’s interpretative tradition). ‘Our species managed to survive by making conjectures
that proved to be statistically fruitful. Education consists in telling kids what kind of conjectures proved to be fruitful
in the past. Messer, Schere, Feuer, Licht – ist für kleine Kinder nicht! Do not play with fire and knives because it can
hurt: it is true because many kids in the past made the opposite conjecture and died.’
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enabled humans to adjust their judgment and their actions to an almost infinite variety of situa-

tions. Humans did not enter the world as aliens. Subject and object form part of the same world.

Further, radical constructivism only addresses a narrow range of issues and largely ignores social structures,

as well as emotions and dreams, as constituent forces in the construction of reality (36). By subsuming cul-

tural variety under a general theoretical edifice, radical constructivism is also at least in danger of ignoring

the need for personal and social choices, thereby merely explaining from its own particular perspective ‘why

things were as they were, are as they are and will be as they will be’ – in which case it would be no different

from objectivism in Feyerabend’s view (1987: 6).

As most of its proponents admit, ‘radical’ constructivism is in the first place a theory of cognition, an explana-

tion of perception and realisation, and ignores issues of ethics or politics. Thus, the concept of viability, a

central concept in constructivist theory, can become a tool for the legitimisation of the hegemony of the

strongest (167).

1 Science and the life-world

1.1 Scientific and common sense knowledge

Berger and Luckmann (1967) in The Social Construction of Reality begin their discussion with a clarification

of the concepts of ‘reality’ and ‘knowledge’ and the different functions those concepts have in different situa-

tions.

The man in the street does not ordinarily trouble himself about what is ‘real’ and about what he

‘knows’ unless he is stopped short by some sort of problem. He takes his ‘reality’ and his

‘knowledge’ for granted. The sociologist cannot do this, if only because of his systematic

awareness of the fact that men in the street take quite different ‘realities’ for granted as between

one society and another (2).

Common-sense knowledge, then, is an unproblematic and taken-for-granted type of knowledge about every-

day life which is shared by the members of the same group (20, 23). It includes manifold pre- or quasi-

scientific interpretations of reality which allow the members of a group to act and interact. Theoretical propo-

sitions about reality, on the other hand, are more specific and scientific but they ‘do not exhaust what is “real”

for the member of a society’ (15). Although it might often seem as though common-sense and scientific

knowledge are detached from one another, theoretical concepts still remain embedded in everyday experi-

ences, be it only through language. Even if a researcher engages in a temporary cognitive detachment from

the social world, this detachment is never absolute, and she will return to that world in practical engagement

(Luckmann, 1983: viii). These connections conversely provide for translations of theoretical knowledge back

into the world of the everyday (25-6). What both theoretical and common-sense texts and speech, in different

ways, have in common is a capacity to make ‘a particular reality appear solid, factual and stable’ (Wetherell

& Potter, 1992: 95).

Knowledge is socially distributed: what people know, and how they know about it, varies from individual to

individual, from group to group, from community to community. Most people are ‘experts’ in some small ar-

eas and ‘lay people’ in most others. ‘The stock of knowledge available to an individual is at any time of his

life structured in zones of varying degrees of clarity, differentiation and precision’ (Schütz, 1971: 16). Al-
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though Western liberal societies entertain an espoused theory about free access to knowledge, reality was

always different: widespread access to education was introduced only about 200 years ago,
149

and John

Shotter reports of his experiences as a ‘scholarship boy’ in the times of the first Labor/Socialist government

in Britain after the second world war: ‘I was one of five boys “allowed” into a previously fee-paying “grammar

school.” The head-master took us on one side and said, “You boys ought not to be here, you are a part of a

special experiment, so you had better be on your best behavior.”’
150

Common sense, the knowledge of everyday life, can be seen as a source of scientific understanding. While

the ‘trickle-down effect’ from science into lay discourse has often been observed, for example in the way

psychoanalytic categories have become popular social representations (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 168),
151

it

can also be argued that intellectuals draw on the ‘currency of ideas already available in a society’ (168). In

that sense, the social sciences, for example, can be said to ‘record and reify’ lay, or common-sense dis-

courses (169). Scientists and their communities share common beliefs and interests, and these in turn lead

to shared representations of the world (170).
152

Schütz (1971: 7) distinguishes between constructions of first and second order. The constructions of social

sciences are construction of the second order, i.e. constructions of constructions of the actors in a social

field. Social science knowledge is not something that is in principle different and separate from everyday

knowledge, but it is organised according to different principles.
153

‘The cognitive style of practice, of the eve-

ryday life, aims at the elimination or minimisation of the unusual, of doubt; at unproblematic and therefore

economic co-ordination and action’ (Soeffner in Flick, 1996: 23). The cognitive style of theory is compara-

tively free of the demand for immediate action, so that a theorist can – as opposed to the actors in the social

world – explore multiple interpretations and histories of an event successively and/or in parallel. This is what

enables her to pursue knowledge and understanding systematically, and to be reflective of process and con-

tent. Reflexivity of the research process is an important aspect of theory, integrating what Nietzsche called

‘the art of mistrust’ (in Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 7), which acknowledges the inevitable historicity (and situ-

atedness) of human thought.

Fleck (in Flick, 1996: 31) proposes a circularity in the relationship between scientific knowledge and com-

mon-sense knowledge:

specialist (esoteric) knowledge is transformed into popular (exoteric) knowledge. Due to simpli-

fication, descriptiveness and apodicticity it appears as certain, more rounded, and firmly joined.

It constitutes public opinion and a view of the world, and in this form acts back on the specialist.

149
In Prussia, Frederick II the Great confirmed ‘the principle of compulsory school attendance’ in 1763. In England,
elementary education became compulsory in 1880, but secondary and tertiary education was still left to private and
voluntary enterprises. In New Zealand, it was not until 1877 that the Education Act provided for public elementary
education that would be secular, free to age 15, and compulsory to age 13 (‘History of Education in 1997b).

150
In an email Tue, 28 Sep 1999.

151
For a description of social representations, see p. 78.

152
See also Eco (in Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 69).

153
Bourdieu (1989: 21) criticises Schütz for not sufficiently taking into account the specific differences of those princi-
ples. An account of accounts which forgets that it is dealing with presentations of the social world rather than the
social world itself, and which omits the investigation of the structures governing both practices and concomitant rep-
resentations can in his view only amount to a ‘complicitous description’. Because official language ‘sanctions and
imposes what it states, tacitly laying down the dividing line between the thinkable and the unthinkable, thereby con-
tributing towards the maintenance of the symbolic order from which it draws its authority’.
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Common sense thus contains constructions of the world that are both a source for scientific knowledge and

are influenced and fed by it. Consideration of the paths these processes of construction take can enrich

comprehension of human understanding. In this context, there are at least three levels or forms of co-

operation that need to be distinguished, namely the institutional, the professional, and the everyday practice

and use of knowledge, which neither develop in parallel nor mean one and the same (Flick, 1996: 87).

Scientific knowledge construction is always in danger of missing the realities of the life-world due to its pro-

cedures of abstraction and systematisation, as

much as to the – be it temporary – distance from

the everyday world necessary to conduct it. Luck-

mann (1983) describes in Philosophies, Science,

and Everyday Life the historical development of the

concept of a new cosmology of science, which is

based on the ‘expulsion of Adam’ (11) from its

epistemological concerns. He summarises this new

cosmology as one based on the Copernican-

Galeiean-Newtonian paradigm which is character-

ised by the conviction that

the universe is deceptive yet fully knowable; that the appearances given to pre-scientific man,

an inferior ‘subjective’ species easily befuddled by secondary qualities, hide a structure of ‘ob-

jective’ primary qualities; and that discovery of that ultimate reality depends on the supreme and

autonomous form of knowledge, (numerical) mathematics (13-4).
154

Although this model of science as capable of describing reality has

turned out to be inadequate in many areas of theory, it still holds an

often invisible but nevertheless forceful sway in current debates on

knowledge. The split between ‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’ research

approaches is but an exemplification of its lingering. However, if one

concedes that the fundamental function of theory is ‘to suggest mean-

ingful solutions to basic problems of everyday life, to help men in their

orientation to the universe’ (Luckmann, 1983: 17), then the methodo-

logical quibbles ought to address some fundamental assumptions

about the generation of knowledge and their own position. Husserl

argues, for instance, that the critical condition of science can be traced

back to the ‘alienation of the idealized and formalized products of theo-

retical activity … from their sources in the Lebenswelt’ (Lifeworld –

quoted in Luckmann, 1983: 18). Luckmann adds that sciences dealing

with human sociality and action will particularly be affected by this

154
Ernst Cassirer and – following him – Norbert Elias similarly conceptualised the development from older explana-
tions of nature (Cassirer calls them “mythic consciousness”) to scientific explanations. In the process, as Langer
(1953) sums up, ‘the gradual perfection of discursive form, which is inherent in the syntax of language as metaphor
…, slowly begets a new mode of thought, the “scientific consciousness”, which supersedes the mythic, to greater or
lesser extent, in the “common sense” of different persons and groups of persons’ (189). For a critique of the view
that mythos has been superceded by logos, see fn. 560.

The Masters of Perspective (Bosse)

St Peter with eye glass. St Jacob church, Rothenburg o.d.T.
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alienation, because of the reflexive nature of their relationship with their subject(s). Face-to-face contact be-

tween scientists and their subjects might alleviate some of that alienation because, while it is relatively easy

to type-cast others, and while such patterning is part of everyday life, it is comparatively difficult to maintain

rigid patterns in a face-to-face situation. In that instance, we are confronted with the subjectivity of the other,

and the interplay between action and meaning will challenge preconceived typifications: some patterns might

have to be abandoned as inapplicable, others modified (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 30).

But as long as scientific research is conducted out of contact with its subjects and their realities and mean-

ings – as much social research is – the process of referentiality and self-reflection induced in the face-to-face

situation cannot take place. Large scale standardised surveys, for example, sacrifice face-to-face, interactive

contact with research subjects to supposedly higher statistical accuracy; the limitations of such ‘interviews’

can only be exacerbated in telephone polling and similar methods. On a more theoretical level, Frankfurt

School theorists have been taken to task for developing their views on the culture industries mainly on the

basis of an analysis of production and ideology critique, whilst ignoring the ways in which different modes of

consumer reception might intervene in the process of manipulation they described (Kellner, 1989: 140).
155

Full-time experts in knowledge production and ‘universe-maintaining legitimation’ might even produce conflict

between experts and practitioners. Wolfe’s (1981) figure of the despotic architect, who forever polices the

purity of his design by controlling his clients’ use of it, is only a rhetorical exaggeration of many stories, circu-

lated amongst professionals and their clients alike, of designers ignoring their clients’ needs on the basis of

their supposedly superior knowledge. ‘What is likely to be particularly galling is the experts’ claim to know the

ultimate significance of the practitioners’ activity better than the practitioners themselves’ (Berger & Luck-

mann, 1967: 118). Practitioners in this context include in the first case actors in the social world, although a

division between theorists and professional practitioners is also frequently manifest. The resulting resent-

ment and estrangement reduce chances of utilising everyday knowledge as a dialogical inspiration for re-

search: research subjects do not recognise themselves in the research results, and researchers feel frus-

trated about the declared irrelevance of their labour. The translation of research participants’ statements, if

not necessarily the theoretical explanations of their statements, ‘from the historical language into the meta-

language … would have to be plausible in principle if not in immediate fact to the speakers-actors who pro-

duced the statements’ (Luckmann, 1983: 30). This entails an involvement of researchers and professionals

in the life-worlds of their research subjects, and face-to-face discussions of the progressing research or pro-

ject, together with its assumptions, and an interest in the participants’ objections or clarifications – truly a

different type of research or professional practice than is frequently practised.

1.2 Social Representations

The stock of knowledge commonly available to the members of a community historically and regionally is

constantly evaluated and distributed through its elaboration in socially relevant topics. In these elaborations,

members use social representations (Flick, 1996: 99) which outline

a system of values, ideas and types of action designed to, firstly, enable individuals to find ori-

entation in their material and social world, and to come to terms with it; secondly, to enable the

members of a community to communicate by supplying this code for social interaction, and for
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naming and unambiguous classification of the various aspects of their world, and their own and

the group’s histories (Moscovici quoted in Flick, 1996: 99).
156

In one direction, social representations can entail the vulgarisation of scientific theories according to a par-

ticular group’s interests and political motives, and can thereby be a preliminary stage in the formulation of

ideologies (Flick, 1996: 113). Mannheim’s term ‘relationism’ (as distinct from relativism) denotes an episte-

mological perspective which is ‘a sober recognition that knowledge must always be knowledge from a certain

position’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 10). His belief was that, while it was not possible to eliminate ideologis-

ing influences, they could be kept in check by analysing as many socially positioned versions of reality as

possible; and that knowledge would become clearer through the accumulation of different perspectives on it.

Wittgenstein (1958: #593) similarly emphasised the importance of changing perspectives in trying to gain

understanding, holding that a main cause for philosophical diseases is ‘a one-sided diet: one nourishes one’s

thinking with only one kind of example’. He therefore found it important to ’keep changing my posture, not to

stand for too long on one leg, so as not to get stiff’ (1980: 27).

In the circular process of ‘trickle-down’ and ‘trickle-up’ between scientific and lay discourse, anchoring and

objectification are key concepts for Moscovici (in Flick, 1996: 100). In anchoring, ‘unfamiliar ideas are re-

duced to ordinary categories and images, and placed into a familiar context’. Through objectification, ‘ab-

stract concepts are transformed into something concrete; something existing in the mind is transposed into

something that exists in the physical world’. In this process, the iconic quality of an imprecise idea or unde-

fined object is discovered, the concept translated into an image. Thus concepts, having been transformed

into images or symbols, are integrated into a ‘pattern of a figurative core’
157

and placed into a relationship

with it (100). Selection and decontextualisation of elements of a theory are central features accompanying

the ‘formation of a figurative core’ and the ‘naturalisation’ of the separate elements (103).
158

A consideration of social representations as heuristic tools opens the door for a less rationalist understand-

ing of knowledge. They ‘build on conventions and symbols and embrace both conscious and unconscious,

rational and irrational aspects’ (Moscovici in Flick, 1996: 109). They are also likely to contribute to an under-

standing of how ornamental signification in the life-world of practitioners might function. On this level, there

might even be an intimate connection between the common sense of everyday life and ornamental motifs.

Common sense consists of images, mental connections and metaphors, which are used and

discussed by all …. It is a corpus based on shared traditions and enriched by thousands of well

executed ‘experiments’ and ‘observations’. (Moscovici&Hewstone in Flick, 1996: 109: 110)
159

155
See p. 231ff but also fn. 24.

156
This sounds innocuous enough. However, depending on whom those groups interact with, and in which constella-
tions, the ‘naming and unambiguous classification’ can take on aspects of violence. Goldberg (1993: 150), in talking
about ‘racial knowledge’ shows that ‘[p]ower is exercised epistemologically in the dual practices of naming and
evaluating,’ and that ‘[t]hese practices of naming and knowledge construction deny all autonomy to those so named
and imagined, extending power, control, authority, and domination over them’. Goldberg points in several instances
to the connection between scientific and popular knowledge, or ‘scholarly and popular coproduction’ (156), and
state authority.

157
A complex of images symbolising a complex of ideas.

158
There is a formal analogy between this description of objectification and Holz’ comments on the genesis of orna-
ment, see p. 160f.

159
In a similar vein, Saussure said about language (parole): ‘everyone partakes of it at any instant; and therefore it is
subjected incessantly to the influence of all’ (quoted in Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 19).
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Thus, the heuristic potential of everyday life, or common-sense knowledge is that it is composed of more

than vulgarised scientific knowledge, fed as it is by many other sources such as more traditional insights and

values (114).

However, the transition of scientific knowledge into common sense, and its transformation into social repre-

sentations which are relevant to people’s lives is not arbitrary. Rather, it is heavily influenced by established

ways of thinking and perceiving as they are transmitted in institutions such as schools or training situations

(110).
160

1.3 Socialisation and Professionalisation

Berger and Luckmann (1967: 131) distinguish between primary and secondary socialisation processes. Pri-

mary socialisation occurs in early childhood where the meanings and objective structures of the world are

mediated to the child by significant others.
161

Since the child has no choice in the matter, their mediations will

establish a massively ‘real’ objectivity so that, at that stage of development, life has no room for rational

doubt. However, in the mediation process, the child is not only defined by those significant others, but she

also changes their mediation through interaction, and thereby gradually arrives at a self-definition.

Secondary socialisation goes beyond the realm of significant others and is influenced by the order of social

institutions, knowledges and values. It constitutes the acquisition of role-specific knowledge, based on the

division of labour in the social world, mediated by an organised distribution of knowledge. This role-specific

knowledge is not just about how to play a role, but also about the specific vocabulary, the ‘internalization of

semantic fields structuring routine interpretations and conduct within an institutional area. At the same time,

“tacit understanding”, evaluations and affective colorations of these semantic fields are also acquired’

(139).
162

The sectors in which secondary socialisation occurs are, in comparison to primary socialisation,

less comprehensive and more particularised. This enables individuals to develop a certain degree of doubt

through comparison of conflicting assumptions,
163

although it must be assumed that the process of secon-

dary socialisation rests firmly on the patterns formed in primary socialisation: ‘it must deal with an already

formed self and an already internalized world. It cannot construct subjective reality ex nihilo’ (140). Whatever

is to be learned in secondary socialisation has to be ‘superimposed on’ (or integrated with) and – to a point –

consistent with, already existing knowledge and values. Thus, Bourdieu (1974: 185) describes how art edu-

cation in schools provides students with a certain familiarity with the art world, which produces a feeling of

being educated, of being at home in the world of art, entre soîs.
164

However, the induction into the art world

160
For an account of this transmission with respect to ornamental practices and theories in design, see section
Knowledge construction in education, p. 366ff.

161 Significant others is a term denoting important individuals in the infant’s life, (most often mother and father, siblings
and other important caretakers) introduced by George H. Mead, the founder of Symbolic Interactionism. Berger and
Luckmann are leaning on his models of socialisation.

162
See Bourdieu on the habitus, p. 82.

163
This was , on the tertiary level, still observable in the project involving students’ involvement research into various
positions on ornament held by diverse members of their communities.

164
It is the case to some degree even if the education system does not necessarily fulfil its goal of transferring and
reinforcing in detail the traditional canons of art, its classification and differentiation (111).
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works much better for students who have been already provided with an ongoing experience of art in their

families, so that cultural capital accrues primarily where there is already existing capital (193).
165

Institutionally controlled professionalisation, as part of secondary socialisation processes, undertakes to

transmit ‘professional knowledge’ to budding professionals – but not only. An intrinsic part of induction here

is the acquisition of the ‘role interpretations’, ‘evaluations’ and ‘affective colorations’ of their discipline men-

tioned above.

This acquisition is not as straightforward as it might seem: firstly, most professions maintain ‘dualities of pro-

fessional representation’: the practice of the profession as an ethic or an art – and the practice of the profes-

sion as business. Like most professionals, architects and designers would want to claim that their activities

serve ‘society’ as a whole, and in an egalitarian manner. At the same time they often share with artists an

avant-garde view of their position, based on an assumption that their work is not likely to be understood by

the ‘masses’ – at least not immediately. In fact, such by-passing of popular values is sometimes interpreted

as an indicator of ‘good design’. To complicate matters, such artistic and ethical considerations have to be

reconciled with the fact that designers and architects have to simultaneously maintain a good reputation as

business people: different from artists, in most cases, their work is based on business activities: all commer-

cial architecture and design projects are largely determined by deadlines, budgets and administrative frame-

works. Cuff suggests that ‘the process of mystification and obfuscation to which architecture (and indeed all

professions) are prone evolves from the need to mask precisely such contradictions’ (quoted in Ward, 1997:

507).

Secondly, professionals in architecture and design not only profess to embrace both artistic and socially

relevant elements in their practice, but claim the latter to be based on scientific knowledge at the same time.

Thus, they face the problem of having to reconcile contradictions on more than one level: those resulting

from their own duality of professional representation as well as those inherent in ‘science itself’. In this regard

architectural theorist Wigley (quoted in Ward, 1997: 521) holds that science has two faces, one public and

one private:

The public face … presents scientific inquiry as a rational and progressive, logical enterprise,

carried out by men (!) of great rationality and careful measured thought, working completely dis-

passionately and in an air of emotional neutrality. The private face of science – that which scien-

tists recognise as the basis for the process of scientific activity – is more chaotic …. It is highly

emotional and fraught with vigorously held ideologies.
166

This second contradiction seems nearly impossible to resolve: the practice of architecture and design as art

would presumably align it with the private face of science. However, the practice of architecture and design

as business requires it to be presented as just as rational and reputable as the public face of science is. Ac-

cordingly, depending on context, architectural and design professionals alternatively represent their disci-

pline, and themselves, as one where intuition and genius are cardinal virtues – or as a rational, reputable

enterprise which can deal with reality just in the same way as other fields of the so-called ‘exact sciences’

165
‘… cultivated and educated habitus and the artistic field constitute and legitimise each other, and the artwork as
such … exists only if it is grasped by observers who are in command of a tacitly required aesthetic disposition and
competence’ (Bourdieu, 1992: 970).

166
See Feyerabend on p. 68.
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can. This unresolved conflict surfaces in design education in the contradictory and unexamined assumptions

made about the nature of ‘professional knowledge’.

Thus, the intellectual field in which architectural and design praxis operates is constituted by several sets of

polar opposites across ranges such as economics, ideology, science, theory, art and technology. Bourdieu

(1974: 76) describes the intellectual field as ‘more than a simple aggregate of isolated forces, a juxtaposition

of merely accumulated elements’. Rather, those different forces set up a structure akin to a magnetic field

where they create diverse and dynamic relationships according to their respective positions – be that through

affinity or through controversy. Changes in any relationship will lead to changes in other relationships.
167

There are many positions that can be taken up in this field. Some of the more explicitly value oriented ones

could be described as, for example, formal/aesthetic, artistic/expressive, functional/utilitarian, so-

cial/participatory, abstract/analytical, critical/emancipatory. In more pragmatic areas of the field, key words

are professionalism, efficiency, planning, services, marketing, or client relationships. Such key words are

also short-hand descriptions of the different theories underpinning design and architecture, and the different

spheres of ‘science’ they refer to.

In their professional education, students are exposed to these force fields, and it is in this domain that they

acquire their particular habitus as architects or designers. Bourdieu builds on Panofsky’s use of the scholas-

tic term habitus which describes the way in which schools, as intellectual as much as educational institutions,

transfer not only the knowledge base of a particular tradition, but equally value systems and identification

with a professional community. To join faith to reason was a principal foundation of medieval scholasticism

(‘Scholasticism: history and issues’ in 1997b). Most educational institutions today still expect their students to

have faith in the traditional values and standards of their area of study. Through education, formal and infor-

mal, social groups produce a system of internalised patterns, the habitus, which are capable of producing all

the thoughts, perceptions and actions peculiar to a specific culture or subculture – and only those (Bourdieu,

1974: 143). Mediating between the objective conditions of a historical situation and personal experiences

and hopes, the habitus is the nexus of objective future and subjective intentions (39-40). It is capable of miti-

gating the centrifugal forces resulting from the contradictions described above: largely unconsciously, de-

signers emulate behaviours, beliefs and preferences typical of their profession. This even extends to dress

codes: it is a running joke that designers and architects can be spotted at any party by their all-black out-

fits.
168

Sharing supposedly esoteric knowledge about what is regarded as ‘good’ architecture, art, cuisine, or

movies can act as affective cement in a community which might otherwise be greatly divided about various

positions within their field of practice.

What might contribute to cohesion internally, however, has often the opposite effect in the relationships with

non-professional audiences. Quite apart from the fact that the majority of designers and architects will never

have an opportunity to work for or with people who do not belong to the upper economic strata of society,

and that they would find it difficult to find a common vocabulary with such clients if they did, their sense of

167
Alexander (1964: 39-40) illustrates this interdependence by an analogy with an electrical system connecting 100
lamps which – when changing their state from on to off or vice versa – trigger changes in the states of other. ‘The
fact that lights which are off can be turned on again by connected lights, corresponds to the fact that even well-
fitting aspects of a form can be unhinged by changes initiated to correct some other misfit because of connections
between variables.’

168
And that includes me on many occasions, not only parties.
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professional superiority and artistic genius sometimes prevents them from understanding taste that is not

theirs, and aesthetics they have learned nothing about.

In the reverse, the aesthetics they have been inducted into are, as Bourdieu (1984: 44) points out, alien to

large parts of populations anywhere. The typical formalism of high culture often produces situations where

‘[e]verything takes place as if the emphasis on form could only be achieved by means of a neutralization of

any kind of affective or ethical interest in the object of representation’. While formalism assumes neutrality

and general validity of artistic categories, Bourdieu emphasises the volatility and flexibility of categories of

taste. Categories of taste, and the meaning that is conceded to them, are applied from particular, socially

and historically determined positions (1992: 974). The adage that a work of art is constructed in the eyes of

the (aesthetically sensitive) beholder is valid only with a qualification: she will only be able to do so to the

degree that she in turn is the product of a social discourse and practice of art. The game of art requires the

‘stakes of the seasoned player, endowed with a sense for the game, as if made for the game, since made by

the game’ – thus granting the game its existence (970).
169

Kant’s (1790) criterion of disinterested pleasure as an indicator of art appreciation is thus less universally

applicable than he claimed. A historical and theoretical construct, it has become naturalised to the point that

this disposition now seems universal to those who have been formed within the particular intellectual field,

and acquired its habitus. The views of its proponents, usually members of hegemonic groups within Western

culture, have been adopted by the media, the education system and other ‘multipliers’. They have become

‘so universally recognized as legitimate that no voice is heard pointing out that the definition of art, and

through it the art of living, is an object of struggle among the classes’ (1984: 48).

If we read ‘classes’ liberally, and apply such reading to New Zealand, then the struggle can be seen as one

between groups who hold hegemony over the official realm of culture – initiates and sponsors as much as

cultural politicians and administrators – and those who hold no stakes in the game. Interestingly, design stu-

dents are at least potentially members of the first group – yet the pervasiveness of rationalised formalism still

effects them adversely as well, as I will discuss later.
170

1.4 Control and classification of knowledge

Views that knowledge is contingent, situational, contested and fluid do not fit into established frameworks

that are based on values such as universality and neutrality. In any event, they are of relatively recent origin.

Not surprisingly, it is hard to find epistemological modesty in the institutions which are commissioned to

maintain, proliferate and distribute knowledge; most still operate in the older mode. As in common-sense

thought, some types of knowledge are held to be naturally superior to others and their truth ‘goes without

saying because it comes without saying: the tradition is silent, not least about itself as a tradition’ (Bourdieu,

1989: 167).
171

169
The discourse on the game of art historically required the creation of a specific language to describe it – one of its
dialects being what Bourdieu calls the discourse of praise (973), which is peculiar to the distribution of art since its
relative autonomy.

170
See section on Students’ use of ornament, specifically Students’ practices and knowledge, p. 379ff. See also
Benedikt (2000).

171
Certeau (1997: 86) suggests that the introduction of primary education in France has ‘provided the structure for
national cohesion and has indelibly marked French culture and society’. One of its effects might well be the destruc-
tion of local cultures. ‘Has not cultural imperialism, which was the underside of a great social and centralizing ambi-
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The sum total of what is ‘tacitly posited on the hither side of all inquiry’ is what Bourdieu calls doxa.
172

The

doxa only become apparent when opposed with competing discourses in crisis situations, when a critique

brings ‘the undiscussed into discussion, the unformulated into formulation’ (168). It is subordinate groups

who have an interest to push against the limits of doxa, to expose their conventional and arbitrary character,

while dominant groups have an interest in defending it as a logical structure reproducing social structures.

‘Majority groups often force categories onto ethnic minorities and sometimes the ethnic minorities come to

accept them, although the meanings attached to the original generalisation may be transformed, particularly

if the category is a pejorative one’ (Pearson, 1990: 215).
173

Classifications become the object and instrument

of struggle (Bourdieu, 1989: 169) when subordinate groups try to unsettle that which goes without saying,

and to develop resources to say what was hitherto unsayable. In such crisis situations, the common order,

and with it its language-games are challenged and confronted with opposing claims to knowledge and au-

thority (170).

Even a cursory glance at the contradictory definitions of ornament advanced at different stages and from

different positions in art historical, philosophical and other discourses convincingly demonstrates their arbi-

trary nature. Some of them have ‘stuck’ and became to appear almost natural in both theoretical and com-

mon-sense knowledge constructions.
174

It is one of the objectives of my thesis to render their affiliations with

particular positions recognisable and to demonstrate the effects their naturalisation has had on debates on

ornament.

What remains to be addressed now is the relationship between both traditional and current Western con-

structions of knowledge, and non-Western epistemologies. Any definition of terms developed in one particu-

lar context cannot without problems be transposed from their ‘native environment’ onto another one without

difficulties.
175

The transposition changes their meaning, but their meaning may also change what they are

applied to.

Mostly, when such transpositions become the object of discussion, they are characterised by an assumption

of authority: it is by representatives of a dominant groups that definitions are applied to other contexts and

cultures. In these transpositions, their conventional and situational belonging to an ‘original home’ is not rec-

ognised, but their essence is taken as natural. Rorty (1980: 362) argues that ‘the standard philosophical

strategy of most naturalisms is to find some way of showing that our own culture has indeed got hold of the

essence of man – thus making all new and incommensurable vocabularies merely “noncognitive”

ornamentation’ [my emphasis].
176

tion, created this “incapacity” that consists in the failure to conform to the criteria of disciplines distributed from
above, intellectualized culture to the detriment of other kinds of experience, and thus impoverished local areas
through what fortified centralization?’ If this is the case within French culture, it is easy to imagine what that imposi-
tion will mean for different groups in a colony.

172
See p. 24.

173
‘In the questionnaire, there was an idea that ornament belongs to native cultures. I don’t see that at all, they pro-
duce work that has reason and purpose and meaning, but I see the other more developed countries producing
heaps of ornament, like the MacDonalds who put out a new toy every month - I call that ornament.’ JS@200 in En-
gels-Schwarzpaul (1997: 51-2) JS is a Maori educator in the tertiary art education sector.

174
See p. 154ff.

175
See pp. 36 and 50.

176
Note the use of the term and its taken-for-granted connotations.
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Thus, the Ex-manager of Corporate Marketing at Air New Zealand, who had held this position at the time of

his retirement for twenty five years, gave an interview to a Maori interviewer in 1995 which is worth quoting

from at some length. According to him, Air New Zealand in the 1960s

went out to about 8 advertising companies and asked them for submissions to design a logo

that was synonymous with New Zealand and certainly for Air New Zealand. Several of them

came back with a stylised fern and out of all those designs they fine-tuned and redesigned all

the submissions into the koru and the koru symbol has its origins in the natural history of New

Zealand. … The Maori took many of the traditional designs of nature [inaudible] of its natural

form. As you may know …, the Maori carvings are all very simplistic in their design because the

Maoris copy the fern fronds and they copied the waves breaking and they copied other things

that they saw and if you project yourself back 200 years ago or 300 years ago the Maori didn’t

have much to work with except for simple implements … whereas some other older races like

Chinese and Japanese and Koreans thousands of years older had evolved perhaps more intri-

cately but the Maori relied on nature and the simplistic [inaudible] with nature and those things

evolved out of each other. The Maori took many of their traditional [inaudible] from nature be-

cause of the simple beauty of natural [inaudible]. Our koru defined and stylised [inaudible] New

Zealand.
177

A discourse analyst would probably have a feat with this piece of text, but even in its raw form, I think it illus-

trates the point: this is a non-Maori lecturing a Maori on Maori (art) with a self-confidence that I find astonish-

ing. Probably unbeknown to him, he reiterates patterns which Stallabrass (1990: 99) has found in Victorian

interpretations of non-European arts.

When primitive art is associated with animals, vitality and fertility are usually the basis of the

comparison. ... The analogy with vegetable growth explained complexity without consciousness.

... These analogies allow the civilized observer to admire primitive art without extending this

admiration to its creators.

There is continuity between Victorian colonial classifications
178

and this present-day exposition of Western

prejudice. Fry (1930: 96) in his 1910 essay The Art of the Bushmen, which is regarded as an important piece

of modernist art criticism, wrote about a ‘stage of intellectual development where the concepts were not so

clearly grasped as to have begun to interfere with perception, and where therefore the retinal image passed

into a clear memory picture with scarcely any intervening mental process’. This, of course, in opposition to

‘civilised man’ who goes about art systematically, and refines and defines – as described in the passage

from the interview.

177
In an interview with Mel Whaanga (1995), in March 1995. Three years later, he would claim that ‘The [Air New Zea-
land] logo is representative for the Pacific, not specifically for Maori. Several motifs across the Pacific are similar.
[You] need to be weary of Maoris claiming ownership over this and that – partly very dubious …’ (in a telephone
conversation 23.1.98).

178
For the association of nature and instinct, supposedly operative in non-Western art, see Hamlin on p. 195.
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From the point of view of visual analysis, the fine-tuning and re-designing

of the Air New Zealand ‘koru’ from several versions based on the fern frond

in nature is much less likely than a more direct descent from a kowhaiwhai

pattern, particularly the hammerhead shark motif, as the juxtaposition of

the kowhaiwhai pattern and the Air New Zealand logo on a dish shows.

Whatever the genesis of the logo – whether it goes back to an already ex-

isting kowhaiwhai pattern or is somehow derived from stylised fern fronds,

the association with Maori culture is clearly intended: Air New Zealand call

their logo a ‘koru’.
179

Definitional control is exercised by dominant groups through the instrumentalisation of media, institutions and

other social structures of multiplication. Air New Zealand’s recent re-branding programme, for example, was

extensively covered in the media.
180

‘The ability to control patterns of knowledge and speech in a society is usually a concomitant of the distribu-

tion of power chances of a society’ (Elias, 1991: 6). The ‘remarkable power’ to name things creates a particu-

lar reality for the objects so named: ‘A man who has a language consequently possesses the world ex-

pressed and implied by that language’. (Fanon, 1967: 18). By the end of the nineteenth century in New Zea-

land, for example, ‘Maori had undoubtedly become a chapter heading in the rewriting of the history of their

own land, but it was the Pakeha who had editorial control’ (Pearson, 1990: 68). Similarly, Maori art was until

not so long ago displayed in museums – along with exhibits of natural history. At the same time, with few

exceptions, Pakeha or Euro-American style art was exhibited in art galleries (Bell, 1989: 12). Further, studies

of Maori art were substantially conditioned by anthropological perceptions (Jahnke, 1995: 13). These cura-

torial and academic policies have set the frames for the perception and evaluation of Maori and European

based art respectively.

Smith (1999) gives an example of how in current academic discourses a concept is revised and fed back in

its revised form to Maori culture. ‘Authentic’ is a term which has been frequently applied to Maori art and cul-

ture, with not only definitional, but also operational control exercised by non-Maori. Thus, ‘authentic’ was

defined as ‘traditional’ and un-contaminated through culture contact. The notion was operationalised in fund-

ing schemes from which ‘non-authentic’ Maori art was excluded. The term has recently come under criticism

179
One participant (GK@045 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 36), like many other Maori and non-Maori,
mentions the use of the koru by Air New Zealand and states it is ‘recognisably Maori. Who did they consult with to
produce that koru – it is obviously not Maori designed. Because it is not a koru. I guess Maori are just letting them
carry on in their ignorance’. The combination of the visual, possibly derived from the hammerhead shark motif, with
the name ‘koru’ suggests that at least one line of inspiration goes back to Gordon Walters’ paintings: ‘Walters did
not employ the whole structure of … kowhaiwhai patterns but experimented rather with the koru motif as a separate
unit … and evacuated certain patterns’ references to the hammerhead shark, the principles of growth embodied by
the fern frond, and so on’ (Thomas, 1995: 117). For follow-on effects of commodification, see p. 338.

180
An unusally long article, for example, was published in Prodesign (Tyack, 1996: 46-56). The byline of the article
reads ‘The largest corporate upgrading and most important design implementation programme ever awarded by a
New Zealand company’. However, a designer and educator is not impressed by the programme: he does not con-
sider the generation of ‘20 different versions of that koru’ as creative (in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999:
41). Peters (MP@203 in 1999: 32) explains this proliferation of visual elements as a general development in West-
ern capitalistic modes of operation. While in industrial capitalism, the emphasis was on ‘the mass production of ma-
terial goods’, it now moves increasingly into a symbolic realm where culture becomes critical, and particularly its
visual expressions. He believes that global capitalism ‘which feeds off the cultural’ renders obsolete the old Marxist
base/superstructure model, which is exemplified by the ‘convergence between the fashion industries, the publishing
industries, the multi-media industry, the telecommunications industry. And the way they feed off one another. We

Air New Zealand dish
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in Western discourses and rejected as part of a discourse of essentialism. Smith reminds us, however, that

the term was not necessarily employed in the same way in colonised societies as it was in those of the First

World. Rather, it was

an oppositional term used in at least two different ways. First, it was used as a form of articulat-

ing what it meant to be dehumanized by colonization; and second, for reorganizing ‘national

consciousness’ in the struggles for decolonization. The belief in an authentic self is framed

within humanism but has been politicized by the colonized world in ways which invoke simulta-

neous meanings (73).
181

Smith concedes that this framing might seem overly idealised, but she argues that symbolisms remain stra-

tegically important in the struggle against hegemonic cultures who use terms such as ‘authentic’ to ‘deter-

mine who really is indigenous, who is worth saving, who is still innocent and free from Western contamina-

tion’ (74). This attitude, she claims, leads to a view that ‘authentic’ Indigenous cultures cannot at the same

time be ‘complicated, diverse or contradictory’ (74).

Having adopted the position that essentialism and related concepts are generally problematic, some West-

ern academics now turn around and deny non-Western theorists the entitlement to use such concepts. This

is, in a more contemporary dress, merely the repetition of a traditional practice of hegemony in New Zealand.

Minh-Ha’s stresses that

the fact that the west might criticize its continuing racist and ethnocentric legacies – its attempt

at anthropologizing ‘man’ and at gathering the world around itself – does not mean that what-

ever is now considered negative in its own past language should become censored or tabooed

for others (1987: 139).
182

This is an exhortation to ‘the West’ to give up absolute control of definitions and to exercise epistemological

modesty. Following these diverse and yet in many respects converging criticisms of traditional concepts of

knowledge, we can no longer assume that institutionalised theories hold a privileged position. To do so in-

variably leads to the marginalisation and subjugation of 'a whole set of knowledges’ – oppositional and naïve,

Indigenous and popular.
183

2 Marginalisation of knowledge: ornament – a problematic topic

The marginalisation of knowledge is sometimes effected through open violence, as in the witch-hunts in

Europe (‘Renaissance Science And Technology’ in 1997b), at other times through institutionalised practices,

such as Maori children being punished for speaking their own language within the school precincts (Kāretu,

2000: 86)
184

; or through legislative procedures, such as the Tohunga Suppression Act 1907 (Durie, 1998:

are talking about a different phase of capitalism where the cultural is much more important and the visual becomes
absolutely critical’.

181
See p. 22.

182
See also fn. 920, p. 321.

183
See p. 20.

184
‘The facts are incontrovertible. If there was no such policy there was an extremely effective gentlemen’s agree-
ment!’ (Sir James Henare quoted in Kāretu, 2000: 86). ‘Dr Biggs supplied us with figures showing that in 1913 90%
of Maori schoolchildren could speak Maori. Forty years later in 1953 this percentage had dropped to 26%. Twenty
years after that the figure (in 1975) had fallen to less than 5%. These figures show how effective has been the edu-
cational policy that has operated in a social climate where children hear nothing but English on all sides—at the
cinema, on radio and television, and in their ordinary social and school life.’ (Waitangi Tribunal, 1986)
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76). Other ways of extinguishing the reality potential of knowledges include their silencing through exclusion

from discourses; their desymbolisation through placing conflicting demands on individuals and communi-

ties;
185

and the privileging of certain types of knowledge construction - and of certain types of reasoning –

over others. In this section, I will concentrate on how the repression of a field of issues around ornament has

led to its virtual disappearance from officially recognised discourses and practices.

In their discursive practices, members of a community refer to common concerns and issues that are impor-

tant to their lives. These conversations are necessary to maintain their reality potential, which diminishes if

an issue is no longer talked about. For, as Berger and Luckmann (1967: 153) have noted, language realises

the world, both in the sense of apprehending it and in the sense of producing it. Ornament’s exclusion from

art and design discourses has significantly diminished its place in that world.
186

The repression of ornamental claims to form became visible in architecture and design towards the end of

the nineteenth century during the second industrial revolution, when traditional craftsmen almost disap-

peared from the sphere of production. The concurrently developing instrumental rationality,
187

according to

Bloch (1935: 217), amounts to the ‘anarchy of a semblance of rationality, peculiar to a profit-oriented econ-

omy’, the ‘hate of fantasy’ and ‘animosity towards utopias’. It is also articulated through the deliberate ‘ab-

sence of ornament’ in the works of its architects. The development of industrial production and private capi-

talist appropriation on one side and individual-aesthetic practice on the other led to conflict.

Müller (1977: 7-10) aligns ornament with ‘historical fantasy’ and ‘social memory’, all of which functionalism’s

representatives deliberately wanted to exclude from processes of value-formation. The elimination of orna-

ment was further motivated by the social rejection of undesirable imaginations and wishes (of internal stimuli

[drives] or stimuli connected with imagination [memories, fantasies]), aesthetically expressed and evoked in

the figurative form of ornament. This could be interpreted as an effort to constrain energy invested in (orna-

mental) expressiveness in favour of the investment of energy into performance – openly manifest in the ar-

gument that ornament in architecture equates to a waste of labour and material.
188

The discreditation of ornament has been facilitated by the differentiation of high and low culture, with orna-

ment becoming increasingly associated with low culture. Certeau (1984: 70) notes a general tendency to

marginalise and disempower popular (‘low’) knowledges. Technical optimisation in the nineteenth century,

although drawing important aspects from ‘the reservoir of the “arts” and “crafts”’, left little space for everyday

practice, and no ‘means or products of its own’. The residual space was constituted by the rationalising sys-

tem as ‘a folkloric region or rather as an overly silent land, still without a verbal discourse and henceforth

deprived of its manouvrier language as well’. While popular knowledges persisted even in the face of a lack

of means of production, their expression was restricted to everyday activities that had no legitimacy in terms

of productive rationality. What was left behind

acquires the status of a ‘private’ activity, is charged with symbolic investments concerning eve-

ryday activity, and functions under the sign of collective or individual particulars; it becomes in

185
See Lorenzer, p. 89.

186
See p. 44.

187
See p. 24.

188
‘The sadism of the eighteenth century to force upon people redundant work seems alien to modern men …’ (Loos,
1924: 393) and to ‘ornamentally abuse an object of use’ means to shorten its life, since it is ‘subject to fashion’ and
thereby will have ‘to die earlier’ (395). Ornament ‘represents a crime against the national economy, and, as a result
of it, human labour, money and material are ruined’ (Loos, 1908: 101).
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short the legendary and at the same time active memory of what remains on the margins or in

the interstices of scientific or cultural orthopraxis.

As Bourdieu (1984: 44) notes, the ways of the system conflict with the ways of the life-world in regard to the

pretence of institutionalised high culture that formal value can only occur at the price of the neutralisation of

any affective and ethical interests a subject might have in the objects of representation
189

.

2.1 Desymbolisation of knowledges

Lorenzer is a psychoanalyst who has worked alongside the theorists of the Frankfurt School to get a better

understanding of links between social and individual worlds. He explores how the clashes between commu-

nal and subjective life-worlds and socio-political systems can lead to a marginalisation of certain types of

knowledge through a severance of sensuous and discursive aspects of symbolisation. His concepts are rele-

vant to the issue of ornamentation as a signifying practice on several counts: from the way in which dis-

course on ornamentation has historically been severed from the sensuous practices of users and consum-

ers; to the way in which repressed wishes and needs can return in different forms to circumvent the repres-

sion; and also for the way in which students today find themselves in a dilemma of having to justify ornamen-

tal practices after they have been rendered collectively non-discursive.

In the following discussion, it is important to understand how Lorenzer employs the term symbol in the con-

text of the conventions of his discipline.
190

In the Freudian tradition, a symbol is a sign ‘on an ontogenetically

or phylogenetically primitive stage of development, with an expression of emotional-regressive conditions’

(Lorenzer, 1979: 40). This definition is indebted to Freud’s original use of the term symbol, as synonymous

with ‘symptom’ - a practice he later abandoned. The important point here is that the psychoanalytic definition

locates the symbol closer to drive economies and the unconscious than to intellectual or conventional proc-

esses. In logic, on the other hand, the sign is ‘used for the most clear thought processes’. (40) Those defini-

tions need not conflict, but they do express the disciplines’ different types of interest in knowledge.

At one end of the spectrum, the term symbol has come to be associated with images, and on the other with

concepts.
191

In artistic creativity, there is much potential for symbol formation on the level of presentational

symbols (e.g. images), which are flexible (with an expansive field of connotations to grasp the ‘unspeakable’)

(82). On the other hand, in the strict sense in which symbolic signs and terms are used in science ‘all is ex-

tinguished that might in any sense possess expressive value. ... What is lacking in [science’s] formulae in

terms of closeness to life and individual fullness is replaced … by universality, breadth and general validity’

(Cassirer quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 112).

189
See p. 83.

190
In order not to overburden the text, but at the same time to explain concepts that might not be generally familiar to
readers, some concepts are discussed within the argument itself, whereas others have been ‘relegated to the foot-
notes’.

191
Lorenzer (1979: 52) refers to Langer (see p. 96) whose concepts, in his view, use a terminology ‘reminiscent of
psychoanalytical experiences’, and according to whom ‘[d]iscursive symbols systems [which would be exemplified
in logic] represent the articulate symbol formation in language, while presentational symbol systems embrace all
those elements which belong into the “logical yonder”, the realm of the “unspeakable” ... This realm includes myth,
music, the arts etc’ (51). Ragland-Sullivan (1986: 142) notes that ‘[t]he role which Lacan assigns the image is so
central to the formation of mind that without it there would be no human identity, no perceptual basis to which to
apply language, and no experiential link between the lifeless phonemes of language and the sensual realities of in-
fant (and adult) experience’. See also Lyotard’s concepts of the figural and discursive, p. 205.
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This ambivalent character of a symbol or sign can also become manifest in the process of repression. In this

process, ideas which are incompatible with the values a person has consciously or unconsciously internal-

ised are expelled from consciousness.

An event is experienced, and the experience involves an ‘incompatible idea’. ... The person tries

to forget the idea or to treat it as ‘non arrivée’. This effort fails, but there is an ‘approximate ful-

filment of the task’ if the incompatible idea can be robbed of the sum of excitation with which it is

loaded, or its affect. … [A] fresh experience (the later ‘trauma’) revives it in memory, and this

leads to repression. At first, the repression is comparatively successful, and all the patient ex-

hibits are the primary symptoms of defence. Then the defence fails, and there is the ‘return of

the repressed’, which does not, however, enter consciousness. Further repression occurs, and

the resultant symptoms … are called ‘compromise formations’. Beyond this, there can be sec-

ondary symptoms, in that the true character of the symptom, or that of which the symptom is a

mnemic symbol, begins to show through … Typically, an obsessional idea is followed by the

construction of an obsessional ceremonial to ward off the idea (Wollheim, 1991: 31-3).
192

In an essay about the subjective configurations of life-stories and their relationships with the socially objec-

tive, Lorenzer (1993: 247-8) describes how the sensory and intuitive components of personality (predomi-

nant in early childhood) form a non-discursive and sensuous-organismic system of interaction. They are

elements of what Freud called ‘primary processes’ because he believed them to be manifest at an earlier

stage of development.
193

They are characterised by condensation and displacement, where images ‘tend to

become fused and can readily replace and symbolize another’, and by the use of mobile energy. This type of

mental activity ‘ignores the categories of space and time, and is governed by the pleasure-principle’ (Rycroft,

1972:125).

As the child grows up, this system is gradually replaced by the symbolic system of language. Human experi-

ences are subsequently located in two registers: both in the older sensual-organismic system, and in the

system of language.
194

Even though individual sensual practices are often mediated through symbolic lan-

guage for adults, those earlier sensuous perceptions still form part of the various layers of a person’s experi-

ence under normal circumstances.
195

192
In his Five Lectures on Psychoanalysis, Freud (1909: 25) illustrates his theory of repression by way of analogy: he
constructs a scenario where a member of the audience disturbs the lecture by hostile interjections. He is expelled
from the theatre, and guardians are posted at the doors to prevent his re-entry. However, this might not end the
story: the interrupter might cause further disturbance by banging at the door, and continue to disturb the course of
events in spite of his exile. A mediator might then have to talk to the person outside, with the effect that he can be
re-admitted on the basis that he behave better. The repression is thus lifted.

193
‘The primary processes are exemplified in dreaming, the secondary processes by thought. Day-dreaming, imagina-
tive and creative activity and emotional thinking contain an admixture of the two processes’ (Rycroft, 1972:125).
Lorenzer (1979: 70) renders the following differentiated definition: ‘1. Primary process means on the one hand a low
level of organisation of thought in the sense of “presentational symbolization”, while the secondary process repre-
sents the higher organisational level. 2. Primary process means on the other hand “freely mobile” energy, while
secondary process means “stable cathexis” with a high component of neutralised energy’. See also Freud (1900:
756-765; 1915: 161-215).

194
‘Culture imposes itself on nature from the start of life, building up a representational base to which all other repre-
sentations refer. This is why Lacan placed the perceptual-consciousness system in the Imaginary’ (Ragland-
Sullivan, 1986: 142).

195
Kubie (1958: 39) remarks similarly that conscious, discursive reasoning is efficient for communication and certain
areas of (articulate) symbolic representation, while unconscious, non-discursive psychological processes usually
seek to disguise the relationship between the symbol and what it represents. However, his discussion of the pre-
conscious opens up other possibilities (see p. 132).
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Silverman (1983: 68-70) argues that primary processes (dominant in the unconscious) seek to conflate dif-

ference in order to more easily displace affects. This seems to make them suitable for spontaneous reac-

tions and interactions, and intuitive responses. Conversely, secondary processes focus on relationships of

difference by diminishing – through language – the affective and sensory value of mnemonic traces, which

makes them suitable for analysis and reflection: activities with longer-term goals. Thus, primary process for-

mation is characterised by a ‘sliding of meaning’ (Laplanche and Pontalis in Silverman, 1983: 68), whereas

that of the secondary process aims for stable and definite meanings through differentiation (often by means

of binary oppositions) (100). Tropes such as metaphor and metonymy represent a middle way, an equilib-

rium between primary and secondary processes: they recognise similarity and maintain affective charge

while preserving difference and relationality (109). This middle way, an overlapping or (more or less) rapid

alternation between primary and secondary processes, has often been observed in artistic (but also scien-

tific) creativity.
196

Under certain circumstances the two registers can conflict, and if the clash becomes unbearable for the sub-

ject, some forms of interaction may be repressed. They are confined to the non-discursive, unconscious pri-

mary system and their symbolic representations excluded from the conscious and preconscious. ‘The repre-

sentation of the object is thus excluded from the totality of symbols, the process of cognition is reversed, and

the symbol becomes unrecognisable’ (Lorenzer, 1979: 107). In this way, the symbol is split into two different

representations: the conscious representations have the characteristics of (formal) symbols and have lost

the psychic energy previously cathected to them; the unconscious representations appear in the form of cli-

chés (93).
197

They become inaccessible to the (language-based) conscious, and their corresponding tropes

(in language) lose their sensuous base. Such ruptures result in de-symbolised (i.e. repressed) complexes of

experiences, and de-symbolised (i.e. formalised), unsensuous language constructs.

The conflict between personal-sensuous regulation and logocentric organisation of action (forged by the

consensus in language) is always a struggle with collective, unconscious rules of conduct. Unconscious,

because they have been made collectively non-discursive in each individual.
198

Lorenzer (1993: 250-1) pos-

tulates, however, that explorations of biographical material have the potential of realising – through a proc-

ess of identification – the problematic of each individual’s tension between sensuousness and conscious-

ness; i.e. between concepts of practice (hidden in the individual) and socially approved rules of conduct. In a

collective process of interpretation, the dynamic of this relationship is explored through the confrontation of

different (life) constructs.

Ultimately, when it comes to the investigation and enlightenment of collectively rejected patterns of behav-

iour, all participants of this collective are prisoners of social delusion (Lorenzer, 1993: 249). This has implica-

tions for the role of educators (including those with ‘good taste’) in that it limits their epistemological advan-

196
See also p. 119.

197
In the German text: Klischees. Repression results in ‘de-symbolisation, a formal regression of the symbolising pro-
cess in the direction of cliché formation, through which behaviour mediated through symbolisation is replaced … by
cliché-determined blind action and reaction. In the context of compulsive neurotic arrangements of isolation and in-
tellectualisation, on the other hand, the symbolising process hurries ahead in the transformation of symbols in to
signs’ (Lorenzer, 1979: 110). Clichés are characterised by rigidity, they are intransigent and inaccessible to cogni-
tion, but they maintain their emotional charge (111). For a definition of cathexis, see fn. 89, p. 49.

198
See Müller above.
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tage over those to be educated.
199

2.2 Rationalisation and mimesis

In contrast to this position, and in spite of overlapping and competing discourses about knowledge – some

emphasising reason and consistency, others contingency and accident – the framework for learning in terti-

ary institutions in New Zealand is largely based on ‘gestures of certainty’. These institutions are centrally

involved in the construction and distribution of theoretical and professional knowledge. In the case of orna-

ment, the theories they privilege influence not only the students (as future practitioners), but through them

the ornamental practices and discourses in the larger community, including the media.

Knowledge in that framework seems stable and assured. It can be imparted to students in an organised and

linear fashion. The curriculum structures and processes resulting from the New Zealand Qualification Author-

ity framework make this abundantly clear: not only is it assumed that learning can be planned in detail prior

to the learning situation and independently from the participants. It is further postulated that the knowledge to

be acquired by students can be accurately and comprehensively described in learning outcomes, and that

these outcomes can be precisely operationalised in assessment criteria and performance standards. How

this approach can work in an area such as design, where important quality indicators are exploration and

innovation; which deals with many factors that cannot be grasped by quantitative assessment; and which is

generally thought to require creativity, is unclear.
200

One of the concomitant features of such ‘gestures of certainty’ is that only such types of knowledge are

transmitted that are amenable to discursive reasoning and evaluation. A preoccupation with linguistic repre-

sentations of knowledge can result in a fixation with surface structures of expression, such as professional

jargon and other unquestioned codifications. As a result, the different semantic perspectives of participants,

together with their tacit knowledge, are easily lost from sight (Baacke, 1993: 58). If students are expected to

verbally justify and rationalise their views and the results of their work, then many elements of knowledge –

emotional, imaginative, experiential, tacit, and all those that lie outside the canon of socially endorsed knowl-

edge – are likely to be excluded.
201

Thus students, when surrounded by a ‘naming theory of meaning’

(Hagberg, 1995: 141) might become speechless, since such a theory is too limited to explain their ‘intensely

meaningful’ concerns: ‘Can I not say: a cry, a laugh, are full of meaning?’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: #543)
202

This is particularly problematic in fields that deal intrinsically with non-verbal, non-rational subject matter,

such as design. Alexander (1964: 99) notes that efforts to organise design knowledge in rationalised and

199
See p. 386.

200
In my own design education, a design problem was likened to a building: of course, one can get an idea of a build-
ing by looking at it solely from a point in the distance, from an Archimedian point as it were. But one will not be able
to understand the building before one has seen it from different distances, from different angles (‘until you’ve
walked around it’), and from both inside and outside. The usefulness of alternative design concepts was explained
on the basis that each concept represented an alternative angle of looking at the problem, and that by moving
around, and in and out, or backwards and forwards alternative concepts actually helped to understand the problem.
Only then was a creative and innovative solution possible. This process is clearly not linear, and what generalisable
and unified logic should underpin it is difficult to say.

201
‘[T]he capacity for producing fantasy knowledge is as fundamental and distinct a human gift as the capacity for
producing reality-congruent or, in other words, rational knowledge and thought. The failure to find in one’s theoreti-
cal models of humankind a place for fantasies is one of the factors responsible for the failure to link theories of cul-
ture … to theories of other aspects of human beings and their various manifestations’ (Elias, 1991: 77). Non-
discursive manifestations of the imagination are difficult to ‘translate’. See section on Discursive and non-discursive
reasoning, p. 96, and Chris on p. 396.
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systematic verbal concepts can lead to rigidity and abstraction, subsequently impairing the ‘ability [of design-

ers] to see beyond them’.

The principles of vision which become apparent in the structure of decorative forms are princi-

ples of artistic vision, whereby visual elements are carved out of the amorphous sensory chaos

to conform not with names and predications, like the data of practical cognition, but with the bio-

logical feeling and its emotional efflorescence, ‘life’ on the human level. They are, from the out-

set, different from the elements that conform to discursive thought; but their function in the build-

ing up of human consciousness is probably just as important and deep. (Langer, 1953: 62)

According to Horkheimer and Adorno, an irrational aspect of reason was brought forth during the process of

rationalisation in the wake of the Enlightenment. In this view, the development of modern science and its

concomitant social developments led to the renunciation of meaning (1944a: 11), and to the disenchantment

of the modern world [Weber; \Adorno, 1984 #411: 81].
203

Reason was reduced to instrumental rationality,

which served to dominate nature as much as men and thereby alienated both the subjects and objects of

power (15). In the realm of thought, the particular was substituted for the universal (16), and this universality

in discursive logic came to reproduce the foundations of bourgeois hegemony (20). One of the characteris-

tics of this social reality is the division of labour (28), which not only led to increased categorisation and spe-

cialisation (33) but also to social differentiation and stratification (40).

While thought became reified, existence was ‘thoroughly cleared of demons and their conceptual descen-

dants’ (34), and rationalised control of internal and external nature became an absolute goal (38).
204

At the

same time, special social areas were created and exempted from (otherwise pervasive) instrumental

rationality. Art – which Baudelaire compared to ‘a bird sanctuary that is built right into rationality’ (cited in

Adorno, 1984: 167) – was one of those areas (32).
205

In it, mimesis, the (re-)presentation of sensuously

receptive, expressive, and communicative elements of life in symbolic form has been kept more alive in than

in other sectors.

Adorno’s use of the term mimesis
206

has nothing to do with the eighteenth century imperative that a work of

art ought to be ‘exclusively … imitation of nature’ and subjected to ‘a consideration that is external (anterior,

superior) to them, namely, nature’ (Todorov, 1995: 111-2). Nor does it assume ‘transparency and common-

sense naturalness’ (Hutcheon, 1989). Mimesis does, however, imply a relationship to external reality (sec-

ond nature included) and seeks to both assimilate it, and seize it. Holz (1972: 34) describes humans as com-

202
See p. 166.

203
‘A rationality existed, and it was in the form par excellence of Reason itself, but a certain number of social condi-
tions (capitalism, or rather, the shift from one form of capitalism to another) precipitated this rationality into a crisis,
i.e. a forgetting of reason, a fall into the irrational’ (Foucault, 1988: 29). In Wetherell and Potter’s (1992: 180) words,
the ‘modern attitude replaces spiritual doubt and unknowable mysteries with the attentive gaze of the expert techni-
cian, who, instruction manual at hand, is always ready to intervene and tinker. As many feminists have argued, it is,
par excellence, a masculine stance delivering domination and power. Above all, it involves the fantasy of the rea-
sonable individual in perfect control of their behaviour – cognitive omniscience replacing ambivalence and mixed
motives’.

204
The domination of nature and fellow men came at the price of the negation of human nature. ‘[t]his domination, the
core of all civilising rationality, is the cell of a mythical irrationality which continually grows rampant: with the nega-
tion of nature in man, the telos not only of external domination of nature, but also the telos of one’s own life be-
comes confused and opaque. … the enthronement of the means as an end, which in late capitalism takes on the
character of open madness, is already perceivable in the primeval history of subjectivity’ (Horkheimer & Adorno,
1944c: 61-2).

205
Rathenau used a very similar metaphor for another aspect of life that disappeared increasingly from social and
subjective life: local traditional practices. See p. 213.
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ing to understand the world through mimetic-creative processes, through which they make it their own and

render it historical. For Langer, (decorative) forms themselves are

‘living’ in the same way that a border or a spiral is ‘growing’: that is, it expresses life – feeling,

growth, movement, emotion, and everything that characterizes vital existence. This expression,

moreover, is not symbolization in the usual sense of conventional or assigned meaning, but a

presentation of a highly articulated form wherein the beholder recognizes, without conscious

comparison and judgement but rather by direct recognition, the forms of human feeling: emo-

tions, moods, even sensations in their characteristic passage’ (Langer, 1953: 82).

The fact that an artist might not be able to articulate the meanings present in a work does not mean that she

is unaware of it or does not understand it. In fact, by completing her work, she has already expressed it, ‘for

works of art are themselves messages or expressions of meaning framed in one or another artistic language.

It is simply that artists may be unable to translate the messages from an artistic language to a verbal lan-

guage’ (Hanson, 1978: 17).

As Adorno (1984: 64) argues, because of its mimetic component art can be in permanent rebellion against

instrumental rationality and, often, comes into conflict with it. It unmasks with its own overt irrationality the

inherent irrationality of reason’s instrumental aspects.
207

The further it is alienated from reason, the more instrumental rationality is liable to flip over into mythology, to

naturalise social facts and present them as unchangeable.
208

Socially produced conditions then assume the

nouminal character once attributed to demons (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1944a: 34). Instrumental rationality

eventually turns against the thinking subject herself by reducing her to a reified, abstract entity. It increas-

ingly develops into a narrowly conceived pragmatism, where means are fetishised and their purposes no

longer examined. Mimesis, on the other hand, has its own rational modes of doing things (Adorno, 1984:

64).
209

While art cannot simply undo society’s separation from nature, it can engage with the subject’s other,

‘from which it is always different but never entirely separate’ (81). Mimesis, the nonconceptual affinity of a

subjective creation with its objective and unposited other’, is capable of integrating reason with life by ‘ex-

panding cognition into an area where it was said to be non-existent’ (81).
210

Rationality and mimesis are ir-

reconcilable but complementary, and art, (by moving between them) is capable of redeeming reason from its

irrational aspects.

206
He builds on that of Benjamin (Holz, 1972: 38).

207
Adorno mostly avoids the question of how this rebellion would be realised in the relationship of art with commodifi-
cation, which, after all, is closely related to instrumental rationality. He swings between empathetic discussions of
serious (real) art and rather polemic condemnations of the products of the culture industries. See p. 231f.

208
Thus, socially produced injustices such as unemployment, under-education, racial discrimination, gender bias etc.
are presented as inevitable human facts (‘human nature’). They are often results of, for example, free-market poli-
tics. Such functional relationships are discussed in fetishised forms (‘the market’), so that their functions and the in-
terests and methods involved - remain unrecognised and appear to be independent from the actions and reactions
of individuals an interest groups (Holz, 1972: 125).

209
It might be useful here to distinguish non-rationality (not being subjected to instrumental rationality) from irrationality
– in this context an internal contradiction of instrumental rationality. Art’s irrationality, in that sense, is not the same
as reason’s irrationality.

210
Goodman (1968: 248) similarly refers to the cognitive use of emotions in art: ‘Cognitive use involves discriminating
and relating them in order to gauge and grasp the work and integrate it with the rest of our experiences and the
world’. ‘Also, emotions function cognitively not as separate items but in combination with one another and with other
means of knowing. Perception, conception, and feeling intermingle and interact; and an alloy often resists analysis
into emotive and nonemotive components’ (249).
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In mimetic processes, human beings assimilate the world and step outside their own selves to bring the exte-

rior world into their interior world and, conversely, to express themselves in the world.
211

Thus, in Adorno’s

words, the subject, ‘[t]agging along behind its reification, … limits that reification through the [use of a] mi-

metic vestige, the plenipotentiary of an integral life amid a damaged life where the subject is being reduced

to an ideology’ (171). By creating connections between inner and outer worlds for, and between, individuals,

mimetic processes provide important conditions for intersubjective understanding (Gebauer & Wulf in Flick,

1996: 26).
212

Within an educational system that relies largely on rational definitions it is difficult to conceive how an under-

standing of this nature can nurtured. An assumption that learning processes are orderly and fully rationalis-

able is likely to produce oversimplified task/solution approaches, where course outlines, learning outcomes

and performance standards will determine what counts as tasks or solutions.
213

Another assumption is that

all participants will go through and benefit from the same learning process. Any education based on it is in

danger of reproducing ethnocentrism (and thereby racist exclusions) by contributing to – or even instigating –

practices that render the knowledge of other groups ’invisible, silent, and nameless’ (Goldberg, 1993: 110).

For to ‘render invisible is to silence, and to silence is to erase the presence of those whose voices are

drowned out’.
214

Conceptions of the learning process as linear and progressive virtually

exclude circular learning through trial and error; to-ing and fro-ing be-

tween irreducible but complementary poles; multiple explorations in

different directions; collectively shared learning without clearly identifi-

able individual achievements; student-initiated redefinitions of tasks,

and similar forms of learning.

What is at issue here, to use Wittgenstein’s metaphor again, is the

compatibility of the language-games played out in our tertiary institu-

tions (and the media and the public discourses they feed on and into)

with the forms of life of many of their ‘clients’, as well as their capacity for responsiveness and care. And, in

fact, some of the factors contributing to their potential incompatibility are already imbedded in their preferred

211
For art production, Langer observed that ‘[t]he imagination must be fed from the world - by new sights and sounds,
actions and events - and the artist’s interest in ways of human feeling must be kept up by actual living and feeling;
that is, the artist must live his material’ (Langer, 1953: 254), and Fichte (1864: 158) believed that consciousness by
itself not is productive at all, but exclusively reflexive.

212
Mimetic processes seem to be related to what Maturana (1992: 234) calls a ‘network of social and linguistic cou-
pling’ by means of which a ‘world [is] brought forth in coexistence with other people’ (241), and in which ‘smelling,
seeing, building, preferring, rejecting, conversing‘ all have their place. While ‘language is a condition sine qua non
for the experience of what we call the mind,’ ‘our experiences flow according to coherences in the operation of our
nervous system to which we have no access as observers but which necessarily occur as part of our ontogenic drift
as living systems’ (231). On another level, I also sense some consonance with Kristeva’s semiotic (even though
she seems to limit the sphere of the semiotic to crisis situations, when the symbolic system fails). See p. 133, and
Langer’s non-discursive ‘awareness of patterns of experience’ below.

213
At least amongst many design educationalists, the wisdom and efficiency of this framework is in doubt – be it only
because it is not ‘workable’.

214
‘The universal claims of Western knowledge, then, colonial or postcolonial, turn necessarily upon the deafening
suppression of its various racialized Others into silence.’ (151) For an analysis of the concurrent development of
scientific methods of ordering and classifying, and the category of ‘race’ in the context of colonial expansion, see
Goldberg (1993: 49ff). For a concrete manifestation of that potential of racism with regard to knowledge in New
Zealand, see fn. 1060.

Drawing hands. Escher 1948
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language.
215

2.3 Discursive and non-discursive reasoning

Langer has prominently concerned herself with the different nature of discursive and non-discursive reason-

ing and the relevance of that difference to artistic production and reception.

Because the prime purpose of language is discourse, the conceptual framework that has devel-

oped under its influence is known as ‘discursive reason’. Usually, when one speaks of ‘reason’

at all, one tacitly assumes its discursive pattern. But in a broader sense any appreciation of

form, any awareness of patterns in experience, is ‘reason’; and discourse with all its refinements

... is only one possible pattern (Langer, 1953: 29).

Neither logic nor conventional symbolic qualities establish particular art forms (or the artistic aspects in de-

sign and architecture); but rather it is their character as significant form which is articulate, but non-

discursive; capable of being felt, not logically appreciated (32).
216

Knowledge related to this area is non-

discursively exhibited and perceived long before it is acknowledged through scientific means (65). Non-

discursive forms, such as art, are able to articulate knowledge that ‘cannot be rendered discursively because

it concerns experiences that are not formally amenable to discursive projection’, which are ‘endlessly com-

plex, and sensitive to every sort of influence. All together they compose the dynamic pattern of feeling. It is

this pattern that only non-discursive symbolic forms can present, and that is the point and purpose of artistic

construction’ (240).
217

A typical feature of non-discursive forms is that they are not precise. They can have more than one import, a

phenomenon which Freud called ‘over-determination’. Further, a significant form can fuse contradictory

meanings.
218

Langer suggests that ‘emotional opposites … are often similar in their dynamic structure, and

reminiscent of each other. Small shifts of expression can bring them together, and show their intimate rela-

tions to each other, whereas literal description can only emphasise their separateness’ (242).
219

If the predominantly rational and discursive operational modes of the productive and public spheres are un-

able to accommodate processes that are not amenable to their frameworks and procedures but are, never-

theless, meaningful and productive in human lives, then that produces a dilemma for designers and archi-

tects. While they operate as professionals within the frameworks of the system, their professed task is to

215
See p. 41.

216
Langer continues here a Kantian (1790: SS59) tradition: ‘The intuitive mode of knowledge must be contrasted with
the discursive mode (not with the symbolic)’. Cassirer (1922: 175) later wrote ‘[b]y a “symbolic form” we shall mean
that energy of the mind which connects a mental content with a concrete sensory sign and makes it an internal part
of the sign’.

217
This includes literary art forms, particularly poetry. Goodman (1968: 226) states that ‘[n]onlinguistic systems differ
from languages, depiction from description, the representational from the verbal, paintings from poems, primarily
through lack of differentiation - indeed through density’. He adds that ‘[d]escriptions are distinguished from depic-
tions not through being more arbitrary but through belonging to articulate rather than to dense schemes; and words
are more conventional than pictures only if conventionality is construed in terms of differentiation rather than of arti-
ficiality. Nothing here depends upon the internal structure of a symbol; for what describes in some systems may
depict in others. ... The often stressed distinction between iconic and other signs becomes transient and trivial’
(230). On the difference of dense and articulate symbol systems see also Mitchell (1986: 66ff).

218
‘The cathectic intensities [in the Unconscious] are much more mobile. By the process of displacement one idea may
surrender to another its whole quota of cathexis; by the process of condensation it may appropriate the whole ca-
thexis of several other ideas.’ (Freud, 1915: 186)

219
See p. 91.
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cater for artistic needs and non-discursive processes that are part of the life-world of their clients.
220

Lacking

mediating forms of communication about important aspects of those life-worlds, they often are incapable of

recognising them and of engaging in conversations that would embrace them. Design education, insofar as it

is predominantly modelled on the goals and structures of the productive sphere, cannot offer students alter-

natives that would help them to create and maintain links between the two spheres. Further, it confronts stu-

dents with impossible choices when they are required to discursively elaborate on their work. This is particu-

larly critical with regard to aspects such as ornament, which have already been cloaked in silence, but whose

controversial status students, nevertheless, implicitly experience.
221

Lorenzer’s perspective (above) sheds some light on the problematics of topics such as ornament:
222

if visual

symbols are collectively rejected and their content and form thus relegated to separate registers, then dis-

cursive practice about them becomes increasingly difficult. While visual motifs can become carriers of non-

verbal/unconscious content-matter, users would remain unaware of this process for lack of available connec-

tions through discursive practices. Further, even though visual motifs are non-discursive, they can neverthe-

less operate as symbols and serve to anchor meanings or desires close to the threshold of conscious-

ness.
223

They thus remain accessible to certain forms of exploration, which do not operate on a discursive

level alone.
224

I have described how knowledge cannot be regarded as independent from the spheres in which it is con-

structed, distributed, and used. Always inherent in the creation and application of knowledge is the danger of

alienation and ideological misuse. Furthermore, the relationships between theory and practice are manifold

and dynamic: the prevailing notion that knowledge ‘trickles down’ ignores feed-back loops from the areas of

practice and has the effect of alienating popular knowledges. Poses of scientific neutrality and professional-

ism (where professional knowledge is made to appear superior to everyday knowledges of the professionals’

audiences) create potential for conflict and are ultimately unhelpful for both sides. Particularly in design,

which has always included aspects outside of scientific frameworks of knowledge, this leads to the margin-

alisation of vital issues and to the neglect of areas that cannot be dealt with on the grounds of ‘objective and

progressive’ knowledge.

All of this must be expected to impact on two important concepts in the context of my study: myth and mean-

ing, to which I will now turn.

VI Myth and Meaning 

Both concepts have already made their appearance in the previous sections. I now want to give a more sys-

tematic overview of how meaning and myth have been approached in theoretical discourses. In both cases, I

shall argue that for a long time there was a tendency to discredit elements which ran counter to the prevail-

ing outlook of science: the quest for certainty held no place for complex and ‘befuddled’ subjectivity and re-

220
For the distinction of life-world and system, see pp. 215f.

221
See p. 396.

222
See pp. 89f.

223
See p. 79.

224
This potential has, for example, been used in non-discursive forms of therapy where the connection between re-
pressed meanings and desires with socially approved rules of action is, indeed, often established. If this connection
can be made, it seems possible to indirectly render those meanings or desires accessible to discursive reflection.
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lied on objective and measurable forms of explanation.
225

Under these circumstances, myth became the

structural other of scientific discourse, and meaning was reduced to unambiguous statements increasingly

lacking relevance in cultural practice. Other accounts – emerging, for example, from anthropology – see

myth and meaning as cultural practices of predominantly non-European others. Few have researched and

considered myth and meaning in their cultural settings in contemporary life-worlds.

1 Meaning

Meaning is a core theme in my exploration of cultural practices around ornamentation: the title of my thesis

suggests that some processes of transition (for example, the change from visual symbols to ornamentation)

entail (or have been perceived to entail) a loss of meaning. This initial hunch has been both substantiated

and transformed in the empirical research projects, the discussion of which forms the second part of this

thesis. The purpose of this present argument is to map aspects of meaning and their theoretical treatment

that are relevant to the context of my thesis.

1.1 Accounts of meaning

Like knowledge, meaning given or pertaining to a symbol, object, action, or relationship is always dependent

on an historical, social or cultural context: the same thing can mean different things for different people at

different times. The perception of the meaning of the world (of the meaning of meaning, in fact) has changed

over the course of European history, and is different in different cultures, their epistemologies, and their his-

tories.

When reviewing Western epistemological arguments, it is important to recall that they represent only a spe-

cific range of approaches to knowledge. Smith (1999: 39) holds that Maori epistemological foundations are

incommensurable with modern Western accounts of knowledge, which were imposed on Indigenous knowl-

edge in the process of colonisation with devastating effects (64).

Indigenous people have been, in many ways, oppressed by theory. Any consideration of the

ways our origins have been examined, our histories recounted, our arts analysed, our cultures

dissected, measured, torn apart and distorted back to us will suggest that theories have not

looked sympathetically or ethically at us (38).

This imposition was not only underpinned by the self-interest of those imposing, but also by a deeply held

belief on the side of Western theorists (and the consumers of their theories) that Western knowledge is supe-

rior to any other type.
226

This evaluation is, in turn, based on an assumption that other types of knowledge

can be comprehended and gauged within Western conceptual frameworks and terms. However, epistemolo-

gies are never separate from the worldviews and values of the societies in which they evolve; and the

greater the difference between the frameworks in any given case, the more difficult it is to make valid com-

parisons.
227

225
See p. 77.

226
In Western discourses of knowledge, pre-scientific knowledge is as a rule ‘disregarded even if it is obviously valid or
true knowledge, such as that of the stone and metal workers or the early agriculturalists of prehistoric times’ (Elias,
1991: 84).

227
In his juxtaposition of Western and Eastern medicine, Kaptchuk (1983: 2-7) emphasises the vastly different concep-
tual codes and frameworks underlying the two bodies of knowledge. He also emphasises the importance of judging
knowledge systems by their own consistency rather than by standards imposed from the outside. ‘Chinese medi-
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In Western philosophy, epistemology (which is concerned with the possibility, origins and nature of human

knowledge) goes back to Plato’s discussion in his Theaetetus (‘Epistemology’ in Kemerling, 1997-9).

The standard account of knowledge contained in this dialogue holds that:
228

This justified true belief account of knowledge makes several assumptions, for example, that knowledge can

be generated by an autonomous individual; that truth is self-evident; and that what counts as reasons for

justification is clear and uncontested .

When I use the term epistemology, I do not refer to this standard account of knowledge. My framework is

that of situated epistemologies not only of societies (such as Kaptchuk’s example of Chinese or Western

medicine), but even further of particular groups within those societies.
229

Nevertheless, I am aware that con-

cepts based on this model are still operative in modern accounts of knowledge, even though they have been

increasingly challenged.
230

What follows is an overview of Western approaches to meaning in the twentieth

century, mainly from analytic, pragmatist and structuralist perspectives.

Analytic theories assume a correspondence between a proposition and the world, and they also assume that

the relationship expressed in a proposition can be evaluated as logically true or false. Many of the basic

elements in analytic philosophy have been taken from mathematics and physics, and Russell (1948: 857, 9)

regarded their employment as a good way to ‘reduce’ ‘metaphysical muddle’. Russell’s view, representative

of analytic philosophy, is that whatever can be known can be known by science. Other matters, such as

those concerning feelings and values lie outside its realm (862-3).
231

Accordingly, the failure of philosophy to

separate these areas has lead most philosophers (and Russell included both Kant and Descartes here) to

falsify logic and to ‘pretend that deep-seated prejudices were heaven-sent intuitions’ (863). Scientific truth-

fulness is based on observations and inferences that are impersonal and ‘as much divested of local and

temperamental bias’ as possible (864). Analytic philosophy is thus concerned with an epistemology which is

logical, reliable, objective, able to be proven by empirical means, and be communicated (Störig, 1998: 685).

‘Everything that can be thought at all can be thought clearly. Everything that can be said can be said clearly.’

(Wittgenstein, 1922: §4.116) In fact, Wittgenstein’s arguments in his Tractatus outline well the reasons why

cine is a coherent system of thought that does not require validation by the West as an intellectual construct. Intel-
lectually, the way to approach Chinese concepts is to see whether they are internally logical and consistent, not to
disguise them as Western concepts or to dismiss them because they do not conform to Western notions. And the
system is internally consistent’ (52).

228
Personal communication with Michael Peters, September 1999.

229
In New Zealand, various epistemologies co-exist and have a bearing on the subject of my study. Alternative ap-
proaches to medicine, for example, in my view deserve epistemological attention and recognition, just as institu-
tionalised theories of medicine do. They are no doubt different, but I cannot see clear and valid parameters which
would exclude either one from theoretical recognition. At the same time, I do not presume a principal incom-
mensurability (as Rorty does); my concern is more that we cannot really say much about it at this stage, since there
has been no dialogue yet where the ‘truth that becomes visible to me only through the Thou’ had a chance to shine
through, because Western knowledge production has hardly begun to let itself ‘be told something’ by its structural
others. See p. 110.

230
See p. 68ff.

231
He echoes here Wittgenstein’s (1922: §7) dictum ‘Whereof one cannot speak thereof one must be silent’.

For A (a person) to know that p (proposition) …

(i) A must believe that p … (belief condition)

(ii) p must be true (truth condition)

(iii) A must have reason(s) to believe that p … (justification condition)
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analytic philosophy and its perspective on meaning is not applicable to the concerns of my study: he de-

clares the world to consist of (atomic) facts (§2) of which our mind forms pictures (§2.1), i.e. thoughts (§3).

These share their logical form of representation with the facts (§2.2) and can be so formed that they corre-

spond to the facts (§3.2). Thought is expressed in propositions (§3.1) and it is only in those propositions that

‘a name’ has meaning. The parts of a proposition that express its sense are symbols (§3.31), but what we

can perceive are only their signs (words) (§3.32).

In ordinary language, two different symbols can be expressed by the same sign (§3.323), which can lead to

fundamental confusions (and which philosophy is full of). To avoid these confusions, a symbolism must be

used that does not apply the same sign for different symbols and does not mingle ways of signification

(§3.325). The limits of language are the limits of the world (§5.6). Ethics and aesthetics cannot be expressed

(§6.421), and when all scientific questions have been answered ‘the problems of life have still not been

touched at all’ (§6.52). Almost at the end of the Tractatus he states

[m]y propositions are elucidatory in this way: he who understands me finally recognizes them as

senseless, when he has climbed out through them, on them, over them. (He must so to speak

throw away the ladder, after he has climbed up on it.) He must surmount these propositions;

then he sees the world rightly’ (§6.4).

Analytic procedures are far removed from the practices or uses of symbols in ornamentation, which have

little in common with concern for logical truth values. Further, the concomitant advocacy of ‘ideal languages’

to avoid the deceptiveness of natural language is a choice that turns attention away from everyday prac-

tices.
232

In many ways, analytic philosophy is representative of the way of thinking that led to the repression

of ornament.
233

Wittgenstein’s later work takes a different turn, and I will look at his theories of meaning as

use below.
234

On the other side of the spectrum, pragmatist theories are little concerned with logical accuracy of meaning,

or with questions about first principles or origins.
235

They focus on the effects of a particular philosophy on

people’s lives and on the plurality of practices of ‘flesh-and-blood individuals’ and their beliefs and affects

(Honderich, 1995: 710). Contingency of knowledge is acknowledged, and reality is seen as consisting of

many overlapping areas characterised by conflict and change. In this situation, human beings are in a posi-

tion to act and make decisions and choices (577), and knowledge is a tool for adapting to this reality and

controlling it. In neo-pragmatic positions, ‘truth and meaning are taken to be nothing but moments of specific

social practices’ (614). Because of their focus on social practice, pragmatist theories can be linked with the

Marxian praxis concept, and they have been used by Habermas to account for social processes.

232
And one that is futile: ‘Is it possible to take metaphorical and extensive meanings away from language? It is not’
(Gramsci, 1994: 1422).

233
As it happens, Wittgenstein had a strong personal aversion to ornamentation, congruent with his generally ascetic
life-style. In a letter to his friend Eccles in July 1924, he advised him to ‘absolutely insist’ to the suppliers of a bed ‘to
saw off the horrid ornaments’ (quoted in McGuiness, 1985: 277). This attitude ought to be seen in the context of his
life experience and the context of the intellectual field he was part of: Loos and Kraus, for example, believed like
him that they had found an alternative to what they perceived as corrupting and deceitful contemporary practices of
ornamentation in language, and in art and design. A cathartic purification would reveal what ornamentation and
other practices obscured, and thereby smothered: the purity of form, language, social relationships etc. Neverthe-
less, Wittgenstein did believe in passion. ‘My ideal is a certain coolness. A temple providing a setting for the pas-
sions without meddling with them’ (1980: 2e).

234
See p. 102.

235
See Rorty, p. 24.
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Peirce’s concept of meaning in the area of signification is richer than that of analytic philosophy: it not only

involves more (and more dynamic) relationships of signification, it also accounts for different levels of reality

such as feelings, facts and thoughts.
236

However, other aspects of pragmatism, for example, the concern

with efficiency and effectiveness in ‘the realisation of some appropriate purpose in an altogether person-

indifferent way’ (712), and the Peircean conception of ‘the meaning of any concept that has application in the

real world [as] inhering in the relations that link experiential conditions of application with observable results’

(710), are virtually incompatible with the concerns of my investigation. This conception of meaning pays no

attention to meanings that cannot be distinguished in practice but might, nevertheless, form people’s view of

the world. Its leaning towards the establishment of meaning through (experimental) verification introduces a

positivistic bias and is, at least latently, in danger of ignoring the situation of ‘flesh-and-blood individuals’.

Structuralist theories of meaning – including post-structuralist ones – are concerned with (language as) ‘a

system of immanent relationships and differences’ (Honderich, 1995: 708). While the notions of ‘relation-

ships’ and ‘differences’ are useful for an investigation into symbolic (and ornamental) practices, Saussurian

structuralist linguistics (which have dominated structuralist investigations into meaning) have largely aban-

doned the relationship to a referent, and focus on language as signification. Looking at cultural practices,

however, it seems indispensable to take into account users’ notions of representation of reality and experi-

ence, and the non-verbal modes of signification.
237

Saussure anticipated that semiotics, as a field of enquiry,

would become the meta-science beyond linguistics, centrally concerned with meaning and its expression in

all social fields. It was Barthes who took this notion seriously, and he applied semiotic methods to fields simi-

lar to mine. Extending Saussure’s notion of the sign, he establishes three levels of interpretation in semi-

ological systems: those of materiality, language, and use (Barthes, 1983:29). He also considers the mean-

ings that are imposed on functional signs (signs not initially meant to carry meaning) and postulates that this

imposition involves ideologies. This aspect makes his approach amenable to my interest in changes of

meaning. Barthes – in some ways similar to Eco – does not preclude the existence of a referent independent

from its realisation in discourse, but he holds that its perception will be determined by the prevailing sign sys-

tem. Meaning can never be systematically retrieved in the image itself, for meaning is also established in its

reception. So, a semiotic concept of meaning ‘must include the “surprises” of meaning’ (Barthes, 1964: 36).

Barthes is not only interested in what things mean, but also how they mean – an almost pragmatist view. The

resulting attention to particular settings in which sign systems operate can facilitate readings that are situated

236
‘On Peirce’s account, something is a representation-bearer if it operates, or functions, as a representation-bearer
for an interpreter. … (i) a representation-bearer represents – possesses the property of ‘aboutness’ – by virtue of
being (somehow) related to its representational object, by virtue of a relation between itself and an interpreter, and
by virtue of an interpreter being brought into relation with a representational object; (ii) a representation-bearer
represents what it represents – has the content it does – by virtue of a relation obtaining between two of these re-
lata, namely the representation-bearer and its representational object. A theory of content … is embedded within a
theory of representation’ (Files, 1996: 401-2).

237
Lash (1988: 316) argues that the conceptualisation of an unconscious ‘structured like a language … has crucial
implications for Anglo-American and Continental Culture Studies, whose Lacanian impulse has arguably prevented
the establishment of important distinctions between cultural forms’. A colleague seemed to confirm this contention
when she told me that her students in Film Studies have little difficulty ‘with the notion of semiotics if you introduce it
through … word as symbol, but they seem to think it’s a revelation if I explain to them that [the heart symbol] is not
shared amongst all cultures at all times. I wouldn’t be able to say to some of those students “which cultures
wouldn’t understand this symbol?” I don’t think they’d know. They wouldn’t have the conceptual base whereby they
could see that these things have been passed down and while they know them as second nature, for other people
that would be part of learning about Western culture’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 130). Her account seems to
indicate that current analysis of signification in education is restricted to syntactical and paradigmatic schemes, dis-
regarding the agent as well as the referent.
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in a medium between meticulous detail (common in ethnography and art history) and large scale systemati-

sation.

In practice, semiotic analyses often ignore affective components. This is strange, since one might expect that

their concern with connotations would include explorations of subjective and emotional aspects, and atten-

tion to ‘obtuse meanings’ bound up with feelings rather than rationality. This short-falling has been ad-

dressed by Kristeva (1986b: 28) who argues that there is indeed an alternative to the prevailing formalist

application of meaning systems and its ‘increasing sophistication through “logico-mathematical tools which

enable it to formulate models”. Such approaches perceive of meaning as pertaining to a transcendental ego

‘cut off from its body, its unconscious and also its history’. The alternative would be to theorise meaning as

constructed by a speaking subject that is divided, sustaining both conscious and unconscious meanings. In

these operations, the subject has to resolve potential conflicts between bio-physical forces (drives) and so-

cial constraints. Semiology would then perceive of meaning ‘not as a sign-system but as a signifying proc-

ess’.

Psychoanalytic and phenomenological traditions point to the way in which the world and its meanings are

constructed by individual subjectivities, and explain why those meanings appear as real and true as any

meanings proposed by objective canons. They allow analysts to retrieve intentional meaning as opposed to

‘imposing “objective”, “scientific” or “medical” hegemonic meanings over signs and embodiment which plead

to be understood in their own terms’ (Bullock & Woodings, 1992: 825). More importantly, psychoanalysis

opens up the aspect of forces, which are at play in the construction of meaning, outside of conscious intent.

Lacan located meaning in the unconscious, the ‘Other’ which precedes a person’s conscious self. This

meaning can never be fully controlled or expressed by the self. Since meaning is also culturally constructed,

the individual is necessarily connected to both the meanings of her culture and to ‘the presence and power of

the drives which create and sustain us as persons in a world of persons’ (Lye, 1999).
238

Since an important concept in my thesis is the notion of use, Wittgenstein’s theory of meaning as use – as

he developed it in his later Philosophical Investigations – not only offers a flexible line of argument, but is

also amenable to ‘plug-ins’ from other theories, including aspects derived from those previously discussed.

His notion of language-games does not abandon the existence of a referent altogether. But he insists that

the referent alone (or the sign for that matter) is unable to explain meaning in language: in order to find out

what language means, he says we need to look at the way it is used. In the Tractatus he said that in ‘order to

recognize the symbol in the sign we must consider the significant use’ (§3.326). While this was still within the

parameters of his search for logical purity, he now accepts the ambiguity of meaning of different

signs/symbols, even though he is still on his guard. He describes problems due to misinterpretations of lan-

guage as ‘deep disquietudes; their roots are as deep in us as the forms of our language’ (1958: #111). The

pictures that are embedded in it can hold us captive and ‘language seemed to repeat [them] to us inexorably’

(#115). And yet, philosophy should not be about systematically clarifying and explicating something that is

hidden from our view, but about observing and describing what is openly visible – in ‘plain view’ (#89) – in

the different language-games that people are involved in, and which give their words and symbols meaning.

These meanings are not fixed and given, but change with the games – where some might newly come into

238
Another reason to engage with psychoanalytic theories is that a considerable number of theorists employ argu-
ments drawn from Freudian psychoanalysis in their discussion of ornament, most notably Loos in his polemics
against ornamentation (Haiko & Reissberger, 1985: 115).
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existence and others are forgotten (#23). For a large class of words the meaning is their ‘use in language’

and this meaning can sometimes be exemplified by pointing at its referent (#43). It is therefore not helpful to

apply only logic in order to understand the ways in which meaning comes about, but it might be much better

to ‘look and see whether there is anything common to all. … To repeat: don’t think, but look’ (#66)! Different

from his previous analytic position, he has now given up the belief that new symbolic languages are more

perfect than normal language, and that they can better help us to understand (#81). It is in the language of

everyday that we speak about language, and if it is too coarse, then he thinks it ‘strange that we should be

able to do anything at all with the one we have’ (#120)! Speaking is an activity, a ‘form of life’ (#23), and if we

want to understand the meaning of something, it is misleading to think of the word as one thing and meaning

as another (#120).
239

Separating activity and meaning by an artificial symbolic language puts us ‘onto slip-

pery ice’ because there is no longer the friction of context, activity, and meaning; and while that can be seen

as ideal conditions in one way, it also means ‘that we are unable to walk’, because of the lack of friction. It is

therefore better to get ‘[b]ack to the rough ground!’ (#107).

In New Zealand today, different views are held about what or how a symbol might ‘mean’. One perspective is

that a meaning can be described in a one-to-one relationship between symbols and objects with relative pre-

cision, and exhaustively.
240

From this view, it would, for example, be possible to compile a ‘dictionary’ of

Maori symbols and motifs. An interested reader is supposed to be able to grasp their meanings from the text.

This is a notion which Wittgenstein seems to have supported in the Tractatus when he says that ‘[a] name

means the object. The object is its meaning’ (§3.203). He subsequently rejected this notion. The opposing

position – held by many in New Zealand, particularly by Maori – insists that meaning is never immutable, but

always dependent on context, history and the persons involved. There are layers of meaning which might be

revealed in different situations to different persons to different degrees.
241

These opposing views correspond

to different conceptions of where meaning is established and resides. Does it lie in the object (or text) or in

the beholder (or reader)? Or does it reside in the interplay between object and beholder, that is, in the inter-

acting communities, their traditions, and in the various forms of life?

In order to find out what ornament might mean in different contexts, I would argue that we need to look at the

ways in which it is used, and at the values and assumptions that surround its use. From the data derived

from my research projects it is clear that various levels of meaning operate in the participants’ accounts:

people refer to canons of conventional knowledge; to personalised meanings they communicate about with

people close to them; to meanings that are socially constructed and operating in a day-to-day context; and to

meaning as an epistemological or cultural category.

Meaning has often been described as a central element in the way in which humans interpret their world. In

fact, this making of meaning has occasionally been referred to as the feature which, as far as we know, sets

human beings most prominently apart from other species.
242

Once such making of meaning becomes the

subject of social discourse, meaning is not only constructed but can be formalised. This elaboration of mean-
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See Elias fn. 147.
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See p. 70.
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See p. 261ff and p. 273ff.
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With the weakening of instinctive regulation, humans had to develop another way of aligning themselves to the
environment: by interpreting the phenomena they encounter. Maturana and Varela (1992: 137) use the analogy of a
submarine navigator who responds to indicators and conceptualises relationships between them – without being
aware of the submarine’s environment as an outside observer knows it. – See also Elias (1991: 73), Rorty (1980:
26), Leroi-Gourhan (1980: 449).
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ing, and the ability to communicate about it symbolically, has opened up what Elias (1991: 47) calls the fifth

dimension – which ‘serves humans as a means of communication and identification’; and of which they si-

multaneously become subjects and objects.

While all of the foregoing refers to epistemological layers of meaning, ontological aspects are embedded in

them. If meaning is seen as an interpretation of phenomena derived from experience, some parts of that

experience cannot be fully socially mediated, but are particular to each individual’s course of life. Yet, if per-

sonal experiences can be related to those that are socially mediated, they can be echoed with emotional

density in metaphors: the warmth of the rising and seasonally increasing sun is not only a socially communi-

cable experience but has – at least for any person that has some contact with nature – the actuality of lived

experience. If the sun is then metaphorically employed to evoke principles in nature and life, the individual

can resonate with the concept.

Lacan, despite his strong emphasis of language,
243

nevertheless addressed its connection with such experi-

ences and showed

that language has its roots in the corporal and symbolic bedrock of the Imaginary. That is to

say, symbols mediate between effects, things, and sounds. In Seminar II Lacan said that ‘the

first symbols, the “natural” symbols, have come from a certain number of prevalent images – the

image of the human body, the image of a certain number of obvious objects like the sun, the

moon and some others. And this is what gives its weight, its spring and its emotional vibration to

human language’ (Ragland-Sullivan, 1986: 150).
244

Proverbs capture this resonance of individual experience in socially shared interpretations, and so does

common sense. While Goodman (1968: xxi) conceives of common sense as a ‘repository of ancient error’,

and others have gone further to add prejudice, it can be more neutrally conceptualised as those cultural be-

liefs and wisdoms that have become naturalised (and thus seem natural) for the members of a group. Mean-

ings provided by common sense form the backdrop of individual experience, and they are the meanings that

one grows up with, that have ‘always … simply and unquestionably [been] there’ (Pound on canons 1989:

52). They may be accepted or rejected, but they undoubtedly leave traces in any individual’s biography and

experiences. They shape interpretations of, and relationships with, objects. The ‘basic patterns of social ob-

ject relations arise and change in long term processes’ and ‘in countless individual biographies they are sub-

jectively experienced or suffered, appropriated and embodied’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 27). Selle and Boehe

see meaning as operating on three dovetailing levels: the social reality of collectively produced object rela-

tionships, the socio-historically differentiated reality of collective traditions of use, and the subjective, per-

sonal reality of experience with objects.

Whilst always embedded into a larger social field of meaning, individuals interpret and customise meanings

according to their particular positions. Social meanings also resonate in personal memories, but they are
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Most of the Lacanian theories that I am aware of seem to isolate, in the treatment of the symbolic, language from
other signifying practices. As Sève (in Lorenzer, 1973: 15) points out, this has consequences with regard to social
practices: isolating linguistic relationships from the ensemble of social relationships implies an avoidance of the re-
lationships of production. Appel (1995: 182) further notes that, possibly because of Lacan’s own fascination with the
Symbolic order, ‘Lacanian cultural analysts have largely followed the tracks of signification and meaning. However,
it is clear that the Imaginary, if undeveloped theoretically, is a non-discursive domain of culture which is usally ig-
nored by word-drunk academia’. See also fn. 237.
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She goes on to say: ‘But, said Lacan, these Imaginary themes cannot be reduced homogeneously to the Symbolic’.
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reinterpreted and reconfigured. While the scope for the manipulation of meaning – demarcated as it is by

social coercion and relative freedom – might be small, individuals nevertheless make use of it (Selle &

Boehe, 1986: 35).

1.2 Loss and recovery of meaning

In their relationship with collective traditions of use, people adopt different positions towards the viability, and

indeed vitality, of elements of those traditions. If, for instance, meanings are perceived as having been lost

through historical or cultural change, the question arises which relevance this has for the current construction

of meanings by individuals and groups. From some perspectives, there is no reason to mourn this loss, par-

ticularly if the connotations clustered around its expressions are perceived as oppressive or exclusionary.
245

Similarly, lost meanings can be associated with practices or cultural forms regarded as outmoded, which

inevitably had to give way to progress.
246

From another perspective, it is important to try to recover lost

meaning, particularly if the loss was connected with the suffering of violence and rupture. Meaning then is a

part of history that needs to be re-embodied in the present.
247

To speak of recovery of meaning implies, in a sense, the acceptance that there has been (an) intending sig-

nifying subject(s) or tradition. Those intentions then necessarily become part of interpretation and the recov-

ery of meaning. But, equally, the interpreter’s intentions and interests have to be taken into account, together

with that which lies beyond his conscious grasp. This ‘beyond’ is constituted on the basis of his own tradi-

tions, embodied in the language he speaks, and in his habitus.

Outside of art historical discourse, in the practice of perception and interpretation of an object, the intention

of the maker enters into interpretation when it meets with the consciousness of the user/interpreter. Csik-

szentmihalyi (1981: 14-5) draws attention to the fact that in this interface a ‘double relation to consciousness’

is at play in which man-made objects have an important role to play. In fact, he says, they become part of

one’s self in a ‘concrete actuality’ which makes his old living-room chair part of his awareness and part of his

self as much ‘as anything can possibly be’.
248

Arendt (1958: 137) attributes to the ‘things of the world’ a stabi-

lising role – through their constancy and identity in the midst of ongoing change. Humans can retrieve that

‘sameness,’ and thereby their identity ‘by being related to the same chair and the same table. In other words,

against the subjectivity of men stands the objectivity of the man-made world rather than the sublime indiffer-

ence of an untouched nature ...’ . By making and engaging with objects, meaning and identity is created sub-

jectively as well as intersubjectively. The permanence of object relationships, which are endowed with or

carry emotive meaning, can strengthen identity.

Interpretation is, thus, dynamic and requires both writer and reader, actor and observer. The antinomy be-

tween ‘meaning as intentional act (of writer and reader) and meaning as a textual fact (the product of gram-

matical, rhetorical, textual, and contextual structures)’ (Culler quoted in Bal, 1996: 137) is a false one and

positively hindering. Any meanings of cultural facts derive as much from post facto historical developments

and contextual influences as from the ‘author’ who is, in turn, influenced by the intellectual field she operates

in, that is, the history shaping her realm of practice, contemporary social and cultural concerns, intertextual-
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See p. 194.
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See p. 22.
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See p. 246.
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ity, and so forth. Thus, social and communal reworking changes the intended meaning; and changed pat-

terns of perception and interpretation open up aspects of meaning that might not have been available or

conceivable to the author.

I will discuss these issues here by drawing mainly on Benjamin’s and Gadamer’s hermeneutics. While they

were primarily concerned with our relationship with history, I believe their theories can be expanded to ad-

dress cross-cultural questions. Central to this discussion are notions such as the work involved in recovery

and the concerns of Gadamer’s philosophical hermeneutics – particularly his notion of pre-judice and the

relationship between ‘I’ and ‘Thou’.

In many instances, lost meaning is perceived to reside somewhere on the other side of a gulf cutting through

time or space.
249

With respect to historical meaning, the time that elapsed between the historical actuality of

a meaning and our own time is supposed to separate us from it and make understanding difficult. This view

is intimately linked with the understanding of a present as free and autonomous from a past and its tradi-

tions.

Gadamer (1975) has shown extensively that this assumption is based on false premises. He maintains that

in our present – whether we acknowledge it or not – we have been formed by the past, and we construct the

present on the grounds of our conditioning. From this perspective, time is no longer perceived as a gulf

which has ‘to be bridged because it separates’ (297). On the contrary, it ‘is actually the supportive ground of

the course of events in which the present is rooted’. As a consequence, the past is not separated by a dis-

tance which would allow us to reconstruct it unaltered. But, as Gadamer points out, to regard ‘understanding

as the reconstruction of the original would’, in any event, ‘be no more than the recovery of a dead meaning’

(149).

If we realise the specific historical position from which our own perception of the past arises, this position not

only necessarily influences our reconstruction of lost meanings, it also helps us to construct new ones. Ben-

jamin, before Gadamer, emphasised the specific connections that exist between the present and past. An

awareness of one’s own historicity can produce an understanding of culture in which meaning is no longer

fashioned ‘out of a tangled ball of mere facticities’ but out of a ‘counted group of threads which represent the

woof of the past fed into the warp of the present’ (Benjamin, 1937: 37). This understanding is dynamic and

cannot be the same in different historical situations. ‘For centuries threads can become lost and are picked

up by the actual course of history in a disjointed and inconspicuous manner.’

Benjamin’s form of hermeneutics sees the recipient of meaning as a ‘prophet turned backwards’ who recog-

nises and actualises the potential meaning in a work of art. Through his subjective construction he also cre-

ates real meaning. Sometimes it is even necessary for time to pass and social conditions to change before

potential meanings can be recognised and actualised (Fischer-Lichte, 1979:197). Contemporaries may not

be able to fully comprehend them, as little as they can be fully intended by the artist. However, changed cir-

cumstances and new perspectives alone will not make the actualisation of potential meanings possible. To

pick up the threads that have been lost it is crucial for the interpreter to relinquish distanced and contempla-

tive attitudes towards the object of interpretation,
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See p. 199 and p. 248.
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in order to become conscious of the critical constellation in which precisely this fragment of the

past finds itself in precisely this present … It is an irretrievable image of the past which threat-

ens to disappear in any present which does not recognize its common relation with that image

(Benjamin, 1937: 28).

An understanding of the historicity of meaning requires the reflection of both historical distance and one’s

own biographical and historical position. Further, the recovery of meaning is not a privilege or luxury, it is a

demand and a task to salvage the work of the past through newly constituting it. In grasping the constellation

into which her ‘own epoch has entered with a particular past’ (Benjamin, 1969b: 279), the interpreter consti-

tutes a ‘concept of the present as “now-time” into which splinters of messianic time are sprinkled’. Benjamin’s

claim is that there is a ‘secret engagement’ between past and present generations. In the chain of genera-

tions, we have been expected on earth, and our generation, like all preceding ones, is endowed with ‘a weak

messianic power which the past is entitled to’ (268).

Eco (1973: 140) comes to a significant distinction between different modes of the work of recovery, which

partially offsets his general sanguinity about the possibility of recovery of meaning through ‘philological

skills’.
250

Whereas the recovery of the meanings of antiquity in the Renaissance period led to a major recon-

figuration of the contemporary world-view, the present mode of recovery is characterised by a ‘lightly pulsat-

ing alternation of acceptance and rejection, … far from ‘revolutionizing’ the bases of our culture’. The ‘”toler-

ance” towards the entire past’ observed by Eco disregards specific historical links (in Benjamin’s sense) and

produces not only the ‘curious semantic shifts’ Eco notes (138), but also layers of meaning that sit ‘only

loosely and externally’ on the objects (Lorenzer, 1971a: 89).
251

For meanings to become dense and relevant, they have to be realised in, and integrated into, social and

cultural practices.
252

Bude (1991: 103) writes of times which are perceived as flourishing periods of culture.

They are characterised by high concordances, where fast and dense coupling occurs between developments

in all cultural areas. Other times are perceived as cultural waiting periods, as a peculiar mixture of hectic and

weariness. In these periods, discordances are dominant, and the various cultural developments de-couple

and run idle. While this might be a fair description of how ebbs and tides are perceived in the generational

and historical flow of culture, it does not take account of the practices of contemporary agents. Gadamer

(1977: 63) argues that one cannot simply speak of periods which are ‘rich in commonly shared symbols’ and

familiarity, and on the other hand of poor times ‘of symbolic depletion, as though the grace of the time were a

simple matter. In reality, the symbol is a task of construction’. It requires the investment of time and a com-

mitment to learning: if we want to understand something that we cannot take for granted as being ours, we

have to become fluent in those language-games that are not at our disposal – as ours are.

Only through a slow process of ‘learning to spell, learning to read’ (64) will a work of art – or any other com-

plex cultural work – begin to speak to us (mean something to us). And this, in turn, requires a ‘communica-

tive commonality’ to which we have to contribute by engaging in the traditions in which we are always

placed, whether or not we want – or are able – to recognise them. Even if we ignore them and believe we

can start afresh, that changes nothing about the power of those traditions. For tradition is nothing like the

preservation of monuments, but is the activity of bringing together the present and the ‘stony past’, a ‘con-
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stant interaction between our present and its goals, and the strands of the past which we are as well’ (65). In

fact, our daily life is an incessant procession through the simultaneity of past and future (12).

Gadamer is of interest here, because he also takes ornament and decoration seriously.
253

In his view, it is

characteristic of decoration to perform a ‘two-sided mediation: namely to draw the viewer’s attention to itself,

to satisfy his taste, and then to redirect it away from itself to the greater whole of the life context which it ac-

companies’ (1975: 140). Similar to Holz, who argues that significant motifs intrinsically carry with them the

possibility of their restitution as meaningful images (even after their integration into a decorative context

which strips them of their significance),
254

Gadamer maintains that a picture ‘contains an indissoluble con-

nection with its world (127).
255

Unlike Adorno, Gadamer (1977: 63) is not simply dismissive of popular art and

the products of the culture industry. He is more interested in the ways they are used, and his main point is

that in order to understand something we have to be active and involved. It is for this reason that he thinks

that an exclusively palliative consumption of culture and art needs to be critically interrogated (66); consump-

tion often lacks the involvement that makes understanding possible and brings with it the danger that we only

see and hear what we already know. Our task in interpretation is to select, receive, and behold. Play always

demands participation (31).

This sense of participation and involvement is central to his philosophical hermeneutics. Importantly, Gada-

mer (1989: xxxi) does not offer a general theory of interpretation or a method – he explicitly rejects that

proposition. He emphasises that reliance on method only functions to produce distance, and that the ‘true

locus of hermeneutics is’ in an ‘in-between’: between the strangeness of the object we try to understand and

its familiarity for us, between the historical distance and its connection to us through our tradition (362). In a

cross-cultural situation, another point about hermeneutical consciousness seems even more important:

Gadamer stresses that this consciousness does not culminate in ‘methodological sureness of itself, but in

the same readiness for experience that distinguishes the experienced man from the man captivated by

dogma’ (362). This involvement and openness is essential. While the fluency in the language of the text and

a historical understanding help one’s understanding, it is important to bear in mind that what is reconstituted

in the process of interpretation is not the original but a derivative which is embedded into a different context

(167).

One of Gadamer’s central claims – namely that it is essential to understand the language of a text – has

been too narrowly translated to mean, for example, that scholars who research Maori culture need to be able

to speak te reo Maori. I interpret Gadamer to mean that it is not only a precondition of understanding, but

also an essential courtesy (and necessary respect); a tact, both in the common-sense meaning of the word

and in Gadamer’s sense (15). However, it does not guarantee understanding.
256

When Jahnke (1995: 19)

protests against a ‘formalist and logocentric reading of Maori images’ he does not seem to protest against

interpretation per se, but against ‘sureness’ and perhaps the assumption that one ‘knows’ the language one
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interprets well enough.
257

Jahnke also stresses the importance of an image’s connection with its cultural con-

text, and with the characteristic factors that determine the latter.

I have sometimes wondered how some factors peculiar to New Zealand influence interpretation. For in-

stance, could it be that the fact that the majority of Pakeha only speak one language contributes to the prob-

lem? The experience of mis-recognition in translation is something every bi- or multilingual person comes

across regularly. Wittgenstein’s dictum that concepts change when language-games change (and thereby

the words change) is a reality she is often confronted with when she tries to express concepts embedded in

one language-game in another.
258

Further, most theoretical texts which serve as substrates for interpreta-

tions in Aotearoa originate from different local contexts. This might become apparent in Neich’s use of

Gadamer in the interpretation criticised by Jahnke. Despite his own striving for tact, however, Gadamer has

little, if anything, to say about relationships of interpretation in the particular context of neo-colonialism in an

ex-colony. It is simply not an issue many Europeans are familiar with, and it is therefore not one that con-

cerns them a great deal. Hermeneutics was principally developed out of a tradition concerned with the un-

derstanding of texts which can be – at least to an extent – considered to belong to the traditions of the inter-

preters themselves. What makes Gadamer useful, however, is his insistence on not using philosophical

hermeneutics as a recipe of the cut out/turn over type.
259

Interpretation is ongoing work on meaning, and understanding is part of events in which meanings occur:

where meanings of statements are ‘formed and actualized’ (Gadamer, 1989: 164-5). Gadamer’s repeated

stress on the role of the interpreter has its complement in his awareness that anything that is not ‘immedi-

ately situated’ in the world of the interpreter ‘is estranged from its original meaning’ when the interpreter en-

counters it (165). In that instance, works of art or texts have already been ‘wrenched from their original world’

(166).

So far, Gadamer seems to concur with Schleiermacher who said that

a work of art, too, is really rooted in its own soil, its own environment. It loses its meaning when

it is wrenched from this environment and enters into general circulation; it is like something that

has been saved from the fire but still bears the burn marks upon it’ (quoted in Gadamer, 1989:

166).

He differs from Schleiermacher in his response to this observation: efforts to restore something in its original

historical context is futile ‘as all restitution and restoration of past life’. For what is reconstructed is not the

original (167) – once an object of interpretation has been wrenched from its original home, that meaning

cannot be restored. Interpretation adds to the meaning or subtracts from it, but can never fully reach it: ‘there

are only ever bad translations that point to something true’.
260

This accepted, understanding is a ‘fusion of …

horizons supposedly existing by themselves’ (306). In living traditions, he points out, this happens constantly:

the ‘old and new are always combining into something of living value, without either being explicitly fore-
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Trask (1993: 81-2) states that the partial impossiblity of translating Hawi’ian concepts into the prevalent English
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grounded from the other’. But, in interpretation, there is a tension between the text and the past that needs to

be maintained, rather than covered up through ‘naive assimilation’. Gadamer argues, and here he again re-

fers to history and not to other cultures, that historical consciousness must be ‘aware of its own otherness

and hence foregrounds the horizon of the past from its own’. But historical consciousness, and this is often

quite different in cross-cultural interpretation, is itself superimposed on a continuing tradition and can subse-

quently be integrated with the past. In a certain sense, this could be applied to New Zealand: the time of co-

lonial history is one which both Maori and Pakeha have experienced – even though in different traditions,

which over long periods remained quite separate. However, there may well be overlaps and touching points

that still wait to be explored.

The fusion of horizons – which is a central problem of hermeneutics – is intimately related to the experience

of the ‘Thou’ which

also manifests the paradox that something standing over against me asserts its own rights and

requires absolute recognition; and in that very process is ‘understood’. But … that what is so

understood is not the Thou but the truth of what the Thou says to us. I mean specifically the

truth that becomes visible to me only through the Thou, and only by my letting myself be told

something by it’ (Gadamer, 1975: xxxv).

To understand what the Thou wishes to tell us, we have to be able not only to listen, but to ‘transpose our-

selves’ (305). This means not, as Gadamer points out ‘just disregarding ourselves’ although that is also nec-

essary to see the other’s situation. But, more than that, we need to bring ourselves to the situation, to put

ourselves precisely into the other’s position, to understand her and the ‘indissoluble individuality’ of her oth-

erness. Again, this involves tension, and to maintain and clarify it is crucial. Interpreters who do not want to

continue the traditional alienation of non-Western cultures in their hermeneutics will have to learn to tolerate

the tension of the in-between and let themselves be told something by the other.

The difficulty, however, is the fact that ‘[k]nowledge is always already there’ in the interpretation of the other,

it produces the criteria for categorisation and adaptation to one’s own system; for the exotic

world would otherwise produce insecurity and become unbearable, it would be too real and ex-

istential (Osterwold, 1987: 432).

This is precisely the naive assimilation of two horizons which Gadamer warns us of. Moreover, interpretation

and categorisation are performed from a hegemonic position. Schneider (1987: 394) argues that there are

principal questions about the legitimacy of appropriation of ‘the foreign’, and of its translatability into a West-

ern interpretation. If one encounters the art of another culture in a museum, particularly if it is an anthropo-

logical one, one will learn nothing about the ‘different form of experience with reality underlying’ that art

(394).
261

The original distance from the art is further increased through procedures which the art of others are

subjected to in commercial environments. Osterwold (1987: 433) observes that we do not get closer to the

culture of others through the ‘trivial contemporary images’ we are served up by the culture industries, ‘as

marketing strategies, the tourism industry and politicians would have us believe, we are removed from them,

261
‘The blind spot in the vision of Europeans, which had already troubled Gauguin, naturally grew in proportion to the
distance to the world of the primitives.’ (394)
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put ourselves at a distance’.
262

For such trivial images assume to understand these cultures, and ‘the claim

to understand the other person in advance functions to keep the other person’s claim at a distance’

(Gadamer, 1989: 360).

Here lies a crucial point: just as Benjamin pleaded for historical understanding, it is necessary to relinquish

this distance, to give up the contemplation and interpretation of the other from afar. Wittgenstein (1958:

#455) writes ‘“When we mean something, it’s like going up to someone … .” We go up to the thing we

mean’.
263

This ‘going up to’ is an activity, it implies an engagement and an offer of participation. It also im-

plies the willingness to let oneself be told something by the other, to understand the truth that ‘becomes visi-

ble … only through the Thou’.

If the tension of the in-between can be endured, if experience of – but also with – the Thou is possible, then

there is also a chance for us to understand our own prejudices better. Gadamer seeks to rehabilitate the

notion of prejudice as a necessary condition of understanding (Gadamer, 1989: 266-271). A ‘”prejudice”

means a judgment that is rendered before all the elements that determine a situation have been finally ex-

amined’ (270). Without such prejudices we would not be able to understand at all. Enlightenment and Carte-

sian doubt discredited the concept of prejudice, and it subsequently acquired ‘the negative connotation famil-

iar today’. But to deny prejudice, particularly to believe oneself to be free of prejudices, and to rely on the

objectivity of procedures that are regarded as ahistorical and universal means to give oneself up to ‘the

power of the prejudices that unconsciously dominate’ us all (360).

It is like the relationship between I and Thou. A person who reflects himself out of the mutuality

of such a relation changes this relationship and destroys its moral bond. A person who reflects

himself out of a living relationship to tradition destroys the true meaning of this tradition in ex-

actly the same way.

It is precisely the ‘tyranny of hidden prejudice’ (270) that makes us deaf and blind. What helps us break with

it is the consciousness of our historically and culturally conditioned prejudices, and that is helped by experi-

ences of ‘being pulled up short’ (268). We cannot forget all our fore-meanings concerning both form and con-

tent of a text we are confronted with. ‘All that is asked is that we remain open to the meaning of the other

person or text’, and to continually take care of the relationship between the situatedness of our prejudices

and that of the other.

Thus, hermeneutic activity can be seen as an ‘activity of making connections between our own culture and

some exotic culture [sic] or historical period which seems to pursue incommensurable aims in an incommen-

surable vocabulary’ (Rorty, 1980: 360). In the dialogue with the Thou such incommensurability is accepted.

Any meanings that we recover are provisional, and the task of interpretation is ongoing and open. Such edi-

fying discourses are able to, as Rorty observes, ‘take us out of our old selves by the power of strangeness,

to aid us in becoming new beings’ (360).

262
How distance supports hegemony is evident in this quote from an article in Marie Claire: ‘[M]y bedroom … is exotic,
too – lots of stuff from Thailand, Tibet, Nepal. As soon as I walk in, I feel like I’m lying on a beach with some young
Thai boy bringing me coconut milk’ (Rachael Oakes-Ash, 30, Radio presenter in 1998c: 21, my emphasis). See pic-
ture on p. 321.

263
See p. 142.
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2 Myths

Myths, in a sense, are a particular mode of the presentation of meaning. In my thesis, I use the concept as a

metaphor for narratives and assertions about meaning. Myth has often been purported to be the opposite of

ornament: it’s mode is verbal, and to a degree discursive, whereas ornament is conceived of as purely visual

and non-discursive. Myth has always been, in one way or another, considered to be full of meaning, whereas

it is common to assume that ornament is devoid of meaning either from the outset, or because its meaning

has been emptied through over-use.
264

Myths seem to escape that fate, not only because their meaning is

plentiful, but also because it is not directly accessible and remains partly hidden – at least to the uninitiated.

These alleged differences and oppositions might help to shed some light on the perceptions of ornament.
265

If there really is a process of ‘emptying out of meaning’ in the transition from myth to symbol to ornament,

then there are important questions to ask not only about how this process comes about and how it proceeds,

but also about the level of ‘original’ meaning different ornaments have retained. Alternatively or conjointly,

one would ask whether, how, and how much they have taken on other meanings. In this discussion, myth

serves as an important (metaphorical) reference point.

As a metaphor for legitimising narratives, myth can be used to demonstrate historically and sociologically

specific interests. Thus, even the argument that ornament is devoid of meaning might turn out to be a myth

itself, representing the beliefs, fears or hopes of its proponents, specific for their time and the events that

shaped them. To complicate matters, myth itself appears as an element inside this larger myth (as in a Rus-

sian doll) when a respondent in one of my empirical research projects remarks: ‘Ornamentation is likely to be

more important in pre-industrial than post-industrial cultures, because these are closer to their creation

myths’ (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 129).

The embeddedness of ornamentation in social and cultural practices will always raise questions of meaning.

Whether or not an ornamental motif might still have meaning to people, and why that is so; how such mean-

ing becomes the target of re-working; how, in fact, an ornament has to have an existing, recognisable mean-

ing to become attractive for such operations (particularly by ‘cultural specialists’ in commerce) – these are

questions which I intend to pursue. An understanding of the narratives surrounding ornamentation is essen-

tial, and myth provides an example.

264
Holz (1972: 152) has made this relationship explicit: ‘One would conceive of such forms today as ornamental ele-
ments which have been “demythologised”; regarding their genesis, we are certain of their mythological meaning’.

265
From another perspective, myth and ornament can be seen as analogous in that they can both represent sacred
concepts. Ornament in that way may draw on mythical images (such as the pillar connecting the mortal world with
the heavens).
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2.1 Perspectives on myth

Depending on time and perspective, evaluations of myth have led to different and contradictory results. In

Europe, until the early twentieth century, myth was regarded as a product of distant traditions – be that in

terms of time or place, or both. A collective creation of particular cultures – handed down from generation to

generation over long periods of time – it seemed never, or no longer, connected with European contempo-

rary life. Judgements of its merit were contingent both on the prevailing values of the period, and on the con-

text into which it was placed. The subject matter for such evaluation, until the nineteenth century, was largely

part of the (perceived) heritage of European civilisation: the myths and epics of classical antiquity and – to a

lesser degree – those of the pagan cultures of Europe.
266

From a post-Enlightenment epistemological perspective, mythic thought was regarded as inferior to scientific

thought.
267 Mythos was regarded, first and foremost, as a pre-logical mode of thought based on analogies

and inferences, whereas scientific thought was based on empirical observation and logical analysis. While

myth was a dignified cultural product to eighteenth century thinkers, they nevertheless regarded it as inferior

and deceptive as a type of knowledge. Evolutionary theory in the nineteenth century further emphasised the

superiority of scientific knowledge and the progress it could accomplish. However, as literary production,

myth’s status changed in the nineteenth century along with that of symbols when the Romantics came to

appreciate their poetic value and abundance of meaning as a rich and inspiring source. For them, myth had

the capacity to not merely represent concepts, but present them in their state of being. Their density and

fullness of meaning resonate with human experiences and emotions, allowing signification to shine through

and to have self-presence (Todorov, 1995: 210). Meaning thus appears like a ‘lightning that in one stroke

illuminates the somber night’, as ‘a whole and at the same time. It is a single glance; the intuition is achieved

all at once’ (Creuzer quoted in Todorov, 1995: 217).

Myths fuse the wondrous and strange with the ordinary and familiar (Grimm, 1819: 193). But not only that:

their grounding in the common cultural heritage of a language community makes them, like fairy tales, excel-

lent metaphors of unity. When the Grimm brothers collected and documented oral tales in nineteenth century

Germany, they did this in the context of nation building politics. They ‘recorded a literature which could

henceforth be regarded as the “natural expression”, the “folk wisdom” or “genius of the people”’ (Boonzaier &

Sharp, 1988: 21). The tales were used as cement in an effort to homogenise diverse cultural groups, at the

same time as their cultures were being deliberately dissolved. Some iconic aspects were to represent

the nation’s old, traditional cultural personality. Their songs, dances, costumes, ornaments, torn

out of their original cultural and social context, were incorporated into the ‘popular’ version of the

new homogenized national culture and thus found nation-wide acceptance. … The activities of

national ethnographers can be considered as a codification … of folk traditions, for the use of

entire national societies (Hofer, 1991: 148).

266
For analogies with ornament, see p. 137.

267
This view reflects what has been described as an ongoing struggle in philosophy between Logos and Mythos going
as far back as Plato and Aristotle. Aristotle prefigured a later distinction between civilised and barbaric (primitive):
‘barbarians’ had in his view no access to logos, reason (Bartra, 1991: 104).
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This quote demonstrates the close relationship into which myth and ornament were brought at this time.
268

Predominantly discredited in the realms of cognitively oriented theory, they were nevertheless tended to in

the area of culture and ethnography. The collection of myths and ornaments and their subsequent dissemi-

nation in books peaked in the nineteenth century.

At the same time, anthropological scholars collected and interpreted the myths (and ornaments) of other

cultures. This was expected to reveal important aspects of the social organisation, histories (although imper-

fectly), and belief systems of the cultures studied.
269

‘Primitive cultures’ were believed to be in different, ear-

lier stages of a general development of humankind. On the grounds of a universally shared humanity, an-

thropological scholars relied on myths to shed light on earlier developmental stages of European cultures.

Conversely, concepts such as ‘totemism’ and ‘myth’ became instruments for the legitimation of the differen-

tiation and isolation of savage and civilised man (Lévi-Strauss, 1964: 2).
270

Again, a strange interdependence

is manifest between the concerns with myths in the scholars’ own societies and those of other cultures. Bar-

tra (1991: 104) notes that the European elaboration of the wild man not only predated the discovery of sav-

ages elsewhere, but was also a precedent for their construction and interpretation (120).
271

Grey’s (1906: xiii)

introduction to his own collection of Polynesian and Maori mythology seems to exemplify these dynamics.

That their traditions are puerile is true; that the religious faith of the races who trust in them is

absurd is a melancholy fact; but all my experience leads me to believe that the Saxon, Celtic,

and Scandinavian systems of mythology, could we have become intimately acquainted with

them, would be found in no respects to surpass that one which the European reader may now

thoroughly understand.

While myths might also have been regarded as poetry by anthropologists, they were predominantly treated

as material for scientific interpretation.
272

Others, like Grey, used them as an instrument for political recon-

naissance: ‘Clearly, however, I could not, as Governor of the country, permit so close a veil to remain drawn

between myself and the aged and influential chiefs whom it was my duty to attach to British interests and to

the British race’ (x).

Nineteenth century philosophers and theorists saw themselves and their societies located at a safe historical

and geographical distance from mythical fabrication. This security was lost in the twentieth century, when it

became apparent that myth was neither a phenomenon of the past, nor produced by uncivilised peoples

268
But even today, a respondent answered to the question ‘Do you think that the use of ornamentation is specific to
some cultures and not to others?’, ‘Ornamentation is likely to be more important in pre-industrial than post-industrial
cultures, because these are closer to their creation myths’ (#99 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: ??). Snodin (1996:
153) writes that there is a common appeal to tradition in both official and popular culture. In that context, objects
and ornaments are part of legends, which represent ‘the very roots and unchallengeable nature of authority or
community’.

269
See Durkheim (1950).

270
Both are strikingly deficient as scientific concepts and might well be ‘merely figments of our logical modes of classi-
fication’ (Lowie quoted in Lévi-Strauss, 1964: 10). Lévi-Strauss argues that myth is ‘a category of our thought which
we use arbitrarily in order to bring together under one word attempts to explain natural phenomena, products of oral
literature, philosophical speculations, and cases where linguistic processes emerged to full consciousness’ (10).
But to ‘accept as a theme for discussion a category … always entails the risk, simply by the attention that is paid to
it, of entertaining some illusion about its reality’ (15). See also Clifford (1988: 136-7) and Bourdieu, p. 16.

271
See p. 213.

272
Myths, of course, were interpreted alongside other manifestions of culture, such as ornament, see p. 195. ‘For the
ancient Maori of New Zealand, bird snaring was one of the principal modes of gaining a livelihood. It is a universal
fact that their bird snares are decorated with elaborate carving which demonstrably has absolutely no relevance to
the efficiency of the snare in catching birds. There is a ritual aspect to this, since the carvings have magical signifi-
cance ...’ (Parsons quoted in Duncan, 1969: 77).
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from faraway places. They were still being generated in Western industrialised and rationalised societies –

albeit in different forms. This was not only happening in private homes – where people still told or read fairy

tales – or solely in literary production. Myths, which were functionally equivalent to those of ancient or primi-

tive provenance, continued to be produced outside of these enclaves. They continued to offer explanations

about life, but also to describe culture as natural for purposes of legitimisation.
273

They also shared, albeit in

different ways, some of the characteristics classically attributed to myths.

Time in myth is, for instance, different from historical time: a sense of timelessness prevails. Mythical events

are located in a distant past but explain ‘the present and the past as well as the future’ (Lévi-Strauss, 1993:

209). Humans are ‘powerless to interfere in the workings of fate, nothing truly new can happen’ (Buck-Morss,

1989: 78). Time is punctuated by events that centre on the actions of gods or demiurges in their interrelation

with humans. In those actions, the gods are seen to convey their own world views to humans as models to

guide or restrict their actions.

The view of myth as a collective and anonymous tradition has, for a long time, not included a critical reflec-

tion on how the makers of traditions have built their own beliefs and interests into myths. That explains how it

can be seen as ‘a popular belief or tradition that has grown up around something or someone’ (1994)
274

– the

inference being that its growth is non-teleological and thereby natural. The notion that it embodies ‘the ideals

and institutions of a society’ suggests that there is a desire for society to be homogenous, and that all its

members share the same ideals and goals. The observation that myth is an unfounded or false notion is

relatively recent: it requires the self-consciousness and belief in progress found in European cultures follow-

ing the Renaissance and Enlightenment periods. Finally, aspects such as ‘imaginary’ and ‘unverifiable’ both

link myth with legends and fairy tales, and locate it outside history and science.

There are other pertinent observations on myth that are of interest here: Lévi-Strauss (1993: 208) observed,

for example, a ‘basic antinomy pertaining to the nature of myth’ and that it is typical of mythic thought to al-

ways progress ‘from the awareness of oppositions toward their resolution’ (1968a: 224). This antinomy has

also been observed about symbols, and their ambiguity make contemporary myths and symbols similarly

amenable to different – and opposing – uses. Some dynamics in myth have striking similarities with the

mechanisms Freud observed in dream work and symbol formation in general: condensation and displace-

ment.
275

This suggested to him that the mode of thought operative in myth could be one that reflected fun-

damental characteristics of the human mind. It is no surprise, then, that Freud took an interest in myth as a

universal expression of human concerns, and that he tried to explain his observations about the unconscious

through analogies with myths. His approach, however, had the serious drawback of dissociating myths from

their historical and cultural context and thus, in a fashion, of turning them into naturalised universals.
276

Fur-

273
Eliade (1954: 734) holds that the rediscovery of mythical structures in the twentieth century is very useful for a re-
assessment of the role that Western cultures play globally: the self-constructed gulf that separated the lords of the
world from the primitives has disappeared. Westerners from now on can no longer define themselves in opposition
to ‘primitives’ but have to encounter them as discussion partners.

274
See definition on p. 43.

275
See p. 90.

276
Jung went even further by postulating that mythical archetypes are operative in a collective unconscious which is
the same for all cultures and times. ‘In Jungian terms, the gods, and the myths that set out their relationship with
mankind, are conscious expressions of unconscious, archetypal energies. The deities and their associated symbols
actually emerge from, and are given form within, our own psychological lives, but they address the unconscious at
such a profound level that they appear to come from some spiritual source outside ourselves’ Fontana (1993: 26).
While he saw archetypal energies as creative forces which should not be suppressed but experienced (thus grant-
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ther, several writers perceived of an analogy of myth and dream.
277

Bloch (1991: 103) made that connection

explicitly, and it will be of interest in this discussion later.
278

Merriam-Webster’s dictionary definition of myth
279

makes no distinction between ‘classical’ and contempo-

rary, ‘modern’ myths. However, contemporary myths differ from classical myths in some significant aspects.

This refers not only to form and content: more importantly, their mode of production has changed in many

instances. Hoernle (quoted in Zipes, 1983: 138) wrote, for example, in 1923 that fairy tales cannot be pro-

duced by professional writers behind a desk, but that they originate

unconsciously, collectively in the course of longer time-spans, and the work of the writer con-

sists mainly in refining and rounding out the material at hand. The new proletarian and industrial

fairy tale will come as soon as the proletariat has created a place in which the fairy tales will be

told, not read aloud, and will be composed orally, not repeated. The machines, tools, boilers,

trains, ships, telegraphs and telephones, … will come alive and begin to speak.

Again, the argument runs parallel to one which holds that ornamentation is traditional, codified and no longer

generative.
280

The assumption that myths are no longer produced is, however, more likely to be based on a

conceptual scheme that perceives myths as incompatible with modern, rational ways of thought than on em-

pirical observation. The latter would reveal an ongoing production of myths (e.g. family myths or myths of

origin of all kinds of social associations).

Once ‘modern myths’ were discovered, it became clear that they also retain – in an uncanny way – some

features of classical myth even in their changed appearance. Thus, contemporary myths have a similarly

detached sense of time
281

and – while they do not engage divinities any more – their agents’ historical and

social origins mostly remain hidden. Further, no author signs responsible for contemporary myths. This is

important for their functioning, because it is precisely the veils around their origins that make them appear

timeless and natural.
282

The incidents they deal with are not related to ordinary, day-to-day experience but

rather to idealised (or vilified) circumstances of personages who seem to stand outside of normal reality.

Their vicissitudes are determined by fate in a different way from those of ordinary citizens. However, as in

classical myths (unlike fairy tales) both narrator and audience appear to belong to the same collective

through their shared beliefs. Only outsiders perceive a myth to be not true, and misleading.
283

The appeal to the notion of ‘outsiders’, of course, presumes an appeal to the notion of ‘community’. How-

ever, the employment of the term does by no means ‘guarantee that a “community” actually exists: there

may be in fact no audience, no willingness to co-operate, no coherent social organisation, no sense of be-

ing them a more positive role than Freud did), his view of them as archaic and static precluded concrete and critical
analysis, and made them amenable to fascist ideology, see below, p. 122.

277
Eliade (1954: 728), for instance, holds that myth has never stopped to shine through in dreams, desires and phan-
tasies of modern men and women.

278
See p. 125, also p. 165.

279
See p. 43.

280
See p. 159f and p. 174.

281
This sense of timelessness comes about by way of the lacking specificity with respect to both time and place. Eli-
ade (1954: 732-3) sees exactly in the special relationship to time – suspense, concentration – of theatre, film, nov-
els (today we would add videos and play station) the trace of mythological activities. In addition, he holds that every
pulp fiction episode plays around mythical themes such as the exemplary struggle between good and evil, the hero
and the villain, the young helpless virgin, the redeeming power of love, the anonymous protector etc.

282
‘... myth has the task of giving a historical intention a natural justification, and making contingency appear eternal’
(Barthes, 1973a).
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longing. Nevertheless, we often assume that “the community” exists and that it will agree, cohere, follow or

listen’ (Thornton & Mamphela, 1988: 30). This is possibly where the differences in the production of myths

become most apparent. Throughout most of human history, myths have been produced in the context of

comparatively stable cultures (internally differentiated, to be sure, but at the same time overall cohesive).

They appealed to most members of those cultures, and to values and beliefs thought to be central to a par-

ticular community.
284

In contrast, the greatest proportion of contemporary myths are neither produced from

within a large unified collective, nor do they address one. Myth production occurs on different social levels,

with only few being produced orally in face-to-face encounters. More frequently, myth production and distri-

bution is taken care of by the mass media: print, radio/TV, Internet or movies. Myths have often more than

one life, as they go through different cycles when they occasionally, for example, address such different con-

stituencies as the academy and the wider public.

A good example of this type of myth making is Frazer’s famous work on myths, The Golden Bow where he

sets out to draw a distinction between myth and science. Vickery (1963: 174) has labelled it ‘an almost inex-

haustible source book for the central myth and symbols of a twentieth century literature’.
285

Originally a work

of nineteenth century science, the erasure of its historical position becomes particularly obvious in a recent

popular edition (1996) where the illustrations range from the seventh century BC to contemporary, undated

photographs. Its claims to universality and mythical timelessness – manifest in the expanse of time and

space covered in the illustrations – prove unserviceable: on page 99, the caption of a photo of a tekoteko

indicates as its location ‘Shakare Wasrewa Botorua, New Zealand’. Only relative insiders amongst the global

audience can guess that this must be Whakarewarewa at Rotorua. The myth promulgated in this particular

book about myths is that Frazer’s research was foundational. This edition purports to make the ‘benefits of

his wisdom’ accessible to ordinary people, in part through ‘providing illustrations’ (Temple in his introduction

to Frazer, 1922: 6-7).

As this example demonstrates, members of Western contemporary societies are insiders to some myth-

collectives and outsiders to others. Their in- or outsider status not only influences their interpretation of fact

and fiction, but also their relative position when it comes to the use of myths.

283
For a ‘modern’ myth created specifically for New Zealand, see ‘The Pakeha Myths of Settlement’ in Belich (1996:
297ff).

284
Malinowski observed that ‘all the principal tenets of religious belief have a tendency to be spun out into concrete
stories’ (quoted in Duncan, 1969: 168).

285
Vickery (1963: 189) observes Frazer in the fabrication of a myth in his very study of myths: it is the proposition of ‘a
civilized mind which explores uncharted ways to uncover new and unknown facts about man’s way of life …. In
short, the hero is Frazer himself, who … solved the mysterious puzzles and crimes of mankind from an armchair’.
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2.2 Myth in use

Inevitably, theory and practice overlap, and the foregoing example might well have appeared in this section,

which concerns the ways in which myths are put to use. There are five areas or conceptual layers that I

would like to address because they have affinities with the ways in which symbols and ornaments are used.

Myths, like symbols and ornaments, often serve to express or exemplify aspects in people’s lives that are out

of the ordinary. They are also used as a way of making sense of otherwise almost inaccessible phenomena

or occurrences. This explanatory potential often takes on the function of providing a justification for structural

relationships which might be contested, and often, for the appropriation of power or resources. Such legiti-

mising myths are constantly reworked: both on the side of hegemonic groups, and on that of groups who

contest a hegemony.

2.2.1 Poetics: beyond the ordinary

Myths, according to Cassirer (1979: 189), arise from emotions and objectify them. They are often poetic ex-

pressions of powerful human feelings such as fear, hope, love and hate, loss and gain. They can provide a

potent source of identification for both groups and individuals – working with the material of human experi-

ence in a way in which rational approaches are unable to. They also engage needs that lie outside of practi-

cal considerations and often outside of the reach of a single human life.
286

In the poetic struggle to match

content and form and bring together spirit and matter, a synthesis of opposites is achieved, a fusion of con-

tradictions (Todorov, 1995: 159). This process of form-giving, of bringing-together is typical of art and in its

best examples results in something new that transcends the good and the useful: beauty.
287

In Western contemporary societies – where much of the public and, particularly, the productive spheres have

been divorced from emotional expression – feelings such as love, fear, and hope nevertheless form a sub-

stratum which seeks realisation in objective form. In the last two hundred years, a separate cultural sphere

has become the sanctuary for these forms, and art in various forms – high or popular – has been a prime

vehicle for emotional expression and participation. Much of these feelings was, and still is, directed towards

dreams and future aspirations that could not be fulfilled in the ‘real world’. These unfulfilled hopes often ex-

press themselves in non-contemporaneous figures – the good old times, unspoilt nature and close human

commonality: ‘there is here, in places, … a past which is not yet wholly discharged in material terms’ (Bloch,

1991: 112). The contradiction between contemporary experience and unfulfilled hopes creates a tension that

need not be seen exclusively negatively; in this very tension lies also dynamic, creative potential which can

lead to anticipatory dreaming.
288

286
A disclaimer about my own use of language is in order: while I am aware that myths are not ontological beings, it is
very hard to avoid in their description an element of apparent activity: ‘Myths are …’, ‘they work …’. If I cannot en-
tirely avoid this, it is because a strictly logical use of language – and a constant reflection on the fact that myths are
human constructs – sometimes appears overly clumsy. The structure of our language contributes to personification
and objectification, but it might also be that the very subject of this section induces a more ‘mythical’ style. Perhaps
it is even appropriate in this context. See p. 23, and fnn. 291 and 452.

287
‘The nature of the beautiful consists in this, that its inner being lies beyond the limits of the power of thought, in its
emergence, in its own becoming.’ (Moritz quoted in Todorov, 1995: 154)

288
With reference to ‘anticipatory dreaming’ see p. 125. Semsek and Stauth (1988: 696) refer to Horkheimer and
Adorno who have demonstrated that ‘myth and religion as much as ideology always and only restructure the ten-
sion that exists between “material” and “idealized” life world, and [that] it is in this tension that the moving and crea-
tive potential of any society (the primitive perhaps as much as the modern) is found’.
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While in scientific and rational areas of social production discursive symbol systems predominate, it is the

arts above all which embrace all those elements which belong in the ‘logical yonder’, the realm of the ‘un-

speakable’ as Langer (1980: 191) says with reference to Wittgenstein. Myth’s materials are akin to dream

symbolism and fantasies. It is in art that the combat between the two modes of thought ‘seems to be recon-

ciled, and this reconciliation is one of its essential privileges and one of its deepest charms. Here we feel no

longer the conflict between opposed tendencies’ (Cassirer, 1979: 191).

2.2.2 Explanation: making sense

From another angle, the contradictions myths engage in can be seen as expressive of an experience of the

world that refuses to make simple sense. The conflictual nature of human life – in nature as much as in soci-

ety – poses questions which myths have sought to answer by providing explanations of the relationship of

human beings with the universe (gods and nature), and amongst themselves.

In early human communities, people had to use their imagination to make sense of the world, to communi-

cate about it, and to work out something that would guide their actions. In the absence of ‘reality-congruent

knowledge’, mythical knowledge provided explanatory models that enabled humans to understand and influ-

ence the course of events (Elias, 1991: 72).
289

In such situations, myths provided a discursive platform of

imaginary knowledge, and a connection that bridged the gaps between the pieces of reality-congruent

knowledge that were available (73).
290

As the latter grew, so did the logical side of language, and it eventu-

ally came to dominate in what we call scientific language (Cassirer, 1979: 191).

But modern thought still retains elements of mythic thinking. ‘We are ill equipped with firm conceptions for …

blends between fantasies and reality-congruent symbolic representations. Yet half-way representations of

this kind can be encountered in any scientific literature frequently enough.’ (Elias, 1991: 76) It is easy in talk-

ing about myth to lose sight of the fact that – as an object of interpretation – is itself interpretation. Even in

academic writing, myths seem to assume the characteristics of persons: they are described as deceptive,

distorting, appropriative, and crippling (Barthes, 1973a: 132). Ironically, this writing displays exactly the fea-

tures which have been allocated to myth: for example, personification of abstract and unknowable forces.
291

In many instances, both forms of thinking operate simultaneously – even though they have in more recent

Western thought been assumed to occupy different territories.

The presence of mythical thought in almost all areas of contemporary life is hardly surprising if its typical

patterns correspond to fundamental characteristics of human thought.
292

However, there was a time where

289
See Shotter’s interpretation of Vico’s scenario of the origin of myths as poiesis, p. 152, and Feyerabend (1975)
about the separation of science and myth (in his concluding chapter).

290
However, there was probably never a time where mythical thought alone explained reality. Lévi-Strauss (1968a:
9.13) provides a catalogue of empirical and interpretative knowledge from around the world.

291
Marx (1867) observed that in the religious world, ‘the productions of the human brain appear as independent beings
endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one another and the human race’. It is characteristic of mythi-
cal thinking to attribute properties ‘of the living to objects we now know to be inanimate’ (Elias, 1991: 12). Paradoxi-
cally, Derrida’s discussion of ornament in his Parergon operates in this manner, and it is hard to know whether Der-
rida has fallen prey to ornament's mythical qualities or whether he is strategically employing this aspect in order to
demonstrate that our – human – thinking might only be able to deal with certain subjects in this way. However, as
Shotter (1996) argues, our culture is heterogenous, including both mytho-poetic forms of thought and modern, more
rational forms, and ‘indeed, the two mutually support each other’.

292
‘[D]espite all modal particularity of mythical thinking, the symbols in mythic consciousness are derived … from the
same human ability to form symbols as does the formation of symbols in the context of empirical-scientific world
view. There is no qualitative difference. From the primitives to highly developed formations it is the same process of
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scientists and philosophers believed that mythic thought was only a prelude to the more developed form of

thinking which the Western world was so proud of in the post-Enlightenment period. Frazer (1996: 21, 218),

for example, juxtaposing myth (primitive thought) with science, claimed that mythical thinking is based on

false analogies
293

and lacks recognition of the human position (70), whereas science derives from ‘patient

and exact observation of the phenomena themselves’ (218) so that the ‘hope of progress – moral, intellectual

as well as material’ is based on the fortunes of science (218).

Such accounts, as Wittgenstein (1979: 1) observes, make

these notions appear as mistakes … Even the idea of trying to explain the practice – say the

killing of the priest-king – seems to me wrong-headed. All that Frazer does is to make this prac-

tice plausible to people who think as he does.

But Frazer must have been familiar with the superstitions he described, since ‘he uses a familiar supersti-

tious word to describe it. Or rather, he might have seen from this that here is something in us too that speaks

in support of those observances by the savages’ (8). Frazer and his contemporaries were unable to see

these connections since they were engaged in the construction of difference between civilised and primitive

thought and culture. This, in turn, was part of the differentiation Western society underwent at that time, and

of the separation of life into different functional spheres. Myth, in its traditional form, thrives in societies in

which such divisions have not (yet) occurred. For Westerners, it is this very fact that makes myth such a fit-

ting vehicle for nostalgic thinking . But that in itself does not yet make it ‘a relic’ or a ‘remains of a dead past’

(Cassirer, 1979: 245). It is not a product of ‘primitive mentality’ which we have outgrown but is still in use in

contemporary culture. Cassirer regarded it as an aufgehobenes Moment (a preserved moment) in all fields of

human activities (246).

Myths, together with symbols, memories, heroes, events, landscapes, and traditions are ‘woven together in

popular consciousness’ (Featherstone, 1991: 146) and form the basis for a common culture.
294

This set of

figures and stories increasingly turns out to have much greater resilience than expected (146), and their po-

tential to revitalise significant beliefs and past events in a community might make them a potential starting

point for the rebuilding of commonality in societies where detraditionalisation has destroyed social bonds

(Lorenzer, 1971a: 98).
295

Myth is capable of extending a shared experience into the past and into the future

so that ‘[i]n its doubleness, myth is vision objectified’ (Slote, 1963: vi). Myths can also be used to explain and

legitimise existing institutions, social and political practices, legal and ethical codes and ways of thinking, not

only on the basis of their origins but also by invoking still to be realised ideals (Lyotard, 1997: 49). This

makes them a powerful tool in nation-building processes, where a state might deliberately encourage the

symbol formation that is at work, while in psychoanalysis there exists the decisive separation of primary and secon-
dary processes.’ (Lorenzer, 1979: 50-1)

293
Barthes (1973a: 142) was to echo this idea much later when he said: ‘In fact, what allows the reader to consume
myth innocently is that he does not see it as a semiological system but as an inductive one. Where there is only an
equivalence, he sees a kind of causal process: the signifier and the signified have, in his eyes, a natural relation-
ship’.

294
Zipes (1983: 54), in a similar context, usefully describes culture as ‘defined by the mode through which human be-
ings objectify themselves, come together, and relate to one another in history and materialize their ideas, intentions,
and solutions, in the sense of making them more concrete’.

295
‘In situations characterised by a fragmentation of traditional notions of society and ideologies, in particular, a poten-
tial commonality which is emotionally grounded and appropriate for the individual can only be found in areas out-
side of the control of discursive terminology,and therefore free from the categorisation into various systems of
thought. Initially, it may be possible to manifest communality only by way of presentational symbol systems such as
myth, before it is possible to comprehend social processes in discursive terms.’ (98)
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cultivation and construction of a common repository of myths around its ethnic core (Featherstone, 1995:

109).

Thus, in the early nineteenth century, nationalistic movements claimed that the ‘essence of nationhood is an

original, ancestral culture’ and proceeded to selectively include or exclude features in that original, ancestral

culture, depending on national interest (Hofer, 1991: 146).

Where the common origins and ethnic unity and common culture of the culturally constructed

nation was stressed, ethnic differences were emphasized not only externally but also internally,

toward internal ethnic minorities. In the name of a collective ‘common fate’, it was possible to

cover up internal differences and make oppositional views seem disloyal to the nation (151).
296

2.2.3 Legitimation: de-politicised speech

So, it becomes clear that the employment of myth can serve different purposes. Where Lorenzer sees myth

as a means of healing fractures resulting from detraditionalisation in a European context, Semsek and

Stauth observe strategies of ‘radicalization and idealization’ of traditions which operate with very different

results.
297

As Barthes, Cassirer, Benjamin and Bloch have observed in a Western contemporary context,

myth – in the majority of cases – expresses the values and beliefs of those groups in a society or culture that

are in a position of hegemony.
298

Against those who argued that myth veils its meanings, Barthes holds that ‘[m]yth hides nothing and flaunts

nothing’ (1973a: 131), but that it distorts by naturalising the concepts it deals with, transforming history into

nature. This allows mythical speech to leave its intention explicit without revealing its inherent interest in it: it

is interpreted as explanation, as reason (Barthes, 1973a: 140). The initial impact is strong enough to with-

stand even later questioning: because the concepts presented appear natural and universally valid, any sub-

sequent criticism can be dismissed as unreasonable.
299

According to Barthes, myth makes use of histories, hopes and symbols for its own purposes, and nothing

can escape its operations of transforming meaning into form (142). Corruption and emaciation of the appro-

priated material is inevitable.
300

Bloch (1991: 171) maintains that the European bourgeoisie ‘in all its stopgap

eclecticism, is certainly still capable of selling out ancient, archaic, perhaps repressed, perhaps also unfin-

ished contents’, and that myths produced in this way contain ‘undermined myths’. Whereas Bloch holds an

ambivalent opinion about myth, Barthes finds it almost invariably corrupt.
301

The former perceives a bond

(albeit precarious) between history and myth, the latter sees them as antinomies since myth, in his view,

constitutes itself by supplanting historical reality with ‘a natural image of this reality’.

296
See also Bell (1996: 150).

297
See p. 275 and fn. 307.

298
‘Statistically, myth is on the right.’ (Barthes, 1973a: 162)

299
After the initial, immediate impact ‘it does not matter if one is later allowed to see through the myth, its action is
assumed to be stronger than the rational explanations which may later belie it’ (140). In a similar vein – but from an
aesthetic, apolitical angle – Langer (1953: 81) remarks: ‘The mark of genuine myth is its power to impress its inven-
tors as literal truth in the face of the strongest contrary evidence and in complete defiance or argument. It appears
to be so sacred a truth that to ask in what sense it is true, or to call it a figure of speech, seems like frivolity’.

300
Myth ‘wrests from the meanings which give it its sustenance an insidious, degraded survival, it provokes in them an
artificial reprieve in which it settles comfortably, it turns them into speaking corpses’ (Barthes, 1973a: 144).

301
‘Myth can reach everything reach everything, corrupt everything’ (Barthes, 1973a: 144). The difference between
Barthes and Bloch might be their attitudes towards popular culture. Despite his interest in it as an academic and
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Bourgeois ideology continuously transforms the products of history into essential types. ... And

these riches, thus fixated and frozen will at last become computable: bourgeois morality will es-

sentially be a weighing operation, the essences will be placed in scales of which bourgeois man

will remain the motionless brain. For the very end of myths is to immobilize the world: they must

suggest and mimic a universal order which has fixated once and for all the hierarchy of posses-

sions. ... Myths are nothing but this ceaseless, untiring solicitation, this insidious and inflexible

demand that all men recognize themselves in this image, eternal yet bearing a date, which was

built of them one day as if for all time (Barthes, 1973a: 169-170).

What, in the world, constitutes dynamic and dialectical relationships and human actions, is transformed by

myth into ‘a harmonious display of essences’. Barthes concludes that the ‘function of myth is to empty reality’

(155).

2.2.4 Transformation: re-working

Barthes seems to ignore the dynamic aspects of myth. Because they deal with issues that are central to a

community or culture, and because any culture contains conflicts and tensions which need to be constantly

revisited to be resolved, myths are regularly revised – either in response to changed circumstances or in

order to initiate change. The transformations that occur in this process of re-working accumulate in layers of

interpretation, where each successive layer requires the meanings of the preceding ones in order to re-make

them.
302

Thus, nineteenth century myth making around the themes of rationality and progress needed the classical

and primitive myths in order to function. But the underlying motives those older myths referred to only re-

ceded into the background, to be brought back into the fore in times of crisis, such as in the 1920s and

1930s when old dreams of commonality and origins were mobilised by Nazi propaganda in Germany.
303

The

appeal to a widespread desire to return to ‘the roots’ served to legitimise the installation of fascism against

the prevalent republican forms of authority. The Nazis used popular fairytales – without making marked at-

tempts to rewrite them or to introduce particularly Aryan features or types – but with strenuous efforts to rein-

terpret them to suit their ideology (Zipes, 1983: 140). Once the collective wishes had reached an overwhelm-

ing strength, existing images and words were charged with often violent emotions (Cassirer, 1979: 251, 254).

A qualitatively new level in the use of myth by Nazi propaganda was the purpose and skill of their production;

they were ‘by no means wild fruit of an exuberant imagination’ but

a new type of a completely rationalized myth. The twentieth century developed a technique of

mythical thought which had no equal in previous history. Henceforth myths were invented and

manufactured in the same sense and according to the same methods as machine guns or air-

planes (Cassirer, 1979: 253).

journalistic topic, Barthes often take elitist stances, whereas Boch, probably influenced by his teacher Simmel, has
a genuine interest in popular forms of existence and their (re)production in culture.

302
As Barthes (1973a: 119) points out, mythical speech is made of a material which has already been worked on so as
to make it suitable for communication: it is because all the materials of myth (whether pictorial or written) presup-
pose a signifying consciousness, that one can reason about them while discounting their substance.

303
‘This hour comes if the other binding forces of social life, for one reason or another, lose their influence; if they can
no longer counterbalance the demonic power of myth.’ (Cassirer, 1979: 246)
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However, the fabricated return of myths in an apparently more innocuous form has been observed in many

other instances of social and political change. For instance, the purposeful appropriation of oral folk tales by

educated writers in the French court society of the seventeenth century served to implement a social civilis-

ing code. One such writer, Charles Perrault, not only supported the expansive political wars of Louis XIV and

their ‘civilising mission’, but simultaneously ‘sought to “colonize” the internal and external development of

children in the mutual interests of a bourgeois-aristocratic elite’ (Zipes, 1983: 20).
304

In his fairy tales, Perrault

not only offered mythical speech in support of these overarching bourgeois tendencies, he also ‘shaped the

tales to deprive the “folk” of its say in the matter’ (Zipes, 1983: 28). Folk who, due to a lack of education and

money, had no access to books (56).

Benjamin observed a different form of mythical dreaming in nineteenth century consciousness with regard to

the appearances of newly developed technologies, materials and products. Very often, they were given the

semblance of old symbolic codes, and he mentions, as an example, the way in which iron beams were cov-

ered with organic art nouveau ornaments (1969c: 186; 1982b: 53). He sensed behind those traditional

mythical ‘masks’ a ‘desire to ”return” to a mythic time when human beings were reconciled with the natural

world’ (Buck-Morss, 1989: 114). In the attempt to set the new apart from the contemporary old, collective

wish images often turn to an even older past, which he called an ‘ur-past’, and its unfulfilled hopes.
305

Nowadays, nation building is a particularly important strategy in areas recovering from colonisation, and as

nation states cultivate the myths of the ethnic core, they gesture to a common past. The relationship with this

past can appear to be continuous or to be ruptured. Thus, the inheritors of the colonisers tend to stress con-

tinuity in change, whereas the colonised are likely to highlight both a continuity of tradition in spite of change,

and equally the destructive impact of colonisation.
306

How this relationship is enacted will depend on the ex-

isting power configuration. In both instances, already disrupted or destroyed life-worlds are often rhetorically

emphasised and idealised, while at the same time lifelike images presenting the contemporary locality and

community are constructed. The latter are usually shot through with elements of the first (Semsek & Stauth,

1988: 707).
307

304
At the time of Perrault’s writing, the outcome of the struggles during the Reformation period had led to a greater
rationalisation and regulation of social life which coincided with the growth of bourgeois socio-economic power (20).
Social deviates such as alleged witches or werewolves, Jews and gypsies had been exterminated or suppressed:
‘Hundreds of thousands if not millions of people … were executed to arouse fear and anxiety while new models of
male and female behavior were created to exalt a more ascetic way of life’ (22).

305
‘To the form of the new means of production which in the beginning is still dominated by the old one (Marx), there
correspond in the collective consciousness images in which the new is intermingled with the old. These images are
wish images, and in them the collective attempts to transcend as well as to illumine the incompletedness of the so-
cial order of production. There also emerges in these wish images a positive striving to set themselves off from the
outdated – that means, however, the most recent past. These tendencies turn the image fantasy, that maintains its
impulse from the new, back to the ur-past. In the dream in which every epoch sees in images the epoch that fol-
lows, the latter appears wedded to elements of ur-history, that is, of a classless society. Its experiences, which have
their storage place in the unconscious of the collective, produce, in their interpenetration with the new, the utopia
that has left its trace behind in a thousand configurations of life from permanent buildings to ephemeral fashions.’
(Benjamin quoted in Buck-Morss, 1989: 114) See also Benjamin ( and 1969c: 187; 1982b: 576).

306
The question of what constitutes tradition in such situations is often a subject of struggle. Whereas the notion can
be used from a colonial perspective to disqualify the life-worlds of ‘natives’ as backward, it can also be used from
the Indigenous perspective to mobilise resistance and strengthen group identity (Spiegel & Boonzaier, 1988: 52-6).

307
This ‘simulated idyll seeks reconciliation with a lost tradition. The idyll performs the purification of tradition; it points
to its refinement and through it to the defence of the lost practical dimension of tradition’ (Semsek & Stauth, 1988:
710). In New Zealand, efforts at nation building in the media, such as in the Lottery Board analysed by Treadwell
(1999), invoke the pioneering spirit of the early settlers alongside Maori whanau values and unspoilt nature.
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2.2.5 Counter-myths: resistance

While Barthes continuously stresses the repressive function of (modern) myth making, this very repression

also produces counter-myths to which he pays but passing attention. Historically, some of them are ‘myths

gone underground’, such as Germanic pagan mythology after Christianity was imposed. They persisted as a

substratum in European cultures which was easily re-called and re-worked by Fascist ideology. However,

myth making can also work as resistance. In the Weimar republic, literary fairy tales based on folk tales criti-

cally engaged with social life and reality, often using traditional symbols, characters, motifs and plots in a

subversive fashion (Zipes, 1983: 141). Writers deliberately destabilised the traditional plots, thus opening up

vistas of what could be otherwise.

Barthes (1973a: 147) does acknowledge the validity of such strategies.
308

However, while this reworking of

mythical material does not constitute a myth in his (negative) interpretation – as long as the originators are

open and clear about their identity and interest – he is sceptical about how long this radical momentum lasts

when it becomes integrated into a power structure. The moment its authorship is hidden, the oppositional

narrative (what I would call counter-myth) is liable to be perverted into the Barthian type of myth: by develop-

ing an ‘innocent metalanguage’ and by distorting history into nature (160). In his view, the difference be-

tween myth on the left and that on the right is that ‘left myth’ remains clumsy and barren, since the op-

pressed with whom the left aligns itself are ‘unable to throw out the real meaning of things, to give them the

luxury of an empty form, open to the innocence of a false Nature’ (162).

Any group that resists dominant power structures needs recourse to mythical material (Tafuri, 1980: 1-2).
309

In the struggle for hegemony, a group contesting present power structures will evoke mythical contents be-

longing to an idealised past in order to critically oppose them to an impoverished present.
310

In tandem with

the implicit invocation of a better future, this critical move endeavours to reveal contradictions, hypocrisies

and short-fallings in the present.
311

In this way, counter-myths can propel society towards change. But, once

change has been effected there are choices to make in order to avoid Left mythology. Myth criticism will

have to turn on the genesis of its own oppositional myths to detect any ‘shortcomings, contradictions, be-

trayed goals, failures’ of the movement (2). Even then, since the radical historical change necessary for

abandoning myth ‘has never existed before in history, it can only find expression as myth’ (Buck-Morss,

1989: 109). So that, ‘condemned in one configuration, myth is to [be] redeemed in another’ (109).

Bloch (1970a: 163-4) takes a similar approach to the interpretation of past and future myths. He proposes a

utopian element that can advance an imaginative anticipation of future potential in a given situation: an an-

ticipation that the present could be different and better. Myths, inspired as they are by collective hopes of the

past, contain surplus riches that have never been fully realised but rather remained a ‘not-yet’ (176). These

308
‘All that is needed is to use [myth] as the departure point for a third semiological chain, to take its signification as
the first term of a second myth.’ (147)

309
‘… in every revolution, myths are the force-ideas necessary to force the situation’ (2). See also Lorenzer’s observa-
tion above (p. 120 and fn. 295), that the core values of a group might initially be able to be expressed in presenta-
tional form only.

310
See Smith on p. 22.

311
Jameson (1988: 127) refers to Bakhtin’s myth criticism which is ‘willing to account historically and socially for its
own content and to defend the position that the forms that come out of the older collectivities … have precisely the
value for us today of standing in accusation of our own social life, of constituting a condemnation of the market sys-
tem as such from which, henceforth, all genuine popular elements have disappeared. … So what myth criticism
ought to be telling us is not that modern writers recreate myths, but rather that they wish they could; and it ought to
be explaining the origins of such a compensatory wish in the very structure of modern life itself’.
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non-contemporaneous aspects of anticipatory dreaming in the tales of the past gain ‘additional revolutionary

force precisely from the incomplete wealth of the past, when it is less than ever “resolved”’ (Bloch, 1991:

116) The use of that which never wholly became the past lies in its subversiveness and in the utopian con-

tents it can bring to the ‘relations of human beings to human beings and to nature’ (116).

The ultimate effect of mythical dreaming depends on whether or not it only glosses over reality or whether it

is used to bring about change. Mere wishful thinking and abstract strategizing have little in common with the

utopian function (Bloch, 1970a: 164). The first is too easily contented with the commodified gloss of appear-

ances, such as the culture industries might offer (12, 169)
312

, and trusts too easily that the world will get bet-

ter of its own accord (168). The latter lacks a concrete subject and reference to real historical possibilities

(164). Only through active participation, and with cunning and courage can the present be overcome. The

utopian element needs to combine with critical enlightenment in order to separate out ideological functions

from the genuine objects of human hope (180). Then it can draw out pregnant images from an uncompleted

past, which hold promise for the future and express the ‘not-yet’ existing (187).

But the traditional fairy tales in both the Weimar and Nazi periods, for example, only offered emotional com-

pensation for the dissatisfaction and maladjustment of large groups of people. They

kept alive those unfulfilled wishes and needs of the lower strata of society and offered compen-

sation to all classes of people who felt bypassed by swift technological progress and socio-

economic changes which uprooted them psychologically so that they were actually unable to

move with the times. Nor could they articulate their dissatisfaction and maladjustment con-

cretely. They were swept off their feet and looked around for footing with anxiety. Thus, there

was a longing for the good old times, for the stability and order of what was projected to be a

more idyllic period (Zipes, 1983: 152).

This stand-still dreaming allowed itself to be taken into service by Fascist ideology.
313

Myths and fairy tales

need to be re-worked with an eye for their utopian function, and they must be related to – and worked on in –

the reality of the social situation they criticise. Then they can amount to what Bloch calls ‘dreaming ahead’

which can be ‘excitingly alive’ and a form of wishful thinking that ‘can enter the chariot of history without nec-

essarily abandoning in the process the good content of the dream’ (Bloch quoted in Zipes, 1983: 175).

Myths of sorts are still used in both ways in contemporary New Zealand. An important factor for many users

in their relationships with ornament and ornamentation is the symbolic element sustained by narratives,

which in various forms share not only the formal characteristics of myths, but also their various forms of use.

They are still employed, both as poetry and explanation, when stories are attached to ornaments that speak

of feelings and history, of relationships and ways of making. Myths are also still used strategically to justify

critical positions, for example, when artistic freedom and liberal market doctrines are evoked to legitimise

312
‘Commodity production reifies the mythic elements, creating within the superstructure a cultural phantasmagoria
which, for all its material reality, ensures that the utopian promise of myth remains unrealized.’ (Buck-Morss, 1989:
249)

313
Bloch (1991: 103) recognised the failure of the Left to reclaim those lost dreams, leaving it to the capitalist upper
stratum to employ ‘Gothic dreams against proletarian realities’. The ‘[l] iving and newly revived non-
contemporaneities whose content is genuine, whose manifestations bring pagan rawness, Panic nature with them’,
were going to benefit the fascists ‘as long as the revolution does not occupy and rename the living yesterday’. But
once ‘man has comprehended himself and has established his own domain in real democracy, without depersonal-
ization and alienation, something arises in the world which all men have glimpsed in childhood: a place and a state
in which no one has yet been. And the name of this something is home or homeland’ (Bloch quoted in Zipes, 1983).
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appropriation.
314

They are also constantly re-worked by opposing parties in the discourses of culture, they

are re-negotiated in the life-worlds, and partly even in the institutions where ornamentation is beginning to

attract some attention again. Finally, they can be a source of resistance.
315

Whether, in the context of an increasingly global culture that attracts so much wishful thinking and anxiety,

the yearning for belonging and expression is a stand-still or a dreaming ahead will partially depend on how

we bring our myths and symbols into play.

VII Symbol and Ornament 

Within a linguistic analogy, myths as narratives can be conceptualised as the language level on which mean-

ing is played out, while symbols and ornaments are, as it were, its units. The terms symbol and ornament are

by some writers used interchangeably:
316

ornamental motifs are taken to be symbolisations, and (visual)

symbols are sometimes met with the same suspicion as images. In fact, arguments and value judgements

about both are often almost indiscernible. This commonality emerges very strikingly particularly in Romantic

concepts of the symbol and their counterposition to classical concepts. Further, there is a substantial overlap

between the critiques of allegory and ornament. It is their figural character that seems to bring all three under

one umbrella, and which gives rise to charges of exteriority, superficiality and dissimulation (Todorov, 1995:

89-90). In the rhetorical tradition since Quintilian the figure has been regarded as

superimposed, ornamental (and it matters little whether or not the ornaments themselves are

admired); … The figure could be defined only as a deviation: deviation of the signifier (an indi-

rect, or uncommon, way of expressing oneself); deviation in the signified (feelings as opposed

to thoughts) (109).

Critics’ changing positions concerning figural signification at certain junctures in history are part of wider

changes in the outlook of a period. ‘Signifying practices’ is not, of course, a term the Romantics would have

related to, but much of what they wrote could be discussed from this perspective. Therefore, rather than arti-

ficially separating symbol and ornament, I have decided to treat them conjointly in this section. I will look at

them under the headings of semiotics and aesthetics – the first focusing on theories of signification, the sec-

ond on theories of aesthetics. Both are kept as much as possible in the contexts of different signifying prac-

tices in order to avoid ‘Olympian neutrality and generality’ (Mitchell, 1986: 71).

1 Semiotics

Eco (1976: 9-14), in his synthetic overview of approaches to semiotics, describes the semiotic field as includ-

ing biological signs (olfactory, tactile, taste), non-linguistic signs (symptoms, sounds, gestures, musical, vis-

ual), linguistic signs (formalised, natural), and cultural codes (objects, plots, texts, aesthetics, rhetoric).

314
Or to justify controversial actions by pointing to shortfallings which others are claimed to be responsible for, see fn.
1003, p. 345.

315
See p. 207.

316
For example, ‘... the Greeks took over and refined the geometric style of the earlier cultures, and the symbolism of
abstract forms – zigzag designs, triangles, meanders and swastikas – dominated Greek art for centuries’ (Elias,
1991: 40).
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In that respect, he tends to follow Peirce’s theories rather than Saussure’s, whose primary interest lay in in-

tentional, conventionalised and non-natural signs. Although Saussure stated that semiology ‘examines the

life of signs in the context of social life’ (quoted in Eco, 1976: 14)
317

, he considered them mostly independent

of social context. Consequently, Saussurian linguistics have left a large area of social signification unat-

tended: signs that arise unconsciously, those that are not intended but interpreted by someone, non-

linguistic signs such as music and visual art, but also practices and their contexts.

Peirce’s interest was more inclusive: he defined a sign as ‘something which stands to somebody for some-

thing in some respects or capacity’ (Peirce quoted in Eco, 1976: 15), and semiosis as ‘an action, an influ-

ence, which is, or involves, a co-operation of three subjects, such as a sign, its object and its interpretant,

this tri-relative influence not always being in any way resolvable into actions between pairs’. I will say more

about units of signification later,
318

but what is important to me here are Peirce’s attention to agent and influ-

ence, his notion of interdependence and his inclusion of non-intentional, non-linguistic signification. Morris (in

Eco, 1976: 16) went one step further and stressed that semiotics is concerned with ‘ordinary objects insofar

(and only insofar) as they participate in semiosis’. Thus, semiosis includes a pragmatic dimension, a recogni-

tion of processes of use which are of course dependent on the ‘context of social life’.

Modern semiotics also incorporate the work of Cassirer (1922; 1923; 1969; 1979; 1994) who examined the

specific rules that govern symbolic systems and their difference from logic: ‘multiple meanings replace gen-

eral concepts, representative figures replace classes; the reinforcement of ideas (through repetition, varia-

tion, etc) replaces proof’ (Todorov, 1973: 17-8).
319

Language is, according to Cassirer, not just instrumental

in serving a pre-existing reality but it articulates and conceptualises it. And so do myth, religion, art, science,

and history as ‘symbolic forms’ that inform the world rather than imitating it.

While specific sign systems and their context can be seen as ‘a sort of contract signed by the members of a

community’ (Saussure, 1966), and thereby as structures that are pre-given to any individual signifying prac-

tice, each subject is nevertheless involved in a process of constructing meaning within those systems, and

within the wider realm of socio-economic and political conditions.

An overview of the factors (in Cobley & Jansz, 1998: 154) included in semiotic analysis is useful here:

• the multi-layered structures of semiosis;

• the relation of (aesthetic) texts to institutionally sustained norms and values;

• the relation of (aesthetic) texts to values beyond the aesthetic realm;

• the role of context in the meaning of texts;

• the role of the reader in actualizing texts.

This perspective comes close to Selle and Boehe’s (1986: 27) conception of multiple and dovetailing levels

of meaning, which are established and operative in synchronically and diachronically structured social rela-

tionships, through both subjective and intersubjective experiences.
320

317
My translation from the French quote.

318
See p. 142ff.

319
This has a bearing on ornament. See p. 171.

320
See p. 104.
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It also takes into account what Kristeva (1986b: 31)
321

calls the remainder (or ‘waste’) of traditional semiotic

practices: all those aspects that a metalanguage cannot account for but which contribute to the heterogene-

ity of signifying practices. A coherent and unchallengeable language can describe formal relationships but

only paraphrase subjective semantics (Jacobson cited in Todorov, 1995: 278). Regarding art and discourse

(i.e. logic and science), Langer (1953:385) detected a ‘radical difference’ between the ‘respective symbolic

forms’ constitutive of the ‘fundamentally different realms’ of art and discourse. Thus, while theories from

phenomenology to structuralism are still pertinent for the description of signifying processes that operate in

the realm of the conscious and the unity of the subject, they cannot account for some areas of non-utilitarian

usage (such as transgression and pleasure) nor for extreme states of subjectivity (psychosis) or marginal

areas of social practice (art) (1985: 212-3; Kristeva, 1986b: 26).
322

Music, painting, dancing and poetry etc.

are not fully accessible to formal approaches since they involve ‘psychic drives which have not been har-

nessed by the dominant symbolization systems’(1986b: 30).

1.1 On the margins of mastery

Unconscious symbolising processes make up a large part of signifying practices. According to Lütkehaus

(1989: 13), the discovery of the unconscious evolved as a critique of modern ideas of consciousness. The

term was indeed used by a number of writers before Freud. Leibnitz and Kant, for example, accentuated

‘cognitive’ aspects of the unconscious and credited it with creative power. Herder, Moritz, Schopenhauer and

Nietzsche focused on non-cognitive (volitive, libidinal and irrational) aspects, which they sometimes regarded

as complementary to consciousness, but more often opposed (21, 25, 40). From the latter perspective, the

relationship between conscious and unconscious is one of struggle and echoes social conflicts over values.

Images are located on the side of the unconscious and Lessing acknowledged a ‘strange power’ of images,

‘irrational, unconscious’, which conjured up ‘scandalous’ sexual conjunctions (Mitchell 1986: 109).
323

Ever

since, the unconscious has remained the locus of repressed wishes and ideas making it potentially threaten-

ing for the subject. But, it has also been regarded as a wellspring of creativity and a motor of cognitive func-

tion.

321
It is interesting to note that, through Bakhtin, Kristeva shares an intellectual genealogy that goes back to Cassirer
(Brandist, 1997).

322
Nevertheless, Kristeva also cautions us to simply discard them: ‘To criticize this phase for its ‘ideological bias’ –
whether phenomenological or more specifically phonological of linguistic – without recognizing the truth it has con-
tributed by revealing and characterizing the immanent causality and/or presence of a social-systematic constraint in
each social functioning, leads to a rejection of the symbolic and/or social thesis … indispensable to every practice’
(1986b: 27). Beyond this symbolic social thesis, however, there is a heterogeneity in signifying practices which in-
troduces many variations. ‘If we admit that the position of conscious mastery of Meaning by the Subject constitutes
and guarantees the Subject’s unity, we are forced to state that the various types of signifying experiences suppose
a relativity of this mastery whose limit would be its zero state, characterized by the afflux of unconscious logic alone
even from drives or from affects.’ (1985: 214, fn. 5) – ‘The relationship between the referent (as object and situa-
tion) and what I have called the signifiable is never a relationship of identity, but rather one of displacement: R←
signifiable where← represents a contradiction. This relation is also one of emptiness, of the unnameable, of non-
sense and of opaque experience which we could designate by the word increasingly haunting semiological theo-
ries: the body.’ (214)

323
He wanted this power restricted through ‘the control of civil law’ (in Mitchell 1986: 108). Lessing echoes Plato
(1937: 309) who advocated the expulsion of poets or others who manufacture ‘images very far removed from the
truth’ from the city. Imitation generally ‘is far from the truth ... The painter … may paint a carpenter and show the
thing at some distance, and so cheat children and stupid men into thinking it is really a carpenter. … We must then
inquire whether these persons have met with the imitators and been cheated, and … failed to perceive that they are
three removes from being, and can easily be made without knowledge of the truth – for their productions are ap-
pearances and not realities’ (300). See also p. 143.
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When Goodman (1968: 248) states that ‘in aesthetic experience the emotions function cognitively’, he thinks

in the tradition of writers who looked towards the non-conscious, non-rational for inspiration.
324

The uncon-

scious became an issue when, for instance, focus in the Romantic debates of representation shifted from the

relationship of the work of art with nature to the creative production of the artist. Thus, Moritz emphasised

that the artist does not just observe nature but, by imitating it, forms and creates as nature herself does. ‘Mi-

mesis, yes, but on condition that the term be understood in the sense of poiesis.’ (Todorov, 1995: 153) At the

same time, Kant emphasised the importance of the non-conscious work of nature in the creative process.
325

The core of the beautiful ‘lies beyond the limits of the power of thought, in its emergence’ (Moritz quoted in

Todorov, 1995: 154). When the beautiful is beautiful of its own accord – and not by conventions or useful-

ness – the ‘speaking subject is only a mask borrowed by the unique and constant subject of any utterance,

language itself. The writer is not someone who uses language, but someone whom language uses’

(Todorov, 1995: 176). Novalis described ideal compositions as ‘[d]isconnected, incoherent narratives that

have associations nevertheless, like dreams …’ (in Todorov, 1995: 176). Schopenhauer (1851: 125) was

convinced that – as in nature – everything original and authentic in humans operates unconsciously.

To understand creative processes, Moritz – who conceived of a ‘semiotics of psychology’ – recommended

making ‘dream[s] the subject of … observations in order to explore the nature of the being which thinks in

him … in order to spy on the courses of fantasy’ (quoted in Lütkehaus, 1989: 24). This is not an orderly think-

ing: the drive that causes artistic production is based on an infinite conflict between the conscious and the

unconscious, and the dark power of the latter can turn against the subject as much as it can grant complete-

ness. Whereas, in other spheres such as science this conflict exists equally (but cannot be resolved there),

in art these contradictions are productive and can be synthesised, so that conscious and unconscious are

combined and reconciled (Schelling, 1800: 61-64, 69).
326

A work of art can fall back on ‘an internal regularity’

(in Todorov, 1995: 177), a pre-stabilised harmony between freedom and necessity, conscious and uncon-

scious (Schelling, 1800: 60).

That asserted, there remains anxiety about the forces of the unconscious even in the writings of the authors

quoted above. Jean Paul (1827: 77) calls them the ‘uncanny realm of the unconscious, this true internal Af-

rica' – ‘a land in which you don’t know anything in advance and have no authority’.
327

In classical psychoanalysis, symbolisation was seen exclusively as a process where ‘one member of [an]

equation [is] repressed into the unconscious’ (Ferenszi quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 28).
328

According to Rank

324
A very early example of this interpretation can be found in Plato’s Phaedrus (1995: 27): ‘… if a man comes to the
door of poetry untouched by the madness of the Muses, believing that technique alone will make him a good poet,
he and his sane compositions never reach perfection, but are utterly eclipsed by the performances of the inspired
madman’. This stands in strange opposition to his indictment of poetry and painting in The Republic.

325
‘For the beautiful must not be estimated according to concepts, but by the final mode in which the imagination is
attuned so as to accord with the faculty of concepts generally; and so rule and precept are incapable of serving as
the requisite subjective standard for that aesthetic and unconditioned finality in fine art which has to make a war-
ranted claim to being bound to please every one. Rather must such a standard be sought in the element of mere
nature in the subject, which cannot be comprehended under rules or concepts, that is to say, the supersensible
substrate of all the subject’s faculties (unattainable by any concept of understanding), and consequently in that
which forms the point of reference for the harmonious accord of all our faculties of cognition – the production of
which accord is the ultimate end set by the intelligible basis of our nature. Thus alone is it possible for a subjective
and yet universally valid principle a priori to lie at the basis of that finality for which no objective principle can be
prescribed.’ (Kant, 1790: SS 57)

326
See also p. 119.

327
Lütkehaus has chosen this figure as the title for his book since – whether or not the history of the discovery of the
unconscious can be conceptualised as an internal process of colonisation, appropriation and expropriation – colo-
nial tropes were continuously employed in this discourse (1989: 8). See p. 218.
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and Sachs (in Lorenzer, 1979: 29), a symbol veils unconscious content by indirect representation. It ex-

presses in a surrogate manner something that has to remain hidden, with which it shares some evident

characteristic or internal association. Typical of the psychoanalytic ‘true’ symbol is its bi- or multivalence, a

trace of its genesis from a condensation of different elements.
329

Freud’s original model of the unconscious

(or Id) was topographical and treated it as if it were separated from other processes taking place in the mind.

A more dynamic understanding of psychological processes allows the unconscious to be seen as one state

amongst others,
330

with the conscious (ego) mediating between ‘internal’ (biological processes in the body,

the unconscious) and ‘external’ physical and social reality (the world, the superego).

Lorenzer and Kristeva are interested in processes that take place across the range of the conscious and

unconscious, both suspecting that creativity is greatest below full consciousness. Lorenzer revisits Freud’s

preconscious to describe these dynamics, while Kristeva – influenced by Lacan’s concepts of the mirror

stage and the symbolic – introduces the ‘semiotic’ in distinction to the ‘symbolic’. The unconscious as part of

our biological being is also part of the world, inasmuch as our body is part of the ‘external’ physical environ-

ment (just as consciousness is part of the ‘external’ social environment). Adorno and Langer (to name but

two writers) have concerned themselves with the relation between consciousness and ‘the world’ i.e. with a

reality external to the subject,
331

while Elias has investigated socio-genetic features of different historical per-

sonality types, and the social demand for the control of affects.
332

In his work on symbolisation as a specifi-

cally human activity (1991) he combines a biological with a sociological perspective and provides a link with

Maturana and Varela’s ‘biological roots of human understanding’ and their notions of adaptation through re-

cursive coupling.
333

Thus, reality (or the Real) circles back to the unconscious – from a social, neurophysi-

ological and from a psychoanalytical angle.

Acknowledging the wide range of approaches to symbolisation, Lorenzer (1979: 65f) criticises a tendency

within traditional psychoanalysis to connect symbols with pathological processes and to exclude the con-

scious (secondary processes) in symbol formation. Combining a re-reading of psychoanalytic texts and phi-

losophical theories of the symbol, he advocates an acknowledgement of the subject’s activity, and of symbol

formation as partly a function of the ego.
334

One of his psychoanalytic sources is Kris, who conceived of a

‘regression in the service of the ego’ in creativity, and stressed the activity of the subject: inspiration occurs

328
See p. 90.

329
Rank and Sachs, however, allow for a connection with conscious processes by conceding that, while the symbol
belongs to the unconscious, it has – as a result of its compromise formation – conscious aspects, which in turn
have an influence on the formation and understanding of the symbol itself.

330
Freud, later, more or less replaced the topographical model with a model based on drive energies (primary and
secondary processes, see p. 90), but subsequently, a ‘decisive separation’ of those processes was maintained,
particularly under the influence of Jones (1916) who fixated the symbol unequivocally to the primary processes
(Lorenzer, 1979: 50, 54).

331
This includes non-discursive symbolic elements i.e. elements that are difficult or impossible to verbalise and are
dynamically close to unconscious processes. Kant observed the following: ‘Those forms [give] the imagination an
incentive to spread its flight over a whole host of kindred representations that provoke more thought than admits of
expression in a concept determined by words. They furnish an aesthetic idea, which serves the above rational idea
as a substitute for logical presentation, but with the proper function, however, of animating the mind by opening out
for it a prospect into a field of kindred representations stretching beyond its ken. … the objects-attributes … go
hand in hand with the logical, and give the imagination an impetus to bring more thought into play in the matter,
though in an undeveloped manner, than allows of being brought within the embrace of a concept, or, therefore, of
being definitely formulated in language’ (Kant, 1790: SS 48 - my italics).

332
See p. 209.

333
See fn. 147.

334
Langer (1980) remarks that the symbolising process is as much a matter of drive as it is a matter of intention.
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when the ego partially relaxes its functions and temporarily allows primary processes to operate.
335

Thus, the

artist engages in a ‘continual interplay between creation and criticism’, when he alternates between painting

and ‘stepping back to observe the effect. We may speak here of a shift in psychic level, consisting in the fluc-

tuation of functional regression and control’ (Kris quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 57).

Lorenzer (68) suggests that different stages of consciousness and different levels of symbol formation corre-

spond with ego-performance on different planes. Kubie (1958: 38) had already observed that, depending on

the type of process involved, symbolic representations can be more or less rigid:

Where conscious processes predominate at one end of the spectrum, rigidity is imposed by the

fact that conscious symbolic functions are anchored by their precise and literal relationships to

specific conceptual and perceptual units. Where unconscious processes predominate at the

other end of the spectrum there is an even more rigid anchorage, but in this instance to unreal-

ity: that is, to those unacceptable conflicts, objects, aims, and impulses which have been ren-

dered inaccessible both to conscious introspection and to the corrective influence of experience,

and which are represented by their own special symbols in impenetrable and fixed disguises.

This observation lead Kubie to posit that the symbolic process has its greatest creative potential when sym-

bolic imagery is most flexible: ‘this creative flexibility is made possible predominantly if not exclusively by the

free, continuous, and concurrent action of preconscious processes’ (38). Kubie thus presents a concept of

the preconscious quite different from that of the early Freud, who in his initial use of the term treated the

structures of preconscious and conscious as the same, in principle.

… when compared to the fantastic speed of the wordless processing of the same concept in

preconscious thought, the conscious verbal symbol as used to communicate ideas is relatively

slow and pedestrian. … precisely because its primary purpose is not for thinking but for that

slow-motion sampling of preconscious thought processes which we call communication

(‘speech’). We can think of many things at a time ‘preconsciously’ (indeed at that level it is not

possible to think of only one thing at a time): but we can communicate only one meaning at a

time, if we hope to communicate clearly (24-5).

Elias (1991: 69) makes similar observations about the relationship between conscious (discursive) and pre-

conscious (figurative) symbolisation, when he points out that – below the level of discursive, step-by-step

thinking – there are forms of ‘abbreviated thinking’.

By way of experiment some intermediary stations are skipped in the onrush of thought and peo-

ple have difficulties in translating the rush of telescoped reasoning into the step-by-step lan-

guage required for communication. The telescoped manner of putting linguistic symbols through

their paces is often linked to thinking in terms of images (69).

335
‘Inspiration – the “divine release from the ordinary ways of man”, a state of “creative madness” (Plato), in which the
ego controls the process and puts it into its service – needs to be contrasted with the opposite, the psychotic condi-
tion, in which the ego is overwhelmed by the primary process’ (Kris quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 55). ‘In fantasy and
dream, in states of intoxication and fatigue, such functional regression is especially prominent; in particular, it char-
acterizes the process of inspiration.’ (57) This possibility of ‘functional regression’ ‘applies to the whole field of art
and of symbol formation, preconscious or unconscious, which, beginning with cult and ritual, permeates the whole
of human life’ (56).
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In his view, this link between the use of language symbols and ‘their links to the complex undergrowth of pre-

language drives and fantasies’ has not been researched much so far, and a lot of spadework is still required

to clarify those links. In any event, symbol thinking may often ‘shade imperceptibly into the manipulation of

non-verbal images’ (69), and sentences are reduced to key words which in turn blend with images.
336

There is, it seems, besides conscious and unconscious processes, ‘another type of mentation whose rela-

tionship to its roots is figurative and allegorical’ (Kubie, 1958: 30). It expresses ‘nuances of thought and feel-

ing’, ‘those collateral and emotional references which cluster around the central core of meaning’. Codes

overlap and ‘every item of data from the world of experience has many coded representatives’. A scientist,

artist or other specialist

... each deals with his subject on all three of these levels at once. On the conscious level he

deals with them as communicable ideas and approximate realities. On the preconscious level

he deals with swift condensations of their multiple allegorical and emotional import, both direct

and indirect. On the unconscious level, without realizing it, he uses his special competence and

knowledge to express the conflict-laden and confused levels of his own spirit, using the lan-

guage of his speciality as a vehicle for the outward projection of his own internal struggles

(31).
337

Kubie’s concept could lead to an obfuscation of the differences between primary and secondary processes.

If symbols are interpreted as the result of an homogenous process of perception and cognition, i.e. the sec-

ondary process, the danger is that the specific characteristics of the unconscious are ignored (Lorenzer,

1979: 60). Lorenzer therefore suggests replacing the term primary process with primary organisation which

belongs to neither ego, id nor superego exclusively. Instead, primary organisation means a low level of ego-

functions, or a dynamic under special influence of the id. He proposes a simultaneous symbol formation on

two levels: with regard to knowledge the ego function dominates, and the id takes over when cathexis aims

at representations.
338

Kristeva (1986b: 29) too, when she speaks of the semiotic disposition in poetic language, implies the possi-

bility of a crossover between conscious and unconscious processes, the latter functioning ‘transversal to the

logico-symbolic processes’. Variations in poetry often involve deviations from grammatical rules, and dis-

placement and condensation, characteristic features of the primary processes.
339

She adds compulsion to

repetition (rhythm),
340

and similar ‘operations’ in which signification fuses with the ‘fragmented body of the

speaking subject as well as bodies of his familial and social partners’.
341

All these practices take place at a

frontier which they often transgress (they thus accept a symbolic law, but through transgression change it).

336
‘It is not always easy to transform thought or knowledge of this kind into spoken language, even though the pattern-
ing of symbols, as far as one can tell at this stage, remains largely identical with that which symbols receive in the
language of a particular society.’ (105)

337
See fn. 459 for an account by Einstein of his creative process.

338
Cassirer (1922: 175) conceives of symbolic form as any mental activity (Energie des Geistes) by which a mental
concept is attached to a sensual sign, and attached to this sign internally.

339
See Langer (1980: 191f): the same laws are applicable to presentational symbol systems. She also grants presen-
tational symbols a greater closeness to affects and observes a dynamic that corresponds exactly to the effects of
primary processes (wishfulfilment and projection), particularly at the lower levels of presentational symbolic sys-
tems.

340
All three of these features have been attributed to ornament.

341
‘[T]ropes are “impure” insofar as they indicate the processes, the libidinal charges, at the interchange between the
psychic and the bodily which underlie the generation of tropes and which subtend all transference, and thus all
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She distinguishes the semiotic from the symbolic mode of signification. The semiotic belongs to the primary

organisation, which first appears in the echolalias of infants and remains present ‘in all adult discourses as

supplementary register to that of sign and predicate synthesis’ (Kristeva, 1985: 217).
342

The symbolic register

is constituted at the mirror stage (Lacan) and is characterised by the capacity of dealing with absence, rep-

resentation and abstraction constitutive of, for example, language as a system of meaning with a ‘foreclosed

subject or with a transcendental subject-ego’ (217). However, the semiotic often emerges in the symbolic in

‘transformational conditions’: ‘anguish, frustration, identification or projection all break down the unity of the

transcendental ego and its system of homogenous sense and give free reign to what is heterogeneous in

sense, that is, to the drive’ (217).

In Kristeva’s concept, the semiotic in its ‘rhythmic and intonational’ manifestations coexists with the symbolic.

Whether or not it becomes dominant depends – similar to Lorenzer’s concept – on the conditions of events,

often ‘profound crises of rationality’ (Kristeva, 1985: 220). Exclusive recourse to rigidity and normativeness

(order, family, normalcy, but presumably also modes of thought described by Kris as rigid) can indicate a

failure of semiotic-symbolic interactions in liminal situations (220). At the same time, the function of the se-

miotic aspect of poetics and art

has always troubled science. Under the name of magic, madness, or, in more ornamental fash-

ion, literature, it has been submitted to various attempts at recuperation into rationality but has

always resisted as bearer of a surplus of signification that the system of the sign is unable to

contain. It may well be that this surplus is seen more distinctly when focused in the light not of

an attempt at containment in a sign system, but of a semanalysis orientated towards that pre-

signifying and pre-conscious work, a work that the text exposes (Kristeva, 1973: 38).

So far in my discussion, I have focused on the individual subject and its internal differentiation. In highly indi-

vidualised societies, there is ‘an intense desire of individual human beings to recognize themselves as exist-

ing in complete independence as wholly autonomous human beings’ which might obscure the fact that ‘the

language one speaks, which forms an integral part of one’s personality, is a social fact presupposing the

existence of other human beings and preceding the existence of any particular individual’ (Elias, 1991: 21).

The speaking subject, by definition, does not exist independently of, or isolated from, a context of meaning,

so that ‘the private contents at the basis of symbolisations prove to be as much socially given as they are

private’; they are ’subjectively appropriated and socially mediated at the same time’ (Lorenzer, 1979: 38).

Similarly, Lacan posits an ‘Other’ in the unconscious which produces meanings, and this is what Kristeva

(1986b: 28) refers to when she states that the subject has to ‘resolve potential conflicts between bio-physical

forces (drives) and social constraints’, and that the exploration of meaning concerns ‘an entire socio-

historical horizon’ (1985: 220).

Art objects have been perceived as having an intrinsic overabundance of meaning. Lyotard (1988a: 18)

states that, in the act of creation, the latent nuances of the product say something different from what ‘we

“meant” because they’re older than the present intent, overloaded with possibilities of meaning – that is,

connected with other words, phrases, shades of meaning, timbres. By means of which precisely they consti-

communication and all signification. This is the ornamental “excess” within which the trace of the body remains. The
recognition of a bodily “foundation”, the figurative, may be taken as a recognition of the abyss in meaning, the ac-
ceptance that there is no grounding.’ (Jenner, 1995a: 13)

342
Ornament has also often been discussed as a supplement (e.g. Kant, Derrida, Wigley). See p. 185ff.
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tute a field, a “world,” the “brave” human world’. While Lyotard’s notion of superabundance refers to all the

meanings an object can be endowed with beyond the maker’s intention, another concept of abundance of

meaning locates meaning in the work of art itself, or more precisely, in the process of its making. In the nine-

teenth century controversies between proponents of the Romantic and classical conceptions of the symbol,

the classicists concentrated on symbols’ denotative aspects (Todorov, 1995). Romanticism instead turned to

the connotative aspects of the symbol. Expression became more important than representation (172), and

the work of art an inexhaustible source of meaning. In the Romantic symbol, meaning is intuited rather than

conceptualised and any work of art, as symbol, has a superabundance of meaning (191). This conception of

symbolisation has contributed to the view of art as being highly personal, with the accent on the maker and

the process of making. Art for art’s sake and the concept of genius owe their currency in part to this perspec-

tive, which – despite an increasing acknowledgement of the sociality of art – still influences the views of art-

ists and their audiences considerably.

1.2 Interfaces of meaning

Meaning is not constructed solely on the level of personal intention or unconscious; it is embedded in inter-

subjective signifying practices. While signification can be analysed according to a number of concepts, cur-

rently such concepts are mainly derived from linguistics and follow the lines of syntax, semantics and prag-

matics.
343

Syntax applies to the formal laws that govern styles, which in turn can be seen as semantic systems. Jencks

(1987: 64) points out that syntax has been the obsession of modern architecture and its formalism. With re-

gard to visual formations, syntax governs the relationships between the elements of a configuration and is

used in the construction of meaning to allocate weight, articulate importance, introduce hierarchies, de-

individualise elements through repetition, and also create a ‘third sense’ (Eisenstein in Bryson, 1981: 4) by

the juxtaposition of two signs. Many, if not all, of these strategies are intimately linked with style, and thereby

in turn with the values and validations of a particular period. These issues will be addressed in later sections,

while here I shall concentrate on the discussion of semantics and pragmatics.
344

Barthes (1975: 33-4) identifies five ‘off-stage voices’ behind each utterance, of which four are significant in

the context of semantics and pragmatics: semes, symbols, empirics and cultural codes. The first two I inter-

pret to mean the fields of expression and representation (as areas of semantics), the third that of practice,

and the fourth that of cultural context (as areas of pragmatics).

1.2.1 Representation and expression

Bound up with the Romantic conception of the symbol is a distinction between representation and expres-

sion. Representation is usually thought to be tied to external states of the world i.e. objects and events

(Goodman, 1968: 46), which it reflects in varying degrees of abstraction. Its quality is judged according to

343
Morris introduced the distinction between pragmatics, in which the object of study is the user of a language; seman-
tics, in which only expressions and their meanings are investigated, independently from the user; and syntax, in
which – following further abstraction – only the relations between expressions are explored. See also Peirce, p.
127.

344
For a discussion of style, see p. 136. Syntax will more prominently enter the discussion in the section on aesthetics:
the evaluation of ornament (as superfluous, supplementary, non-artistic, or beguiling) has often been based on
what turn out to be syntactic arguments. See p. 170ff.
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how well it relates a symbol to the things it applies to.
345

Representation (or imitation) is part of a classical

framework where ‘art and discourse are subordinated to an external objective, whereas for the Romantics

they constitute an autonomous realm’ (Todorov, 1995: 111). In representation, more than in expression, an

awareness is present ‘that vehicle and referential object are not identical but are, in form and substance, two

totally different entities’ (Werner and Kaplan quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 45). In expression, on the other hand,

the subject (the artist) has central importance, and the process is a reflection of inner states: feelings or other

properties.
346

It works ‘by intimation rather than by imitation’ (Goodman, 1968: 46).

This distinction is unnecessarily and unhelpfully dualistic. On the level of intersubjective signification, no ex-

ternal states can be represented independently from the subjectivity of the agents; nor are the agents’ inter-

nal states completely independent of external objects and events. On a formal level, representation is never

pure imitation (Goodman, 1968: 46),
347

and expression still makes use of representational systems, even

though it ‘run[s] in the opposite direction from representation’ (92). Both are intimately related modes of sym-

bolisation, and they are simply cases of ‘various longer chains of the elementary referential relationships …

[that] may run from any symbol’ (92). Representation might be thought of as a more conscious and deliber-

ate type of signification than expression. In Romantic doctrines representation was associated with conven-

tion and external purpose, and considered a detractor of art: as soon as a ‘beautiful image’ has to ‘indicate

and signify something outside itself … it approaches the status of pure symbol [=arbitrary sign], which does

not really depend upon beauty in the proper sense, any more than do the letters with which we write’ (Moritz

quoted in Todorov, 1995: 161).
348

But there is always an imaginative element in convention, too: ‘[t]o speak

of Alexander the Great and to represent him as larger than his soldiers may be a convention; but to the

imagination it is natural and self-evident’ (Schapiro, 1969: 237).

Rather than splitting (conscious) signifying modes along binary-oppositional lines, it is useful to think of rep-

resentation and expression as sliding between clusters of related criteria. Representative elements in a sign

refer to a reality as a common base between the signifying subject and her addressees and – because of

that – they tend to be more conventional and formalised, thus closer to discursive signs which are ‘anchored

by their precise and literal relationships to specific conceptual and perceptual units’ (Kubie, 1958: 38).
349

However, that does not necessarily make them rigid or empty because, as Duncan (1969: 157) argues, in

their concrete manifestation they evoke ‘strong feelings of identification because they are a way of indicating

to others, and to ourselves, that we participate in common social life’. Representative and expressive ele-

ments can be present in one and the same sign, the latter tending to be closer to what Langer calls presen-

tational (i.e. non-discursive, emotional and metaphorical) symbols.
350

Further, elements operating represen-

345
There is a close affinity between this understanding of representation and the philosophical correspondence theory
of truth. See p. 70.

346
‘… in the romantic aesthetic, the accent no longer falls upon the relationship or representation (linking the work and
the world), but upon the relationship of expression, the one that links the work and the artist’ (Todorov, 1995: 154).

347
For an account of different views on the principle of imitation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, see To-
dorov (1995: 113-128).

348
Moritz uses the term ‘symbol’ here in its pre-Kantian sense; he concurrently uses the term allegory for the same
purpose. For Kant’s re-definition of symbol, see p. 148; for the Romantic use of allegory, see p. 151.

349
See p. 131.

350
Discursive symbol systems are the articulate symbol formation in language, while presentational symbol systems
embrace all those elements which belong into the ‘logical yonder’, the realm of the ‘unspeakable’.
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tatively in one context might take on an expressive function in another.
351

Langer (1953: 63-64) mentions

decoration as employing expressive elements.

Pure decorative design is a direct projection of feeling into shape and color. ... the design itself

expresses life ... is the semblance of rhythm ... the semblance of life ... a symbolic form which

abstracts the continuity, directedness and energy of motion.

She also points out that, while representation can be interpreted in a Platonic or Aristotelian way, as pointing

to something beyond the art work, it can also be seen as ‘the artist’s motive for creating the work – a record

of things that fascinate him, persons or scenes he desires to immortalize’ (14). Representation can thus

equate to re-presentation – a move outward towards the community, a personal presentation i.e. an expres-

sion. Self-conscious expression, when subjected to formal elaboration, is always tied to representational

systems and social convention. As long as the work is aimed at an audience, no artist can ignore social

codes of his time and place. Nor can a user display ornamentation without entering into a socially shared

framework of signification by which the object will be interpreted.
352

1.2.2 Style

One system of conventions by which expression or representation in art and design is governed is style. The

term is mostly used to describe that which is identified as overarching and uniting individual artistic works in

a particular period or place. Insofar as expression is associated with art and architecture, style not only de-

scribes artists’ practices of self-expression, but also the exposition of characteristics that are taken to be in-

trinsic to art and architecture. In this usage, the label seems to capture the laborious effort of ‘pressing out’,

of ‘revealing’ some law or property (proportion, technique, material) residing in the object. It is clear that ex-

pression in this sense has nothing of the spontaneity it was associated with it in the Romantic view. Rather, it

merges with representation in that there is a noticeable awareness ‘that vehicle and referential object are not

identical but are, in form and substance, two totally different entities’.
353

Expression here refers to the rela-

tionship between content and form, and its specifics have often been described in terms of the style, vocabu-

lary and syntax of a specific place and time. Style is not only a formal, aesthetic canon and a body of rules, it

is intrinsically bound up with values and beliefs i.e. the elements of world views. In rhetoric, style is the way

in which meaning is expressed, and for architecture it has been defined as the ‘communication of quality and

meaning’ (‘The Art of Architecture: Expression’ in 1997b). ‘Style does provide a vehicle for thought, and style

can be ornamental but style is something more than that. It is another of the available means of persuasion,

another means of arousing the appropriate emotional response in the audience.’ (Ehses, 1989: 189)

Thought, persuasion and emotional response are all terms within the field of ‘meaning’. In that sense, style is

a carrier of meaning, which ‘varies with the character of culture …, forming distinct modes or languages of

expression ... Style communicates the outlook of a culture and the concepts of its architects’ (1997b). On this

account, the principal forces determining style are ‘tradition, the experience of earlier architecture; influence,

351
In this, similar to what Goodman observes about dense and articulate systems: ‘Descriptions are distinguished from
depictions not through being more arbitrary but through belonging to articulate rather than to dense schemes; and
words are more conventional than pictures only if conventionality is construed in terms of differentiation rather than
of artificiality. Nothing here depends upon the internal structure of a symbol; for what describes in some systems
may depict in others. ... The often stressed distinction between iconic and other signs becomes transient and trivial’
(Goodman, 1968: 230). For an explanation of density and differentiation see fn. 386.

352
For example, high/low art, price, connoisseurship, originality, authenticity, or innovation.

353
See p. 135.
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the contribution of contemporary expressions outside the immediate cultural environment; and innovation’

(‘The Art of Architecture: Expression’in 1997b).

Likewise, Kroll (1987: 155) comments that most Western views on ornament, despite their many differences,

concur that it formally expresses the style of a particular culture or era. There is, in his view, a shared convic-

tion that in ornament ‘the self and world view of an epoque breaks through … and that ornament thereby

becomes a type of mirror image, an unconscious and subcutaneous but therefore highly characteristic ab-

breviation of the ways of being of a people’.
354

However, style is mostly defined from an external position: as a comment on the culture of others, or – by the

inheritors of a tradition with the benefit of hindsight – on a cultural past.
355

As Benjamin (1982a: 577) ob-

served, not only does the historical index of images pronounce from which time they originate – it conveys

above all ‘that they only become readable in a particular period’. The historical index of images, moreover, is

parasitic on a larger view of history that ‘is concerned with the production of continuity’(592). ‘What escapes

it are the rough outcrops and jagged prongs which call a halt to those who wish to go beyond.’ (1939: 33) In

other words, and Benjamin has said so elsewhere (1969b: 271), history is always the history of the victor –

and so is the history of style. Its writing is constituted by subtractions and exclusions of elements that do not,

and did not, fit into the perception of the dominant culture. Bloch (1979: 45) also points out that what is con-

sidered appropriate at any given time is determined by the social habitus of that era,
356

‘by its fashion-

determining class …. This relationship is most visible in the visible, in exterior and interior architecture, both

of which dominate by imposing the forms of those who dominate. This relationship, then, is what is called

style’. Aesthetic norms, insofar as they are social, ‘are norms of legitimation. … “styles of life” determine

conduct’ (Duncan, 1969: 93). Stairways, portals, and towers have been regularly employed to express social

significance, namely power relationships. While modernism endeavoured to do away with such ‘norms of

legitimation’, this has never been entirely successful in public architecture.

Within the realm of style, a form ‘may have a “subjective meaning” for the actor expressing the style, but at

the same time has “objective meaning” for the group in which the style is used’ (32). Communal attitudes

‘arise in, and as a result of, the forms we use to communicate as we act together’ (32). Nevertheless, sharing

the use of a style as a way of expressing meaning can reassure members of a community of their belonging

and produce cathexis with aspirations and norms. And these may not be the ones that are legitimated by the

‘fashion-determining class‘. Thus, the desire to express a homely atmosphere in the design of domestic ar-

chitecture through the incorporation of ‘cottage-like roofs, shutters, trellises, mullioned windows, grilles, and

other associations with a more peaceful past’ (‘Content: Symbols of function’ in 1997b) resists modernist

attempts to remove ‘externally imposed’ meaning from architectural form.
357

Personal affiliations might travel

along different trajectories – whatever the larger social code might say, people adhere to objects and forms

against the stream if they ‘mean something’ to them. A gift might represent the giver or the event; a souvenir

354
‘The individual is unable to create form, and so is the architect. But the architect tries the impossible again and
again – and always without success. Form or ornament are the result of the unconscious collective work of the
people of a whole civilisation.‘ (Loos, 1910: 314)

355
Here, the analogy with myth is pertinent, see p. 113ff.

356
See also Bourdieu, see p. 10.

357
Jencks (1987: 55) gives an account of how residents transformed Le Corbusier’s Pessac buildings to create a
sense of shelter and protection: ‘they shortened the ribbon windows, added shutters and more window mullions;
they articulated the blank white surfaces with window boxes, cornices and eaves; and some put on the old Bor-
deaux sign of protection, the pitched roof. In short, they systematically misunderstood his Purist language and sys-
tematically redesigned it to incorporate their conventional signs of home’.
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the memory of travel; a craft object the process of making and the traces of another person’s creativity.
358

In

the cases where participants in the project ‘Users’ perspectives on ornament’ emphatically said that an or-

namental object ‘means a lot to me’, they did not only express an emotion. This feeling often also determined

in many ways their practices in use.
359

Styles, then, are not only structural entities governing the artistic ex-

pressions of whole cultures at a given time, but also repositories of meanings, and they are sometimes used

as resources for strategies of resistance against prevailing aesthetic conventions.

1.2.3 Reference

People’s statements about traces of meaning in objects, for example in mementoes, bring into the debate a

concept that leads a shadowy existence in the discourses about signification: the referent. One reason why

theorists in structural linguistics and semiotics largely ignored the referent was that their main interest lay in

the conventionality of the system, rather than in the relationship of signifying practices with an external real-

ity.
360

Another reason was the distrust of interpretative strategies which referred to the ‘natural’ character of

the referent, and assumed its direct and unmediated accessibility. Modern artists shared this distrust and

deliberately challenged the ‘realist notion of representation that presumes the transparency of the medium

and thus the direct and natural link between sign and referent or between word and world’ (Hutcheon, 1989:

34). This was done deliberately ‘to the detriment of the referent, that is, by emphasizing the opacity of the

medium and the self-sufficiency of the signifying system’ (34).
361

Eco (1976: 66) observes that speakers of a language community often refer to cultural units (such as the

Evening Star) without ever having experienced the real referent,
362

but that does not make them any less

real for those who live in that community: ‘For the defence or destruction of this cultural unit, as for others

such as /freedom/, /transubstantiation/ or /free world/, [women and] men are even ready to go to their death’

(66). While messages might have a corresponding ‘real’ object, this object is not a necessary condition for

the functioning of semiotic models. In fact, once a real object has entered a signifying system, it is trans-

formed into a cultural unit and ceases to be indispensable (58).

While this works unproblematically on the level of common practice, the question of the possibility of a ‘natu-

ral link between sign and referent,’ which Ogden and Richards assumed, has troubled theorists, and not only

those that relied on some variation of a correspondence theory of truth. Eco believes that Ogden and Rich-

ard’s model of semiotics has ‘rigidified the problem in an unfortunate way’ (59).

358
‘An ornament that has been made by a human hand carries with it the traces of its making, the artistic motivation of
the creator, joy and suffering of its completion, the zest for work. Machine work only provides a death mask of this
life.’ (Muthesius in Rammert-Götz, 1994: 10)

359
See p. 239ff. The meanings referred to were not the specific, single, and conventional meanings that might also
pertain to an object or motif, and which can perhaps be more easily specified, but to a general significance of those
objects. Dictionaries link importance with similar aspects in the field of meaning such as import, expression, con-
cern and signification. Interestingly ‘importation’, another aspect mentioned in a dictionary definition, seems to con-
nect with ‘imposition’ in Barthes’ sense, p. 101.

360
Saussure explicitly excluded the concept of the symbol from structural linguistics since it had an aspect of being
‘motivated’.

361
In Semiotics for Beginners (Cobley & Jansz, 1998: 11), the ‘referent’ in the form of a ‘real’ dog finds an amusing
way of wreaking revenge for its obliteration by urinating on the statue of the thinker who has just replaced him by a
concept.

362
‘The semiotic object of a semantics is the content, not the referent, and the content has to be defined as a cultural
unit (or as a cluster or a system of interconnected cultural units).’ (62) In all cultures ‘a unit … is simply anything
that is culturally defined and distinguished as an entity. It may be a person, place, thing, feeling, state of affairs,
sense of foreboding, fantasy, hallucination, hope or idea. … the ideas of progress, hope and art are cultural units’
(Schneider quoted in Eco, 1976: 67).
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Lacan (1998: 20) makes an interesting observation in this context, namely that

the references or things the signifier serves to approach remain approximate – macroscopic for

example. What is important is not that it is imaginary – after all, if the signifier allowed us to

point to the image we need to be happy, that would be fine and dandy, but it’s not the case. At

the level of the signifier/signified distinction, what characterizes the relationship between the

signified and what serves as the indispensable third party, namely the referent, is precisely that

the signified misses the referent. The joiner doesn’t work.

For those with a strongly rational mentality relying on certainty of knowledge and reference, this mis-fit must

raise anxiety. But equally, I suspect that the same anxiety might have been responsible for the whole sale

dismissal of the referent from vast sectors of semiotic writing. Kristeva (1973: 27) regards the semiotic pro-

ject to have replaced the philosophical question of ‘Being … with the question of signifying, that is, the ques-

tion of the relation out-there/language, … or matter/sense’. For her, semiotics is a theory of knowledge which

– according to how it conceptualises the relationship matter/sense – can become either idealist or material-

ist: the theory of the sign easily ‘elides the plurality of the outside (out-of-sign) that it begins by posing, puts it

between brackets and evolves in the signifié that immediately becomes primordial and absolute: a transcen-

dental signifié, origin and refuge of transcendence’ (27). This approach cannot possibly but lead to Baudril-

lard’s hyperreality where ‘notions of truth, reference and the non-cultural have … ceased to exist’ (Hutcheon,

1989: 34).

It seems therefore important to recognise both the reality of the cultural units that are experienced as reality

(referents) by users, and the way in which these cultural units are constructed, mediated, and transformed in

use. In ornamental practices, for example, specific objects are intimately intertwined with different biographi-

cally and socially over-determined relationships of meaning. These relationships sometimes appear clear

and unproblematic: they are ‘just there’ and seem almost tangible. In other instances, they are charged and

dense, but not easily articulated.

1.2.4 Connotation and denotation

The terms denotation and connotation have been used to describe different relationships of reference. Deno-

tation, at one end of the scale, has been identified as a clear, unidirectional reference between a symbol and

a referent (Goodman, 1968: 59, 253). Clarity of this relationship depends on the knowledge of the semantic

system operating in any instance, the context, and the condition of communication (Fischer-Lichte, 1979:

23). Goodman (1968: 50) believes that both expression and representation can be ‘species of denotation,

distinguished only by whether that which is denoted is concrete or abstract’.

However, the more the referent moves toward the non-concrete – the imaginative or abstract – the more

most writers are inclined to call the relationship connotation. Thus, denotation is commonly seen as tending

towards a clear relationship to a referent (real or culturally constituted), while connotation is seen as evoking

images or associations far more complex and flexible.
363

However, the two modes of reference are usually

intertwined. Lorenzer (1979: 80), writing about the therapeutic process (and I would suggest that the same

applies to the design process) observes that in a flexible, creative phase, ‘the denotation of a concept is em-
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bedded in a deeply graduated environment of connotations’. When this phase comes to an end though, ‘de-

notations take over to the extent of exclusivity where finally a one-to-one relationship between sign and signi-

fied is established’. Symbol formation has then arrived at the other end of the scale – at a developed sign

system. In the design process, for example, early concepts which are varied, multifaceted, and sketchy rely

to a high degree on associations and connotations – they also have the telescopic character that Elias de-

scribes about forms of ‘abbreviated thinking’ below the level of discourse.
364

Subsequently, these concepts

are consecutively both narrowed and refined. After several intermediary stages, the final working drawings

follow specific and detailed conventions, which define – in many ways unambiguously and in a one-to-one

relationship – the nature of the finished building or product.

Eco (1976: 55-6) draws a different distinction between denotation and connotation – it is not, he writes, that

between univocal and vague signification, nor between referential and emotional. What distinguishes a con-

notation is that it relies on a previously established signification, so that connotation is parasitic on denota-

tion.
365

Schlesinger (1912) made a similar observation.
366

As language expands to incorporate new and more

complex objects, existing (denotative) concepts are ‘carried over’ to other realms of life and are used in a

metaphorical manner, carrying not only connotations from their earlier use, but also acquiring new ones from

the change to a new domain.
367

Schlesinger’s comments thus suggest that a continual process of renewal is

at work in signification. While connotative or metaphorical uses of words might become more literal, and thus

more denotative, at the same time denotative terms are carried over into other spheres and accrete connota-

tive meanings.

In this process, it is hard to find any purely denotative signs (Barthes, 1964: 34), but the impression of

greater analogy in, for example, photographs can create a sense of naturalness and objectivity while conno-

tational density lends itself more to imagination. Thus, Goodman (1968: 254) considers density and replete-

ness (terms which he associates with connotation) as ‘earmarks of the aesthetic’ while articulateness and

denotationality are ‘earmarks of the nonaesthetic’. As Holland and Lambropoulos (quoted in Peters, 1992)

note, ‘the realm of aesthetics is increasingly recuperated and refunctionalized by institutions ranging from

campaign management and museum sponsorship to advertising’, and connotation and denotation combine

to naturalise highly constructed messages (such as total culinary service in ‘TV dinner’ products', Barthes,

1964: 24) where the ‘discontinuous world of symbols’ can be observed to plunge ‘into the narrative of the

denoted scene as into a lustral bath of innocence’ (40).

Whatever terms are put to work in the analyses (and very often concomitant evaluation) of art – be they rep-

resentation/expression, style, reference, or connotation/denotation – after some inspection all seem to yield

and imperceptibly shade into their structural opposites. Nevertheless, they are used and granted existence in

endless discourses of professional theorists or critics, and seem to be able to acquire enormous importance.

In that way, they keep conversations going in a way Rorty (1980) might not have thought of. Outside of these

conversations between cultural specialists, these theoretical units have different and less academic implica-

363
Fischer-Lichte calls connotation the ‘sum total of cultural units which a signifier can institutionally call up in the
memory of the receiver’ (Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 23).

364
See p. 131.

365
This distinction is reminiscent of Barthes’ in Mythologies. See fn. 302.

366
‘Before a word reaches connotative meaning, it has already lived through a pre-history in an obvious and tangible
world.’ (10) For the term symbol, he traces this pre-history back to its etymological connection with plaiting, joining,
and twisting which all describe the conjunction of different parts into one whole (11).

367
See metaphor, p. 152.
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tions. But what of practices?

1.3 The context of practices: rules and codes

The third and fourth of the voices that Barthes (1975: 33-4) can hear ‘off-stage’ behind each utterance are a

‘proairetic code’, which refers to actions and behaviour, and a ‘cultural code’, which refers to bodies of

knowledge originating in traditional human experience, and presents cultural knowledge. Thus, the meaning

of a hammer as an object requiring cautious handling does not inhere in the object itself but in the experi-

ences a person might have had with it (Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 11-2). The hammer as a cultural unit of mean-

ing includes the potential for personal experience as much as the socialised codes of such individual experi-

ences: in a system of meaning, both historically and biographically constituted meanings converge. Objec-

tively given contexts have to be individually and recursively activated, and an understanding of meaning al-

ways implies awareness of one’s historical position and one’s biographically formed pre-judices.
368

Con-

versely, if one wants one’s own signifying practices to be understood, one needs an understanding of, and a

competency in, the realm of the syntactic, semantic/paradigmatic and pragmatic conventions of the context

within which one operates. The meaning of a sign or symbol is not only, as Barthes observes, ‘the entirety of

the utterances emitted ... it is also the entirety of the utterances received’(1964: 36).

Even though in signification the relationship between a sign and the ideas associated with it may be arbi-

trary, the practice of communities determine this relationship: signification is a ‘social product’, ‘a set of signs

fixed by agreement between the members of that society; these signs evoke ideas’ (Saussure, 1910). How-

ever, this social practice is constituted of the participation of all members: it is ‘open to all in such a way that

each person participates in it and naturally influences it’. This participation continually changes the set of

signs in use in the community. In Peirce’s concept of semiosis, such changes occur on three levels: in the

relationship of the signifier to other signifiers on the syntactic level; in the relationship of the signifier to the

denotata/designata on the semantic level; and in the relationship of the signifier to the interpretant on a

pragmatic level (in Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 21).
369

If meaning is constituted in dynamic relationships between

objective categories and subjective use, then social change is as likely to change the relationships between

signs and concepts as a change in the relationships will act back upon social practice. Fischer-Lichte (1979:

96) therefore states that meanings are both ‘products of historical social practice and producers of future

social practice’.
370

While Eco, for instance, does not consider how meaning is reflected by the communicating subjects

(Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 74), Wittgenstein has spent much time and commitment on an investigation of the

rules underlying language use. ‘We want to understand something that is already in plain view. For this is

what we seem in some sense not to understand’ (1958: #88). In paying close attention to the variety of uses

that signs might be put to, he points out that there ‘are countless different kinds of use of what we call “sym-

bols”, “words”, “sentences”. And this multiplicity is not something fixed, given once and for all; but new types

of language-games, as we might say, come into existence, and others become obsolete and get forgotten’

(#23). Signification is not a logical system, but a practice and activity, or a ‘form of life’. Giving a name to

368
See Benjamin, p. 107 and Gadamer, fn. 125.

369
Whether one follows Eco in taking the interpretant to be another sign, or whether one allows the human agent a
direct influence in this relationship – the interpretant, nevertheless, necessitates practice as a precondition for rela-
tionships on the syntactic and semantic level.
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something i.e. defining the relationship between a sign and a concept is not yet signifying practice ‘any more

than putting a piece in its place on the board is a move in chess’ (#49). And so, a sign ‘by itself seems dead.

What gives it life? – In use it is alive’ (#432).

What becomes visible when one looks at signifying practices (rather than analysing semiotic systems) is a

‘complicated network of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing’ (#66). It is important, though difficult, to

‘stick to the subjects of our every-day thinking, and not go astray and imagine that we have to describe ex-

treme subtleties, which in turn we are after all quite unable to describe with the means at our disposal’

(#106). The moment we try this, ‘We have got onto slippery ice where there is no friction and so in a certain

sense the conditions are ideal, but also, just because of that we are unable to walk. We want to walk: so we

need friction. Back to the rough ground!’ (#107). When looking for the meaning of a signifying practice, its

surroundings (what preceded or followed it) will point to its significance or importance (#583). The forms of

life to which utterances belong have to be accepted as a given (226e), and it is the use of a word in ‘the lan-

guage-game which is its original home’ that helps us understand its meaning (#116). Wittgenstein stresses

our involvement in signification: we are not detached in our practices, we do not have ‘dead pictures’ in our

mind. Rather, when ‘“we mean something, it’s like going up to someone … .” We go up to the thing we mean’

(#455). Signifying practices, signification and interpretation, require an effort, a recognition, an involvement.

Signs, symbols and rituals arbitrarily taken up or taken on cannot mean anything if we do not, in response,

go up to them.

1.4 Units and lexica

The elements of signification have been called by many different names: symbol, sign, signal, icon, index,

signifier/signified, or by names describing tropes such as allegory and metaphor. Those terms have been

used in different, even contradictory, ways at different times.
371

They have been contested and re-defined –

processes which testify to struggles over values of interest for my thesis. Important instances of such strife

are, for example, discourses on the relative values of visual and verbal forms of signification and, always

connected, the relative merits of thought and feeling.
372

In particular, distinctions between symbol and sign reflect some of the history of these concepts. Barthes

(1983: 33), after a comparison of the use of the terms by different authors arrives at the following definition:

different from signal and index, symbol and sign are psychological representations. The sign’s relationship to

its referent is arbitrary and exact, whereas that of a symbol is an analogous and inadequate representation

(i.e. the term Christianity exceeds the cross).
373

… for traditional rhetoric, there exists a nonfigurative way of speaking, in which one merely

communicates thought; and then figure, which add to this thought some heterogeneous material

– feelings, images, ornaments. (Todorov, 1995: 95)

These definitions, read together, suggest that a symbol – compared with a sign – already has some imagi-

nary excess, something that exceeds the words uttered or marks drawn. This figurative content brings sym-

370
This pragmatic side of interpretation affords a site for utopian potential. See pp. 106ff.

371
See Signs and symbols, p. 146ff, and Allegory and metaphor, p. 150ff.

372
See Words and images, p. 143ff.

373
In these instances, ‘… symbolic evocation is grafted onto direct signification’ (Todorov, 1995: 9).
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bol into close association with feelings, images, and ornaments.
374

1.5 Words and images

[T]ext and image, sign and symbol, symbol and icon, metonymy and metaphor, signifier and

signified – all these semiotic oppositions reinstate … versions of the traditional figures of differ-

ence between poetry and painting’ (Mitchell, 1986: 50).

Lessing’s (1766) Laokoon or On the Limits of Painting and Poetry is arguably the most famous piece of writ-

ing on this difference. He argued that poetry and painting each ought to deal with their tasks differently, ac-

cording to their specific strengths and weaknesses. They use ‘entirely different means or symbols’ so that

painting employs ‘form and colour in space’, whereas poetry uses ‘articulated sounds in time’. From that he

concluded that ‘symbols arranged in juxtaposition can only express subjects of which the wholes or parts

exist in juxtaposition; while consecutive symbols can only express subjects of which the wholes or parts are

themselves consecutive’ (91). What can be ‘most easily expressed by the painter through lines and colours

is most difficult to be expressed by words’ (120). A poet is not concerned with material beauty (116), and if

he uses pictures, they are like ‘foreign ornaments’ (100). A painter, on the other hand, does not have the

means to personify abstractions through names and actions. If he wants to tell stories, he is ‘compelled to

add to his personified abstractions some emblems by which they may be easily recognised’. Emblems, alle-

gorical figures, are the only means available to the painter – so Lessing – to convey what is signified (70).

Lessing’s thesis, namely that poetry ought to concern itself because of its temporal nature with temporal

themes (e.g. movements and stories), and that painting, because of its spatial nature ought to concern itself

with moments and material beauty, has been widely discussed and contested. Nevertheless, Lessing points

to a fundamental difference, a mutual incommensurability (or non-translatability) of verbal and visual forms of

symbolisation observed by many writers.
375

This difference is not a neutral one: Mitchell (1986: 43) regards

Lessing’s mistake, ‘the reification of this difference in terms of analogous oppositions like nature and culture,

space and time’ as an instance of an ongoing ‘struggle for territory, a contest of rival ideologies’ reflecting the

‘relations we posit between symbols and the world, signs and their meanings’ (43).
376

Lessing, writes

Mitchell,

rationalizes a fear of imagery that can be found in every major philosopher from Bacon to Kant

to Wittgenstein, a fear not just of the ‘idols’ of pagan primitives … but of the idols which insinu-

374
I will discuss in the following section only relationships that pertain in various forms to aural or visual perception.
Other senses also have a role to play in signfication, as Proust’s account of madeleines makes strikingly clear.
Daudet (quoted in Agamben, 1993: 45) remarks that ‘the olfactory is of our senses the closest to the aura and the
best suited to give us an idea or a representation’. See also p. 246. Interestingly, some participants in the project
users associated smells or music with certain ornaments. See p. 268.

375
Shortly after Lessing, Kant (1790: SS 48) described the power of an ‘aesthetic idea’ as a ‘representation of the
imagination which induces much thought, yet … which language … can never get quite on level terms with or ren-
der completely intelligible’. ‘[N]o expression indicating a definite concept can be found for it one which on that ac-
count allows a concept to be supplemented in thought by much that is indefinable in words, and the feeling of which
quickens the cognitive faculties’ (SS 49). For Kant’s description of the relationship between ‘aesthetic ideas’ and
verbal concepts, see fn. 398.

376
Ghosh (1987) in his explication of the Indian rasa theory critiques some key notions of Western aesthetic theories in
this regard, and reminds us of the fact that all these discussions are taking place within the specific framework of
Western history and philosophy. There are, he demonstrates, other approaches which – even if they partly overlap
with, for example, Kantian ideas of communicablity – take a fundamentally different view and come to different con-
clusions.
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ate themselves into language and thought, the false models which mystify both perception and

representation (113).
377

In those views, the image appears to have a special power ‘that must either be contained or exploited’. The

image ‘as an idol or fetish’ easily becomes the sign of the ‘racial, social, and sexual other, an object of both

fear and contempt’ (151). The contempt is based on a conviction that ‘images are powerless, mute, inferior

kinds of signs’,
378

and on the ‘recognition that these signs, and the “others” who believe in them, may be in

the process of taking power, appropriating a voice’ (151).
379

Images are perceived as closer to nature, more

motivated and less arbitrary than words. While, as many have pointed out, the image can in no way be taken

as simply natural,
380

a visual sign can rely on similarities or the trace of such similarities.
381

Its motivation –

that is, its relation of similarity to its referent – was indeed the reason why Saussure explicitly excluded the

symbol from semiology.
382

According to Schelling, the ‘spirit of nature’ expresses itself through forms which are like ‘so many meaning-

ful images (Sinnbilder)’ (in Todorov, 1995: 169), and the artist must endeavour to symbolically represent this

spirit. Schlegel, his contemporary, had a more dynamic conception of the character of language which

sounds surprisingly current, and where images can give language a new lease of life:

language passes from pure expression to arbitrary usage for the purpose of representation; but

when arbitrariness becomes its dominant feature, representation, that is, the connection of the

sign with what it designates, disappears; and language is no longer anything but a collection of

logical ciphers, suited to handling the accounts of reason. In order to make it poetic once again,

it is necessary to re-establish its imaged character (Bildlichkeit), that is why the improper, the

transposed, the tropic are considered essential to poetic expression (quoted in Todorov, 1995:

178).
383

Mitchell and Todorov, among others, have commented on the shortfallings of semiological models for the

interpretation of pictures.
384

The ‘whole concept of “sign” drawn from linguistics seems inappropriate to ico-

377
There is, of course, the interesting case where ‘language or imagery looks into its own heart and finds lurking there
its opposite number. One version of this relationship has haunted philosophy of language since the rise of empiri-
cism, the suspicion that beneath words, beneath ideas, the ultimate reference in the mind is the image, the impres-
sion of outward experience printed, painted, or reflected in the surface of consciousness. It was this subversive im-
age that Wittgenstein sought to expel from language, which the behaviorists sought to purge from psychology, and
which contemporary art-theorists have sought to cast out of pictorial representation itself’ (Mitchell, 1986: 43).
Langer (1953: 29) suspects that ‘logicians and positivistic philosophers who have objected to the term “implicit
meaning”, on the grounds that “meaning” properly so-called is always explicable, definable, and translatable, are
prompted by … desire to keep so difficult a term free from any further entanglements and sources of confusion’.

378
‘Pictures, precisely because they are “natural signs”, can convey only a limited and relatively inferior sort of informa-
tion, suitable for beings in a “state of nature” - children, illiterates, savages, or animals.’ (Mitchell, 1986: 79)

379
The image is ‘the figure of production without labor, the unlimited consumption of reality, the fantasy of instantane-
ous, unmediated appropriation’ (Mitchell, 1986: 90). See also Richards on p. 322.

380
An image is presented as a whole and is at once available for selection to the observer, who can apply his own
habits and interest more freely than he could if he were a listener to a verbal account. But ‘the “all at once” aware-
ness which is so often postulated of pictorial cognition is simply a strawman. We see graphic images, like every-
thing else, selectively and in time (which is not to deny that there are special habits and conventions for the seeing
of various kinds of images)’ (Mitchell, 1986: 34).

381
See p. 146; for an example, see p. 166.

382
‘Not only do nonlinguistic symbols not really warrant a place in semiology, but even the symbolic aspects of the
linguistic sign are neglected: as symbols in language, Saussure envisages onomatopoeia and interjection … but
never tropes or allusions.’ (Todorov, 1995: 269)

383
See Lorenzer, p. 89, and Kubie, p. 131.

384
Daley (1984: 300-1), in an essay about epistemological principles and their relevance to design, refers to the sig-
nificantly different processes involved in verbal discourse and visual creativity: ‘If design and artistic creativity are
experimentation with our perceptual limits, then they are irrevocably outside the realm of verbal description. We
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nicity in general, and to pictorial symbols in particular’ (Mitchell, 1986: 58), since it is based on the assump-

tion that ‘motivated’ equates to ‘natural’ and ‘necessary’ whereas ‘“unmotivated” signs are arbitrary and con-

ventional’ (58). If semiotics then proceeds to treat every visual image ‘as a text, a coded, intentional, and

conventional sign, it threatens to blur the uniqueness of graphic images’ (156). Todorov (1995: 269) ob-

serves that non-linguistic symbols do not really have a place in semiotics and that it ‘is in a certain sense

crushed by linguistics’ (20). Simply attaching linguistic models to different phenomena and ‘[c]alling familiar

social facts “signifier” or “signified”, “syntagm” or “paradigm”’ does not really advance knowledge (20). But

the discussion of non-linguistic meanings in linguistic terms, which are ‘incapable of grasping the very speci-

ficity of the non-linguistically produced sense’, and where linguistic signification is ‘surreptitiously substituted

for the real object’, is a ‘discourse which infiltrates the verbal into the results of its work’ (20).
385

By excluding the dangerously motivated from its field of studies, linguistics developed an apparatus which

made Kristeva (1973: 35) perceive of it as ‘so fragmented and so restricted in all its parts (by the very de-

mands of scientific procedure) to a narrow reductive abstraction that the complexity of the … signifying act …

disappears’. This exclusion of the non-linguistic, motivated, and figurative rendered linguistics almost inca-

pable of dealing with what Goodman (1968: 226) calls ‘dense schemes’ which are characteristically not ar-

ticulated or differentiated.

Nonlinguistic systems differ from languages, depiction from description, the representational

from the verbal, paintings from poems, primarily through lack of differentiation … in the symbol

scheme. … A scheme is representational only insofar as it is dense; and a symbol is a repre-

sentation only if it belongs to a scheme dense throughout or to a dense part of a partially dense

scheme. Such a symbol may be a representation even if it denotes nothing at all.
386

Wittgenstein (1958: #78) refers to an intuitive understanding of the difference between different schemes

(articulate/dense, discursive/non-discursive) when he says ‘[i]f you are surprised that one can know some-

thing and not be able to say it, you are perhaps thinking of a case like’ the height of Mont Blanc. But certainly

not of the sound of a clarinet.

There is an alienation that discourse brings about, and which visual expression can elude ‘with different de-

grees of efficacy, because there the eye, not the gaze, dominates’ (Gordon, 1992: 165). According to Lacan,

a painting requests of the subject ‘You want to look? Well, see that!’
387

Looking is the act of the gaze, alienated in the other, whereas seeing is part of the speaking

body. The Subject is invited to lay the gaze down in front of the canvas and to rejoice in what

cannot describe the bounds of our experience because, as both Kant and Wittgenstein made clear, we can never
step outside them. But this is the true province of design, which is not a meta-language nor a set of deductions, but
a systemisation of our experience of the physical world. The ways in which we symbolise and represent that kind of
systemisation may be the most important clues to how we make sense of the world. Only by remaining true to the
nature of the level of experience which is entailed can we hope to reach any real understanding of the phenomena
for which we are trying to account. These boundaries may be, in effect, where philosophy ends and art begins’. See
also fn. 424.

385
See also Kristeva, p. 128, and Lefebvre, p. 28.

386
Goodman uses the example of a graduated and an ungraduated thermometer. On the graduated thermometer, a
position between two points on the scale cannot be accounted for; it is rounded off to the next articulated position.
On an ungraduated thermometer, all positions are relational and approximate and all positions are recognised, so
that even minute differences are assigned a reading and can be recognised. Visual representations are akin to the
latter type with infinitely graduated semantic potential, with units of meaning that cannot be isolated but depend on
their relationships for their meaning.

387
A figure of speech reminiscent of Wittgenstein’s (1958: #66) exhortation ‘don’t think, but look!’
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the painting offers in ‘food for the eye’ (XI, 93). … Yet, if the eye takes certain pleasure in the

spectacular qualities of a painting, once the gaze takes over (reinstates itself) and begins to

look for itself in the object-painting, lack reappears (165).

Gordon remarks specifically that being ‘a feast for the eyes’ is the special domain of ornament (165). But the

boundaries are blurred even in Western contexts. Neich (1993: 160) in his account of Maori figurative paint-

ing, Painted Histories, describes complex and graded relationships of autonomy or dependence between

figurative and verbal narratives. He remarks that, at one extreme, the ‘visual narrative may develop autono-

mously and go on to explore various interpretations of the text more amenable to visual expression’. In doing

so, it might convey more than was ever contained in the verbal text which it refers to. At the other extreme a

‘reductive imagery’ (Schapiro) prevails. In this case, a knowledge of the text is required for interpretation. In

between, there might be a relationship of complementarity, where both text and visual narrative are neces-

sary to fully understand the story, ‘perhaps with the visual text functioning as mnemonic for the verbal re-

counting. Or else, it may be a relation of parallelism, where both tell the same story, which can be read

equally well from either the visual or written versions’.

But is this really what happens in the images? Jahnke (1995: 19) contends that this formalist and logocentric

reading of Maori images misses crucial points which lie simultaneously outside and inside language: the

forms of life that give rise to language are implicit in language games, and Jahnke argues that the latter can

only be understood if one is able to ‘don the cultural cloak’, to live in and be one with it. Part of living inside

the forms of life that generate the language-games analysed by Neich is the experience of oppression.
388

Images and words can have multiple and dense meanings, and the specific history into which these figura-

tive histories are embedded importantly shapes their complicated and dynamic relationships.

1.6 Signs and symbols

The perfect sign had only one meaning for Sextus Empiricus (Todorov, 1995: 27).
389

In spite of many

changes in definitions over the centuries, an echo of the notion of monosemic signs and polysemic symbols

is still embedded in more contemporary definitions. So, too, is the distinction between direct signification

(signs, words) and indirect signification (symbols, visual signs) (24, 57); arbitrariness (language) and motiva-

tion (images) (28). Saussure’s distinction between sign and symbol bears witness to this perception of differ-

ence.

The signs of language are totally arbitrary … It is characteristic of the symbol that it is never

completely arbitrary; the symbol is not empty. There is a rudiment of a link between the idea

and the sign, in the symbol: … The scale, symbol of justice (quoted in Todorov, 1995: 268).
390

388
From an outsider’s perspective, I can only imagine that I would feel oppressed if I had to read this about my own
culture in a book of a renowned scholar: ‘The remarkable designs seen painted on the rafters of superior houses
form an interesting study when one considers that they were the work of barbaric and cannibal folk’ (Best, 1924:
250).

389
Greek sceptic philosopher, third century. His Hypotyposes was republished in the sixteenth century and had con-
siderable influence on European philosophy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

390
Or, slightly differently phrased: ‘the symbol is characterized by its lack of total arbitrariness. It is not empty; it still
betrays rudiments of a natural link between the signifier and signified’ (quoted in Kristeva, 1986a: 64). Eco de-
scribes this relationship for the motif of the rose: ‘As regards the rose, because of its complex symmetry, its soft-
ness, the variety of its colours, and the fact that it flowers in spring, it appears in nearly all mystical traditions as a
symbol, metaphor, allegory, or simile for freshness, youth, feminine grace, and beauty in general’ (Eco, 1992a: 57).
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Etymologically, the symbol started its career as ‘a sign of such clarity that it almost excluded error’

(Schlesinger, 1912: 13). In its material form, it was a sign of recognition between hosts and guests which

consisted of two halves of a wooden or terracotta slab or of a ring. Stemming from earlier encounters be-

tween the parties or their ancestors, they would be compared by the two parties in order to confirm their rela-

tionship (14).
391

From an early stage on its use appears to have implied an ‘extra’ dimension in that a con-

densation of concepts occurs in its often visual form.
392

Epikur emphasised the visual character of the sym-

bol (92) and an early application of the term, beyond signs of recognition, was for signs of distinction (i.e.

crowns, sceptre, throne, lance, sword, staff etc.) (16).
393

In the symbol ‘the signified object is represented by the signifying unit through a restrictive function-relation’

(Kristeva, 1986a: 64). The sign, conversely, ‘pretends not to assume this relation which in its case is weaker

and therefore might be regarded as arbitrary’. While the sign is articulate, monosemic, arbitrary and control-

lable, the symbol tends to be implicated with density, motivation and ambivalence, or tension; and its repre-

sentative capacity has often been regarded as potentially treacherous.
394

In spite of some indications that the uses of the terms symbol and sign might have differed, Kristeva postu-

lates a historical development from symbol to sign, which bears on current uses of the terms. She (1986a:

64-5) describes thirteenth century semiotic practices as cosmogenic: symbols were understood as referring

back, univocally and conventionally, to ‘one or more unknowable and unrepresentable universal transcen-

dence(s)’.
395

The universes of symbolisers and symbolised were separate, and the symbolised (the univer-

sal) irreducible to the symbolisers (the markings). In this context, symbols were used restrictively.

In the following two centuries, according to Kristeva, the sign started to replace the symbol in thought (64),

following the questioning of the ‘transcendental unity supporting the symbol’ (65); the crisis of legitimation of

religion as an explanation of the world. Symbols multiplied and became more accessible; the universes of

signification were now located in the world, no longer separate and restrictive.

On the other hand, ‘Saussure’s “sign” is what Ast, and sometimes Goethe, called allegory; they contrasted it, as he
does, with symbol’ (Todorov, 1995: 268).

391 σψµβαλλειν - throw together. For a vivid account of this etymology as that of a ‘shard of memory’ and an element of
a system of passports of antiquity, see Gadamer (1977: 41ff). The composite nature of the symbol, and its ability to
fuse opposites, has often been commented on. Psychoanalytically, Lorenzer (1973) locates it at the interface be-
tween affectively determined (clichés) and rigidly intellectualised presentations (signs). See also p. 91.

392
Gadamer relates the composite nature of the ‘shards of memory’ to Aristophanes’ story about the love between
humans. They were originally spherical beings, before they were broken into halves by the gods as punishment.
From there on, each half is forever searching for its complement to heal the rupture in its encounter.

393
‘The function of representation is a constitutive mark of the symbol; it distinguishes anything qua symbolic from
anything qua sign, signal, or thing. Signs and signals are elicitors (or inhibitors) of action; they lead one to anticipate
rather than to represent an event. In our view, therefore, symbols can never be considered a mere species of the
genus “sign”.’ (Werner&Kaplan quoted in Lorenzer, 1979: 45)

394
Wittgenstein (1958: #115) lamented the fact that pictures in language hold ‘us captive. And we could not get outside
it, for it lay in our language and language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably’. Therefore, problems arise ‘through a
misinterpretation of our forms of language’; ‘[t]hey are deep disquietudes; their roots are as deep in us as the forms
of our language’ (#111). Goethe, whose need for expression varied considerably depending on his activity (fiction
or science), similarly often complained about the shortfallings of language and stated that he could almost never
express himself directly, only indirectly. This was, in his view, due to the fact that language is in the last analysis al-
ways symbolic and figural (Schlesinger, 1912: 165, 169). Spencer considered symbols as ‘lacking, deceptive, in no
way distinguishable from illusion, illegitimate’ (134).

395
This account has parallels with Benjamin’s (1974c) notion that symbols and ideas are parts of a cosmological and
mythical sphere (214, 399). They exist in a ‘mythical now’ (342). After the destruction of those spheres and their
constellations (the Pantheon), only a collection of emblems and allegories (399) remains. The relationship between
the word and the thing is broken, and symbols cannot therefore function in historical time.
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Once the relation between the signifying unit and the idea had been weakened, the signifying

unit became more and more ‘material’ until it forgot its ‘origins’ … The Word … becomes blurred

and its replicas more visual and substantive, linked together in a horizontal chain firmly situated

in the world. This is why it is no longer the Word (Christ as idea) which retains the meaning; in-

stead it is the combination of ‘markings’ (images of the old man, the sky, the stars) which pro-

duce it. (66)

Here, creation gave way to imitation. The multiplication of significant images (many small carvings that circu-

lated instead of monumental stationary ones) allowed for similarity, but not identity. ‘The signifying unit no

longer refers back to the vast “idea” behind it, but instead becomes opaque, ‘materialized’ and identifies with

itself. Its verical dimension begins to lose intensity, as its possible articulations with other signifying units are

accentuated’ (66-7).
396

Subsequently, nominalism valorised the term to the detriment of the concept, and

signs were used like labels, independent of extrinsic ideas (69). Or so it seems, because these signs – whilst

signifying in their own right without relying on the idea they represent – are still, more often than, not personi-

fications of abstract units (70).
397

Thus, the semiotic practice of the sign continues and assimilates meta-

physical strategies specific to the symbol: that of projecting itself onto immediately perceptible phenomena.

These are valorised and transformed into ‘an objectivity, which becomes the reigning law of discourse in the

civilization of the sign’ (70).

In the eighteenth century, the term symbol meant something quite different from what we understand it to

mean today. Kant (1790: SS 52) criticised the contemporary use of the term.

Notwithstanding the adoption of the word symbolic by modern logicians in a sense opposed to

an intuitive mode of representation, it is a wrong use of the word and subversive of its true

meaning; for the symbolic is only a mode of any intrinsic connection with the intuition of sensa-

tion [it] is, in fact, divisible into the schematic and the symbolic. Both are hypotyposes, i.e.,

presentations (exhibitiones), not mere marks. Marks are merely designations of concepts by the

aid of accompanying sensible signs devoid of any intrinsic connection with the intuition of the

object. Their sole function is to afford a means of reinvoking the concepts according to the

imagination's law of association – a purely subjective role. Such marks are either words or visi-

ble (algebraic or even mimetic) signs, simply as expressions for concepts.
398

This is the definition of symbol that would be adopted by the Romantics.
399 Symbol had already become an

aesthetic term in the seventeenth century (Schlesinger, 1912: 48: 22) and was associated with creativity

rather than cognition (48). Connotation, expression, and markings (as witnesses of process), productivity,

396
A parallel process has been found for plan symbolism. ‘Plan symbolism remained almost exclusively in the sphere
of religion after antiquity, and its traditions gradually disappeared in the course of the nineteenth century. The mod-
ern plan is determined by problems of form (space-mass relationships, etc.) and by the practical demands of use
rather than by symbolic communication.’ (‘Content: Symbols of function’ in1997b)

397
‘The sign which appears through these mutations retains the fundamental characteristic of the symbol: irreducibility
of terms, that is, in the case of the sign, of the referent to the signified, of the signified to the signifier, and based on
this, irreducibility of all ‘units’ of the signifying structure itself. In its general make-up, the ideologeme of the sign is
therefore similar to that of the symbol: the sign is dualist, hierarchical and hierarchizing. However, the difference be-
tween the sign and the symbol can be seen vertically as well as horizontally: within its vertical function, the sign re-
fers back to entities of lesser dimensions that are more concretized than the symbol. These are reified universals,
which have become objects in the strongest sense of the word.’ (70)

398
In the footnote, Kant distinguished between discursive and non-discursive modes of thinking: ‘The intuitive mode of
knowledge must be contrasted with the discursive mode (not with the symbolic). The former is either schematic, by
mean demonstration, symbolic, as a representation following a mere analogy’.
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overdetermination, ambivalence and density were opposed to Classicist virtues of clarity and harmony. Ro-

mantic art renounced a ‘unique ideal’ (Todorov, 1995: 287). However, this had virtually no effect on the hu-

man sciences at the turn of the century.

In their condemnation, explicit or implicit, of the symbol, in their very conception of what the

symbol is, Saussure, Lévy-Bruhl and even Freud … are neoclassics rather than romantics ...

Saussure is romantic when he grants special importance to systems, or in his refusal to explain

meaning through some relation to an external referent; he ceases to be romantic when he turns

a deaf ear to symbolics (Todorov, 1995: 270).

Current practices appear to give theory the lie: ‘signs are constantly being changed into symbols, and count-

less symbols are grafted onto each sign’ while endless theoretical assertions maintain that ‘everything is a

sign, that the symbol does not, or should not, exist’ (223). And if it does, it is declared deviant or inadequate

(291). Todorov interprets this discrepancy as a denial through which – since it is impossible to ignore sym-

bols altogether – symbolic thought (and its supposed weaknesses) is attributed to others: ‘animals, children,

women, the insane, poets …, savages, our ancestors’ who don’t know our (normal males in the contempo-

rary West) modes of thought. Through territorial, temporal, biological or ideological strategies of exclusion

the symbolic is kept out of normalised Western language. ‘It is my thesis that descriptions of the “uncivilized”

(sauvage) sign (that of others) are uncivilized descriptions of the symbol (our own)’ (223).

What has so far been described as a historical development can also be conceptualised as a process of ra-

tionalisation, an early instance of which is Plutarch’s description of the ‘introduction of clearness’ (in Todorov,

1995: 31):

in days of old what was not familiar or common, but was expressed altogether indirectly and

through circumlocution, the mass of people imputed to an assumed manifestation of divine

power, and held it in awe and reverence; but in later times, being well satisfied to apprehend all

these various things clearly and easily without the attendant grandiloquence and artificiality,

they blamed the poetic language with which the oracles were clothed, not only for obstructing

the understanding of these in their true meaning and for combining vagueness and obscurity

with the communication, but already they were coming to look with suspicion upon metaphors,

riddles, and ambiguous statements, feeling that these were secluded nooks of refuge for furtive

withdrawal and retreat for him that should err in his prophesy.

Rationalisation here is synonymous with progress. A democratic impulse rebels against esoteric forms of

knowledge, and against what we would today call lack of accountability. These are the claims of the Enlight-

enment for emancipation, equality, and reason over the outrageous practices of those holding power over

belief or civic life. They express distrust against manipulation by priests (Mitchell, 1986: 35), and hope of a

better life for all through superior knowledge. But they generally also identify metaphors and other figural

expressions with deceit – be it political or epistemological.

The crisis induced by such challenges is akin to what I understand Benjamin to say metaphorically about the

‘fall from grace’ constituting the historical (modern) world. Before this fall from a paradisical state, the mean-

ing of names (symbols) and things were identical. After the fall, things became mute, meanings were unable

399
See p. 134.
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to be expressed, and language lost its symbolic dimension, becoming merely an instrument of communica-

tion. Meaning in historical languages is thus characterised by this gap, the misrecognition and inability of

words to reach the thing (Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 185).

One feels here a longing for identity which cannot be fulfilled, and the misrecognition of language of the

world has often been noted. There are various options of dealing with this problem, and one is to eliminate

ambiguity and strive for precision. In this process, representations change ‘their character as “symbols” in-

creasingly into that of “signs” (Piaget’s differentiation)’ (Lorenzer, 1979: 109). Psychologically, Lorenzer

found an ‘erosion of “emotional meaning for the subject”’ to occur, and describes the process thus:

Loss of resonance means always: loss of the capacity in the subject to be affected by objects;

the inception of the loss of reference being located in corresponding areas: both in the repre-

sentation of self and of objects. The transformation of the symbols into signs is synonymous

with an increasing reification. Different from symbols, signs have one-to-one relationships, i.e. a

perfection of denotation corresponding with a diminuation of connotation. In this transformation,

the signified is isolated and demarcated as object. Object representations increasingly lose their

relational character. A dissolution of the ‘gestic character’ occurs and the demarcation of self

and object increases (109-10).
400

Whereas symbols have been described as ‘images which are not dry and without expression’, words (signs)

have – through long usage – ‘lost all value of expression and become mere signs. They are, rather, immedi-

ate substitutes of reality’ (Schlesinger, 1912: 48).

The common element in the description of the process from symbol to sign is an assertion that symbols are

flexible, related to art, and have a powerful emotional and creative charge that signs do not have: a charge of

value, power, and interest.
401

The line that divides symbols and signs is drawn ‘by culturally loaded terms like

nature and convention, space and time, the visual and the aural, the iconic and the symbolic’ (Mitchell, 1986:

154).

When Piaget differentiates between symbol and sign and uses the latter to describe what he holds to be a

higher, fully developed organisational stage; and when he equates symbol with primitive, pre-conceptual

stages, he indicates a process which is very much in accordance with nineteenth century ideas of progress

and the values of rationality. For the time being, the result of this process is that (as Baudrillard (1991: 246)

maintains), in consumer society, nothing has symbolic value, nothing indicates a human relationship to ob-

jects, and everything has been turned into ‘mere signs’. Everything has been completed, but also come to an

end, has been destroyed and annihilated (248).

1.7 Allegory and metaphor

Since allegory and metaphor are both tropes, one would expect them to be on the same side of the sym-

bol/sign divide. But again we find similar divisions and a (de)classification of one of the terms. While meta-

400
This has direct implications for forms of research, see p. 21.

401
‘Furthermore, a symbol is used to articulate ideas of something we wish to think about, and until we have a fairly
adequate symbolism we cannot think about it. So interest always plays a major part in making one thing, or realm of
things, the meaning of something else, the symbol or system of symbols.’ (Langer, 1953: 28)
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phor has generally been described in terms of creativity and freshness, allegory has at times represented the

opposite.

Compared with the symbol, which is ‘productive, intransitive, motivated’, ‘achieves the fusion of contraries’,

‘is and … signifies at the same time’ and ‘expresses the inexpressible’ indirectly, allegory is ‘already made,

transitive, arbitrary, pure signification, an expression of reason’. Allegory is functional, utilitarian, direct, and

‘without value in itself’ (Todorov, 1995: 199, 203, 207). Whereas ‘the symbol is produced unconsciously, and

… provokes an unending task of interpretation’, allegory is produced intentionally ‘and can be understood

without “remainder”’ (207). It was Goethe who introduced the opposition between symbol and allegory in the

way the Romantics would understand it (200): a symbol

is the thing itself, without being the thing, and yet the thing; an image summarized in the mirror

of the spirit and nevertheless identical with the object. How far behind allegory remains, in con-

trast … its merits always increases to the extent that it comes closer to what we call symbol

(Goethe quoted in Todorov, 1995: 203).

Goethe’s evaluation of symbol is similar to Goodman’s description of dense schemes: it is laconic and con-

densed; its density is, in fact, the opposite of ‘discursive expansiveness’ (204). While both signify, symbols

speak ‘to the perception (along with intellection); the allegory in effect speaks to intellection alone’ (201).

Interestingly, in these theories, the symbol is regarded as natural, and understood by everyone, whereas to

understand allegory, one first has to learn its conventions (202). Allegories transform phenomena into con-

cepts and from there into images, such that the concept is ‘entirely held and expressed’ in them – without

remainder. While in the symbol a phenomenon is similarly transformed into an idea, and the idea into an

image, here ‘the idea still remains infinitely active and inaccessible in the image so that, even expressed in

all languages, it remains inexpressible (Goethe quoted in Todorov, 1995: 205).
402

Therefore, semiosis in the symbol is infinite, active and inexhaustible, whereas in allegory it is conceived as

‘completed, ended, and thus in a sense dead’ (206). Symbol in the Romantic outlook stands for depth and

change, for challenge to the mind, openness, and for affinity to art. Allegory, in contrast, is easily exhausted,

static and superficial, closed and cold, and much closer to language (215-7). Symbol is instantaneous and

indivisible, like ‘lightning that in one stroke illuminates the somber night’ (Creuzer quoted in Todorov, 1995:

217). Allegory lacks this instantaneousness; it makes us ‘follow the steps taken by the thought hidden in the

image. In the one, there is instantaneous totality; in the other, progression in a series of moments’ (Creuzer

quoted in Todorov, 1995: 219). Allegory is therefore marginal to art, and auxiliary. In fact, its treatment by

Moritz bears remarkable similarities with that commonly applied to ornament:

If a work of art were to exist only to indicate something outside itself, it would become by that

very token an accessory thing – whereas the work of art must always, where beauty is con-

cerned, itself be the principal thing. – If allegory appears, it must therefore always remain sub-

ordinate, and come as if by chance; it never constitutes the essential or the proper value of a

work of art (Todorov, 1995: 163).

402
In a certain sense one could say, for example, that Pakeha marketing or design professionals use Maori images as
allegories rather than as symbols when they want clearly defined and circumscribed motifs for application in particu-
lar contexts. Maori, on the other hand, often emphasise the inexpressible, and a multivalence in their images. See
p. 103 and p. 337.
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While, in Benjamin’s conception, a symbol always stands for the original identity of things and names, and

subsumes the identity of a subject constructing meaning (Fischer-Lichte, 1979: 188), allegory accepts, and

starts from, the gap between nature and language, historicity and subjectivity. In a historical world, allegory is

therefore more adequate to deal with it than symbol. Benjamin (1974c: 358f) also describes its features as

fragmented, petrified and regressive, and the act of allegorising as destructive, isolating, arbitrary and vio-

lent. Allegory has a similarity with Eco’s and Barthes’ parasitic relationships between levels of signification:
403

the allegorist deals with the meanings of a historic past – which are remembered and reconstituted subjec-

tively – by tearing them out of all existing context and giving the fragments a new meaning.
404

A thing the

allegorist lays his hands on is ‘completely at the mercy of the allegorist, from now on completely unable to

radiate signification; it has the meaning the allegorist bestows upon it. … In his hands, the thing becomes

something else’ (359).
405

By introducing a historical and temporal dimension into the discussion of tropes,

Benjamin prefigured what has been called the ‘allegorical impulse’ of postmodernism, the ‘paradoxical con-

viction of the remoteness of the past and the need to deal with it in the present’ (Hutcheon, 1989: 95).

Whereas allegory is ossified and operates mainly on an intellectual level, metaphor is usually regarded as its

opposite. In fact, Creuzer describes it in accordance with the Romantic definition of symbol: ‘metaphor often

acts only in the manner of a bolt of lightning that suddenly illuminates a dark place, which is swallowed up

again by night’ (in Todorov, 1995: 217). It is hard to tell whether or not there is a connection between

Creuzer and Vico, but Shotter’s (1996) account of Vico’s mythical conceptualisation of the origins of lan-

guage certainly helps to understand the immediacy so often attributed to good metaphors. In Vico’s model, it

was events such as thunderstorms that induced early humans to create shared images – which in turn led to

the development of communication.
406

In such extreme situations, humans responded in ways that they ‘car-

ried over’ from other areas of their lives. This happens to be the literal meaning of metaphor (meta- +

pherein) and might indicate a very basic human way of responding to new and unknown situations. Good-

man (1968: 69) describes the metaphorical process as a ‘matter of teaching an old word new tricks - of ap-

plying an old label in a new way. ... Briefly, a metaphor is an affair between a predicate with a past and an

object that yields while protesting. ... Where there is metaphor, there is conflict’. In fact, metaphorical practice

presupposes some contra-indication and the shift of meaning occurring in it – ‘no mere distribution of family

goods but to an expedition abroad’ – is in some way imperial, in that it ‘takes over new territory. What occurs

is a transfer of a schema, a migration of concepts, an alienation of categories’ (73). Here, Goodman de-

scribes a violence similar to what Benjamin described for allegory.
407

The borderline between them seems

transient in any event, since metaphor, too, is vulnerable to the tooth of time and use: with ‘progressive loss

of its virility’ it ‘becomes not less but more like a literal truth. What vanishes is not its veracity but its vivacity.

Metaphors, like new styles of representation, become more literal as their novelty wanes’ (Goodman, 1968:

68). Thus, metaphor depends on novelty. As this fades through repetition, it loses its relation to a historical or

403
See p. 140 and p. 121.

404
The allegorical strategy interferes with historical continuity as much as with the seeming naturalness of the mean-
ings created in the past – it can reveal the meaning of history as that of a violently constituted pseudo-continuity
where those ‘in power are the inheritors of all historical victors’ (Benjamin, 1969b: 271).

405
This becomes interesting, and possibly crucial, with regard to the use of cultural objects belonging to another cul-
ture, and whose meaning has never been fully accessible. See p. 336.

406
Their collective and shared experience of the fear of thunder provided a first reference point for metaphorical ex-
pression. Since they could not respond in any routine way, writes Shotter, ‘people responded to it in ways “carried
over” from elsewhere in their lives’.

407
See p. 172.
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social referent. ‘What was novel becomes commonplace, its past is forgotten, and metaphor fades into mere

truth’ (Goodman, 1968: 80).

This account of the vicissitudes of metaphor accentuates the importance of re-working and of its relationship

with social and historical context. It also hints at the conflicts and potential violence which might be operative

in the process of re-working. Whether this conflict and violence is inevitable does not follow from Goodman’s

account, nor am I so certain that the loss of ‘virility’ necessarily leads to the loss of vivacity. However, the

process of normalisation and naturalisation is (similar to that described above with regard to myths) a poten-

tial instrument of legitimation and justification.

However, as Gadamer and Benjamin have argued, meaning is not a given, and it cannot be retrieved from a

privileged distance.
408

Symbol formations of any type require the investment of energy and involvement.

Without them, metaphors empty out and lose their import. One way of investing energy in the construction

and re-working of meaning is through aesthetic practices of production and reception.

2 Aesthetics

In the previous section, I tried to show how meaning has been defined and redefined in various ways and

from various points of view. The emphasis was on systems of meaning and their interpretation in general,

but aesthetic questions have already arisen. In this section, I will focus on the discussion of meaning in the

context of art, and of ornament in particular, since the capacity for meaning can lead to very different evalua-

tions. From a traditional perspective – derived from Vitruvius and Alberti – the meaning of ornament did not

contribute to, or detract from, its status. However, in a Kantian and Romantic view, overt references to an

extrinsic meaning became a criterion for exclusion of an object from autonomous art. More recent psycho-

analytical approaches point out that the negotiation of meaning, while rarely overt, is an important concern

for human beings, and that art and ornament can be a medium for this negotiation. The first two approaches

still dominate much of current design and art discourse and education, while the latter is increasingly being

recognised.

In such discussions it can be too easily forgotten that the descriptions and analyses used are just that, and

not the exposition of an independent ontological reality. Depending on the way in which ornament is defined

it can mean very different things and, from the definition adopted, follow different functions which in turn lead

to different judgements. Hagberg (1995: 31f) shows, for example, how the theory choice of using a language

analogy in the interpretation of art will almost automatically ‘shape, perhaps to a greater extent than is often

realized, our consequent conceptions of the communicative, expressive, and meaningful dimensions of art’.

My purpose is not to prove any one approach right or wrong, but to outline the genealogies of current argu-

ments and to identify from which positions they arose. These arguments surface in diluted form in the dis-

cussions of those professionally involved in design and design education, and to a lesser extent the general

public.
409

To begin with, I will briefly outline the development of discourse on ornament before the eighteenth century

since this is a strand that still operates, alongside but also traversal to, the Kantian/Romantic concept. To-

408
See p. 107.

409
This will be discussed in The Time of Practices; specifically in the sections Positions in discourse, p. 330; Ornament
as a topic in education, p. 387; and Emergent theories and the gap between theory and design practice, p. 393.
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dorov (1995 :111) notes that the change from rhetoric to aesthetics is not only a historical change, coinciding

with the ‘passage from the classical to romantic ideology’, but also a conceptual one where in ‘classical doc-

trine art and discourse are subordinated to an external objective, whereas for the romantics they constitute

an autonomous realm’.

2.1 Classifications of ornament

In European discourses of art since Vitruvius, ornament was regarded as an accessory (Kroll, 1987: 2) and

accorded neither a separate generic category nor an autonomous value.
410

Alberti (1988), as one of the first

to systematise art and architectural theory, classified different branches of art and established hierarchical

relationships between them by which some were judged to be richer, higher, or otherwise more valuable

(6).
411

He considered ornament as ancillary, a ‘form of auxiliary light and compliment to beauty’ (156).

From this it follows … that beauty is some inherent property, to be found suffused all through

the body of that which may be called beautiful; whereas ornament, rather than being inherent,

has the character of something attached or additional (156).

As part of Alberti’s ambivalence about ornament, Hedrick (1987: 113) detects an anxiety, which he explains

by conceiving of ornament as an ‘always nervously marginalized term’ which can ‘threaten to undermine the

distinction’ between body and accessory. Although trivial, ornament is also problematic because of its asso-

ciation with women and rhetoric, and its tendency to proliferate inexhaustibly (117).
412

‘[O]rnament comes to

be associated with the visual dangers … i.e., profusion, duplicity, impermanence, jealousy, the dialogic val-

ues of the marketplace, and an opposition to inner virtue.’ (124) Following an established tradition, columns

of the Corinthian order had associations with women’s bodies for Alberti. Ornamentation on buildings was

also analogous to personal adornment, which had to be used in moderation (122-4). Apart from Alberti’s ob-

session with the analogy between buildings and bodies (Rykwert, 1979: 2), the meanings he attributed to

ornaments were mostly non-specific.

Much ornamentation has significant elements, and many writers after Alberti assumed an intimate connec-

tion between ornamentation and symbolism.
413

Others, however, insisted that ornament is the result of an

emptying out, a loss of significance, so that ornaments no longer speak to us.
414

If this is correct, the phe-

nomenon would be part of a process that has been described for art generally.

Bryson (1981: 1-10) traces the diminution of the discursive character of art through the examples of a

stained glass window in the Cathedral at Canterbury and a painting by Masaccio. In the first example, the

discursive dominates the figural, the visual signification is anchored by words, characteristic of the way in

which ‘the image in Western Christendom has been issued with a precise but limited mandate’: to communi-

cate ‘the Word to the unlettered’ (1). In the second example, visual signification appears to be independent

410
It was different in, for example, Islamic art, where it was not a superfluous addendum to be used at will, but a cen-
tral characteristic of artistic form (4).

411
He was, incidentally, concerned with the improvement of the status of visual artists and architects and, for that pur-
pose, distinguished them from artisans (Hedrick, 1987: 113).

412
See Todorov, p. 186.

413
For example, Spengler (1917a: 246: 247f), Riegl (1923: 39), Sedlmayr (1973: 74), and Coomaraswamy (1977:
250). Snodin (1996: 11) observes that the question of ornamental meaning ‘much exercised the minds of nine-
teenth- and early twentieth-century writers on the subject. They lived in a society where the sheer volume of objects
carrying ornament had increased dramatically’.

414
For example, Van de Velde (1901b: 85).
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of language and to demonstrate ‘an evolutionary liberation of Life from the repression of the textual’, a mode

based on ‘optical truth’ (7) and on the autonomy of the image as a realistic representation. At the basis of

such evaluations of images lie different concepts of representation. Today, the notion of ‘realistic representa-

tion’ is far less convincing than it was a few decades ago. However, it has survived in various disguises, and

the fact that ornament has – within the possible range of degrees of representation – been assigned the op-

posite position to ‘a pictorial regime whose aim is to produce an accurate copy of the world’ still warrants

discussion for Carter (1997: 124). His comment represents an acknowledgement, be it conscious or not, of

the ongoing influence of such judgements.
415

At the turn of the eighteenth century, ‘the arts’ began to acquire an autonomous status. Kant (1790) made

the famous distinction between free and adherent beauty in his Critique of Judgement, after similar state-

ments had already been made by other writers in the decade leading up to it. Yet the hierarchical relation-

ship between ‘free’ and ‘adherent’ (or appendant) implies a system of values which is rarely examined in

discussions of Kant. Most commentators assume that free is better than adherent, and the word ‘bloß’

(mere) which Kant still uses in the sense of ‘nothing but’ has become a ‘mere’ dequalifier. It is, however,

possible to imagine a culture where ‘adherent’ is not just the negative and subordinate opposite of ‘free’.

What is taken for granted in all these discussions is that the culture we have known in the West for three

hundred years is indeed the stable and universal reference system that will allow us to place concepts such

as ‘freedom’ into an unambiguous position – and then proceed from there without further questions.

Coomaraswamy (1977: 253) reveals this ‘fallacy’ when he says that:

to explain the nature of primitive or folk art, or, to speak more accurately, of any traditional art,

by an assumption of ‘decorative instincts’ or ‘aesthetic purposes’ is a pathetic fallacy, a decep-

tive projection of our own mentality upon other ground; … we have divorced satis-faction of the

artifact from the artifact itself, and made it seem to be the whole of art; … We appeal to the his-

torian of art, and especially to the historian of ornament and the teacher of the ‘appreciation of

art,’ to approach their material more objectively.

Kant also introduced the notion of artistic genius as a criterion for the evaluation of art, which in turn led to a

conception of art as being innovative.
416

The claims of high art to centrality were based on its freedom from

purpose and, through innovation, were bound to lead to the perception of a crisis of ornament in theoretical

discussions, beyond its classification as ancillary.
417

415
Further, these historically specific views on visual art in Europe can lead to confusion when applied to non-
European art. Rewi Thompson (pers. comm. 29.2.00) remarked, for example, that the use of the term ‘image’ in
connection with Maori art (it is of course questionable how far the term ‘art’ itself can be applied to traditional Maori
cultural production without creating confusion) immediately suggests a purely aesthetic dimension, whereas tradi-
tional Maori art forms were certainly more discursive than contemporary art forms. They were, and are, tied to so-
cial and spiritual aspects of life rather than being ‘free floating signifiers’. However, to hastily equate traditional
European discursiveness in images as described by Bryson, with the discursiveness referred to by Thompson ne-
glects the important difference that Maori culture was fully oral and not, like traditional European culture, partly liter-
ate and partly illiterate. This difference must be expected to have implications for the use and function of images in
the two situations.

416
However, ‘[u]ntil around 1885, invention was simply an ingenious recombination from past styles’ (Gordon, 1992:
20).

417
The notion of ‘servility of the … image, whatever its degree of beauty’ (Bryson, 1981: 3) is of course very pro-
nounced in the case of ornament.
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The very possibility of meaning was to become problematic in this context. Moritz’s (in Todorov, 1995: 162)

statement about allegory as subordinate and accessory
418

bears a striking similarity to the Kantian concept of

dependent beauty, a category which ornament usually was seen to belong to. On the other hand, Kant’s

(1790: SS59) notion of the symbol implied an intuitive and intransitive mode of representation. This opposi-

tion between allegory and symbol shares much with that between ornament and symbol. If the terms symbol

and ornament are not used almost interchangeably, ornament is often criticised for what makes it different

from symbol: its supposedly narrowly defined meanings, its lack of density, its conventionality, and its auxil-

iary role.

An example of the use of ornament as allegory might be the use of kowhaiwhai bands in advertisements by

government departments in New Zealand. While the kowhaiwhai would be symbolic in the context of a whare

nui (generating successive meanings through different juxtapositions and in successive events) the band in

the advertisements has become the material for the allegorist who gave it the meaning ‘biculturalism’ or

‘Maoriness’, just as the same band on a china set denotes ‘exotic’ or ‘Maori’, depending on the familiarity of

the viewer with stylistic elements in Maori art.
419

When Kant (1790: SS14) discussed ornamentation itself, he seemed to repeat opinions that go back as far

as Alberti.

Even what is called ornamentation (parerga), i.e., what is only an adjunct and not an intrinsic

constituent in the complete representation of the object, in augmenting the delight of taste does

so only by means of its form. Thus it is with the frames of pictures or the drapery on statues, or

the colonnades of palaces. But if the ornamentation does not itself enter into the composition of

the beautiful form – if it is introduced like a gold frame merely to win approval for the picture by

means of its charm – it is then called finery and takes away from the genuine beauty.

It is the functional character of ornament which demotes it to adjunct and finery in this definition. However,

Kant did allow for another role of ornament as well, for it can ‘like pictures in the true sense of the word’ have

‘no business beyond appealing to the eye, in order to entertain the imagination in free play with ideas, and to

engage actively the aesthetic judgement independently of any definite end’ (SS51). It can thus be ‘free

beauty’, and ‘no perfection of any kind – no internal finality, as something to which the arrangement of the

manifold is related – underlies’ its judgement (SS16). Ornaments can ‘please freely and on their own ac-

count’. From this point of view, Kant did, as Kroll (1987: 15) points out, contribute to a positive theory of or-

nament. Theoretically, he abandoned principled hierarchical distinctions between art and ornament and

wanted to measure them against the same requirements.

However, an evaluation of many works of art (and of ornaments) would be difficult to sustain along the lines

of pleasing ‘freely and on their own account’ once they are placed into their ‘cultural’ and social context. A

painting can very well have other purposes than pleasing the eye, or entertaining the imagination in a free

play of ideas. In fact, works of art in a commodity context will always be more goal directed. Further, Kant

argued that ornament can be free beauty (and thereby equivalent to art) only if it does not signify: ‘designs a

418
See p. 151. He commented in a similar vein on decoration, see fn. 524. Moritz did not consistently deny the possi-
bility of signification to art but insisted that works of art had to be taken ‘first as they are, without regard for what
they are supposed to signify and, to the extent that it is possible, to examine the whole in a comprehensive way, in
order to discover progressively the traces of relationships and relations’ (quoted in Todorov, 1995: 163).

419
See images, p. 196.
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la grecque, foliage for framework or on wall-papers, etc., have no intrinsic meaning; they represent nothing –

no object under a definite concept – and are free beauties’ (SS16). To free beauty ‘properly only the form is

relevant’ so that any other considerations ‘clog’ its purity and turn it into appendant beauty. It can be argued

that Kant must have thought of denotative meanings here, possibly in the vein of a critique of allegory.
420

His

distinction between free and appendant beauty becomes further complicated when related to human beauty

which, like that of horses or buildings, ‘presupposes a concept of the end that defines what the thing has to

be’, so that it would have to be classified per se as ‘mere appendant beauty’.
421

Therefore, to apply free

beauty, which could be that of ornament, to the human face, to ‘combine the good with beauty … mars its

purity’.
422

In section 16, Kant gave a confusing example of Maori moko: if ‘as is done by the New Zealanders

with their tattooing’, ‘flourishes and light but regular lines’ are added to a face, then this would be combining

free and appendant beauty. However, if – as Kant himself suspected – these lines have social signifi-

cance,
423

and are therefore appendant beauty, the basic significance of the human being is acerbated by a

specific signifying intention.

This brief discussion can only indicate the different perspectives meaning in ornament can be regarded from

and evaluated by. Within frameworks based on the prevalent interpretation of Alberti, ornament is regarded

as auxiliary to a substantial piece of work. In Kantian aesthetics, while allowing the possibility of free beauty

for ornament as for art, this possibility is still conditional on its freedom from any purpose: its function as an

enhancement of works of art makes it ‘finery’, and a signifying intention equally makes it attendant beauty.

Similarly, decisions on whether to categorise ornamental meanings as representational or expressive, meta-

phorical or allegorical, figurative or discursive can lead to different evaluations under different frameworks.

2.2 Ornamental content: semantics

Whether ornamental significance is seen along the lines of representation or of expression can determine

which aspects of signification are recognised.
424

In extreme cases, ornament is viewed either wholly conven-

tionally (and thereby a vehicle of social processes of communication) or wholly psychologically (and thereby

removed from the social realm and bound up entirely with individuality). The different value judgements

420
Kant (1790: SS48) made a fleeting reference to allegory with regard to the way in which the ugly is represented in
fine art. ‘The art of sculpture, again, since in its products art is almost confused with nature, has excluded from its
creations the direct representation of ugly objects, and, instead, only sanctions, for example, the representation of
death (in a beautiful genius), or of the warlike spirit (in Mars), by means of an allegory, or attributes which wear a
pleasant guise, and so only indirectly, through an interpretation on the part of reason, and not for the pure aesthetic
judgement.’ (my emphasis). Holz and Lukács, however, have argued that abstraction does not mean absence of
meaning, but rather signification of a particular type, see p. 164.

421
On the other hand, man – and only man – is capable of entertaining and embodying an ‘ideal of beauty’: ‘The cor-
rectness of such an ideal of beauty is evidenced by its not permitting any sensuous charm to mingle with the delight
in its object, in which it still allows us to take a great interest. This fact in turn shows that an estimate formed
according to such a standard can never be purely aesthetic, and that one formed according to an ideal of beauty
cannot be a simple judgement of taste’ (SS17). I find it hard to say which type of beauty Kant would have estimated
‘higher’ from the text, but interestingly, most critics have focused on the difference between free and adherent
beauty in connection with ornament.

422
‘… the good, namely, of the manifold to the thing itself according to its end’ (SS16).

423
‘And here is one whose rugged features might be softened and given a more pleasing aspect, only he has got to be
a man, or is, perhaps, a warrior that has to have a warlike appearance.’ The significance of moko goes, of course,
far beyond ‘warlike appearance’ but Kant would not have been aware of that.

424
As Hagberg (1995) shows, these concepts are – in more recent theory – still based on a specific analogy between
language and art. The conception of language underlying the analogy in both cases is based on a pre-
Wittgensteinian view of correspondence (see p. 70 above). While they differ in their view of where the location of
truth is to be found, they assume the principal possibility of separating mind from matter, perception and description
(189), or meaning from materials (74). The relationship between those ontologically separate categories is then
perceived to follow a logic analogous to language as expressive of word-world relations (187ff).
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which different historical periods have held about the relative merit of representation or expression in art in

general have also been applied to ornament.
425

As ‘mere’ representation, ornament can be seen as a ‘de-

tractor of art’, as an empty formula devoid of beauty.
426

As ‘mere’ expression, it can be seen as devoid of

shared meaning or reference to the cultural context, a purely individual practice lacking artistic merit and

consequence, and thereby liable to charges of frivolity and superfluity.

As is the case for art generally, this polarisation is unhelpful. Insofar as ornament is regarded as a signifying

practice, (conventional) representation and (individual) expression might well lie at opposite ends of a com-

mon axis. However, this axis is not the only one relevant to the interpretation of ornamental practices, nor do

the extremes frequently occur in pure form. The division rather seems to be symptomatic of what Adorno

(1984: 62) observes about the divergence of the universal and the particular in Western society, where col-

lectivity and subjectivity are seen as opposites (61). Adorno regards mimesis, for example, ‘the nonconcep-

tual affinity of a subjective creation with its objective and unposited other’ (80) as a universal process. At the

same time it can only be achieved ‘through the individual subject with its irreducible particularity’ and can

therefore not be ‘isolated from expression, which in turn presupposes the subject’ (61).

That traditional aesthetic practices are commonly regarded as representational and conventional compli-

cates the question.
427

At a time when the development of the modern individual was well under way, Novalis

(in Todorov, 1995: 173) held that the ‘primitive artist attaches no value to the intrinsic beauty of form’ but is

concerned solely with the sure intelligibility of his message. Thus, his art is subservient to a goal – ‘the

transmission of a definite message’ – and this purpose excludes his work from the real realm of art. More

than one hundred years later, Schlesinger (1912: 347) makes the same assertion for the origin of ornaments:

Surface drawing was submitted to stylisation, the simplified, conventionally abbreviated repre-

sentation, and from this the oldest ornaments develop … which are therefore to be classed as a

symbolic form of art. Ornaments are originally and importantly not decoration but conceived and

created as practically meaningful symbols.

Echoes of such theoretical positions are resonant in contemporary perceptions of non-Maori with regard to

Maori visual images. There is a widespread assumption that Maori motifs serve to communicate and that the

symbolic universe they are part of has somehow managed to remain replete with meaning.
428

Contemporary art forms, on the other hand, are commonly conceived of as individual and autonomous. But

autonomy in art, its independence from society, is not only a ‘function of the bourgeois consciousness of

freedom’ but also a result of a historical process of the bourgeoisie’s ascendancy to power and its specific

social structure (Adorno, 1984: 320). In modern society, individuality has largely become synonymous with a

notion of psychological interiority – independence of the social – which Adorno describes as emerging from

the processes of the division of labour where ‘inwardness was to help rear a type of person who would do

wage-labour on the basis of duty … just as the capitalist mode of production required it’ (169).
429

And as ‘the

helplessness of the independent subject grew more pronounced, inwardness became a blatant ideology, a

mock image of an inner realm in which the silent majority tries to get compensation for what it misses out in

425
See p. 134ff.

426
See p. 135.

427
See Bal (1996: 150) and Price (1992: 88ff). See also p. 183.

428
See, for example, pp. 340f and p. 353.
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society’ (169). This understanding of individuality is reflected in statements by participants in the project Or-

nament as cultural practice in design education who saw ornamentation as the expression of individual life

styles and of self, in some instances (seemingly) devoid of social references.
430

In this polarisation of the

universal and particular, individuality stands unmediated, opposite sociality. Moreover, this view of meaning

takes no account of different levels of intentionality, both on the side of the individual and of the collective.

Few participants in the all research projects seemed aware of the historicity of this perspective.

2.2.1 Marginal and intentional production of meaning in ornament

Gordon proposes a shift from symbol to ornament from the Middle Ages through the Renaissance until 1885

when Bracquemont wrote that the symbol had ‘lost its dignity’ so that ornament was ‘all that remains of sym-

bols’ (quoted in Gordon, 1992: 15).
431

In 1901, Van de Velde (1901c: 84) programmatically (and Romantic-

ally) wanted to eliminate from decorative art all the ‘old symbolic elements which we do no longer award any

efficacy, and replace them with a new and enduring beauty’. However, at the same time as the symbolic po-

tential of ornament based on socially shared values and beliefs diminished, it appears that the potential for

unconscious signification increased. ‘The [decorative] work … synthesizes an unconscious and all the more

profound symbol.’ (Gallé 1900 quoted in Gordon, 1992: 15) This supports Gordon’s general proposition that

it is one of the primary functions of ornament ‘to carry meaning and intent that have been suppressed or ex-

cluded from the central field’ (4). She suggests that unconscious signification can happen in ornamentation

precisely because of its marginal status (197-8). At the margins of attention, that which has been repressed

or severed from an objective reality can return: they are ‘the place where the truth of one’s discourse always

resides’. There is, in ornament, a concurrent presence and absence of meaning. It carries traces of another

reality than that which is, or even can be, talked about: ‘sometimes ornament can speak more than words’

(Student in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 111).

Van de Velde (1901a: 99) claimed freedom for ornamentation from any laws but those of harmony and bal-

ance; in particular it was not to be held to any representation. Rather, ‘it is necessarily born out of the two or

three lines that we, driven by an unconscious power like by a cry, throw onto paper without further reflection’

(100). In a similar vein, Holz (1972: 145) sees ornament as related to unconscious processes which have to

spontaneously seek expression. In the process, a transferral of energy onto the objects takes place; and the

engagement with its materiality leads to a release of tension, which is experienced as a confirmation of one’s

power.
432

This type of ornamentation certainly does not involve conscious and deliberate signification.
433

429
An ‘inner arena’ as a separate, unified space had already been prepared by Descartes in the seventeenth century
(Rorty, 1980: 50).

430
At the same time, however, participants make references to shared symbols as ornaments where the conventional
and representational character of those motifs is still charged with ‘strong feelings identification’ as indicators of par-
ticipation in a ‘common social life’. See also p. 135.

431
See Kristeva p. 147.

432
The observation of urban taggers confirms Holz’ impression; one of the most interesting phenomena about tagger
groups is the intensity, and the intensity of discharge, accompanying the act itself.

433
However, it is compatible with Kristeva’s notions of unconscious signifying practices, where other meanings than
those of the speaking subject are negotiated. It also fits into Kubie’s concepts of the preconscious area of mentation
where thoughts or ideas are not clear in the sense of discursive logic, but dynamic, imaginary and overdetermined;
see p. 131.
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Government Buildings, Wellington

Holz even assumes that it is typical for processes of ornamentation to strip motifs of their symbolic character

in favour of their decorative capacities (151).
434

Significant motifs are thus ‘demythologised’ when they be-

come ornaments, even though ‘regarding their origins we are certain of their mythological meanings’. Close

to the time of their initial transferral into aesthetic contexts, ornaments are still conceived of as symbols by

contemporaries. Even after an extended period of use as ornament,

particularly the singular, isolated ornamental motifs – be they geometrical or abstractly repre-

sentative – are always under the suspicion of expressing a content, except that this meaning

can no longer be experienced by us and is therefore reduced to a purely decorative form.
435

In fact, this emblematic, atavistic and unknown meaning, which still hovers in the background, distinguishes

ornament from pattern. ‘Ornament has, even where we do not realise it any more, an archetypal content.’

(152)

These different perceptions can be linked to the various levels of consciousness Lorenzer (1979: 107-110)

describes for symbols.
436

If, at one end of the scale, an ornament has no articulate meaning, this is an indica-

tion that meaning may have been repressed, excluded from the conscious and preconscious through de-

symbolisation. The unconscious energy attached to it remains, and it seeks to return and maintain the rela-

tionship in the form of clichés (108). It is probably in the medium range of unarticulated (but dynamic) signifi-

cation, that Fry (quoted in Read, 1931: 64) saw art as having ‘access to the substratum of actual life’. He

observed that it can call up ‘residual traces left on the spirit by the different emotions of life, without, how-

ever, recalling the actual experiences, so that we get an echo of the emotion without the limitation and par-

ticular direction which it had in experience’.

At the other end of the scale of the dynamics of signification, affect-

isolation and intellectualisation cause a loss of meaning in terms of

loss of resonance. While no de-symbolisation takes place, an over-

emphasis on representation means that the significant relationships

‘lose warmth, vitality, spontaneity. They don’t mean anything any more’

(Lorenzer, 1979: 109). This process can be observed in purely

formalist treatments of aesthetics, in particular of ornamental styles,

but also in the treatment of ornamental motifs as anchored signs with

434
Snodin (1996: 154) remarks that ‘… coats of arms or personal badges originally intended to be seen and under-
stood separately as pieces of information became ornament when displayed alongside each other’. For an exam-
ple, see p. 163.

435
An interesting case of the loss of meaning of tectonic ornamentation is discussed below (p. 164), and in more detail
in Transition processes, p. 292ff. See also p. 11.

436
See p. 91 and p. 132.
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one-to-one denotational meanings.
437

Dresser, whose ornamental practices were at variance with his theoretical beliefs,
438

claimed in the 1850s

that symbolism based on common beliefs was no longer possible, and that conventional ornaments needed

to be replaced with another type. This new system of ornament was to be based on science, which would

supply an understanding of the principles of nature. ‘For ornamental purposes we deem literal copies alto-

gether insufficient; representation of a more rigid character and analytic nature being necessary ... what is

required is a series of drawings which shall convey a perfect knowledge of every part.’ (quoted in Brett,

1998: 104, my emphasis) This view combines the view that mimesis is poiesis439
with a much more analytical

approach: the products of a development of ornamental forms should be rational signs (Lorenzer would re-

gard them as denotative, emotionally emptied signs).
440

Dresser lauded a disciplined mental purification of

direct sensations some years later by emphasising that ‘those works which are most fully of mental origin ...

are those which are most noble; … true ornamentation is of purely mental origin and consists of symbolized

imagination or emotion only’ (105, my emphasis).
441

As Müller (1977: 76ff) observes, some current semiotic approaches to architectural ornament also tend to

rationalise ornament according to narrowly defined systems.
442

They thus strip ornament of all aspects out-

side of strictly visual aesthetics, and reduce complex forms to readily available signs (79). Even Loos (1924:

396) conceded at least ‘erotic meaning’ to ornament , whereas rigid formalist or semiotic analyses efface

historical and subjective meanings (Müller, 1977: 78). This transformation of a resonant symbol into an intel-

lectual sign is synonymous with an increasing reification: the signified is isolated from its relational context

and ‘demarcated as object’ separate from the subject (Lorenzer, 1979: 109-110).
443

Whether or not, and how, ornamental motifs are considered as carriers of meaning thus depends on the

concept of meaning assumed in the discussion. While Evans (1931: xxxiii) found ‘them to be a speculum

minus of human life, darkly reflecting the web of man’s thought and feeling’, dictionaries of style endeavour

to shed light on the meanings of single motifs and supply ‘etymologies’.

Thus the entry about fasces in the Kunst- und Stilfibel (Broby-Johansen, 1965: 100-1) reads: ‘Latin, bundle

of rods with axe; in Rome, a symbol for the executive power of the lictors. A decorative element in neo-

classicism. Symbol of Italian fascists’.
444

Such approaches assume signification to be reliable and definable.

437
For linguistic one-to-one relationships of signification, see p. 162.

438
Rykwert (1975: 164) remarks that it was common for designers and architects to take a theoretical position about
ornament which resembled that of the ‘polytechnicians’, engineering based architects, even if their actual practices
were characterised by a rich production of ornamental designs. However, creative artists in the nineteenth century
also increasingly despised the conventional character of ornament.

439
See p. 129.

440
See p. 163.

441
In contradiction to his emphasis on unreflected spontaneity in ornamentation, Van de Velde (1901a) also wanted to
apply the laws governing engineering to ornament (94) and, excluding feelings as irrelevant, to achieve an ‘abstract
and mental ornamentation’ (97).

442
See also Kristeva on this tendency of semiotics, p. 102 and p. 128.

443
It could be argued that because of the historical rupture leading to the discontinuation of discussed and validated
practices of ornament, the dynamic middle range of signifying processes with regard to ornament has been cut out,
so that we are now left with the rigidified extremes of unconscious, repressed ornamental practices (clichés) and
the abstracted intellectualised discourses by academics which have nothing to do with actual practices. For the
relevance of the existence or lack of connection of the subject with an ornament see p. 168.

444
Similarly, the Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art (Hall, 1979: 119): ‘Bundle of wooden rods enclosing an axe
and bound with a red strap, the emblem of higher Roman magistrates, signifying their authority to scourge and to
behead, and carried by their attendants the lictors. … Commonly seen in scenes of Roman justice … . An attribute
of Justice personified. A symbol of unity, especially conjugal, when it may be held by Cupid’. ‘[I]n ancient Rome, in-
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Closer to Evan’s use of the term, an analogy to the interpretation of a symbol in the Romantic tradi-

tion would conceive of ornament as productive and pregnant, motivated, intransitive, and achieving

the fusion of contraries as much of that of signification and presence.
445

Since it is produced un-

consciously, it causes an unending task of interpretation. The dictionary concept of ornamental

motifs is closer to what the Romantics defined as allegory: it is a product, rather than productive; it

is transitive, arbitrary and a signification based on reason. It can therefore ‘be understood without “remain-

der”’ (Todorov, 1995: 207). It is in this latter sense that the Microsoft Encarta CD defines the following motifs:

The golden chrysanthemum, native to eastern Asia, was the symbol of Japan and the imperial

family. In medieval Europe the fleur-de-lis (a conventionalized representation of an iris) was

adopted as the royal emblem. In England, the house of Lancaster, whose symbolic emblem was

a red rose, and that of the house of York, symbolized by a white rose, battled for the Crown in

the Wars of the Roses (1455-58). (‘Flower Symbolism’ 1993b)

The same source is more differentiated, and allows for more complexity, with regard to the symbolism of the

cross.

The cross, as a basic design motif, appears in the pottery, weaving, carving, and painting of

many cultures. It may be simply decorative, or it may have symbolic meaning. The tau cross, for

example, was a symbol of life to the ancient Egyptians … For most ancient peoples the Greek

cross was a metaphor for the four indestructible elements of creation (air, earth, fire, and water),

thus symbolizing permanence. The swastika, with the ends of its cross bars bent to the right,

was common in both the Old World and the New. It origi-

nally represented the revolving sun, fire, or life and later, by

extension, good luck. To Buddhists, a swastika represented

resignation; to the Jains, it symbolized their seventh saint.

To Hindus, a swastika with arms bent to the left symbolized

night, magic, and the destructive goddess Kali. In early

twentieth-century Germany, the right-facing swastika was

the Nazi party emblem. (‘Cross’ 1993b)

While this is still a tiki tour of ‘the history’ of an ornamental motif, it indicates a dependence on context for

interpretation and points to its capacity for being clearly symbolic (and to be understood as such); or for be-

ing ‘simply decorative’; or a mixture of both. Lorenzer (1979: 84) describes a process of ‘decay’ from conno-

tation to denotation which takes place during the transition from a symbol in the Romantic sense to a motif in

decoration. According to him, decoration as artistic production operates on the

plane of presentational symbols, but … with fixed templates, i.e. with petrified signs whose con-

notations have long before been transformed into denotation. … Their content has changed into

signia of official authority. It was carried by the lictors, or attendants, and was characterized by an ax head project-
ing from a bundle of elm or birch rods tied together with a red strap; it symbolized penal power. ... Lowering of the
fasces was a form of salute to a higher official. Removing the ax within the city signified recognition of the people's
sovereignty. Benito Mussolini's Fascist Party of Italy was named for the fasces, which the members adopted in
1919 as their emblem’ (‘Fasces’ in 1997b).

445
The Romantic symbol expresses the inexpressible and its content is not amenable to reason (Todorov, 1995: 206-
7).

Pendants in shop in Penang
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an easily understandable, emotionally empty allegoric whose sense can be fully explored with

linguistic signs in the context of a discursive language.

Such ornaments have been transformed into ‘a ready-to-use vocabulary’ (84) which still has – from his per-

spective – the potential to convey information (to denote) but no longer

to articulate emotional experience.

I believe that Lorenzer hints at something important about the vicissi-

tudes of ornamental motifs, but he ignores the re-charges any orna-

mental motif can undergo within the context of personal or communal

lives. He also ignores changes in the levels of meaning that can occur

during the life-cycle of an ornamental motif.

Thus, the triglyphs and metopes of the Doric order might have been understood by a considerable portion of

the Greek population as ‘survivals’ of the old wood construction of temples at the time the transition took

place.
446

For Vitruvius, and later Alberti, the concrete meanings of the terms were less important, but they

saw meaning in the system and its relationships. Thus, to observe the proper rules applying to the use of

such architectural elements meant deferring to the right ways of the ancients and to those ‘derived from the

truth of nature’ (Alberti, 1988: 109).

Therefore, if that which in the original must be placed above the principle rafters, is put in the

copy below them, the result will be a work constructed on false principles. … Hence the an-

cients held that what could not happen in the original would have no valid reason for existence

in the copy (108).

446
‘The Doric frieze[‘s] … origin as an imitation of the effect of alternating beam ends and shuttered openings in ar-
chaic wood construction remained evident, but it came to be treated as a decorative sheath without reference to the
actual structural forms behind.’ (‘Applied Ornament’ 1997b) Rykwert (1974: 217) calls this tale of origin a ‘legend’,
and Hersey (1989: 31) provides an alternative interpretation for the origin of triglyphs.

Name tag for conference
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This tradition was meaningful for the architectural community, which subsequently

invented the term ‘Doric corner conflict’ for an imbalance of proportions. It is very

doubtful that many outside the circle of initiates at that time would have even no-

ticed that there was a conflict; nor does anybody (apart from architects) notice

even ‘worse’ degradations of the same principle today.
447

What was seen, at least

by the specialists, as the manifestation of a concrete problem within Classic archi-

tecture, has today, through continuous re-application in various contexts, become

a vague reference to a classical architectural tradition.
448

Outside of Europe, for example in New Zealand, this type of architecture has

probably even more general connotations ‘as the representative architectural style

of European culture, European civilization

and European power in different countries at different times’ (Fraser,

1990: 159).
449

Its lack of concrete meaning is, as it were, compen-

sated for by a rich and versatile network of diffuse, connotative mean-

ings. According to Holz (1972: 166), highly abstract motifs are, be-

cause of their lack of realist pictorial reference, able to ‘trigger arche-

typal elements of consciousness’. As long as they point to a context of

meaning it does not matter whether interpretation is immediately ac-

cessible or given as a rebus (165). In the latter case its enigmatic character might even strengthen the import

of a piece of ornamentation, as long as an evocative significant figure gives meaning to ornamental repeti-

tion, rhythm and the ‘return of the same’.

Similarly, Lukács (1963: 332-3) argues that the abstraction and transposition of motifs particularly character-

istic of geometric ornament does not lead to an absence of signification or concept, as Kant (1790: SS 4, 16)

had argued, but that this signification is of a special kind, namely an allegorical one. His concept of allegory

differs from that discussed above in some respects: while it is arbitrary and abstract, it is not ‘empty’, since

the ‘abstract abbreviations’ of relationships with concrete experience produce a desire for concrete interpre-

tation. The aura of abstraction evokes interpretations that strive to bring the abstract back to a concrete real-

ity. This part of his description refers to a ‘user’s perspective’ from ‘below’ as it were. However, he also re-

marks on the use and interpretation of ornament and allegory from ‘above’, namely from the perspective of

those in control in a community or society. From that perspective, the emphasis is not on spontaneous ex-

perience of interpretation but on the control of such experiences.

Thus, meaning is relative to position and time, and operates in degrees. Nineteenth century designers used

many ornamental motifs whose conventional and local meanings would arguably not have been fully under-

stood by the majority of people in Europe. But the ‘tremendous value’ of the ‘clutter’ they produced ‘was that

447
See the discussion of the use of remnants of elements of Classic friezes in buildings in Auckland in Transition proc-
esses, p. 292ff.

448
The intentional manipulation of historical material led, in the nineteenth century, to a mode of signification as Carter
(1997: 144) describes it for hats, where elements which had been ‘inserted into a system of manipulable and inter-
changeable units … were no longer able to invoke a highly specific set of meanings, only a vague and abstracted
idea … History as a coherent narrative decayed into images and these images fragmented even further into units,
part objects and free-floating signifiers that were able to be arranged and re-arranged without regard for the “origi-
nal” from which they were taken’. For contemporary and local implications, see p. 336.

449
See users’ perceptions of neo-classical buildings in New Zealand, p. 253.
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it tacked onto the surface of things all kinds of configurations in which his-

torical truth and utopian dreams could be read’ (Buck-Morss, 1983: 238).

Benjamin (1982a: 46) observed how new means of production, and the

forms they generate, are still dominated by the old. This ambivalence is

echoed by images in the collective consciousness: ‘[s]uch images are ide-

als in which the collective attempts to transfigure and transcend’ the imma-

turity and deficiencies of the given social situation. While they also demon-

strate a wish to break with what seems outdated, these outdated aspects

always refer to the most recent past. Thus, the gaze upon the new is re-

turned to a primal past: ‘In the dream in which every epoch sees in images

the epoch which is to succeed it, the latter appears fused with elements of

pre-history’ (47). Images of a classless society, residing in the collective

unconscious, ‘produce through the penetration with the new a utopia which

has lost its traces in a thousand configurations of life, from permanent

buildings to fleeting fashions’ (47).

He mentions as one example the forms of art nouveau, symbolic of nature, which were applied to iron con-

struction as the technology of the new. ‘These master builders modeled beam supports on pompeian col-

umns, factories on houses, just as later the first railway stations were reminiscent of chalets.‘ (Benjamin,

1969c: 186)

Today, even though we might have lost (in a narrow

sense) ‘the understanding for the symbolic value of

simple geometric forms’ (Scheltama in Lukács, 1963:

334), most of us still have an intuition of their signifi-

cance for our ancestors.
450

The actuality of ornamental

import for a viewer cannot fully be explained through

an accurate reconstruction of the original intention

(334). Focillon (1948: 35) insists on an autonomous life

of forms and on the independence of ‘formal meaning’

from signification: ‘[f]orm is never the catch-as-catch-

can garment of subject matter’. To him, forms and

meanings exist independently, but can touch upon each other and temporarily fuse. When he says that form

can exert a ‘magnetic attraction on a great variety of meanings’; that it can be ‘compared to a kind of mold,

into which are successively cast different materials that, yielding to the contours that then press upon them,

acquire a wholly unexpected significance’ (37-8); or that ‘form, although it has become entirely void of mean-

ing, will not only survive long after the death of its content, but will even unexpectedly and richly renew itself’

(38), he gives an autonomous life to both form and meanings.
451

Focillon probably did not want to say that a

450
See p. 11 and 266.

451
He gives an example of context dependence of ornamentation later in his book, when he describes the ‘formal de-
generation’ of grotesque ornament following its re-discovery in the Renaissance. ‘They have lost their powerful,
paradoxical capacity for life. Upon the light walls of the loggias, their elegance seems dry and fragile. No longer are
these ornaments untamed, no longer endlessly distorted by metamorphoses, no longer capable of tirelessly spawn-
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‘form’ can really ‘do’ all those things but perhaps that these processes are not entirely under the control of

our conscious intent, and that they are influenced by ‘autonomous’ factors inside of us (the non-conscious

part of our subjectivity) and outside of us (the cultural and historical forces of the collective).
452

Given the multiple functions of language, ‘the dream of the ideal or logically perfect language and its method

of reduction to basics seems impossibly alien to actual linguistic practice’ (Hagberg, 1995: 141). Similarly,

Jenner (1995a: 12) suggests that attempting to ‘separate a language of truth from the tropical languages of

rhetoric and myth, and hence to contain the disruptive potential of ornament ... has meant that rational dis-

course has continuously sought to reduce and constrain its presumed non-serious rival’.
453

When Wittgen-

stein’s (1958: #19) statement ‘to imagine a language means to imagine a form of life’ is applied to ornament

it seems that any attempt to settle for one dictionary or syntax of meaning is equally ‘impossibly alien’ to or-

namental practice.
454

Shotter (1995) points out that Wittgenstein’s (1958: #432) observation that ‘[e]very sign

by itself seems dead’ and that it is only ‘in use [that it is] alive’ makes it pointless to search for its meaning in

formal and decontextualised relationships between signs; and that it is the specific context of practice and

use that needs to be explored.

Lukács (1963: 313) comes to the conclusion (from a rather abstract perspective) that in ornamentation con-

crete objectivity and relationships of reality are ignored and replaced by abstract connections of a primarily

geometrical type. One level of relationships is replaced by another through abstract mimesis. Abstract im-

ages, observes Mitchell (1986: 41 – my emphasis), ‘seem at first glance to have escaped from the realm of

representation and verbal eloquence, leaving behind both figural mimesis and literary features like narrative

or allegory’.

But often only at first sight: in a documentary about tourism in the Al-

sace (1998a) broadcasted in Germany, the narrator described the

diamond motifs – typical of the half-timber houses of the region – as

old fertility symbols.
455

In the

context of the documentary, this

motif suggested associations of

historical fecundity which had

supposedly been retained in

those villages – in contrast to the cities. I was little convinced that those meanings are still operational. How-

ever, when I related this story to a friend in her forties and passed an ironical comment about the marketing

ing themselves over and over again. They are now merely museum pieces, torn from their natal surroundings,
placed well out in the open on an empty background, harmonious and dead.’ (68)

452
Shotter (1993: 174) comments on the way in which personal intention and action are so much part of a larger con-
text of interlocking actions of self and others; where ‘their’ conduct will determine ‘ours’; that ‘they must be ac-
counted as if ‘external to the participants concerned, as if part of an ‘independent reality’.

453
Raulet (1993: 14) sees a direct connection between the beginnings of an aesthetic philosophy which was freed
from rhetoric and the growing problematics of ornament.

454
Interestingly, Wittgenstein himself uses the term ‘ornament’ in the sense of a visual abstraction:
‘the word face could mean for me the mere ornament , without any relationship to the face of the person, and would
thus be on the same scale as any other figure known to us, e.g. a swastika. For the question is: What do I recognise as
what?’ (Wittgenstein, 1933: #30 my emphasis). He calls the visualisation of a formula ’c a d a’: a ’linear ornament’
(#150) and speaks of an ornamental impression as characteristic of (aspect) figures; others being clarity, regularity,
symmetry, familiarity, the potential of various associations, memory, instinctual response, soothingness – and finally he
speaks of a sense of familiarity with a name as its occurs, for example, in dreams (#17).

Scholtese Haus, 1731, Germany Diamond motifs on half-timber houses
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use of dead symbols, she responded with a challenge by describing a contemporary use of the diamond

motif, but for completely different purposes. During her childhood in Heidelberg (which she spent amongst

other proletarian children) the diamond symbol was not only known to them for its association with genitals,

they actually used it in a tagging-like manner – precisely because of its meaning – to demarcate boundaries.

Worringer (1959: 73f, 81) described the urge to abstraction as part of the struggle of humans to comprehend

the world.
456

He ascribed it to primitive cultures he considered to be ‘left-overs of long gone cultural periods

of human kind, devoid of the potential for development’ (91), thus giving his concept of abstraction an ex-

tremely ethnocentric spin.
457

To feel ‘helplessly lost in the universe’ is however an experience shared by

many and mark-making, as Holz observed,
458

can release tension and act as a confirmation of one’s own

power. If this mark-making involves commonly shared symbols, the sense of one’s own power is likely to be

amplified by the feeling of group membership.

2.2.2 Between meaning and form: mediation

Cassirer (1922: 211) provided an interesting example of how a line can be conceived on several different

levels of meaning depending on the context and the categories under which it is registered. A drawing can

be perceived of simply as a line. But while examining the formal qualities of the line, the perception can

change into an aesthetic one, and one might see a particular ornament. Whilst contemplating this ornament

and its quasi-timeless character, it can also be seen as an expression of the artistic language of a particular

time, the style of a historical epoch. Shifting perception again, the ornament can become a carrier of a

mythico-religious meaning, a magical, or cult sign. And yet, where the aesthetically minded observer enjoys

a pure spatial form, where the religiously motivated recognises a mystical sense, it may also appear in re-

flection as an example of a logico-abstract formula (such as a geometrical curve). Where an aesthetically

oriented person might see the beauty of line, for a mathematical mind the same line might be a descriptive

representation of a particular mathematical function, such as a trigonometric curve; and a physicist might

recognise in it a natural law such as a periodic oscillation.
459

455
Along universalist lines, it is interesting to compare Gell’s account (1993: 84-7) of a diamond-shaped Malu motif
which he describes as ‘an elongated lozenge shape, outlined so as to suggest the idea that there is an orifice or slit
in the middle. This shape is transparently a representation of the vulva …’.

456
Worringer granted ornament a paradigmatic status, in that it is one of the purest and least confused expressions of
the Kunstwollen of a people, which allows one to read off their specific intentions (87).

457
Coomaraswamy (1977: 242) maintains that the connection between ornament and beliefs was central not only to
‘savages’ but to all traditional cultures. He also gives an account of the connection between the words order and
ornament. ‘The Greek word κóσµος [cosmos] is primarily “order” … whether with reference to the due order or ar-
rangement of things, or to the world-order …; and secondarily “ornament”, whether of horses, women, men, or
speech. The corresponding word κóσµέω is to “order or arrange,” and secondarily to “equip, adorn, or dress’” or, fi-
nally, with reference to the embellishment of oratory; … Κóσµοποίησις is architectural ornament; hence our desig-
nation of the Doric, etc. “orders.” Again we see the connection between an original “order” and “ornament”.’ (249)

458
See p. 167.

459
Tony Ward has raised my attention to the fact that mathematicians, too, can experience equations kinaesthetically,
as muscular sensations, and thus register aesthetic figurations on the level of the body simultaneously with – or in
an oscillation from – intellectual processes. Einstein, for example, said in an interview with Hadamard that words
‘do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of thought’. Rather, ‘certain signs and more or less clear images
which can be “voluntarily” reproduced and combined’ serve as elements of thought. ‘… this combinatory play
seems to be the essential feature in productive thought – before there is any connection with logical structure in
words or other kinds of signs which can be communicated to others. The above mentioned elements are, in any
case, of visual and some muscular type. Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in
a secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will’
(quoted in Ward, 1997: 916, emphasis added).
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Thus, ornament enters many associations in which it serves as an intermediary and ‘is situated at the inter-

section of the subjective and objective worlds of the individual’ (Gordon, 1992: 81). Be it mimesis, mark-

making, or signification ornament can occupy a transitional, mediating role. Winnicott (1974: 6) describes a

journey ‘from the purely subjective to objectivity’ whereby transitional objects help in the process of discern-

ing internal from external objects. These transitional objects are part of an illusion: they are not perceived of

as the external objects they are. In the case of infants, the illusion is ‘that there is an external reality that cor-

responds to the infant’s own capacity to create’ (13). Perhaps because it provides meaning for relationships,

it is an illusion that ‘no individual finally solves for himself or herself’ (13). Through transitional objects human

beings continue to negotiate their subjectivity with an objective reality.

Gordon (1992: 94) compares in her study the effect of different uses of ornaments. Those that, in the litera-

ture she surveyed, functioned as part objects or fetish – separate and external to the subject – appeared to

deepen feelings of fragmentation, whereas those used as transitional objects ‘were aimed toward reintegra-

tion of the self’.
460

This suggests that – depending on the relationship between the subject and the ornament

used – ornament is both capable of intensifying alienation and of enhancing the integration of self and

world.
461

Grabar (1992: 230) points to another function where ornament serves as a mediator in the context of subject

and world, namely between a work of art or architecture and the viewer. By facilitating or even compelling

access to a work through enhancing the pleasure of looking, they establish a relationship and help bring

about an understanding that would otherwise be more difficult. Ornaments can ‘evoke … in viewers well-

defined emotions or stances: control and forcefulness of assertion with writing, order with geometry, bounda-

ries and protection with architecture, life forces with nature, and throughout sensory pleasure, that … condi-

tion central to the arts’ (230).
462

Grabar thus sees ‘boundaries between ornament and reality’ which have a

bearing on the ‘reality between the viewer and the object’ and represent a ‘category of relationships often

overlooked in our tendency toward binary opposites’ (234).
463

On these boundaries, meanings can change.

While a configuration of ornaments may, for example, be nothing but an ornamented surface for a viewer, it

might well mean something specific to the maker. The viewer’s perception may be the consequence of a lack

of contextual knowledge which could change once further meanings are provided.

Hanson (1978: 4-5) provides an example for likely misunderstandings of Maori art. In his view, scholars have

looked for meaning in Maori art in the wrong places, namely by looking for esoteric meanings in ‘convention-

alized motifs such as the koru, the spiral, and the much-debated manaia’. While I believe that Hanson too

460
See p. 183.

461
See Lorenzer, p. 161.

462
Schapiro (1969: 227) makes a similar observation about picture frames: ‘When salient and when enclosing pictures
with perspective views, the frame sets the picture surface back into depth and helps to deepen the view; it is like a
window frame through which is seen a space behind the glass. The frame belongs then to the space of the ob-
server rather than of the illusory, three-dimensional world disclosed within and behind’. Concerning the role of
pleasure, Lukács (1963: 325) also observes that geometric ornaments have a power of evoking aesthetic pleasure
and emotions quite independent from the clarity or origin of their meanings.

463
Alexander (1977: 1148) discusses the formal mediating capacities of ornament on boundaries as a metaphor for
more cosmological concerns of ‘split’ and ‘whole’ worlds. The ornamentation on the entrance of a Romanesque
church, for example, ‘is especially lavish and developed in this place, because just this seam – the boundary of the
entrance to the church – is so important, symbolically, to the people who worship there’ (1150). See also Dal Co
(1986: 46-60) for Scarpa’s symbolic use of ornament on spatial boundaries.
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hastily dismisses the significant potential of such motifs,
464

he points to an interesting concept that differs

from (and is less stereotypical than) the dictionary-meaning approach. He suggests that:

Maori visual art … used a language of form to communicate messages about the quality of life

and the world. Doubtless structures of broken bilateral symmetry can be interpreted in more

than one way, but evidence from other Maori institutions … leads me to think that in Maori art

they are messages communicating that the fundamental quality or reality is ambivalent tension:

between identity and difference, attraction and repulsion, union and separation. In the bilateral

symmetries of art pairs of forms are drawn together by their near identity, and yet they are held

apart by their asymmetries. … Hence no single analysis of the patterns is possible. (9)
465

Thomas (1995: 94) goes even further to suggest that the denotative and connotative meanings of kowhai-

whai patterns are sometimes less important than visual effect. In ‘situations of tension and contest, this form

of art was rhetorically energetic in ways related to the presentation and projection of collectivities rather than

their representation’. As with Hanson, I believe that Thomas opens up an unnecessary polarisation, since the

meaning of specific motifs can well be operational at the same time as the rhetoric energy of the whole; in

fact those meanings are likely to be constitutive elements of the rhetoric. However, what both writers provide

is a view of meaning more flexible and subtle than the interpretation of Maori art via conventionalised sym-

bols, explicable ‘without remainder’.
466

They also introduce a type of mediation based on confrontational

rhetorics.

Another layer of ornamental meanings arises out of the context of the building process itself: the ornamenta-

tion of a building amounts to something like the completion of its creation, both in terms of time and excel-

lence (Grabar, 1992: 26). Rykwert (1979: 2-3) argues that ornament was important to Alberti as a mediator

welding ‘the lineaments, which are of the mind’ to ‘brute matter by some third thing which makes the first

comprehensible’. Here, ornament mediates between nature and intellect (4).

Alberti (1988: 312) himself stipulated that the ‘work ought to be constructed naked, and clothed later; let the

ornament come last’. While he gives pragmatic reasons for this, many building traditions know points of

celebration: the completion of the roof is often the beginning of a period of ornamentation, whereas the open-

ing of the building takes place at its completion. The completion marks the beginning of the house as a pub-

lic entity. King (1994: 1) remarks that iconic communication is a way of ‘bringing into relation’, an activity he

sees prominently performed by architecture. ‘[I]t seems that the discourse of non-verbal communication is

precisely concerned with matters of relationship – love, hate, respect, fear, dependency etc. – between self

and vis à vis, or between self and environment.’ Leatherbarrow and Mostafavi (1996: 49) regard a ‘building’s

role in mediating private and public life’ as ‘perhaps the most important way in which architecture gives dura-

ble dimension to the patterns of our culture’ through the ‘embodiment of meaning’.

Thus, the ornamentation of a building not only mediates the process of production, but significantly the proc-

ess of relationship-building between those affiliated with the building, and those members of the public in

whose locality the building is situated. Ornamentation in this context becomes the work of rhetoric: of per-

464
A consequence, perhaps, of a general compulsion amongst academics to side with one or another theory, rather
than enter into a holistic investigation of the concrete issues under investigation.

465
While Hanson is undoubtedly right that no single analysis is possible, I feel uneasy about the prominence of binary
oppositions in his description, which might or might not correspond to Maori concepts, but which are most certainly
indebted to Western systems of thought.
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suasion and argument, and its task is to convey an idea to the audience (Rykwert, 1979: 5).
467

Each work of

art or architecture is also placed in a historical context and part of manifold interactions. Vischer (in Kroll,

1987: 30) situated ornament exactly at this seam between art and life, as a connecting and mediating ele-

ment. The aesthetics of a building would remain hidden without the world of decorative forms, and con-

versely, life would be barbarous ‘without this mediating band between it and art’.
468

In this section, I have discussed various operational levels of ornamental signification. A hypothetical scale of

signification is defined by an extreme of explicit, intentional and conventional signification at one end, and by

unconscious, spontaneous and expressive production of meaning at the other. Much ornamental practice

takes place in an intermediate zone of meaning, situated between – but also connecting – conceptual or ex-

periential fields which are at variance or lack affinity. In this zone, meanings are typically mobile and change

form and reference; ornamentation is associated with more or less conscious pleasure that provides a ‘way

in’ for the user and viewer of art, design and architecture. This pleasure does not guarantee understanding,

but neither does it preclude it: it can be an incentive to understanding. Meanings, often imprecise and vague,

fade in and out of these intermediary situations and are grasped according to one’s knowledge of context. To

non-initiates (non-specialists or cultural outsiders), such meanings are likely to be general. Understanding

may develop further through exposure, but it cannot be taken as given from the beginning.

2.3 Ornamental rules: syntax

While the previous section concentrated on the way in which ornamental meanings operate on a semantic

level, in this section the emphasis will be on rules regulating the relationships of individual ornamental motifs,

and their formal relationship to the environment. The syntax of ornament has been equated with the notion of

style: the overarching principles that determine what is seen to be the proper place of ornament, its appro-

priate placement, and composition. In much of Western literature on ornament, the stripping of symbolic mo-

tifs of their specific and contextual meanings has been seen as complementary to their integration into, or

subordination to, an overriding aesthetic purpose:

whereas an image implies the representation of an object, and a sign signifies an object, form

signifies only itself. And whenever a sign acquires any prominent formal value, the latter has so

powerful a reaction on the value of the sign as such that it is either drained of meaning or is

turned from its regular course and directed towards a totally new life (Focillon, 1948: 34).

The removal of specific and contextual meanings, the separation of a symbol from its operative sphere is

accompanied by an introduction of formal hierarchies both amongst the motifs and in relationship to their

material carrier.

466
See p. 162.

467
Rykwert remarks that ‘Rhetoric has long been a bad word among architects, as of course - paradoxically - has or-
nament’ (5).

468
‘The completely naked building had lost all character and was unable to reveal anything about its central purpose,
nor about the personality of its creator, let alone of its inhabitants. It had become mute … .‘ (Sauvage cited in Cla-
del, 1993: 127) Frutiger (1989: 235-6) attributes the mediating function to symbolic aspects of images. This is an
‘unspoken value, a mediator between perceptible reality and the mystic, invisible real, of religion, philosophy or
magic; it spans from the consciously understood to the realm of the unconscious. In that sense, the artist or artisan
is really a mediator between two worlds …’.
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Lists with characteristics of ornament such as Holz’ (1972:163-4)
469

can be regarded as a neutral formal dis-

cussion with the purpose of defining and delimiting the term ‘ornament’, and that may well have been his

intention.
470

However, the stipulations such definitions make are in practice far less neutral than one might

assume. They are made in an intellectual and moral field which leads commentators to attach values to such

indicators as ‘lack of individuality’, ‘lack of semantic value’, ‘applied’, or ‘decorative purpose’. I suggest that

these value judgements are based on faint echoes of the differentiations between individuality and collectiv-

ity, idea and appearance, or fine art and non-art, all of which have been discussed before. Wherever such

value judgements come from, they cannot be imagined without a historical background within which orna-

ment ‘has long been a bad word among architects’.
471

Ornament, formalisation and stylisation are names

which would mean no more than they say, were it not for accompanying social practices.

Amongst designers and architects (and critics, of course) definitions and formal relationships sometimes

acquire a life of their own, and become much more animated than one would expect. The relationship be-

tween structure and accessory, high and low forms of art, or meaning (representation) and world can be-

come a business for heated and serious discussion. It is these discourses, within a prevailing intellectual

field, that ultimately feed back to common sense, not the rational definitions or struggles for epistemological

delimitation that are intended to lie at their foundation.
472

When a symbolic form is turned into a ‘mere’ orna-

ment, it reaches its lowest point in terms of status according to the participants in all research projects. ‘Mere

ornament’ is said with contempt, and in a dismissive fashion. It is a one-way-street.

2.3.1 Decontextualisation and style

Goodman (1968: 259) observes that ‘the peak of interest in a symbol tends to occur at the time of revelation,

somewhere midway in the passage from the obscure to the obvious. But there is endurance and renewal,

too’. This renewal, in his view, paradoxically occurs precisely in strategies which have elsewhere been de-

scribed as ornamental. The central aspect is ‘further exploration’: ‘theme and variation, … [e]stablishment

and modification of motifs, abstraction and elaboration of patterns, differentiation and interrelation of modes

of transformation’. Far from dismissing these, he considers them as ‘processes of constructive search’ char-

acterised by a just ‘proportion between recognition and discovery’.

For Holz (1972: 164), the origin of ornament lies in the integration (of previously significant motifs) into a

decorative formal context – at the cost of the loss of their figurative character. But this is not final: he con-

ceives of a reversibility of the process. Because, he writes, their decorative function is derived from their prior

representational function, they intrinsically carry with them the potential of restitution as images. ‘If we as-

sume … that each ornament initially can be assigned a significant content, its restitution as image would

469
See p. 45.

470
‘Remember that we sometimes demand definitions for the sake not of their content, but of their form. Our require-
ment is an architectural one; the definition is a kind of ornamental coping that supports nothing.’ (Wittgenstein,
1958: #217) This type of discussion of ornament itself mirrors the very operation of ‘emptying out of meaning’ which
has been ascribed to ornamentation. ‘Thanks to a more or less openly acknowledged schematization and spatiali-
zation, one can glance over the field divested of its forces more freely or diagrammatically. … Thus, the relief and
design of structure appears more clearly when content, which is the living energy of meaning, is neutralized.’
(Derrida, 1978a: 5)

471
See fn. 467; to be more precise, since modernism. However, some strands of the argument constituting its bad
reputation go back to Plato, iconoclastic debates, and the Enlightenment.

472
It is worth remembering that these delimitations seek, in Rorty’s words, ‘immutable structures within which knowl-
edge, life, and culture must be contained’, see p. 24.
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include the reactivation of this [original significance], which is mostly hidden from consciousness.’
473

Bearing

in mind that Holz allows for enigmatic meanings given as a rebus and attached to ornamental motifs, this

proposal is not implausible within his own argument. He also points out that repetition – overwhelmingly de-

scribed as a central characteristic of ornament – is a structural characteristic of mythical and magical think-

ing
474

so that, structurally, ornament might retain traces of meaning which are no longer obvious. In that way,

‘there is always semantic abundance in figural ornament: it usually exceeds the autonomy of mere decora-

tive forms’ (143-4).

In the context of style as an imposition of the forms of those who dominate, as a norm of legitimation,
475

de-

contextualisation and removal of semantic value take on another meaning. Benjamin’s principally positive

position towards allegory has been discussed before.
476

To recapitulate briefly: because allegory lays open

subjectivity and historicity as the basis of the constitution of meaning, it takes a historical stance and pre-

vents the naturalisation of historical facts. Benjamin imagined that the allegorist would create new and differ-

ent possibilities for meaning in a historical world. By tearing things out of their overall context and inserting

them into ever new ones he could hint at the possibility that the meanings he gives them are not essential.

But once an object becomes the subject of allegory, it is completely incapable of radiating ‘meaning or sense

… it will have the meaning given to it by the allegorist. … In his hands, the object turns into something else’

(Benjamin, 1974c: 359).

The arbitrary power in the allegorical process is not exercised without problems and repercussions, and

these are not just social or political. Agamben (1993: 144) notes that when the world becomes the ‘ware-

house of jetsam’, the symbol presents itself ‘[i]n the form of the uncanny, which invades daily life with in-

creasing force’. The uncanny is the estranged familiar, ‘nothing new or alien, but something which is familiar

and old-established in the mind and which has become alienated from it only through the process of repres-

sion’. It is that which ‘ought to have remained secret and hidden but has come to light’ (Freud, 1919: 241,

225). Agamben (1993: 39) himself supplies an example relevant to this discussion when he describes his

own ‘indefinite sense of discomfort’ when looking at the catalogue of the 1851 London Exhibition, ‘caused by

the monstrous hypertrophy of ornament that transforms the simplest objects into nightmarish creatures …

Many of the objects displayed are devoured by ornament’.
477

Under the influence of the uncanny perhaps,

Agamben detects in the illustrations an ‘arbitrary substitution of the object by ornament’ (39). Ironically, the

proliferation of ornament at the time of the London Exhibition was the result of an enormous expansion of

ornamental vocabulary. Jones’ (1987) Grammar of Ornament was not only a major syntactical effort to es-

tablish rules in this context, it is also perhaps the best known early example of resource books providing de-

contextualised patterns for designers’ use on a global level.
478

Jones himself would possibly not have ap-

473
See Loss and recovery of meaning, p. 105ff.

474
See Cassirer, p. 127.

475
See p. 137.

476
See p. 152.

477
It is interesting to observe such processes in a writer such as Agamben, but they point to the fact that even a critical
attitude cannot always prevent uncanny effects which are ‘often produced when the distinction between imagination
and reality is effaced, as when something … hitherto regarded as imaginary appears … in reality, or when a symbol
takes over the full functions of the things it symbolizes’ (Freud, 1919: 244).

478
There are earlier examples, however. The proliferation of engravings in the fifteenth century in Europe led not only
to a dissemination of figurative (and significant) motifs, the images were also applied to objects such as stoves, ar-
chitectural elements such as panelling and windows, goldsmith’s work and textiles (Snodin & Howard, 1996: 22-3).
It is worth noting that half of ‘Jones’s systematically arranged chapters were devoted to ornament outside Europe
…’ (200).
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proved of the ways in which ‘his’ patterns were used. In fact, he made an effort to prevent misuse by stating

in Proposition 36 that only the principles discoverable in the works of the past can belong to the present, not

the results.
479

His warning went largely unheard. This is perhaps understandable since, despite his warnings,

he himself opens the first section in his book with an illustration of a moko mokai, which was to be used over

and over again, ad nauseam, in subsequent books or articles on ornamentation.
480

It is entirely reasonable to

infer that he would not have been in a position to understand the principles underpinning the result he pre-

sented to an equally ignorant Western audience. In New Zealand, Hamilton’s Maori Art had a similar func-

tion.

Here, decontextualisation was forced upon the art production of another culture, where the relationships be-

tween images and meanings are very differently configured.
481

As Thomas (1995: 106) observes, Maori art in

this book was treated ‘as a set of patterns, not as work presented in bodies which might possess cumulative

or contextual effect’. It was part of a set of practices which consisted in removing elements of Maori architec-

ture from their environment and depicting cultural elements (such as moko) as severed from the person.

[T]he overall effect, in effect if not in intention, of much curatorial work in Maori art was this sev-

erance of things from edifices, surfaces, bodies and above all from the situations in which they

figured as practices rather than as designs.
482

Smith (1999: 52) relates a striking example of such practices which would on all accounts be offensive to

European principles of architectural integrity: in 1879, the Mataatua whare nui was, by negotiation between

the Government and the Iwi, sent to the British Empire Exhibition at Sydney. Quite apart from the fact that

the house had ‘changed from being a “living” house which the people used’ into ‘an ethnological curiosity for

strange people to look at’, the curators of the exhibition made a curious decision about the way it was to be

displayed:

Finding that it would cost at least 700 pounds to erect it in the ordinary manner as a Maori

house, the walls were reversed so that the carvings showed on the outside; and the total cost,

including painting and roofing with Chinese matting was reduced to 165 pounds.

This inside-out misrepresentation was seen as ‘an important contribution by New Zealand to the Sydney

Exhibition’ (52).
483

When, one hundred years later, and probably with very different intentions, Gordon Walters employed

strategies of artistic decontextualisation in his koru paintings, the adverse reactions to his practice would

479
See p. 107.

480 Ad nauseam also from a non-Maori point of view. The most recent incident of an endless chain of decontextualised
appropriations that I am aware of is in Leatherbarrow and Mostafavi (1996: 54).

481
See Thompson on p. 49.

482
This procedure is certainly not just historical, and thereby of the past: ‘The visual displacement of Kowhaiwhai
paintings from the church commenced at Manutuke, Poverty Bay in 1849 (p. 50), demonstrates more succinctly
than any written word that Neich has difficulty in translating Maori visual imagery. All the images of Te Pitau-a-
Manaia are presented upside down’ (Jahnke, 1995: 10). See Jahnke’s comments on the implications, p. 21.

483
The subsequent history of the house is not so much indicative of any aesthetic notions that might be held about its
figuration and proper display, but says a lot about the underlying assumption about meaning and place (origin) of
Maori art: the New Zealand Government made a unilateral decision to send the house on to England after the exhi-
bition, where it remained until 1925 when it passed into the control of the Otago museum. It was returned to its
owners only in 1999 – more than a century later than they would have reasonably expected, and only after ongoing
protests and lengthy negotiations (52). Another house, as many others presumably, is known not to have been re-
turned, and the carvings to have been purchased by an American company for the decorationof the Mariposa and
Monterey cruise ships. See p. 303.
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seem unfathomable outside of a socio-historical context.
484

However, a cumulative history of severance and

dismembering produces a particular kind of sensitivity that notions of style have failed to, and are unlikely to

be able to, take account of.

The question of style became problematic in a period when Europeans considered themselves to have no

style, and to be unable to create one. Loos (1908: 100) registered this condition and responded to it by ad-

monishing his fellows-in-culture:

Every period had its style: why was it that our period was the only one to be denied a style? By

‘style’ was meant ornament. I said, ‘weep not. Behold! What makes our period so important is

that it is incapable of producing new ornament. We have out-grown ornament, we have strug-

gled through a state without ornament.

It was not a weakness of European/Western culture, he wrote, that it could not produce a style – it was a

strength.
485

The various polemics in the wake of Loos’ comments on ornament induced Bloch (1979: 45) to

comment that, ‘indeed, every ornament became suspect, was condemned for being scabrous and cancer-

ous. … But the question was never confronted whether the social habitus, which had posted the decayed

charm of the Gründerzeit, in the meantime had itself become any more honest’ (45).
486

Embedded in any

notion of style are the values that are held high and dear (at least officially) in the thinking of ‘an epoch’ i.e.

by its official mediators: cultural critics and institutions. These values might not reflect the views of those who

have no representation within that culture.

I would like to return, at this point, to two established notions about ornament which appear to be beyond

questions of specific styles: one is the notion of repetition and the other one is the relationship of ornament to

a ‘ground’ or ‘centre’.

2.3.2 Repetition and rhythm

Repetition and rhythm have been described psychoanalytically as phenomena typical of the relationships

between the unconscious and consciousness. As Gordon (1992: 183) remarks (representative for many) the

‘repetition of motifs is the most typical trait of ornament’. Repetition is also ‘the effort to drag something up

from the depths, and is therefore the concrete mark of a failure: the failure to coalesce with reality. If the [La-

canian] Real is destined to be missed, it is, all the same, locatable in repetition’ (183). It is a way of gaining

484
For a discussion on this, see Bell (1989), Hutchings (1989), Panoho (1992), and Pound (1989); but also Goldberg
(1993: 98, 102, 160-1) regarding modernist assumptions about the availability of ‘primitive’ art, and how such as-
sumptions relate to intentionality, and to the admiration and respect for that art. See also pp. 404f.

485
See p. 194.

486 Gründerzeit is the German equivalent to the Victorian version of historicism. Skin diseases are figures of speech
that have often appeared in critical discussions of ornament and invariably suggest both superficiality and decay.
Loos was probably the first to use them for architectural ornament. However, Hersey (1994: 29) traces them back to
the next level of their genealogy. Nordau, art critic and devolutionist, ridden by the great fear of biological degenera-
tion believed that if one had particular physical defects, one’s offspring would further ‘devolve physically in a pre-
mammalian direction …. Any sort of growth or tumor’ on one’s body ‘is a sign of this decadence’. Nordau explained
the origins of ornament on the grounds of, amongst other things, ‘growths and deformities’. The young Loos ab-
sorbed Nordau’s 1890s ideas about art (together with Lombroso’s) and reproduced them in his writings. For exam-
ple, his use of such tropes might go back to Nordau’s statement that Huysmans adored orchids ‘because they have
for him the appearance of eruptions, scars, scabs, ulcers, and cancers, and seem covered with dressings …’ (30,
my emphasis). That such tropes have survived in the language of even recent publications (see p. 229) is a curious
thing, given that we have supposedly recognised the ‘arrant nonsense’ (31) of devolution theories for what they are.
It becomes more understandable if we consider their possible function as a defence strategy. For Loos’ own de-
fence needs, see fn. 518 below.
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control and performing at will the movements and motifs which originally served ‘as expressions of emotions

and still possessed a rich emotional background’ (Sachs, 1942: 217).
487

When artistic works, perceived as virulent and powerful by contemporaries, are transformed into calm, even

dead and rigid ornament,
488

a loss of symbolic understanding occurs and the libidinal connection on the part

of the viewer diminishes (Ehrenzweig, 1975: 52-9). Subsequent artistic re-elaboration, and public re-

interpretion, move (through a withdrawal of libidinal attachment) away from the expression of ‘reckless’ un-

conscious symbolism towards stylisation (173).
489

Repetition can therefore be interpreted as the sublimation

of drives, which ‘is a particularly salient feature of cultural development’, since it puts them into the service of

‘higher psychic activities, scientific, artistic, ideological, [which] play such an important role in cultural life.’

(Freud, 1930b: 63) Loos, too, was influenced by this view when he classified ornament as representative of a

primitive, erotic state of being that needs to be overcome in the process of civilisation. Freud did not, how-

ever, share Loos’ cultural optimism and belief in progress. He found that human beings in his society be-

came neurotic because they could not ‘endure the measure of denial that society imposes’ on them ‘in the

service of its cultural ideals’ (53).

The connection between rhythmic sensation and repetition is apparent in children’s mark-making prac-

tices.
490

If we assume that in psychic development past sensations and experiences are normally preserved

(Freud, 1930a: 255, 259), repetition in ornament can be linked to infantile ‘oceanic feelings’.
491

Growing up in

contemporary Western society means in many ways learning to control these experiences.
492

Life is gener-

ally too harsh, however, to be endured without the use of some ‘palliative measures’ and the illusions they

provide (262). The type of cultural superego dominant in a given society will determine the extent to which

such palliatives may be enjoyed.
493

In any event, the cultural superego, like the individual superego, ‘[i]n the

severity of its commands and prohibitions … troubles itself too little about the happiness of the ego’ but ‘is-

sues a command and does not ask whether it is possible for people to obey it’ (337).

In individual biographies, ornament can represent psycho-physical enjoyment and temporary regression.
494

Moreover, elements of repetition are still part of a lot of art practice. Behind a ‘great many ... of our high-

487
‘… an economy of effort … is achieved when, in place of the new and unknown, an entity with which we are already
well acquainted reappears and fits so well in its new place that the expected effort becomes superfluous. We can
add the usefulness of repetition … to make any pursuit unreal without depriving it of activity. … The repetition dem-
onstrates the independence from practical ends by lending to the task the character of a ritual.’ (217)

488
‘In part, the avant-garde itself went down the path of ornamental exploitation and de-coupling of form and content
early on; the ornamentalisation of cubism in Art Deco and the adaptation to bourgeois stylistic mundanity of avant-
garde modernity being prime examples.’ (Brüderlin, 1994: 107)

489
Elias would term this an increasing control of affects. The rationality of the more inhibited spectator is insulted by
the open display of unconscious symbolism (Ehrenzweig, 1975: 59).

490
See also Gadamer (1977: 30f) about repetition in play.

491
Freud provided a psychoanalytical explanation of what Romain Rolland had termed oceanic feelings. Psychoana-
lytically, these feelings might reflect the first experiences of infants before the recognition and differentiation of ego
and external world. These might be remembered as ‘limitnessless and … a bond with the universe’ (255). ‘Benja-
min demonstrates how memories of elements of “childhood years” which had been thought to have been forgotten
can be awakened … and experienced and enjoyed “with great gusto” in ornamental figures.’ (Müller, 1977: 132)

492
In an individual’s life, this control is exercised by the superego which is established through the internalisation of
social authority into the psyche of the individual (Freud, 1930a: 317).

493
‘It can be asserted that the community, too, evolves a super-ego under whose influence cultural development pro-
ceeds. … The super-ego of an epoch of civilization has an origin similar to that of an individual. It is based on the
impression left behind by the personalities of great leaders … the two processes, that of the cultural development of
the group and that of the cultural development of the individual, are … always interlocked. For that reason some of
the manifestations and properties of the super-ego can be more easily detected in its behaviour in the cultural
community than in the separate individual.’ (Freud, 1930a: 335-6)

494
See p. 131. Like abstraction, which Worringer connects with the struggle for safety, mastery and control of one’s life
in a hostile and chaotic world, repetition and rhythm can also be seen as a coping strategies.
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grade aesthetic effects’, even though diversified ‘by new combinations and disguised by a thousand tricks’,

lie ‘the old rhythmic charm of the tom-tom, the symmetry of the recurrent lines on a clay vessel, the repetition

of words or syllables in the magic formulas’ (Sachs, 1942: 158). Gombrich (1979: 289) writes that ‘[l]aughing,

sobbing, jumping with joy or stamping in anger are still close to primitive reflexes, but once these repetitious

elements have been fitted into larger units which are repeatable in their turn, we approach the creation of

patterns in space or in time’.

The increasing demands for rationality by functionalists and modernists led to the repression of ornament in

architectural and design theory and practice. In this context, forms of ornamental use start to resemble repe-

tition-compulsion symptoms. Repetitive rhythms, which are no longer part of enjoyment, but through which

the semiotic erupts into the symbolic as Kristeva describes it,
495

are indicators of crises. They can then be

interpreted as a structured return of the repressed, as Lorenzer demonstrates in the context of clichés and

resonant symbols.
496

While the repetition of motifs can generally lead to an emptying out of meaning (Foster,

1996: 131; Gombrich, 1979: 151-4), this effect – perhaps inherent in ornamentation – can be reinforced by

practices determined by repression, so that whatever meaning a motif might have had (iconic, symbolic, con-

textual, affective) becomes disassociated from it through repetition.
497

Thus, repetition and rhythm in orna-

mentation may well be indicators of a conflict between unconscious drives and a controlling superego.

2.3.3 Construction and control

Much has been made of the opposition between structure and ornament, particularly by critics whose main

interest lies in architecture.
498

Rykwert (1957) traces the historical manifestation of this opposition in the split

within the architectural profession since the beginning of the nineteenth century. People in general, but art-

ists in particular, had problems embracing the new materials and techniques that were constantly provided

by technological expansion (Benjamin, 1982a). The architectural profession, through various efforts, tried to

cover over an

abyss which the development of technology had thrown open between the engineer of the new

school and the artist of the old tradition. Underground, a battle took place between the aca-

demic architect who was concerned with forms of style and the engineer who was concerned

with formulae (1062).

Modelled on the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris, polytechnic institutes in the late nineteenth century began to

educate architectural engineers, while art academies emulated the model of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
499

In

the academies, architects concentrated on ‘the authentic expression of individual visions, in which the rela-

tionship to the viewer through the object increasingly lost meaning’ (Rykwert, 1957: 164) and thereby relin-

495
See p. 133.

496
See Lorenzer on clichés, p. 91.

497
Foster (1996) detects in Warhol’s paintings the coexistence of contradictory elements: repetition with the goal of
integrating a traumatic event into the psychic economy, and repetition as ‘an obsessive fixation on the object in
melancholy’. He adds that ‘the repetition of the symptom can contain or screen … the return of the traumatic real’
(138).

498
Viollet-le-Duc’s, and subsequently Choisy’s binary-oppositional treatment of ‘cleansing and cladding, between cloth-
ing and skin, was to give rise to a host of possible declensions and metaphorical extensions all tending to prove the
superiority of building that did not draw upon traditional motifs and in which forms merely derived from the judicious
use of constructive methods, where decoration formed an integral part of the building and where it “could not be
abstracted from the structure” …’ (Lucan, 1990: 59).

499
For a detailed account of the beginnings of architectural education in England, see Davey (1985).
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quished the social context of ornamental meaning.
500

For the polytechnicians, as Rykwert calls the engineer-

ing-centred building professionals, architecture was ‘veiled construction’ and ornament was to guarantee

social decorum and alleviate the impact of the new technologies (162, 164).
501

As opposed to the intellectual

beauty of construction, associations and emotions appealed to the imagination: ‘Technical form tends toward

the mathematical, stereometrical, abstract; primitive form towards the organic. The stereometrical form: intel-

lectual, cool, bright, awake, crystalline, tames all that is drive-like, submits everything to a strict, rational law-

fulness’ (Riezler, 1924: 9).
502

This opposition between sensuality and rationality, containing an element of

defence against the potential of unrealised wishes (Müller, 1977: 118), led to two types of architecture: that

of the polytechnicians (who held beauty to be the expression of construction in proportion) and that of the

poets (who initially focused on historical ornament but eventually came to despise its conventional character)

(Rykwert, 1957: 163).
503

Ultimately, the polytechnicians were to succeed in their campaign against the use of

ornamentation (165).
504

The structure/ornament opposition is based on a metaphysical distinction between

‘mind and nature, internal and external phenomena, the inside and the outside,

etc.’ (Derrida, 1987: 35). Structure in architecture is the work of reason on nature,

and this reason needs justifications. Kant’s

efforts in his Critique of Judgement to pro-

vide reasoned criteria for judgements of

taste founder specifically when it comes to

ornament. If ornament’s appendant beauty

is added or attached to the substance of the

work it also ought to be detachable. How-

ever, some of Kant’s examples do not allow

for such detachment without destroying the work itself (drapery on statues or the colonnades of palaces).

How far ornament is admitted into the work of art also remains unclear. On occasions (when it is pure design

and appeals to reason rather than the senses) it is explicitly authorised,
505

‘but inasmuch as the ornament is

material, bodily, sensual, it is excluded from the interior as seductive’ (Wigley, 1993: 83).
506

While Derrida, in

500
Brett (1998: 103) contends that in the nineteenth century, and under the influence of positivism, the undermining of
metaphor rendered traditional reference systems invalid.

501
See Benjamin about the shock of the new, p. 165.

502
This technical rationality eventually turned against construction itself. ‘”Superfluous constructions are ornaments.”
Loos constantly updated his “list of ornaments”.’ (Rukschcio, 1985: 67)

503
About the dualism of form and function resulting from modernisation see Raulet (1993: 11-3).

504
Bloch comments that the tubular steel furniture, concrete cubes and flat roofs resulting from this victory, ‘very mod-
ern and boring, seemingly daring and authentically trivial, full of hatred of … ornament’ had already become more
schematised and inflexible than any stylistic copy of the nineteenth century. Eventually this ideology was expressed
by ‘such an important architect in concrete, Perret: “Ornament always covers up a fault in construction”’ (Bloch,
1970a: 860). For parallels in current perceptions of design students and educators, see pp. 14 and 386.

505
See p. 156.

506
Kant (and Derrida through Kant, and Wigley through Derrida) in part rehearses very traditional concepts of idea,
form and appearance, the intelligible and the visible, the object and its representation. (For example Plato 1937:
204, 210, 300). Wigley suggests that philosophy, in its ongoing attempts to control representation, ‘attempts to tame
ornament’, to oblige it to represent the grounding structure instead of deviating and representing something other
(11). To me, Wigley overstates the case when he holds that philosophy ‘is no more than a theory of ornament’ (11),
and with his statement ‘[t]he structure [of philosophy] is, in the end, ornament’ (16) he conflates and obliterates dif-
ferences that ought to be reckoned with. It does seem, however, that in discourses on ornament an instability and
internal inconsistency appears that is more generally operational in philosophical discourses since Descartes. The
net that was thrown out in the name of reason, the system of classifications which was supposed to help us sort out

Lord Auckland Engineers Institute, London
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Truth in Painting, seems to circle within an aesthetic framework, he explores more explicitly elsewhere

(1978b: 278) the notion of structure in relation to the human sciences. He recounts how in philosophy layers

of relationships have been piled up which, as structure, have always been oriented around a centre. This

centre not only orients and organises these relationships, but also limits and contains instability and move-

ment within the structure. The notion of a centred structure represents relationships as grounded in stable

foundations and provides reassurance, so that ‘on the basis of this certitude anxiety can be mastered’.
507

Even though this centre has historically been successively given ‘different forms or names’, the impression of

stability remains, and ‘even today the notion of a structure lacking any center represents the unthinkable

itself’ (279).

The difficulties traditional philosophy faces when it comes to phenomena incommensurable with its

epistemological systems are indeed exemplified by the difficulties of placing ornament. Derrida describes an

energy and a series of movements inside the structure, which sound very similar to many descriptions of

ornamentation, ‘on the basis of what we call the center …, repetitions, substitutions, transformations, and

permutations are always taken from a history of meaning … whose origins may always be reawakened’

(279).
And yet, in the classifications of ornament within aesthetic discourses, its marginal status is repeated over

and over again. Ornamental strategies are mapped out in accordance with the metaphor of centre and mar-

gins. Again, there is an echo of Kant when the senses are placed on the margins (outside) and reason in the

centre (inside):

The tensions between character and flourish, sign and design, suggests a further conclusion:

there are designs and motifs which lend themselves to repetitious and rhythmical treatment, and

these are likely to be incorporated into framing devices. For the symbol in the centre, other for-

mal qualities will be suitable – geometric simplicity, lucidity and symmetry (Gombrich, 1979:

243).

In contrast, Gordon is convinced that ornamental signification is possible precisely because of its marginal

status.
508

An ‘indulgence’ in ornament was not only tolerated but even nurtured in French classicism as long

as the priviledge of the centre was maintained. Only when the central motif is ‘threatened with usurpation’ a

‘moralizing about ornament’ began. ‘Periods that place an extremely high value on order based on a central

figure or symbol – around which all else is structured – will regard as decadent those forms of expression

that refuse this design (Gordon, 1992: 25).

The opposition between structure and ornament is interesting for the question of meaning insofar as values

have been assigned to both poles that interact with other aspects of ornamentation, such as mental and af-

fective, subjective and objective, individual and collective aspects of meaning. It all really depends on the

definitions given to structure and centre. In Van Zanten’s reading of Semper (1977: 49),

the real foundation, hearth wall, and roof were not the mere physical structures erected by the

builder, but their primordial originals represented by the ornamentation of the surfaces of each

the world, seems unable to ‘catch’ phenomena such as ornament. The ‘mastery of the dissimilar’, the ‘reduction of
the heterogeneous’ (Derrida, 1987: 113) cannot be completed.

507
See Rorty, p. 24.

508
See p. 159. Similarly, Hocking (1994: 176-7) concludes that ‘[a]s ornament, as not-structure, art is able to operate
with issues which are in their nature not of the centre, and are not under control. It is allowed to do so precisely be-
cause it is not structurally necessary to maintain the centre’.
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of these elements. Ornament was, for Semper, the means of denying the actual, physical reality

to reveal a transcendent reality by reminding people of the original, primordial elements of struc-

ture.

However, Van Zanten still maintains in his interpretation the polarity between structure and ornamental sur-

face (and between physical and transcendent reality). In contrast, Leatherbarrow and Mostafavi (1996) argue

that structure and ornament are related, that they merge and diverge. They reject the choice between such

alternatives as ‘misleading and unacceptable’ (49).

Another instance which illustrates how meaning and relevance of a statement depend entirely on the defini-

tions adopted for structure and ornament is Paul Walker’s (1993: 23)

discussion of the contrast between an installation by Frazer and tradi-

tional Maori architecture, where ‘structure and ornament once could

not have been separated. Ornament was not applied to the structure of

the meeting house’. Instead, ‘the structural elements - posts and rafters

- were themselves heavily carved’ (23).
509

Walker uses here a preva-

lent interpretation of Alberti. Its

application to Maori art is, how-

ever, questionable. Even though the carvings on the pou, because

they are three-dimensional, are perhaps morphologically more akin to

the structure itself, they would hardly have ‘represented’ the tectonic

structure of the building. What they represented was of a completely

different order, and it would perhaps be more correct to say that struc-

ture and carvings (together with kowhaiwhai and tukutuku) both serve

the same representative scheme.
510

Further, kowhaiwhai painting predates the ‘introduction of Western technology (milled timber)’ that intro-

duced ‘a de facto distinction between structure and ornament’ (23). Of course, this ‘distinction is an old one

in the European tradition’ (23) in the views of some, but can it be applied to Maori art and architecture?
511

How would it work on rafters which are both carved and painted (Hamilton, 1901: 82, 85; Thomas, 1995:

91)?

509
From Cook’s (quoted in Hamilton, 1901: 72) European perspective, there seems to have been some division of
function between structural and non-structural elements in Maori buildings at the time of his arrival. In particular, he
mentions ‘carved planks’ that were fixed like ‘pictures’. The prevailing view at the turn of the century was that, in
non-Western cultures, ‘[s]tructural ornament, in the strictest sense, hardly exists at all; nearly all savage ornament
is pure surface-decoration’ (Hamlin, 1916: 25).

510
Neich (1993: 146-7) holds, for example, that in the meeting house decoration and structure – as part of a whole
scheme of symbolic orientations – embody a cosmology . All components, particularly some structural ones, are so
highly charged with meaning that any decoration applied to those components ‘automatically acquired some of the
meaning and significance inherent in the structure’. McKay and Brown (1992: 116) discuss what they call ‘Morehu
architecture’ and under which term they subsume the buildings of various prophetic resistance movements (around
the leaders Te Kooti, Te Ua Haumene, Te Whiti, Rua Kenana and Ratana). In their buildings, McKay and Brown
argue, ‘symbolism and imagery are inseparable from the building, as a meeting house’s carvings are essential to it,
as Christian imagery is not merely embellishment of the church. The forms of these buildings are only the mute
bones. The skin of paint fleshes out the structure with symbol, image and meaning. … It speaks – but a language
not yet learned and understood by Pakeha’.

511
It has never been uncontested even in European traditions. Wölfflin (1886: 178) commented more than a century
ago that ‘the distinction between decorative and constructional ornament is of dubious value. In applying it, one
immediately runs into problems, for the demarcation between the two terms is so tenuous’.

Interior of Mataatua house

Waiata performance, Te Tumu Herenga
Waka
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Thus, the distinction between structure and ornament is a tenuous one in European discourses and be-

comes more than dubious when extended beyond this cultural sphere.

Similarly, other assumptions implicit in discussions of the syntax of

ornament are rarely spelt out and, on closer examination, are equally

tenuous. While, for example, the lack of individuality of single motifs

after their integration into an ornamental context may create anxiety in

individuals who have been enculturated into a Western contemporary

context, it is likely to be a culturally relative perception. In the same

way, the classification of ornament as ‘subservient’ and as ‘ancillary’

implies that the value of visual representations is established through

centrality, singularity and predominance. Again, assisting and ancillary functions could be described from

another perspective as indispensable, and as contributions heightening the greater impact of the whole.

As the controversial arguments discussed have shown, syntax of ornament is also theoretically relative. As

with other theoretical discourses, the arguments advanced are often more telling about the general outlook

of critics than about ornament itself.

2.4 Ornamental use: pragmatics

I would now like to look at practices of ornamental use and how they have been evaluated in the literature on

the topic. The first part will focus on the immediately interpersonal realm (Shotter, 1993: 100) of ornamental

use, where the focus is on individuals and their ‘significant others’. The second part places these personal

practices into a social context increasingly determined by technical rationality. This is the setting in which

people practice or use ornamentation in Western societies. The tension between the values of the public

sphere and those of the more private spheres has made it difficult for some individuals to connect their per-

sonal ornamental practices with social etiquettes of good taste. I will also try to look at strategies of resis-

tance and ‘grey economies’ of ornament. Finally, I will concern myself with that part of the history of the dis-

course on ornament that hinges on notions of development, civilisation and progress, and its opposites: the

primitive (or exotic or savage) other that occupies such a strikingly prominent role in the discourses on or-

nament historically and even today, although under different terms.

This sequence is arbitrary: the topic could equally be dealt with in the reverse sequence, since ‘the personal

psychology of each individual is created by their “appropriating” the conversational forms and strategies

available to them’ in their environment (Harré cited in Shotter, 1993: 94), and since any individual thinks and

acts ‘both “out of” and “into” a certain cultural background’ (Shotter, 1993: 5). My preference for this chronol-

ogy is based on my claim that current literature on ornament does not pay sufficient attention to individual

and collective practices, so seems apt for me to develop my argument from the inside (of the individual and

her significant others) to the outside (the cultural and historical context).

2.4.1 Economies of feeling

Art is the economy of feeling; it is emotion cultivating good form (Read, 1931: 39).

Screen from Saudi Arabia
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What I call the economies of feeling is that struggle between emotions and rationality, eros and logos, or –

psychoanalytically speaking – unconscious and conscious, which has been observable in European cultural

traditions for a long time:
512

both Cicero and Alberti advocated decorum and measure.
513

What a particular period in history judges to be a judicious proportion of feeling

and reason varies greatly, but from the nineteenth century onwards, in particular,

there appears to be an element of anxiety and suspicion involved in discussions

of ornament that indicates the achievement of a balance was indeed a consider-

able struggle. Elias (1936b) traced a long-term development in the control of af-

fects during the process of civilisation.
514

The Enlight-

enment ideal of the autonomous ‘man (including under

this head that of a man, woman, or child)’ (Kant, 1790:

SS16) who is governed by reason, rather than sense

and superstition, marks a decisive stage in that devel-

opment. However, in Goldberg’s (1993: 28) words, ‘the

rational, hence autonomous and equal subjects of the Enlightenment project turn

out … to be exclusively white, male, European, and bourgeois’. Not surprisingly,

then, discourses on ornament are often highly sexualised and racialised, where

ornament is on the side of women and primitives, and control on the side of

men.
515

Within the general framework of economies of feeling, I wish to discuss some central themes that reoccur in

discourses on ornament: excess and lack, home and world, and fecundity and loss.

2.4.1.1 Ornament as symptom: excess and lack

The notion that excessive ornamentation is dangerous is widespread in the literature on ornament. Even

Ruskin, despite his overall positive attitude towards ornament, emphasised the importance of governing or-

nament.

512
‘Philosophers have viewed emotions very differently over the centuries, but by and large – especially under the
influence from the Stoics to Plato, Descartes and Kant – emotions have been seen as obstacles to knowledge and
reason.’ (Boler, 1999: 168)

513
In Moser’s (1993: 155) reading of Cicero, for example, ‘man decides according to his own estimate (auctoritas)
about the selection of decorative means … ‘decorum’ becomes the metaphor for a never-ending search for the av-
erage’.

514
Corbin (1999: 459) reports how, in the nineteenth century, pedagogy was still concerned with strategies of disciplin-
ing childrens’ drive economies and ‘blocking their emotional sources’ in order to restrict their sensuality. At the
same time, shame controlled behaviour and created the fear of ‘letting oneself go’ and of the autonomy of the body,
the otherness in human beings (458).

515
‘The condemnation of luxury, of theatricality, … of ornaments, trinkets, cosmetics … and of the visual arts … rou-
tinely employs an iconoclastic rhetoric that depicts the idolater as infantile, feminine, and narcissistic – in a word, as
“unmanly”.’(Mitchell, 1986: 194) Loos (1924: 396) explicitly established a connection between gender and ethnicity
when he wrote that the ‘ornament of woman is basically the same as that of the savage: it has erotic meaning’.
‘One of the most important features of the primitive was the view taken of its relationship to sexuality and morality. It
was defined in an inverse relationship to civilized sexuality.’ (Stallabrass, 1990: 108) Ehrenzweig (1970: 56) rein-
forces the gender/race nexus and calls woman ‘the primitive of our own civilized world’. For an example of cross-
overs between ornament, gender and race, see p. 235f.

Chair design by Percier
and Fontaine, 1812

Chair design by Inia Te
Wiata
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Lose your authority over it, let it command you, or lead you, or dictate to you in any wise, and it

is an offence, and incumbrance, and a dishonour. And it is always ready to do this; wild to get

the bit in its teeth, and rush forth on its own devices (Ruskin, 1853: 116).

Similarly, when writers discuss the relationship of ornamentation with a host object, they sometimes betray

an astonishing sense of alarm regarding the danger that an object might be in due to the threat of ornament.

If such fear of ornament, however, is conceived as the symptom of something else, these expressions be-

come more plausible. A symptom, a

substitute for the repressed idea … is proof against further attacks of the defensive ego; and in

place of the short conflict an ailment now appears which is not brought to an end by the pas-

sage of time (Freud, 1909: 26).

As Gordon (1992: 243) points out, art objects can act both as objects of projection and introjection. Freud

(1919: 236) described projection as an urge of the ego to defend itself against thought material (or emotional

impulses) that cannot be admitted into consciousness, and is therefore projected ‘outward as something for-

eign to itself’. The repression of emotional impulses also involves their transformation into anxiety (241). By

way of projection, the – mostly – male critics may project their own diffuse anxieties onto the relationship

between the work (host-object) and ornament, so that something they see at work in the process of orna-

mentation represents fears they have for themselves: ‘The good man … disdains all those vile ornaments

which would hamper the use of his strength, most of which were invented only to hide some deformity’

(Rousseau quoted in Wigley, 1993: 132-3). A perceived lack (of strength) and hidden deformity seems to

make the object to which ornament ‘attaches itself’ susceptible to disease and consumption. Thus, Fry

(1930: 69) describes the ‘eczematous eruption of [dead] pattern on the surface of modern manufactures’,

and Focillon (1948: 66) perceives how ‘sometimes … the ornament will multiply to prolixity and wholly devour

the background against which it is placed’.
516

These quotes are typical of many instances where ornament

has been described by tropes such as skin disease or cancerous growth. What is remarkable in these ob-

servations are the autonomous powers ascribed to ornament.
517

It is deployed as a symptom or symbol of a

condition which is not and – under the circumstances possibly could not – be grasped.

Elias (1936b: 228) remarks that the peculiar undertones resonating in moral commands, together with their

aggressive severity, are reflexes to a threat felt by individuals to the precarious balance they have achieved

in their efforts to conform to social norms. They are ‘symptoms of fear’ which arise in those individuals

whenever the construction of their drive-economies is even vaguely threatened.
518

Thus, critics who display

in their comments on ornament aggressively severe undertones might – having been enculturated into the

rational and controlled habitus required of them – still be defensive about maintaining their civilised balance.

516
See also Agamben on p. 172.

517
Ehrenzweig (1975: 60n) calls this an ‘”externality illusion” which projects the origin of the aesthetic feeling from the
internal world of the mind into the external physical world’.

518
Loos displayed in his polemics against ornament symptoms of what Hersey (1994: 28) has termed the ‘Great Fear’
of devolution. He might have felt particularly afflicted since he – a believer in the concept – had to realise that he
was himself threatened by decadence because of his physical diseases and disabilities, and because of what he
would have considered atavistic traits in his personality, such as the nature of his strong attraction to women. Her-
sey conjectures that ‘his unornamented architecture [might have] served as an escape, a disinfected Eden, in which
the demons of degeneracy, which loomed terrifyingly close, would for a while cease to haunt’ (30).
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Elias observes, in the later phase of Western civilisation, a specific ‘disproportionality in the psychic econ-

omy,’ a ‘spasm in the “civilised souls”’ (218).
519

An observer of ornamentation, however, might not solely project his own anxieties into the process. It has

been suggested that an introjection of ornamental configurations might lead to an imitation and incorporation

of the fate of the object by the observer (Gordon, 1992: 243). As long as ornament is under control, the ob-

server is able to manipulate and ‘govern’ it, but if that control is lost, he can become the victim of delusion

and is in danger of losing his ‘ties to the outside world’. Western critics have long seen in the Orient their

model Other in that respect.
520

The Islamic spirit staggers indecisively between orgiastic drunkenness and dull brooding, be-

tween passionate excitement and melancholic leisure, between sensuous intoxication and cool

rationality. Medium and measure are rejected: ‘The subject searches for himself in both forms

and cannot find himself in either’. (Vischer in Kroll, 1987: 32-3)

As long as ornament can be kept ‘within its proper limits, which are the gracious, the pretty, the beautiful,

and as long as it doesn’t propel itself into the strange’ it is acceptable, but if it exceeds them it becomes

‘false and contemptible’ (Véron quoted in Gordon, 1992: 11-2). The danger attributed to ornament is, of

course, that it appears not only to attach itself to the surface, as we have already seen, but to invade, enter,

proliferate and suffocate.

Unattended to, ornament can set out on a process of inward colonization, threatening the integ-

rity of the work by eviscerating its core. … The improper use of ornament results in the sin of

vulgarity, one of the great middle-class anxieties of the nineteenth century. (Carter, 1997: 121)

This inward colonisation can be conceptualised as a countermove to the historical outward colonisation

which not only coincided with, but was intimately linked to, the internal social processes in European socie-

ties in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. One can imagine a Kantian autonomous individual being

invaded by the undesirable elements which he has attempted to expel from his sphere. After having ascribed

them to the colonised subjects outside European societies, and to those colonised inside (the working

classes, women, and children) these expelled elements are still perceived as a threat: if they return they may

turn back on the autonomous subject.

But what if ornament is not conceived as an outside attacker, but as an expression of

forces internal to the observer’s psyche? Alexander (forthcoming), as described in the

manuscript notes by one of his students (Chaplin, 1983),
521

draws on Buddhist phi-

losophy to explain certain recurring patterns in spatial and ornamental designs such

as centres, boundaries, local symmetries, contrast, ambiguity, alternating repetition,

deep interlock and non-separateness. Like Jung (in Franz, 1981: 212), Alexander

observes that patterns such as mandalas appear to have a healing power, both when

contemplated and when spontaneously produced. Whatever the value of the explanations offered, the ob-

servations indicate that below the threshold of the conscious (possibly very closely related to bodily experi-

519
See also p. 190.

520
For an account of the indebtedness of the European Renaissance to Islamic scientific knowledge – rendering an
entirely different picture of Oriental Other and ‘Islamic spirit’, see Morley (1996: 350-1).

521
A book by Alexander, covering this material, is forthcoming under the title The Nature of Order.

Tantra diagram
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ences) pattern making can be experienced as integrating by the individual. Further, some patterns seem to

be more suitable for that process than others. The most famous example in this respect are mandalas, but

many traditional patterns fulfil Alexander’s criteria.
522

Ehrenzweig (1975) describes processes that result from the conflicting forces of the conscious and uncon-

scious drives. Style, according to him, is a conscious secondary elaboration on the primary unconscious play

of form. Unconscious symbolic forms are progressively elaborated into ornamental, stylistic forms and in this

process a degree of detachment is made possible.

In spite of our conscious style perception the unconscious symbolic forms are not destroyed;

they are still there open to the eye and the repressed infantile wishes still respond to them,

though feebly, drained as they are of their former energy charge. (62)

From this perspective, ornamentation could be a mediator between the real and the subject, a forever insuf-

ficient, but nevertheless useful, means for human beings to come to terms with an environment – both inter-

nal and external – from which they are alienated.
523

Ornamental practices would then not be a threat to the

subject but a way of negotiating the balance between affects and rationality or sense and reason, which is so

central to the formation of sociality.

The unconscious play of forms of desire that cannot be accommodated by the speaking subject can thus still

be preserved and expressed in the periphery, while cathexis is diminished. The ‘greater part of the sensorial

material serves no better purpose than to be repressed from the surface memory image and to feed dream-

like hallucinations of which we hardly ever become aware’ (173), so that desire can be expressed without

reaching consciousness. The play of conscious and unconscious forms is continuous and requires constant

adjustments. ‘Play … trespasses on the grounds of reality and therefore has to be counterbalanced by a

constant self-warning. To insist that something, otherwise forbidden, is done in play is an excuse nearly as

valid as: ”it’s only a dream”.’ (Sachs, 1942: 214) Standardisation and stylisation place individual experiences

into a collective framework, and act as a reminder that aesthetic processes are not meant to produce any

‘realistic effect … that they are just play’ (217). It is perhaps a propensity of particular personality types to

522
See, for example, the meander, or wavepatterns on p. 45.

523
‘A terrifying menace, the supplement is also the first and surest protection against that very menace. This is why it
cannot be given up. ... The supplement has not only the power of producing an absent presence through its image;
procuring it for us through the proxy … of the sign, it holds it at a distance and masters it.’ (Derrida, 1976: 154-5)

Half-timber house, Lemgo Half-timber house, Uslar
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perceive of this play as ‘abysmal’ (Vischer quoted in Kroll, 1987: 31), threatening to slide into continuous

borderless proliferation. Elias suggests that long term social processes form the characteristics of the domi-

nant personality type in a society. Thus, in certain figurations, the lack of a base and of boundaries attributed

to ornamental play can produce in individuals a horror of the void which leads to a ‘desire to fill that abyss, to

compensate for a lack, which in turn (since here excess is presumed to come from an effect of lack) may flip

into a surplus or surcharge perceived as threatening or to be eliminated’ (Jenner, 1995a: 6). And so on …

What these discourses illustrate is a perception of precariousness of the human condition in modern society;

an oscillation between conscious and unconscious forces, ‘excess and void, superfluity and deficiency, addi-

tion and subtraction, loss and compensation’ (6) of which ornament becomes the symptom. This oscillating

between poles need not be perceived as a fundamental imbalance; but historically it has increasingly been

perceived as such, the more the collective superego commanded the control of affects by reason. When, in

modern aesthetic theory, ornament was banned the expurgation of the symptom – namely ornament – was

taken to be the removal of the illness itself (Horn, 1971: 113). The new modern style, functional and by defi-

nition healthy and free from excess, was as Rykwert (1979: 5) suggests, only to be arrived at negatively.

‘The detritus of the past clung to objects as it did to institutions: all the coating of association, the arbitrary

historical hangover, could be stripped off to reveal the positively true nature of each thing, from city to coffee-

spoon.’

2.4.1.2 Supplement and seduction

In modern style, ornament has been pushed out over the margins of accepted design practices. However,

Hedrick (1987) speaks of ornament as the ‘always nervously marginalized term’ which threatens to under-

mine the distinction between the essential and the superfluous.

Current discourses often maintain that ornament was considered a ‘mere accessory’ for long periods in the

history of Western art, and that it was limited to purely (‘mere’) ornamental functions.
524

This classification of

ornament has travelled into common sense where it no longer serves as an academic description but has

become a synonym for lack – of artistic value or relevance or taste.

Derrida (1978b: 288) writes about the ‘movement of supplementarity’ where a

sign is added, occurs as a surplus, as a supplement. The movement of signification adds some-

thing, which results in the fact that there is always more, but this addition is a floating one be-

cause it comes to perform a vicarious function. To supplement a lack on the part of the signified.

This is the same oscillation between lack and surplus I discussed earlier. I now want to examine the notion of

the supplement in its relation to the seductive powers ornament is said to have, again with reference to

prevalent interpretations of ornament based on Alberti and Kant.

524
Moritz (1793: 6), for example, wrote ‘Of decoration [Zierrath] we conceive as the quasi superfluous in a thing,
whereby it does not become more useful than it already was, but only more noticeable to the eye’. For writers refer-
ring exclusively to such positions, the term has become purely derogatory and unambiguously problematic. How-
ever, ornament can in many cases be described as an accessory, and to regard the term as an expression of dis-
dain presumes certain specifically Western, modernist values. See p. 155. But whatever the justification of the term
within European art, and its associated value judgements, it becomes problematic when applied to other cultures.
Kroll (1987: 13) discusses this problem with regard to Islamic art and considers its use unjustifiable since ornament
in that context is far more than a merely pleasant or even redundant idea of a playfully motivated artist.
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Alberti’s (1988: 156) differentiation between beauty as the substantive core of art, and ornament as an auxil-

iary – added to beauty – has gradually become commonplace.

Beauty is that reasoned harmony of all the parts within a body, so that nothing may be added,

taken away, or altered, but for the worse. … In this case, unless I am mistaken, had ornament

been applied by painting and masking anything ugly, or by grooming and polishing the attrac-

tive, it would have had the effect of making the displeasing less offensive and the pleasing more

delightful.
525

It has often been pointed out that phobic discourses of ornament have a precedent in the discussions of

rhetoric. Todorov (1995: 95) notes that ‘… for traditional rhetoric, there exists a nonfigurative way of speak-

ing, in which one merely communicates thought; and then figures, which add to this thought some heteroge-

neous material – feelings, images, ornaments’. The ‘positively true nature of each thing’ (Rykwert, 1979: 5),

revealed by stripping away the coating of associations and traces of historical hangover, is the core of the

work. But where has the remainder gone?

As a look at empirical reality quickly shows, it has not gone away at all. Although stylisation and standardisa-

tion have done their work on the initially boldly stripped thing-symbols, and have induced collective practices

of use that do not incorporate ornament, this chore has by no means ever been completed. Thus, ornamen-

tation, the remainder or accessory, has continued to exist as that which the ‘principal subject must not be-

come’ (Derrida, 1987: 54). It has continued to act ‘alongside, right up against the work (ergon)’ (54), without

seemingly ever wreaking the predicted havoc. People in New Zealand today describe ornamentation posi-

tively as luxury, as adding colour to life.
526

Derrida, with reference to Kant, states that reason is unable to

satisfy all needs and therefore ‘has recourse to the parergon, to grace, to mystery, to miracles. It needs the

supplementary work. This additive, to be sure, is threatening’ (56).
527

However, the ability of people to func-

tion as social beings seems in no way dependent on the question of whether or not they abstain from orna-

ment.

525
From there, the notion of superfluity lies close, as do excess and delusion, all of which presume some stable meas-
ure and reliable units of judgement and perception that can be applied in all circumstances. However, all of these
are historically and culturally relative and dependent on the texture of values and concerns of a given time. Cicero
and St. Augustine had argued for moderation in the use of ornament. But when Augustine condemns ornament,
‘[t]he condemnation is of an excess, and not of a richness of ornament’ (Coomaraswamy, 1977: 251). Vitruvius’
(1960: 211) argument was similarly not against ornament per se but against an un-natural use of ornament: ‘Such
things do not exist and cannot exist and never have existed’. Through repetition, these quotes have become inte-
grated into an overriding art-historical ‘ornamental’ pattern in which much of their context appears to have been lost.

526
Users’ views on function and beauty differ significantly from those of art theorists and critics, and similarly, their
perception of what constitutes excess or luxury varies. While, for example, a participant in the project investigating
users’ views on ornament is normally in favour of ‘plain’ things, he still ‘loves’ the ‘wildly organic ornamentation’ on a
mirror frame. Many participants feel that ornamentation adds something to their lives: beauty, or ‘richness, diversity,
meaning’. It can give definition through ‘depth, … detail and … subtlety of meaning’ (GR@110 in Engels-
Schwarzpaul, 2000: 40).

527
‘It adds only to replace. It intervenes or insinuates itself in-the-place-of; if it fills, it is as if one fills a void. If it repre-
sents and makes an image, it is by the anterior default of a presence. Compensatory … and vicarious, the supple-
ment is an adjunct, a subaltern instance which takes-(the)-place …. As substitute, it is not simply added to the posi-
tivity of a presence, it produces no relief, its place is assigned in the structure by the mark of an emptiness. … the
supplement is exterior, outside of the positivity to which it is super-added, alien to that which, in order to be re-
placed by it, must be other than it. Unlike the complement, dictionaries tell us, the supplement is an “exterior addi-
tion” … always by way of compensation for … what ought lack nothing at all in itself.’ (Derrida, 1976: 145) Far less
anxious, Coomaraswamy (1977: 251-2) suggests that ‘it may be universally true that the terms which now imply an
ornamentation of person or things for aesthetic reasons alone originally implied their proper equipment in the sense
of a completion, without which satis-faction … neither persons nor things could have been thought of as efficient or
“simply and truly useful”’.
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As I have tried to show above, the threat is to a concept – the structure and system of reason – not to people

living their ordinary lives. It is (if I may continue to use personifications) not ornament that is nervous, but

reason that has set itself to expel ornamental seduction. It is reason that declares ornament superfluous but,

aware of its impotence, cannot deny it needs it for its own definition and completion. It is through the oscilla-

tions of the play between the terms that 'the work is able to stabilise itself as that which it strives to be, the

essential component of the work’ (Carter, 1997: 120).

A constitutive need produces vulnerability to seduction. Returning to the somewhat more ‘real’ issue of the

constitution of the human psyche, Gordon uses some Lacanian concepts to explain the different forms of use

ornament can be put to. The primal loss experienced by infants during the various stages of their separation

from their mother (or any other person taking the role of the closest care giver) causes a lack, and this place

can be taken up by objects that have an affinity with the traces of the Lost Object (the mother) in the subject.

They correspond as objects to the constitutive lack in the subject, and this condition explains the fear of in-

vasion so often formulated with respect to ornament.
528

As a superficial attachment, ornament can hardly be

perceived as a threat. But the host-object (the work) is perceived to be transformed by ornamental practices,

through the ‘permanent embedding in its host’ (Carter, 1997: 121) like a virus or a cancer cell. It is the en-

ergy perceived in ornament, its invariable tendency to be autonomous, ‘even if it melts with the object’, that

distinguishes it ‘from the structure, which is simply the object in its so-being [Sosein]’ (Holz, 1972: 160).

Since the nineteenth century, the anxiety of the dominant cultural superego of being deluded, and a percep-

tion of the precarious constitution of the psychic economy – whose lack makes it susceptible to the seductive

forces of (ornamental) sensuality – regularly surfaces in the discussions of ornament. In these discourses, it

is the substance, the ‘real’ that is worthy of protection against the invasion of the supplement. The ‘real’ is

the value to be evoked, expressed and emphasised. However, for Lacan the Real is what we can never ar-

ticulate and therefore can never be sure about. Given that Derrida seems to utilise parts of Lacanian theory,

it is difficult to understand the logic underlying classifications of ornament as supplement. After all, in these

definitions the substance is still perceived as somehow more ‘real’ even though it might be constituted by a

primary lack.
529

528
See, for example, p. 172.

529
Another framework of ‘supplement’ is invoked by Sontag and others, who counterpose to criticism ‘a de-
differentiated Nietzschean aesthetics of affirmation, in which aesthetic analysis would be a supplement to art and
art a supplement to life’ (Lash, 1988: 318). In this conception, the hierarchies are less clear and the lack more dis-
tributed across the board, characterised by the recognition and affirmation of the need for complementarity. This in-
stance is an example of how the personality type of the critic can influence theoretical interpretation.
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2.4.1.3 Home and world

The Lacanian concept of the speaking subject’s relationship with the Real as one of impossibility has reso-

nance with the idea that human beings experience anxiety in the face of a hostile or indifferent world. The

separation between subject and reality is neither definite nor stable. Human beings continually attempt to

heal the split and return to the objects which might escape ‘the alienating circuits of speech’, to ‘the object a,

the remainder from the operation of becoming a speaking being’ (Leader & Groves, 1995: 128). The object a

‘becomes all important as an answer to the lack in the Other, on the one hand as a means of restoring the

original unity, and on the other as an ultimate proof that this is impossible’ (Verhaeghe, 1997: 145).
530

At-

tempts to come to terms with an indifferent world are not free from anxiety, and the need to release this ten-

sion has been identified as the origin of abstract-ornamental creativity of early humans (Kroll, 1987: 73). In

this function, ornament ‘provides “meaning” and serves the mastery of life. It orders and disburdens. It se-

cures. It encompasses’ (74). This is also where Hegel saw the origins of decoration and ornamentation: in

order to turn an alien and incomprehensible world into conspicuous reality, human beings transform ele-

ments of their environment into art, and through this appropriation make it mediated and necessary (53).
531

Bloch (1970a: 15) regards architecture as an attempt to produce Heimat, an environment in which human

beings can feel at home in the world, in which they can find fulfilment without alienation and oppression.
532

In

this attempt, the appearance of a more beautiful world through proportion and ornament is as important as

the function and use of a building (871). This is a very different view of the role of ornament in the production

of a home, i.e. architecture, than that in the introduction to an architectural publication, which equates orna-

ment with fetish: ‘this book is suspiciously ornamental and excessively displays itself as an object’ (Whiting,

Mitchell, & Lynn, 1992: 5). In the same volume, Wigley (1992: 93) argues that in certain discourses the fetish

is perceived as the surface effect of commodities. The seduction of the surface is opposed to ‘substantial

structural and structuring properties of objects. Structure is identified with the material life of the subject while

decoration is identified with an ideological domain of representation that can alienate the subject from that

materiality’. Similarly, Lorenzer (1971a: 55) mentions discussion amongst designers where

a yearning for poetry in the experience of the environment was dismissed on the grounds that

any affectionate attention to objects, any affective satisfaction derived from the environment, is

tantamount to ‘fetishism’, i.e. to be considered as an illegitimate displacement of human love re-

lationships onto the manipulation of objects.

To discuss the genesis of the concept of fetish is beyond the scope of my thesis,
533

but Holz (1972: 125-7)

defines it as a displacement of an uncomprehended reality onto material objects, which are consequently

seen as autonomously active, independent from the activities of any individual. Incomprehensible modalities

that are constitutive of social processes thus appear to human subjects as real substrates, with a life of their

530
The Other in this quote is the symbolic order into which one enters through language. While this is threatening to
the ‘absolute character of the I, the “absolute standpoint” which can be found in the history of philosophy from Des-
cartes to Husserl’, this absolute standpoint cannot be taken as given: ‘[wo]man is in the world and the world is in
him [her]’ (Fischer, 1985: 265).

531
‘… man, by his industry, changes the forms of the materials furnished by Nature, in such a way as to make them
useful to him. The form of wood, for instance, is altered, by making a table out of it.’ (Marx, 1867)

532
There is no exact translation of Heimat into English. The closest might be ‘homeland’ or simply ‘home’.

533
For a discussion of the three primary models of fetishism (anthropological, Marxian and Freudian) see Foster
(1992: 6-9) and Holz (1972: 124-139). For Marx’s interpretation see fn. 546; about fetishism in 1920s European so-
ciety see Clifford (1988: 136).
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own. In that sense, the fetishisation of an object can be conceptualised as a human answer to the world’s

acting upon human beings, be it as nature or as society. But a fetish can be perceived as both an ally and an

instrument. As instrument, the fetish can be discarded or replaced; as ally it can be treated as an animated,

addressable counterpart which reflects the attributes the subject has ascribed to it. As the anxieties human

beings feel towards the world often cannot be expressed by way of contemporary images, recourse to ar-

chaic motifs can help to come to terms with emotions that cannot otherwise be grasped (138).
534

A stroll across any craft market in a reasonably prosperous urban context will illustrate the way in which

Western individuals use ornamental and ornamented objects in this way. On a visit to the Brisbane markets,

I was overwhelmed by not only the quantity of non-utilitarian objects on display, but also the apparent arbi-

trariness of the sources drawn on. What those objects had in common was an air of home or craft produc-

tion, either based on European traditions or (more often) on ‘ethnic’ ones.
535

Baudrillard (1991: 120) outlines

how objects can be used to erect a discontinuous and reversible barrier, to be used at will, between human

subjects and the irreversible course of the world, and how this strategy helps to alleviate oppressive anxie-

ties.
536

Carter (1997: 2) describes the condition as one of being ‘pitched into a universe that cares little for

our existence’ within which we have to attempt to ‘overcome this seeming indifference and make a place’ for

ourselves. He observes that ‘the objects we make also carry an existential dimension. In short, such objects

are vehicles by which we try to impart a significance to the stuff of the world’. Baudrillard (1991: 123) even

considers the ability to create a milieu of personal objects as important as the ability to dream.

Objects and their ornamentation also connect us to long-term processes of social change. They reflect their

conditions of production and notions of social reproduction: leisure, status, enjoyment or obligation. By

choosing and using them, we exert an influence on those conditions, and are at the same time moved by

them and connected to history (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 18). Even if we choose and use objects from a past

era, they can change our personal or social context, and their personalised or social use will change the

meanings they are perceived to have. Elias (1936b: 144-5) describes slow changes that took place in the

uses of table instruments over the course of centuries. They affected use, form and context of use.
537

Simi-

larly, the sideboard inherited from grandparents or purchased at an antique shop will have different mean-

ings in different contexts, together with the ornamentation it is likely to have. Most users will perceive and

respond to such meanings, so that objects ‘serve a quiet role of mediating between what the individual does

with them, and what the overall historical situation demands’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 19). The oscillation be-

tween an interior world and external reality in art is what Adorno describes as mimesis, and Gordon (1992:

243) remarks that ornament, in its abstraction, stimulates and encourages the subject ‘to move inside the

self through the mediation of an object that exists in the outside world’. The creation of, and interaction with,

a material world is part of the creation of self, and the nature of these transactions ‘will determine, to a great

extent, the kind of person that emerges’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 16).

If, in the interaction with objects, all is absorbed that primarily belongs to the relationships between humans,

the emerging personality type will have some fetishistic features. Whether or not the fetishes created will be

534
See Benjamin about images of the primal past, p. 165.

535
One stall had an appalling caricatured selection of clay miniatures of Aboriginal people on display; an instance
where the control and subordination of the Indigenous people still seemed to me to be part of white Australians’
overall concern to master ‘their environment’.

536
Participants in the research project Users described this type of object use as a way to recover time, to make
memories available to reliving, see for example, p. 266.
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allies or slaves depends on how separated he stays from them and what use he makes of them. The more

he uses ornaments as ‘dehumanized, inanimate, dead, composed of movable parts that the Subject can

manipulate at will’, the more they function as part objects – and the more they will ‘serve only to intensify the

feeling of fragmentation and lack of being’ (Gordon, 1992: 94). This aspect of ornamental fetishism has been

lamented and criticised, and Wigley observes that the (ornamental) fetish is often branded as a seductive

and superficial effect in the service of commodity economies. The criticism is valid in that it discusses exist-

ing dangers that are likely to augment (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 36). However, in its generality it often misses

some important points about the types and instances of use. It also has the effect of placing users under the

theoretical control of critics. In resonance with Bloch, Adorno (1967b: 121) notices in the context of functional

(legitimate) architecture that:

human beings, be they the most regressive and conventionally trapped, are entitled to the ful-

filment of their needs, even if they are false. … An element of freedom is stirring even in the

false consciousness of the living; that which economic theory once called the use value as op-

posed to the abstract exchange value. To them legitimate architecture appears as an enemy

because it withholds what they want and even need, in this form and no other.

2.4.1.4 Technical rationality and social order

These human needs, and their control by institutionalised cultural specialisation (the enemy) make them-

selves felt in a larger social and cultural context. Erdheim (1985: 232) notes that in periods of cultural up-

heaval, when the relational context between meanings and objects is loosened, ornamentation’s importance

increases. This is in part because it can ameliorate anxieties that result from the experience of loss.

Industrialisation and its concomitant processes, such as the division of labour, has led to a large-scale reor-

ganisation of Western society in the last two centuries. At the end of the nineteenth century, this change was

often perceived by artists and intellectuals as a loss of cultural identity (Dröge & Müller, 1995: 139), and ‘in

the decades between 1890 and 1910 an atmosphere of decline was promulgated in countless gazettes’

(Lützeler, 1985: 180). Cultural transformations were perceived on many different levels, and they eroded a

common interpretation of art, which previously integrated stylistically diverse uses of ornamentation. Without

this shared cultural platform, ornaments became subject to the rationality of commodity production and its

indifference to meaning, so that individual (bourgeois) subjects came to confront their own vacuum in the

petrified mask of ornament (Dröge & Müller, 1995: 165). Fry (1930: 70) contends that under the conditions of

‘modern manufacture’, even though designers might have within them ‘something of that creative impulse

which is the inspiration and delight of every savage and primitive craftsman’, this impulse has been com-

pletely ‘crushed and atrophied’ so that they do not produce ‘expressive design, but dead patterns’.

Müller (1993: 139-40) interprets changes on the level of socially interacting individuals as a part of a larger

strategy to establish technology as the central paradigm of progress within middle class, capitalist society in

the 1920s. Previously, the long-term process of industrialisation had already led to intensifying chains of in-

terdependence between members of society (Elias, 1936b: 187).
538

Consequently, people increasingly re-

pressed in themselves what they considered as beastly or brute (162), and internalised exterior social pres-

537
See also Eco (1972: 298).

538
See p. 209ff.
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sures in the form of self-control (226). A particularly characteristic feature of this development is that libidinal

components in a subject’s psyche are suppressed through the production of fear, pushing them back into the

‘interior’ of the individual, into ‘secrecy’. With regard to ornament, this can mean that the attraction to sensory

pleasure becomes classified as childish: ‘a grown-up person should resist these blandishments and opt for

the sober and the rational’ (Gombrich, 1979: 17).
539

Whereas in a pre-industrial situation, a ‘consensus be-

tween … maker and user must have existed that aesthetic surplus makes objects more individual and trans-

ports them into an imagined realm of beauty and freedom’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 21-2) industrialisation con-

ditioned a different attitude, a different consciousness, which contained in its functionality the body and mind

of the user. With this transition, objects become ‘symbols of industrial sobriety’ (22). Instrumental rationality,

intimately bound up as it is with the rise of the middle class, does not stop at controlling exterior nature; ‘in-

ner nature’, too, is to be formed through the creation of a normalised environment (Horn, 1971: 108). Differ-

ent from a past ‘in which the familiarity with the objects also meant a familiarity with the world’, the industri-

ally produced environment creates a distance from the objects that cannot be bridged through the senses

(Selle & Boehe, 1986: 24). Their producers can no longer be known, and their dispensability constantly in-

creases. This leads to a loss of experience with the objects themselves (25).

Dickens, in Hard Times (quoted in Grabar, 1992: 229), exemplified the relationship of inner nature and the

material ‘second nature’ created by instrumental rationality. An official visits a school and talks to the stu-

dents about appropriate representation of flowers in carpets. The visitor rejects a girl’s ‘fancy’ with the words:

you mustn’t fancy. … You are to be in all things regulated and governed … by fact. … You must

discard the word Fancy altogether. …You must use … for all these purposes, combinations and

modification[s] … of mathematical figures which are susceptible of proof and demonstration.

This is the new discovery. This is fact. This is taste.

The dichotomy between two different kinds of beauty – that of necessity, which satisfies reason alone and

that of associations and emotions, which appeals to the imagination – had existed since the beginning of the

nineteenth century but developed much further in the period to come (Rykwert, 1975: 162), until it led to the

dominance of the ‘mercilessly practical’ in ‘legitimate architecture’ (Adorno, 1967b: 111). The ‘practical’ came

to be increasingly defined by instrumental reason, and the theoretical metaphor increasingly represented

technological and scientific progress. Not surprisingly, therefore, much architectural criticism of ornament

since the middle of the nineteenth century has been centred on the relationship of the product with the mode

of production: ‘The machine has rejected ornament; and the machine has everywhere established itself’

(Read, 1934: 56).

The Modern Movement in architecture, in order to be fully expressive of the twentieth century

had to posses ... the faith in science and technology, in social science and rational planning,

and the romantic faith in speed and the roar of machines (Pevsner in Fuller, 1988: 118).

Ruskin and Morris resisted this development and took a stance against the mass production of ornament.

Ornament, for them, is an expression of the joy of the producer (an aspect Loos would later emphasise) and

as such a sign of a spiritual dimension which could not, or should not, be commodified. Simmel (cited in

539
‘Taste that requires an added element of charm and emotion for its delight, not to speak of adopting this as the
measure of its approval, has not yet emerged from barbarism.’ (Kant, 1790: SS13) ‘[W]e recognize that a represen-
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Rykwert, 1975: 165) wrote in 1908 that ornament could only survive within craft production, since it was con-

cerned with the individualisation of objects. It was out of place in industrial production where the processes

of production and ornamentation (but also those of design and production) had been severed. Around the

same time, Muthesius (1907b: 14-5) placed his hopes in recent changes in the education of designers in the

area of arts and craft which – in the spirit of the newly discovered beauty of technology in Germany since

1902 – saw them abandoning their drawing boards and going back to the workshops to learn about the na-

ture of their materials rather than wrapping them in trivial ornament. ‘When designer, producer, artist and

craftsperson reunite in the same person, long lost art will be returned to craft.’
540

The division of labour in architecture and production was not without precedent, however. Already in Roman

architecture, ornament was ‘of necessity … executed after the completion of the massive structural frame or

core of the building’ (Hamlin, 1916: 135). In this system,

the unskilled labor of the hordes of slaves, soldiers and peasants could be turned to account in

the heavier work of construction, and great numbers of vast buildings be erected with compara-

tive rapidity, leaving the decorative work to be later executed by artists and artisans, upon the

structural core (135).
541

Hamlin was supportive of the ‘Roman genius for organization and adaptation’ for the same reasons that

caused Ruskin and Morris to reject their contemporary equivalent, for what they would have regarded as

exploitation. Within such a rational organisation, it became not only impossible for the producers to individu-

alise a product after the loss of a spiritual dimension, but also impossible to individualise it with respect to

future users.

On the other hand, the often quoted ‘devaluation’ of ornament through mass production was not only caused

by the mode of production, but also by an ‘excessive’ use motivated by the wish to escape the rising demand

for self-restraint in a system of capitalist rationality (Müller, 1977: 90). Ornamental forms might in that sense

have been partly used to ‘free the middle class ego from the stigma of being a mere economic subject’ (Selle

& Boehe, 1986: 21). Michel (1959: 40) perceives of a ‘cultural lag’ between the development of the techno-

logical-economic sphere and that of the cultural sphere.

Atavistic feelings seek refuge in products in order to hibernate in the form of ornaments, flour-

ishes, baroque and gothic abundance. … Cast iron beams are given the form of Corinthian col-

umns instead of a use-form, Greek mythology incessantly takes place on the facades and plat-

forms, and the Romantic feeling for nature is petrified into stylised organic forms in wallpapers

and fabrics. Everything has ‘meaning’, but the meaning is no longer related to any purpose, it

means ostentatious pomp.

tation of this kind, be it of truth, propriety, beauty, or justice, could never enter our thoughts were we not able to
raise ourselves above the level of the senses to that of higher faculties of cognition.’ (SS40)

540
Interestingly, the area where designer and producer are combined in one person and involved in the whole process,
and own the means of production – namely the crafts area – has been mostly given low status in art and design
criticism. This is not only a result of the efforts of artists to elevate themselves ‘by basing the supremacy of artistic
creation on the “making” of the artisan and the laborer’ since the Renaissance (Agamben, 1993: 42), but on a simi-
lar subsequent effort by designers.

541
‘Hegel spoke of the moment when the symbol, dedicated to the perfect unity of inner meaning and external shape,
is undermined by the classical will to use and dominate according to a strict separation of means and ends.’ (Vidler,
1990: 22)
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From that perspective, architectural functionalism originally fought against ornament as something which had

deteriorated to an empty and meaningless form, or as a symbol of an outlived social order. Muthesius

(1907a: 33) wrote that at the end of the eighteenth century the aristocratic culture had been replaced by an

autonomous bourgeois culture ‘which sees its essence no longer in representative etiquette but in simple

utility’. However, the criticism of feudal forms of life was levelled at an opponent which had long since lost

political and social power (Horn, 1971: 109-111).
542

The increased availability of ornament through mass production meant the end of exclusivity of individual

objects. Ornament as a sign of unproductive labour, signifying value beyond use (Haiko & Reissberger,

1985: 111), became more generally accessible. Wedgwood, a ‘great rationaliser of industry’, who was ‘bent

on eliminating waste’ nevertheless knew that ‘art pays’ (Read, 1934: 42-3) and used it in his earthenware.
543

Manufacturers until today continue to decorate ‘a toaster or a kettle with a frieze of flowers or a rural scene

and the result is ridiculous’ (Dormer, 1988: 143), at least in the eyes of critics. While their motivation is profit,

rather than concern for the well-being of the buyers of their products, they still in some ways apprehend us-

ers’ needs. The latter continue to buy these products, and it seems that large parts of the population in, for

example, European countries still resist the process of ‘cooling’ which the architectural avant-garde saw

necessary in order to close the cultural lag and to enable people to endure the coldness of the civilising

process (Müller, 1977: 138). They refuse to become ‘reduced’ personality types, ‘chilled in a chilly environ-

ment’ (Benjamin quoted in Müller, 1977: 138). Despite all efforts of generations of designers and their institu-

tions, users have constantly ‘chosen the supposedly wrong [designs] as if they had … the right intuition for

their own interests’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 7). Meanwhile, the polemics of theorists against ornament have

distorted ‘even the concept of the ornamental to such an extent that we have to laboriously work on retriev-

ing it today since it is so intimately linked with the process of ideological deceit‘ (Holz, 1972: 158).

2.4.2 Changing rules

Progress and Civilisation have been central beliefs driving much of the process that has formed both the

historical developments internal to European and – more generally – Western societies, as well as their rela-

tionship to the new worlds which European nations saw themselves as discovering and exploring. I will now

examine the use of ornament in this context.

Sachs (1942: 156), having described the ‘diversities in taste between individuals and, still more outstanding,

between nations and epochs’ discovered ‘some identical elements, in some cases an astonishing resem-

blance across time and space’ between the ‘ornaments or the utensils of Neolithic tribes, the patterns of tat-

too on the bodies of Polynesian warriors, the human figure carved in wood, the primeval music or poetry’ –

542
It also missed the point that the same hostility towards ornament has reoccurred more than once in the ‘process of
civilisation’. In 1463, ‘Edward IV issued a sumptuary law on the grounds that God was displeased by excessive and
inordinate apparel’ (‘The nature and purposes of dress’ in 1997b). Hedrick (1987: 130) suspects Renaissance uto-
pia, as much as sumptuary laws, of suppressing personal ornament.

543
Marketing specialists (and a silent but significant proportion of design practitioners) have largely ignored disparag-
ing theories about ornament coming out of the circles of design specialists. This is hardly surprising given their dif-
ferent interest in the matter. The eighteenth century English pottery designer and manufacturer Wedgwood studied
the trickle down effect of fashion from the courts to the aspirations of the upcoming bourgeoisie. He studied such –
otherwise unobserved – social phenomena in order to turn his findings into instruments for marketing (McCracken,
1990: 17-6). When ornament fell into disrepute in the following century, partially because the previously socially re-
stricted use of ornamentation now became available to a mass public, designers provided arguments that sought to
restrict the use of ornament for its supposed lack of authenticity – whereas producers aiming at the mass market
were interested in the use of ornament as a means to sell their wares.
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all expressions of the ‘sense of beauty existent at the time of their creation or even earlier’. However, he

found that even though ‘elements of primitive art are … similar, the style of these works is never the same for

different tribes or different epochs of the same tribe’ (Sachs, 1942: 157). He anticipated finding this stylistic

differentiation even ‘when we go farther and farther back in our quest for simplicity and primitiveness. This is

the consequence of the long history through which even the most primitive stages of civilisation have

passed’ (157).

This ‘quest for simplicity and primitiveness’ has played a prominent role in the discussion of ornament in the

last two hundred years. Wilson (1914: 3), in her dissertation for a doctorate in philosophy, herself regarded

the search for origins as an outdated approach in her discipline. But she observed a renewed interest

amongst her contemporary colleagues, particularly amongst aestheticians, to get to ‘the origin and centre’ of

a phenomenon (3). Despite her differences with them, she believed that ‘it lies in the nature of primitive mind

that the individual areas of activities in the human psyche are not yet so sharply differentiated and distinct

from each other’ (5).

Assumptions such as this create the fascination with the exotic Other, the ‘primitive’. The combined attraction

and repulsion felt by Europeans in the face of non-European societies, their perceived lack of development

and fullness of authentic life, has animated much of Western discourse on ornament and, albeit in different

forms, continues to do so today. Thus, alongside the pride of the achievements of civilisation, a sense of loss

resonates in the texts and a longing for an authentic aura, ‘the old rhythmic charm of the tom-tom, the sym-

metry of the recurrent lines on a clay vessel, the repetition of words or syllables in the magic formulas’

(Sachs, 1942: 158). The assumption that the exotic Others have tangibly retained what Western civilisation

appears to have lost recurs in discussions of ornament since the nineteenth century. Today, this notion is

typical in common-sense remarks on Western and non-Western ornamentation. It was articulated frequently

in the opinions of participants in all research projects.

2.4.2.1 Civilisation and progress

Elias’ account of the process of civilisation describes the struggle for the control of affects in the context of

Western social developments.
544

The term civilisation came to express, in centralised nations such as Eng-

land and France, a pride in national achievements. These accomplishments were seen to represent stable

and consummate standards, which placed civilised nations far ahead of those who had not reached their

level of progress.

Loos provides a good example of a civilised man. Civilisation and progress to him were unquestioned val-

ues, and he was convinced that there was a clear difference, measurable on a single scale, between primi-

tives and civilised. Civilised man, in his view, ‘had progressed far enough for ornament to no longer produce

erotic sensations in him, unlike the Papuans, a tattooed face did not increase in aesthetic value, but reduced

it’ (1908: 100).
545

His (and only his) ‘individuality is so strong that it can no longer be expressed in terms of

items of clothing. The lack of ornament is a sign of intellectual power’ (103). Highly productive Western so-

544
See p. 209ff.

545
With this conviction, Loos precipitates Spengler (1917b: 146) who held that the bourgeoisie no longer has the en-
ergy to build forms that early religions had. The bourgeoisie ‘continues to develop ornament, but not building as or-
nament. … In empire, style turns into taste … With that, the ornamental language of expression, and thereby the
history of art, ends’.
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cieties (although he believed that America was much further advanced than his native Austria) had devel-

oped to a level where ‘ornament is no longer a natural product of its culture, and therefore represents back-

wardness or even a degenerative tendency’ (1908: 100). For,

the lower a culture stands, the more prodigal it is with its ornament … to think of adornment as

merit is to be on the Indian’s level … but we must overcome that Indian in us. It is the goal of all

of humanity to seek beauty only in form and not in ornament’ (1898: 65).

In Western culture, ornament no longer has a relationship with and is no longer the expression of culture.

Therefore, it has ‘no potential for development’ (1908: 102). Worse still, it could put ‘architecture on the road

back to the cave and the primitive hut’ (Hersey, 1994: 30), because the level of evolution civilised man had

reached was always in danger of ‘devolution’, the process of developing back into an earlier stage, and even

to become extinct (28).

Loos is probably best known for such polemics, but he is in no way an isolated case. Schapiro (1969: 241)

notes that ornament has been, and still is, regarded as a practice primarily analogous to a ‘primitive state of

art’. This was certainly true for Hamlin (1916: 15), who considered the ‘character and relations of the orna-

ment of different countries, peoples and times’ to afford a valuable index of ‘their advancement in civilization’.

He believed it to be a generally accepted theory that earliest ornament derived from ‘primitive superstitions’.

‘The savage … instinctively animates or personifies all the forces and most of the phenomena of Nature. He

fails to distinguish clearly between the real and the imagined.’ (21)
546

Thus, Hamlin constructed non-Western

societies in polar opposition to civilised societies, the latter having overcome their dependency on instincts

(or affects, in Elias’ terms) through the exercise of reason.
547

On the same page, Hamlin refers to a figure of ‘the head of a Mangaia (New Zealand) ceremonial spear to

be borne by a chief: it represents, inverted, a tongue protruding from a mouth set with sharp teeth beneath

two huge eyes. The protruding tongue signifies defiance’. With the self-confidence of someone who believes

himself well versed in anthropological concepts, he continues: ‘Such a representation is called a fetish, and

the superstition to which it is due, fetishism. It is one manifestation of what is generically known as animism,

of which another form is totemism’. This same confidence must have enabled him to state that ‘[n]ative iden-

tifications and explanations of form are by no means always trustworthy’ (30).
548

546
Marx (1867) wrote about Western insight into the real and the imagined: ‘A commodity appears, at first sight, a very
trivial thing, and easily understood. Its analysis shows that it is, in reality, a very queer thing, abounding in meta-
physical subtleties and theological niceties … A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, simply because in it the
social character of men's labour appears to them as an objective character stamped upon the product of that la-
bour; because the relation of the producers to the sum total of their own labour is presented to them as a social re-
lation, existing not between themselves, but between the products of their labour. This is the reason why the prod-
ucts of labour become commodities, social things whose qualities are at the same time perceptible and impercepti-
ble by the senses. In the same way the light from an object is perceived by us not as the subjective excitation of our
optic nerve, but as the objective form of something outside the eye itself … There it is a definite social relation be-
tween men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic form of a relation between things. In order, therefore, to find
an analogy, we must have recourse to the mist-enveloped regions of the religious world. In that world the produc-
tions of the human brain appear as independent beings endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one
another and the human race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men's hands. This I call the
Fetishism which attaches itself to the products of labour, so soon as they are produced as commodities’.

547
Elias (1936a: 378) also points out that such ‘substantialised’ concepts as ‘reason’ do not exist independently of a
history, but that they are expressions of a particular modelling of the whole psychic economy within which the drives
and the ego are further and further separated. The very stress both Hamlin and Loos (representative of many oth-
ers) place on these distinctions may well be an indication that the process of civilisation was by no means com-
pleted at their time of writing, and that self-control and reason still had to be struggled for.

548
See p. 337.
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From Western perspectives at that time, ‘savage’ art lacked the characteristics of (our) Art, such as grace, 

organized and complex composition (30). These evaluations did not hinder European societies, in the proc-

ess of their own civilisation with its concomitant increasing control of effects, to 

make extensive use of ethnographic material: the works of art so disqualified.
549

Loos (1908: 103) proposed that ‘ornament of past and foreign cultures’ could be 

used at Western subjects’ discretion.
550

 In New Zealand, Maori art has always 

been used from time to time by sections of the settler society for various purposes, 

but it was not accorded (and often explicitly denied) the status of Art.
551

 When 

Hamilton (1901: 6) asserts ‘that the whole of the art work of the Maori comes un-

der the head of ornament’, he merely replicates European or Western attitudes to 

Indigenous art forms. 

The use of Maori art by Maori continued, of 

course, and it is interesting to think about the observations made from 

that perspective. What must it have looked like to Maori when settlers 

used the art of their supposedly inferior ‘savage Other’? But what, 

also, would the ongoing classification of their art production as insuffi-

cient have meant to them, for example, Hamilton’s (1901: 5) diagnosis

of a ‘lack of practised skill in the present representatives of the race’?

Even today, as Goldberg (1993: 239) observes, ‘there is an intellectually assumed and emotionally felt atti-

tude among art historians that the major issues of visual understanding are the ones elaborated in the grand 

tradition of Western art’ and that ‘the best other traditions can usually do is show additional “examples” of 

otherwise known features and approaches’. This attitude has indeed a remarkable continuity in New Zea-

land: Phillipps (1941: 7) speaks of the ‘primitive mind of the Maori in joy and in sorrow’, and Barrow (1995:

11), for example, wants to introduce his readers to the ‘charm of Maori art’ – a terminology hardly likely to be 

used for Western art.

In response, people speaking from Indigenous positions have increasingly voiced their acute scepticism of 

the use of Indigenous art by non-Indigenous persons. Grabar (1992: 241) recognises the difficulties,

among emerging new nations or cultures that, rightly or wrongly, have felt dominated by West-

ern thought, the assertion of exclusive right to the making and explaining of certain forms of art 

has become a way to maintain self-identity and a certain type of dignity. … it is difficult not to 

understand the anger of so many artists and interpreters of the arts in other lands who feel ex-

cluded from a common adventure controlled by Western media.

549
‘Evolutionary thought seems almost calculated to legitimize imperialism. The theory that man evolved through dis-
tinct social stages – from savagery to barbarism to civilization – led to self-congratulatory anthropology that actively 
promoted belief in the inferiority’ of non-Europeans. ‘In The Origin of Civilization (1870), John Lubbock argues not 
just that contemporary “savages” represent the starting point of social evolution but that they are below that starting 
point. The original primitives from whom Europeans evolved contained the seeds of progress; modern savages had 
not progressed’ (Brantlinger, 1985: 184).

550
And so it was, see p. 213. I differ in my interpretation from Vidler (1990: 30) who believes that Loos advocated the 
‘eradication of ornament of another time, place and role; the destruction of survivals, primitive and otherwise’.

551
Alternatively, as in the case of Doulton china, their art was called ‘art’ only to be immediately appropriated and 
commodified: the seal on the reverse of the plate reads ‘Royal Doulton – Maori Art Tea Ware’.

Royal Doulton tea ware

Wellington railway station
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It is a plausible contention, I believe, that the impoverishment within Western culture – be it felt or actual –

leads individuals, but most importantly capitalist commercial enterprises, to resort to the material of suppos-

edly ‘authentic’ cultures, which have not (yet) been affected by progress and the rationalisation that came

with civilisation.
552

The ‘compensatory plundering of ethnographic material’ observed by Stallybrass and

White (1986: 172-8) in the late nineteenth century continues. Perhaps a revision of the concept of progress

is needed to change some of the conditions of this practice.

The traditional understanding of progress as a linear process involves the shedding and abandoning of past

cultural experiences and values.
553

For many Western individuals, this has meant that there remain few so-

cially mediated connections through which they could experience continuity. A different understanding of

change based on metaphors of multidirectional and intermittent rather than linear and continuous growth, for

example,
554

might be better suited to include elements of the past in the culture of industrially or technologi-

cally advanced environments.
555

Further, the concept of progress is inherently teleological, it

implies a where-to and a what-for; a what-for to be willed, and therefore a good one; a what-for

to be contended for, and therefore one that is not yet achieved or given. Without its whither and

wherefore, progress is not conceivable, not measurable at any point, and above all not present

in any way as the thing itself (Bloch, 1970b: 38).

Given the vaying perspectives of different cultural and social groups, the question arises as to whether pro-

gress can be a viable concept in environments constituted of diverse cultural positions. For non-European

cultures, ‘the past of the white races is only negligibly’ theirs (140). The rejection of imperialistic notions of

progress on the part of Indigenous peoples necessitates a re-thinking of current Western models. Western

theory, too, needs to develop models of utopia that are open and experimental. ‘Only thus can hundreds of

cultures flow into the unity of the human race; a unity that only then takes shape, in non-linear historical time,

and with a historical direction that is not fixed and monadic.’ (141)

As it stands, Baudrillard (1991: 97) wonders where the ‘preference for the old, antique, authentic, rustic,

craft-like’ in the West comes from, and how it might be explained that ‘our spirit’ prefers ‘signs from the mar-

ginal areas of time and globe, that it turns toward the values of sunken worlds’. His answer is that human

beings ‘cannot make a home in the functional environment’ and need ‘a sign, a fragment of the authentic

cross … a talisman, a piece of unconditional genuineness from the core of reality of life’ (102). The loosening

of the relationship between objects and meaning,
556

and the loss of the ‘Benjaminian “aura” with its notion of

originality, authenticity, and uniqueness’ (Hutcheon, 1989: 35) has left little to help humans make their home

in an environment shaped by instrumental rationality.

552
This is an equivalent to a tradition in high art practices, see fn. 654.

553
Condorcet defined progress in 1795 as the continuous advancement ‘of the human race to an ultimate perfection’.
Humans start from the lowest stage as savages, and advance in nine stages ‘uninterruptedly in the path of enlight-
enment, virtue, and happiness’. He ‘sought to extend the empire of reason to social affairs‘(1997b). As Benjamin
(1937: 45) noted, Condorcet’s publication coincided with the assumption of power by the bourgeoisie.

554
Panoho (1996: 22) has raised this question with regard to his own culture. I am unsure whether his metaphor of
growth (of the rerenga lily) could be ‘carried-over’ into a Western framework which is still bedevilled by the destruc-
tive consequences of biologistic outlooks (fascism, racism, sexism), for example Spengler’s, p. 200.

555
‘Alfred Weber … does allow progress validity in the “social process” and in the technical-scientific “process of civili-
zation,” but the “cultural movement” that he would have as existing substantially beyond these “externalities” – out-
side this “casing” – would be discernible in “rhythms of life” quite different to those of progress as a process of to-
talization.’ (Bloch, 1970b: 119)

556
See p. 190.
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2.4.2.2 The experience of loss

The loss of meaning or the loss of a cultural tradition centering its members is not only discussed in theoreti-

cal literature but regularly voiced in everyday conversations. This sense of loss can partly be explained on

psychoanalytic grounds as the recurrence of a primary loss as described, for example, by Lacan and Winni-

cott.
557

But the experience goes beyond individual circumstances and is elaborated in the collective repre-

sentations by which cultural groups define themselves. Ornament, as Gordon (1992: 241) points out, be-

came a ‘topos of loss’ in the nineteenth century when its crisis was highlighted in connection with the decline

of craft traditions. Descriptions of this socially shared experience of loss often completely ignore the determi-

nation with which the very things now considered to have been ‘lost’ were discarded, suppressed, and de-

stroyed. Much that was still taken for granted at the beginning of the twentieth century was subsequently

given up in the name of progress. ‘Now (that these things are completely lost) we miss them to a degree our

fathers … would have never dreamt of.‘ (Rykwert, 1973: 123)

The transition from community to society as described by Weber (in Arato & Gerhardt, 1978: 191ff) entails

the disenchantment of the world as the consequence of rationalisation of all spheres of life in modernisation

and industrialisation. In this process, everything that falls outside the framework of formal rationality is elimi-

nated: anything sensuous, non-rational, mysterious, non-quantifiable and unpredictable. These are the very

elements that, in traditional communities, prevented the completion of rationalising projects. The latter, in

Europe, ultimately produced the ‘modern urban setting of bourgeois civilization characterised by loneliness

and anomie’ (194) and which have led to a ‘loss of the centre’ that was seen to exist in pre-industrial cultures

(Sedlmayr, 1973). Van de Velde (1901a: 101) was aware of the increasing polarisation of ‘reason and feel-

ing’ and ‘reflection and fantasy’ in the society of his time.
558

In the transition from traditional community to

modern society, where individuals have to negotiate meanings on a rational basis, collective beliefs and

practices supplying shared meaning were indeed eroded.

Weber’s model describes a large-scale process which is certainly observable but, in the private sphere at

least, not as completely realised as it might seem.
559

Benjamin believed that without a community the indi-

vidual is separated from his collective past. While he observed that, due to the rupture of tradition in moder-

nity, the conscious transmission of collective symbolic meanings is no longer possible, but this did not lead

him to conjecture that historical experiences disappear without traces in modern society. They are still being

transferred through ‘the mediation of things, which as symbols underwent at the boundary of generations a

dialectical reversal from the new to the archaic’ (Buck-Morss, 1983: 223). While Benjamin in one way regret-

ted the destruction of tradition (McCole, 1993: 10), in another he affirmed any rupture that could lead to lib-

eration from an alienating condition. Ruptures allow a glimpse of redemption which can ‘always only … be

won out of the perception of that which is being lost irretrievably’ (Benjamin, 1939: 49). On this basis, he re-

jected the mobilisation of lost traditions against the modern condition.

557
See p. 187. See also Appel (1995: 180).

558
While his position might have been ambivalent, he did subscribe to technological ‘progress’ and proclaimed his
preference for a rationally organised factory environment, in comparison with the confused emotional conversations
he imagined between ornamental objects in the home. The sphere of production thus became the paradigm of his
notion of progress: ‘The workers live very calmly in this environment, not at all intimidated, and they draw more en-
ergy from this environment than from your rooms and [design] works’ (Van de Velde, 1901a: 103-4).

559
Certeau (1997: 106) argues that European nations in the 1970s were ‘in many respects still traditional societies’.
See also p. 327.
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A sense of loss of meaning, history, and stability often leads, in Williams’ words, to a perception that a ‘“good

country” is perpetually ruined and lamented by each successive period, producing an unbroken chain of

losses leading back ultimately to … Eden’ (in Clifford, 1987: 122).
560

Jones (quoted in Brett, 1998: 105) be-

lieved of the nineteenth century that, unlike traditional culture, a ‘want of unity in feeling has caused a want of

unity in expression’. Sedlmayr (1973: 74) holds a century later that his ‘time has lost the knowledge that an

ornament can possess depth … and express spiritual relationships, a peculiar contact between man and the

things’. Ornament here is seen as a communal symbol, supplying a centre that individuals can lean on, and

its destruction as revealing ‘the underlying emptiness of the aesthetic, ethical and spiritual life of that age’

(Fuller, 1988: 117). Gablik (1991: 30) mourns the

loss of a mythic, transpersonal ground of meaning in the way that our particular culture trans-

mits itself. It is the spirit, or ‘binding power’ holding everything together, the pattern connecting

and giving significance to the whole, that is lacking in the underlying picture we have of our

world.

All these comments point to a critical condition in the self-conscious-

ness of many people in contemporary Western societies. Such condi-

tions have in the past prompted the adaptation of historical styles. In

Bentmann and Müller’s (1992: 104-5) view, these strategies are an

indication that social power relationships can no longer be expressed

and legitimated through newly created symbols of authority. By adapt-

ing styles and forms from uniform and ‘robust’ epochs, characterised

by obviously intact systems of governmental power, at least an exter-

nal impression of participation in the ‘good old times’ can be created. Thus, neo-classicism was used to

communicate as an ‘architecture parlante’
561

(Dolgner, 1993: 12) the ideology of the bourgeois class (7) until

its forms lost much of their significance at the end of the nineteenth century. The same forms as marks of

‘the one true Art of Architecture’ (arches, columns, composite capitals, entablature and pediments, buchra-

nia, rosettes, acanthus scrolls, roundels or spandrels) had been used in Peruvian imperial architecture three

hundred years earlier (Fraser, 1990: 15, 123, 127), and in New Zealand from the beginning of colonisation

until at least the 1920s.
562

In the eighteenth century, particular importance was attached to significance in decoration and subsequently

the study of ornamental motifs moved from the observation that they can have symbolic meaning to a con-

clusion that ‘all motifs were originally conceived as symbols – though their meaning has been lost in the

course of history. ... Once the meaning of these designs was established the monuments would again speak

to us’ (Gombrich, 1979: 218). Ornament thus became monument in the sense of embodying memories (Van

Zanten, 1977: 50). Often, those memories were that of a better, more integrated past. Hence the classical

560
Gadamer (1989: 273-5) traces these notions back to the Enlightenment and its ‘curious refraction’ in romanticism.
Essentially, the romantics accepted the notion of, for instance, the ‘conquest of mythos by logos’ as self-evident.
Romanticism shares Enlightenment’s presuppositions through disparaging them, and perpetuates them precisely
through a reversal of values. Thus, Enlightenment criteria still determine current thinking: ‘All criticism of the
Enlightenment now proceeds via this romantic mirror image of the Enlightenment. Belief in the perfectibility of rea-
son suddenly changes into the perfection of the “mythical” consciousness and finds itself reflected in a paradisiacal
primal state before the “fall” of thought’ (273-4). Gadamer thinks it probable that the same refraction occurred in the
concept of “organic society”. See also p. 327.
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‘speaking architecture’.

562
See p 283ff.

Boris Ignatowitsch 1929, Eremitage
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orders were used to express the heritage of Greek antiquity, even though they had been received through

Italian Renaissance interpretation.

Spengler (1917a: 41) construed history as a recurring configuration of ascendancy and decline in all cul-

tures. He saw civilisation as being the cause not only of the Decline of the West, but as the inescapable fate

of any culture, albeit in different forms. Expansion to him was an important element of civilisation (49) and he

celebrated the heroic violence involved in the making of such history (51).
563

Civilised life is inevitably char-

acterised by coldness and harshness (53) and, as one of its consequences, ornament – which during the

early phases of a culture plays an important role – loses its spell and its ‘holy severity’. In the phase of de-

cline, it becomes more and more the ‘decoration of the built environment of a genteel and stylised form of

life’ (253). Once civilisation starts to take effect, ‘genuine ornament lapses and with it great art in general. …

local and foreign forms change according to fashion. The inner necessity is lacking. … In this last form, com-

pletely devoid of history and development we see the ornament of arts and crafts’ (254). This last comment

sounds almost like a prediction of some ornamental practices globally and locally in New Zealand.

Eco (1973: 137) also provides a rhythmic interpretation of the loss of meaning particular motifs undergo. He

places it in a relationship with recoveries and substitutions that he considers ’common to the life of forms in

general’. Moreover, he points out that denotative and connotative meanings can be affected in different

ways. The Parthenon, for example, is a case where the denotative function is lost but the connotative func-

tion is mostly retained. It is ‘no longer understood as a place of worship, but a number of the original sym-

bolic connotations … are still grasped, on the strength of an adequate philological familiarity with the Greek

sensibility’ (138). The pyramids, having lost their denotative and connotative functions, have acquired other

connotations ‘from “tourism” to the portentous “forty centuries” of Napoleon’s exhortations’ (138). An exam-

ple of a denotative meaning being lost and replaced with another, accompanied by a change in the connota-

tive function, is a

cradle from a Mexican village transformed into a magazine holder, put to a new use: the conno-

tations originally connected with the object and its decorations, the connotations valid for the

original users, are deformed, so that something different is connoted, such as affinities with con-

temporary or primitive folk art, folksy naïveté, ‘Latin-Americanness’, and so on (138).

Given the speed of succession in contemporary Western societies, meanings are altered rapidly and radi-

cally and forms and concepts are consumed (Drescher, 2000: 30). But, Eco believes, forms can also be re-

covered and meanings rediscovered (1973: 138). He diagnoses an increasing ‘philological’ skill on the part

of consumers to learn about forgotten meanings. On the other hand, he realises that this rediscovery in-

volves a distortion through reading ‘these expropriated messages in some “free” or aberrant fashion’ and that

the ‘agility in recoveries frequently results in curious semantic “shifts”’(138). For, unlike the Renaissance pe-

riod when the rediscovery of antique forms and forms of thinking led to a comprehensive restructuring of

contemporary ideologies and rhetoric, the ‘stream of recoveries’ of the present are part of a

lightly pulsating alternation of acceptance and rejection, … far from ‘revolutionizing’ the bases of

our culture. It is as if the present rediscoveries … were the product of an immense rhetorical

processor, … the ideology of ‘modernity’ as ‘tolerance’ toward the entire past (140).

563
Spengler is a good example of how the choice of metaphor is never innocent (see p. 10): his theoretical approach
lent itself to appropriation by Fascist propaganda.
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In this process, meanings become ‘more and more eroded and provisional’, forms both available and ex-

changeable.

[T]here is something puzzling and sad about forms that have … lost their original significative

power …. We are surrounded by these relics stripped of sense … owing their prolonged life …

often to simple momentum or inordinate codes of enrichment that have been found for them

(and here one sinks to the concoction of ‘rhetoric’ in the narrow, negative sense of the term, like

the Pyramids as used in Napoleon’s exhortation of his troops). (140)

The users of motifs expropriated from other cultures ultimately feel the shallowness and fortuity of such use,

while the members of a culture whose motifs have been expropriated experience a loss of autonomy and

continuity. Thomas (1995: 93), when writing about the taking of moko by some Pakeha-Maori – an early form

of transfer of form in New Zealand – calls this an ‘awkward condition … marked by both cultural loss and

gain’. The context and condition of Pakeha-Maori was different from Eco’s consumers in that they ‘became

part of the tribe and were treated by Maori as Maori’ (Bentley, 1999: 9). However, some of them returned to

England and, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, engaged in an early version of commodification of

exotic culture: one sold copies of a picture of his moko (22), another travelled with a band of entertainers,

exhibiting his moko (64).
564

Concurrently, Williams (quoted in Hamilton, 1901: 120) described the influence of colonisation on Maori cul-

ture as an erosion of a previously integrated culture, an erosion indeed even of the mental powers of Maori

artists. That he had ‘great difficulty in obtaining any accurate information, or indeed genuine patterns’ he ex-

plained by the ‘fact’ that the ‘modern’ Maori

designer, as a rule, thinks of himself as good as, or better than, his predecessor. … The diffi-

culty of carrying a complicated design … in the mind, has led to the gradual disappearance of

all the finer patterns; while those that remain are too often adulterated with diamonds, clubs,

and other glaring signs of contact with the pakeha. As a rule, too, the Maori artist is singularly

ignorant of his subject, and has positively no idea of producing a new pattern which will be in

keeping with his ancient exemplaries.

From his perspective certainly, Maori were mistaken when they claimed progress for themselves in thinking

that they might be better than their predecessors. Not even the best Maori artists, he believed, were able to

‘free themselves from Pakeha forms of ornamentation, which they have, unconsciously perhaps, assimilated’

(88).
565

Curiously, those early European views seem to be confirmed in the 1980s by Harrison (1988), a master

carver, when he states that much sculptural quality was lost after the advent of European tools, and that the

amount of surface design increased concurrently. ‘Carvings became smothered with surface work, showing

564
Seamen, at the same time, took to receiving body and arm tattoos as a memento of their visits to New Zealand
(79), the local contribution to the more general tendency of Western tattooing which, as Gell (1993: 10) writes,
‘originated as a consequence of European expansion into the Pacific’. The interest in moko has never ceased. A
1996 AA files publication (Leatherbarrow & Mostafavi, 1996) still reuses Owen Jones’ (1987) depiction of a Maori
head with moko. It reminds me of Brantlinger’s (1985: 184) notes on cannibalism which ‘was not an important
theme in British writing about Africa before mid-century. But “in the imperial period writers were far more addicted to
tales of cannibalism than ... Africans ever were to cannibalism.” ... The more that Europeans dominated Africans,
the more “savage” Africans came to seem; cannibalism represented the nadir of savagery, more extreme even than
slavery (which, of course, a number of “civilized” nations practised through much of the nineteenth century)’.

565
See Panoho (1996: 23) on purity as a form of Western nostalgia.
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little respect for the beautiful medium wood.’
566

Together with the sculptural aspect of depth, patterns also

lost their ‘ideographical and mnemonic significance … with the advent of reading and writing’ (19).
567

In

Neich’s view (1993: 143) carvings became, under the influence of preservationist European attitudes and

patronage, self-consciously traditional and art produced in that situation became detached, rigid, and aca-

demic with little innovation. What there was in terms of innovation was mostly ‘channelled to produce a very

neat, perfectly symmetrical, highly detailed art with more surface decoration than previously’.
568

Neich ob-

serves that almost simultaneously, however, figurative painting was beginning to be used for cultural politics.

In many meeting houses after the 1870s, it came to signify the history and specificity of particular hapu, thus

strengthening group identities. Neich believes that these histories were often quickly forgotten again because

they were new and unstructured (150).
569

Almost every meeting house ‘with figurative paintings now includes

some paintings whose meanings are lost. … This lost meaning is especially puzzling and frustrating for the

people who own these houses and are now proudly restoring and renovating them’. Later, the ‘emergence of

an independent creative artist’ might have made an impact, since, as Grabar (1992: 154) notes, the ‘penalty

of freedom in the arts is loss of meaning. Its reward is accessibility to all’. Different from Williams though,

who perceived of Maori culture as decaying after the Fatal Impact, Harrison maintains (in this respect close

to Eco) that despite the loss of meaning in many cases, ‘[s]ome of the meanings are still known today and

new symbols are beginning to appear to express new ideas’ (1988: 19).

It appears that the ‘mourning’ for lost meaning is primarily a modern Western phenomenon, and this is where

the potential danger lies. The Western commodity approach to ornament and meaning has been described

by Eco above, and Root (1996: 33) adds that ‘Westerners with rarefied tastes’ want access to art forms and

‘amusingly costumed people’ for the sake of their own consumption.

The nostalgia for the old ways was, and in many respects continues to be, no more than regret

for the loss of aesthetic styles, not for the loss of the social, political, economic, and ceremonial

institutions on which the aesthetic traditions were dependent and through which meaning was

achieved.

Within New Zealand, a lack of awareness of conflict on the part of Pakeha who prefer ‘to feel that relations

between [their] own race and the Maori are on a thoroughly satisfactory basis’ (Burdon in McLintock, 1966b:

676) is prone to aggravate this situation. What contributes to this misconception is a rather unclear and su-

perficial understanding of New Zealand and colonial history. This history is characterised by particular types

of changes and periods of rapid transition. It is now time to look at those processes in more detail.

566
The church in Tikitiki seems to illustrate his point: the carvings are non-sculptural and pervasive in comparison with
some meeting houses in the same area. I have always speculated, however, that (for those who are able to read
them) some important messages might perhaps now reside between, rather than behind the figures. Some notes in
Harrison’s statement seem to be in harmony with modernist values (such as material honesty and purity of form)
and the trope of ‘smothering ornament’ has been used frequently in Western discourses.

567
However, Neich (1993: 142) cites Meade’s encounter with Arawa people in 1864 who showed him a post with a
carved representation but made the point that ‘these carvings were intended only for symbols, not portraits’. This
would indicate that at the time the symbolic relevance of carvings was still paramount.

568
Neich also notes that payment by Europeans was based entirely on formal qualities of the works, since ‘Europeans
either did not understand or were not interested in the deeper connotational meanings of carvings. Europeans also
frequently directed carvers to copy older pieces, usually from photographs, sometimes from museum specimens,
regardless of whether these older pieces came from the same or different style areas’ (144).

569
Another way to put this might be that the rate of change did not allow new interpretations to settle and become
familiar and accessible to all members of a hapu.
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VIII Transition and Change 

While I had expected changes of the status of symbol and ornament to be dependent on transitional proc-

esses across different forms of communication and perception, social and cultural transitions became in-

creasingly important in my research. This is so because of the peculiar spin which ornament in Aotearoa

acquires due to the crossover of quite different cultural perspectives and practices, and particularly so be-

cause of the antagonism between them, which is the product of colonial and neo-colonial politics.

Western hegemony in Aotearoa was prepared by missionaries, legitimised by politicians and the judiciary,

and enforced by the military. European settlers, despite their diversity, shared common ground in the as-

sumption that their culture was inherently better, and therefore the one to prevail in the future. Maori groups,

despite their differences, came to share the common experience of loss of ‘the social, political, economic,

and ceremonial institutions on which the aesthetic traditions’ and the construction and mediation of meaning

depended on for them (Root, 1996: 33). While more aspects of Maori culture may have been retained in

changed forms than is commonly recognised,
570

Maori experiences seem so far dominated by collective and

personal loss. Thus, while – in reference to the dictionary definition of transition571
– Pakeha as a group

would have experienced a ‘passage leading from one section … to another’, or even partially a gradual ‘de-

velopment, or evolution from one form … or style to another’, Maori as a group are more likely to have ex-

perienced ‘an abrupt change’. In important ways, although both loss and gain were part of the experiences of

both groups, Pakeha expected and often experienced ‘gain’.
572

Maori, who also expected to gain from the

changes, found that their experience was over long periods primarily one of ‘loss’. This difference in experi-

ence influenced the changes that subsequently took place in relationships around symbols and ornaments.

The colonial history of New Zealand in turn is linked to a larger cultural and socio-economic process of tran-

sition in Europe, which impacted deeply on the internal and external organisation of communities and

groups. In a very short time, the mode of production and the system of distribution changed significantly, and

the role of institutions changed along with them.
573

Many immigrants to New Zealand were emigrants from

other countries precisely for this reason.
574

Social and cultural change altered the way in which individuals saw themselves and their relationship with

the world. These transitions were long-term processes in Europe – their impact on the social and cultural

substrate in Aotearoa was more acute. While amongst the settlers ‘Master was still Master, and Jack was

still Jack’ (Belich, 1996: 321),
575

class boundaries (but not their core) blurred more rapidly and extensively

than they had already started to in England. Belich describes how ‘cultural baggage’ was selected and dis-

carded equally by the higher and lower classes (291, 330) within settler society.
576

The use of symbols and

ornaments in the transition across social boundaries, and following the transition to a new colonial situation,

would have changed with the customs. Similar transitional processes took place between the cultures: both

570
See Panoho (1996) and Barcham (2000: 143).

571
See p. 50.

572
See Belich (1996: 279ff).

573
See p. 52.

574
See Belich (1996: 289).

575
In England, for example, ‘servants … were … considered to be invisible – an attitude of mind that came more natu-
rally with practice’ (Fermor-Hesketh, 1986: 191). Belich notes that this was less easy in New Zealand and that
many social practices were oriented around the avoidance of obvious servant/master relationships.
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Maori and Pakeha used elements of ‘the other culture’ from the beginning. However, there was an unequal

balance in the cultural exchange: while missionaries and state officials interfered regularly with Maori cultural

production,
577

the opposite was not the case. Appropriation, too, was soon practised on different grounds.

Maori used European symbols and ornaments, and some Maori leaders appropriated and transformed them

for their own purposes of political and cultural resistance (McKay, 1995: 1). However, there was a significant

difference in perspective: the Pakeha public, institutions and scholars assumed ownership of Maori culture

from the height of their own sense of superiority, but without a sense of restriction. Even the self-imposed

‘white man’s burden’ to ‘preserve’ Maori culture is a precise reflection of the general (im)balance of power

between the Treaty partners, and in many instances a violation of the Treaty itself.

These social facts inevitably shaped other transition processes I was interested in, namely those of commu-

nication and reception. While my main interest at the beginning was in transition processes involving verbal

and visual communication, the focus increasingly shifted to specific questions of the mediation of meaning in

such fraught cross-cultural conversations. However, in the current situation, where Pakeha and Maori alike

are increasingly affected by the changes brought about by commodification and globalisation
578

they begin to

share – although in different ways – some similarities in their experiences of culture.

Thus, transitions with regard to meaning and ornament involve elements of form, space, time, and power.

They are particularly interesting where those aspects coincide, even though, for simplicity’s sake, I will have

to keep them largely separate here and address them in turn. First, I will look into the different modes of per-

ception which mediate our experience and understanding of the world. Subsequently, I will discuss the im-

pact that the process of modernisation has had on the internal and external organisation of socio-cultural

forms of life; and finally, the two processes which bring people together and divide them at the same time,

colonisation and globalisation.

1 Modes of perception

I had expected the transition from different modes of perception and expression to affect the status and

meaning of ornaments as they are used in different situations. Conceptually, this expectation was indeed

confirmed, although I was unable to systematically adduce specific empirical evidence. Different concepts of

image-word relationships seem to govern different attitudes to ornament and ornamental context. Images are

sometimes seen as standing by themselves and are evaluated in formal ways devoid of contextual proper-

ties. The image in this view is almost an empty formula, which can be filled with different contents at random.

In my research this attitude was most often observable in theoretical discussions and marketing contexts. On

the other hand, images are also seen as conveying many associations, like metaphors. In yet other views,

images are inscribed in a larger context, which embraces history, cultural practice, a succession of events,

576
However, there might have been less class conflict in early New Zealand than it sometimes seems, for as Allen
(1986: 32) notes, ‘[t]he phenomenon of British colonial expansion and settlement, so often portrayed as a proletar-
ian experience, is essentially the history of the British middle classes on the move’.

577
‘Explicit in the dialogue between Williams and the Poverty Bay carvers is dialectical contestation over ideological
order. The voice of the church presumes a Christian omnipotence in its demand for the eradication of idolatrous im-
agery and the voice of the Maori is grounded within a customary system of genealogical signification that perceives
the tiki and the manaia as the purveyors of cultural order within the realm of artistic representation.’ (Jahnke, 1995:
18) See also p. 256 about the Tohunga Suppression Act.

578
See pp. 265 and 257.
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and tradition. In these cases, images are more likely to be considered to supply specific but complex local

meanings. Thus, the image-word relationship generates rather different evaluations in different contexts.

While much of contemporary discourse on art and images treats their manifestations as texts that can be

read, I am convinced that this method is valid only insofar as the interest is primarily in the (social or theo-

retical) discourses which they are part of, and which they in turn influence. There is, I believe, a fundamental

difference between images and words despite all that they might otherwise share (e.g. historical and social

contexts, or distribution channels). I am inclined to share Lyotard’s position, as it is summarised by Lash, and

supported by, for instance, Lorenzer.
579

Much of this position was first advocated by Langer, who argued that

art (and this includes poetry, music and the visual arts) is different from everyday or theoretical discourses

due to its emphasis on non-discursive forms of meaning.
580

Similarly, Lyotard’s understanding (1970: 69) of

‘the discursive’ in language is that it is a form of energy discharge of the ego ‘according to the reality princi-

ple’ (Lash, 1988: 316) through transformation and verbalisation, typical of the secondary processes. By con-

trast, energy is discharged and desire fulfilled in the primary processes through cathexis,

through investment in ‘perceptual memories’. Lyotard further clarifies this distinction in discus-

sion of fantasies and hallucinations. He observes that fantasies operate like the primary process

in that they ‘fulfil desire’ without the transformation of external reality but instead through the

cathexis of, for example, the perceptual memory (image) of an organ. And hallucination resem-

bles the primary process in that again energy is discharged through investment in perceptual

memories, through the displacement of energy from what Lyotard calls the ‘verbal-motor’ end of

the psychic apparatus to the perceptual end (316).
581

Lyotard’s view takes exception to Lacan’s dictum that the unconscious is structured like a language and ar-

gues that it is best understood by looking precisely at how it is different from language. Lash suspects that

the adoption of Lacanian approaches in culture studies, with their emphasis on language analogies, might

have ‘prevented the establishment of important distinctions between cultural forms’ (316). For example, im-

ages partially signify as icons and thereby often differ less from referents than words as linguistic signifiers

(318).
582

Lash (1992: 5) sees in Lyotard’s endorsement of figural signification a form of cultural de-differentiation.
583

High modernism in many important spheres has promoted thought over perception and discursive over fig-

ural communication, to the extent that the visual itself has become ‘colonized by cognition’ (5). Whereas this

development within modernisation was pronounced in dominant spheres of Western societies, it never fully

succeeded even there.
584

579
See p. 89.

580
See p. 96ff.

581
A student gave testimony of these differences, and of the difficulties resulting from it for students within the current
education system, see p. 396.

582
Benjamin (1974b: 645) remarks about the relationship of the discursive with imagination: ‘The ever-readiness of
voluntary discursive memory which is supported by reproductive technology diminishes the play of fantasy’.

583
See p. 215ff.

584
Lash mentions other types of modernism (‘low modernisms’, Berman) which have existed side by side with the
dominant mode: those of Baudelaire rather than Rousseau, Hieronymus Bosch rather than classicism and neo-
classicisms, Simmel rather than Durkheim (2). See also p. 211.
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Only images in the mind vitalize the will. The mere word, by contrast, at most inflames it, to

leave it smoldering. There is no intact will without exact pictorial imagination (Benjamin in Buck-

Morss, 1989: 290).

On the level of everyday life it is plain that only a minority in Western societies practice the preachings of

high modernism, and that the majority are more concerned with the ‘here and now’, both in historical and

autobiographical terms (Bourdieu, 1984: 32; Kellner, 1992: 150). Nevertheless, the differentiation and auto-

nomisation of different spheres of life (and of individuals) associated with modernisation are empirically

observable. So much so, that modernity itself has become ‘traditional’, ‘after six generations of nearly com-

plete dominance as the organizing force in social institutions and practices’ (Luke, 1996: 117).

Similarly, however vague and inconsistent the prevailing descriptions of postmodernism might be, and how-

ever unsuitable the linguistic term, there are more recent developments that partially point in a direction of

de-differentiation despite lengthening chains of interdependence (Elias, 1936b: 187). Lash (1988: 333) pro-

vides an intriguing interpretation of such observations:

Suppose we were to begin with a crude distinction of ‘social nature’ and ‘social culture’ ... the

cultural history of the West (and not only the West) could be captured by a process in which the

totality of ‘social facts’ comes to be comprised of an increasingly greater proportion of ‘cultural’

facts and an increasingly smaller proportion of ‘natural’ facts. At a certain juncture (the onset of

modernism?) in such a chronology, cultural facts would accumulate to a point at which they

could no longer be considered solely as representations, and the whole problem of their proper

materiality and hence character as representations would have to be taken seriously. This

would also be the time of the fullest differentiation and autonomization of cultural facts. At some

later point in time in this scenario (especially with the mechanical and then electronic production

and reproduction of representations), cultural facts would become so pervasive that they would

come to challenge ‘natural facts’ for hegemony, and would even to some extent constitute the

norm. What would be problematized is, not as in modernism, the character of representations,

but the character of reality itself.

Responses to this challenge to reality itself are ambivalent. While some participants in the research projects

regarded images as ‘mere images’ and thereby implied their separateness from a ‘real’ reality, others did not

draw a demarcation line between reality and representation but saw the two as differently constituted and

mutually dependent spheres. This view of the relationship between images and reality was most pronounced

in the comments of Maori participants in the project about the use of Maori cultural images.
585

How some visualisations can become problematic in contested fields was illustrated in one of the case stud-

ies in that project.
586

In that case, the use of cartoons to convey messages about the pre-colonial history of a

geographical region close to Auckland raised some Maori individuals’ concerns. The designer in charge of

the project was initially cynical about their reactions, but soon realised there is a prevailing sense of mistrust

amongst many people regarding cartoons, regardless of cultural affiliations. Some aspects typical of car-

toons, namely caricature, oversimplification, stereotyping, and exaggeration will understandably provoke

suspicion on the part of those who might feel exposed in a situation of conflict. The design team took these

585
See The use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design, p. 312ff.

586
See p. 352.
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considerations seriously in their re-design, and the resulting cartoons seemed to avoid the pitfalls of the

original ones. Thus, visual expressions carry with them important aspects that go beyond their appearances

and that cannot be conceived of except in their social and cultural context.
587

Interestingly, another non-

Maori professional dealing with images admitted that she had never really given the difference between

manifest and latent contents of an image much thought.
588

In the same project, a design educator who came to New Zealand from Canada elaborated on the fact that

‘global culture’ is becoming increasingly visual through media such as television. He believes that we are at

present in a ‘period of transition between a literate culture and a visual culture’
589

and that young people are

‘incredibly visually sophisticated in one sense, and yet literally unsophisticated in another sense that has to

do with meaning and thinking; because visual thinking is very different from literate thinking’. Visual, in his

view, is equated with ‘intuitive’ while literate ideas are ‘obliged to be “logical” or at least “reasonable”’ (in

Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 33). In his view, the orality of Maori culture combines with use and

investment of ‘great meaning’ in visual artefacts, and thus constitutes a culture which differs from Western

high culture of the last centuries. ‘Televisual culture’, albeit in a completely different form, also uses orality

and images. While he suspects the process of ‘reasoning’ to be entirely different in those two cultural prac-

tices, they share the use of language and images for communication, and ‘[v]isual communication through

visual artefacts is very different from, literate, verbal, symbolic communication’.

When Wickliffe (2000: 134) remarks that ‘Maori culture and identity converge in … oral visualisations of the

tribe and can form the collective basis for nation-building’ and that ‘oratory, the Maori language, songs, litera-

ture, symbols, arts, customs and education have been used to maintain Maori identity’,
590

this indicates that

other modes of perception, with different forms of transition, may be operative in Maori culture. There is of

course no certainty about this, since not enough conversations about this particular topic have yet taken

place between those who are intimately familiar with Maori culture and those who are not. However, it is

quite possible that this description of modes of perception, based on a different tradition of descent, does not

only refer to the level of language-games, but also to the forms of life they are based on.
591

The difficulties we have as people whose perception has been formed in prevailing parameters of ‘mind over

matter’ and ‘thought over perception’ seems to be one that is related to a prior conceptual separation of

these – for us – contrasting modes of perception. However, this separation – and the privileging of one over

the other – is not a natural given. If postmodernism privileges the figural over the discursive, that is in some

ways only a turning of the tables: the relationship is still held within a framework of biased separation in fa-

vour of one over the other mode. It continues the differentiation Lash surmises for the realm of modes of

expression.

587
Another example would be the public reaction to the felling of the pine on Maunga Kiekie (One Tree Hill); see
Walker (1996b: 94, 141) and Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999: 34).

588
‘I’ve never thought of it like that. One is a visual expression, and the other one is what people perceive from that
image.’ (A@303 Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 32)

589
This seems to be a historical counter-movement. Snodin (1996: 160) observes that ‘[i]ncreasing literacy in nine-
teenth-century England meant that pictorial signs gave way to lettering of all kinds and there has been a revival of
the painted sign in Britain only since the 1930s …’.

590
This might even apply to images that have already undergone a transition into another cultural sphere. Bell (1999:
183) ventures a suggestion that Goldie’s paintings of Maori persons, whose intended audiences at the time ‘would
have been exclusively Pakeha’, might be highly regarded by Maori because they escape full Pakeha appropriation
and ‘can, in particular contexts of use represent not loss and subordination, but continuing difference and resis-
tance to assimilation’.

591
See p. 215 and p. 18.
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Benjamin (1974b: 478) held that the changes affecting modes of expression and reception are not limited to

cognition, but that the perceptual apparatus itself necessarily and fundamentally changes along with other

historical transformations,
592

such as de-traditionalisation under the influence of modernising processes.

2 Tradition and Modernisation

In his famous essay ‘The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction’, Benjamin (1974b) argues that

‘the originality of the work of art is identical with its embeddedness into the context of tradition. This tradition

itself, of course, is something quite alive, something extraordinarily variable’ (480). In these traditions, au-

thoritative positions can be radically challenged and even reversed, but for that to happen, they have to be

passed on first of all. Benjamin regards modern technologies of reproduction – starting with the lithograph

and in his time ending with film – as a ‘sweeping liquidation’, a ‘concussion’ of tradition (477). With the de-

struction of the aura, and thereby also of memory (644), the transmissibility of tradition is endangered.

While artistic works have changed in appearance and status over the course of western history, what they

retained up to the point of their mechanical reproduction is what Benjamin calls their aura – their uniqueness

within the context of tradition from which they grew and within which they acted.
593

It was when art was under

threat of the extinction of aura, that the theory (Benjamin calls it theology) of l’art pour l’art was conceived.

This, in turn, led to the promotion of pure art, which not only rejects ‘any social function, but also any deter-

mination through an objective motif’ (Benjamin, 1974b: 481).

The cult value of the image finds its last sanctuary in the cultivation of memory of the distant or

dead beloved ones. It is in the fleeting expression on a human face in the early photographs

that the aura is present for the last time (485).

The change from cult value to exhibition value of a work of art ran in parallel with the change from use value

to exchange value, which affected art works within a growing art market. Brecht considered such changes so

fundamental that the very term ‘art’ became problematic. Once a work of art has been commodified,

we must cautiously and carefully omit this term, unless we want to simultaneously liquidate the

function of the thing itself, … what is happening to it here will change it from the ground up, it

will blot out its past to such a degree that were the old term to be picked up again … no memory

of the thing it once designated will be called up (Brecht quoted in Benjamin, 1974b: 484).

Almost seventy years later, Dibia (in Wilson, 2000a: 25) makes reference to the relationship between spiritu-

ality and the commodification of culture. Asked by a journalist what he believed the impact of Western tour-

ism meant for Balinese culture, and what might protect it from corruption, he replies that

Balinese Hindu people live a very spiritual life … and this is the root of our very existence. If

something new is created or adopted, it is done in relation to existing spiritual principles. … if

592
Jameson (1990: 80-4) postulates the same for the advent of postmodernism, for example in his description of the
Bonaventura Hotel.

593
Benjamin (1969a: 154) defines aura through an analogy with natural phenomena: it is ‘a unique appearance of a
distance, however close it may be. When resting on a summer afternoon, tracing the crest of a mountain range
against the horizon or a branch that casts its shadow on the resting person – that means to breathe the aura of
these mountains, of this branch’. ‘The experience of aura rests … on the transferral of a common form of reaction in
human society onto the relationship of the non-living or nature with man. The person who is looked at, or feels him-
self looked at, returns the gaze. To experience the aura of an appearance means to grant it the ability to look back.’
(1969d: 234)
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our culture were to be ruined it would be because the Balinese have given up their Hindu be-

liefs; I believe that can never happen.

Benjamin (1974b: 481) points out that with the increasing secularisation of art within Western history, ‘the

uniqueness of the concepts’ inherent in the picture is replaced by the ‘empirical uniqueness of the picture

maker or his creative achievement’.
594

But even this condition of authenticity was already endangered out-

side of the narrow sphere of fine arts. Changes in the mode of production in Europe, induced by capitalist

economies and technological capabilities, had at the time of his writing already largely obliterated the ways

of making typical of artisans and trade people. Urbanisation, division of labour, specialisation and market

production had changed large sectors of society, and ways of making were less and less connected to tradi-

tions or particular local contexts – let alone spirituality. Science had already ‘displaced religion as the

grounds of intellectual authority and truth claims’ and ‘anonymous individualism came to be circumscribed by

the cultural homogeneity and commonality of popular … consumption’ (Goldberg, 1993: 44).

The political stabilisation of states and a commitment to ‘the bureaucratic rationality of orderliness and eco-

nomic efficiency’ (Goldberg, 1993: 44) led to an increasing promotion of division and exclusion.
595

The trans-

formations in social relationships involved in these changes have been placed in the context of the civilising

process by Elias (1936b; 1936a).

2.1 The process of civilisation

Elias describes the long-term process of Western civilisation as one of increasing control of affects, with the

bourgeois class taking this development further than ever before. Affects threaten to disturb its avowed so-

cial organisation, based as it is on rationality, reliability and productivity. However, the control of affects is

never an easy task. The less it has become naturalised as social and individual practice, the greater the

temptation and need to suppress affects in order to sustain control of a still precarious rationality. Accord-

ingly, the bourgeois class situated itself rhetorically as the opponent, and superior, to two different ends of a

spectrum. On one hand, an ideological line of demarcation was drawn against the predecessors in power –

the European aristocracy, which was classified as degenerate. On the other, a stand was taken against a

cluster of separate groups – proletarians, savages, and women in the main – who were seen to have the

potential of undermining the bourgeois power base from beneath, within or without. All of them were declas-

sified as less able or less developed. These polemics of supremacy went hand in hand with a projection of

all undesirable internal wishes, fantasies and drives (potential threats to the white, male middle-class value

system of instrumental rationality) onto cultural groups declared to be inferior.
596

594
This is, however, ‘never achieved without residue; the term “authenticity” never ceases to refer beyond that of au-
thentic provenance’ (481).

595
‘The nineteenth-century “economic miracle” … brought with it political solidification of the state. The forces of state
were no longer directed just at the native barriers to colonial extension but were quickly employed to promote divi-
sion and exclusion, domination and violence internally, within the structures of the colonizing societies. By the turn
of the nineteenth century, utilizing scientific and technological developments, the metropolis had internalized some
of the dynamics of colonialism to institute and maintain the intersection of clear class lines and racialized metropoli-
tan ghettos.’ (Goldberg, 1993: 44)

596
Brantlinger (1985: 196) notes that Europeans continually displaced ‘their own “savage” impulses onto Africans. Just
as the social class fantasies of Victorians ... often express the fear of falling onto the abyss of poverty, so the myth
of the Dark Continent contains the submerged fear of falling out of the light, down the long coal chute of social and
moral regression. In both cases, the fear of backsliding has a powerful sexual dimension. If, as Freud argued, civili-
zation is based on the repression of instincts and if the demands of repression become excessive, then civilization
itself is liable to break down’. For a connection with ornament, see p. 93.
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Elias (1936b: 49) notes that the attitude to ‘simple people’, and in particular to their most marked exponents,

the ‘savages’, was symbolic of the way members of the middle class positioned themselves in internal social

negotiations from the second half of the eighteenth century.
597

Soon thereafter, Mirabeau created the an-

tithesis of the homme civilisé, civilised man. Civilisation as a concept came to represent the achievements of

national societies, particularly the English and the French, and with them the achievements of the ascending

middle classes. At the same time, it also became the motto and legitimation for national expansion and colo-

nisation (63). From this moment, the process of civilisation within those societies was perceived as complete

and members saw themselves as carriers of a stabilised and consummate civilisation. The awareness of a

process of civilisation barely extended to the past, and certainly not to the present. But in this process a

separating wall ‘continually grew between man and man: shame … which was constructed through condi-

tioning, between body and body’ (230). Children and young people were increasingly perceived as different,

as not yet having acquired that threshold of shame typical of civilised society. Like the ‘savages’, they were

seen to be closer to nature and in need of conditioning to control their affective economies (228). And, like

their parents before them, they had to learn that there are two sides to human lives: the public sphere where

certain affects may not be displayed, and the private sphere where they may be experienced, if only in secret

(261). Private and public standards of conduct were different, and this differentiation had a formative influ-

ence on the psychic constitution of the subject. At this level, a corresponding separation contributed to the

phenomena which Freud described as unconscious and conscious. In Western civilisation, the separation

within the subject corresponds to the specific bifurcation of behaviour enforced by civilised society (263).

From the nineteenth century, the term civilisation thus came to express the self-consciousness of social

groups who regarded their identities and territories as stable (4). An assumption is buried in the term that

there are no differences between people, and that the standards achieved within civilised nations are univer-

sal. Civilisation draws together all that which European societies in the last two or three hundred years be-

lieved to make them more advanced than ‘primitive’ contemporary societies: political, economic, religious,

technological, moral and social achievements (1-2).
598

However, a static concept of civilisation denies – and

is perhaps intended to deny – the internal dynamics and conflicts which take place in the process. Civilised

societies are not essentially harmonious, and are not only disturbed when particular groups or individuals

deliberately create conflict. Tension and conflict – as much as the fabric of interdependencies – are integral

to the structure of civilised societies (Elias, 1936a: 387).

In the face of such tensions, an important aspect of nation building is the creation of a sense of unity around

central themes. Myth making has regularly been employed for this purpose,
599

and much discourse about

nationality invokes shared tradition.
600

Traditions can be abused: Bloch (1991: 55) wrote in 1935 that the

German state employed traditionality for its fascist propaganda. But he simultaneously cautioned against

writing the power of tradition off as a solely reactionary force. After all, the appeals made – however vicious

their purpose – did link up with the reality of many people, specifically in rural areas.
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For the confluence of ‘lumpen proletariat’ with ‘unsalvageable savages’ as social antitypes, see Belich (1996: 289).

598
In contradistinction, Elias defines the equivalent German term Kultur (culture) as concerning centrally ‘intellectual,
artistic, and religious facts’ and as having a ‘strong tendency to draw a separation between facts of this nature on
the one hand, and political, economic and social factors on the other’ (3).
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See p. 113.

600
See p. 219.
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Remote places here seem particularly instructive, since they show cultural ground water which

lies only deeper elsewhere. Chests are still made in Gothic form by the village carpenter for

present couples with a modern date of the year, not as a fake, but as if by his father, great-

grandfather and the old folk too (100).

Thus, the discourse of nation refers to ‘familiar things’ such as ‘family, home and hearth, institutions, habits,

idiosyncrasies, a local sense of place – and writes them large as global, “corporate’ identity”’ (Wetherell &

Potter, 1992: 141) for all members of the nation state. In its search for unifying commonality, it ‘articulates

the sense of a “we” travelling together through time, acting collectively in our own space, with a common

fate’. Out of this, an ideal of national character is constructed with a ‘set of personality traits and attitudes

which people share in common, distinct from others … and … a framework of rituals, icons, anthems and

flags’.

Even nation states who have developed comparatively continuously from regional figurations into centralised

corporations over long periods of time (and thus might be more integrated in terms of their identification with

territory and shared national characteristics) still have to deal with internal conflicts of social difference. Elias

emphasises, for example, that groups who live continuously under extreme limitations cannot behave ‘civi-

lised’. ‘A relatively high standard of living, and a relatively high measure of security’, are essential ‘for the

cultivation and maintenance of a stable superego configuration’ (1936a: 387: 422). Thus, within Western

societies, some groups find it easier to maintain ‘civilised and rational standards’ than others. Those others

are in a sense trapped, for they cannot withdraw from a social environment that demands self-control

through ‘social entanglement, division of labour, market mechanisms and competition’ (1936b: 207).

Long before Bourdieu, Elias noted the importance of cultural capital,
601

and observed that members of a so-

ciety who try to ‘assimilate upwards’ are often ‘insecure in their behaviour and taste’, and display a tendency

of what Elias innocently terms ‘kitsch’. To him, this manifestation of social difference organised around cul-

ture demonstrates the impossibility of complete assimilation (1936a: 426-7). As long as different groups and

individuals feel tensions and anxieties vis à vis the larger context of social dependencies; as long as they

cannot find a balance between their personal desires and needs and the social tasks and demands on them,

it would be wrong for societies to consider themselves as civilised. At best one could say ‘Civilisation is not

yet completed, it is only becoming’ (454).
602

2.2 Modernisation and detraditionalisation

Many of the theoretical contributions to the process of modernisation have concentrated on the antinomy

between tradition and modernity, and community and society. Luke (1996: 109), in an effort to get out of this

notorious and entrenched opposition between tradition and modernity, examines various accounts of this

‘contradictory couplet’. Gross, in The Past in Ruins, for example, observes that traditions have survived in

‘disconnected pockets of resistance’ in Western societies. Luke, paraphrasing Gross, locates these pockets

at the center of society, in religious, educational, political, and cultural institutions; at the periph-

ery of society, in ethnic enclaves, rural areas, or urban bohemias; at the cracks and interstices

601
See Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital on p. 81.
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of society, in family practices, kinship institutions, or personal emotional ties;
603

and in the un-

derground of society, where religious sects, linguistic minorities, tribal groups, secret societies,

and revolutionary political movements operate (113).

As Luke points out, there are not many places left in this account where traditions do not survive, so that

they thrive ‘almost everywhere except in those undetermined sites [Gross] places above ground, inside the

margins, along the cracks, and not quite in the center’ (113). Thus, the argument about tradition and moder-

nity, community and society, is not the ‘Us’ versus ‘Them’ issue as it is often construed. From an orthodox

perspective, tradition is seen as closed, regulatory, organically grown sets of rules that are timeless and refer

to a natural order, while modernity is interpreted as the creation of individual and reflexive subjects (111).

From this perspective, tradition is stable but confining; modernity is open, confusing and fragmented, but

liberating. Tradition is usually located with ‘Them’ whereas modernity is what ‘We’ in the West, perhaps un-

comfortably, find ourselves in. The continuous opposition of tradition and modernity can be read as ‘a con-

tradictory archive of political struggle, cultural nostalgia, social surveillance, and moral remorse’ (211).

Benjamin (in McCole, 1993: 2) conversely saw tradition, in collective as well as in private lives, as constituted

‘less out of individual facts firmly fixed in memory than of accumulated, often unconscious data that flow to-

gether in memory’. This process of cultural transmission does not only include the formulation and stabilisa-

tion of values and practices, but also their contestation. ‘In every era the attempt must be made anew to

wrest tradition away from a conformism that is about to overpower it’ (in Buck-Morss, 1989: 335). There is,

indeed, a difference between tradition and traditionalism:

whereas tradition is the living faith of the dead, traditionalism is the dead faith of the living. A liv-

ing tradition is never a programme for automatic moral judgements. It is always in a continuous

process of reinterpretation and reappropriation. Such a process assumes, however, that tradi-

tion has enough authority for the search for its present meaning to be publicly pursued as a

common project (Bellah et.al quoted in Shotter, 1993: 171).

This is hardly the case in many of the societies we think of when we use terms such as modern or Western.

These societies have indeed been changed by ‘the pace of historical change [and] increasing mechanization’

(Spencer, 1985: 69). A tendency in those societies to ‘replace identity derived from tradition with homogeni-

zation through mass-production … contributed to the sense of being trapped within a present which was cut

adrift from the past’ (69). The speed at which change continues to occur and be implemented also has con-

sequences for cultural production (Alexander, 1964: 39-40). In societies where cultural production is based

on common traditions and forms, basic forms and motifs are developed through minor changes over ex-

tended periods of time (110). These processes are thereby capable of reflecting collective feeling and mem-

ory. Conversely, in what Langer (1953) calls ‘footloose societies’,

nothing is inviolate long enough to be governed by one clear feeling and to be really expressive

of it. … One filling station affects the style of the Taj Mahal, the next adapts itself to colonial sur-

roundings, a third is a halfhearted pagoda, and next to it the gas pumps line up solemnly before

a Swiss chalet. And we go about ‘liking’ this and not that, and believing we ought to ‘like’ the

602
Elias originally wrote his book in 1936. While much of his insight is valuable today, it seems that the reservations
about the values and possibilities of civilisation in different contexts he had at the time became more pronounced
later; see for example Elias (1991).
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fifth sample, a functionally placed ark of glass and concrete, because it is American, modern,

‘our’ tradition, etc. etc. (53).

The Western subject, cut loose from the past and uncertain

about both present and future, as much as about identity,

has often been described as mourning the loss of meaning

and tradition (Lyotard in Reijen & Veerman, 1988: 291).

Empirically, this sense of loss can take various intensities

and forms, and it is perhaps less pervasive than some writ-

ers assume. However, a certain tradition-envy vis à vis

societies that are seen as having escaped this loss and

retained their traditions intact is observable.

It has for some time led to attempts of appropriating tradi-

tions not through participation, but through consumption.

This consumption is reactive; the consumer ‘wants to hold

on to belief and values, without being able any longer to

hold them to be valid for himself’ (Sloterdijk, 1983: 784).

Stallybrass and White (1986: 172-8) trace the history of

these practices within European society. In the late nine-

teenth century, the middle classes rejected local carnival

traditions and consequently ‘[t]he great absentee at the banquet of civilization is the wild man, but it is evi-

dent that it is from the gap which is left by his expulsion that models of civilized man are formed’ (Bartra,

1991: 104). While models of civilised personality were formed around the gap, the empirical persons en-

gaged in a ‘compensatory plundering of ethnographic material – masks, rituals, symbols – from colonized

cultures’ (Stallybrass & White, 1986: 172), simultaneously disavowing and appropriating traditions.

Rathenau (in Sloterdijk, 1983: 784) observed in 1912 how the consumer

aspires to cunningly regain what he has lost, and plants little sanctuaries into his mechanised

world, as one plants roof gardens on top of factory buildings. From the inventory of times, he

picks up a natural cult here, a superstition there, a communal life, an artificial naivety, a false

serenity, an ideal of strength, an art of the future, a purified Christianity, a sentimental tradition-

alism, a stylisation. Half believing, half lying, devotion is paid for a while until fashion and bore-

dom kill the idol.

Sixty years later, Holz (1972: 67) offers a similar interpretation of tourism which – with little change – is still

applicable today. He suggests that, when tourists are not bored it is probably because – in spite of their en-

counters with remnants of the past – they are never confronted with authentic tradition. To realise the in-

commensurability of the objects or events of history they observe would

would soon fuse amazement about the difference of perception of different times with the bore-

dom and lack of interest vis à vis the incomprehensible. The really foreign tells us nothing, ex-
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For current practices of users in New Zealand, see p. 264ff.

Article in NZ Home and Building
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cept after a long process of translation which … is laborious. … Consumption of tradition is itself

not tradition, for it does not include its assimilation.
604

Differentiation and individualisation, as elements of the process of modernisation, have been held responsi-

ble for the alienation and fragmentation felt by members of Western society. Perhaps the first step was the

separation of inner and outer world (Habermas, 1997a: 83), but subsequently differentiation entailed the

autonomous development of an increasing number of separate spheres of life: religions, science, law, cul-

ture, and economics to name but a few. Continued differentiation not only increased specialisation; at the

same time, the overall context and interconnectedness of life phenomena as much as their theoretical reflec-

tion was broken down. In the nineteenth century, this led to what Lash (1988: 313) calls a ‘discursive’ mod-

ernist sensibility where words gained priority over images, a rationalist view of culture was promulgated, and

the ego of the spectator remains at a distance from the object of observation.
605

Through ‘fragmentation;

marginalization; sublimation; repression’ European traditions of the carnivalesque were extinguished as so-

cial practices (Stallybrass & White, 1986: 176). Stallybrass and White define sublimation as a process of

‘upward displacement through the stratification of discourse’, as both semiosis and social practice. ‘It is in

fact the main mechanism whereby a group … or individual bids for symbolic superiority over others: sublima-

tion is inseparable from strategies of cultural domination’; it represents the ‘validating of one set of social

practices over against others’ (197).
606

The rationalist detachment, not only of spheres from spheres but also of subjects from objects, has little

room for the type of cathexis often accompanying ornamental practices. For that reason, ornament can be

seen as anti-modernist, and it is perhaps of little surprise that the postmodernist ‘figural’ sensibility returns to

ornamental strategies. Here, the figural is visual rather than literary. Practices typical of the de-differentiation

process Lash observes in postmodernism take signifiers in cultural production often from banal and everyday

contexts. They challenge rationalist views of culture and are more interested in what cultural products do,

than what they mean. This approach to culture advocates an extension of the primary processes into the

cultural realm and prefers the spectator’s immersion and a ‘relatively unmediated investment’ of desire in the

cultural object (314).

Hand in hand with differentiation in the social sphere went the individualisation of subjects. As the centrality

of the individual was asserted as part of the values of an increasingly secularised outlook, traditional social

cohesion and integration were increasingly loosened. This process became manifest in aesthetics in the

eighteenth century, when individual expression was opposed to, and privileged over, ‘mere convention’
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See p. 107.
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Lash emphasises that his discursive/modernist and figural/postmodernist models are ideal types which cannot be
found in pure form empirically. For the resulting professional practices of designers, see p. 415.
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Todorov describes strategies of exclusion operating within Western theories of signs and symbols: ‘as it is difficult
to ignore the symbol altogether, we declare that we – normal adult males of the contemporary West – are exempt
from the weaknesses linked to symbolic thought, and that the latter exists only among the others: animals, children,
women, the insane, poets …, savages, our ancestors – who, in turn, know no form of thought but this. … A taboo
that is territorial (savages), temporal (hominoids and children), biological (animals and women), or ideological (the
insane and the artists) has prevented us from admitting the symbolic into our lives and especially into our language.
It is my thesis that descriptions of the “uncivilized” (sauvage) sign (that of others) are uncivilized descriptions of the
symbol (our own)’ (Todorov, 1995: 223). It is worth bearing this distinction in mind with regard to discussions of the
use of Maori images in design: in such practices, the motif proper (the graphic mark) could be classified as a sign.
Its connotations, stories, history, agents, context would make it into a symbol. It is easy to see that Pakeha would
be at a disadvantage in wanting to use Maori cultural images as symbols in a context completely disassociated
from their social and cultural context. And yet, it is exactly their character as symbols that make them attractive to
Pakeha use.
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(Nägele, 1990: 234). It ran parallel with changes on a wider social scale and affected people’s identities. But

identity is not an ahistorical given: a ‘subjective turn’, as well as the notion of authenticity, began at the time

of Rousseau and Herder (Taylor cited in Peters, 1998: 183). These individualising tendencies asserted ‘a

kind of moral importance of our own inner natures’. They ‘have the combined force to displace and under-

mine social hierarchies and socially derived identification, which was the basis of traditional society’ (183). In

the ensuing formation of democratic societies, the representation and protection of identity became the con-

tinuous work of construction for the individualised being (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 78). The scenario in which

identity is constructed in post-traditional societies is, according to Lee (1993: 165), characterised by

the typical social consciousness that is produced from that feeling of ontological absence and

lack which ensues when cultural identity becomes unbridled from the previously fixed, or at

least the relatively stable, class, racial, sexual, religious and other social coordinates that have

traditionally given meaning to an individual’s experience of time and place. It is also the product

of a loss of the social roots and the dissolution of a common cultural heritage that has normally

shaped identity and self-concept, and it is, therefore, the result of the failure to secure a fully

centred subjectivity. As Pfeil argues: ‘just as the vision of the boundlessly dispersed self is

caught up with the fear of dissolution, the flip side of the ease of “breathing” and “staying open”

is the terror of a contingency from which all possibility of eventful significance has been

drained’.

A sense of self is in modernity increasingly derived from the interiorisation of consciousness, characterised

by a ‘privatization of the psyche’. The ‘inward turning, arising from a sense of loss, alienation, isolation, is

also something of a counterbalance to an extreme outward turning set in train by distancing and objectivising

technologies’ (Jenner, 1995b: 34).

Another aspect of differentiation in modernisation is that between the life-world and the system. The term

life-world goes back to Husserl (1970). Schütz (1989) defines the life-world as a complex layering of mean-

ing and social relationships. Eventually, Habermas (1997b: 230f) opposes the life-world to the system. The

life-world is in his configuration the correlative of communicative action, while the system represents the in-

stitutionalised and reified structure of the forces of instrumental reason. The system is separated from the

life-world and develops its own instrumental logic, largely detached from a moral and practical basis. Within

the system, the structure of relationships of exchange are dominant, not the inherent meaning of things that

are exchanged. Meanings are generated not so much through the content of what is being represented in

exchange relationships but more through the form of their representation. While meaning in the system is

therefore arbitrary and parasitical, ‘the category of life-world relates to the question of the meaning of life

rather than to purely material conditions of living together’ (Semsek & Stauth, 1988: 698).

These dichotomies between life-world and system entail the danger of reification.
607

Morris (1996) suggests,

for example, that the dichotomy between the ‘freedom of the individual’ and ‘traditional life’ is based on an

assumption that all communities are of the same type. In order to understand tradition and de-

traditionalisation, he argues, we need a differential understanding of the model ‘community’ (225). Theories
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Lorenzer (1971b: 4809), in a discussion of the Habermasian dichotomy between communicative and instrumental
action, argues that in Habermas’ concept, interaction (communicative action) is not only seen as the opposite to
technologically impoverished work; it is also purged of the element of work altogether. He claims that, by completely
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that ignore the differences between communities fail to recognise that their efforts are in danger of becoming

coercive if they want to be effective (231). In order to develop a more dynamic model of what communities

might be based on, Morris initially uses two heuristic models of community, based on Christian and Jewish

traditions (an analysis which he later expands). In this framework, Christian communities are based on ‘tradi-

tions of assent’, whereas Jewish communities rely on ‘traditions of descent’. These models of communities

represent two fundamentally different types, but these differences are usually ignored by theorists concerned

with communities. In communities of descent, culture and religion overlap significantly, but they are essen-

tially non-missionary while they recognise the possibility of conversion. ‘They look back to the past where

“descent” has its “origin”. Most significantly, descent communities are inherently pluralistic as identity does

not depend on ideology but is vouchsafed by descent’ (238). Conversely, assent communities are ‘new’ and

are oriented mostly towards the ‘future completion of their communion’. Their self-formation is an ongoing

process, in which familial relationships are replaced by metaphorical relationships to ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’.

‘The stress in these communities is on the assent package …. This focus on assent renders this model of

community fanatically anti-pluralistic and intolerant of heretics’ (239). In descent communities identity is

granted by birth, and therefore almost non-negotiable. While assent occurs on all kinds of issues in these

traditions, membership is not dependent on it. On the other hand, assent communities define assent hierar-

chies in ‘terms of external challenges, which serve to create and name outsider groups (heretics or hea-

thens), so that the very attempt to formulate the conditions of universal communication is thwarted by the

parallel construction of those still beyond assent’ (240). Thus, assent communities are constantly involved in

the vision of future communion, whereas descent communities can restrict themselves more to the politics of

ensuring continuity (241). While the discourse of descent is particular to each community and always con-

tested, most of these communities have evidenced ‘a great degree of flexibility over descent … as they at-

tempt to respond to historical contingencies’. The local levels of community production are integrated into,

and rely on, a larger and already existing community which provides identity (242-3).

It is also distorting to interpret modern communities exclusively in terms of assent. In each of them, there are

elements of descent traditions, in that descent can be taken

to be any prior ‘identity’, prior to self-construction, namely, the community into which one was

physically born and the link between that and the community in which one’s formation took

place. This descent community is a physical community … and not a metaphorical community

(234).

In this sense, descent could be construed as the ‘limit of the liberal notion of self-making’ (244). It includes all

those social and cultural facts that exist before individuals are born, all that is ‘undeniably the case’. Different

from assent communities, such communities cannot be founded. They recognise us, and our choice is to

accept or reject that recognition. If we ‘choose to recognize this external recognition then we accept the obli-

gation that this entails’ (244).
608

The further Morris progresses in his analysis, the clearer is he able to dem-

onstrate that the common binary opposition between community and society represents a model that relies

on modernist perceptions of development with their assumption of a historical shift from descent to assent

communities. These are, however, in Morris’ analysis not alternatives but different communal forms which

identifying work and production and instrumental action, ‘a rift is laid through praxis’. Habermas’ dichotomy is
closely linked with his strict separation of system and life-world.

608
For different responses to this enunciation and the obligations it suggests, see pp. 266 and 303.
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are already in co-existence (245). The recognition of layers of descent principles and assent politics gener-

ates in Morris’ view the ‘very possibility of new communal forms’ (246).

It could relieve us from the straightjacket of having to choose between ‘fascist mass or unrelated individuals’.

For individuals are always ‘already connected to existing communities, and the recognition of assent and

descent allows us to maintain difference while consciously constructing communities of assent’. Morris refers

to Ricoeur who remarked that communities of assent are capable of showing us how to ‘walk together’ but

not so much how to turn our ‘faces towards one another’. Therefore, the necessarily collective work towards

an assent community beyond tradition, ‘should not be at the expense of our already-existing communities of

descent’ (246).

A pertinent example of Morris’ thesis can be observed in design production: corporate identity – or more re-

cently, branding – campaigns are characterised by their conscious efforts to construct completely new ver-

sions of mostly abstract identities which rely for their success on assent.
609

The communities they seek to

fabricate are in most cases utterly unrelated to the traditions of descent that (already) exist amongst their

employees as much as amongst their audiences. Having been involved in such campaigns myself, I can only

confirm Morris’ claim that coercion can be the very condition of assent communities. There is, of course, an-

other difference to Morris’ utopia of community beyond tradition: the efforts that go into the construction of

new, and largely artificial community models in that context are almost exclusively non-collective; planned

and implemented by managers and consultants.
610

The resistance that both content and method of such

campaigns produce is usually remarkable, and those in charge of implementing and monitoring the newly

created identity often have to work against considerable resentment: one participant in a case study who had

accepted that role confided her nickname – ‘branding bitch’.
611

Semsek and Staudt (1988) explore forms of resistance against the hegemonic work of a dominant system in

the larger context of globalisation. While they retain the differentiation between system and life-world, they

introduce a dynamic tension into the binary opposition through the counterposition of a ‘second culture’. The

system of the first, dominant culture relates to the ‘sphere of cultural and ideological institutions and appara-

tuses which function in order to secure the reproduction of the relations of production and the formation of a

basic consensus among individuals’ and is reflective of its values (700). The ‘second culture’ is an expres-

sion of those who are more or less excluded from the first culture, be it because of their class, ethnicity, gen-

der or other reasons, and ‘enter the process of cultural formation as reacting and suffering individuals’ (700).

Often, such second cultures continue to resist the decrees of the first. They are embedded in inter-subjective

networks which are often ‘based on the very old and traditional quest for a right and just life, linked with the

practical need for survival’ (699).
612

These form the social surroundings in which individuals develop their

cultural practices and in which symbolic transformations take place: ‘The creation of images, gestures and

rites of metaphysical worlds of experience is a symbolic sphere in which the practical individual becomes

609
otl aicher (1990: 186) remarks that the ‘cloak of culture’ which is often donned for that purpose has two advantages:
it looks attractive on the outside, and it covers on the inside.

610
aicher (1990: ) holds that ‘digital structures of decision-making’ are the predominant system particularly in large
enterprises. They are based on quantative models of assessing success and tend, therefore, to express qualities in
quantities. Decisions relating to design – usually made in such large enterprises ‘by the executive board or their
chair person’ – lie ‘outside of the fields of competence’ of those who are authorised to make them and ‘depend on
inclinations and personal tastes of the members of the board’.

611
During my own time of corporate identity/design work I was dubbed by some as ‘iron lady’.

612
Horkheimer (1968: 315) credits the private realm generally with a traditional potential for resistance against social
coercion, which was, however, always in danger of being usurped by forms of domination.
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productive’ (702), so that ‘gestures, colours, patterns and taste constitute a significant world of symbolic ref-

erence in which the participating individuals share’ (706).

Semsek and Stauth accept that in industrialised societies the life-world, after having been separated from

traditional contexts, is being ‘recreated within the sphere of everyday life as a purely private matter’. Produc-

tion and consumption, the satisfaction of needs and their symbolisation take place within the larger envelope

of social production. Still, these processes are also in some ways autonomous from social production. Popu-

lar culture, as ‘the formula for the creation of a symbolic defence of practical life’, and – as such – a potential

locus of resistance, and the formation of a ‘second culture’ can retain various degrees of connection with the

conditions and places of its production. There is a danger, according to Semsek and Stauth, that ‘once it

becomes separated from its material core [it] turns into a reference for ideology and thus loses its potential

for resistance’ (704).
613

Drawing on Baudrillard’s notion of simulation, they trace the transformation of the life-

world into a backdrop of symbolic references (both for the system and for acting individuals), producing ‘a

myth of reality, locality and inter-subjectivity’ based on a ‘picture of already dissolved structures of the life-

world reality’ (707). This myth in turn is – not without struggle over the forms of representation and distribu-

tion – commodified by the system (the institutions, the media). A ‘utopia of a practical life-world’ then stimu-

lates

within the capitalist metropolis … a whole new picture production of cohesive live worlds and lo-

cal communities in Third World societies. It is, in fact, this picture production which creates the

new dimension of cultural formation. Within the sign and picture world of mass culture and con-

sumerism, within this new public domain of distributed symbolism, the unity of social individuals

vanishes. The social community turns into a new privacy and the cultural rationalization im-

posed by the new symbolisms tends to bring about the degeneration of the substance of the

life-world, including the culturally productive forms of survival economy (708).

This transformation of practical experience into codes and pictures separates the culture of life-worlds from

‘their material, practical and local context, and the latter becomes a mere “show-off place” (a place of per-

sonal display) for visual production within the language directed and produced from the “outside”’ (709), for

example, the media.

3 Colonisation and Globalisation

The internal processes in Western societies described so far had and have their counterpart in the relation-

ship of those countries with other peoples, territories and cultures. As Goldberg (1993: 44) emphasises, the

progress within Western culture was, from the beginning, based on exploitative relationships with colonial

others. Colonial expansion in the early nineteenth century was a response to rapid increases of populations

in Europe, and to the ‘drive for market expansion to satisfy the desire to maximize profit’.
614

While some pro-

613
In New Zealand, as elsewhere, the ‘emphasis on the archaic and on the “pure” culture of the past neatly separates
culture from politics. The study of ethnic groups becomes segregated from the study of the systematic exclusion
and oppression of minorities. In fact, the modern members of an ethnic group become almost an irrelevance. The
new social practices they develop in dynamic response to changing conditions are never identified as cultural
strategies, but as degraded forms of activity in danger of contaminating their pure culture’ (Wetherell & Potter,
1992: 129-130).

614
‘The rise of modern capitalism gave colonialism a new meaning. The Spanish and Portuguese conquests in the
Americas, Asia and parts of Africa during the 14

th
century came with the rise of merchant capitalism in Europe. The

industrial revolution in England, however, brought the need for cheap labour, new markets for manufactured goods,
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jects of colonisation were simply about the procurement of resources and creation of markets, many (such

as the New Zealand ‘project’) were undertaken for the purposes of settlement.

In a settler colony, the ongoing encounter of at least two different cultures results in a reframing of problems:

relationships in that context are at once more permanent and more unstable than the relationships between

distanced colonisers with their unknown colonised. How culture has been used to manipulate and regulate

not only settler influx but also social structures in New Zealand, has been described by Belich (1996: 297ff).

In fact, cultural colonisation in New Zealand started long before economic or political colonisation. As in so

many other colonies, missionaries were the first representatives of the future colonising power. In order to

legitimate dominance and subjugation internally, European culture was held to be superior to Maori culture in

almost all respects. However, as Featherstone (1991: 145-6) observes for contemporary cultural strategies,

it would be problematic to ‘talk about a common European culture in the abstract’. It is more useful to pay

attention to ‘specific sequences and practices’. In an attempt to create a community of assent and a national

identity for New Zealand, ‘unifying symbols which differentiate Europeans from others’ were generated in the

early stages of New Zealand colonisation, too. In this process, ‘the potential for conflict with outside bodies

allows for the construction of the other as threatening rather than fascinating and exotic and increases the

potential for discovering self-identifying features’. Internal differentiation and conflict was thus, for the pur-

pose of the creation of internal cohesion in settler society, often downplayed or denied (see Sinclair, 1986:

34-8, 79).

The view of Western modernity as being constituted by ‘so many embodiments of the principle of subjectivity’

(Habermas, 1995:18), facilitated a perception of Maori culture – that of the others – as being the structural

opposite: undifferentiated, traditional, unenlightened and of the past, ‘inevitably to be supplanted by an alleg-

edly more progressive and superior European culture’ (Bell, 1995: 32). This assumption of homogeneity

would have been as unsubstantiated then as it is today.
615

Neither was the early settler society completely individually oriented. On one hand, Sinclair quotes Governor

Gore Brown reporting a New Zealand opinion in 1853 which was ‘racily expressed … in a vulgar saying that

“every man [sic] is not only as good as his neighbour, but a great deal better”’ (Sinclair, 1986: 19). On the

other hand, he states that ‘”mateship” … was commonly praised and practised’ (11). Over time, the competi-

tive angle in the first quote seems to have prevailed over community values such as mateship, and abetted

individualisation in New Zealand. Sinclair holds that while ‘[u]ntil the late nineteenth century … politics and

opinions were localised’ (64), modernisation took its course in New Zealand, and in the late 1890s ‘society

was being transformed’ (68). Elements of traditional cultural behaviour – grounded in ‘rural, backward and

pre-industrial society’ (69) – which the early immigrants to Aotearoa brought with them were, in this process,

replaced by characteristics more compatible with ‘upward mobility’ in a progressive society oriented towards

economic gain. Initially, the relative absence of fixed divisions along party and other openly ideological lines

(Dalziel, 1981: 95) would have assisted in the development and maintenance of a vision of internal cohesion.

More proactive efforts to institutionalise common visions were also made, for example, when in the 1890s a

group of settlers founded the New Zealand Natives’ Associations ‘to stimulate patriotism and national senti-

ment … and to unite all worthy sons of New Zealand in one harmonious body throughout the Colony’

and natural resources (food and minerals) to supply the new industries, and the new tastes of the emerging working
and middle classes in western Europe.’ (Pillay, 1998)
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(Sinclair, 1986: 37). Notably, ‘worthy sons’ were conceived of as New Zealand born descendants of Europe-

ans (in reality usually male, professional, and reasonably affluent) (Sinclair, 1986: 34). While the NZNA col-

lected Maori traditions in an ‘antiquarian’ fashion, they ‘failed to give any serious thought to the relations be-

tween white natives and Maoris’ partly because of the belief that they were ‘dying out’ (42). It seems, indeed,

that there were never any Maori members, ‘and it was said, on one occasion, that they were not eligible for

membership’ (42). Sorrenson (1981: 192), similarly, concludes from the 1886 and 1891 census data that

‘[t]wo societies continued to exist in New Zealand’.
616

The counter-current to nationalism in New Zealand was protracted psychological and economical depend-

ence on the Mother country.
617

In Jesson’s (1999: 194) view, New Zealanders ‘thought of themselves as

British’ until the early 1970s, when Britain joined the European Economic Community. This caused panic in

New Zealand, ‘and ever since,’ like a ‘colony in search of a coloniser’, successive New Zealand governments

have looked to various countries into whose markets they were prepared to ‘dissolve themselves’.
618

In spite of many and serious internal inconsistencies and differences in both Maori and Pakeha ‘societies’,

Aotearoa was for a long time conceived of – at least by the ‘influential colonisers’ (Waitangi Tribunal, 1999:

110) among the settlers – as a country in which there existed two clearly distinct and separate communities:

settler and Maori .
619

Wetherell and Potter (1992: 144) identify three phases in New Zealand national history

regarding the relationship of settlers with Maori. The first phase was one of neglect (if not hostility) followed

by partial incorporation.
620

‘European attitudes towards the Maoris had throughout the nineteenth century

always been ambivalent, mixing fear, admiration and contempt’ (Sinclair, 1986: 197). But, ‘more recently, as

the ideological paucity of national discourse centred on Britain has become more evident’, Wetherell and

Potter (1992: 144) diagnose ‘a refocusing of New Zealand as a South Pacific nation around Maori iconogra-

phy’. These strategies have precedents: Thomas (1995: 94) maintains, for example, that settler culture has

‘appropriated kowhaiwhai patterns extensively from the late nineteenth century onwards’ and that their use

was often to effect ‘a New Zealand or a Maori signature’. Such practices in his view exemplify ‘the cultural

relationship paradigmatic of settler colonialism, namely, the fashioning of white identity via indigenous em-

blems and references’. This cultural relationship is set into a wider context of historical and actual problems

which remain largely unresolved.

615
See p. 57.

616
Educational policies, for example, ensured that this was to continue despite assimilation programmes. Thus, the
‘Director of Education decreed that the curriculum of native schools would be weighted in favour of handwork, man-
ual skills and technical instruction’ (Walker, 1996b: 163). This policy continued into the 1950s and effectively denied
Maori access to tertiary education. It is evident that the after-effects are still with us (see fn. 892, p. 313). Self-
interest combined with feelings of cultural superiority in a similar way to what Brantlinger (1985: 181) observes
about Africa. Influential colonisers there indulged in racist views of ‘Africans as a natural laboring class, suited only
for performing the dirty work of civilization’ and thereby expressed ‘a nostalgia for lost authority and for a pliable,
completely subordinate proletariat that is one of the central fantasies of imperialism’.

617
Belich (1996: 298) attests to New Zealand settler society’s extreme addiction to parental metaphors with regard to
Britain.

618
Thus, Bolger declared New Zealand to be an Asian country, and links with Asia have been forged on many levels
which is ‘an extraordinary turnaround for a country that had always been blatantly racist in its attitude to Asians’
(195).

619
The Southern Cross newspaper editorialised in 1844: ‘The native race is physically, organically, intellectually and
morally, far inferior to the European. No cultivation, no education will create in the mind of the present native race
that refinement of feeling, that delicate sensibility and sympathy, which characterises the educated European ... the
Maori [is] an inferior branch of the human family’ (Yensen, 1989a: 60).

620
‘In the discussions about the national type, on one topic there was unanimity: it was to be white.’ (Sinclair, 1986:
90); ‘The Maori would survive as a people, as brown Europeans, but the destruction of their culture was to be al-
most total.’ (204)
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European exploration and colonization of other regions … led to the rapid appropriation … of

indigenous peoples’ lands and natural resources. … European empires also acquired knowl-

edge of new food plants and medicines … which made it possible to feed the growing urban

concentrations of laborers needed to launch Europe’s industrial revolution. As industrialization

continued, European states turned to the acquisition of tribal art and the study of exotic cultures.

Indigenous peoples were, in succession, despoiled of their lands, sciences, ideas, arts and cul-

tures (Daes, 1993: §18).
621

Durie (2000: 52) argues that much of what is observable today in discourses about national unity versus

separate Maori institutions as ‘confrontational elements and political agendas …appears to be due to his-

tory’.
622

Ubiquitous policies of subjugation and despoliation in colonies generally had their local equivalent in

Aotearoa. Continued alienation of Maori from their own (and mainstream culture) through various pieces of

legislation and social policies was intentional and its consequences lasting.
623

While race relations took dif-

ferent forms and degrees of acceptance over the course of history and in different locations,
624

Pakeha

mainstream culture consistently reacted against any assertions of Maori autonomy or independence.
625

Pakeha nationalism, as evidenced in the case of the New Zealand Natives’ Associations, was based on ‘the

automatic exclusion of Maori from the group of “worthy sons”, the seemingly non-ironic description of Pakeha

as the “natives” and the building of a national identity which associates the category New Zealander with

Pakeha interests’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 144).

In the 1980s, members of the large Maori population in the urban centres
626

increasingly articulated an

awareness of the ‘alienating power structures of urban society’ (Walker, 1996b: 143), and propelled Maori

into political action. Media coverage of gang activities, the ‘haka party incident’, the 1981 protest at Waitangi,

and similar topics produced renewed hostile attitudes towards Maori (Walker, 1996b: 142-154).
627

621
An gold award winning (!) advertisement spelled this out clearly: ‘We stole their land, their Buffalo, and their
Women. Then we went back for their shoes’ (Warlick, 1990). Such practices stand in a tradition of colonial exploita-
tion and control. Snodin (1996: 187) recounts the appropriation by the British East India Company of Indian patterns
which culminated in a complete control of the painters by ‘moving them from their villages to settlements close to
the trading stations’. Roots of such appropriation go back to at least the Renaissance since which time ‘artefacts
perceived as exotic have played a leading role in helping designers to free themselves from the controlling devices
of classical design, especially the tendency to contain and enframe which applies to most classical ornament. …
This type of exoticism was (and is) often less a matter of individual motifs than of a total impression of ornamental
form and colour’ (Snodin & Howard, 1996: 182).

622
‘In the light of that history …, and the consistent demands of their forbears from the time of the 1860s wars, it is
understandable that many Maori should … posit cultural demands in terms of inherent political rights.’ (52)

623
E.g. the New Zealand Settlements Act 1863 (Sorrenson, 1965: 22), the Native Schools Act 1867 (Simon, 1994: 50-
65), the Tohunga Suppression Act 1907 (Durie, 1998: 76), but also housing policies: ‘”Pepper-potting”, the housing
policy of sprinkling Maori families among Pakeha ones, was to ensure that Maori were dispersed throughout urban
centres – a necessary step for full integration, though in Maori eyes a stepping stone to assimilation’ (Durie, 1998:
55). It is more than likely that colonial politics in New Zealand contributed to the ‘frozen’ state of Maori culture in a
similar way to what Mamdani (in Pillay, 1998) observed for colonial politics in Africa where a system of ‘hereditary
chiefs’ was introduced. ‘These chiefs were, in the main, imposed on the people by the colonial powers, with few
checks and balances. A complex, dynamic system of hereditary rule was frozen into a single set of customs, and
robbed of their democratic content, in the interests of stable colonial rule.’

624
‘Maori participation in two world wars, integration in the national sport of rugby, combined with the isolation of Maori
from Pakeha in rural tribal hinterlands, enabled Pakeha to foster and promulgate to the world the myth of racial
harmony in New Zealand.’ (Walker, 1996b: 142)

625
‘And then, having failed to create a nation by the pen, the settlers and their government became alarmed at the
idea that it should be created in any other way, and suppressed all attempts to do so with the sword.’ (Ritchie,
1965: 83)

626
70 percent of Maori were living in urban centres in 1970.

627
Sorrenson (1965: 25) describes a similar role of the media in the 1850’s and 60’s where, for example, the Southern
Cross newspaper was edited by Carleton, an Auckland agitator for legislation to accommodate direct purchases
from Maori by Pakeha individuals.
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Treaty issues are not popular in New Zealand, and even the minimalist ethical and moral discourses the

Waitangi Tribunal can instigate are highly contested.
628

Whereas Kelsey (1995: 364) interprets the Treaty of

Waitangi as promising Maori ‘access to the benefits of Western knowledge and technology which Maori

could adapt selectively according to traditional ethics and values’, this selective adaptation was historically

never possible.

Maori and Pakeha cultures were very different, with the former stressing extended family values

and the latter the individual. While the Maori economy at 1840 could be described emerging

from subsistence, the settler economy was industrial and based on capital accumulation. These

different cultural perspectives were reflected in their respective legal systems. While the cultur-

ally specific dimension of Maori law is often criticised, the cultural influences inherent in Pakeha

law are rarely acknowledged. The imposition of Pakeha law on Maori, without consultation, can

be equated to an invasion … The narrow views taken by those in authority meant that they saw

only one solution – Maori law and administration had to be totally replaced with settler law. …

The settlers believed, as do many of their descendants today, that the imposition of the labyrinth

of administrative controls brought greater benefit than detriment to Maori. This may or may not

be so, but in introducing what were often for Maori totally alien practices in land tenure, bound-

ary definition, and property ownership, the settler government officially invalidated much that

was vital for the efficient functioning of a communal society. (Waitangi Tribunal, 1999: 90-1)

To assert European based law over Maori legal systems, some creativity was called for: when Wi Parata

brought a claim to the Supreme Court referring to the Treaty of Waitangi in 1876, Chief Justice Prendergast

dismissed the Treaty as a ‘simple nullity’. His judgement influenced jurisprudence for more than six dec-

ades.
629

Clearly, the hegemony of one way of looking at the world (and its implicit or explicit value systems) over an-

other has had more than ideological repercussions. For example, the doctrine of ‘free gifts of nature’ (Adam

Smith) had tangible consequences in the policies of colonisation: In Aotearoa, influential colonisers held the

view that Maori land tenure should only be recognised if the land was actually used; otherwise it was consid-

ered wasteland available for colonisation.’Underlying this view was the well-known theory … that Europeans

had the right to plant colonies in the New World and appropriate lands unsettled and uncultivated by the in-

digenous inhabitants’ (Waitangi Tribunal, 1998: 110).
630

628
A majority of Pakeha saw the Waitangi Tribunal policies as excessive in 1999, obviously ignorant of the fact ‘that
the Crown does not provide full compensation for grievances’ (1999a: 66). Combine this with the results of a TV3
poll in 1997, which showed that ‘[o]nly one New Zealander in four agrees that “Maori culture is an important aspect
of the spirit of New Zealand’” (NZPA, 1997), and a picture emerges where the majority of the population remains
blissfully unconscious of its collective past and the repercussions this has had – and still has – on those who had to
bear the brunt of the ‘New Zealand project’. However, the same article provides some hope: education seems to
play an important role: ‘The more educational qualifications respondents had, the greater the agreement with the
proposition’ that Maori culture was important.

629
‘Prendergast’s position reduced to its simplest form was this: all property rights derived from a grant by a sovereign.
If a society lacked an original sovereignty, it therefore lacked property rights upon the acquisition of its territory by
the Crown. In reaching this equation Prendergast had unwittingly synthesised a number of legal traditions into one:
feudal rules of land title mixed with Austinian theory and emergent unrepresentative notions of international law.
Unfortunately, Prendergast’s grasp of these principles was at best superficial.’ (McHugh, 1991: 115)

630
The ‘wasteland’ concept has close affinities with the terra nullius doctrine (see p. 325). ‘Under the international doc-
trine of terra nullius, a nation could gain title to any uninhabited land which it ‘discovered’ and occupied. … Argua-
bly, this classification at international law was part of the Western cultural standards imposed by the colonising
powers which intersected with notions of received domestic property law to promote the instrumental use of land
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Those who still pursue this idle mode of life, usurp more extensive territories than, with a rea-

sonable share of labour, they would have occasion for, and have, therefore, no reason to com-

plain if other nations, more industrious and too closely confined, come to take possession of a

part of those lands (Vattel 1843, quoted in Waitangi Tribunal, 1998: 110).

Maori land was considered to hold value only if, through labour and capital, it was turned to commercial use.

This history is conveniently largely ‘forgotten’.

Many Pakeha in the 1990s prefer to remember the past differently, and – ironically – a growing irritation sur-

faces sometimes about what Taylor (1994) calls the ‘continuing Maori-Pakeha “them versus us” attitude’.

Taylor grew up in Northland, where his ‘best mate … was a Maori fella named Wiremu’. Years later, when

the two meet again, Wiremu (pace Taylor) ‘deliberately’ replies to his greeting ‘Gidday’ with ‘Kia ora’. This

causes Taylor discomfort and an awareness of the fact ‘that he was Maori and I was not’. Taylor finds it diffi-

cult to ‘know what to think these days,’ which saddens him, or rather: ‘No, stuff it, let’s not play word games –

what I really mean is that it pisses me off. A great deal’. These comments fit into the larger pattern Wetherell

and Potter (1992: 160) observed in their study, where participants looked back nostalgically ‘to a “golden

age” in the recent past, to times, typically when the speaker was a child, when Maori-Pakeha lived in har-

mony, before the days of “activism”’.

According to Spoonley’s (1988: 62-3) definition, Pakeha are New Zealanders of European descent whose

values and behavioural patterns have been predominantly shaped by their experiences as members of the

dominant group in New Zealand.
631

That in one project only nine of thirty respondents who indicated that

they identify with European culture did not grow up in New Zealand (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 6) seems

odd at first sight. Both Spoonley and Bell discuss the implications of the acceptance or non-acceptance of

the term Pakeha, and conclude that a rejection of the term by Pakeha means frequently a refusal to accept a

Pakeha ethnicity in place of a universally valid New Zealand culture determined by Pakeha values

(Spoonley, 1988: 70). This is representative of a tendency ‘to see themselves as outside ethnicity, in parallel

to the way in which white people generally see themselves as outside “race” …, a discursive sleight of hand

which operates to maintain the position of white people at the top of the racial hierarchy constructed in nine-

teenth-century European thought’ (Bell, 1996: 148). This rejection also implies ‘rejecting a particular form of

interdependent relationship to Maori’ (145).

The negotiations of the New Zealand Government in the context of GATT and TRIPS about cultural property

rights
632

are a good example of the assumption on the part of Pakeha that their culture is the national culture

(Bell, 1996: 148), and that they can represent national interests – including those of Maori. The National

Maori Congress has consistently challenged the Government’s mandate to negotiate on behalf of Maori

(Kelsey, 1995) and stated categorically that, by usurping this mandate, the Crown

has not only neglected its Treaty of Waitangi responsibilities to the Iwi (tribal) Maori (indigenous)

treaty partners, but it has violated the very principles of democracy by not adequately informing

the public of the pros and cons of the GATT agreement and by not seeking the consent of New

and to obliterate questions of indigenous rights and protection of the natural environment.’ (Godden, ) In the words
of the Privy Council in 1924, terra nullius was ‘territory hitherto not occupied by a recognised ruler’ (Vajesingji v
Secretary of State for India quoted in Partington, 1994).

631
See p. 58.

632
See fn. 926, p. 323.
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Zealanders before signing and ratifying an international agreement which has such widespread

and direct consequences on the lives of individuals and communities (104).

Pakeha might not have seen much of their culture under threat by the GATT or TRIPS agreements, since

they usually see themselves as Western and outside of ethnicity, parallel to the ‘discursive sleight of hand’

described by Bell. For Maori, this means having to live in a world structured by epistemologies and value

systems which are largely not theirs. And, as Shotter (1993: 195) notes, ‘[t]o live within a narrative order not

one’s own is to live in a world not one’s own’.

In my own observations, many Pakeha dismiss biculturalism in favour of multiculturalism. From their (ahis-

torical) perspective, multiculturalism incorporates biculturalism and therefore transcends it. Under multicul-

turalism, cultural groups are granted ‘effective control of their autonomous cultural determinations and ex-

pressions at the social margins, while maintaining a supposedly separate, and thus neutral, set of common

values to mediate their relations at the center’ (Goldberg, 1993: 219). These common values are to supply

cohesion for national identity. However, they continue to be defined 'hegemonically by those who were politi-

cally and economically dominant’, and self-representations of cultural groups are ‘suppressed or diluted

through the tokenism of economic and cultural appropriation’ as soon as they seem to threaten the hegem-

ony of ‘common values’. Goldberg observes that in those strategies specific needs are translated ‘into the

neutral language of interests’ and then subjected to a

utility calculus to balance interests with the view to maximizing utility – or control. Those in

command of the calculus, of the mechanisms of power and its distribution, continue to define

what gets included in the social good, and it continues to exclude those whose numbers and in-

terests fail to count (219).

Under such regimes, cultural diversity and multiculturalism become administrative instruments in the service

of containing and restraining resistance. They regularly ‘displace any appeal to economic difference by pay-

ing lip service to the celebration of cultural distinction’ (220). Nairn (1989: 89) remarks that, at the end of the

1980s in New Zealand, terms such as multicultural and bicultural had already been co-opted and were used

as divisive and diversionary tactics.

Bell (1995), in his account of the Goldie exhibition in 1991, notes how it was driven by conflicting agendas:

on one hand, he detects an ‘undoubtedly laudable, a positive step’ towards bicultural curatorial practices

which give space to ‘the voices and views of Maori, hitherto largely excluded or marginalized’ (34). However,

he also registers problematic aspects in the presentation of the paintings, as well as in the preceding media

and marketing campaigns. One of those aspects was the ‘virtual erasure’ of the

ideological dimension of the paintings – namely, the manner or the mechanics of their participa-

tion in the uneasy relationships between colonizing Europeans, either dominating or seeking to

dominate, and colonized and subordinated Maori; a denial of the extent to which Goldie’s paint-

ings, widely reproduced and seen, contributed and gave striking formulation to negative stereo-

types about Maori culture and prospects and Maori-European relationships in the colonial pe-

riod (36).

Bell asks whether the exhibition could be seen as
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a formation of an unblemished past – a past in which any sense of friction or exploitation was

masked or ignored; a doctoring of the past; a presentation in which the less pleasant aspects of

that past were not addressed, when, it may be argued, they need to be in the interests of pre-

sent Maori-Pakeha relationships? (37)

On the background of wider social issues, and on the background of colonial history, I would not hesitate to

answer his question in the affirmative. There are, of course, other ways of interpreting curatorial and institu-

tional politics around this exhibition and Bell refers to them, but this one is most certainly valid. Inasmuch as

these practices have effects that are ‘racially discriminatory or exclusionary’ (Goldberg, 1993: 98), and where

they invoke categories that stand in the tradition of racist discourses, they are also racist.
633

Goldberg argues

that racism is denied just as it

maps the contours internal to and bordering the postcolonial, postcommunist, postmodern,

postapartheid, and increasingly transnational era. It is contradictorily celebrated as multicultural

diversity just as it rationalizes hegemonic control of difference, access, and prevailing power. In

short, liberal meliorism – whether that of modernity or postmodernity – blinds itself to the trans-

formations in racist expressions, in racist culture (Goldberg, 1993: 8).

In Aotearoa, there is an old promise of hope which has never been fulfilled: the Kingitanga movement of the

1860s advocated a partnership between the two cultures which much later was depicted in the New Zealand

coat of arms: ‘the Maori King on one side, the English Queen on the other, God over both and love uniting

them together’ (in Durie, 2000: 53). As Durie notes, this vision did not stop the subsequent war, nor was it

ever introduced into constitutional law. Instead, since 1911 it has operated in the New Zealand coat of arms

as a piece of visual rhetoric, which denies social reality.
634

3.1 Globalisation and commodification

As the chains of interdependence lengthen in growing globalised markets and communication systems, un-

resolved colonial issues are exacerbated by new transnational patterns of hegemony, as the objections of

the National Maori Congress to the way in which the Government carried out negotiations in context of GATT

and TRIPS show. There are indeed intimate connections between colonisation and globalisation. As Pillay

(1998) writes, globalisation is not ‘just a post-60’s phenomenon. It has its roots in colonialism’.

We in the West think of globalisation as a new beginning. For the others it is the latest stage of

colonisation. But the West will not be able to unify the world through military and economic

power and to plaster it with Coca-Cola and Hollywood movies. … Global communication should

properly be called ‘world-wide fragmented communication’. (Weibel in Thimm & Scriba, 2000:

137)

Globalisation is a term to describe the current phase of capitalist development. The globe is conceptualised

as integrating into one ‘free market’. ‘The driving force is finance capital, which moves rapidly from one part

633
See p. 55.

634
The national emblem is ‘protected under the Flags, Emblems, and Names Protection Act 1981, and its lawful use is
confined to official purposes’ (Zwartz, 1996: 56). This is an added irony, considering the legal arguments wishing to
preclude Maori collective cultural ‘property’ from being protected under law. See Cultural property and legal frame-
works, p. 324ff.
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of the world to another’ (Pillay, 1998), facilitated by new technologies which are computer based.
635

Apart

from the United Nations (UN), globalisation is steered by institutions such as the International Monetary Fund

(IMF), World Bank, and World Trade Organisation (WTO). These institutions have for a long time contributed

to a deepening gulf between richer and poorer countries by reinforcing neoliberal politics in general;
636

but, in

particular, by imposing them through restructuring programmes on countries applying for loans. While richer

countries have also responded to globalisation with extensive structural adjustment, they have been able to

do so on the basis of favourable conditions that allowed them to ‘self-adjust and respond positively to rapidly

changing technology’ (Peters, 1999b). In the face of endemic breakdowns in the dept-servicing capabilities

of countries whose debts have spiralled out of control in the wake of structural adjustments under unfavour-

able conditions, the World Bank and IMF have toned down their neoliberal politics and now promote democ-

ratisation and investment in ‘human capital’ in developing countries. ‘There is increased recognition that eve-

rything cannot be left to market forces—the mantra of the 1980s.’ (Pillay, 1998)

This recognition does not seem to have ‘trickled down’ to the level of popular New Zealand economic theo-

ries and practices. For example, the Strategy Working Group, commissioned by the current Labour Govern-

ment, has re-framed issues of identity and culture in neoliberal terms. Phrases such as ‘viable commercial

activities and Maori authenticity standards’, or ‘the leisure and cultural sector represents a resource for con-

sumption-led economic growth’; and the use of terms such as ‘cultural services’ and ‘heritage products’ indi-

cate which frameworks have been used to conceptualise the ‘Heart of the Nation’ as a ‘nation brand’

(‘Environmental Scan – Economic Factors’, Strategy Working Group, 2000).
637

In such circumstances, culture quickly turns from a source of collective and personal identification and ap-

preciation into a resource from which to generate ‘a strong cultural identity’ for New Zealand as well as eco-

nomic growth, as anticipated by the Strategy Working Group (2000).
638

The group’s strategy for New Zea-

land follows precedents in Europe, where cultural policies have been given the task to fill a ‘void’ created by

the ‘globalisation of politics, economics and daily consumption’ which have ‘weakened traditional systems of

identity manifestation’ (Delgado quoted in ‘Environmental Scan – Political Factors’, Strategy Working Group,

2000). The intention was to generate cultural identity ‘through linguistic projection, the valorisation of brand

images, or aesthetic choices which highlight specific cultural traditions’. While the document never spells it

out, it would appear that Maori culture is the only one in Aotearoa which could serve as a specific cultural

tradition to serve as a nation brand in a global context, and this raises crucial questions about control and

benefits.

635
‘In one of its recent reports the OECD (1997a: 7), for example, claims that the radical changes to the public and
private sectors of the economy introduced over recent years in response to globalization will be “severe and dis-
turbing to many established values and procedures”. In another report … the OECD (1997b:11) believes that “inter-
nationalism should be seen as a preparation for 21

st
century capitalism”. (This form of capitalism is based on in-

vestment in financial markets rather than in the manufacturing of commodities, thus requiring dependence on elec-
tronic technology).’ (Fitzsimons, 1999)

636
‘Promoted by American economist Milton Friedman, neo-liberalism sought to break down barriers to free trade,
reduce state intervention in the economy, reduce state expenditure (including on the social wage), and basically
free up the economy for ‘global competition’ and global production, dominated by US, European and Japanese-
based transnational corporations.’ (Pillay, 1998)

637
The material I am quoting from was accessed on 18 May 2000. When revisiting the site on 23 July 2000, it was no
longer available, and I am relying on the HTML files I saved in May.

638
‘Here culture is seen more as a resource which, in addition to its capacity to inform and entertain, is capable of
delivering a variety of benefits including a strong cultural identity, sustainable cultural industries and a contribution
to economic growth.’ (‘Purpose and Scope’, Strategy Working Group, 2000) See also p. 257.
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However, ‘[c]ross-cultural encounters also tend to problematize the taken-for-granted everyday cultural hab-

its and dispositions which have sedimented into social life’ (Featherstone, 1991: 147). Postmodernism on the

global level, for instance, ‘not only signifies a revival of the neo-romantic interest in the exotic other’, but this

relationship is altered by the fact that

the other now speaks back and disputes the claims of what were once assumed to be the uni-

versal cultural centres of the world and are now increasingly seen merely as centres of the lim-

ited Western project of modernity. We are only now – prompted by the rise of Japan – starting

to think of what it might entail to translate our culture into the classificatory schemes and sym-

bolic hierarchies of a potentially world-dominant non-Western civilizational block with its own

self-confident global cultural project.

A growing concern about the negative aspects of universal and global markets has led to strategies of par-

ticularisation even within capitalism: Japanese firms have, in the 1980s, adopted a marketing strategy built

on the concept of

dochaku, or glocalism. The term refers to a global strategy which does not seek to impose a

standard product or image, but instead is tailored to the demands of the local market. This has

become a popular strategy for multinationals in other parts of the world who seek to join the

rhetoric of localism (Featherstone, 1995:9).
639

Thus, stories and symbols of origins are employed to both engage local markets through familiarity, and the

universal market through exoticism.
640

639
It is, however, not as new a concept as it appears. It has for a long time been a strategy of ‘international capitalism’
to at least pretend indigenisation (see p. 280). One example is the Texaco brand earlier in the twentieth century.
‘[T]he ideal form of ideology of this global capitalism is multiculturalism, the attitude which, from a kind of empty
global position, treats each culture the way the colonizer treats colonized people – as “natives” whose mores are
carefully studied … That is to say, the relationship between traditional imperialist colonialism and global capitalist
self-colonisation is exactly the same as the relationship between Western cultural imperialism and multiculturalism
… multiculturalism involves patronizing Eurocentrist distance and/or respect for local cultures without roots in one’s
own particular culture.’ (Žižek, 1997: 45)

640
Žižek (1997: 42) argues that the complementary search for ethnic roots in internal processes of ‘ethnicization of the
national’ is a ‘reaction to the universal dimension of the world market – as such, it occurs on its terrain, against its
background. … this very assertion of “primordial” identification signals that the loss of organic-substantial unity [of
the state] is fully consummated’.
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Global markets and ongoing cultural imperialism are likely to exploit

more and more repositories of experience. Insistence on cultural

autonomy and identity (of both agents and recipients), on control over

cultural property and access to meaning (in the context of use and

reception of symbolic ornament) can in that situation be an important

counter-strategy of resistance against the process of commodification.

Before I discuss those dynamics in more detail, it is useful to briefly

consider the concept of commodification.

In the process of commodification, a resource is turned into an item that can be bought and sold and is in-

creasingly determined by its exchange value – its (quantitative) relationships with other commodities – rather

than its (qualitative) use value. Appropriation in a Marxian sense is an element of commodification, and if the

resource being commodified is culture, then a shift of meaning is constituted in a double sense. Firstly, the

appropriation of ‘second culture’ will damage the autonomy of that culture which is likely to produce a sense

of loss of meaning. Following Marx, Lee (1993: xii) argues that ‘encased within the commodity … is the es-

sential information about the ways in which those social relations are configured’.
641

However, these relations

are often not recognised (Marx, 1867).

When issues such as freedom and democracy are dealt with in the ‘language of the market’, which inserts us

all firmly into commodity relations, the situation is further complicated. Such discourses reproduce, semanti-

cally, syntactically and pragmatically, ‘those very forms of exclusion and closure (classes) – that particular

lack of a sense of belonging’ which the discourses of freedom and democracy originally sought to address

(Shotter, 1993: 202). In discussing changes resulting from The New Zealand Experiment, Kelsey (1995: 358)

refers to Shirley who summarises the neoliberal economic and social model as ‘a caricature of reality’ and

insists that economy cannot be neatly separated from people’s realities.

Life is not an abstract model, nor an aggregation of atomised transactions. It involves complex,

interactive economic, political cultural and social relationships. Nor is the society, tribe, commu-

nity or family simply a conglomeration of isolated individuals who lack any source of cohesion,

identity, sense of obligation and motivation beyond self-interest. Individual desires are them-

selves the product of their shared environment (Kelsey, 1995: 358).

On the contrary, the market is itself a product of social relationships and shaped by them. The hegemonic

relationships within this realm have in the last decades changed the whole of New Zealand society, so that

Hazledine (in Kelsey, 1995: 360) argues that, since the 1960s, it has changed from a society which still had

a synergy based on give-and-take, with internal cohesion across conflictual interests, to one where those

641
‘The mode of production in which the product takes the form of a commodity, or is produced directly for exchange,
is the most general and most embryonic form of bourgeois production. It therefore makes its appearance at an early
date in history, though not in the same predominating and characteristic manner as now-a-days. Hence its Fetish
character is comparatively easy to be seen through. But when we come to more concrete forms, even this appear-
ance of simplicity vanishes. Whence arose the illusions of the monetary system? To it gold and silver, when serving
as money, did not represent a social relation between producers, but were natural objects with strange social prop-
erties. And modern economy, which looks down with such disdain on the monetary system, does not its superstition
come out as clear as noon-day, whenever it treats of capital? How long is it since economy discarded the
physiocratic illusion, that rents grow out of the soil and not out of society? But not to anticipate, we will content our-
selves with yet another example relating to the commodity-form. Could commodities themselves speak, they would
say: Our use-value may be a thing that interests men. It is no part of us as objects. What, however, does belong to

Texaco sign
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synergies have been largely ‘demolished by the brutalising effect of market forces and the preoccupation

with efficiency and growth’. Jesson (1987: 112) observed in the late 1980s how the increasing influence of

the logic of ‘finance’ introduced specific imperatives and ‘its own bloodless logic’. While it has ‘no reality

other than “the arid figures on the balance sheet,” this way of thinking, if left to itself will put a price on any-

thing, and corrode all other values’. The differentiation of the world of finance from the life-world thus leads to

a re-enforcement of characteristics of the capitalist system which increasingly determine social relationships

and needs, rather than being determined by them (69). Libertarian free market politics allow the dominant

forces in the world marketplace to operate unfettered: ‘It is a policy of submission to the course of events in

the name of progress’ (62).

Similarly, more and more practices of signification are concentrated in the hands of commercially driven

agencies which manipulate and control not only the limited range of locally relevant and specific symbols, but

thus add to this range from the vast resource of global cultures. Advertising, in particular, manipulates ‘highly

dense symbols which evoke a futile hope to overcome the fear resulting from lack of orientation’ (Horn, 1971:

111). The traces of appropriation borne by the commodity in this case are visible on several levels: the mill-

ing of culture by the culture industries usually results in low-level aesthetic and referential quality. While little

time is given in marketing practice to the processes that are supposed to cathect meaning to images, brands

and products,
642

these meanings do play a role in the total range of significations which attach to an image.

This is, however, a layer which in all likelihood ‘sits only loosely and externally’ (Lorenzer, 1971a: 89) on the

object.

Lorenzer (1971a: 89) observes different layers of meaning and argues that those which refer relatively su-

perficially, and which are relatively close to cognition, have a fundamentally different value from ‘deep’ (i.e.

difficult to symbolise) meanings. ‘Intentionally and arbitrarily created symbol formations are always very su-

perficial.’ This could mean two things: one, that despite its temporarily disastrous effects, the manipulation of

meaning in commodifying processes might not affect all layers of meaning, and that some meanings could

be recovered even if they had been affected. But it could also mean that, precisely because of their ineffec-

tuality, advertising campaigns would have be intensified in order to achieve any effects. This contributes to a

larger and larger appetite for cultural resources, and to the need to access and process more and more di-

versity.

This phenomenon is, of course, not entirely new. Agamben (1993: 39) observes such cancerous growth in

connection with the international exhibitions of the nineteenth century.

In an incredible eclecticism, all the styles and all the periods are invited to feast, in the ex-

tratemporal temple of the commodity, on the spoils of the object. … the elephantiasis of orna-

ment betrays the new character of the commodified objects.

One hundred years later, a New Zealand design educator believes that in Western culture there are no im-

ages with significant and permanent value left; that their meaning instead indeterminably shifts. He perceives

that to be different in Maori culture, where he sees more complexity paired with appreciation. He explains the

difference with reference to issues of commodification, and the pressure brought to bear on cultures through

us as objects, is our value. Our natural intercourse as commodities proves it. In the eyes of each other we are noth-
ing but exchange-values.’ (Marx, 1867)

642
See p. 233.
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the ‘constant production of images’.
643

Bell (1999) makes a similar distinction when he argues that Goldie’s

paintings of Maori persons are ‘highly valued by the kin of the models as embodiments of physical and

metaphysical identity and affirmations of distinct tribal and cultural continuity’ (165). But Bell also suggests

that, besides being a strategy aiming at ‘a ready market for this kind of imagery’ (182), Goldie’s repetitive-

ness in subject matter and style, ‘primarily indicate[s] an uncertainty, an inability in actuality to hold onto his

subject’.
644

Peters (in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 32) explains the overproduction of images, which is held

responsible for the loss of stability of Western images, as a general development in capitalistic modes of

operation. While in industrial capitalism, the emphasis was on ‘the mass production of material goods’, the

new forms of capitalism now move increasingly into a symbolic realm where culture becomes critical, particu-

larly its visual expressions. He believes that global capitalism ‘which feeds off the cultural’ is characterised by

the

convergence between the fashion industries, the publishing industries, the multi-media industry,

the telecommunications industry. And the way they feed off one another. We are talking about a

different phase of capitalism where the cultural is much more important and the visual becomes

absolutely critical.
645

The constant production of images requires innovation or diversification of styles, introduction of visual ex-

pressions into different contexts etc. In that context, Peters thinks that marketing techniques depend on be-

ing able to use symbols in any way that seems suitable for the purposes of a marketing campaign, on a

‘radical juxtaposition of cultural symbols’ taken out of their contexts. ‘Part of the success of marketing tech-

niques depends on how radically they can wrench one symbol out of one context and put it into another.’

(32)

Baudrillard postulates a shifting emphasis ‘from production to reproduction, to the endless reduplication of

signs, images and simulations through the media which effaces the distinction between the image and real-

ity’ (Featherstone, 1991: 15). The more structures of social and cultural life are deregulated and the more

relationships become fluent, the more this production of signs and images leads ‘to a loss of stable meaning,

and an aesthetization of reality in which the masses become fascinated by the endless flow of bizarre juxta-

positions which takes the view beyond stable sense’ (15).

643
See p. 336.

644
The two strands contributing to Goldie’s compulsive repetition (apart from his psychological condition), namely (1)
the context of commodification and the uncertainty about Pakeha identity in New Zealand (in fact the ‘fundamental
tension and ambiguity in this colonial relationship, between alterity and identity’ (181)), and (2) the certainty about
the nature of power relations in this context (166) (despite all ambiguities well described by Bell), might have been
more intertwined than is immediately obvious.

645
See fn. 1252. ‘Indeed, not only the arts, but all the means of communication in the modern political economy – tele-
vision, print journalism, film, radio – seem to share in a global network of what might be called “mediolatry” or “se-
miotic fetishism”. “Image-making” in advertising, propaganda, communications, and the arts has replaced the pro-
duction of hard commodities in the vanguard of advanced capitalist economies, and it is hard to see how any telling
criticism of these new idols can be sustained without some recourse to the Marxist rhetoric of iconoclasm. And yet it
is also hard to see how this rhetoric can avoid consuming itself in the sort of desperately alienated iconoclasm one
finds in an ultraleftist like Jean Baudrillard, who concludes that the arts and the media are so utterly co-opted by
capitalism that not only is “reform” impossible but also all efforts at dialectical conversion to progressive, liberating
purposes. … The possibility that the fetishes of capitalist aesthetics, objects experienced and understood as “beau-
tiful”, “expressive”, etc. might have both an authentic and inauthentic function for their users is exactly the possibility
that the radical iconoclast cannot countenance.’ (Mitchell, 1986: 202)
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What is left, in December 1999, is the notion of a ‘full scale authentic copy’, so termed in the label explaining

an exhibit of the replica of the America’s Cup at the Auckland International Airport terminal.
646

3.2 Maori culture and the aesthetisation of commercial life

Benjamin (1974b: 506) diagnosed in fascism an ‘aestheticization of political life’, a notion which Lyotard (in

Reijen & Veerman, 1988: 299) revisits when he holds that an important task of philosophy will be to ‘refuse

the aesthetic its two thousand year-old privilege’. This applies not only to the politics of states, but also to

those of economic entities when they use culture centrally to turn human beings into fleeting appearances,

rather than recognising in them the reason for their existence. In such situations, ‘sober consideration crum-

bles entirely’ (Benjamin, 1974a: 282).

Different from fine arts in some respects, design and marketing are directly involved with the market and its

rules. Images are used as resources and commodity forms to design trademarks, logos, visual cues in prod-

ucts, or for purely decorative purposes. They are part of the corporate identity in branding campaigns where

they serve to position a product in a local or international market by establishing an initial connection be-

tween the product and its potential users. As Spencer (1985: 71) puts it, ‘success in the market depends on

activating the fantasy and desires of potential buyers. … A false nimbus is created to take the place of the

lost aura, the halo. Unlike a genuine halo it is detachable and transferable’. This is much easier and cheaper

if motifs can be used which already have a meaning, which are bold and distinctive, and evoke memories. As

a New Zealand marketing expert explains

If you can take something that already has image associations that you want, your budget is go-

ing to go a lot further, and it’s very powerful, especially if you are not a big brand. That is what

you are always looking for, something that already has meaning (in Engels-Schwarzpaul &

Whaanga, 1999: 37).

These characteristics are frequently found in Maori images. The New Zealand visitor industry particularly

mines the ‘cultural capital’ inherent in Maori imagery, since ‘one of the few things that make us distinct as a

country, as a destination, is Maori. It’s not just one of the few, its probably the only’ (37).

The culture industries clustering around design and marketing are bound by the rules of efficiency and those

of the market.
647

Adorno (1967a) maintains that the cultural commodities they produce are ‘governed by the

principle of their realization as value, and not by their own specific content …. The entire practice of the cul-

ture industry transfers the profit motif naked onto cultural forms’.
648

With this profit motif come forms of plan-

646
Some Maori use the concept of authenticity as well to promote their cause in the market of virtuality, for example:
‘Piripi Waretini ‘got the part [of the Polynesian harpooner Queequeg in Moby Dick] after telling casters at the audi-
tion in Sydney … that if they wanted “an authentic native, you’re looking at him.” The choice ended their worldwide
search’ (NZPA, 1998). The picture header shows Waretini’s face with the caption ‘Moko stamps reality into TV clas-
sic’. This can be seen as one instance of Maori complicity with the alienation and commodification of Maori culture.
Trask (1993: 138) argues that while the ‘co-optation of indigenous ways does not work without complicitous Na-
tives’, there are very different reasons for this complicity. ‘Some of our people are bought, some are crushed be-
tween impossible demands, others are squeezed until they become but images of their former selves. Those who
resist often find the price too high. In Hawai’i … Native resistance no longer results in death … but now brings
chronic unemployment or threats of lawsuits or constant hounding and public ridicule that threatens our sanity. …
we participate in the wage system because we feel there is no other way.’

647
‘The goal of every business is to fulfil economic goals. National economists at the turn of the century, for example
Werner Sombarth, have declared these to be the maximisation of profits.’ (aicher, 1990: 191)

648
While Horkheimer and Adorno’s (1967a; 1944b) analysis has attracted wide spread criticism, it has been mainly
concerned with their assumption that the culture industries would be successful in homogenising cultural production
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ning and bureaucratisation which are based on the model of industrial production: forms of rationalisation,

standardisation and resource processing. Thus, while cultural production has always been co-determined by

economic relationships to varying degrees, those forms that Horkheimer and Adorno term ‘culture industries’

are new in their ‘direct and undisguised primacy of a precisely and thoroughly calculated efficacy’ (1967a).

This determines their relationship to art and culture: the potential of protest, which was previously part of

cultural practice, is repressed by the culture industries. What they produce are ‘commodities through and

through’. While appearances constantly change, content becomes irrelevant, and what is paraded as ‘inces-

santly new’ disguises an ‘eternal sameness’. In the forms they produce ‘aura, the presence of that which is

not present’ is conserved in its decaying forms as ‘a foggy mist’. Culture industries are destructive towards

what they touch: ‘no homeland can survive’ the various uses it is put to in these forms of production, which

celebrate ‘the unique character on which it thrives’ but simultaneously turn it ‘into an interchangeable same-

ness’. The culture industries have no care for what their consumers suffer, even though they pretend to take

the lead from their needs. In reality, the culture industry hammers ‘concepts of order … into human beings

[which] are always those of the status quo. They remain unquestioned, unanalyzed and undialectically pre-

supposed, even if they no longer have any substance for those who accept them’. By that, progress be-

comes ‘mass deception and is turned into a means for fettering consciousness’. Adorno sees, in the ‘deep

unconscious mistrust’ of the masses and a ‘residue of difference between art and empirical reality’, the last

potential for resistance against these imperial cultural politics.

Bourdieu (1984: 32) largely takes a different slant on the problem, which I have already discussed above.
649

Different from Adorno, who usually privileges ‘autonomous’ art over contemporary popular art forms and

suspects solid false consciousness on the part of the masses, Bourdieu looks at concrete practices within

social configurations and observes, generally with more empathy, both the alienation and the resistance of

those excluded from ‘high art’. In his view, the rejection by popular audiences of high art stems in part from

their deeply felt demand for participation, which is systematically disappointed by formal and elitist art institu-

tions. Professional organisations, as much as education, can contribute greatly to the formalisation of privi-

leges and exclusions in the sphere of cultural production and cultural economy, and thereby deepen the split

between official culture and the life-world of the users of designs and products.

Bourdieu also notices an exponential growth of a new ‘class’ which he describes as ‘cultural intermediaries’

or ‘new intellectuals’ (310, 370). These cultural intermediaries in a sense create links and bridges over previ-

ously separate areas of culture, between high and low as much as different forms of cultural production.

Their status and allegiances can be highly volatile, but they at least have the capacity of broadening and

questioning ‘the prevalent notions of consumption, to circulate images of consumption suggesting alternative

pleasures and desires, consumption as excess, waste and disorder’ (Featherstone, 1991: 21). These cultural

intermediaries are primarily active in areas such as advertising, design and fashion, as well as in the media

and the helping professions (counselling, education and therapy) (35). They are preoccupied with questions

of identity, lifestyle, and new experiences and evidence a high mobility in their social and personal lives. In

their role as intermediaries, they make accessible ‘to almost everyone the distinctive poses, the distinctive

games and other signs of inner riches previously reserved for intellectuals’ (Bourdieu, 1984: 371). All this is a

and consumption completely, and with their neglect of actual consumer practices and possibilities of resistance
(Kellner, 1989: 140).

649
See p. 83.
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dynamic mixture, if not an explosive one, since, as Bourdieu observes, they are well connected to and find

support from ‘the directors and executives of firms in tourism and journalism, publishing and the cinema,

fashion and advertising, decoration and property development’ (311).

Place their abilities, aspirations, preoccupations and temperaments into the context of the culture industries,

and it becomes apparent that one of their potential roles is that of facilitating a further breach into cultural

resources for commodification. This often takes place on a new level of justification when, for example, the

rhetoric of postmodernism is brought in to legitimise straightforward appropriation. But whatever the rhetoric

might have to say about new freedoms and creativities, the context and motives of commercial cultural pro-

duction has hardly changed for the better since Adorno’s critique. Thus, rather than budgeting for research

into meanings and associations of an image before launching a brand, this is, in many instances, not even

considered. For example, the marketing expert mentioned before, points out that ‘a lot of people don’t have

the luxury to go through that process of asking the market, what it means’. The people referred to are, of

course, business people and culture industry specialists, whereas it remains more than vague who ‘the mar-

ket’ is. While designers and marketing experts might speculate about meanings in the abstract, what matters

is ‘what it means to the market out there, that’s where it gets meaning, … not in the talk inside the design

houses’. In reality however, ‘[y]ou are pretty well always testing it in situ, like fully branded’ (in Engels-

Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 40). This takes on a specific aspect with regard to the commodification of

Maori culture by an industry whose representatives have, as a rule, next to no affiliations with it. Neverthe-

less, it is widely assumed in marketing circles that Maori images make ‘brilliant stories, as do all the indige-

nous cultures in every culture in the world. Even cultures that have been wiped out’.
650

Accordingly, a member of the intellectual property branch of the Ministry of Commerce believes it to be stan-

dard practice for graphic designers to use ‘a little koru’ in trademarks. He believes the intention to be to eas-

ily invoke a New Zealand national identity, which will set it apart from other English-speaking countries. Many

designers are, at least in theory, wary of this facile practice on the grounds of quality standards. Thus, they

are often highly critical of branding exercises such as those of Air New Zealand or the Auckland Warriors

which are seen as ‘cheap and nasty’. In addition, the bad publicity resulting from negligent procedures are

seen as damaging to a firm’s reputation, something that no one can really afford (in Engels-Schwarzpaul &

Whaanga, 1999: 41).

While one designer observes that New Zealanders on the whole are becoming more aware and appreciative

of what New Zealand has to offer in comparison to other countries, he thinks that it is happening ‘in a gauche

sort of way’, and that there is

not a clear sense of identity in this country. I don’t see it coming for some time because there’s

not a balance yet. We’re going through a stage now of correcting imbalances of the past.

There’s a Them and Us. Until we are united we can’t go forward (in Engels-Schwarzpaul &

Whaanga, 1999: 43).

Designers, of course, do not necessarily express the opinion of a wider population. Their induction into their

professional field produces changes to their habitus, which separate them from the majority of people. From

their particular position, they have a range of choices available to them. They can perpetuate the process of

differentiation and specialisation, where previously communal practices are concentrated in the hands of
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professionals. Knowledge and value judgements become thereby institutionalised and commodified. On the

other hand, professionals can, under certain circumstances, be mediators and go-betweens.
651

In cross-

cultural situations in Aotearoa, for instance, success or failure often depends on the participation of capable

cultural intermediaries. Their contribution would be their intimate familiarity with the different cultures in-

volved, and their resulting ability to competently and empathetically translate, for the parties involved, the

changes that occur in the transition from one language-game to another.
652

For ‘[w]hen language-games

change, then there is a change in concepts, and with the concepts the meaning of words change’

(Wittgenstein, 1969: #65).
653

I have already indicated several times how Maori culture is vulnerable to commodification, particularly so

because it is often seen as being capable of remedying a structural lack which is perceived to lie at the heart

of Pakeha culture.
654

Smith (1999: 89) calls the exploitation of Maori culture by non-Maori ‘trading the Other’,

the

first truly global commercial enterprise …a vast industry which is based on the positional supe-

riority and advantages gained under imperialism. It is concerned more with ideas, language,

knowledge, images, beliefs and fantasies than any other industry. Trading the Other deeply, in-

timately, defines Western thinking and identity. As a trade, it has no concern for the peoples

who originally produced the ideas or images, or with how and why they produced those ways of

knowing. It will not, indeed, cannot, return the raw materials from which its products have been

made.

While the concept of trade implies a mutually agreed transaction between seller and buyer, and is usually

also perceived to be mutually beneficial, this is not the case in the trade with, or of, Indigenous peoples (89).

One only has to look at who is in control of the culture industries to realise that in the transfer of culture mu-

tuality would be difficult to achieve under the prevailing circumstances, even if the intention was strong. Os-

terwold (1987: 432) not only makes the point that the expansion of the media produces more and more po-

tential for appropriation of ‘the exotic’, he also argues that the consumption and reception of the products of

culture industries leads to a devaluation of exotic cultures by way of commodification, normalisation, and

calculation. Through reductive pseudo-romantic stereotypes, forms of life are trivialised to make them suit

sentimental emotions and cosy fantasies.

Trading the Other is a sizeable industry. Linden (1991: 57), for instance, reports on an Australian tourist op-

erator who annually takes up to 7,000 visitors through the traditional villages of the Sepik River. A 1997

ATSIC report estimates the Australian Aboriginal arts and crafts market generates almost $200 million per

year (cited in Janke, 1997: 26). Janke also refers to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs estimate in 1989

according to which only just over $7 million of the profits generated were received by Aboriginal people. An

Australia Council Survey of February/March 1993 established that ‘48% of overseas visitors are interested in

seeing and learning about Indigenous arts and culture. ... The value of sales of Indigenous arts and souve-

650
See p. 351.

651
See p. 361.

652
However, for a caveat as to what constitutes intimate familiarity, competence and empathy in translation and about
the limits of hermeneutics, see Jahnke on p. 146.

653
See p. 108.
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nirs to international visitors is estimated at $46 million per year’ (1997: 26). Unfortunately, I have no figures

of New Zealand profits made from tourism and arts and/or crafts products related to Maori culture. In propor-

tion, however, I would expect those figures to be even more pronounced in the New Zealand economy, and

this is reflected in the marketing strategies for tourism and souvenirs. An article about billboard advertising in

Paris during the Rugby World Cup in 1999 states the marketability of Maori culture quite clearly: ‘The black-

and-white monster, two storeys high and 100m long, features the All Blacks’ front row pumped up for a

scrum, and the giant face of a Maori with a total facial moko. Maoridom is a great selling point’ (1999b).

The nationalisation and subsequent ‘internationalisation of

an art image that belongs to Maori’ (GK@045 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 36) presumably also con-

tributed to another incident that was frequently mentioned

by Maori and non-Maori participants: the use of the koru by

Paco Rabane in his fashion show. The scenario made a

(what seemed to be intentional) connection between gen-

der and race. In a brief report on the show broadcast by

Television New Zealand on Channel 1, both the male and

woman model are dressed up in what would be perceived

by a European and more widely Western audience as

primitive props (spear and feather-bush). However, there is

some cultural confusion here, since they are both wearing

Folie Bergères-type feather head-dresses. Curvilinear mo-

tifs cut out of metal cover their bodies (barely) as they glide

into a dance accompanied by what sounds like African

drums. As the camera changes position, the audience is

treated to the spectacle of a chrome penis on the male

torso which extends well above his navel and the dance

style becomes increasingly reminiscent of strip-tease

shows. After a hard cut, Rabane says in an interview that this ‘is a move towards something I started off do-

ing, I think, at Givenchy … an ethnic style – ethnic that is to say a bit ancient looking like Maori and Africa’.

Following another hard cut, Rabane enters the catwalk together with the models. He first seizes the models’

hands, then pushes them back and dances by himself. He is dressed in an all-black, very simple and utilitar-

ian looking attire. All through the sequence, Rabane is shown completely in control of the situation, while the

models are very much at his will.

In New Zealand, the (seemingly) contradictory responses of some Maori individuals were reported in the

press. It seemed to me that the media gave more prominence to those who believed that the incident con-

tributed to a promotion of Maori culture overseas. However, in my personal discussions, I was under the im-

pression that resistance far outweighed applause. Certainly, in the more official research situations this was

pronounced: not a single participant was supportive of Rabane’s show. On the contrary

654
Again, there is a historical analogy: Schneider (1987: 394) observes a general fatigue in European art at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century which was combatted by the use of increasingly powerful stimulants. The ‘languages
of form in primitive art … was the right medicine’ for that purpose.

Model in Rabane fashion show, 1998
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[t]here is a considerable amount of resistance to sharing [their images] on the part of Maori

people. … there was this extreme example in the Herald of the use of the koru on that outfit …. I

thought it was grotesque. I didn’t think it was beautiful. Only a man would say that that was at-

tractive, in fact it was very offensive. …. It is offensive to me because that’s an appropriation

that is not only uncalled for, but it does nothing to raise the appreciation; it raises the aware-

ness, but not the appreciation of the importance of those designs. The whole purpose of the

moko in its complete form was to confirm the ultimate leader. As every layer of carving of the

moko was done, there were extra skills that that person had acquired (in Engels-Schwarzpaul &

Whaanga, 1999: 36).

An English design educator at the School of Architecture and Design in Wellington also has concerns about

the Rabane incident. He feels ‘uncomfortable because the creation is a bit thin, it’s skimpy, and there was a

lot of flesh showing’. Male fashion designers, in his view, seem to operate on the basis that ‘the more flesh

you can reveal the better. … There are two things bound up in it, culture and gender … When two things

cross over like that, then people are on tricky ground’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 36).

Although efforts are continually

made to prevent such invasion

and exploitation of Maori cul-

ture,
655

they have as yet not

been able to stop both new and

old forms of commodification. In

fact, closer to home, it almost

seems as if all the campaigns

aimed at educating Pakeha – for example, the labelling of certain tourist items as culturally offensive in the

mid-1980s – have never happened. In July 2000, the Iko Iko shop on Karangahape Road in Auckland sells

the notorious plastic tikis at 30 cents a piece and, in a shop close by, candles modelled on Maori ancestral

carvings are for sale at $12 a piece.
656

Such objects are regarded as

things, without whakapapa,

which are already in the public

domain and therefore available

to all. This view is partly

founded on the notion that

Maori cultural property consists

mainly of tangibles. In some

ways, Henare’s Bill (Henare,

1996: §2) to Parliament to en-

act the Taonga Maori Protec-

655
See p. 360 and p. 325.
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The same plastic tikis are, as to be expected, more expensive at the Katcha Kiwi shop at the Auckland International
Airport where they are displayed for sale in quantities. The same shop displays unbelievably bad imitations of Maori
carvings – which are very unlikely to have been produced in New Zealand – next to faint imitations of Australian
Aboriginal boomerangs. See p. 347.
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tion Act 1996 has unfortunately contributed to this conception. It defines Taonga Maori as ‘the tangible

treasures or property as defined by Maori and which include physical artefacts’ and does not explicitly men-

tion intangible elements of taonga. Most Maori, however, assert that not only physical artefacts are taonga,

but particularly so the knowledge and practices associated with the creation of an image, and the image of a

taonga itself: the image is just as important as the actual physical thing.
657

Initiatives by Maori to ensure participation in the financial benefits of their marketability are, paradoxically,

often not well received. Not only does there seem to be an implicit assumption that Maori have to be com-

pletely pure about their culture and not practice commodification themselves,
658

but their claims are often

treated as unjustified on the grounds that they themselves, after all, make use of Pakeha culture.
659

Thus, in

a letter to the editor of The Listener, Knight (2000: 8) seems to consider the attempt ‘to charge the New Zea-

land Rugby Football Union’ for the use of the haka as unjustified on the grounds that ‘football is part of

Pakeha culture … I wonder how much they can charge for allowing Maori to play?’
660

Such arguments do not take into account a colonial history during which ‘inappropriate structures and

Pakeha involvement in issues critical for Maori have worked to break down traditional Maori society by

weakening its base’ (Rangihau, 1986: §30),
661

a history of a chronic imbalance of power which served to take

away from Maori the ‘rights to define and control their own intellectual property (Jackson, 1993: 19). This has

many consequences – one of them decreased opportunities, particularly for young Maori, to have access to

their language and culture ‘which should determine their being’. Commodification ‘tiki-style’ overlays Maori

culture with distortions that make access more difficult.
662

Pakeha, on the other hand, sometimes make use of Maori culture like mass tourists consume a foreign

country.

He is not really interested in the place he holidays in. He buys a certain aspect – of the whole

country he expects only one thing for a week: that the trains work, as well as the hotel and the

weather. Basically, he creates a 3D realm of illusion in a synthetic country. He is already in vir-

tual space. The fact that he has to fly his body there only reinforces the illusion (Weibel in

Thimm & Scriba, 2000: 138)
663

Weibel confirms Trask’s (1993: 180) contention that Hawai’i is, for American tourists, nothing but an ‘image

of escape from the rawness and violence of daily American life’. Although only five hours flight away from

California,

657
From an incomplete interview with an art and design educator. Two events were often raised by participants, which
demonstrate that images are more than just that even in liberal mainstream society: the ‘Madonna in a condom’ in-
cident, and the chainsaw attack on the pine tree on Maungakiekie. See fn. 1218.
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See fn. 741.

659
See p. 222.
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In case the lop-sidedness of the argument is not immediately apparent: the key is the commercial nature of the
Rugby Union’s use of the haka. If Maori do play football for money, it is usually in the pay of the Union or some
similar association, and the profits are not made by the individual Maori players, but by the association.

661
See also Walker (1996b).

662
A participant recalled the history of postcards which depicted comic characters of ‘Maori with bottles ... half-falling
over. When sent overseas, the postcards would create the impression that that was what Maori were like’. The
same informant served in the New Zealand Navy on the Waikato which had an emblem depicting a taniwha. The
taniwha for him has not only combative connotations, but he remembers stories of the taniwha being told to children
to warn them of dangerous parts of water. The Waikato, however was a warship, ‘a deadly weapon’ – thus
associating the taniwha with modern warfare, which the participant thought was making a mockery of the concept of
the taniwha.
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See p. 351.
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Hawai’i is a thousand light years away in fantasy. Mostly a state of mind, … Hawai’i – the word,

the vision, the sound in the mind – is the fragrance and feel of soft kindness. Above all, Hawai’i

is ‘she’, the Western image of the Native ‘female’ in her magical allure.

The direct conflation of ‘primitive’ and ‘female’ betrays clichés held and nurtured from an ignorant distance.

But not only does an understanding of Maori images take time and experience,
664

an important element iden-

tified by Maori as determining the outcome of any use of Maori cultural images is the attitude of those who

wish to use them.

It is important that people’s heart is in it. That’s what I try to do with my students, to turn their

heart onto it. … [T]hat it isn’t just an adze, a piece of rock shaped into an adze. That it’s been in

battles, that it’s got all this stuff in there, like a glow around it, and they understand what these

objects mean to Maori people, that a cloak isn’t just a beautiful [thing] made of a million dead

Kiwi feathers, that there is more behind it. (NP@362 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999:

37)

There is a reverberation of Benjamin’s notion of aura in this comment.
665

Spencer (1985: 60) in a discussion

of Benjamin’s notions of ‘event’ and ‘experience’ remarks that ‘[w]ithout a real awareness of the past, without

some continuity with the past, the present would be empty, an infinite multitude of indistinguishable zeros’.

But, and again he refers to Benjamin here, ‘genuine experience (Erfahrung), continuous with past and future

and containing elements of both the past and the future in itself is … in the process of being eroded’ (61).

The accelerating speed of technology and the ‘voracious expansion’ of the capitalist economy creates a

situation where ‘[t]he aura which attaches to things in their traditional setting, when they contain their own

meaning, is drained by the process of fixing a price, advertising and display’ (71).

If non-Maori decide for themselves that their culture needs no protection from those processes, they may be

seen as entitled to their decision. However, the argument that therefore Maori or other Indigenous cultures

are not entitled to protection does not follow. The ‘universal right of all humans to share in each other’s cul-

tures’ (Jackson, 1993: 19) almost always turns out to be balanced very unevenly.

If indigenous peoples are not recognised as having the right to power for themselves, or are un-

able to exercise that self-determination effectively, the concept of universalism is a crude mask

for their continued dispossession (19).

Not noticing or discussing any such implications, Langer (1953: 374) believes that the art of Others can ‘be-

come important for our own artistic life’. She cautions, however, that this is not possible without understand-

ing – which she conceptualises as an intuitive grasp of the feelings inherent in those works. Without at least

that (but how would one establish its lack or presence?) consumption can leave our cultural practices empty.

Masiero (1990: 23) reminds us that

decoration is the response to the horror vacui, to the fear of the void, which is by its very nature

the horror of solitude, a horror that the decay of communication would start, the thought that be-

tween the ‘one’ and the ‘others’ there is no longer anything to say.

664
See p. 214.
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See p. 208, in particular fn. 593.
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Part Three: The time of  practices 

What do theoretical statements such as Masiero’s mean in the everyday lives of non-theoreticians (or even

in their own life-worlds outside the academy)? While, so far, occasional comments of participants in my re-

search have been juxtaposed to the theories I have discussed, it is now time to look at cultural practices,

which theories (more or less) refer to and (more or less) seek to explain.

This part of my thesis is based on several empirical research projects conducted over the course of my PhD

research, but they are integrated here in reverse chronology. The last project – which I shall discuss first – is

concerned with the use of ornament by non-professionals, and with the views they hold of its potential and

various roles. In this section, I will look closely at ornamentation on the level of the life-worlds of people, and

at spontaneous and pre-theoretical accounts and practices.

The second section considers signifying practices involving symbols and ornaments, beyond the circles of

life-world identifications. Here, ornamentation is self-consciously employed to signify to specific audiences.

One example is the use of ornamentation in New Zealand public buildings – mainly around the turn of the

nineteenth century until the 1930s. Another area is the employment of Maori cultural images to create a New

Zealand design or art identity – or a specific New Zealand ‘flair’ for products and services.

In the last section I will discuss my first research project where I investigated the use of ornament as a cul-

tural practice within design education in New Zealand. The subject matter are the processes whereby design

students cease to be unselfconscious members of a life-world – which they share with their friends, family or

neighbours – and start to look at ornament from the perspective of professional design practice.

IX Practices of everyday life 

While ornament is primarily a formal or otherwise aesthetic issue for professionals, users’ accounts suggest

that they regard ornament as fully integrated with other personal and intersubjectively shared practices. For

them it is a part of everyday life, often employed to enhance it. Users’ accounts barely overlap with discus-

sions on ornamentation in, for instance, professional journals.
666

I have not found a single article in such pub-

666
I performed several data bank searches between 1994 and 2000 with similar results. A search at the University of
Frankfurt in April 1997 generated the following results: Psyndex: 2 ornament, 350 symbol, 0 ornament and sym-
bol, 23 symbol and art, 0 ornament and art, 939 pattern, 32 pattern and art, 6 symbol and identity. Social Sci-
ences Citation Index: 1 ornament. Philosophers’s Index (search for ornament or symbol, German sources only)
35. Of the few citations related to ornament most were concerned with historical aspects. The very high number of
listings for pattern almost all referred to natural sciences: either with respect to cognition, or to animals (fur or
feather patterns). The same was the case for a search of OVID. This was again the case for a search on 27.1.00:
Web of Science Records: 75 ornamental, 0 ornamentation. 18 citations related to Art, Design, Architecture or
Craft (all but one – ‘Kitsch ornamental plants’ – concerned with historical ornament), 2 to poetry/literature, 54 to Bi-
ology, Horticulture or Agriculture. There were 79 citations for ornament, 46 of which related to Art, Design, Archi-
tecture or Craft. The overwhelming majority was concerned with historical/anthropological aspects of ornament, few
with contemporary architecture. No title or abstract referred to contexts of use. Silver Platter – Austrom: 9 citations
ornamental, 2 ornamentation and 4 ornament. I sighted and partially read articles that seemed even vaguely
relevant. Search of Avery 14.4.00: 487 citations for ornament; 2 ornament and symbol; 1 ornament and practice
(discussion of the theories and practices of three Jugendstil architects); 14 for ornament and use (all referring to
elements or techniques of architectural practice); these articles are written from either preservationist or art-
historical perspectives, reporting on the homes of historical and contemporary ‘rich and beautiful’ people, or giving
instructions of the ‘how to use ornament in your home’ type. For instance, ‘Some examples of whimsy and "fanciful
detail" that can personalize a room, to make an instant statement about the owner's taste or sense of humor’ (Ab-
stract for Kennedy, M. 1999 Fancy free House beautiful (8), 141).
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lications that even hints at the roles of ornament beyond the realms of art history, aesthetics, philosophy or

the building industry; that it is actually made, used and interpreted as part of everyday life practices. Culture

in those articles is always professional culture (or that of the well-to-do or idle housewives), and the argu-

ments are those of initiates amongst themselves (or of consultants educating anonymous readers, the ‘soli-

tary crowd’ in Certeau’s words). Generations of designers, publicists, and reputable institutions have unsuc-

cessfully tried to educate users about design products. However, as Selle and Boehe note (1986: 7), the

majority of users have always chosen the supposedly wrong objects from available products in the market.

They have done so ‘with such sharpness of purpose as if they had done it with the right instinct for their own

interests’; as if they ‘refused, tacitly and stubbornly, to let go of something that has finally come close enough

to be grasped’.

My interest here is to find out if – and how – users relate to the institutionalised opinions and maxims pro-

moted by design or marketing experts. If they do, how do they accommodate or undercut these influences?

What is the role of culture, with regard to identity and values, in the assessment and practice of ornamenta-

tion? What are people’s interests in ornamentation, and are there any patterns in their pursuit of it? Do their

practices follow rules, and how do they affect the users’ environment?
667

1 Users and the system

Users operate within several spheres: those of their professional and social activities and the more intimate

sphere of their private lives. A rift has been observed by many writers between the so-called life-world and

the system. Semsek and Stauth (1988: 697) define the language of the system as made up of institutional

patterns that represent aspects of a life-world, which they not only

reflect but into which they inscribe themselves.
668

These patterns are

mediated and exchanged through discourses in religion, law, politics,

economy and the media. The ‘discourse of the system’ on ornamenta-

tion is, for example, conducted in the media and structured by a well-

established bifurcation. One type of publication, aimed at professional

audiences (or more widely at what Featherstone calls cultural inter-

mediaries)
669

still argues largely against ornamental use or remains

silent on the topic – examples in New Zealand would be Architecture

New Zealand or ProDesign. Another type aimed at the general public

(such as House and Garden) gives endless illustrations of ornamental

applications, but does not discuss implications of such uses. Dis-

course on ornament is also conducted through the channels of the

‘market place’: in commercials and infomercials. This strand is con-

cerned either with the sale of ornaments or with ornament as a sales

667
For a detailed description of the methodology, see Users' Perspectives.doc on the accompanying CD-ROM.

668
See fn. 131, p. 69. The terms life-world and system derive from discussions of modern Western societies
(Habermas, 1997a; Husserl, 1970; Schütz, 1971). Semsek and Stauth not only discuss this configuration within
Western societies, but also study the implications of the introduction of the division between life-world and system
into ‘third world’ contexts through globalised economies.

669
See p. 232.
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incentive.
670

Finally, discourse is conducted in the education system where different facets are prominent in

different contexts, but this discourse is still largely shaped by modernist doctrines.
671

Semsek and Staudt (1988) make the differentiation between life-world and system more dynamic by intro-

ducing the concept of a ‘second culture’ that exists alongside a first, or dominant culture.
672

This is useful

because it highlights the fact that the extent to which people assimilate – or resist – the first culture depends

partly on their access to it, and on the degree to which identification is possible. Assimilation and resistance

are not only related to gender, ethnicity, education, and social status but also to the compatibility between

the values of the system and their own. This relationship influences the way they perceive the world; what is

meaningful and right in life; and how they position themselves in that field. Their mapping of the world, in

turn, is likely to influence their views of ornamentation. This is most clearly evident in the way users discuss

the relation of ornamentation to culture. However tenuous classifications such as Maori or Pakeha may be,

the participants in the questionnaires who identify with Maori culture (as a group) tend to reply in different

ways from those who identify themselves as Pakeha. Pacific respondents differ still more noticeably from the

dominant system in their views of ornament and of its place in cultural practice and belief systems. The inter-

views, where participants place their comments into a wider framework of explanations, confirm this.
673

Cultural identity is, in the questionnaire used in the project, largely one that respondents construct for them-

selves. If Pakeha are ‘New Zealanders of a European background, whose cultural values and behaviour

have been primarily formed from the experience of being a member of the dominant group in New Zealand’

(Spoonley, 1988: 62-3), it is interesting to note that only nine of the thirty respondents who indicate that they

identify with European culture did not grow up in New Zealand.
674

On the other hand, a Pakeha respondent

to the questionnaire also identifies as Maori. This is how she explains her choice: ‘I am Pakeha. But I lived

17 years in a small Maori community + have been involved with Maori organisations for 26 years. My wha-

nau is Maori, and apart from work most of my interactions are with Maori’.
675

Clarifying what ‘my culture’

means to her she states that she regards her Maori husband’s culture also as her own.

Further, cultural identification can change over the course of one’s life. Allie, who today considers herself as

a New Zealand Indian-Fijian, saw herself as a ‘Kiwi’ when she was younger and felt compelled to ignore or

even deny her ‘Indian side’.

When I was young I was in a minority group. … Knowing that I was Indian but not knowing

really any of my culture. Any of the history. It made me feel quite alien because I knew I wasn’t

Maori. I knew I wasn’t Pakeha, but I didn’t know about my Indian side … . It did make me un-

comfortable. I just brushed it away. (AM@195 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 60)

670
Here, the double meaning of the word in the English language creates a large area of grey as to what is meant by
ornament. See p. 41.

671
The exception usually being lectures on postmodernism in theory courses. See Ornament as cultural practice in
design education, p. 377.

672
See p. 217.
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Gender, age and sexual orientation also appear to be factors impacting on the view and practice of ornamentation.
The data are not so conclusive in those respects but are sufficiently clear to warrant occasional speculation on cor-
respondences between those aspects of identity and people’s relationships with ornamental practices. Socio-
economic correlations cannot be established from the data, since the indications of profession and status provided
are too general to warrant interpretation along those lines.

674
For a discussion of possible implications of the rejection of the term Pakeha by people who fit Spoonley’s definition,
see pp. 58 and 250.

675
#82 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 60).
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Today, she feels that this part of her identity is important to her and, at the time of writing, she had left for Fiji

to explore it.

A Pakeha/Maori (Waitaha) woman is aware of her ‘Maori background’ but, because of her upbringing, she

considers it ‘not that available’ to her. Nevertheless, she believes that she has ‘a sense … of the inherent

spirituality of Maori understanding’ and gets upset when she sees Maori culture ‘bastardised’(GR@146 in

Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 60).

Aside from cultural affiliation and questions of ethnicity, participants’ ways of mapping the world refer to the

circumstances of their lives: time pressure and commodification; increasing mobility in the world they experi-

ence, matched by a yearning for stability but also an interest in travel; the value and importance of friends

and family; and traces that might be found in objects, one of them being ornamentation. The participants

bring all of these aspects to bear on the question of ornamentation, and I will discuss them in due course.

2 Users’ relationship with ornamentation

Users generally differ in their level of reflexivity about ornamentation. They also differ in their opinions, often

according to their cultural identification and their gender perspectives.

The fact that men are more likely than women to say that they have never thought about ornament and, con-

versely, that women are more likely to say that they have often thought about it seems to confirm a common

stereotype that regards ornament as a feminine preoccupation. However, the situation is far more ambivalent

and interesting when looked at closely. In the middle range, the positions are almost inverted: on the nega-

tive side of the scale, less men than women say that they have seldom676
thought about ornamentation and,

on the positive side, more men than women say that have relatively often677
given it some thought.

The same inversion reappears as participants respond to the question of whether or not they are interested

in learning more about the background of cultural images: Women are slightly more inclined than men to say

that they are not interested at all, and less than half the number of women compared to men say that they

are very much interested. It is, of course, possible that men’s approach to ornamentation is more cognitive

than women’s, or that they want more information to compensate for a lack they presently feel. Whatever the

reasons, their responses contradict common stereotypes about gender attitudes.

Because of the small subsamples for all groups (except Pakeha or European respondents) patterns emerg-

ing from comparisons by cultural identification cannot be interpreted with certainty.
678

However, in some

cases there are critical variations that point to significant differences in the way that culturally and socio-

historically grounded world-views influence attitudes to ornamentation. Pacific respondents consistently pro-

fess significantly greater interest in issues surrounding ornamentation – as well as greater knowledge and

676
(between never and neutral)

677
(between neutral and often)

678

Number of Percent
Maori 14 12.4
Pakeha 42 37.2
Pacific Island 5 4.4
Asian 10 8.8
European 30 26.5
Other 12 10.6
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more involvement – than any other group. On the other hand, Asian respondents seemed to be less con-

cerned, informed, and involved than the other participants.
679

Concentrating on Pakeha and Maori participants, it is interesting that not one Maori respondent selected a

response beyond the middle point to indicate that they had never or seldom thought about ornamentation.

Conversely, about a third of the Pakeha respondents did. Towards the positive side of the range (often), 40%

of Maori and 26% of Pakeha respondents selected values beyond neutral. This pattern recurs with regard to

their interest in learning more about the background of ornamental motifs. None of the Maori respondents

select values on the not at all interested side of neutral, whereas 44% of the Pakeha respondents do. While

none of the Maori respondents indicate that they were very much interested, the aggregated positive re-

sponses (beyond neutral) are 64% for Maori and 48% for Pakeha participants. These figures indicate that

Maori respondents are more interested in ornamentation.

A comparison between respondents identifying with Pakeha and European culture is somewhat specious

given that most of them have grown up in New Zealand. However, their subjective identification is likely to

say something about their attitudes to culture, so a comparison could shed light on different viewpoints. Re-

spondents who identify as European are less likely never to have thought about ornamentation (3.4%) than

those who identify as Pakeha (9.5%), but also less likely to have thought about it often (17.2% and 23.8%

respectively). European and Pakeha respondents state in similar pro-

portions that they are not at all interested (11% and 12%) in more in-

formation about the background of cultural images, but there is a sig-

nificant difference at the other end of the scale: while 19% of Pakeha

respondents profess to be very much interested, only 7% of Europe-

ans do the same. It appears that people who identify as Pakeha are,

on the whole, more concerned with the issue; they come second after

Pacific respondents in that regard, of whom 75% express that they

were very much interested.

Very few participants in the questionnaire see ornamentation in a

negative light. Comments refer to the way in which ornamentation pro-

vides connections and links on multiple levels, to how it provides joy

and pleasure, provides meaning and identity, and so on (Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 2000: 14).
680

679
This result was counter-intuitive. I asked an Asian woman, who participated in a seminar I gave for Master of Art
and Design students at the Auckland University of Technology, for her opinion on how this could be interpreted.
She thought it possible that the questions might be understood by Asian participants differently from others. She
based that conjecture on her experience with the use of ornamentation in Asian cultures, which is never without
purpose or meaning. She also ventured a suggestion that, under the pressure of assimilation and modernisation,
Asian participants might not ‘speak their minds’ in the research context. Her opinion seems to be confirmed by the
way in which an Asian woman participant in an interview described her relationship with ornamentation. Prior to my
discussion with the Masters student, I had regarded her responses as probably untypical since she works as a
multi-cultural advisor, and therefore would be more aware of the issues.

680
‘[A]s adornment is also an object of considerable value, it is a synthesis of the individual’s having and being; it thus
transforms mere possession into the sensuous and emphatic perceivability of the individual himself. … The super-
flous “flows over”, that is, it flows to points which are far removed from its origin but to which it remains tied: around
the precinct of mere necessity, it lays a vaster precinct which, in principle, is limitless.’ (Simmel, 1908: 340)
‘…bodily adornment … expands the ego and enlarges the sphere around us which is filled with our personality and
which consists in the pleasure and the attention of our environment.’ (344)

Sarah’s beautiful things
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3 Production and consumption

Some of Semsek and Stauth’s (1988: 699) concepts are useful for an interpretation of the data regarding the

relationship of ornament to production and consumption. They contend, for example, that the life-world in

industrialised societies, having been detached from social tradition and confined to private lives, is recreated

in everyday life as a purely private matter.
681

The life-world remains partially autonomous from the system in

important ways that provide a possibility for popular culture to form a second culture, and to operate as a

locus of resistance. For that, it needs to retain a connection with the conditions and spaces of its production.

Otherwise, it is in danger of turning into raw material for the creation of ideologies, and its images and myths

can easily be commodified by the system.
682

A new domain of signs and pictures can then be set up by the

culture industries in which individual and social concerns disappear. A utopian potential propelling change –

reminding us that ‘things can be otherwise’
683

– is in that case transformed into a simulated ‘utopia of a prac-

tical life world’. Culture industries in capitalist metropoles subse-

quently spurn in their picture production precisely the life-world com-

munities that they are parasitic on. Their simulations can destroy the

cultures they makes use of as resources.
684

For one process by which

the culture of life-worlds can be separated from ‘their material, practi-

cal and local context’ is the transformation of practical experience into

codes and pictures. In that process, context is turned into ‘a mere

“show-off place” (a place of personal display) for visual production in

language-games which are directed and produced from the “outside”’

(709), for example, by the media.

One of the purposes of my research was to investigate the degree

and ways in which a transformation of ‘Third World life worlds’ into

dream images
685

can occur in the geographical space of Auckland,

New Zealand. If Auckland is a metropolis
686

– by New Zealand standards – is the proc-

ess described by Semsek and Stauth traceable in its ambience? How does its

proclaimed double status as a Western and Polynesian metropolis impact on this

situation? Could it be that Maori culture – along with other Polynesian cultures –

is, in this context, used as a ‘Third World’ resource in the way Semsek and Staudt

describe it? However, might there also be other processes they cannot discern

from the First Word metropolitan location they are writing from? To what degree

and in what ways, finally, is this transformation manifest in the life-worlds of par-

ticipants in the research project? They might, for example, have developed

strategies to prevent the separation of culture from its material, local and practical

681
See p. 218, also p. 210f and p. 215.

682
See p. 231f.

683
MP@370 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999: 80).

684
See p. 218.

685
My use of Benjamin’s (1982a: 46) term ‘dream image’ is entirely ambivalent. It could mean, and does in this present
context, an illusionary, and manipulated way of dealing with reality; but under certain circumstances, such dream
images can be expressions of utopian visions and propel change. Bloch describes the force field which determines
their success or failure; see p. 125.

686
In the Auckland City Council publication (20.8.00) City Scene, it is dubbed ‘The First City of the Pacific’.

Shopping bag provided by fashion store

Preparation of latte,
Allelujah Café, Auckland
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context. Their responses to the instructions contained in the language-games of the culture industries as well 

as patterns of difference between the various groups of participants provide answers to those questions.

In looking for such patterns, I will take the material core of ornament as an element of popular culture to 

mean the conditions of production and consumption; the local and cultural context of practice; and the ways 

in which ornamentation is materially bound into intersubjective relationships.

Making and shopping

Many participants in this research project view ornamentation as a way of affirming ownership, or a way of 

appropriating something as one’s own. Users often express a sense of difference between hand-made and 

mass-produced ornamentation. It appears that participants wish to retain a connection with the material core 

of ornamentation when they refer emphatically to notions of authenticity, meaning, care, and the traces of the 

maker. Skill, for example, is referred to as a characteristic element of manual production. Several users ex-

press a desire to produce and make things themselves along with their appreciation of others’ skills in mak-

ing objects.
687

 But the very lack of skills – the mistakes that are visible as flaws – are also valued as an indi-

cation of hand production. In this context they are seen in positive opposition to the relentless perfection of 

mass-produced objects. The knowledge of the maker and the process of making is described as an insight 

that can help to perceive objects in a different way. To engage in the making of ornamentation involves a 

transfer of ‘a little piece of yourself’,
688

 and this reaching beyond the self in the context of shared cultural 

practice can, from a Maori or Pacific perspective, be manifest in the wairua or mauri of the object. A more 

Western point of view relates to this perspective: mass production of Maori cultural items, lacking the in-

vestment of love, leads to tackiness and turns it into ‘junk’ (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 55). A couple who 

participated in the case studies compared what they see in New Zealand with their experiences of Bali where 

Bill was 

‘knocked out by the beauty of it all because it was in proportion 

and it was right. ... I think maybe because it’s steeped in that 

depth of culture and they were totally at home and totally self 

confident. Nobody was trying to be out there with their ornament’ 

(BT@151: 23). 

Chloe sees a connection be-

tween the visual side of orna-

ment and its embeddeness in a 

way of life where ‘beauty and 

harmony is valued … Every day, 

incense is lit and flower petals 

are arranged; … the spiritual 

side of life’ and believes that ornamentation in that context has spiritual 

significance (CA@327: 23). By comparison, things in New Zealand 

seem to come ‘down to money and economic things, that it doesn’t

687
See, for instance, BT@011 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 55).

688
See, for instance AM@133 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 55)

Altar at Hotel Tschampuhan, Ubud

Pavement at Hotel Tschampuhan
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seem to have a significance unless people choose to do it themselves … I think people do it within their own 

homes where they can afford to’ (CA@342).

There is no need to dismiss users’ descriptions of a presence of spirituality, love or wairua as remnants of, 

for instance, animism. There are other, perhaps for Westerners more acceptable explanations. Csikszentmi-

halyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981: 8) hold that in a vital community the psychic energy of individuals is con-

gruently structured around the cultivation of a core of shared values, ideals and interests. Cultivation implies 

a ‘partial reallocation of psychic energy that will be invested willingly in goals that might not benefit each indi-

vidual directly’. If modern consciousness is determined by a separation of objective cultural production from 

subjectivity, and life is dealt with technically rather than through a process of cultivation (13), then things, too, 

seem alienated from the subjects. But it is easily forgotten that the meaning of things is based on a double 

relationship with consciousness: through the psychic activity of the interpreter and the investment of psychic 

energy of their maker. 

Because of this double relation to consciousness, man-made objects have an extremely impor-

tant role to play in human affairs. … the things one uses are in fact part of one’s self; not in any 

mystical or metaphorical sense but in cold, concrete actuality. My old living-room chair with its 

worn velvet fabric, musty smell, creaking springs, and warm support has often shaped signs in 

my awareness. These signs are part of what organizes my consciousness, and because my self 

is inseparable from the sign process that constitutes consciousness, that chair is as much part 

of my self as anything can possibly be. (14-5)

When it comes to actual practice, not as many users engage in making ornamentation as their appreciation 

of hand production would suggest. Users argue in the main that their pressured lifestyle, with its concomitant 

lack of time, leaves no room for it. Some suggest that socialisation in mainstream New Zealand society dis-

courages making. Children are still often encouraged to make things, which is seen as a valuable way of 

learning to relate to others through, for example, gifts.
689

 But subsequent educational realities steer them in 

the opposite direction: the convenience of going shopping. 

The box in that photograph is very typical of my nieces and 

nephews. That’s my niece who’s eight, she made that for 

me for Christmas and everytime I pick it up a little one falls 

off a bit. My nieces and nephews all as children make gifts. 

They grow out of it when they’re about thirteen. But we 

have a lot of gifts that they’ve made (ST@504 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 2000: 163).

It is more difficult to appropriate finished products fully as one’s own or to extend oneself into their ornamen-

tation to connect with the maker. The creation of specific meaning is – in the use of commodities – restricted

to choices involving, for example, reference to the personality of the purchaser or the recipient of a gift. But 

users also treat mass-produced items as semi-finished products by adding their own ornamentation to them. 

689
See p. 411.

Sarah’s niece’s gift
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Practices of choice and selection ought not to be seen as a trivial matter either: several participants refer to

their own, quite explicit criteria for making choices amongst commercially available items.

Not even these tactics of selection and combination of ornamentation are equally available to all users. Re-

sponses to the question of whether or not users feel they are able to purchase the type of ornamentation

they like are distributed rather evenly across the range of never to always. But people who feel they cannot

not buy what they would like to often make negative comments about mass production and the quality of

commercially availabe ornamentation. Some respondents remark that they are unable to afford to buy what

they like.
690

Choice as a practice can take the form of buying hand-crafted items

while travelling overseas.
691

The vicarious experience of watching the

production process, or at least of being in the environment in which the

items are (supposedly) produced, creates a link with the material core

for several participants. These experiences become possible because

travel is the time when people feel more free to be receptive of other

elements of the material core: local and cultural affiliations of ornamen-

tation. By engaging with them on their travels, some participants have

come to know more about cultures outside of New Zealand than

about, for example, Maori culture: ‘Maori motifs I don’t understand very much about at all and that’s the cul-

ture that’s prevalent to where I live and where I’ve grown up’ (IV@480: 31).

McCracken (1990: 105-6) describes tactics of coping with the gap between the social or cultural real and the

ideals people hold for their lives. One is a displacement of ideals and meanings, a removal from everyday life

‘to another cultural universe, there to be kept within reach but out of danger’. If these ideals are projected

onto another distant, cultural domain they may seem like practicable realities. ‘Somewhere in the present

day, a society can be found that appears to live a life in which “all keep faith and do the right.” Ideally, this

society is sufficiently distant to ensure that thorough scrutiny is not easily undertaken.’ (107)
692

In the colonial

past these ideals would usually have been transported to the ‘mother country’, but present day New Zea-

landers live in an increasingly modernised society and the pastoral aspects of the country are – for many –

too close, and too much affected by the modernising process to project onto them a longing for an uncor-

rupted form of life. Some projection of such longing onto Maori culture by non-Maori is observable, but

McCracken’s emphasis on distance as a prerequisite for successful displacement suggests that the projec-

tion can only function as long as a sufficient distance from lived Maori culture is maintained. Distance is nec-

essary to preserve the ideal of the ‘structural opposite’ (107)
693

and may help explain both the greater practi-

cal interest in ‘structurally opposite cultures’ outside of New Zealand, and a frequently expressed general

690
None of the respondents who think that they can purchase what they like comment on prices.

691
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 56).

692
This strategy is reinforced by institutional politics of representation: ‘Ethnographic museums and exhibitions … re-
fine the Primitive, freeze it for a public demand of an Other spatially and temporally different’ (Goldberg, 1993: 159).
Masakoi (2000) describes his own experience as the son of a black Liberian father and a white German mother in
Hamburg, when he was taken to the ‘Kulturschau Hagenbeck’ in the early 1930s. The show was part of a larger
setup of a circus and animal exhibition. Even as a child, Masakoi felt insulted by the portrayal of African people in
traditional dress, placed in a make-believe African village between the cages and corrals of mostly exotic animals.
He later emigrated to the United States and became editor of the magazine Ebony which is associated with the
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People).

693
See fn. 993.

Objects Ian and Rob collected when
living in Papua New Guinea with rugs
acquired by Ian in Saudi Arabia
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sympathy with some aspects of Maori culture in combination with a widespread lack of experience of the

very same.

Apart from turning Indigenous individuals and communities into passive projection screens for unfulfilled

wishes of modern subjects, this strategy brings with it the danger that a dynamic internal to the process of

displacement reinforces effects of consumption.
694

McCracken (1990: 112) observes that the consumer who

‘looks forward to a life that is … fulfilled, satisfied, replete’ – when seeking meaning in commodities and mo-

mentarily undoing the process of displacement of meaning to another place or time – must at the moment of

purchase displace the meaning again to safeguard its immunity (109). ‘What has been long sought is swiftly

devalued and the individual moves on to another bridge, so that displaced meaning can remain displaced.’

(112) He argues that the desire for the ‘next object’ is fuelled by a fear to allow the displaced meaning reside

in the object, lest it lose value in day-to-day reality.

This latter part of McCracken’s argument is not observable in the explanations of participants in the inter-

views and case studies. Those who speak of ornamented objects from other places vividly recall memories,

and with them values and emotions. Their reactions confirm New Zealand’s current Prime Minister Helen

Clark’s assertion that there is a ‘yearning for something different … non-material … a real hunger for a dif-

ferent value structure’ at the community level, and that people are ‘more than economic units’ (quoted in

Rudman, 2000).
695

While they indeed seem to engage in projections onto structurally opposite cultures, the

fact that they make an effort to retain a connection to the material core of those objects may well make a

difference to McCracken’s interpretation.

Further, two participants emphasise that from their perspective there

is a vast difference between acquiring objects in the context of their

native cultural environment or as imported items in Auckland shops.

‘That’s what I was talking about. Not going to Buana Satu
696

and

buying things. Everything has a connection.’ (RV@430 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 2000: 64) They are, however, also aware that their

lifestyle is different from most people’s: due to the particular nature

of their professions and their comparatively affluent situations they have ample opportunity to be close to

such connections. But even in cases where objects are bought through commercial outlets in New Zealand,

many participants’ interest is still in stories of experiences and relationships. For example, during an inter-

view one participant pointed to a set of sake cups explaining that it was

a gift from a student who went on a trip to Japan which I didn’t go on. She bought it for me after

she came back … as a thank you …. At the end of the year she actually bought me that some-

where in New Lynn. That’s an example of one of the student gifts that I’ve got around the place.

I think it’s rather pretty as well (ST@263: 64).

694
This is particularly the case in the context of marketing strategies of planned obsolescence or, more kindly, ‘contin-
ual innovation’ (Strategy Working Group, 2000). ‘con.sump.tion n [ME consumpcioun, fr. L consumption-, con-
sumptio, fr. consumere] (14c) 1 a: a progressive wasting away of the body esp. from pulmonary tuberculosis b: tu-
berculosis. 2: the act or process of consuming 3: the utilization of economic goods in the satisfaction of wants or in
the process of production resulting chiefly in their destruction, deterioration, or transformation.’ (1994)

695
It is therefore doubly ironic that the strategic research based on her Government’s pre-election policy documents is
framed in almost exclusively economic terms and talks about, for example, ‘the high yield tourist’, ‘cultural and heri-
tage products’ and a ‘cultural return’ (Strategy Working Group, 2000).

696
An Auckland retail outlet which specialises in ‘ethnic artefacts’.

Business card
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These are the stories that participants relate about the ornaments they still have and keep. It did not occur to

me at the time of data collection to ask the opposite question: what they had discarded and why?
697

There is

frequent mention of what seems to be a routine process of discharging ornamental objects. If I interpolate

correctly, they are about objects which lack sufficient connection to a material core in one or more ways: a

lack of connection with the giver, a lack of connection with the making, a lack of connection with meaning,

and so on.

What these aspects of consumption of ornamentation indicate is that a form of culture prevails in New Zea-

land that is not supportive of individuals wishing to combine unfulfilled hopes and good intentions (such as

interest in, and tolerance for, cultures other than their own) with the material prac-

tice of taking steps to implement their utopia in their own country. Accepting that

there will always be unfulfilled hopes in every individual’s life, at any point in his-

tory and in any place, the degree to which utopian potential is socially and politi-

cally subjected to commodification and privatisation is nevertheless likely to impact

on the degree of their dislocation from their material core. In a political and eco-

nomic environment that promotes procedures apt to weaken the connection of

popular culture with its local and cultural origins, elements of popular culture will

lose their potential for resistance, and even turn into instruments of manipulation.

As soon as the interests and intentions of individuals or communities become ir-

relevant, their values are interpreted along lines of ‘viable commercial activities

and Maori authenticity standards’, for example, and culture be-

comes ‘a resource for consumption-led economic growth (Strategy

Working Group, 2000).

As far as bicultural issues are concerned, there is reason for con-

cern over who will control the delivery of Maori ‘cultural services’

and ‘heritage products’, and who will profit from their production and

distribution. It can only be hoped that the colonial pattern of misap-

propriation of resources will not be repeated.
698

4 Positions of cultures

The fact that the largest group of participants consider the koru an ornamental motif typical of New Zealand

clearly indicates that a Maori cultural image has come to serve as a national identity icon. However, this very

same motif has been endlessly de- and re-contextualised by non-Maori – often in ways completely alien to

its cultural context – with varying intentions and for various purposes. It is therefore likely that participants

interpret the role and the connotations of the koru motif quite differently, and it is not easy to identify the mul-

tiplicity of factors that impact on interpretation. The data suggest that different cultural groups sometimes

hold distinctly different perspectives concerning detail and cultural context. Maori and Pakeha, in particular,

697
This is one of the occasions where I, as a researcher, only recognised an important question after the chance of
gathering information had passed.

698
See p. 413 and photos on p. 236.

War Memorial Museum,
Auckland

‘Maori Fabric’ in a souvenir shop
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share a (largely problematic) history that continues to act on the present but has not yet produced much

shared understanding.

In the context of culture and everyday life, some aspects of ornamentation touch on emotions, values, and

convictions that are deeply felt.

Three participants, for example, started to cry at significant points of their interviews. Most became very in-

volved in the discussions, and sometimes used them as an opportunity to reflect on issues they had not pre-

viously given much consideration, although they often felt that they had had ‘a sense’ of them. They shared

their insights, experiences and personal values in a way which was often very moving for me, and seemingly

rewarding for them. However, there was also a darker side. During the analysis of the data (particularly those

resulting from the questionnaire) it was often difficult to distinguish, for example, between ethnocentric, ra-

cialised and racist comments.
699

Taken by themselves, comments about other cultures may seem innocu-

ous, often based on a lack of information or on misinformation, and not intended to be degrading or exclu-

sionary. But seen in the overall context of the accumulated data they create a pattern which expresses ten-

sion and misunderstandings, and depicts many ways of talking past each other.

Two historically contingent factors combine to aggravate such tensions. On the one hand, respondents to the

questionnaire frequently mention a lack of specificity and meaning in Pakeha culture. This impression com-

bines with a belief by Pakeha that other cultures have more completely retained their own material and spiri-

tual cohesion.
700

What, to a relative outsider, seems in many ways a typically Pakeha culture (in the sense

that it has developed into something different from its English or European origins) is often not recognised as

such by Pakeha themselves. Precisely because Pakeha or Western culture is regarded as normal, ‘Pakeha

have considerable difficulties in describing their own cultural practices’ (Spoonley, 1988: 64). When national

culture is to be represented and displayed to outsiders, the ‘nation’ turns to Maori culture.

699
For a discussion of these terms, see p. 55.

700
This concurs with Wetherell and Potter’s (1992: 129) findings which are exemplified in the following comment by a
participant in their study: ‘if I try to think about it, the Pakeha New Zealander hasn’t got a culture. … as far as I know
he hasn’t got one unless it’s rugby, racing and beer, that would be his lot! But the Maoris have definitely got some-
thing, you know, some definite things that they do …’.

New Zealand Post stamps, Kiwiana Series 1994
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‘Pakeha culture may be the national culture in terms of providing the pervasive, commonsense underpin-

nings for the ordering of social life, but Maori culture is the national culture when distinctiveness and ethnic

exoticism is called for.’ (Bell, 1996: 149) Therefore, a ‘poorly developed sense of their own ethnicity’

(Spoonley, 1988: 68) leads Pakeha to look for inspiration, or direct consumption as ornament, to Maori cul-

tural images. A small number of participants are vaguely or clearly aware of this problematic aspect of orna-

mental practice in New Zealand, whereas the majority do not seem to think much about it.

On the other hand, Maori sometimes voice objections to the appropria-

tion of their culture by non-Maori.
701

Goldberg (1993: 111) suggests

that resistance to racism is ‘often first and foremost cultural’ because

‘the production, expression, and appeal of culture cannot be so easily

controlled as material resources’. Such cultural production of resis-

tance, precisely because it cannot be easily controlled, is likely to pro-

voke resentment in some members of the dominant culture. This was

borne out in the research data

although rarely explicitly mani-

fest.
702

Goldberg interprets the act of taking control of one’s culture as

a step ‘to pry loose the hold over naming and (self-)representation.

This is the first step to self-determination, and it is a necessary condi-

tion for taking command of … action, conditions, and relations’ (111).

Derivatives or fragments of the ideology that provided colonisation

with ‘a helpful rationalization for conquest and expansion’ (‘Racism’ in

1997b) occasionally surface in the comments of participants.

Given their overall positive evaluation of ornamentation, participants’ ascription of ornamental practices to

non-Western or pre-modern cultures may be perfectly benign. Nevertheless, their views perpetuate a classi-

fication of non-Western art as ornamental and therefore inferior. This is problematic, for any characterisation

of traditional and contemporary Indigenous cultural production as ornamental can be ‘said to stand in the

tradition of such reference’ (Goldberg, 1993: 102). Some participants are, to varying degrees, conscious of

such connections. Thus, one respondent to the questionnaire comments that she is ‘aware of how Maori

carvings in the North were considered as graven images by pakeha in 1800s and were buried because they

were considered to be evil. I do not think that ornamentation is evil’ (#82 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 66).

I do not consider many of the characterisations given by respondents as racist on the basis that most re-

spondents are unlikely to be informed about this specific tradition in depth.
703

701
See Theories in practice, p. 334ff.

702
Resentment was rarely observable in the interviews but more clearly seen in the questionnaires. Responses in this
project are less explicit than comparable comments by respondents to the questionnaire in the earlier project about
the use of Maori images by non-Maori in design (Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999). Some participants in that
project conversely advocated that Maori culture ought to be controlled by Maori themselves, and a larger group
emphasised the importance of negotiation and consensus. However, the fact that Europeans and Pakeha most of-
ten use ornamentation from other cultures, taken together with their status in New Zealand (which is at least in
some ways based on their succession of the original colonisers), raises questions about any assumptions of rights
of access to ‘cultural resources’.

703
See p. 55.
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In one instance, however, it is possible to detect elements of an argument that could turn from being ethno-

centric into being racist. Nick
704

was not only the only interview participant who frequently used the term

race, he also presented argumentative patterns that reflect racial stereotypes.
705

In Nick’s perception, European races are more ‘sophisticated’,
706

and

they are ‘entirely different’ from Indigenous peoples who are ‘slower to

change’, ‘cling more to traditional things’, and for whom ornamental

motifs ‘seem to have more meaning’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000:

66). He believes that such ‘primitive societ[ies]’ are ‘close to nature’

(25).

Arrested or slow development,

lack of sophistication and close-

ness to nature are key themes in

the ‘historical legacy’ of racist

discourses.
707

They have served

to legitimise colonial politics of

subjugation and exclusion from

power of the ‘natives’. It is, then,

ironic and contrary to empirical

reality that Nick believes that in New Zealand ‘we overdo the Maori

thing … to the exclusion of everything else. No other culture has a

chance’. He also believes that this is the case because, unlike the (in

his view more numerous) Dutch, Maori push their culture above oth-

ers.
708

While Nick would probably reject the suggestion that his views

could be seen as racist, Goldberg (1993: 108) points out that forms of

racism ‘insinuate themselves into, adapt to, and appropriate more acceptable cultural forms as their own

modes of expression’ and are part of a racist culture. ‘Racist culture consists in the shared meanings, values,

and norms that promote and sustain the variety of exclusionary acts, principles, rules, and institutions mak-

ing up the range of racisms.’ (108)

Prevailing views of multiculturalism in New Zealand are more often than not based on varying degrees of

ethnocentric assumptions. Nevertheless, the views of participants from different cultural groups with regard

to their own and other cultures sometimes converge, at least partially. For example, both Maori and non-

704
Nick is in his sixties, self-employed, of middle-class background. He is of English/Scottish descent and came to
New Zealand at the age of 33.

705
Nick’s perception of cultural difference as natural and given is echoed in more fragmented ethnocentric comments
of other respondents.

706
A word which he used at another point in conjunction with ‘classy’. ‘so.phis.ti.ca.tion n (15c) … 3: the process or
result of becoming cultured, knowledgeable, or disillusioned; esp: cultivation, urbanity 4: the process or result of
becoming more complex, developed, or subtle.’ (1994)

707
‘The more central to the racist tradition are the categories invoked, the more fully can one say that their use is rac-
ist. … As in the general formulation, one will be racist here to the extent one continues to characterize and act in
this way, especially once informed that these expressions stand in a racist tradition, or where one refuses to ac-
knowledge their racism and character once properly apprised of it, or where one should reasonably have been
aware of it.’ (Goldberg, 1993: 102)

708
Spoonley (1988: 67) calls this one of the ‘well-established themes about Maori “privilege”, too much focus on Maori
to the exclusion of other ethnic groups, and trying to turn people into “pseudo-Maori”’.
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Maori perceive the use of ornamentation in Maori culture as more integrated into wider cultural practices and

values.
709

Overall, however, it is difficult to tell how much such views are anchored in an experience of the

reality of people’s lives and how much is based on stereotyical perceptions of cultural difference. For exam-

ple, a woman who identifies as European and holds generally positive views on ornamentation replies to the

question ‘Do you think that the use of ornamentation is specific to some cultures and not to others?’ with the

comment ‘mainly Polynesian – perhaps their more relaxed life style gives them more time to create (orna-

mentation)’ (#51 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 67). This sounds more like a stereotype than a comment

based on a knowledge of social or cultural realities experienced by Polynesian people.
710

On the other hand, it expresses perhaps an implicit longing for a different way of life, where cultural and per-

sonal values might be able to be expressed in a way not accessible to her presently.

A number of non-Maori participants in both questionnaires and interviews speculate that ornamentation

within Maori culture and, more generally, non-Western cultures carries meaning differently than it does in

European or Western cultures. This view is affirmed by respondents who identify with Maori or Pacific cul-

tures: in both subsamples, a significantly higher proportion considered ornamentation first and foremost to be

meaningful; and in both text answers and interviews this assessment was amplified and explained by Maori

and Pacific participants.

This qualitative differentiation of ornament in Western and non-Western cultures is also manifest quantita-

tively: more than two thirds of all examples of ornamental motifs provided by respondents are culturally spe-

cific.
711

Of these, 93 text answers make references to non-Western (‘under-developed’ or ‘tribal’) cultures, of

which 64 in turn apply to Maori or Pacific cultures. Given that less than a fifth of all respondents identify with

these two cultural groups, their cultural motifs are remarkably foregrounded by all participants. Similarly,

Maori motifs are mentioned most frequently as examples of other motifs typical of New Zealand. Only slightly

more than a tenth of all examples can be conceived as part of an Anglo-Pakeha cultural heritage. Just under

a tenth are motifs taken from classical middle-Eastern, Greek and Roman canons. The latter are typically not

explained, while the former sometimes are.

This quantitative analysis is in turn palpably corroborated by the responses of interview participants to a se-

ries of photos showing mostly historicist ornamental motifs on public buildings in Paeroa and Wellington.

People express mostly per-

sonal taste, but they also fre-

quently remark that they have

‘no idea’ what the motifs on

the buildings might mean, ex-

cept that they look ‘Greek’,

‘Roman’, ‘colonial’, or ‘Euro-

709
Maori affirm significantly more often than any other group (except Pacific respondents) that ornamentation can pro-
vide a feeling of belonging, and there is also a clearer sense in their text answers of a cultural ‘we’ than in those of
most other groups.

710
‘In popular terms, nonwhite primitives have come to be conceived as childlike, intuitive, and spontaneous … It is a
remarkable conceit … in its denial of the invented relationships between Self and Other in modernity and now
postmodernity that have been necessary in making possible the standard of living achieved by the “civilized”, “de-
veloped”, “progressive”, “historical” beings.’ (Goldberg, 1993: 156-7)

711
135 of 183 text answers. Responses to the request ‘Please give three examples of cultural images (ornamental
motifs), the meaning of which you know’.

Post office, Paeroa Post office, detail
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pean’. Only Nick recalls more detail about the history of some motifs. Not coincidentally, he grew up in an

English middle-class environment of the post-war period. His exposure to Roman art meant that he saw, for

example, fasces being held by many of the men portrayed in sculptures. Accordingly, he is aware of their

connotations.
712

He is also the only person who uses classifications of style, such as

‘Georgian’ or ‘Renaissance’. Louise
713

comments that she has studied

art history – and should therefore know about ‘those things’ – but that

she cannot remember. While both were exposed to this type of

knowledge in the context of their education, their degree of retention

is different. This might be explained by the fact that Nick has experi-

enced his learning situations as integrated into a middle-class life-

style, to which he belonged, whereas Louise has learnt about Euro-

pean culture in New Zealand as a Chinese woman, and found little to connect her with it.

For the most part, meaning in these photos is actualised on a

connotational level. The lack of specific knowledge does not entail

indifference, however. Iris’
714

is not interested in what the ornamental

motifs in the photos precisely symbolise because she dislikes a type

of symbolism which she vaguely perceives as authoritarian and

imperial. Similarly, Paul
715

articulates a strong aversion to imperial or

colonial styles and patterns. Just how strongly interpretation is based

on connotative and associative schemes, rather than on a knowledge

of conventional meanings of motifs, is revealed in participants’ventional meanings of motifs, is revealed in partici-

pants’ comments about a neo-Classicist frieze on a

Wellington building. From one perspective – based

perhaps on agricultural notions – the round motifs

are interpreted as Texan hats and the skulls as be-

longing to either New Zealand, American or Australian cattle. Alternatively, they are perceived as Roman

shields (seen in films such as Spartacus), the trophies as coats of arms,

and the skulls as sheep heads worshipped in Roman culture. Any which

way, most participants comment on the building’s ‘powerful’ appearance.

Commenting on the coat of arms of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand on a

building in Auckland, participants frequently remark that the motifs or figures

employed do not mean much to them. ‘The heraldic things used to mean

things because people knew what the symbols were. We don’t know what

the symbols are now.’ (NA@407: 37) From Louise’s perspective, this ico-

nology is something ‘brought over and made into New Zealand’ (WL@200:

712
See photo of Paeroa post office detail on p. 301.

713
Louise is of Chinese descent. Now in her fifties, she came to New Zealand as a child. She works as a multi-cultural
consultant.

714
Iris is in her forties and works as a performing arts administrator. She was born in New Zealand of Dutch parents
and has spent some years in England, Holland and Canada.

715
Paul is in his forties. He was born in New Zealand and is now a University lecturer.

Frieze, Lambton Quay, Wellington

Frieze, detail

Coat of arms, Reserve Bank

Returned Soldiers Association hotel,
Paeroa
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37) and Nick confirms from his own experience that the hanging sheep used in the coat of arms can be seen

in an ‘awful lot of English coats of arms’ (NA@382: 37). From a Pacific perspective, Paula
716

interprets the

iconology as Palagi – or ‘typically mother England as we know it’. She says she does not understand it, but

interprets it from a historical perspective of being colonised. Thus, there is ‘a lot of effort to try and symbolise

a united New Zealand without perhaps conferring with the sheep, the cow and the Maori. Funny that’ (PK

495: 37).
717

Her perception is by no means isolated: many participants associated empire, colonialism and Europe with

the emblem of the Reserve Bank. ‘There is a lot of very symbolic figures in there with keys, lions, isn’t that

England? ... It obviously means something. They’re trying to impress and it works. It is impressive.’ (AM 349:

224)

Generational differences influence knowledge or connotational frameworks as well. Whereas for the older

participants the association with colonialism (or at least European expansion) seems common, this is not

prevalent with younger persons. Mark, a Pakeha student in his early twenties, is simply reminded of the coat

of arms used by his former school: ‘Every Auckland School has its own little coat of arms’ (MW@341 in En-

gels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 201). As contextual references for such traditional European or colonial symbols

become weaker, several of the older Pakeha participants are actively creating a heritage to pass on. Prac-

tices such as Nick’s creation of family heirlooms
718

express an aspect of Pakeha culture that a brochure of

the NZ Historic Places Trust, Pouhere Taonga sums up like this: ‘Our heritage matters – it’s who we are’

(2000b). Pakeha increasingly regard this heritage as incorporating non-European motifs as well.
719

In part,

this is simply a reflection of growing up in an environment in which these symbols

or motifs are present; they become part of New Zealanders’ idea of home. In our

life-worlds, second nature seems largely as natural and is ‘found as already given’

as first nature.
720

By being there for us, as givens, these systems of meaning come

to form our perception of the world.

However, these cultural facts are not nature in the same way as a rock or a wave

but are the result of human action and interaction. How and why they have come

to be what they are today is debatable. While some Pakeha participants recall

Maori motifs on school stationary, the koru on Air New Zealand planes, or rock art

on place mats as part of their childhood (and therefore part of their identity) the

use of Maori motifs by non-Maori in New Zealand has a mixed history and – at

716
Paula identifies as Niuean. She is now in her forties and has worked in Pacific health and education. She is cur-
rently an educational review officer.

717
She also states emphatically that it is important to confer with people who claim their images, and one could imag-
ine that that consultation would enhance understanding on both sides.

718
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 27).

719
According to one respondent, Maori cultural images ‘may have been expressions of Maori Cultures, but many (like
the koru) have become part of New Zealand’s culture in the same way that some Maori words have – “Pakeha” for
example’ (#112 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 26). This attitude is accompanied by a tendency of de-
fining Maori culture as heritage and thereby ‘traditional and unchanging. It refers back to some golden and unsullied
time of the constant re-enactment of rituals and values. Culture is seen as ancient, it is the past, not the present or
the future, and so the correct response becomes preservation and conservation while the appropriate emotions
emerge as nostalgia, grief at loss, “hanging on”, collecting and saving. The emphasis is on memory and faithful re-
production’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 129).

720
For the naturalisation of culture, see Bourdieu on p. 24 and Lash on p. 206.
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tiki motifs
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least for Maori – not a happy one.
721

Durie (1998: 76) notes that the ‘retention and affirmation of Maori culture presents some ironies’. He dis-

cusses the difficulties Maori faced in retaining their culture in an environment where ‘knowledge was organ-

ised around western constructs with little recognition of matauranga Maori, Maori systems of knowledge. …

[T]he Tohunga Suppression Act 1970 … outlawed the guardians of Maori knowledge, tohunga, and their

distinctive methodologies’. In a previous research project (Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 52), an

informant explained that Maori educational structures – providing guidance in the practices of art – were se-

verely impaired through the devastation of social structures and the death of key people during the course of

colonisation. She described how knowledge was lost in that process that Maori now have to reconstruct,

particularly in the areas where knowledge distribution was restricted to specialists.

When in this project Ana acknowledges that different levels of meaning are accessible to different people

within Maori culture she not only asserts but lives Maori tradition. Knowledge is in this context not a

commodity but something that builds up in layers, in terms of time and content. Alternative explanations from

a Maori perspective are available to, for example, Maclennan’s assertion of a lack of meaning in Maori art,
722

but they are not usually considered to any great extent by Pakeha. While knowledge is not distributed evenly

in Maori culture, neither is it there to be used by specialists at will. Adsett (quoted in Jahnke, 1996: 18), for

instance, seems to articulate the views of many Maori participants (in both questionnaires and interviews)

when he holds that a Maori artist has ‘an obligation to the art of the people. It’s the people’s art. It does not

belong to you’. The matter becomes very complicated when Maori culture, having historically found little

support from mainstream culture, becomes attractive as a resource for Pakeha, as Durie (1998: 76) de-

scribes its use in the 1990s.

The success of any communication between Maori and non-Maori about Maori cultural images – and the

conditions of their use – is likely to depend on the willingness of non-Maori to accept a different system of

knowledge and cultural production, and a different protocol of distribution and use. Paul is one Pakeha who

acknowledges this difference positively and concedes that his efforts to understand Maori culture are often

not very successful. He thinks it makes more sense, and is more satisfying for himself, to leave it up to Maori

to establish what the meaning and context of their own culture is. He sees an opportunity to appreciate Maori

culture as it is presented, rather than to determine ‘objective meaning’ (PW@553 in Engels-Schwarzpaul,

2000: 32).

Different levels of cultural identity can create tensions. They are ob-

servable in the data, for example, when people link various cultural

forms to different geographical and conceptual domains. In many par-

ticipants’ views Maori culture represents the local culture on which all

New Zealanders draw to create a sense of identity. In contrast, global

culture is largely seen as an ambiguous modern phenomenon that

people live in, but have difficulties relating to.

European culture in New Zealand is everything else. It’s a globalised sense of the world. ... It

has that moveable sense, where it is picked up here and it’s moved there and it’s developed

721
See pp. 312 and 347.

722
See p. 274.
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there and it’s changed over time etc. … It’s a difference between looking at the particular and at

the general. When I look at Maori I look at the particular. When I look at the so-called New Zea-

land culture it is the general. (LW@377, 388: 69)

This research project confirmed findings of the 1997 and 1998 projects Ornament as cultural practice in de-

sign education and The use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design. In New Zealand, the scene is

set for potential misunderstanding and conflict when the sense of a lack of ‘the particular’ in ‘so-called New

Zealand culture’ leads to a form of tradition-envy, and is compensated for unilaterally by the use of Maori

culture by non-Maori.
723

Further abroad, Western subjects everywhere are engaged in similar practices of

consumption of ‘structurally opposite’ cultures, a fact which has not escaped marketing attention.
724

In New

Zealand, where the dominant culture is perceived as lacking (particularly by its own members), it is more

than likely that Maori culture will be the first choice when it comes to highlighting ‘specific cultural traditions’

in order to globally position New Zealand’s ‘nation brand’ (Strategy Working Group, 2000).

Goldberg’s (1993: 175) warning that in a ‘primitivizing search for (a) home in modernity’s space-time of “tran-

scendental homelessness” … the invention of this idealized home can only be sustained by the destructive

denial of the Other’s actual home’ takes on a particular meaning in this context. The question is how users’

perspectives and practices impact on this configuration. While their different cultural positions potentially

provide material for conflict between Western and Indigenous communities and individuals, as users –

through their common position within a larger system – they also share some experiences and aspirations.
725

5 Ornamental practices

Certeau (1984: xii-xiii) in attempting to define consumption and usage in relation to a system of production,

observes that it is itself a ‘making’, although a hidden one. Scattered as it is across the areas defined by offi-

cial production, this form of devious production ‘insinuates itself everywhere, silently and almost invisibly,

because it does not manifest itself through its own products, but rather through its ways of using the products

imposed by a dominant economic order’. Certeau describes as an example of devious use the practices of

indigenous Indian cultures who diverted the imposed culture of their colonisers from its intended aims:

723
Wetherell and Potter (1992: 91) draw attention to a problematic aspect of Pakeha acceptance of Maori culture as
‘heritage’ (but not as ‘resistance’). They found that Maori heritage ‘is something that Pakeha respondents treated as
important to preserve, in much the same way that the last few mountain gorillas would be: “I’m quite, I’m certainly in
favour of a bit of Maoritanga, It is something uniquely New Zealand, and I guess I’m very conservation minded, and
in the same way as I don’t like seeing a species go out of existence I don’t like seeing a culture and a language and
everything else fade out.”’ This passage from an interview demonstrates the unholy alliance between preservation-
ist attitudes and the view of culture as a resource.

724
See p. 226 and p. 346.
The New Zealand situation appears different from that in America in some ways. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-
Halton (1981: 243) conclude that, in their study, the ‘majority of cherished objects do not relate the user to any lar-
ger system or to any other individual; they are valued because they produce an enjoyable sensation or interaction’.
Although they found kinship ‘to be a strong source of meanings at least in some of the households we studied,
broader symbolic systems referring to larger cultural aggregates were conspicuously absent. We have seen that
ethnic, political, national, or religious relationships rarely gave meanings to the objects that people cherished in their
homes’. They suggest that American culture lacks ‘at present a system of pervasive goals that could act as active
restraints on terminal materialism’. Despite the non-appreciation (and non-appropriation) of Pakeha of their own cul-
tural tradition (see p. 251), and the bonds (positive and negative) it might provide, there are noticeable efforts on
the part of most participants to seek references to a cultural framework that points beyond their personal creation of
meaning and is more concrete than the abstract values observed by Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton, such
as ‘universal human concerns’, professionality, craft discipline or aesthetics.

725
See p. 343f.
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even when they were subjected, indeed even when they accepted their subjection, the Indians

often used the laws, practices, and representations that were imposed on them by force or by

fascination to ends other than those of their conquerors; they made something else of them;

they subverted them from within – not by rejecting them or by transforming them (though that

occurred as well), but by many different ways of using them in the service of rules, customs or

convictions foreign to the colonization which they could not escape. They metaphorized the

dominant order: they made it function in another register. They remained other within the sys-

tem which they assimilated and which assimilated them externally. They diverted it without leav-

ing it (31-2).

He then links such processes to those found in popular use within Western societies where the symbolic and

epistemological orders produced by élites are manipulated by practitioners. In a partial revenge, often called

popularization or degradation of culture, they appropriate cultural forms they have not produced themselves

through tactics of use that ‘take on the power that dominates production’ (32). Certeau’s theoretical move to

go afar in order to find and recognise the familiar at home is not unusual, as he notes himself.

Our ‘tactics’ seem to be analyzable only indirectly, through another society …. They return to us

from afar, as though a different space were required in which to make visible and elucidate the

tactics marginalized by the Western form of rationality. Other regions give us back what our cul-

ture has excluded from its discourse. … we travel abroad to discover in distant lands something

whose presence at home has become unrecognizable. (50)
726

726
In criticising Bourdieu for this operation later in the text, Certeau points out that there is a danger that ‘the particular-
ity of the originary experience is lost in its power of reorganizing the general discourse’ (51). ‘In the transition from
ethnology to sociology, the hero changes. A passive and nocturnal actor is substituted for the sly multiplicity of
strategies. This immobile stone figure [determined by his habitus] is supposed to be the agent that produces the
phenomena observed in a society.’ (58)

A. Messager, The illustrated happiness 1974
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5.1 Bricolage: interrogating what is at hand

Lévi-Strauss (1968a: 16ff), in his return from afar, endeavours to demonstrate that ‘wild thought’ continues to

operate in Western societies. He regards this mythical form of thinking as an independent and well-

articulated system: science and mythical thought are ‘parallel modes of acquiring knowledge’ (13), ‘two dis-

tinct modes of scientific thought’ (15), and not functions of

different stages of development of the human mind but rather of two strategic levels at which

nature is accessible to scientific enquiry: one roughly adapted to that of perception and the

imagination: the other at a remove from it. It is as if the necessary connections which are the

object of all science, neolithic or modern, could be arrived at by two different routes, one very

close to, and the other more remote from, sensible intuition (15).

He counterposes the bricoleur727
(as the exponent of bricolage) to the engineer (as the exponent of science).

The bricoleur uses in his constructions what is available in terms of tools and materials and engages the

‘oddments left over from human endeavours’. Conversely, the engineer continuously tries ‘to make his way

out of and go beyond the constraints imposed by a particular state of civilization’ (19). Many of Lévi-Strauss’

examples are taken from modern French society, and his characterisations seem suitable as models for an

analysis of users’ practices of ornament.

The first parallel of Lévi-Strauss’ treatment of mythi-

cal thought (and bricolage) with ornamentation is

that both have been conceived of as early stages of

human development. Design critics, such as Loos,

never tired of arguing that – with the advancement

of civilisation and progress in modern industrial so-

ciety – ornament had become anachronistic to the

modern way of life in Western societies. Ornamen-

tation was, by this account, either part of an earlier

stage of history in the West, or of ‘savage’ practices

of people whose development was retarded or ar-

rested. In contrast, functionalist aesthetics had shed archaic elements, freed themselves from the entrap-

ment of the senses, and operated ‘remote from sensible intuition’.
728

In the same way as the operation of

mythical thought was denied for Western societies from these perspectives, so was the use of ornamenta-

tion. It is certainly clear from the results of my research that ornamentation is a much more vital part of peo-

ple’s lives than is officially admitted. Lévi-Strauss has shown the same to be the case for mythical thought

which is the equivalent, on an intellectual plane, to bricolage on a technical level. Current practices of orna-

mentation show some of the characteristics he describes for bricolage.

727
As the translator of the text remarks, bricoleur ‘has no precise equivalent in English. He is a man who undertakes
odd jobs and is a Jack of all trades or a kind of professional do-it-yourself man, but, as the text makes clear, he is of
a different standing from, for instance, the English “odd job man” or handyman’ (17).

728
See p. 177.
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While users, on one hand, are the recipients of forms of bricolage in

ornament,
729

they also act as bricoleurs as they direct and orchestrate

the display of their treasures. Like that of the bricoleur, users’ universe

of available elements is finite. In scripting their displays they ‘make do’

to an extent with ‘whatever is at hand’, which is ‘the contingent result of

all the occasions there have been to renew or enrich the stock or to

maintain it with the remains of previous constructions or destructions’

(17).

They also employ the bricoleur’s deviousness when they use orna-

mentation differently from its prescribed ‘function’. What might have

been designated a proud place on the mantelpiece in the sitting room

could well end up in the hallway or a box; a throw-away item may be

promoted to centrality for its power to enunciate. Tactics of arranging,

and of ‘keeping in’ and bringing out, allow people to both collect and

retain objects that might at some stage ‘come in handy’, and at the

same time to control signifying practices.
730

Like the bricoleur, users speak ‘not only with things … but also through the medium of things’ – thereby giv-

ing an account of their ‘personality and life by the choices’ they make ‘between limited possibilities. The “bri-

coleur” may not ever complete his purpose but he always puts something of himself into it’ (21).

729
Lévi-Strauss posits that, in science, structure has priority over event, whereas for bricolage the opposite holds true.
‘Science as a whole is based on the distinction between the contingent and the necessary, this being also what dis-
tinguishes event and structure’ (21) (this opposition seems to have an equivalent in the structure/ornament opposi-
tion so common in writing about ornamentation). Art occupies a mid-way position between these two forms of or-
ganisation, since it synthesises structural order and the order of events (25). Different forms of art, however, are
characterised by different weightings of scientific and bricolage components, according to the types of contingen-
cies that enter into their making. In ‘applied arts’ in particular – which ornament has been associated with since the
beginning of their separate categorisation – the artist constructs an object ‘with a view to its potential condition and
successive uses in the future and so will put himself, consciously or unconsciously, in the place of the person for
whose use it is intended’ (27).

730
The elements of bricolage are not specific enough ‘for each of them to have only one definite and determinate use.
They each represent a set of actual and possible relations’ (18).
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Chris and Sarah’s lounge Ian and Robert’s lounge

Ian and Robert’s mantelpiece
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Very much like the bricoleur, users – in their practices of scripting or directing ornamental scenes – interro-

gate ‘all the heterogenous objects’ of which their ‘treasury is composed to discover what each of them could

“signify”’ (18), but

the possibilities always remain limited by the particular history of each piece and by those of its

features which are already determined by the use for which it was originally intended or the

modifications it has undergone for other purposes. The elements which the ‘bricoleur’ collects

and uses are ‘pre-constrained’ (19).

When users engage with ornamentation they are involved in its contextual layers of

meaning, and the whole history of change inscribed in it. Ornamental practices do

follow rules regulating their relationships on aesthetic, symbolic, economic and

social levels.

However, such syntactical determination is never complete. Users re-arrange it into

new configurations, sometimes consciously creating new generative schema. They

buy ornamentation in memory of deceased relatives, to become heirlooms for their

children, or they make their own rules known to friends who might want to bring

them gifts. Therefore, while users comply on one level with market economies (and

obey their conditions of possibility) they simultaneously insinuate

styles of social exchange … and moral resistance, that is, an economy of the ‘gift’ (generosities

for which one expects a return), an esthetics of ‘tricks’ (artists’ operations) and ethics of tenacity

(countless ways of refusing to accord the established order the status of law, a meaning, a fatal-

ity). … the politics of the ‘gift’ also becomes a diversionary tactic. In the same way, the loss that

was voluntary in a gift economy is transformed into a transgression in a profit economy: it ap-

pears as an excess (a waste), a challenge (a rejection of profit), or a crime (an attack on prop-

erty) (Certeau, 1984: 26-7).

In industrialised societies, ornament often provides ‘the decorative

container of a narrativity for everyday practices’ (70), but it is tolerated

only as a ‘hobby or a pastime’ (Lévi-Strauss, 1968a: 33) and relegated

to the private sphere. And yet, contemporary mythical thought and

practices of ornamentation continue to use ‘the remains and debris of

events’, the ‘fossilized evidence of the history of an individual or a so-

ciety’ and build up ‘structures by

fitting together events, or rather

the remains of events’ (22).

There are elements of ritual in users’ ordering and maintainance of

collections of ornamental objects: people spontaneously describe sets

of rules they follow. They appear to strive for a ‘particular type of equi-

librium’ (30) between conflicting forces, using ornamented objects to

mark or ‘reconstruct sets of events’, and ‘as so many indestructible

Chloe’s picture frame, gift from a friend

Gift to Bill and Chloe

Shelves in Sarah and Chris’ lounge
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pieces for structural patterns in which they serve alternatively as ends or means’ (33).
731

Observations in the homes of participants indicate that – although preferences are observable in the orna-

mentation on display – a rigorous ‘stylistic’ consistency is lacking in all

cases. Instead, the collections are structured by contingencies: in the

discussions, users describe how events and relationships, which have

formed their identities and biographies, have influenced the arrange-

ment of ornamentation. These factors form connections between or-

namental objects that might seem incompatible from a formal aesthetic

perspective. What seems important is their enunciative character and

‘the fascinating presence of absences whose traces were everywhere’

(Certeau, 1984: 21).
732

Certeau suggests that proverbs and other discourses (such as ornamental practices,

I suggest), are

marked by uses; they offer to analysis the imprints of acts or of processes of enunciation; they

signify the operations whose object they have been, operations which are relative to situations

…, more generally, they thus indicate a social historicity in which systems of representations or

processes of fabrication no longer appear only as normative frameworks but also as tools ma-

nipulated by users (21).

Users involved in this project often point to an interpellative force of ornamentation, particularly when its

maker is known, or can at least be recognised in the traces she leaves on the object. This force is particu-

larly strong in the case of gifts, and when the relationship with the maker is personal. It often induces people

to keep objects even when they do not value them much aesthetically. Lévi-Strauss observes that peasant or

folk art still show an involvement and experiment with the material and demonstrate a ‘dedication of the acci-

dental to the service of execution and so to the use … of the raw datum as the empirical material of some-

thing meaningful’ (29). The opposite is the case for mass-produced ornamentation where, in Lévi-Strauss’

words, ‘the difficulties of execution are entirely mastered’ and the purpose ‘can become more and more pre-

cise and specific and applied arts is transformed into industrial art’ (28). An involvement with the accidental,

and the transformation from the empirically given into something meaningful is often observable in the ac-

counts of users about their relationship to ornamentation.

Whereas users in their practices address themselves to the collection of ‘oddments left over from human

endeavours’, professional designers, art critics and theorists tend to take an approach similar to the engineer

who ‘is always trying to make his way out of and go beyond the constraints imposed by a particular state of

civilization’ (19).

731
Certeau introduces Kant’s mention that the ‘common man’ in ‘his region’ ‘has not the least compunction in giving
[the activities of the the tight-rope dancer] the name of art’ (Kant, 1790: SS 43). He applies this comment to the ‘art
of operating’ by users. ‘Dancing on a tightrope requires that one maintain an equilibrium from one moment to the
next by recreating it at every step by means of new adjustments; … The art of operating is thus admirably defined,
all the more so because in fact the practitioner himself is part of the equilibrium that he modifies without compromis-
ing it. It is this ability to create a new set on the basis of a preexisting harmony and to maintain a formal relationship
in spite of the variation of the elements, it very closely resembles artistic production.’ (Certeau, 1984: 73).

732
Certeau (1984: 33) describes as the elements of enunciation the realisation or actualisation of language, the appro-
priation of language by the speaker, and her being inscribed in relations with others and situated in time. These
elements make of enunciation (and in an analogous way of use) a ‘nexus adherent to the “context” from which it
can be distinguished only by abstraction’.

Robert’s collection of bethel nut
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Proponents of modern design at the beginning of the twentieth century anticipated and endeavoured to bring 

about a break with the past, a clean slate where the ‘detritus of the past … all the coating of association, the 

arbitrary historical hangover, could be stripped off to reveal the positively true nature of each thing’ (Rykwert,

1979: 5).

Advocates of this type of change not only ignore the elements of mythical thought in people’s practices in 

modern societies, they also simply disregard the limited materials and tools most users have at their dis-

posal. In the notion of a clean slate of modern educated taste there is buried the assumption that people live 

their lives with unlimited resources and choices. However, although most of the participants in the research 

project would count as middle class, even for them there is no real 

question of regular choice between a genuine Berber carpet (which 

was always allowed and integrated into the new functional design 

world) or its cheap imitation from a department store (which was disal-

lowed).

Neither is there an absolute choice for individuals to be initiated into 

taste society, or to have access to fine arts and design circles.
733

 For 

many, there is not even a question of being able to buy what they like. 

The use of ornamentation by most people is like mythical thought ‘imprisoned in the events and experiences

which it never tires of ordering and re-ordering in its search to find them a meaning’ (Lévi-Strauss, 1968a: 

22). Users are, on the whole, unable to create their means – socially, culturally or financially – in the way 

design theories would have us believe. This is consistent with Selle and Boehe’s (1986: 246) findings that a 

selection of objects ‘be it subjectively motivated or based on objective reasons always has to be made from 

a historical ensemble of things and symbols that is limited’.
734

Ornamental objects ‘at hand’ may even have to make up for experiences and environments not available to 

their users. A particularly striking example in the accounts of participants is that of one person’s Lebanese 

grandparents, who suffered discrimination as immigrants to New Zealand. In their ambivalent situation of 

having arrived at their desired destination but still yearning for a home, they purchased two vases with Mid-

dle Eastern motifs in a New Zealand shop – as the closest possible reminder of what they had left behind. 

Yet, his grandmother never tired of pointing out to visitors that ‘there are no camels in Lebanon, which is her 

way of saying, we’re civilised, we’re not really Arabs’ (IA@388 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 28).
735

The entrapment of mythical thought into available events and experiences can also act as a ‘liberator by its 

protest against the [very] idea that anything can be meaningless with which science at first resigned itself to 

a compromise’ (Lévi-Strauss, 1968a: 22). This protest can be interpreted along similar lines as the notion of 

‘second culture’, as a force of resistance within popular culture against an alienating system.
736

 The search 

for and creation of meaning, the constant ordering and re-ordering users engage in through ornamentation is 

often employed tactically to create and maintain continuity and relationality in their personal lives.

733
See Bourdieu (1992: 970).

734
In their study about Living with the beautiful things in Germany.

735
See photo, p. 267.

736
See p. 217.

Chloe’s carpet
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5.2 Construction and maintenance of biographies

Selle and Boehe (1986: 246) observe a striving for continuity in the practices of the participants in their 

study, which they interpret as an ‘attempt to preserve experience, to establish stability in the service of ongo-

ing identity formation and of social tradition’. In this attempt, users refuse to ‘question everything that has 

been achieved – just because times, circumstances and pressures on orientation change’. The accounts of 

the participants in this project suggest the same: many explicitly mention, or implicitly suggest, that their use 

of ornamentation creates a sense of stability. Thus, it is ‘carted around’ and often unpacked first after a move 

of house. Particular arrangements are kept in a cohesive pattern of order to provide stability.

Ian, for instance, describes his own life as having 

always been peripatetic (IA@044 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 2000: 53-4). ‘I’ve got one way that I 

can protect myself from this mad world, and it’s per-

haps to replicate the way’ in which things did not

change in his aunt’s house, ‘just in one corner’ 

(IA@086). There, he configures and orders his im-

portant ornaments: a Mexican sculpture, a mask, a 

necklace of feathers and a finely engraved silver box. 

‘This has been exactly the same for two or three 

years’, because it gives him a sense of stability and 

permanence in a constantly changing world. ‘I want some things in my life to represent stasis’, to provide a 

sense of ‘solidity’. The present is often characterised by absence of stability compared to an older New Zea-

land society ‘where you would stay in your house all your life, knowing your family on both sides, back to the 

ship – which people did’ (IA in preliminary discussion).

People who have often had to move house describe the ornaments 

that matter to them like companions. When Gina has to shift, orna-

mentation is almost more important than functional things such as 

tables and chairs (GR in preliminary discussion: 54). Sarah and Chris 

are ‘not really settled until the puma is up’ in the lounge room 

(ST@175: 54). For Dianne, ‘it would be a colourless world’ without 

ornamentation. She keeps a little box with ornaments that she ‘carts 

around’ and without which it she does not feel at home (DH prelimi-

nary discussion: 54). She could get rid of her furniture ‘any day’, but she keeps ‘all the ornamentation around 

[herself]’ (DH@004). Without it, her life would be less rich, and feel less secure. If there ever were to be a fire 

in her house, she would try to salvage those things and leave everything behind that can be replaced 

(DH@015: 54).

Users also re-view their lives by means of ornamentation, by recalling events, persons, and experiences. 

Whether it is through shared symbolic form, shared aesthetic preference, or – more often – shared experi-

ence ornamentation is part of intersubjectively shared symbolic universes that provide identity and continuity 

(Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 100). Ornaments are taken along as reminders of one’s own culture when travel-

ling overseas and, conversely, they are brought home from travels as reminders of, and ties to, the experi-

Ian’s corner of order

Chris and Sarah’s house totem
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ences made. This re-view of life is not primarily documentary but rather constructive. As in mythical thought,

castles are built ‘out of the debris of what was once a social discourse’ (Lévi-Strauss, 1968b: 21).

Selle and Boehe (1986: 247) write about the ‘appropriation of self through objects’, the ways in which people

use things to connect with their own biographical development. They also use things to relate to their social

environment, its historical distinctiveness, and to important others who act within it. In an ongoing process of

identity formation new experiences grow over older ones, new relationships develop while old ones sink back

into memory or into the unconscious (248).
737

Beautiful objects serve as reminders of important scenes in a

person’s past. They ‘mediate between the ego, and the self and its history’ as well as between subjective

and social reality. Selle and Boehe define the history of appropriation of reality by each subject as the ‘sum

of all experiences with objects, in social and individual life time’.
738

It is a history of working through, coming

to terms and becoming conscious that co-determines future practice for the individual as much as for the

society she lives in. But ‘things for themselves’ or their aesthetic form alone never account for a preference

for specific objects. Such choices are mostly determined by connotative schema: social configurations, psy-

chological dispositions, and affective meanings (249).

Identification, as Selle and Boehe point out, rests on personal experience and historical and cultural envi-

ronment in a dynamic interplay. One respondent to the questionnaire in the present research project seems

to illustrate Selle and Boehe’s thesis exactly with respect to ornamentation: ‘I wear ornament – therefore I

am. I wear ornament – therefore I am from … . I wear ornament – therefore I am with … . It is a feeling of

identification, a knowing, a certainty’ (#29 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 74). In this interplay, a clear majority

of respondents to the questionnaire indicate that ornamentation can give them a sense of belonging and,

surprisingly, men more so than women (16, 74).

Men also make ambivalent statements about their general relationship with orna-

mentation. Bill, for instance, who is normally in favour of ‘plain’ things still ‘loves’

the ‘wildly organic ornamentation’ on a mirror frame that he and his partner have

bought together (BT@043: 40).

Comments on this question generally indicate the double nature of identification: a

significant number refer to primarily personal aspects such as emotions, memories

and familiarity with motifs. The majority of the remarks, however, refer to the social

and cultural aspects of identity relating to shared values and meanings, and to a

sense of belonging to a particular community that heightens the sense of self.

Many users conceive of their larger environment
739

as one that produces ‘foreign,

incomprehensible, cold feelings’ (#21 in 2000: 17). Certeau (1984: 40) similarly describes how generalisation

and expansion of technocratic rationality produce an increasingly homogeneous but extensive system, in

which consumers move as if they had been ‘transformed into immigrants’. It is ‘too vast to be able to fix them

in one place, but too constraining for them ever to be able to escape from it and go into exile elsewhere.

There is no longer an elsewhere’. Marginality has thus become ‘massive and pervasive’, and consumption,

737
See also Wittgenstein, p. 272.

738
Selle and Boehe’s concept of ‘appropriation’ is very different from the way in which the term is often used in New
Zealand, possibly as a euphemism for cultural mis- or expropriation.

739
The system in Semsek and Stauth’s terms.

Bill and Chloe’s wildly
ornamented mirror frame
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this cultural activity of the non-producers of culture, an activity that is unsigned, unreadable, and

unsymbolized, remains the only one possible for all those who nevertheless buy and pay for the

showy products through which a productivist economy articulates itself. Marginality is becoming

universal (xvii).
740

In this situation, many participants create a place and a space for themselves by using ornamentation to

support and reinforce their relationships with others. Through it, they mark and commemorate experiences

that they draw on for the maintenance of their identity. The connection with others as a central aspect of

identity is, both in the questionnaires and in the interviews, most often foregrounded by Pacific or Maori par-

ticipants. Identity for them is not just a matter of choice but necessarily bound up with responsibility, reciproc-

ity and mutual benefit. In some instances this identity can become a burden. The integration into one’s cul-

ture through whakapapa can be perceived as very positive – and ornaments can be an expression of that –

but it can also be distressing.
741

Despite this conflict, most participants who identify as Maori or Pacific pri-

marily perceive their cultural identity as a home, of which ornamentation is a part. Clearly, in the eyes of

those participants, form (ornament) and substance (the material of culture) cannot be separated.
742

On many

occasions in the interviews they emphasise the depth of their feelings towards important ornaments, both in

terms of ornamental motifs and of objects. The connection between the wider cultural context, the particular

group(s) one belongs to, and its expression in ornamentation is less often and less clearly articulated by

other participants. Some Pakeha or European people express doubts as to whether a ‘Pakeha culture’ even

exists in comparison with Pacific or Maori cultures.
743

Accordingly, they do not perceive Western or Pakeha

culture as a relevant source for cultural images or ornamentation. In any event, there was little agreement

amongst them about what might represent a New Zealand culture outside of Maori culture.

Nick, who – on one hand – believes that European culture has been largely emptied of shared meanings

gives, on the other hand, an account of varying levels of continuity of European culture in New Zealand.
744

He has inherited a coat of arms that has been passed down in his own family. Today it hangs on the wall of

his living room. He is not aware of the specific meanings of some elements but he suspects that they never-

theless have significance. Generally, he knows that colour in tartans was used to indicate related sub-clans,

while the pattern served to differentiate them. The oak tree represents staunchness and solidarity. He sus-

pects that most people who see his coat of arms in his living-room would regard it as an ornament; it would

740
It is important to develop a sense of this wide spread marginality and find perspectives that provide empathetic
interpretation. Every ‘individual is subject to the culture of consumption and forced to establish her- or himself within
this culture, or against it – as long as there is no other’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 7).

741
One participant refers to the burden imposed by the culture the bearer is part of. However, as Wetherell and Potter
(1992: 129) observe, ethnocentric or racist attitudes towards Maori culture defining it as traditional and expecting it
to remain ‘pure’ can easily add to this internal burden. ‘Maori in this formulation become museum keepers. Theirs is
the privilege and the burden of heritage. They are the custodians required to hold the archaic for the national psy-
che. … Maori people must not clumsily misplace or contaminate this precious commodity of the past. It must in-
stead be polished and perfected and fixed in amber.’ Conversely, the discovery of Maori culture as a resource by
Pakeha has given them ‘an arena where new skills and abilities can be tried out and new talents shown off. Maori
culture can become a site for Pakeha skill acquisition. Whereas for the Maori, culture is presented almost as a bur-
den, a double-edged and unavoidable duty, for the Pakeha it can be a potential playground’ where the ‘strange is
acquired and tamed and made one’s own by an act of mastery. … for the Pakeha, Maori culture can be a rich extra
dimension, like having a Constable painting to decorate a wall. Pakeha are free actively to choose this culture,
Maori can reject it only at the risk of being found anomic’ (134).

742
A Ngai Tahu woman says, for example, that her preference for greenstone is something she shares with her family
and wider community and it ‘certainly becomes more important if you’re away from home’ (DH@477 in Engels-
Schwarzpaul, 2000: ??). Form and substance cannot be separated (@483), the form is there already ‘before you
even start’, ‘it’s very much a Ngai Tahu thing’ (@488).

743
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 23).
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not mean anything to them, nor would they have a sense of its history. But for himself and, by association, 

for his wife it is a symbol of his family’s history, and he relates to it on that basis. When he contemplates it, 

he thinks about the reasons why his family had to move off their land when the British Crown favoured some 

clans in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and how the favoured clans burnt others off their lands in 

the ensuing clearances.

Participants use personal relationships and events to 

create a place from which the world can be seen 

differently. Family succession, grandparents, and 

parents have supplied many users with ornamental 

objects that belong to their own stories of origin and 

vicissitude – and if such objects are lacking, they are 

often consciously constructed in memoriam.
745

 Some 

participants buy objects for themselves to mark spe-

cial occasions, or as reminders of special people 

with whom they then identify the objects. Nick, for 

example, thinks of Aunt Maud in reference to a chest 

of drawers and laughs as he realises how other things, too, have come to represent people: ‘when I think 

about it that way, Uncle Teddy is the bookshelf’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 27). Dianne
746

 similarly says 

(about a leather carving from a girl friend), ‘so that’s Julie; the other one was Barry’, and about a jewellery 

box from her late husband that it is ‘very fragile, a bit like Regg’ (27). 

Inherited objects may be installed in arrangements 

that look almost like ancestral galleries, and are de-

scribed as resting places (28, 52). Warner and Lunt 

(quoted in McCracken, 1990: 41) have observed that 

the inheritance of ‘ritual objects from the past and

their use by living lineal descendants provide the 

members of the upper-class with a symbolic appara-

tus which ties the sentiments of the living with those 

of the dead’. They become symbolic expressions of 

the relationships not only between household mem-

bers but also between the living and the dead. 

McCracken suggests that in contemporary society only upper-class groups care for the patina of old inher-

ited objects, that it is of little value for the rest of society, and that virtually ‘no one buys furniture with the ex-

pectation that it will be of utilitarian and symbolic value to the next generation’ (43). This is contradicted by 

744
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 32).

745
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (2000: 26ff). ‘Reading an old Bible with the names of one’s ancestors inscribed on the 
frontispiece gives a person a direct experience of his or her origins, a link with the past; it provides an identity with a 
specific ethnic group and with a set of historic events. Such information helps to define one’s self-concept, extend-
ing the roots of individuality into a network of past existences. … Objects of this type embody the attention that per-
sons invest in each other, thereby forming transpersonal units. They are tokens of remembrance, respect, and love;
that is, of the reaching out beyond the constraints of self-interest narrowly defined to establish bonds that enlarge 
the being of the individual and unite people.’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 243)

746
Dianne is in her fifties, with a background in legal administration, who now studies politics. She is of mixed Ngai 
Tahu and European descent.

Sarah’s first formal portrait of Dad

Ian’s grandparents’ vases in their resting place
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some statements of participants in my research none of whom could be classified as ‘upper class’. Many are 

involved in creating or maintaining symbolic connections with both living and dead relatives or friends 

through the use of ornament. In one case, a gift from a now deceased friend was shared in turn by various 

members of the family and has become something of a ‘house totem’ which is always unpacked first after a 

move of house (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 50, 54).
747

When they use ornamental gifts for specific occasions as stepping stones in the narratives of their lives, par-

ticipants rarely speak of the beauty or formal qualities – or even conventional meanings – of an ornament but 

primarily of the connection with a particular person and time which it represents. As time passes, and as ob-

jects are witness to changes in a speakers life, they store memories and become increasingly more pre-

cious. This type of meaning often acts on the level of the senses rather than on an intellectual plane: orna-

mentation often conjures up memories of time and place spontaneously and in an elusive way, very much as 

Proust described it for smells.
748

 Two participants explicitly referred to a similarity of ornamentation with mu-

sic or smells (27, 35).

However, the story of ornament as part of individuals’ biographies is not always harmonious. How it can trig-

ger memories of grief became strikingly manifest when three participants started to cry during the interviews. 

In the first case, the person’s memory was of a valued and loved person and her tears were a response to 

his death. In the other two cases, ornamentation acted like an anchor dredging up hurtful and alienating ex-

periences. Thus, one participant suddenly realised how much her avoidance of Indian type ornamentation 

was bound up with her feelings of estrangement as an Indian-Fijian New Zealander, and how her identity 

used to be determined by exclusion.
749

 Neither Maori nor Pakeha, she knew little about her Indian-Fijian heri-

tage and could not relate to it. Another participant slowly realised during the course of the discussion how 

little room there was in his former marriage to use ornament as he would have liked to. He painted a picture 

of how his desire for self-expression through ornament was confined to total isolation: to a laundry which he 

had turned into his study, and to the wine cellar he had dug for himself under the house (42). His account is 

not untypical: other men, even though they are neither as bitter nor as explicit, made similar comments. In 

many relationships, it seems, control over the use of ornamentation is exercised by women. Men seem to 

mind this more than one might expect and more than they let on. 

A very different picture emerges from the interview with a gay couple. They both 

express almost a sense of joy regarding their effortless negotiations about the ac-

quisition and management of ornament due to very similar preferences. For them, 

ornamentation is something that they are both interested in and an integral part of 

their shared biographies – some are gifts they gave each other at crucial points in 

their relationship. In their environment, they have created spaces for both to en-

gage in the ornaments they like, in the way they each prefer.

A further phenomenon coincides with Selle and Boehe’s study (1986: 247: 250):

some participants reject specific ornaments because of negative or even traumatic 

experiences with which they have become linked in their memories (Engels-

747
Photo see p. 264.

748
‘Benjamin’s considerations on odors are anticipated by Daudet’s intuition that “the olfactory is of our senses the 
closest to the aura and the best suited to give us an idea or a representation”.’ (Agamben, 1993: 45)

749
See p. 241.

Robert’s gift to Ian
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Schwarzpaul, 2000: 26, 38, 41). All these experiences are socially mediated: whether they relate to aspects

of a culture or to the relationship between cultures, they are all bound up with the sufferings of individuals in

a system from which they cannot escape. They can only make their own choices, use Certeau’s ruses, and

change the given text into a ‘song of resistance’ by disobeying its syntactical instructions.
750

6 Ornamental tactics

Certeau (1984: xix) makes a distinction between strategies and tactics in order to discuss different modes of

intentionality and operation. Strategies belong to a calculus of chances based on the certainty of holding

one’s own, proper place ‘as the basis for generating relations with an exterior distinct from it’. Tactics, on the

other hand, cannot count on a proper place.

The place of tactic belongs to the other. A tactic insinuates itself into the other’s place, fragmen-

tarily, without taking it over in its entirety, without being able to keep it at a distance. It has at its

disposal no base where it can capitalize on its advantages, prepare its expansions, and secure

independence with respect to circumstances. … a tactic … is always on the watch for opportuni-

ties that must be seized ‘on the wing.’ What ever it wins, it does not keep. … The weak must

continually turn to their own ends forces alien to them. This is achieved in the propitious mo-

ments when they are able to combine heterogeneous elements …; the intellectual synthesis of

these given elements takes the form, however, not of a discourse, but of the decision itself, the

act and manner in which the opportunity is ‘seized.’ Many everyday practices … are tactical in

character. (xix)

Tactics can be seen as the typical operational mode of popular culture that cannot be confined to a ‘past, the

countryside, or primitive peoples. They exist in the heart of the strongholds of the contemporary economy’

(25). How, then, do users of ornamentation in New Zealand respond to the instructions they find inscribed in

the objects available to them to use? It appears that firstly they ignore them.

Less than a quarter of all respondents to the questionnaire were aware that ornamentation has had a bad

name in professional and official discourses on ornament for the past hundred or so years, while more than

two thirds were blissfully unaware of this. Interestingly, almost twice as many of the respondents who identi-

fied as Maori were aware of it and significantly less were unaware (further, none replied with unsure or de-

pends). This indicates that Maori are more acutely aware that there is a whole (con)text into which the use of

ornamentation is inscribed in New Zealand. Unfortunately, elaborations on their choice are too sparse to

make any reliable comparison with those of other users. Nevertheless, it appears that discussions about the

historical assessment and use of Maori cultural images, as well as contemporary questions of appropriate-

ness and (mis)appropriation have raised Maori participants’ awareness of the conflictual nature of ornamen-

tal discourses more than the others’.

Ignoring official instructions, and often explicitly rejecting mass culture and mass production by either not

buying ornamentation at all or by having it made to order, users have developed varying – but in each case

quite clear – protocols for the ‘making’ that is involved in the use of ornament. Since not many participants

make ornamentation themselves, their creativity will not reside in the products but in the use they make of
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them.
751

Be it ‘as a personal thing, family group or tribal’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 17), the use of or-

naments can provide, like the stories of miracles cited by Certeau, ‘the possible with a site that is impregna-

ble, because it is a nowhere, a utopia. They create another space, which coexists with that of an experience

deprived of illusions’ (Certeau, 1984: 17). In this space, users perceive ornamentation that is familiar or be-

longs to one’s heritage as creating understanding. It provides one’s culture with a presence of history and

tradition that can be shared with others. Thus, it evokes a feeling of belonging, of being grounded, and of

comfort. It realises the presence of one’s past through memories.

Most of the ornamental objects I have seen in the homes of participants are indeed commodities. The way in

which they are used, however, subverts the economic order in many ways. They mostly enjoy an astonish-

ingly long life: traces of this long life – the dents and lost bits – even contribute to their value. The latter is

almost never a reflection of their exchange value, and use has already modified their intended function.

Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981: 239) similarly found in their study that the objects in the

homes of their participants were not cherished ‘because of the material comfort they provide but for the in-

formation they convey about the owner and his or her ties to others. The market value, the physical energy

invested in an object is not the reason that it becomes special to its owner’, but rather the meanings attached

to objects. These meanings are ‘more central to the values of people than any number of expensive appli-

ances or precious materials’.

Certeau (1984:18) emphasises that there are ways of speaking a received language that transform ‘it into a

song of resistance’ and that compromise neither ‘the sincerity with which it may be believed nor the lucidity

with which, from another point of view, the struggles and inequalities hidden under the established order may

be perceived’. A different use of the order constructed by others can initiate

at least a certain play in that order, a space for maneuvers of unequal forces and for utopian

points of reference. … Innumerable ways of playing and foiling the other’s game …, that is, the

space instituted by others, characterize the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups which,

since they lack their own space, have to get along in a network of already established forces

and representations.

Values play an important role in the way users orchestrate their manoeuvres in a space that is not their own.

In the tales and legends used by the participants to create a space of possibility, ‘outside of and isolated

from daily competition, that of the past, the marvellous, the original,’ (23) values are used to reframe the es-

tablished order, and to ensure the ‘victory of the unfortunate in a fabulous, utopian space’. They serve as

arguments to outwit the system, and ‘to rediscover, within an electronicized and computerized megalopolis,

the “art” of the hunters and rural folk of earlier days’ (xxiv). Confirming Semsek and Stauth’s (1988: 699)

proposition that the intersubjective networks, which inform value systems in the life-world of many people,

are often ‘based on the very old and traditional quest for a right and just life’, many of the values referred to

by users when they talk about ornamentation are indeed based on pre-industrial complexes of relationships:

the value of money is more than offset by values of quality, skill, time, unmediated relationships, solidarity,

and context of origin. Ornament is even seen as having a ‘priceless value that words can’t name’ (Engels-
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‘In reality, a rationalized, expansionist, centralized, spectacular and clamorous production is confronted by an en-
tirely different kind of production, called “consumption” and characterized by its ruses, its fragmentation (the result
of circumstances), its poaching, its clandestine nature, its tireless but quiet activity, in short by its quasi-invisibility,
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Schwarzpaul, 2000: 29). Thus, consumption is generally not perceived by users in the way marketing ex-

perts would want it to be. If it is accepted as the prevailing order, there is almost always in the accounts of

users a trace of regret for being caught up in it. As in Selle and Boehe’s study (1986: 7), the consumption as

planned by the marketers is not an ideal that users strive for.

Neither is there much in users’ practices of ornamentation that suggests the type of fetishistic or ideological

use ascribed to ornament by its detractors.
752

Whether or not ornament or symbols are used fetishistically is

not dependent on their inherent qualities but on the context and purpose of their use.
753

The Nazi’s use of

symbols and ornamentation is an extreme, and often cited, example of politically and ideologically motivated

abuse. On the other hand, it has been noted that left and liberal politics of the time left the values expressed

through myths, symbols and ornaments unattended.
754

Fascist propagandists therefore found it easy to cap-

ture – and turn to their own ends – the desires of common people, who found it difficult to live in a socio-

economic and cultural environment that provided no space where stories could be told.
755

As a

contemporary, Silone (1938: 112-3) gave a drastic description of the forms of this abuse,

the symbols and fetishes of the new idolatry: the eagles, the swastikas, fasces, flags. Napoleon

said once, ‘Give me a button and I will make people die for it.’ Napoleon’s experiment was a

success. … The newspapers tell how some fascists kiss the button when they are dying; others

insist on being buried with it …; others place it for a moment on the forehead of their newborn

son ... The flag of the neighbourhood club ceases to be a stick and a piece of cloth the moment

that the Leader’s representative touches it. … The symbol ends by being confused with the

thing it represents.

But, to blame a symbol or ornament for the consequences of abuse it has been put to seems to be symmet-

rically equivalent of fetishistic use: the symbol is confused with its purpose. It is used as a scapegoat, and

the condemnation of ornament serves to distract from the larger context within which it is used. This notion

becomes interesting when applied to a form of ‘ornamentation’ mentioned by participants as a contemporary

practice, namely tagging. While it can be seen as a form of identity politics, as a cultural or social practice by

which teenage taggers can feel united at the same time as they can assert their own individual identity, the

two participants commenting on this practice from the perspective of young people (both are in their twenties

and thus close to the age group of taggers) do not accept the idea that it expresses a form of rebellion

(Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 31). In their view it is only supposed to look like rebellion. Again, context seems

to make a great difference. Early graffiti (or tagging) practices, for example, would have matched Certeau’s

(1984: 38-9) definition of tactics. While strategies ‘pin their hopes on the resistance that the establishment of

a place offers to the erosion of time’, tactics are based on

since it shows itself not in its own products (where would it place them?) but in an art of using those imposed on it.’
(Certeau, 1984: 31)
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See, for example, Wigley (1992: 93) and Lorenzer (1971a: 55).
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The stories which the Nazis exploited for their own ends ‘kept alive those unfulfilled wishes and needs of the lower
strata of society and offered compensation to all classes of people who felt bypassed by swift technological pro-
gress and socio-economic changes which uprooted them psychologically so that they were actually unable to move
with the times. Nor could they articulate their dissatisfaction and maladjustment concretely. They were swept off
their feet and looked around for footing with anxiety. Thus, there was a longing for the good old times, for the stabil-
ity and order of what was projected to be a more idyllic period’ (Zipes, 1983: 152).
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a clever utilization of time, of the opportunities it presents and also of the play that it introduces

into the foundations of power. ... the two ways of acting can be distinguished according to

whether they bet on place or time.

Similarly, some practices of tagging may very well accord with tactics. However, when according to one of

my neighbours, young men get out of their ‘BMWs from Remmers’
756

to spray the back walls of buildings on

Karangahape Road,
757

are they to be regarded in this context as renegades who use their parents’ cars to

ends they neither foresee nor condone? Or are they more likely the future pillars of the system, out to have

some last fun before life starts in serious? In a passing phase of rebellion, the young of the dominant system

regularly appropriate forms of resistance that other groups have developed against that very same sys-

tem.
758

Generically, tagging clearly seems a type of action that is based on time rather than place, and it

might be its appropriation by those who have their own, ‘proper’ place that induces the participants to regard

tagging as nothing but a scrawling of one’s name on a wall, as merely something that stupid kids do. The

meaning of this particular ornamental practice arises out of its context. According to Wittgenstein (1958),

meanings are not fixed and given; they change within and across language-games – some might newly

come into existence – others are forgotten (#23). Just as for a large class of words the meaning is their ‘use

in language’ (#43), for a large proportion of signifying practices their meaning is established through use.

6.1 Consensus or conflict of meaning

Meaning as a positive or negative value in the assessment of art in general, and ornament in particular, has

frequently been a factor in aesthetic debates. While the experts have taken different positions, it appears that

users concerns’ are more consonant: meaning is considered as a positive factor in the responses of almost

all participants of the three research projects on ornamental use. While ornament is accorded by some peo-

ple aesthetic status, independently of signification, the overwhelming majority regard lack of meaning as a

shortfalling which is often seen as the consequence of a lack of understanding or care, and very often as a

result of commodification and commercial interests. Users regard ornamentation primarily as meaningful

and, in their textual replies, respondents to the questionnaires repeatedly refer to the meaning of ornaments

in different contexts. So far, then, meaning is generally seen as a positive value that people look for and ap-

preciate.

What opinions vary about is how meaning is to be understood, derived, maintained and accessed. Gombrich

(1978) has coined the term ‘dictionary fallacy’ for the view that images which are ‘taken in isolation and cut

loose from the context in which they are embedded’ can be correctly interpreted. This approach to meaning

occurs less frequently in the views of participants in the current research project than it did in those of some

participants (mainly from the marketing sector) in the project about the use of Maori cultural images (Engels-

Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999). However, some leftovers occasionally surface when, for example, partici-

pants in the interviews refer to academic learning as a way to gain access to the meaning of ornamentation.

Two participants, who have no academic background, suspect that they would understand better, if they had

had access to higher education. However, two others comment that they have studied art history and that –
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The ‘structural opposite’ of Remuera in that it has a reputation as a red-light district and an area for nightlife activi-
ties.
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while they ‘should know’ – they have forgotten. What they might have learned, and what they have in any

event forgotten, is likely to be very much akin to the ‘dictionary fallacy’, since the creation and maintenance

of meaning in an academic context is at best particularised and limited. It was evidently not connected to the

context of their forms of life, and was therefore probably irrelevant. The only person who remembers and

uses labels derived from art historical terminology is in his sixties and has grown up in a middle-class envi-

ronment in England, where I suspect such education held some currency in other areas of everyday life.

Most participants are aware of the various levels of meaning an ornamental motif can take on, depending on

the context of its use.
759

Those who relate to ornamental meaning predominantly on the personal level of

memories and associations with people or events are, nevertheless, conscious of the fact that the same or-

namentation might have more specific and dense meanings for someone else who knows them ‘from the

inside’, as it were. Different ‘ways of viewing the world’ can produce ‘entirely different ways of understanding’

(Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 31). Similarly, different involvement in the making of ornamentation entails dif-

ferent forms of knowledge (62).

This general acceptance of different levels of meaning is again more clearly articulated in the accounts of

Maori participants: not only do carvers know more specifically about different aspects of meaning; ‘being

carvers, they don’t share that knowledge with non-carvers’ (32). There appears to be a more integral accep-

tance of limits to accessibility of meaning on the part of Maori and Pacific participants. They are more likely

to recognise that more than a general knowledge of meaning is contingent on participation and qualification.

Thus, the expanding levels of meaning around a cultural image do not accrue in an accidental linear pattern

of biographical accumulation. Rather, meaning expands as part of a texture that extends multi-directionally,

contingent on pathways or events that are given or chosen, but are never solely individually determined.

Within a larger and rather general framework of meaning, which everybody participates in to varying de-

grees, people create their own meanings in reference to it. This meaning might be professional, as is the

case with carvers, or personal and intersubjective, when a shared motif is chosen for a particular person on

a particular occasion.
760

Maori motifs … tell stories and … the koru … isn’t just a squirly line. It means something. … so

you just can’t put different symbols, motifs, … wherever you want to put them without under-

standing what they mean or where they come from (AW@249). (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 80)

Paula, from a Pacific perspective, endorses not only the claim to meaning in Maori art, but also the specific

role that Maori hold with regard to its maintenance. Because Maori have a different contextual knowledge of

their taonga, they occupy a different position with regard to the interpretation and maintenance of meanings

as part of Maori culture (32). Paul, a Pakeha academic, also concedes the right and task of determining and

maintaining meaning in Maori culture to Maori.

This tolerance on the users’ level is often not met by a similar openness in official scholarly discourses. Al-

though a little dated now, Maclennan’s (in McLintock, 1966a: 87) evaluation of contemporary Maori art as
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For the commodification of an opportunist misappropriation of rap, and for its racist overtones, see Wilcox (1996:
123ff).
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One respondent pointed out that meaning in the case of ornament is ‘not a particular dictionary meaning’ (104). The
emphasis on occasion, context, purpose and different perspectives confirms Wittgensteinian conceptions of mean-
ings established through use and the importance of looking at specific situations of ornamental use.
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lacking meaning and as decorative, uncreative and outmoded
761

is an example of how unilateral control of

‘the official version’ can become ‘a tool of oppression’ (Yensen, 1989a: 58). Discussing meaning in traditional

Maori carving, McEwen comes to the conclusion that ‘much of it was purely decorative’ (in McLintock, 1966b:

414) since ‘very little is known’ about its meaning. His argument has its precedents: Best (1924: 248) held

about the manaia, for example, that once there had been a ‘symbolical meaning … attached to this peculiar

design, though now long forgotten by the Maori’.
762

Much later, Neich (1993: 85) classifies certain Maori art-

works as ‘purely decorative’. While Neich is specific in his discussion about place and conditions of their pro-

duction – and certainly does not share in Hamilton’s, Maclennan’s, McEwen’s, or Best’s certainty of cultural

superiority – Jahnke (1995: 10) has demonstrated the pitfalls of misunderstanding in interpretation and con-

vincingly contested his hypothesis.

Projection of meaning onto Maori art – as much as its denial – by non-Maori laypersons or experts takes

effect in a global, modern environment that is characterised by ‘scarce resource[s] of meaning’ (Semsek &

Stauth, 1988: 712). Whereas a more traditional Western perspective regards meaning and knowledge ‘as

forms in which a sense of life and reality are expressed, the new social synthesis of global mass communica-

tion refers to “sense”, “meaning” and “materiality” only as symbolic references for the distribution and ex-

change taking place within it’. Semsek and Stauth point out that colonised peoples have been confronted

with forms of simulation from the beginning of colonisation. ‘Colonial rule emerged as a system of non-

reference to the practical life worlds of the subordinate populations. People there have learned an original

manner of dealing with non-referential and simulative systems.’ (712). As long as they share economic and

reproductive activities in the context of local communities, an ‘intuitive knowledge of members (that is, practi-

cal in its real sense) remains the coordinative pattern of interaction’. While the lack of differentiation between

levels of knowledge can potentially be a core of social resistance for the members of such communities, it

can also be ‘a source of “meaning” for both the cultural anthropologist … and the consumer (who enjoys the

visual presentation of Third World communities as archaic and colourful traits of the origin and authenticity of

human society)’ (712).

Semsek and Staudt further observe an ironic reversal in the simulation of meanings, since in ‘the “going na-

tive” of the “natives”, the conscious play of life world representation and reference, the simulation of the con-

tent of reality and meaning in practical life, the territorialization of culture and its symbolic representation’ can

be used as tools by local communities to access more prominent positions of ‘distribution and exchange of

symbols within the new system of communication’ (713). In a double strategy, they internally convert identi-

ties and responsibilities and, while ‘the system is served with its own simulative language, the communities

of the Third World develop their disguised and clandestine cultures of the “rationality of their own needs”’.

Any cross-cultural interpretation of meaning in New Zealand is therefore enormously complex and cannot

really proceed outside a context of many layers of politics.
763

In the context of the research project on users’

perspectives on ornamentation, some such politics can be observed in the views of both Maori and non-

Maori participants. While the predominantly Pakeha or European participants might very well be vicariously

enjoying the visual representation of Maori culture as an ‘archaic and colourful … origin and authenticity of
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Elsewhere, he argued that ‘it is well to record the fact that the Maori has no real knowledge of its origins’ (quoted in
Jahnke, 1995: 15).
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For a detailed account of the diverging and conflicting politics in the case of the planning and building of the Auck-
land University Marae, and its impact on the perception of meaning, see Webster (1995).
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human society’, there is also often a more sincere element noticeable in their appreciation. As users who

engage the world of production with tactics rather than with strategies, they share some degree of marginal-

ity with Maori users. They might recognise in Maori culture something of their own practices in their everyday

lives, where resistance ‘appears to actualise organic relations to a life world which remains tied to traditional

pre-industrial forms of socialization’ (699). There is, perhaps, on all sides a ‘simulated idyll’ in operation,

which ‘seeks reconciliation with a lost tradition’, performs a ‘purification of tradition’ and ‘points to its refine-

ment and through it to the defence of the lost practical dimension of tradition’ (711). Its effects, however, will

depend on individuals’ interactions with wider issues of the material core of ornamentation: if the cultural is

wrenched out of its social and historical context, it is likely to become the material for ideological manipula-

tion. In that case, the use of culture can compromise its very utopian potential and ‘draw attention away from

immediate social reform towards utopian visions’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 201). As an ‘insulated aesthetic

experience’ it then bears a close relationship to the colonial yearning for ‘the springtime of the world’ (Frazer)

which was ‘always tempered by practicalities, and a realization of the advantages and the superiority of the

civilized’ (Stallabrass, 1990: 106).
764

On the other hand, if the connection of ornamentation with its material

core in culture is retained, ornamental practices can become a path of learning and understanding, and pos-

sibly a step forward in the formation of a vital community through a voluntary investment of energy into the

cultivation of shared values, ideals and goals.
765

Here, perhaps, a distinction can be made between the concepts of consumer and user: a user may be said

to share marginal aspects of contemporary life with other users, and to recognise patterns of resistance both

in his own life and that of the members of other marginalised groups, such as Maori in New Zealand. A user

attempts, and is able, to maintain a certain degree of connection with the material core of both his and oth-

ers’ cultures. Through such engagement with shared meanings, cultural identification can be strengthened.

On the other hand, a consumer could be conceptualised as a person who is not involved in such processes,

and who passively and complacently takes up expropriated, decontextualised and floating images offered for

consumption by the system.

The meanings that come with commodified images have already been dissolved by the media who refer to

them interchangeably, ‘even while referring to their different meanings’ (711). This latter type of consumption

of art and culture, ‘expropriated by one group to bolster its control over the psychic activity of others, be-

comes a tool of oppression’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 17). Because culture can be asso-

ciated with ‘niceness’, progressiveness and humanitarianism, it can be used to cover up ‘the messy business

of domination and uneven development through advocacy of respect and tolerance of difference’ (Wetherell
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Wetherell and Potter (1992: 137) describe an ultimately ‘ambiguous and ambivalent’ relationship of Pakeha to
Maori culture. ‘”Ours” to control, own and guide, something “we”, Pakeha, can feel proud of and take responsibility
for as “New Zealanders”, but “deep-down” nothing to do with us. … As one person we interviewed said: “Maori cul-
ture is more a game thing, you know, it’s not solid life, it is something you do on special days”.’ The expropriation of
Maori culture for special occasions goes along with a general concern of Pakeha New Zealanders (with ‘very few
exceptions’ in the interviews) to argue for the desirability of the status quo, and against the need for implementing
change …’ (151). ‘”The Maori race is, is a very fine race, it’s just a shame they have lost a lot of their culture. … Um
you know they want their land back and this sort of thing; well that’s all very nice, but it’s happened everywhere in
the world for years” (152).’ The ‘majority’ of their sample ‘wanted to justify colonial land practices, argue against
land compensation, fight against the implementation of affirmative action and prevent Maori language acquiring any
significant status in schools or public life’ (186).
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& Potter, 1992: 137).
766

Tolerance, then, can easily become the ‘largesse of the powerful’ (210), and respect

a facile gesture rather than a ‘reciprocal, shared, constantly interchanging principle which is expressed

through all aspects of social conduct’ (Smith, 1999: 120).

6.2 Actualisation and loss of meaning

Through processes of projection and introjection, meaning can be produced spontaneously and deliberately.

Users intuit the processes described by, for example, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton,
767

and accord-

ingly construct their environment. Within a limited universe of available elements, users create signifying

systems which they structure themselves, and which in turn structure their selves (1981: 17). They share

meanings on different levels with different groups of people; they are conscious of the differences between

what is ‘out’ (the areas in their homes that are in principle accessible to many people) or ‘in’ (the areas re-

served for themselves and close others); and, for some users, the very absence or presence of meaning in

an ornament will determine its exclusion from or inclusion in their collections.
768

The position accorded to specific ornamentation also depends on its relationship with cultural or social con-

ventions such as appropriateness or acceptability, which users engage in and probe. Often, adjustments are

made in order to reach an equilibrium between conflicting forces, for example, self and world. Participants, in

their life-worlds, perform a more or less conscious maintenance of meaning: meaningful objects are handled

with care, their use is often reserved for special occasions, and they are given special places. In the case

studies, many of the individuals sharing a home enthusiastically cooperate in the production and re-

production of stories surrounding certain ornamented objects. Via ornamental objects, places and events in

their biographies are brought back to life for the time of the narration, and commonality is created between

the narrators. They discuss layers of meaning and, in the discussions, both differences and commonality

come to the fore as constitutive factors of relationships.

All participants mention at some stage the close affinity they perceive between ornamentation and gifts. In

the giving of an object to another person, a relationship is established which endures beyond the moment.

From a Pacific perspective, the giver and the receiver hold a balance of power, which is represented in the

ornament that passes between them (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 28). In a Maori context, according to an

informant outside of the project, ‘every image has a korero, a whakapapa to it’ and cannot be seen inde-

pendently of it. This korero is more formalised, more foregrounded, and has a more collective nature for

Maori and Pacific people than for most other participants. While it might pertain to an individual’s biography,

it is always part of a larger context that cannot be taken or rejected at will; and the meaning of ornamental

motifs may or may not make their position problematic in different environments. Their aesthetics cannot be

isolated from context.
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Žižek (1998: 997) even holds the ‘postpolitical’ strategies of containing and pacifying cultural conflicts in negotia-
tions (where the ‘conflict of global ideological visions embodied in different parties who compete for power is re-
placed by collaboration of enlightened technocrats … and liberal multiculturalists’ who aim for compromises ‘in the
guise of more of less universal consensus’) responsible for new forms of racisms. Since the political sphere does
no longer allow symbolic confrontation, the real ‘in the guise of new forms of racism’ returns after its repression. ‘It
is crucial to perceive how postpolitical racism emerges as the ultimate consequence of the postpolitical suspension
of the political, of the reduction of the state to a mere police agent servicing the (consensually established) needs of
market forces and multiculturalist, tolerant humanitarianism.’
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These practices can be described as pertaining to popular cultures of life-worlds, whereas those of the sys-

tem often impact on the meaning of ornamentation in the opposite way. Once the fabric of the life-world is

transformed into a ‘resource for the reproduction of images and pictures’, images and motifs are ‘exchanged

with ever greater speed’ (Semsek & Stauth, 1988: 707). The constant, repetitive and arbitrary processing of

symbols and ornament requires an ever increasing intensification of this simulation of reality, which is

achieved ‘purely by means of representing evermore varying types of a practically dissolved life world’.

Meaning becomes non-referential, unmediated and indeterminate. Users in the research project are often

aware of this effect and respond negatively to it. At the same time, however, the media and marketing sector

respond to their desire for ‘a practical life world within the capitalist metropolis’ with a systematic picture pro-

duction that effectively destroys the object of their desire and the ‘unity of social individuals’.
769

Users’ efforts to maintain meaning in ornamentation are situated within this larger context and are invariably

affected by it. Their tactics of making use of the elements available (which they continually interrogate for

their signifying potential) have to become ever more swift and opportunist. While the system becomes in-

creasingly extensive and homogenous, opening up more and more resources, there is less and less sense

of place to go around amongst users.
770

The very loss of history and constraint in the use of the ornamental

motifs they have available for their bricolage practices seems to lead to greater difficulties in the perception

of meaning beyond biographical experience. Also, it is possible that a ‘relaxation of standardized cultural

values’ may contribute to local and personal meanings becoming more transient and easier to ‘be manipu-

lated by mass culture whose ultimate goal is utility rather than quality of living’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Ro-

chberg-Halton, 1981: 241).

Already, users find that the ‘gainful intent’ directing the processing of images in infomercials and other mar-

keting media increasingly stifles their own possibilities of active construction and use of meaning. It is as if

the bricoleurs’ tools were continually blunted, and their speech with and through things muffled.
771
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X Signifying practices and the use of culture 

Signifying processes or practices are an important part of the reception and use of ornamentation. They pre-

sume an audience, go beyond the individual, and are invariably inserted into social and cultural contexts.

Through signifying practices people tell others something about themselves – about their values and alle-

giances, their status and desires. Here I am concerned with more or less conscious and intentional signifying

practices and will leave for a moment to one side their unconscious forms.
772

The audience of signifying processes can be constituted at various levels: from one individual; to kinship

groups – and circles of friends, peers or immediate colleagues – to increasingly more comprehensive units

such as neighbourhoods. These are old and relatively stable configurations. Larger and more abstract mod-

els are mainly of more recent origin, and include ethnic, class, national and global constellations. Within all of

these formations individuals establish social identifications and in the process develop a sense that some

people are more like them than others. These perceived similarities and differences, in a dialectical process

of inclusion and exclusion, ‘provide a basis for affective involvement or detachment’ (Swaan, 1995: 25).

Whereas in the smaller and older units it is comparatively easy to produce and maintain feelings of ‘us’ and

‘them’ directly, the successive and larger configurations require far more ‘effort of symbolization, communica-

tion and education’ in order to instil and maintain social identification (30-1). This has a bearing on the nature

of signifying practices on different levels; they are likely to be employed with varying degrees of conscious-

ness and intentionality.

Signifying practices are liable to be less deliberate and formalised in smaller units, since face-to-face contact

and a common context supply a rich field of shared figures. Yet, even on that level we interpret actions or

objects as messages – providing clues about people we are dealing with. We even use them to find out

whether or not we want to relate to them. The common practice of inspecting a host’s bookshelf or music

collection; the way we examine the manner in which a person is dressed; but also our speculations about the

ornamentation she does or does not use on herself or in her living environment,

are all instances of such interpretations. Similarly, on the metaphorical level of

neighbourhood, groups or communities

make use of tangible symbols representing

their values with varying degrees of inten-

tionality.
773

People sometimes use particular objects in

certain ways simply because they are used

to it. Many men wear ties, for example, be-

cause they feel that it is expected of

them.
774

Other objects are consciously used to express affinity with one’s own circle, or difference from those

of others; for instance, badges of sports teams or gang patches. In all those cases individuals define by their

use of symbols their relationships to people they know or may potentially get to know. Their signifying prac-

772
For unconscious signifying practices see, for example Kristeva, on p. 133f.

773
For one such case, see p. 309.

Sidewalk, Wellington Sidewalk, detail
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tices refer to them as individuals, or as members of an association, a neighbourhood, etc. In these relation-

ships, signification still occurs on a face-to-face level and can be mediated relatively easily through a shared 

context.

The larger the units, the more symbolic and deliberate the efforts re-

quired to produce and maintain identification and the more they re-

quire the involvement of specialists. An inherent potential instability of 

large formations is exasperated by internal positional struggles for 

position and competition between groups who – particularly in times of 

crisis – consciously use symbols to reinforce common concerns and 

produce unity within the group.
775

 They often represent concepts and 

values derived from more intimate levels of identification: metaphors of 

family structures, traditional practices and beliefs, or communal re-

sources – which are frequently inconsistent with the internal make-up

of large and abstract structures (32). However, identifications appear 

to thrive better in more compact settings, in face-to-face situations. 

Symbols of identity generated in this primary-level ‘hothouse’, where 

they obtain their emotional charge, are strategically deployed and 

circulated on more abstract levels (33).

774
‘A skirt is an objective form whose use objectifies subjective meanings since it regularizes responses through public 
forms. ... attitudes arise in, and as a result of, the forms we use to communicate as we act together.’ (Duncan,
1969: 32)

775
See p. 113.

Feltex advertisement, 1994

Mural, Wellington Detail
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1 Signifying practices in New Zealand

New Zealand has, in its history, gone through many internal and international cri-

ses, during which different symbols have been employed to instil feelings of com-

monality. However, what commonality is in New Zealand has been perceived quite 

differently in different situations.
776

 Since the beginning of colonisation, Pakeha 

efforts at ‘symbolization, communication and education’ to instil and maintain so-

cial identification have been primarily directed at the members of settler society. 

The symbols used were mostly derived from European culture; for instance, coats 

of arms, neo-classicist and gothic architecture, Tudor roses or trinity symbols; or 

later, American icons of progress and prosperity, particularly in the technological 

sector.
777

 However, as Thomas (1995: 111) points out, if settlers are not ‘to per-

ceive themselves merely as impoverished or dislocated Europeans, some effort of 

indigenisation or localisation is required, that typically entails the cultivation of sen-

timental attachments to the landscape and the adaptation of various badges of 

indigenous identity’. Thus, the Encyclopedia of New Zealand takes the view that 

‘New Zealanders have been compensated in various ways for the comparative 

brevity of their history. There has always been a lively interest in Maori origins and 

traditions …’ (Bagnall in McLintock, 1966b: 663).

In the second half of the twentieth century a conglomeration of factors, including a 

growing international interest in ‘ethnic’ cultures and styles; the expanding New 

Zealand tourism market; the loss of ties to the colonial centre;
778

 the (so-called)

Maori renaissance;
779

 and governmental politics in the 1970s and 1980s led to an increase in the interest of 

Maori cultural images in some sectors.
780

Bell (1989: 16) describes the widespread use of the koru motif in the 1980s for

signs, emblems or identifying symbols of a wide range of corporate entities and other enter-

prises, sporting, artistic, touristic – Air New Zealand, the Department of Conservation, Down-

stage Theatre, KZ7, Atlantic and Pacific Travel, Tainui Travel and Tourism, a proposal for a new 

New Zealand flag …. It has almost become a national symbol.
781

776
See p. 220.

777
Rogers (1965: 173) argues that New Zealand culture and politics were dominated by immigrants until the 1930s. In 
1916, immigrants from Britain constituted seventy-five percent of the older, influential age group.

778
See p. 220.

779
Several Maori whom I had discussions with, have rejected the term ‘renaissance’ in the context of Maori culture and 
point to the continuity of Maori efforts to maintain and develop their culture, despite enormous difficulties since 
colonisation. Spoonley (1988: 69) provides a clue for a possible motivation for Pakeha to use this term. He remarks 
that in the 1970s and 1980s traditional practices and values were reaffirmed by Maori, which had the effect that the 
‘dominance of Pakeha sovereignty has been challenged’. This is confirmed by the evidence of a witness before the 
Waitangi Tribunal: ‘The [1975] land march was a personal turning point for me, it focused my thinking – what I’d 
heard, what I’d read and what I’d seen. I could see where grievances had occurred, where our people had been 
hard-done-by, and it was time that these things were redressed, that there should be some even-handedness in the 
whole system and the workings of politics and our people in New Zealand’ (2000c: 4). One possible response to 
such challenges is the denial of a history in which Maori were not passive, but during which their attempts were 
continually frustrated.

780
See p. 49.

781
Mead (1996: 5) remarks on current practices that there are those ‘who poach ideas and images quite blatantly and 
use them for commercial purposes, such as on articles for the tourist market. many Government Departments, Min-

Collectibles , Rotorua 

1997
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The ongoing ‘search for a distinctly New Zealand identity’ can be ‘seen

on a superficial level in our search for symbols to identify us as a people’

(Wilson, 2000c: 14). Not only was the issue of the national flag raised

again in 1999, ‘[a]dvertising agencies have been advocating distinctly

“New Zealand” symbols as marketing

tools in the international market-

place’. The question here, of course,

is where ‘distinctly New Zealand’

elements might be derived from.
782

2 The use of ornament in public buildings

These tensions are, to a degree, observable in the use of symbols and ornaments in New Zealand architec-

ture. The following discussion is based on a small research project that examined the use of ornamentation

in public buildings in New Zealand at certain places (Wellington, Napier and Auckland) and at particular

times (from around the turn of the century to the 1930s).
783

A country’s architecture is a near-perfect record of its history. Every building captures in a

physical form the climate and resources of a country’s geography; the social, economic, techno-

logical, and political conditions of its society; and the moral, philosophical, aesthetic, and spiri-

tual values of its people (quoted in Fermor-Hesketh, 1986: 186).
784

This quote would strongly support my claim that the architecture and ornamental motifs of New Zealand can

reflect agreement or disagreement (as well as changes over time) about meanings that were, and are central

to the New Zealand community.
785

However, this optimism is immediately tempered when contemplating

Seager’s response in 1900 to an invitation from the editor of the Royal Institute of British Architects Journal

to write an article about the development of architecture in ‘this Colony’.

I can only regret that it is impossible for me truly to entitle it the Architectural Art of New Zealand

… we have no style, no distinctive forms of art. … the story is told in the forms of art developed

in England, Italy, America and elsewhere. … all our methods are those of the Old World; our

materials and our conditions of life are not sufficiently distinctive to lead to any special method

being adopted. That our cities are chiefly made up of architectural quotations … is perhaps to

be expected (quoted in McKay & Brown, 1992:114-5).

istries and Companies use Maori images in their logos because they seek something that is distinctively New Zea-
land, and such distinctiveness and uniqueness is found in Maori art. The koru on the tail of Air New Zealand planes
is a very good example of the appropriation of a Maori art image in commercial activities’.

782
See pp. 251, and 324.

783
For a more detailed description of the methodology, see Ornament in Buildings.doc on the accompanying CD-
ROM.

784
Ansell (1983: n.p.) holds similarly, that ‘[b]uildings are information. ... This information comes through the expres-
sion of its form and of its symbols’.

785
It is important to note that I will not discuss Maori architecture since I do not feel that I am competent to ‘read’ it. My
discussion relates almost exclusively to the architecture instigated and executed by influential and reasonably afflu-
ent segments of the settler or Pakeha community.

NZARE conference logo Design for New Zealand flag
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The optimism is further tempered by a recognition that it would only be a

discussion of settler society’s architecture. The meanings of Maori culture

(and agreement or disagreement over them) would not be reflected.
786

How-

ever, if there are no specifically New Zealand ornaments in its architectural

story, might that not perhaps also tell us something, just in a different way?

When trying to understand architectural and ornamental language, syntactical and

semantic elements are of interest: style and particular motifs.
787

Unless they are

related to pragmatic aspects, however – the context that gives rise to syntax and

semantics of ornamental use in each specific situation – it is unlikely that they will

tell us much about meaning.
788

Smith (1978: 3) writes about the research into

symbolism in architecture that ‘… there has been a prevailing tendency to disre-

gard the political issues involved in the symbolism and to minimize the spiritual connotations as mystic,

vague, and nonessential to ap-

preciation’. Further, to under-

stand how in the specific New

Zealand situation various tradi-

tions have been used, it is nec-

essary to go back as far as the

Roman Empire.

But let me start with ornamentation in buildings in Germany, since that is where my interest in ornamental

meaning was aroused when observing contemporary practices surrounding traditional motifs in half-timber

houses.

Walbe (1979) suggests that ornaments in these buildings are generally ‘signs of salvation, wishes, fertility or

defence’ (413).
789

How intense views on the meaning of ornamental motifs can be was made manifest in

Charlemagne’s edicts in which ‘Saxons are forbidden to place their houses under the protection of the gods

through the signs on beams’ (413).
790

In the sixteenth century, some prominent motifs such as the sun-wheel

786
Fermor-Hesketh (1986: 186) notes that Imperial architectural styles were influenced by European tastes, and occa-
sionally drew ‘on local culture for forms and decorative motifs’ – to which I would add ‘only’.

787
See pp. 157ff and 170ff.

788
See pp. 102, 128, 161, 188f, and 190ff.

789
He cautions that symbolic ornamentation in this particular context was not manifested before the middle of the fif-
teenth century (399-400). See also Gerner (1983: 47).

790
The operationalisation of these edicts meant that properties and people (as well as cattle living on the land), were
destroyed if houses displayed horse heads on their gables, a symbol of the Germanic god Wotan. Many half-timber
houses in that area today feature horse heads again. In the interim, while the motifs themselves were absent, many
houses displayed a remnant of them in the form of crossing slats. See illustration in Gerner (1983: 48).

Guardian Trust building,
Auckland

Banking district, London Detail of frieze

Half-timber house, Assinghausen
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and the ‘wild man’ appear (Gerner, 1983: 47; Klöckner, 1980: 27).
791

The ‘wild man’ is, according to Gerner

(55), based on a rune much older than its manifestation in wood carvings on half-timber houses. Its use per-

sisted into the nineteenth century, but underwent formal changes under the influence of both mannerism and

baroque (Klöckner, 1980: 27). The values of the new bourgeois class particularly made a strong impact on

half-timber house building during the eighteenth century (28). But classicism, finally, changed it considerably

(29). While traditional construction and imagery still resonate in an exemplary building Walbe discusses, he

notes that the figure of the ‘wild man’ has disappeared (29).
792

I have constructed a story out of the texts of these three writers
793

to make a connection between ornamental

symbolism and politics, and to make the point that struggles about ornament are not just struggles of

taste.
794

How one regards the impact of colonial architecture in Aotearoa, for instance, often depends on

view points beyond issues of style. Hamlin (1916: 388) believed that one of the central aspects of ‘Colonial

Art’ is that ‘[c]olonists are always distributors of culture’. What form that distribution takes depended on the

type of culture contact arising in a colony.

When the new home is a wild and undeveloped country the modifying influences are those of

new conditions, a new environment, new materials, and dependence on intercourse with more

favored lands for the finer comforts and amenities of life. The style of the home-land is therefore

more persistent in such a case than when the new home is among peoples already civilized,

whereby the two cultures are intimately blended.

English colonists in North America had little choice but to ‘translate the architectural forms of their own coun-

try from brick and stone into wood’ because they settled a ‘virgin country peopled by savages, covered with

forests, with no background of ancient culture’ (394). This may sound familiar,
795

but it contradicts Seager’s

argument that everything in New Zealand was too similar to England for there to be an incentive to develop a

distinctly New Zealand style.
796

791
The latter is an interesting figure because it is possible to make a link between its disappearance and the rise of
classicism, which will be of interest later. Walbe (1979: 404) cautions from an academic/technological point of view
that the term ‘wild man’ seems to have originated from ‘circles of lay people’, and that the technical term is more
correctly just ‘man’. Lay audiences, ‘without an understanding of the structure of half-timber frames, prefer to look
for symbolic meaning’. Smith (1978: 3) seems to hint at the same phenomenon when he writes that ‘symbolism in
an art as abstract as architecture was always most effective at a popular, instinctive, and illiterate level’. Where ar-
chitects and engineers see style and construction, lay audiences might focus in their perception of architecture on
emotional issues and ‘symbolism’.

792
The connection with Bartra’s (1991) ‘wild man’ figure who is missing from the banquet of civilisation can, of course,
be no more than speculation in the context of my thesis. See p. 213.

793
None of the three tell this story, it only takes shape once selected pieces are put together. See Todorov on p. 32.

794
Smith (1978: 5) describes how, at the beginning of the Roman empire, ‘the shrewd Augustus’ saw ‘the value of
architecture when he established the policy of building monumental gateways at the entrance to his provincial cit-
ies’, and how towards the end of the Empire ‘this architectural symbolism … was systematically cultivated by the
State, and was always most effective in the provinces where the people’ saw in it ‘a manifestation of the providentia
and heavenly authority of a divine sovereign’.

795
See fnn. 47, 630 and 936.

796
See p. 281.
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2.1 Styles as means of persuasion

Amery (1986: 147) argues that New Zealand architecture is ‘clearly based on

the imported ideals from Britain that travelled with the first settlers’. From the

outset it was mainly based on neoclassicist rhetoric: Government House in

Auckland, the first major construction in 1856, was based on it just as the Wel-

lington Government Buildings in 1876 were. Architecture is often – particularly

in the context of colonisation – a method of social control (Fraser, 1990: 159)

and the principal style of colonial or imperial architecture has been classical

since antiquity. Even Loos, otherwise a foe of ornament, used the Doric order –

which the Romans had adapted from the Greek – in some of his designs. Loos

saw the Romans as too developed and advanced to be able to create new

ornament themselves (1910: 318) and European culture at the beginning of the

twentieth century was based, he wrote, ‘on the recognition of the insurmount-

able greatness of classical antiquity. We have inherited the technology of our thinking and feelings from the

Romans’.

Consistent with this ‘technology of … thinking and feeling’, the classical canon in colonial architecture was

used mainly on façades, where it operated as a sign of conquest and a means of ‘persuasion’. The basic

structures of buildings were universal: meaning was put in place through the choice of ornament (Snodin &

Howard, 1996: 66). There, as meaningful image, ornament conveyed the grandeur of the Empire, it always

‘told some story which pointed to something else and thereby served to distract’ (Dröge & Müller, 1995:

166).
797

‘[S]culpted calves’ skulls, roundrels, rosettes, and so on’ (Alberti, 1988: 121), evident in many New Zealand

buildings,
798

go back to the time of Alberti’s ‘ancestors’ who used them as markers as they ‘extended their

boundaries of their empire with armed force … to

record their victorious progress and to brand terri-

tory gained in battle’ (238). In doing so, they

‘strove to make their appearance and virtues

known to all mankind. This gave rise to displays of

spoil, statues, inscriptions, trophies, and other inventions to celebrate their glory’

(239).
799

Alberti unblinkingly calls this strategy ‘self-glorification’ (240), but this was

only one side of the coin.

797
See p. 292.

798
‘Why wrap a courthouse in what an ancient Greek would interpret as the garlands or streamers used to decorate
sacrificial oxen? Why call a gable by the name of a bone and leather drum, tympanum, that was used in Bacchic
rituals?’ (Hersey, 1989: 1) Hersey argues that, ‘at least to the Greek-speaking world in Vitruvius’s age, a great deal
of classical ornament represented the remains or trophies of sacrifice …. Horns can double as hair, vegetables as
staves, pleats in a chiton as bunches of spear shafts. … But I should also note that sacrifice is essentially the trans-
formation of an animal into a god and then the further fusing of that animal-god with the worshipers. The relics of all
these metamorphoses are then arrayed on altars, tables or offering, or shrines. … this somewhat surreal polyva-
lency is essential to understanding Greco-Roman myths about the origins of Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian’ (45). For
an example in New Zealand, see p. 254.

799
Lévy-Strauss (1976: 331) called the French Empire style an instance ‘of totalitarian art, striving for a kind of huge-
ness in the harsh and the stark, and expressive of a State anxious to assert its power by concentrating its re-
sources on something other than its own refinement, that is, on war or government’.

Arch of Augustus, Perugia

Doric entablature, Alberti

Louis XIV trophy
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The other side was that of domination and great intolerance of the symbolic systems of those being subju-

gated.
800

Already in the sixteenth century, the use of classical forms was widespread across nation states

who ‘appropriated the ornament of the antique world to its own uses … as if it were an extension of

that triumphal past’ (Snodin & Howard, 1996: 71). This rhetoric, an ‘overwhelming persuasion’ of

the messages of classically ornamented façades (70), caused Wittgenstein during the Second

World War to say that Canada House (one of the Colonial Offices in London) had nothing to say.

This is peculiar, for he continued ‘[t]hat’s bombast; that’s Hitler and Mussolini’ (quoted in Eagleton,

1982: 90). In Wittgenstein’s time, neoclassical elements indeed coincided with the rise of fascism

(Adorno, 1984: 250) but that was only one incident in a much longer development.

During Napoleon’s Empire at the beginning of the nineteenth century, classical

elements were used with reference to imperial Rome. Again, contemporary struc-

tures were made to talk through the use of classical ornaments such as laurel

wreaths. They were deployed as ‘decorative symbols of triumph; bees, sheaves of

grain, and cornucopias for

prosperity; and fasces and

sphinxes for conquest’

(‘Empire Style’ in 1997b). As

Evans (1931: 122) observed,

each of Napoleon’s con-

quests ‘brought fresh tro-

phies into art’. Empire was the style of a political sys-

tem (123) whose architects Benjamin (1969c: 186)

observed as designing pillars to look like Pompeian

columns.

Empire spread throughout Europe with national adaptations and variations. In 1832, Quatremère de Quincy

wrote about his time that ‘a common civilization unites the same tastes … in the practice of the same arts,

nearly on the same level, all the nations of Europe, who in this respect seem to be but provinces of a single

empire’ (in Evans, 1931: 126).
801

England pursued her own versions of neoclassicism: lacking ‘the stimulus

of conquest’ (128), English architects were more exact in imitating classical antiquity. Purist notions such as

those of the early Soane, however, soon gave way to the ‘florid and complacent classicism’ of Regency after

the fall of Napoleon.
802

Soane soon lost his restraint, and his Bank of England design was criticised by a con-

temporary who wrote that there one was confronted with

800
See Panoho (1996: 23) about the suppression of Indigenous cultural motifs by the Government in British Columbia.
See also Smith, fn. 794, p. 283 and Walbe on p. 282.

801
See p. 210.

802
This again is an interesting historical reversal. Evans (1931: 144-5) holds that the French revolutionaries had
adopted most elements of their style from the English after the 1786 Treaty of Commerce between France and
England: ‘chimaeras, griffins, eagles, sirens, trophies, masks, lamps, fasces, tripods, lozenge-shaped medallions
and heavy acroteria – were derived through England from Piranesi; Adam’s trophies at Syon House are the direct
precursors of the Empire trophies at Versailles. … Half of the symbols of the Revolutions are Roman: … the fasces
of the law, the pile of armed force, the oak of civic virtue … are all antique’.

Fasces

Regent St, London

Regent St, London Chair by Soane,
Privy Counsel, London
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remnants of Mausoleums, Caryatides, Pillars from Temples, Ornaments from the Pantheon – all

heaped together with a perversion of taste that is truly admirable. He steals a bit here and a bit

there – and in piling up these collected thefts, he imagines he has done the duty and earned the

honours of an Artist (quoted in Evans, 1931: 192).

At this time, ornament was already less a creation of a particular era and culture

than a resource for the use of the victors.
803

It was more than a means of ‘self-

glorification’ (Alberti, 1988: 240): in 1856, Wornum recognised ornament as an

important commodity. ‘Ornament is now as material an interest in a commercial

community as even cotton itself, or, indeed, any raw material of manufacture

whatever.’ He considered it important to understand its principles in order to be

able to ensure ‘its most effectual application’ (quoted in Evans, 1931: 192). The

syllabus of architectural courses between 1882 and 1890 included papers and

exams on ‘mouldings, features and ornaments of any one architectural style’ which

were ranked relatively high (Davey, 1985: 59-60).

Beauty ‘had passed into the realm of philosophy, ornament

into the province of economics’ (Evans, 1931: 192).
804

803
This attitude would prevail for another century. Hamlin (1916: 491) articulated it clearly: ‘The world’s treasure of
beautiful things is piling up year by year; each generation is richer than the last’.

804
See, for example. p. 93ff. This separation seems evident in Nash’s 1813 master plan for Regent Street in London.
That area is incidentally the place where I found an accumulation of fasces-like ornamentation, which seems other-
wise less widely represented in London than in Auckland. For this observation, I rely on a brief research episode in
June 1999 during which I photographed buildings along Oxford St, Moorgate Rd, Embankment, Trafalgar Sq, The
Strand and Regent St. My observation was confirmed by my companion who was reasonably aware of the fre-
quency of fasces in Auckland due to prior discussions on the topic.

Section through Soane’s house, 1810

Regent St, London
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2.1.1 The Battle of the Styles: neoclassicism versus medievalism

Ornament had also passed into the realm of politics. During the time that elapsed between the construction

of Government House in Auckland and Government Buildings in Wellington, the Government Offices Com-

petition in London had turned into a protracted occasion on which ‘[t]he Battle of the Styles was fought and

decided’ (quoted in Morris, 1978: 12). Starting in 1856, and finally becoming an ‘architectural reality’ in 1870,

this competition was about two projected buildings in ‘that quarter of the metropolis which constitutes the

very focus of the Empire’ (Morris, 1978: 10). The buildings were to house the Departments of War and For-

eign Affairs. The battle concerned classicised (Greek, Roman, Italianite or Renaissance) versus medie-

valised (Gothic, Medieval, Elizabethan) approaches to style, but what the combatants shared was a convic-

tion that style, as ‘the source of aesthetic meaning’ was ‘largely a consequence of distinctive ornamental

systems’ (8). They would also have shared Tite’s dictum that the ‘destination of an edifice should appear as

much as possible upon its face’ (quoted in Morris, 1978: 10).

Ideologically, neoclassicism stood for the status quo writ large: it symbolised England’s ‘growth as a nation,

from a little kingdom to the mistress of the world’ (8), and Whig (conservative) politics. Barry’s neoclassicist

submission for the competition emphasised centrality, framed by ‘an uninterrupted band of giant orders of

columns’ and crowned by a ‘colossal … dome – thereby establishing a direct imperial lineage extending back

in time to St Peter’s Cathedral’ (10). The medievalists, conversely, urged a ‘break with tradition’ (12), and the

design presented by Scott, for example, privileged civic over imperial symbolism (10). Both Parliament and

the influential architectural lobbies took part in the controversy, and both attached great importance to the

suitability of any chosen style to render the buildings in ‘an appropriately imperial light; that is, as an image of

the British Nation in a dominant world position’ and to express ‘such ideas as governmental control and im-

perial power’ (10). The battle was won by the classicists because the ‘imperial status of the nation demanded

a symbol of international legibility’ and ‘[o]nly “Classic” could give this’ (12).
805

That the symbolic potency of empire remained at the very heart of the matter … is upheld by a

piece of architectural ornament more literal in its rhetoric than that of style alone. … Victoria

herself is the centerpiece of the composition, posing as a Roman empress seated upon her

throne and surveying her realm from high above, the British lion and unicorn at her side. Classi-

cized representations of Knowledge and Power (the Book and the Sword) attend her, demon-

strating the means by which Britannia retains control across the globe.

But the classicists had not won the battle forever and everywhere. In

Australia, many considered the medieval style irreplaceable in the first

half of the twentieth century, at least for buildings ‘with religious or

collegiate associations …’ (Apperly quoted in Bowman, 1994: 14).

Even if ‘Gothic was dead, as the modernists claimed, it certainly would

not lie down’.

805
Morris (1978: 13) quotes an anonymous author who in 1860 wrote that ‘“The Classic style,” … easily permitted one
to “recall to mind the monuments of Roman greatness, and even suggest a comparison between that people and
the English nation”’.

Government Buildings, Wellington
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The ‘battle of the styles’ (Sir Gilbert Scott in 1835) also took place in New Zealand. Until the turn of the cen-

tury, the preference is for neo-classicist or Italianite styles in the buildings surveyed. Implicit or explicit refer-

ences to Greco-Roman imperial motifs continue after this period, and are still popular in the buildings be-

tween 1915-40.

People with whom I had informal discussions, or

who agreed to take part in interviews, were in

varying degrees aware of this background to New

Zealand architecture. One of the participants re-

marks about the photos of buildings in Cuba

Street, Wellington: ‘Rome, Art Deco, bastardisa-

tion …’ (KC@166 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c:

9). and another about the same photos that there

is ‘some indication of that reduced classicism … in

the 1920’s period’. (GB@008: 7).

In the 1920s, another phase of the battle was waged, again under the

sign of control over ornamental language:

‘I think classicism was the perfect language for that, the lan-

guage of control. Once you chose what the capital was going to

be for the structure, all the ornament fell into place, there was no

decision. [That was what t]he twenties [were] very much in-

volved in trying to re-establish. Some architects were very in-

volved in trying to re-establish classicism because they really

saw it as the true architecture and Gothic architecture was an

aberration ….’ (BP@67 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 17, em-

phasis mine).
806

Architectural historicism has been interpreted as an effort ‘to balance social insta-

bility through culture, to offset the growing loss of tradition following industrial

capitalism, and to compensate the for breakdown of traditional values through

historical references’ (Brix/Steinhauser quoted in Dolgner, 1993: 9). While this

statement refers to European historicism, it would have been particularly pertinent

in New Zealand where social instability was the starting position and many tradi-

tional values and practices had little relevance.
807

It would also explain the perva-

806
Regarding the genealogy of ‘true architecture’, Fraser (1990: 35) provides an interesting connection with Spanish
imperial architecture in Peru in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: ‘It is clear that for Cobo there is only one
true architecture, and that is the classical; in America they could construct buildings, but they did not know of, they
had not yet managed to achieve the Art of Architecture’ (emphasis mine).

807
See p. 203.

Detail

Neo-classicist fenestration, Cuba St

Fasces-like ornamentation, Cuba St, Wellington
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sive use of neoclassicism until at least the 1930s. At that time, however, another historical push made itself

felt as modernist agendas became more prevalent in New Zealand.

2.1.2 Art Deco – a vehicle to ‘modernism’?

In the wake of the 1931 Napier earthquake, another battle of the styles took place which, as Paul Walker

(1992: 38) argues, was won by the modernists.
808

The catastrophe, which cost some two hundred lives and

destroyed most of Napier’s central area, has in hindsight been mythologised as forging a strong community

in the face of ‘the struggle with and defeat of nature’ (28). Walker suggests that, based on the evidence

available, in many ways the event had divisive consequences for community life,
809

but it did give rise to a

‘community of corporate interests’ that soon managed to align its purposes with those of the state (29). The

outcome of this coalition of private capital and state interest was a ‘paternalistic (fundamentally non-

democratic) corporatism founded on technocratic competence’ (32), which could be seen as ‘essentially

modern’.

The corporate agenda filled a ‘catastrophic’ breakdown, a breach in the architectural fabric of civic represen-

tation. The areas which were ‘most densely significative of communal life’, and the buildings which ‘most

represented shared values and meanings’, had almost all been destroyed (34). Reconstruction of communal

areas and buildings was planned and executed in a way that could only have failed to rebuild the civic fabric,

even that had been attempted. Not only was there a need for swift operation (not allowing for symbolic proc-

esses to take place that might have led to meaningfully symbolic buildings) but the planning was also

centralised in a few hands. Involvement was largely restricted to Fletcher Construction and the Napier

Reconstruction Committee, which consisted of representatives from local bodies, entrepreneurs and

professionals. Much of the design work was done by architects in Napier and Hastings collectively (30).

The result of such cooperation is a city characterised by ‘plain symmetrical forms which were chosen as

much for practical as aesthetic reasons’ (Shaw, 1988: 41). Shaw reiterates two central arguments of the

1930s in favour of the style adapted, namely that Art Deco buildings are ‘cheaper to build and safer than the

old heavily ornamented structures they replaced’. Here, a rather odd and specious argument against orna-

ment unfolds. In discussions of the Napier earthquake, then and now, a reoccurring argument is that ‘many

of those who died’ were killed by ‘falling masonry from overhanging parapets which were both expensive and

dangerous’.
810

It is those embellishments that ‘disappeared from post-earthquake buildings’ (Ives, 1982: 22).

808
Bloch (1979: 47) addresses the role that classicism and neo-classism – never particularly fecund with regard to the
generation of ornaments – came to play within modernism by elevating external symmetry, and regularly abetting
the ‘artificially advanced death of ornament’, supporting ‘the synthetically manufactured lack of imagination’.

809
One such consequence, not mentioned by Walker, arose from geological changes to Te Whanganui-a-Orotu, the
Napier lagoon, which led to the appropriation of the land which had ‘come to the surface’ (not completely unaided
by drainage and other technological interventions). The land, which had suddenly become commercially viable, was
deemed to belong to the Crown and was made available for the use of the settler community. This was done de-
spite two petitions concerning the ownership of the lagoon filed by Maori before the earthquake. The Waitangi Tri-
bunal (1995: 210f) found in its report that this constituted one of the breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi in that area.
See also pp. 177f and 204f in the same report.

810
Whereas in Loos‘ Vienna, ornament’s tortures only led to bruises and discomfort (Loos in Rammert-Götz, 1994:
11), it killed in Napier; a good enough reason for its abolition. ‘The fact that many of the 258 deaths as a result of
the quake were attributed to falling masonry, parapets, and other ornamental embellishments, also influenced the
design’ (Clark, 1987: 5). See also Ives (1982: 22) and (1988: 2) for the combined use of death and money in the ar-
gument.
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Art Deco as a style combined a remarkably varied agenda: on the one

hand, the outlook of its practitioners was generally committed to mod-

ernist agendas – technological progress, emancipation, and the break

with tradition.
811

However, differing from the modernist’s credos of

simple form and function, they proceeded to satisfy ornamental

needs.
812

This strategy is not unproblematic: ornament ‘can be an ex-

pression of the spiritual and visual needs of an era, and at the same

time their satisfaction’ (Brüderlin, 1994: 107), but it can also become a

compensation for unfulfilled utopia. Brüderlin remarks that the avant-garde’s exploitation of ornament (the

ornamentalisation of cubism in Art Deco) ‘soon demonstrated the gulf between idealist claims and real func-

tion, and between the promise of a better world and the instrumental rationality of industrial production’.

The central motifs of Art Deco in Napier public buildings can be interrogated in this light. Froude (1987: 32)

lists ‘geometric, mostly angular patterns and shapes, symbols of power

and speed such as lightning flashes, and those which have been inter-

preted as symbolising the dawn of a new age such as leaping deer, …

and most common of all – the rising

sun’.
813

He approvingly interprets the

choice of Art Deco by the associated

architects of the time as a decision to

project ‘its heroic confident symbolism to

highlight the re-birth of the city’. Walker takes the opposite view and argues

that an injunction of ornament was made on moral grounds after the earth-

quake echoing those of modernism. ‘Ornament is dangerous and should therefore be suppressed, if not al-

together then at least to the point of being no more than a surface relief of chevrons and so on’ (Walker,

1992: 38).
814

In his view, the earthquake led ‘to the stripping of ornament and meaning from the built’ envi-

ronment so that ‘the Napier earthquake marks the beginning of modernism in New Zealand’ (39).

811
See Brandlhuber (1992: 46). ‘Little wonder then that the Art Deco style … should reify the qualities of the machine,
so that speed, power, geometric angularity and repetition became signifiers of modernity.’ (Barnett, 1986)

812
‘The decorative arts however were not so easily routed. The techniques of mass-production when joined to the
burgeoning power of advertising and department store consumerism ... were to popularise Art Deco to an unprece-
dented degree. ... And the masses were by no means ready to give up ornamentation.’ (Barnett, 1986)

813
The ‘lightning flashes’ have elsewhere been interpreted as grenade shards – an indication of a collective working
through of the trauma of World War I (Brandlhuber, 1992: 47).

814
He also points out an ironic reversal in the arguments against ornamentation: ‘it was not ornament (or ornament
alone, if at all) which was compromised, failed or acted improperly at Hawke’s Bay. The failure was that of the
structure which, supporting the ornamental supplement, was also supposed to support itself. Significantly, one of
the few buildings in Napier that stood unscathed was the Public Trust Building with ostentatious embellishments of
engaged doric columns’ (38).

Aztec motif, Napier

Sea and rising sun, Napier

Leaping deer, Napier
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Another agenda ran parallel with modernist drives to extinguish forms of orna-

mentation that might represent community structures. In some aspects it took the

opposite direction. Art deco was a highly eclectic style combining elements of

many diverse and distant cultures. Egyptian and Aztec ornament, partially in-

spired by archaeological finds, were everywhere part of its vocabulary.

But in Napier – as elsewhere in New Zealand – designers of new buildings also

sometimes appropriated Maori motifs to localise their designs,
815

and to give their

universal buildings some ornamental meaning.
816

Davies (1993: 20) observes that this practice ‘was at

its pinnacle within the Art Deco style. The flamboy-

ance of Deco was well suited to eclectic derivations

from any source’.
817

Ives (1982: 23) argues that the inclusion of local and

personal motifs, ‘illustrated by the use of Maori mo-

tifs, either as the dominant decorative theme or in

conjunction with traditional [sic] Art Deco motifs’,

served to adapt an essentially European and Ameri-

can style to a New Zealand environment, and to give

Napier ‘a unique identity’.
818

It would be too sanguine to take the adoption of Maori motifs as an indication

of an emerging civic community that acknowledged its Maori members.

815
Not as often as it would appear though: motifs that might look Maori to many are rather American adaptations of
Aztec designs.

816
See p. 284. McGregor (1990: 5, 6) writes that the use of Maori motifs in the 1930s redesign of Napier consisted of
‘an amalgamation of European function and structure with Maori ornamentation’ which was intended to ‘create
pockets of unique stylistic variations … to give an international style a regional flavour’. Note the terms ‘ornamenta-
tion’ and ‘flavour’ for Maori motifs as opposed to European structure and function. See pp. 176ff, 196, 274 and 312.

817
See also Froude (1987: 32) and Shaw (1988: 41).

818
My emphasis. ‘Napier’s architect psychologists were to provide safe, functional buildings that symbolised civilisa-
tion’s classics; downhome Maori motif and international art decoratif.’ (Ansell, 1983)

ASB Bank, Napier

Detail

Tennyson St, Napier

Detail
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While it is in many ways an example of the general tendency of mainstream New Zealand practitioners in

design to use Maori culture as a resource for particular needs and strategies, Napier’s case demonstrates

the double-sided nature of such culture contact: precisely at the time when their visual culture was being

fitted into mainstream decoration, the hapu in the Napier area were yet again dispossessed of their lands.

Ironically, the dispossession was facilitated by the same event which introduced Art Deco, and thereby

modernism, on a grand scale to Napier’s built environment: the earthquake.
819

2.2 Transition processes

So far, I have largely used theoretically oriented material (regarding the role of styles generally, and in the

context of colonialism or imperialism in particular) to gain a perspective on the use of ornament in public

buildings in New Zealand. In this section, I will try to get closer to the ground,
820

although I will still need to

use theories as a backdrop for the stories of identity that will form the last part of this discussion. My desire

to keep close to the language-games and forms of life of New Zealanders at different times is largely frus-

trated by the lack of accessible data.
821

Most accounts – as the theories discussed – largely exclude users,

and with them important aspects that cannot easily be ‘uprooted and transferred to another space’ (Certeau,

1984: 20).
822

In that sense, my selection of discussion partners in this project was perhaps in hindsight propi-

tious. Most of them are, in one form or another, associated with design and architecture but their statements

are nevertheless made from positions specific to New Zealand. They incorporate personal experiences and

are more responsive to particular cultural and historical situations.

It is interesting how their local accounts overlap and differ from the theoretical perspectives I have discussed

so far. Since they are constructed from the inside, as it were, they start from a different position but almost

invariably return to the same key themes. Many of the issues shared by the informants have been highly

mythologised (Walker, 1992: 27-8),
823

but it seems to me that this has to be accepted if one wants to get

closer to the stories people have to tell.
824

Their mythologies point to real concerns and real actions in the

past and the present.
825

Some themes reoccur frequently: the concern with a shift or loss of meaning when a

819
See fn. 809, pp. 288 and 299.

820
See Wittgenstein on p. 103.

821
A consequence, one might say, of the separation of theory from the life-world. See p. 26ff.

822
See p. 21.

823
See p. 289.

824
See p. 21.

825
People’s beliefs point to a doing, and the doing to beliefs (Bude, 1991: 110). See p. 30.
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context is changed, and how such a shift might affect particular motifs; the sources of inspiration that crea-

tors and recipients of architectural or ornamental meaning draw on; the availability of material and intellectual

resources, and the varied responses to it; world-views at any given time, and the orientation flowing from

them for both communities and architectural professionals; and crises (specifically World War I and the de-

pression) that have influenced the development of a New Zealand national identity; finally, issues of knowl-

edge and power.

Regarding issues of lost or changed meanings, I cannot be certain how far my topic itself has influenced the

statements of participants. But I believe that most were quite independently interested in it. George, an archi-

tect working for the Historic Places Trust in Wellington, observes about the use of ornamental motifs in the

façades of Cuba Street: ‘I would say that the use of them here is probably just because it was the fashion at

the time. It was sort of picked up from overseas usage rather than for any specific reason relating to the

building’ (GB@27 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 7). His colleague Bill in Auckland makes a similar com-

ment about the application of motifs in several Auckland buildings: they were often ‘only used as decorative

elements, sometimes the meanings had been lost or were not known, they would just layer the building not

because they had a meaning but because they looked well against another element’ (BP@208: 20).
826

This

is a venerable tradition in architectural practice. Traditional ornamental forms are adapted to new contexts,

thereby creating new forms of ornament. Snodin (1996: 82) notes this already for the Renaissance, where a

moving of forms from ‘one context to another’ suggested novelty and invention.
827

Bill observes that a change occurs in the process of shifting motifs from one context to another: ‘when some-

thing means something and is put in another context out of ignorance … it says something else’ (BP@307 in

Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 20). He also notes that ‘there are some things that hold their meaning for

longer’ (BP@321: 21). I will discuss this aspect below, but it is interesting to note that those elements of

Pakeha culture that did retain their meanings throughout the various contextual shifts they underwent had a

long prior history of being shifted: from one culture to

another, from one place to another, and from one era

to another. Doric columns, friezes and entablatures,

roundels and trophies – all of them frequently repre-

sented in the ornamentation of New Zealand build-

ings until at least the 1930s – acquired during their

period of usage both a stable canon of surface

meanings, and ‘a rich underground network of mean-

ings’ (Gordon, 1992: 177).
828

Professionals are more

likely to be aware of the canon of surface meanings,

such as the origin – and the tales – of triglyphs and

metopes.
829

826
Both Bill and George are in their thirties.

827
See Gordon, fn. 416.

828
Ansell (1983) writes about the Public Trust Building in Napier: ‘The real meaning of the minor ornament, the ante-
fixae, the paterae and the triglyphs, would be lost to most people but serve here effectively as an adjunct to the ma-
jor ornament enhancing the whole Doric feel to the building to complete the composition. The appropriateness of
the style is realised by the function, a government institution associated with democracy and its Greek heritage’.

829
See p. 164.

Triglyphs and metopes, Karangahape Rd, Auckland
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For those who used derivatives

of these motifs to embellish

their shop fronts in Auckland in

the 1920s, this information

might not have been available;

what most likely counted for

non-professionals was the un-

derground network of meanings, kept in place by the quilting points of European Civilisation and British Em-

pire.
830

While some professionals today perceive the contra-tectonic application of the ornamental band (the

signifier of classical friezes) as a bastardisation, lay people are likely to look at it in different ways.

Within the framework of such quilting points and their explicit and implicit values, Maori art was also shifted

from one context to another (a point which all informants addressed, usually of their own volition). Kate,
831

who has a wide-ranging career in the area of design and exhibitions, recalls how she tried to exhibit Maori art

in Wellington outside of the museum context in an architectural centre. She wanted them to be ‘looked at in

another way. It made a terrible ruckus. It was not ethnology that I was showing’ (KC@240 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 13). The ‘ruckus’ was due to the fact that the objects were not shown in their ‘normal’

context, where they would be displayed in

the way we would now show collections of door knobs. They would be compared and seen as

being decorative. I wanted them to be seen in another sort of way as coming out of a culture

which was still alive and so on.

Terry, the only person who is not at all affiliated with architecture and design, takes a very different view.

When he speaks about the old Wellington National Museum, he describes a general sense of disorientation.

‘It certainly exhibits an era that is long gone and you sort of feel a bit lost when you go into it.’
832

For him, the

the central exhibition of Maori art is the only area that does not seem out of place. This might indicate that –

in the transition processes all artefacts in the museum have been subject to – Maori objects have, for him,

held ‘their meaning for longer’.
833

Dresser (quoted in Evans, 1931: 79) argued that, to use ornament from other cultures well in one’s designs,

I must not only become, in spirit, a citizen of the country whose ornament I wish to simulate, but

I must become, in a sense, a scholar of that country. … for it is only by understanding their faith

and usages that I can comprehend the spirit of their ornament, and become for a time one of

them in feeling.
834

830
Žižek (1989: 88-97) uses the concept of Lacan’s point de capiton to explain how an ideological concept’s meta-
phorical surplus connects it with all other elements of a discourse, forming a knot of meanings. In signifying opera-
tions, its identity is retroactively constituted as a ‘signifier without the signified’.

831
Kate is presently in her seventies.

832
Terry, now 68, has been in the insurance business for most of his life, and served in various positions in the Angli-
can Church (for example as a Master of Ceremonies). See TL in Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 15).

833
It is uncertain how his view of self influences his perceptions. Raised in an English oriented middle-class family, he
discovered his Maori whakapapa only late in life. It had been a well kept family secret, which he only discovered
long after both his parents’ death. Since the little he knew was not enough to allow him to make sense of the results
of a search of land titles he undertook, he was unable to find out about his whanau and hapu. Soon too ill to travel
to the area, his connection with Maori culture was reinforced through his grandchildren, whose father is Maori.

834
See also Semsek and Staudt’s warning that if (popular) culture is ‘separated from its material core [it] turns into a
reference for ideology’, p. 218.

Dominion Rd, Auckland Dominion Rd, Auckland
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The observation points to an almost in-built conflict for Pakeha New Zealanders today. Many would not even

have the tenuous connection that Terry feels with Maori culture. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, for

them to become citizens of the culture whose ornaments they often or occasionally use, and it is unlikely that

they could become ‘one of them in feeling’. On the other hand, motifs derived from classical culture that have

retained some meaning in New Zealand are associ-

ated with a history of imperialism and subjugation.

The cultural contexts they point to are also so dis-

tant today that a fervent ideology almost seems a

prerequiste for identification to be possible.

This was different for some members of earlier gen-

erations.
835

Bill notes that banks and insurance

companies ‘were so impressed with the columns on

either side … that they call[ed] them the columns of

security (like the golden arches), that’s exactly what

it was, and they used them everywhere in New Zea-

land, even if the building was two stories high’

(BP@139 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 18). In

fact, ‘they absolutely loved those columns and the

security that they saw in those columns, so there

was a really powerful meaning there’ (BP@146: 19).

At the same time, unspecific motifs were also ‘im-

ported’ from overseas, which one could find ‘on a

deco building in Miami or in California’ (GB@105: 8).

By comparison, ‘the motifs you get on the Museum for

instance, where you have got definite Kiwi motifs or

you have got the different Maori symbols … , that is a

lot clearer’.

835
Those who escaped from ‘modest circumstances at home, … saw themselves as an aristocracy, and built them-
selves homes which proclaimed them to be … colonial equivalents of dukes and earls at home. Or they were anx-
ious to convince themselves of their cultural superiority, and so consciously used Doric columns or Composite en-
tablatures to announce their pedigree of refinement’ (Morris, 1986: 15-7). Kate remarks ‘[i]t comes through as a line
of Western development and we still have it here’ (KC@188 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 10). Doric columns,
which will frequently surface in the images and discussions in this section, have been identified as ‘male after the
gods’ by Vitruvius, whereas the Corinthian order was considered female (Snodin & Howard, 1996: 68).

National Museum Wellington, detail

ASB Bank, Dominion Rd – old glory vanishing in May 2000

ASB Bank, Dominion Rd – new glory in August 2000
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Kate believes that all motifs were subject to essentially the same practices: ‘You will get things used in a

decorative sense without knowing what the meanings or what the originations of them were’ and end up with

things that look ‘vaguely like a tiki’ which ‘will be stylised and simplified out and bastardised’ (KC@522: 14).

Most participants seem to think that professionals contributed to this process by consecutively ‘importing’

their own aesthetics and traditions to New Zealand. Bill remarks about the Town Hall in Auckland that the

origins of such buildings are often very unclear. While there were ‘overseas architects designing, often not

even having been to the country’, there were at the same time people within ‘the country sort of looking out,

wishing they had’ what others had ‘somewhere else, like Auckland wanting to be like Melbourne’. The Auck-

land Town Hall ‘is a particularly interesting example, … it’s a public building, it reads in an English style …

and it becomes this picturesque pile of stone with references to English Renaissance, Italian Renaissance

and … the English picturesque (BP@100: 18).
836

Kate says that ‘[m]ost of the architects here came from America or England via Australia’ (KC@273: 11).

From the 1920s on, architectural education began to be available in New Zealand.
837

‘More people came to

New Zealand in order to teach in the Universities and therefore had more reference material of the real

things.’ (KC@252: 11). Some of the men who came into contact with that material were able to relate their

own experiences to it since ‘the men in the army had actually been in those areas where the Romans had

been. Germany, Italy’ (11).

However, Robert McGregor, Chairman of the Napier Art Deco Trust, believes that the 1930s ornamentation

of Napier, for instance, is largely a result of architects consulting magazines.
838

Similarly, Guy Natusch, Ar-

chitect in Napier, is convinced that a lot of of architects' inspiration in the 1930s was derived from travel or

magazines – more often the latter since most architects had never travelled.
839

His own education steered

him away from any use of ornamentation. While his uncle (Stanley Natusch, who was involved in the recon-

struction of Napier after the earthquake) had believed that ornament should be ‘restrained’, he had problems

relating to it at all when he came back to Napier, ‘brainwashed’ from his University education. He wanted to

go ‘back to basics’, but realised that people were tired of cubism and square boxes, that they wanted some-

thing more.

Precisely because of the contextual shifts resulting from colonisation, ornament in early Pakeha architectural

practices was bound to be extremely symbolic in many ways: some types of ornament originating from pro-

duction did not ocur in New Zealand building practice. Thus, the marks of chipping in stone were emulated in

plaster and other masons’ work in wood. The imitation of stone buildings and their ornamentation in wooden

materials has not only been referred to in literature,
840

it is also something that concerned the participants in

836
‘They were wanting to show what was British or what was happening in the homeland, in the home country, and
that is why most of these buildings reflect what was happening in Britain and latterly after the 1930’s … people were
looking towards the strength that was being built up in the States politically ….’ (GB@123: 8)

837
‘The Auckland University College School of Architecture was founded in 1917, and was recognised as the school of
Architecture for the Dominion. The first professor was appointed in 1925. Up until 1925 the school only operated in
the evenings offering instruction to the students who were preparing for the NZIA exams. ... The new syllabus was
accepted in 1926 and operated that year for the first time. 50 students attended classes in that first year and there
were 8 full-time teachers plus professor Knight. ... The reorganisation of 1926 set up 3 courses for the study of ar-
chitecture, the degree course, which involved 5 years study, four of which were full-time at the school of architec-
ture, and the professional and diploma courses both of which involved part-time attendance.’ (Wendy Garvey, Ref-
erence Librarian at The University of Auckland School of Architecture in an email 10.8.2000)

838
In personal communication, 23.1.97. See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 26).

839
In personal communication, 24.1.97. See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 27).

840
See p. 283.
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the interviews. It is frequently seen as one of the typical features of New Zealand architecture. The use of

such ornament in this local context cannot be mimetic in the pre-Romantic sense:
841

its representation fails

under closer scrutiny, however much resemblance to stone buildings is consciously sought. But since it con-

tains elements of poiesis and assimilation to a new world, it produces a peculiar type of symbolic ornament

through mimesis in the Romantic (or neo-Romantic) sense.
842

Bill sees in this process a first ‘response to

being in a country that had no stone [which] tried to deal with ornament and architectural language’ of which

Government House in Auckland is a ‘really beautiful example’ (BP@161 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 27:

19). Fermor-Hesketh (1986: 187) argues, in a similar vein, that ‘British colonial architecture is the architec-

ture of the familiar, re-created by an imperfect memory; and while it may not appeal to the classicist, it pos-

sess[es] an original personality of its own’.

In some cases, the response to a new environment involved a local adaptation of existing repertoires. In

many others, the solution to local supply problems was the import of pre-fabricated decorative elements.

Kate talks about the ceilings behind façades in Cuba Street, which would have all been made of wood with

‘plaster of Paris put over them and then these forms put over the top of that. You ordered them from a book.

They came out’ (KC@307 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 12). Similarly, stained glass windows in many

Catholic churches in New Zealand ‘were ordered form F.X. Zetler of Munich’ (Bowman, 1994: 6). A ‘colonial

timelag’ (Amery, 1986: 104) has often been observed in architecture developing under such circumstances.

But it was, in any event, ‘seldom absolutely identical with contemporary design at home’ (Morris, 1986: 15).

Amery (1986: 113) considers it to be ‘usually a primitive version of what was going on at home’.

2.2.1 Orientation: views of the world

Colonial agendas have possibly undergone more substantial shifts than has so far been suggested, and co-

lonial architecture was not simply a more primitive version of what was built in Britain. While the larger cul-

tural framework was similar, in some respects the weighting of values was reconfigured. Both Government

House in Auckland – ‘simple wooden Classical trying to look like stone’ (Amery, 1986: 147) – and Parliament

Buildings in Wellington – ‘dignified and grand wooden building with a good Doric entrance’ – reflect imperial

values but, generally, public buildings were not given nearly as much attention as they were ‘at home’.
843

‘The public buildings of the British Empire are exactly what you would expect to have been produced by an

Empire … which was initially far more concerned with business than politics.’ (147)
844

There were, to be

sure, efforts at ‘logical planning which was characteristic of the imperial cities everywhere’ (Morris, 1986: 19),

for example in the town planning of Auckland, which was oriented around a square (the traces of which are

today barely perceivable in Waterloo Quadrant). This might have been an expression of the conviction that if

‘the imperial tenets were properly honoured and the best imperial chances grasped’, an ideal way of life

would be attainable in the colonies.

But most of these early attempts failed. It is in commercially oriented buildings that deliberate use of particu-

lar types of ornamentation occurs more frequently. George detects a ‘great identification’ with the function of

841
See p. 129.

842
See p. 95.

843
See the fourteen year long ‘battle of the styles’ in the context of the Government Offices Competition, p. 287.

844
‘Churches were an exact reflection of contemporary English architectural taste, and were, in many cases, designed
by English architects.’ (Fermor-Hesketh, 1986: 195)
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depositing money in the ‘brutal’ forms of the National Bank in Cuba Street. ‘It is very solid for that reason. It

has got all the formal Corinthian columns and things that symbolise the classical tradition.’ (GB@56 in

Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 27: 7).
845

Morris (1986: 17) refers to an ‘architecture of industry and expan-

sion’,

the docks, the warehouses, the bridges, above all the railways which advertised British enter-

prise and inventiveness across the world, and kept the imperial revenues on the move. These

were the works that seemed to cry, as the Welsh-Australian Prime Minister William Morris

Hughes cried in 1918, ‘What other worlds have we to conquer? We are like so many Alex-

anders!’

Morris writes about the Empire generally and from a distance, but there are local manifestations of this out-

look. In an article in the Wellington Evening Press of 22 January 1892 (quoted in Evans, 1975), the writer

discussed the new Harbour Board Building. Standing on the roof of the building he felt that ‘here one could

almost imagine he was standing on the deck of some noble vessel, instead of upon a roof’. He considered

the building a

structure … worthy of our noble harbour, despite the fact that [t]here are persons who have

abused this Mansard roof and who have also condemned the outward appearance of the Har-

bour Board Building because of the absence of a profuse amount of ornamental work.

Bill’s response to my question of whether it was possible that a distinctly New Zealand style of architecture

could have been forged was that yes, theoretically that might have been the case, but ‘given the practicality

of the fact that we were a colony and we relied so heavily on overseas for everything, including our ideas,

and the fact that the colonists were trying to establish a new England in New Zealand …’ it was unlikely

(BP@180 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 27: 19). He conceptualises the ways in which architects adapted to

their new environment more as one of infinitesimal shifts and changes. For example, he mentions Samuel

Hurst Seager from Christchurch,
846

‘who is probably the first architect in NZ to be born here’, even though he

studied overseas. In Bill’s view,

he started a really early architectural relationship with New Zealand, but he would never see

that. He argued that there was no one responding to New Zealand, the landscape, the typolo-

gies and its materials. But I think he was doing it. … [he was] never really looking at what he

was doing (BP@191: 19).

845
See also Bill about insurance companies’ ‘columns of security’, p. 295.

846
See p. 281.

Auckland railway station Wellington railway station
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Bill thinks that many other architects were doing the same in many ways, ‘even very simple things, like a

classical building done in wood, to me says so much about New Zealand and the people who were making it’

(19).

Some decades later, starting in the late 1920s, other forms of symbolisation and adaptation to the local envi-

ronment occurred, alongside the infinitesimal adaptations of generally imperial styles. This is when an indi-

genisation of colonial architecture started to occur nationally, clearly visible in buildings such as the Auckland

War Memorial Museum (1929) and, less obvious, in some other buildings, such as the Wellington railway

station (1937).
847

Thus, there were precedents, or co-instances, of the

Napier Art Deco incorporation of Maori motifs. Around

the same time, the Bank of New Zealand started to do

the same – not only in Napier, but also in Otahuhu or

Paeroa. As in England before, this ‘early blend of styles

was applied more to decoration than to architecture’

(Fermor-Hesketh, 1986: 202).
848

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, imperial architects generally had ‘been feeling their way towards

some synthesis’ with the styles of Indigenous populations in the colonies, towards some blending of the cul-

tures of ‘rulers and ruled. … The old hubris of Empire was somewhat tempered by then, and the imperialists

pined for forms which would imply a blend of command and cooperation’ (Morris, 1986: 25). The fact that

New Zealand architects were rather late in arriving at that stage can be explained by Fermor-Hesketh’s

(1986: 191) suggestion that ‘the age of a colony is usually reflected in the extent to which local decorative

motifs have been absorbed with the evolution of architectural styles imported from the home country’. New

Zealand, of course, was one of the last large colonies to be incorporated into the British colonial system.

Brandlhuber (1992: 47) interprets decorative ‘borrowing’ within Art Deco generally as a way of reducing inse-

curities that result from the encounter with a strange culture. A closer (cultural) confrontation of the Other can

conceivably only take place once more general insecurities have waned or new reference systems are avail-

able. It is significant that the appropriation of Maori motifs in public buildings occurred at the same time as a

847
See p. 196.

848
See p. 284.

Frieze in pattern book Frieze in Auckland War Memorial Museum

Bank of New Zealand,
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strengthening discourse of national identity sought to find symbolisations. Bill notes that ‘[t]he whole use of

symbolism in the twenties becomes so strong’ (BP@59 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 17).

2.2.2 Crises and a developing national identity

The twenties and thirties are the periods mentioned most often by the participants in the interviews. Above

all, Terry constantly comes back to the experiences of war and the following depression, which were charac-

teristic of the feeling of the times.

… what the effect of the First World War [on architecture] must have been I have no idea, but it

was very traumatic. I guess if building was going on at that time, … when they built they wanted

to build in … a way that exhibited that … it was a new beginning … (TL in \Engels-Schwarzpaul

(1998c: 15).

This sense of a new beginning was shot through with influences governed by what ‘people perceived they’d

left behind’ (15) due to a continuing feeling that England was home. Terry believes that this only changed

‘really after the Korean war’ (1950-53), so that ‘the basic influence for architecture here’ was ‘what people

thought they needed to bring with them from the old world’ (15).

The interim years were influenced by various attempts of aligning national feeling with that of imperial loyalty.

That … idea of nationalism was building up at that time particularly after the depression and

leading up to the war and that was being reflected in architectural forms. … Perhaps most of

that may come out in the buildings that were built as war monuments … . Certainly a lot of them

were imported straight across from Britain and you get this standard memorial that stood out-

side White Hall and there is a replica of that in front of the Auckland Museum. … They import

those ones over, and yet there are some people thinking this is a New Zealand expression that

we are doing here. (GB @123, 143, and 150: 8-9).
849

This ongoing engagement of imperial visual language can be interpreted as a struggle for position within the

Empire.
850

Sinclair (1991: 245) calls the 1920s in New Zealand ‘years of loud talk and little faith’ and de-

scribes the ambivalence between patriotism, ‘a synonym of “imperialism”’(247), and nationalism, the sense

of being ‘New Zealanders’ following the war experiences. New Zealand had its own smallish imperial ambi-

tions: at the outbreak of World War I, it occupied Western Samoa and was granted a League of Nations

mandate in 1920.
851

A profusion of fasces, or fasces-like motifs,
852

occured in the early 1920s and continued

849
I have seen an almost identical memorial in Hongkong.

850
The 1935 Labour plan indicates a growing resistance on the part of a ‘vigorously nationalistic government‘ to the
notion that New Zealand must ‘follow Britain’ (Olssen, 1990: 222).

851
In 1929 it sent ‘in true imperial fashion … warships and 400 troops to Apia’ in response to the Mau resistance
movement (Gibbons, 1981: 320). Earlier in 1901, it had annexed Rarotonga, where it appointed a minister and a
resident commissioner in 1915.

852
Fasces usually enclosed an axe and were bound with red straps. Within the city of Rome, however, they had no
axe, since there was a right of appeal against capital sentences (Hall, 1979: 119). ‘Fasces-like motifs’ are, for ex-
ample, ornamental bands in which the rods have been partially or completely flattened-out, and the straps appear
as symmetrical crosses. They are sometimes used vertically, but more often horizontally. Wilson (1994: 126) de-
scribes the same process from laurel-wreath to overlapping and flattened-out laurel-leaves in a design by Smirke.
This latter design can also be found in New Zealand buildings.
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into the 1930s. Fasces are clearly an imperial symbol and could well have expressed the wish to be an impe-

rialist nation within the larger British empire.
853

Two Auckland buildings with a conspicuous display of fasces, namely the Guardian Trust building (com-

pleted in 1918) and the railway station (completed in 1931), were designed by the same Australian architect,

Gummer. Bill describes him as being ‘obsessed’ with that particular motif.
854

However, fasces-like motifs were

widely used in Wellington, Auck-

land, and other locations, so their

popularity must have been based

on a general affinity with them of

sections of the New Zealand

community until the 1930s.
855

Fas-

ces (or fasces-like motifs) were

frequently used in combination with other ‘imperial’ ornaments, such as laurel or oak wreaths and trophies,
856

or columns with their attendant motifs. George interprets this repertoire as an indication of a ‘nationalistic

build up. All those qualities are still brought across from overseas’ (GB@169 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c:

9).

While Bill conceives of the 1920s as a time of depression,
857

‘there seemed to be a lot of building happening’

at the time (BP@08: 16). When the Auckland War Memorial Museum was completed in 1929, ‘the relation-

853
As the AMP emblem demonstrates, fasces also stand for internal unity, for the strength of the community and for
bonds resulting from a common purpose.

854
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 27). He also diagnoses a connection with a personality trait: ‘Gummer was very
interested in detail and he drew all his details at 1:1, … nothing escapes him. And again I think that’s part of the
control thing, that everything had to be brought into knowing’ (BP@154: 19].

855
I have not found any incidents of use after that time. Bill confirms this impression: he does not believe that they
would have been used after the 1930s, that is, after their affiliation with fascism became more obvious. See Engels-
Schwarzpaul (1998c: 27).

856
See p. 285.

857
Gibbons (1981: 321) dates the depression more correctly in the early 1930s. Terry (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c:
27: 15) remarks on the connection between the depression and the kind of compensations people sought: ‘in sheer
architectural terms I guess the Civic Theatre hasn’t had much to offer, but it speaks very much of the time when it
was opened. The war had long gone, people had gone through the 1920s, they were in the depths of the depres-
sion, or beginning to come out of the depression, and this fantastic building … I guess the Civic Theatre for that era
would be a bit like us going to Disneyland. The inside – as a child I was transported into wonderland. … And that
particular architecture had no relevance as far as your project is concerned’.

NZ Post Office, PaeroaKarangahape Rd Auckland

Guardian Trust Building,
Auckland

Guardian Trust Building, AucklandAuckland railway station
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ship between war, the burgeoning nationalism … came out’. Following the war, New Zealanders became

more cognisant of their country’s status as a nation and

by the 1920s that was beginning to formulate in architecture, the War Memorial, the use of

Classicism, the relationship between the Maori ornamentation, the whole way that it encapsu-

lates war and sort of ethnographic storage in a building, … the classical notion of being a tem-

ple store house. I think these are all languages that are being layered in a very sophisticated

way … the metope within the frieze above in the cornice depicts battle scenes and we have the

great battles inscribed above the windows, … [it] becomes incredibly symbolic, and then the

whole building … sort of becomes a store house for our collective memory, so that whole inter-

play of memory is quite interesting. And I think by the 1920s there was also this idea that the

Maori culture was going to be extinct and so to then inscribe it into the Memorial itself it be-

comes a memorial to this dying culture. So, … whether this was meant, I don’t know, but you

could certainly read it now in the building (BP@08: 16-17).

If it was not ‘intentional, consciously intentional’ someone might have thought ‘oh well you know, we need

some Maori content and you know, we stick korus and other bits and pieces on’ (BP@30: 17).
858

‘It’s the

same with the Railway station, a sort of really beautiful gateway, [and] the use of very obvious classical at-

tributes, like the fasces …’ (17).

The use of Maori motifs in the ornamentation of public buildings may signify a dawning sense of distinction

that Pakeha felt about their country. Whether it is read as nationalism, patriotism or imperialism is perhaps of

little significance. In any event, it appears that – for lack of a specifically New Zealand formal or symbolic

language – Maori art was on occasions used to express the difference Pakeha were beginning to perceive

about themselves. After all, Maori art was the only visual language clearly unique to New Zealand. There is

an eerie analogy with Fermor-Hesketh’s (1986: 212) observation about Australia: ‘There was a strong feeling

of achievement, … which was partly due – regrettably – to the suppression of the Aborigines’.

Bill believes that the Auckland railway station, with its ostentatious display of fasces and the Auckland War

Memorial Museum with its mixed canons of European imperial and ‘Maori’ elements, are two ‘important

buildings to put together … because I think they sum up what was really happening in the 1920s’ (BP@00 in

Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 16). The mixed vocabulary makes claim to two lines of descent simultaneously.

On one hand, New Zealanders saw themselves as the inheritors of Maori culture,
859

by force or fate, and on

the other as the inheritors of a long tradition of imperialism – which they were now trying to be part of in a

more independent role. Eco (1992a: 55) argues that

any organization that claims its own descent from an earlier tradition chooses for its emblems

those of the tradition to which it refers back (see, for example, the Italian Fascist party’s choice

of the lictor’s fasces as a sign that they wished to consider themselves the heirs of ancient

Rome). Such choices provide clear proof of the intentions of the group, but do not provide proof

of any direct descent.

858
Bill recounts that when he talked to the son of one of the architects of the building ‘I went on like this for an hour …
he just looked blankly at me and said no that wasn’t the intention at all’.

859
For an early manifestation of this belief, see p. 220.
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Kate perceives of another possible motivation in the post-war emulation of imperial

symbols such as fasces: ’the reason, the desire to do it was … to incorporate, and

make beloved, this horrible metal which was craunching them up’ so that, in one

case, ‘they have turned them into what looks almost like a tiki’ in her perception

(KC@352 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 12).
860

But at the same time, she asso-

ciates such symbols with colonisation. In that context, fasces are ‘signs of armies

threatening. You would find it here, though it might be a subconscious thing of us-

ing it as a colony, and in Australia. I am very familiar with it. I have seen that a lot’

(KC@260: 11).
861

About both the Auckland War Memorial Museum and the Wel-

lington National Museum she remarks that the front building (the war memorial)

‘represents that whole army thing. The other building behind it represents the knowledge that the army is

protecting. The core of solid knowledge. Hard copy’ (KC@494: 13).

Ultimately, this use of ornament-as-culture, and culture-as-resource, might well come down to the wish to

have the best of both worlds – without wanting to take on any burdens.

Let’s be honest: what the various nations, who are increasingly locked into their narrow bounda-

ries, want is a ‘national’ architecture, just as they want to have a ‘national’ army. They wish for

an architecture which is as modern as that of their neighbours: materials, comfort, planning – an

identical architecture, but decked out in different accessories’ (Mallet-Stevens quoted in Cladel,

1993: 125).
862

Lloyd-Jenkins (1995) reports a case that illustrates this use of accessories in a different fashion,
863

namely

for the interiors of the cruise ships Mariposa and Monterey, owned by a San Francisco shipping company.

Their interiors were designed in the office of Raymond Loewy, the designer who has come to stand for the

idea of ‘styling’. The design brief was ‘to produce an atmosphere of Polynesian Romanticism in which the

dominant ingredients of relaxation and comfort neutralise the demands of a work-a-day world’ (Neafie quoted

in Lloyd-Jenkins, 1995).
864

The Mariposa greeted Wellington on her arrival – through an advertisement placed in the newspapers by the

Matson line – with ‘Tena Koe, Wellington’. As Lloyd-Jenkins remarks, a Maori greeting was ‘somewhat un-

usual for the time – although less uncommon in the tourist industry … than elsewhere’. When journalists

went aboard, they were confronted with a ‘pacific theme’ and ‘Maori elements’; all focused on ‘a totem [sic]

three decks high’ made of aluminium. It was otherwise described as a ‘tiki 28 feet high’ that was, though

‘[v]ery roughly reminiscent of a Rotorua gate carving’, the work of a ‘Philadelphia Artist’. Between them, the

two ships were also decked out with ‘eighty authentic Maori carvings …reputedly … from a wharenui shipped

to England in the nineteenth century and later sold to an American collector, eventually to be purchased by

the Matson line’. The designer responsible for the interiors made himself ‘knowledgeable’ about the ‘arts of

the Pacific’ during ‘at least half a dozen trips to the Museum’ (my emphasis) – an astounding speed cruise

860
Kate commented later that the ‘bound tools of war … had damaged and saved both the oppressor and the op-
pressed in Aotearoa’ (Fax dated 7.9.00).

861
‘Again … [fasces in] the Memorial window. The whole thing is authority and war.’ (BP@86: 18)

862
See p. 284.

863
It is at the same time perhaps the first reported case of designers outside of New Zealand making use of Maori
culture on a large scale.

864
Only for some, however; the roundtrip through the Pacific cost between US$990 and $2135.

War Memorial Museum
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through the many and varied cultures in that area.
865

Lloyd-Jenkins argues that the design of the two ships

had a decisive impact on subsequent interior design work in New Zealand, and endorsed the fledgeling de-

velopment of a ‘Pacific approach’ to design in general, and in the work John Crichton in particular.

Sullivan (1924: 104) remarked, however, that ‘[m]an’s power to create is intimately based on his power to

sympathise’. Sympathy implies a power to

receive as well as to give; a power to enter into communion with living and with lifeless things;

to enter into a unison with nature’s powers and processes; to observe – in a fusion of identities

– Life everywhere at work – ceaselessly, silently – abysmal in meaning, mystical in its creative

urge in myriad pullulation of identities and their outward forms. Sympathy thus understood as a

power, is the beginning of understanding; for knowledge, alone, is not understanding (105).

It would appear that this creative sympathy was missing at a time when New Zealand, as a nation, wanted to

create its own strong identity. Wells (1985: 8), wondering about how one could get people in New Zealand to

care for old buildings, seems distressed that the ‘very word “old” has, for a long time, had a negative conno-

tation in the Kiwi vocabulary. We, the Pakeha, are a colonial people and we haven’t yet come to terms with a

negative slash-and-burn mentality which continues long after its historical usefulness’.
866

As the protection and maintenance of historic Pakeha

buildings
867

(let alone Maori wahi tapu and other impor-

tant cultural landmarks) still suffers from under-funding

and lack of public and authoritative endorsement, a new

generation of buildings is going up in Auckland that

seems to follow B-grade post-modernist strategies.

They are characterised ‘stylistically by a return to a his-

toricist language and the cynical incorporation of historical

motifs on the facades of buildings’ (Leach, 1995: 27),
868

and represent a form of culture Foster (1991: vii) de-

scribes as being determined largely by social control with ‘a gratuitous image drawn over the face of instru-

mentality. Thus is postmodernism conceived in therapeutic, not to say cosmetic terms: as a return to the

verities of tradition’.

Architecture … is the badge of sovereignty, and when we look around in our contemporary

world we see its history visibly punctuated by the constructions of those particular peoples who

have, over the centuries, imposed their styles and purposes upon the rest of mankind …

(Morris, 1986: 11).

865
The countries visited during the trip included Tahiti, Aotearoa, Australia, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, and Hawai’i.

866
If it, in fact, was ever ‘useful’.

867
The 1994 Conservation Plan for the Foundation for the Restoration and Preservation of St Mary of the Angels fol-
lows the 1990 Australian Conservation Plan … to the preparation of conservation plans for places of European cul-
tural significance – note the term ‘European’ in the New Zealand context. See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 21).

868
‘Today the detachment from an architecture which brings about meaning has been achieved. The last survivors
stammer shreds of words and sentences from Loos’ tales and hopes. The architectural post-Modernists have laid
their hands on his Doric columns in order to tear them out of their logical, linguistic context and to incorporate them
into their frivolous aesthetics of quotations.’ (Steiner, 1985: 25)

Connaught Appartments, Auckland
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Such architectural ornamental practices have no consideration for people’s life-worlds, nor do they consider

the impact of the environment they produce on people’s biographies.

2.3 Stories of identity and community

Stories are a good antidote to the prevailing temptation of social science methods to prematurely construct

types and to interpret social situations exclusively along causal and linear parameters. Biographies and sto-

ries can reveal ‘the complexity and multi-layered nature of social experience and action’ (Baacke, 1993:

47).
869

Terry’s first comment, as he looks at the many sheets of paper with photos of buildings I have brought along

to the interview, is: ‘I suppose [what] I would start with would be … people’ (TL in Engels-Schwarzpaul,

1998c: 14). He goes on to describe how he imagines community life would have been reflected in the archi-

tecture of particular times. In the period between the two world wars he believes that particular personalities

would have influenced ‘what people did and how they lived their lives’: the local doctor, the family solicitor

and the bank manager. They would have ‘probably had the most influence on how people expressed them-

selves’. The old bank buildings all over New Zealand had

a sameness about them, … banks were the solid structure in the local town: square, unimagina-

tive, but you got the feeling of security when you went in.
870

The Bank Manager was always in a

suit, and he was an extension of what the building expressed.

Banks ‘all showed this solid face to the community’. Many people at that time had been successively trauma-

tised by two world wars and disasters, for instance, the Tangiwai rail disaster in 1953 when ‘the Auckland -

Wellington express went off the bridge at Tangiwai and all those people were killed. Seemed that there was

hardly a family or family group in New Zealand that weren’t affected in one way or other’ (15).

Thus, while Terry the non-architect sees an intimate relationship between people’s lives and experiences

and their responses to the security of bank buildings, George as a professional suspects that in the context

of Cuba Street, but also more generally, ‘the architect is putting his

own style on the building, and the relationship the owner has to the

building is probably more in the functional use of the spaces’

(GB@047: 7). The possible exception for him are governmental build-

ings.

How can such different perceptions be explained beyond age differ-

ence? There are obviously different ways of thinking about symbolisa-

tion. Certeau’s (1984: xii-xiii) notion of a ‘devious production’ of mean-

ing might be helpful here. It conceives of users as being engaged in a form of ‘making’ by using the existing

objects which were produced by someone else.
871

869
Lorenzer maintains that the collective interpretation of biographical material, and the confrontation of different mod-
els of life-worlds, can help reveal the tensions between individual concepts of practice and socially approved con-
duct. See p. 91.

870
See p. 295.

871
See p. 257.

New ornaments on hemp shop,
Wellington
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When George notes, for example, that motifs employed in an effort to ‘symbolise New Zealand’, such as ‘the

sea and the wavy lines and those sort of impressions’ are equally in use elsewhere (particularly in the United

States) and therefore ‘you can[not] claim that there is any particular New Zealand ownership of that’

(GB@115 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 8, my emphasis), he takes a different perspective from Terry’s.

George is, as it were, overlooking a vast terrain where he sees signifying practices from a great distance; the

local doctor, the family solicitor, or the bank manager are as little discernible as the people in the community

whom Terry believes to be influenced by the architectural expression of community structures.

That those different perspectives have repeatedly influenced evaluations of architecture (and its capacity to

signify) is obvious in statements made by participants in the interviews as well as in the literature. McGregor

(1983: 3) writes that Art Deco as a style was not as popular in domestic buildings as it was in commercial

and public buildings in post-earthquake Napier, which were presumably all designed by professionals. Its

use in domestic buildings ‘was usually in the form of decorative accents in otherwise conventional designs’.

He points to a breach between the official sphere of production – peopled by professionals, entrepreneurs

and politicians – and the private sector of consumption. McGregor is certain that ‘what was acceptable in a

public building was not readily adopted in the home’ (3). Further, he observes that Art Deco might have been

a compromise between the Bauhaus principles (whose ‘disciples preached that all decoration was abhorrent,

and that everything created by man except for pure art should be coldly and rationally functional’ (2)) and a

public who found that hard to take. Thus, ‘the popular response was to decorate plain surfaces, in a simpler

way than before’.
872

This included commercial premises which, despite financial difficulties after the earth-

quake, ‘all exhibit some form of decoration, at the very least a plaster frieze or emblem’ (3). There is a link

between the domestic buildings where Art Deco was not readily accepted and the ‘low cost premises’ of

businesses: entrepreneurs are also part of a private sphere. Private and official spheres overlap, and what

Guy Natusch observes applies to both: people want ornament because they see a heritage in it; they want

that richness.

I will now look at the use of ornamentation from the perspective of non-professionals and revisit some sites I

have already discussed to take another look. Stories of community and identity are told here in particular

circumstances. They exemplify practices that are, in similar ways, taking place almost everywhere in New

Zealand. The locations where those stories unfold are Napier, Wellington, Palmerston North and Auckland.

An interesting story is told in Napier about the Hildebrandt building on the corner of

Tennyson and Dalton Streets. It has become part of the heritage guides’ repertoire

when they take tourists on a sight-seeing tour of Art Deco. The building’s façade

displays a frieze which is a combination of two flags with an emblematic represen-

tation of the sea, and symbols above the doors which seem to be of Masonic ori-

gin. These elements are part of the original, post-earthquake design, but another

layer of meaning has subsequently been added. The flags displayed now are

those of New Zealand and of the post-war German Republic, which in the original

would have been historically impossible. Nevertheless, when I saw the frieze for

the first time, I immediately responded to it in a very personal way: for me it signi-

872
This is ironic because the ‘applied’ ornament which was the compromise solution resulting from conflicting positions
would have been precisely what Bauhaus proponents would have considered the worst.

Hildebrandt building
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fied the sometimes impossible separation from my home in Germany, and the long distance that has to be

travelled every time I want to go back there (or conversely when I lived in Germany away from New Zea-

land). My next thought was that those two flags could not have been the original ones.

I came across the story of the Hildebrandt building in discussions with at least two informants and later found

it printed in the Art Deco Trust’s Walk Guides’ Notes: Anecdotes. The original owner of the building was a

German chiropodist by the name of Hildebrandt (or ‘Hildy’ as he was known to his friends), but the flags in

their present colours were commissioned in 1991 by the then owner on the basis of stories he had heard.

The first was that the design, of flags separated by wavy lines, represented the German flag

and the sea (“Germany Rules the Waves”). The second was that it represents the German and

NZ flag united by the oceans. Both are certainly untrue … [b]ut the second story was adopted

as the basis for the colour scheme. (1995).

The present colour scheme and the stories ignore the shapes underneath the paint, simple horizonal and

wave-like lines – compatible with neither of the supposedly original flags said to have been there initially, nor

with those presently displayed. This is a case of myth making in action which might be motivated by anec-

dotes of Hildebrandt’s standing in the Napier community.

In Guy Natusch’s
873

opinion, little is known about the origin of the frieze itself, but he thinks that one has to

bear in mind that Hildebrandt was a stranger in a foreign country. When the war broke out, Hildebrandt came

under suspicion and some incriminating evidence was ‘found’. Natusch believes it much more likely that the

designer suggested the motif, and that – if one talks about ‘ruling the waves’ – in association, as much as in

reality, it was Britannia. I had earlier seen an almost identical motif on another building, and Robert McGre-

gor confirmed that it had been used elsewhere in Napier, for example, on a house in Dalton Street and at the

back of the museum. It seems quite possible that the motif was adapted from one of the magazines Natusch

mentioned as an important source of inspiration for the designing architects of the time.
874

Perhaps somewhat unnoticed by many professional writers, story telling must have been part of the recon-

struction of Napier, since a good proportion of the ornamental motifs on the façades appear to relate to their

owners, or to the type of business activity taking place in the buildings. Ansell (1983) refers to this in his arti-

cle about the rebuilding of Napier: ‘[t]he ornament of the facade is appliqué to the basic structure but it func-

tions to say something about those who use and run this building’ and he discovers an ‘amazing array of

symbols by way of ornament’. Similarly, John Turnbull from the Napier City Council (Building and Planning

Consent) believes that much of the ornamentation would have been consciously applied to make references

to the owners and their interests.

What the case of Napier seems to demonstrate is that, despite the symbolic paucity of the post-earthquake

buildings with regard to community values diagnosed by Walker,
875

inhabitants and users of the buildings

873
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998c: 27).

874
See also the Art Deco Trust Walk Guides' Notes - Anecdotes (1995).

875
See p. 290.
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have applied tactics
876

and, through story telling, charged the flatness of the façades with a depth of mean-

ing.

Terry identifies in New Zealand communities of the 1920s (which were otherwise often characterised by what

might be called ‘almost a contradiction in terms’) a ‘desire to express the solidarity of the community’ which

was sometimes reflected in the buildings of that time (TL in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 15). In Napier,

some of those meanings certainly have been orchestrated, or at least perpetuated, by institutions such as

the Art Deco Trust. They have an interest in stories that help sell Napier as the Art Deco Capital of New Zea-

land. Business interests, personal identification, and biographies overlap substantially.

When McGregor (1990: 4), for instance, calls the result of the incorporation of ‘decorative motifs from indige-

nous cultures’ in the designs of the 1930s ‘Indigenous Art Deco’, this is just one story in which identity and

business interests overlap, compete, or even collide. It was partly, at least, an attempt at indigenisation by a

maturing settler society, ready for the controlled confrontation with the Indigenous culture and interested in

gainful contact. For, if ‘our flora’ was not considered suitable for emblematic use in architecture, ‘Maori art

was a rich design source for relief plasterwork decoration’ (6). As ‘Napier’s – and possibly New Zealand’s –

tour de force in the use of Maori decoration’, the Bank of New Zealand (now ASB) was designed by Crichton

McKay and Haughton in 1932. McGregor mentions some architectural work elsewhere in New Zealand that

incorporates Maori motifs.
877

Strangely he makes no mention of Lippincott, one of whose buildings has ac-

quired the label ‘Maori Gothic’ and whose ornamentation has been aligned with ‘indigenous ornament’.

In 1926, the Arts Building at The University of Auckland was opened after a protracted period of controversy

during its planning and construction. The design had been called by the Building magazine ‘the work of a

child rather than of matured architects and certainly the acceptance of it is not credible to any body con-

cerned’ (quoted in Davies, 1993: 7). What was taking place, more or less overtly, was a replay of the battle

of styles in a different setting. Lippincott was an American, who had come to New Zealand via Australia. His

design for the Arts Building, his first and largest commission, was based on Gothic Collegiate architecture,

but he deviated from the orthodox canons, creating antagonism amongst the traditionalists and confusion

amongst the public: ‘people were … at a loss in naming the building’s style. One term coined for the building

is difficult to fathom; “Maori Gothic”’ (Falconer, 1993: 43). For, although Lippincott used Maori motifs in or-

namentation in his later work for Massey University, there is not a single instance in this building. Neverthe-

less, his use of flora and fauna makes frequent reference to species native to Aotearoa. ‘It seems that at that

time, the mere inclusion of elements native to New Zealand was enough to be “Maori”.’ (43)

His anti-traditionalism, together with his American origins, might well have contributed to the adverse reac-

tions to his work. At that time, remarks Bill,

there was no space to be allied with America, we were being focused to Britain ... There was no

doubt, we took a very conservative building that associated ourselves with Britain, the Edward-

ian Baroque which really became the institutional style. … we had a definite idea of where we

wanted to be allied, … politically, socially and artistically…. And the fact that the University …,

which again was the corner stone of New Zealand culture [had] chosen a building that didn’t ally

itself with England in a direct sense … (BP@246 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 20).

876
See p. 32.

877
Mainly by Gummer, to whom he mis-attributes the design of the Auckland museum.
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led to controversy and a bad press. The incorporation of local elements in the Gothic tower might have been

interpreted as the work of ‘two foreigners’ destroying the ‘purity of English Gothic. The “Yankee” Lippincott

was almost considered a pagan in his new land’ (Davies, 1993: 7). Davies believes that Lippincott had a

concern for Maori as the ‘voiceless and oppressed’ in New Zealand, and that he expressed this in his in-

volvement with Maori art (43). He is reputed to have attended a carving workshop or at least visited a marae

(18). In any event, in his mature work for the Agricultural Science building at Massey, his use of Maori motifs

is sparse and integrated into an overall palette of natural motifs. Where Maori motifs appear, they seem to

have been worked through and developed over time and have little in common with the type of ornamental

applications McGregor describes in his article about Napier.

Lippincott’s ornamentation is, in that sense, a more open response to the New Zealand environment. Bill

sees similarities in his approach with that of Gothic masons who used the craft and the culture of the land in

which they were working. Lippincott

took crafts people and layered craft into the building and had taken [in] the influence of the

landscape and the plants …. We get these wonderful organic shapes that sort of connect them-

selves with New Zealand, [and] they …connect themselves to Frank Lloyd Wright and the Chi-

cago School in this wonderful mix. … as I see it, it’s probably one of the most startling and origi-

nal buildings of that time (BP@191 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998c: 19).

And yet, it was ‘received with upcoming outcries if you can trust the press’ (BP@242: 20).

When I selected stories of identity and community as examples, I was unaware of a common thread I am

starting to perceive as I write: the role of the stranger in New Zealand. The last story I want to trace here is

full of strangers.
878

It takes place in Wellington or, more precisely, in the Wellington Courts, and is a graphic

illustration of how visual motifs can trigger astounding behaviours and statements, even on the part of

judges. In Zdrahal v Wellington City Council, first the Planning Tribunal
879

and then the High Court
880

had to

decide about an appeal by P. A. Zdrahal against a Council abatement notice under the Resource Manage-

ment Act 1991. The notice ordered him to remove a swastika he had painted on the side of his house, and

another painted on the inside of a window. In this case, several distinctly different world-views, or social rep-

resentations
881

clashed as members of different cultures sought to win their causes. Neighbours had laid a

complaint about the swastika: Ms Egan and Mr Sun, both living on separate properties. Ms Egan was under

the impression that Mr Zdrahal exhibited an ‘unneighbourly attitude towards her’ when she observed him in

1992 as he painted a swastika on the side of his house facing the boundary fence (Pennington, 1993: 344).

She interpreted this as a ‘continuation of verbal aggression’ he had shown in the past. Mr Sun is a member

of the Chinese community and interpreted the swastika as a sign of racism against him and his wife (345).

878
The contentious issue is a symbol with which I have had autobiographical connections long before I came to New
Zealand.

879
(1993) 2 NZRMA 342.

880
(1995) NZRMA 289.

881
See p. 78.
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Mr Zdrahal, the appellant, denied any racist remarks attributed to him and brought witnesses to give evi-

dence that ‘they had never noticed any signs of racism or aggression in his conduct’ (345). They stated that

‘the appellant works happily with the Indian community in the course of his work as a plumber’. This evi-

dence caused the Planning Tribunal ‘a little puzzlement’, but it did not stop its members ‘accept[ing] that the

evidence of the neighbours is not fabricated and that they have both experienced antagonistic behaviour

from the applicant’ (345). Therefore, presumably, they had reason to interpret the appearance of the swas-

tika as being connected with antagonistic behaviour.

So far, there might not be much that is remark-

able about the case except that a symbol can

cause the City Council to issue an abatement

notice, and for it then to become the subject of

a Tribunal hearing and a High Court case.

However, there are some peculiar and some-

what alarming implications in the explanations

given both by the judiciary and by the parties

involved. Mr Zdrahal was ‘not permitted by the

Tribunal to give any evidence about his reli-

gious views or persuasions’ (Greig J, 1994:

292). He did state, however, that the swastika

was ‘a peaceful sign expressing his own be-

liefs’ and produced evidence about ‘the use of

the swastika in various cultures and places in

the past and the present’ (292). He maintained

that he had ‘swastikas inside the house as well

as on the outside’ (Pennington, 1993: 346). He

also seemed ‘annoyed that Jewish and Christian symbolism, which he considered to be offensive, could be

displayed but that he should not display swastikas’ (346).

The Planning Tribunal found ‘it is … an historic fact that’ the swastika’s ‘peaceful connotations’ were

lost and submerged by reason of the activities of the Nazi movement during the Second World

War. … The Nazi regime undoubtedly changed a peaceful symbol to one associated with ra-

cism and hatred and that perception remains so to the present day (346).

From my perspective, I would agree with this statement – at least that

is the way I perceived the swastika in Germany.
882

Having since been, albeit fleetingly, exposed to its use in other cul-

tures, I doubtful that such statements can be made with the certainty

the Tribunal and the High Court Judge assert. They argue steadfastly

882
All the more was I astounded, on my first visit to New Zealand in 1980, to see in bookstores such Whitcoulls many
lower than B-grade books about the Third Reich, featuring the swastika on their covers, and in a sensationalist way.

In India the swastika continues to be the most widely used auspicious
symbol of Hindus, Jainas, and Buddhists. Among the Jainas it is the

emblem of their seventh Tirthankara (saint) and is also said to remind
the worshiper by its four arms of the four possible places of rebirth--in
the animal or plant world, in hell, on Earth, or in the spirit world. …
The Hindus (and also Jainas) use the swastika to mark the opening
pages of their account books, thresholds, doors, and offerings. A clear
distinction is made between the right-hand swastika, which moves in a
clockwise direction, and the left-hand swastika (more correctly called
the sauvastika), which moves in a counterclockwise direction. The right-

hand swastika is considered a solar symbol and imitates in the rotation
of its arms the course taken daily by the Sun, which in the Northern
Hemisphere appears to pass from east, then south, to west. The left-hand
swastika more often stands for night, the terrifying goddess Kali, and
magical practices. In the Buddhist tradition the swastika symbolizes the
feet, or the footprints, of the Buddha. It is often placed at the beginning
and end of inscriptions, and modern Tibetan Buddhists use it as a cloth-
ing decoration. With the spread of Buddhism, the swastika passed into

the iconography of China and Japan, where it has been used to denote
plurality, abundance, prosperity, and long life.
In Nazi Germany the swastika (German: Hakenkreuz), with its oblique
arms turned clockwise, became the national symbol. In 1910 a poet and
nationalist ideologist Guido von List had suggested the swastika as a
symbol for all anti-Semitic organizations; and when the National Social-
ist Party was formed in 1919-20, it adopted it. On Sept. 15, 1935, the
black swastika on a white circle with a red background became the
national flag of Germany. This use of the swastika ended in World War

II with the German surrender in May 1945, though the swastika is still

favoured by neo-Nazi groups.

Pendants, Penang
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and ‘objectively’ (but unspecifically) in reference to ‘the average person’ or ‘significant proportion of the pub-

lic’ (346), or ‘the mind of a reasonable man [sic]’ (Greig J, 1994: 297). This reasonable man is undoubtedly a

trickle-down version of the Enlightenment notion of autonomous man. However, as Goldberg (1993: 28) ob-

serves ‘the rational, hence autonomous and equal subjects of the Enlightenment project turn out … to be

exclusively white, male, European, and bourgeois’
883

– in this case presumably a ‘person’ who subscribes to

New Zealand Pakeha values. Further, the High Court Judge affirms the Tribunal’s conclusion that ‘History’

has the power to change symbols (293). History, here, is a single and universal fact (with a life of its own),

which permits one to ignore the different perspectives of, for example, the victors and the subjugated.
884

Interestingly, though, the High Court Judge also made the following statement that might have tempered his

conviction that there are universally applicable standards to be unilaterally defined.

It is the people in their surrounding or environment … which are affected by swastikas or other

things which … have an effect, depending on their meaning and connotation in the culture, the

knowledge and the experience of the perceivers, the people. (299)

The dilemma of relativity in this remark is, however, almost immediately cloaked by the notion that one can

adjudicate if ‘objectively tested, reasonable persons’ would find the swastika offensive. In the light of such

beliefs, it is perhaps not surprising that the Judge went on to say that the ‘appellants’ religious views were, of

course, entirely irrelevant. The question of the appellant’s motives or intentions in displaying the swastikas

are not admissible to decide whether the matter or activity is offensive. It is the objective effect which is rele-

vant’ (300). The appellant is ‘perfectly at liberty to use swastikas so long as the offensive and objectionable

nature of them is not such as to adversely affect the environment. … There is in effect little, if any, deleteri-

ous effect on the appellant’ (301).

Mr Zdrahal lost both appeals. It is difficult to assess from the texts what deleterious effects it might have had

on him personally. It is possible that his use of the swastika was motivated by antagonism against his

neighbours, but that does not seem clear ‘beyond reasonable doubt’. Since religious views are almost in-

variably part of wider cultural views and practices, it is alarming that Zdrahal was not given an opportunity to

explain, particularly so since Mr Sun was able to explain his views of the cultural issues implicit in the matter.

Beyond Mr Zdrahal’s personal situation, it is disquieting that in a multicultural society such as New Zealand

one perspective on the meaning of a symbol is officially endorsed as the only one. The Nazis’ appropriation

of the swastika and their abuse of its symbolic power for their own purposes most certainly establishes an

injustice in the first instance. However, if people in whose cultures that motif has a prior, and opposite, mean-

ing going back hundreds and thousands of years (and going by his name, Mr Zdrahal might well belong to

one of those cultures) are prohibited from using it in public without their views being properly heard – then

this establishes a second injustice in the name of a ‘free and democratic society’ (301).
885

As long as access

to participation and communication is restrained, society will be free and democratic for some, but not for

others.

883
See p. 181.

884
See Benjamin on p. 421 and fn. 404.

885
In an ideal democratic society, ‘all citizens have equal access to the means of communication and all interest
groups can engage fully with government in the formulation of public policy. This presupposes a society of minimal
social inequality and maximum tolerance of diversity and difference … In semi-democratic societies, where formal
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3 The use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design

The use of Maori art by Pakeha, particularly in commerce and tourism, has been a

common practice from the beginning of colonisation and has passed through vari-

ous peaks and troughs. In the 1920s and 30s, Maori motifs started to be used in

architecture, for instance, as a means of indigenisation and localisation of imported

styles – caused by a growing sense of nationalism after the First World War.
886

In 1941, Henderson recommended embroiderers ‘look at Maori patterns and find

inspirations in their designs … Through this one may attain a national art’ (quoted

in Pound, 1989: 56). The desire to find viable national representations and ‘to

forge a “distinct and unique style” for the nation’ led Fairburn to advocate ‘the ab-

sorption of Polynesian motifs’ into Pakeha art. ‘Nationalist discourse constantly

advised that Maori subjects, colours and forms might be appropriated as signs of

New Zealandness.’ (56)

In the 1960s, Maclennan (in McLintock, 1966b: 87) dismissed Maori art as a source of inspiration for ‘artistic

nationality’ since its ‘meaning and purpose is of the past’ and lingers ‘on in practice only as traditional crafts’.

Although Maori motifs

have been used effectively in decorative schemes … their original purpose and significance

have vanished and, with them, the creative impulse. No Maori artist of stature has yet arrived.

The process of integration has isolated the Maori of today from the living meaning of the arts of

his forefathers, and his culture must, from now on, be one with that of his European neighbours.

(my emphasis)
887

Since the 1980s, many government departments or public institutions have represented themselves to the

public by using visual motifs derived from, or at least reminiscent of, Maori motifs. This practice has been

described as ‘political correctness’ and ‘tokenism’ since the use of such visual identifiers is frequently incon-

gruent with the actual practices prevalent in the institutions.
888

While regarded as less problematic in the pub-

lic than in the commercial sector, charges of wrongful appropriation have been raised in this respect as well.

On the other hand, since the public good – at least in more recent times – officially includes Maori, the use of

Maori images can be a sign of a political will of inclusion (a step towards a bicultural nation) and of the rec-

ognition that Maori culture is an important part of Aotearoa. The presence of Maori language, art, and knowl-

edge in education and the media is viewed by many Maori and Pakeha as a positive step towards relations

of equality. No doubt, it often provides identification and affirmation for Maori in those environments.

democracy exists, but … unequal access to the means of communication, there is a constrained civil society’
(Pillay, 1998).

886
See pp. 290 and 299ff.

887
His comment echoes positions that were made public policy in the 1960 Hunn Report, which held that much of
Maori culture had already vanished (in Nairn, 1989: 77).

888
See p. 352.

Air New Zealand counter,
Auckland 2000
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The use of Maori motifs as national emblems cuts both ways. It is

when the dialectic of inclusion and exclusion in social identification is

dominated by the latter that the problematics become fully apparent.
889

One can reasonably assume that if the notion of ‘partnership’ was im-

plicit at the time of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi it was not

based on models of parliamentary democracy and numerical

representation.
890

The subsequent historical and demographic development would have

rendered such a concept of “partnership” almost meaningless.
891

Fur-

ther, socio-economic developments have made access to decision-

making bodies disproportionally difficult for Maori, so that collectively

they are usually severely under-represented.
892

As a consequence, the

politics of the institutions using elements of Maori culture are often at

odds with, and even sometimes diametrically opposed to, the values of

that culture and the aspirations of many of its members.

I’ve noticed a great deal in education programmes that people are including in the writing of

their programmes things that are politically correct, in terms of Maori cultural image or Polyne-

sian cultural image. But it’s often in there without the glue. It looks politically correct, ‘look we’re

addressing this’, but unfortunately the structure still isn’t there …. The first step is there, but is

the conviction there to follow it up? (BD@164 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 50)

This discrepancy is further exacerbated when the appropriation of Maori cultural images is motivated by

commercial reasons. Businesses are not primarily concerned with establishing internal social identification,

but motivated by the desire to implement a corporate or brand identity as a means of distinction from other

firms and products. The public sector, at least in theory, is given the task of servicing the public good, of en-

suring equitable and just distribution of national resources, and of fostering a shared sociality. In reality it is

889
See fn. 931.

890
The notion of ‘partnership’ is, at least for Pakeha, a recent one and occurred in common discourse only from the
late 1970s or early 1980s. Earlier, colonial relationships were never regarded as being based on partnership by the
settlers (Alex Davidson in personal communication, October 1999). Until very recently, the term for the assumption
of British sovereignty was ‘annexation’; for example: ‘The annexation of New Zealand in 1840 was not merely an
act of British economic imperialism. The Colonial Office took up the question in the late 1830s not as an economic
proposition but as a way of coping with distant but awkward social problems. These islands were to be swept under
the Imperial carpet with a minimum of effort and expense’ (Gardner, 1981: 58).

891
Even the Waitangi Tribunal – set up to investigate Maori grievances based on prejudices under the Treaty of Wai-
tangi, the founding document for the partnership between Maori and Pakeha – has only a 25% mandatory propor-
tion of Maori members (David Bateman Ltd & McLauchlan, 1996).

892
Statistics about Maori participation in decision-making are hard to come by. However, inferences can be drawn
from general statistics on employment and education. In 1987, 18.6% of Maori had a tertiary education (compared
with 38.8% of all non-Maori), 1.2% were employers (compared with 4.5%) (Walker, 1990: 294). According to the
Half Year Statistics of the Ministry of Education, the percentage of Maori students enrolled at UNITEC Institute of
Technology was 6.3% of the overall student population in 1997. The 1999 Annual Report (2000a: 60) demonstrates
that this percentage did not increase. Further, only 3% of all students graduating in 1999 from courses at Level 7 or
higher were Maori. The percentage of Maori staff increased from 5% to 6% between 1997 and 1999. Nationally,
7.7% of Maori were enroled in tertiary education in 1996, compared to 22.3% of non-Maori (Jefferies, 1997: 51). In
1994, Maori represented 5% of the New Zealand student population graduating with Level 7 or higher degrees
(129). Thus ‘disparities in educational qualifications are large’ and these disparities have a ‘significant impact’ on
employment opportunies (Fletcher, 1999: 8), and by implication on access to decision-making bodies.

English naval officer and Maori during
Cook’s first visit to Aotearoa
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less unified than imagined, and certainly characterised by competition as much as by co-operation
893

and by

the conflict between individual rights and the constraints of the larger group. The commercial sector is princi-

pally founded on competition over resources and market shares. Since the primary purpose of any commer-

cial enterprise is to make a profit, its values are almost predestined to come into conflict with social and cul-

tural values. Private and exclusive property and control over these factors are not only desirable but, to a

degree, essential for an enterprise to be able to succeed. To put it bluntly: the more a business can obtain at

no cost, the larger its profit margin will be.
894

Thus, there is a plausible propensity for marketing and advertis-

ing people to treat Maori culture as a freely available resource for their externally directed, market oriented

signifying practices. Whether or not it is regarded as an attractive and economically useful resource will de-

pend on the target markets: the national market might be seen quite differently from the international market

and require different signifying strategies. Using Maori cultural images for export helps set New Zealand

products and firms apart from international competition; they supply an exotic surplus value to products,

which those of competitors might lack. This market advantage may not be useful for a firm producing ma-

chinery, but it seems to be increasingly considered for consumer goods, agri- and horticultural product and

tourism.
895

In the internal market, Maori cultural images (together with New Zealand native flora and fauna)

appeal to national cultural and social identification.
896

Thus, even multi-national firms sometimes use motifs

that are either Maori or reminiscent of Maori culture to appeal to the New Zealand market.
897

Corporate strategies of identity self-consciously use culture in national or market contexts. Corporate identi-

ties are not constituted in direct inter-relationships, where much of their development would depend on inter-

action and personally shared values and experience. Instead, they are consciously fabricated by profession-

als who approach their task with distinct goals and expertise. They create virtual or actual spheres within

which signification takes place in premeditated and orchestrated ways, circulating visual signifiers (such as

logos), linguistic elements, architectural and fashion styles. These are subsequently incorporated in the more

intimate settings of primary relationships, where they obtain emotional attachment and charge and thus act

back on personal identity.
898

Pakeha in their forties might well regard the koru as part of their personal iden-

tity: after all, they were exposed to it not only on school stationery, but on Air New Zealand planes, stamps

and so on. This phenomenon can only be expected to increase in proportion and importance for the genera-

tion growing up at present. At the same time, it coincides with a decreasing emotional and intellectual famili-

arity with symbols traditionally associated with European cultures.

This all leads to a situation where non-Maori members of New Zealand society increasingly resort to –

amongst other things – the use of Maori cultural images.
899

Such signifying practices often display a lack of

understanding of the culture the motifs are drawn from, as much as of the social conditions regulating rela-

tionships between Maori and Pakeha. As a consequence, issues of appropriative signifying practices and

893
It is obvious that different parties in Parliament will strive to realise their politics in competition with other parties, but
they do share a national interest and co-operate on such occasions where the party interest does not conflict with it.
Even within a party, however, there will be struggle for resources as much as for fame.

894
Heidegger (1977: 14-5) observes that the ‘unreasonable’ demands that nature be available as resource and stand-
ing-reserve (the same applies to culture) are ‘directed from the beginning toward furthering something else, i.e., to-
ward driving on to the maximum yield at the minimum expense’.

895
See p. 351.

896
See p. 255f.

897
For instance, Johnson & Johnson, a New Jersey Corporation, uses a trademark that a Ministry of Commerce official
perceived as based on the koru. See (1997a: 673).

898
See p. 279.

899
See, for example, pp. 280f and 249.
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misappropriation have increasingly been raised publicly.
900

Rather than leading to an informed and sustained

public debate, expressions of concern by Maori have resulted in a situation where the discussion about the

use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori in design is characterised by much confusion, some aggression,

and many misunderstandings.

Some core issues need to be addressed to facilitate a conversation between the parties. For instance, ap-

propriation of visual elements from another culture almost invariably involves a loss of meaning and the im-

position of new meanings that are either unrelated or in outright conflict with those the images had in their

native context.
901

Further, a tension exists in this regard between collective creation and individualised con-

sumption of commodities, and issues of cultural superiority take on another layer of meaning in the New Zea-

land (post)colonial situation. Cultural insecurities vis à vis the larger world (particularly Europe and Amer-

ica),
902

unstable conceptions of identity, and a certain ‘tradition-envy’ on the side of many Pakeha aggravate

difficulties Western designers have in general, when it comes to the practice of ornamentation.
903

Therefore,

the use of Maori cultural images by non-Maori can illustrate aspects of the discussion on ornament which

have always been integral, but which appear in a different light in New Zealand. Their various manifestations

have the potential to confirm and confuse prevailing doctrines simultaneously.

While the appropriation of Maori images for their use in design can tell us something important about the use

of ornament as cultural practice in general, its investigation can simultaneously provide information and

analysis needed to understand the problematics of biculturalism in Aotearoa. This was the purpose of a

study I undertook from 1997 to 1999:
904

to create a platform from which parties to the debate could become

involved in informed discussion – and negotiate on equal terms – about what biculturalism means in the field

of design education and practice. Through case studies, interviews, and questionnaires the study sought to

establish an overview of problem definitions, viewpoints, policies and practices of the parties involved, and to

work towards a conceptual framework that could facilitate an equitable and informed process of problem

solving.

3.1 The scaffolding of discourses

The scaffolding for the construction of a building determines, to a large degree, the form the future building

will take. Theories and concepts have a similar function in research: the theories one uses will determine

how empirical reality is to be observed, described and interpreted. In this section, I will describe and discuss

theories that have served to frame my own research on the use of Maori images by non-Maori.

3.1.1 Warren’s framework of the 3R’s: restitution, restriction and rights

Warren (1990), in her introduction to The Ethics of Collecting. Whose Culture? Whose Property? presents a

useful ‘Philosophical Overview’ of positions in what she calls the ‘3R’s’. These are ‘claims concerning the

restitution of cultural properties to their countries of origin, the restriction of imports and exports of cultural

900
See, for example, fn. 1199.

901
See p. 142.

902
Kim Hill, in an interview with Randy Newman on 28.10.99, said that three million people at the bottom of the word
feel insecure and want to be liked.

903
See fn. 3.

904
Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999). For a detailed description of the methodology, see Use of Maori Images.doc on the
accompanying CD-Rom.
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properties, and the rights (e.g. rights of ownership, rights of access, rights of inheritance) retained by rele-

vant parties’ (2; my emphasis). Her discussion centres on the question of how to deal with cultural property

items whose ownership is contested for various reasons.
905

Those claims are mainly concerned with a ‘past’

– not only a past of tangibles, such as physical remains, but also with ‘the perception of the past itself’ (2).

While the latter aspect is not fully developed in the book, her overview of different arguments can be used in

many ways to look at the situation in New Zealand. I will therefore describe her framework in some detail.

Warren identifies six arguments against claims to the 3R’s by countries of origin (of which five are directly

relevant in the present context), and three in favour.

3.1.1.1 Arguments against the 3R’s

The Rescue Argument holds that artefacts held by foreign countries or parties would not have survived had

they not been ‘rescued’ and placed into proper care by those who took possession of them. They have

thereby obtained rights. This argument largely ignores the fact that ‘care’ can be defined in different ways.
906

King (1989: 201), from a Mexican perspective, raises the following argument against the claim to property

under the Rescue Argument. ‘I do not think … that not taking good care of your house entitles everybody

else to break in, take a piece of furniture, and call it rescue.’

The Foreign Ownership Argument rests on the assumption that artefacts in foreign ownership have been

legally acquired and ex- or imported (Warren, 1990: 4). What is legal at a given time and in a given context

can, however, vary considerably. The review of ‘legal acquisitions’ of land in New Zealand – under various

pieces of tailor-made legislation – by the Waitangi Tribunal has led to an appreciation that the argument of

legality is always relative and one of vested interest. Warren asks, ‘according to who was the cultural prop-

erty legally removed? According to which laws was the removal deemed legal?’ and observes that these

questions reveal crucial aspects about what constitutes facts, and whether agreement on facts will suffice to

secure agreement about their interpretation. Unless the parties also agree on ethical issues ‘(e.g., agree-

ment on how to value the facts, or whether what is legal ought to be legal), disagreement on whether such

practices should be declared illicit or illegal will persist’ (4-5).

The Humanity Ownership Argument holds that cultural heritages are the property of all of humanity. Warren

queries whether the past can – meaningfully – be owned ‘by everyone, and no one in particular’ (5-6). If that

were the case, there could be no claimants to any cultural heritage – be it physical artefacts or intangible

knowledge. The question then could only be about priorities and relative access. Furthermore, the prevailing

forms of protection of intellectual property generally (and certainly in New Zealand) bear witness to the fact

that this argument is rhetorical. In response, the signatories to the Mataatua Declaration (1993a: Preamble)

state that ‘Indigenous Peoples are capable of managing their traditional knowledge themselves, but are will-

ing to offer it to all humanity provided their fundamental rights to define and control this knowledge are pro-

tected by the international community’.

905
Illegal im/exports, expropriation, unfair dealing, theft, or pillaging of ritual sites. Voluntary and mutual exchanges of
cultural artefacts are not discussed.

906
A famous example of the Rescue Argument going awry is that of the Parthenon (Elgin) Marbles, collected by the
Earl of Elgin and sent to England in 1812, later purchased by the British Government. The Greek Government, in
vain, asked for their return several times. See Shand (1990: 64-6).
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The Means-End Argument proposes that the exchange of cultural properties has contributed significantly to

‘the preservation of priceless artifacts; the enrichment of aesthetic sensibilities; the advancement of educa-

tion and scholarship; the breakdown of parochialism; the encouragement of cultural pluralism’ (Warren,

1990: 6). These achievements are deemed sufficiently important to justify the means regulating this ‘ex-

change of cultural properties’. The argument is popular because it serves the interest of those parties who

support export/import of cultural property ‘on the basis of the benefits and advantages gained by such prac-

tices for themselves and others’ (6). It does not address any specific questions – ethical or legal – about the

means themselves and assumes that all parties involved value the ends in the same way – making no room

for different perceptions of the relationships between ends and means.

The Scholarly Access Argument privileges the role of (mainstream, Western) scholars over that of the pro-

ducers of cultural knowledge and artefacts. Scholars need access to artefacts (or knowledges) in order to

further the commonly available stock of knowledge. ‘Restitution to or retention by countries of origin of cul-

tural properties will prevent such persons from having scholarly access to cultural properties. Hence, such

restitution and retention is unjustified.’ (7) This argument is based on the implicit assumption that the type of

scholarship developed in Western countries represents unquestionable state-of-the-art epistemologies and

methodologies that confer on it the responsibility of managing other cultures’ properties. It is based on a be-

lief in the superiority of Western types of knowledge and knowledge distribution and ignores the fact that –

due to geographical distance – scholars in the countries of origin are denied or restricted access to artefacts

of their own cultures held in Western museums.

3.1.1.2 Arguments in favour of the 3R’s

Of the arguments in favour of the 3R’s (restitution, restriction on imports, and rights of ownership, access

and inheritance), the Cultural Heritage Argument claims that ‘[a]ll peoples have a right to those cultural prop-

erties which form an integral part of their cultural heritage and identity (i.e., their “national patrimony”)’ (8).

This argument is supported by the report of the United Nations Economic and Social Council (1993), by the

Mataatua Declaration (1993), and by the International Society of Ethnobiology’s (ISE) Code of Ethics (1998).

It concerns ‘those aspects of a country which are of special historical, ethnic, religious, or other cultural sig-

nificance and which are unique in exemplifying and transmitting a country’s culture’ (8). In Warren’s view, it is

not so much the assumptions made under this argument that are problematic, but what it leaves open: the

definition of, and the conditions pertaining to, cultural heritage are not sufficiently clarified, nor are the proce-

dures which could regulate claims under this argument.

The Country of Origin argument connects property to territory. As with the other arguments, it presumes ‘that

the question “Who owns the past?” is legitimate’ (9). This argument could be indirectly important in New Zea-

land when it comes to allocating rights and obligations to different local communities who hold mana whenua

in a particular area rather than any national bodies.

The Scholarly and Aesthetic Integrity Argument advocates that the collection and trade in cultural property

contribute to ‘the breakdown in the scholarly value of those properties and their aesthetic integrity as an ar-

tistic complex. … Since it is important to preserve the educational value and aesthetic integrity of cultural

properties, such practices are unjustified’ (9). King (1989: 204) illustrates the gist of this argument: ‘What I

see there is … someone who had the money to pay for it. On its way to the mantelpiece the object has lost
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all trace of who made it and what it was used for’. Warren sums up: ‘cultures come with context and associa-

tion, with dates and provenance, and those are destroyed by collecting, whether private or public’ (212).

Having reviewed the various arguments, Warren suggests reframing the debate. Since all participants in

social and cultural interaction occupy a specific position – and hold beliefs they may or may not be conscious

of – she proposes examining the frameworks underpinning the dispute. She notes that arguments can be

based on an ‘oppressive conceptual framework’ which legitimates or maintains dominant-subordinate rela-

tionships. This framework has three main features:

(1) value, hierarchical or ‘Up-Down’ thinking … that attributes greater value, prestige, or status

to that which is ‘Up’ or higher than to what is ‘Down’ or lower. (2) Value dualisms – disjunctive

pairs in which the disjuncts are presented as exclusive (rather than inclusive) and oppositional

(rather than complementary), and where greater value, prestige, or status is attributed to one

disjunct than the other. (3) A logic of domination … which justifies subordination, typically on the

grounds that whatever is ‘Up’ has some property that whatever is ‘Down’ lacks. … The unstated

assumption is that the superiority of what is ‘Up’ justifies the subordination or unequal treatment

of what is ‘Down’ (11).

She then identifies a peculiar bias in the debate: its centring on issues of ownership and rights, which sug-

gests hierarchical, legal solutions. While this adversarial model might be adequate in litigation, it does not

allow for an exploration of different approaches, values and practices.
907

Compromise models might, on the

other hand, realise specific values that are important to the parties. Her own suggestion is a model of con-

sensus where

all parties voluntarily engage in a process of reaching mutually agreed upon goals. … Consen-

sus building is process oriented. Typically it begins with people putting their values and attitudes

on the table, and uses empowerment strategies and techniques to have people collectively, vol-

untarily, and cooperatively decide what the problem is, how they will resolve it, and what will

count as a resolution of the conflict (16-8).

In adopting her suggestion for my research project, I was aware that Warren does not sufficiently address

political and economic power structures, historically produced inequalities, and their consequences.

3.1.2 Paradigms of discourses

Over the last decades, Western science and theory– through confrontation with other systems of knowl-

edges – has had to yield considerably in the certainty that underpinned late nineteenth and early twentieth

century assumptions about the natural progress in knowledge acquisition and about the superior (more ob-

jective and exacting) nature of Western scientific methods and tools.
908

Linden (1991: 54), in a cover story for

the Time Magazine ‘Lost Tribes, Lost Knowledge’, writes that in the past, guided by those false assumptions,

‘scientists have often failed to notice traditional technologies even, for instance, when they are on display in

907
‘Lyotard argues that there are disputes that cannot be regulated. Such disputes are differends rather than litiga-
tions. Further, not all differends can be transformed into litigation. To attempt to adjudicate a differend as though it
were a litigation necessarily wrongs at least one of the parties.’ (Fritzman in Roberts, 1998)

908
A growing ‘secularization of the notions of progress and the perfectibility of the world entails a greater awareness of
the constructed nature of history, of the use of rhetorical devices and the capacity to deconstruct narratives’
(Featherstone, 1995: 89). See also p. 70.
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the U.S.’.
909

The realisation that considerable knowledge exists in other cultures independently of, and often

prior to, the discoveries of Western modern science, may lead to a growing epistemological modesty in the

Western public sphere, including the readership of such publications as the Times Magazine.

This epistemological modesty in turn necessitates the acknowledgement and understanding of alternative

ways of knowing, and their representation in theoretical and conceptual constructs.
910

Warren addresses

issues of collecting cultural property mainly in the context of Western epistemology, on the levels of nation

states and the international art market. She does not address in any detail significant differences between

the respective cultural substrates of those historically recent concepts, nor the value systems underpinning

the constitution of Indigenous cultures. Two documents are useful to extend the discussion here: the

UNESCO report and a report commissioned by the Australian Copyright Council, Protecting Indigenous Intel-

lectual Property. Both originated outside of the New Zealand context and draw on internationally recognised

concepts pertaining to cultural heritage issues.

MacDonald, who wrote the report for the Australian Copyright Council, identifies three main conflicting dis-

courses framing the debates about the protection of Indigenous cultural property rights: an Indigenous dis-

course; a colonial, eurocentric discourse; and – adding to the confusion – a postmodern discourse. Negotia-

tion and regulation of values, and their proper treatment are always influenced by different discourses that

often co-exist without having much bearing on each other or, at other times, exist in a type of tension leading

to creative reinterpretation. ‘Sometimes, however, a choice of one discourse will result in a suppression of

rights granted under another, with a net effect of pain or distress caused to one or other group within soci-

ety.’ (1997: 14) Several of the major themes of the colonial, eurocentric discourse have already been dis-

cussed in the section of Warren’s framework on the 3Rs, and I will now juxtapose them with Indigenous dis-

courses.

With regard to patrimony, the UNESCO report states that the protection of cultural and intellectual property is

fundamentally connected with

the realization of the territorial rights and self-determination of indigenous peoples. Traditional

knowledge of values, autonomy or self-government, social organization, managing ecosystems,

maintaining harmony among peoples and respecting the land is embedded in the arts, songs,

poetry and literature which must be learned and renewed by each succeeding generation of in-

digenous children. These rich and varied expressions of the specific identity of each indigenous

people provide the required information for maintaining, developing and, if necessary, restoring

indigenous societies in all of their aspects (Daes, 1993: §23).

This statement provides a different vantage point to look at the question of cultural property: it re-inserts cul-

tural property into an intricate context of ‘communicating vessels’ (Thomas Szasz). The report recommends

relinquishing distinctions between ‘cultural’ and ‘intellectual’ property, and refers rather to the ‘collective “heri-

tage” of each indigenous people’ (§23). Heritage, is ‘everything that belongs to the distinct identity of a peo-

ple and which is theirs to share, if they wish, with other peoples’ (§24). It also addresses the relationship be-

909
Andean artefacts were presented in American museums in the 1980s as hammered gold. Only when specifically
analysed, it was discovered that ‘it represented a far more sophisticated art’. The analysis proved that they ‘had
been gilded with an incredibly thin layer of gold using a chemical technique that achieved the quality of modern
electroplating. No one had previously suspected that these Indians had such subtle technological know-how’ (54).

910
See fn. 227.
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tween concepts of collective heritage and market economies. While the latter regard cultural elements at

least potentially as property, in Indigenous cultures, a song is not a

‘commodity’, a ‘good’, or a form of ‘property’, but one of the manifestations of an ancient and

continuing relationship between people and their territory. … it is inconceivable that a song, or

any other element of the people’s collective identity, could be alienated permanently or com-

pletely (§22).
911

The concepts are incommensurable, and conflict emerges as soon as cultural heritage/property is subsumed

under Western intellectual property concepts. European (continental) legislation protecting intellectual prop-

erty was introduced to reward and encourage individual creative efforts by giving the creators certain prop-

erty rights over their products.
912

Under market conditions, property is an absolute concept and carries with it

the right to exclusive possession or alienation.
913

In contrast, Indigenous perspectives on heritage do not

consider property, but they do include concepts of

community and individual responsibility. … For indigenous peoples, heritage is a bundle of rela-

tionships, rather than a bundle of economic rights. The ‘object’ has no meaning outside of the

relationship, whether it is a physical object … or an intangible such as a song or story. To sell it

is necessarily to bring the relationship to an end (§26).
914

These interdependent relationships have already been severely disturbed by the disruptions most Indige-

nous cultures experienced through various forms of colonisation. Starting in the fifteenth century for exam-

ple, European exploration and colonisation led to the rapid appropriation of Indigenous lands and natural

resources as well as the acquisition of knowledge about Indigenous plants and medicines. The procurement

of new plant varieties contributed to the alimentation of increased numbers of urban labourers necessary to

‘launch Europe’s industrial revolution. As industrialization continued, European states turned to the acquisi-

tion of tribal art and the study of exotic cultures. Indigenous peoples were, in succession, despoiled of their

lands, sciences, ideas, arts and cultures’ (§18).

911
Similarly, the Working Party on the Protection of Aboriginal Folklore in its 1983 report noted that the ‘creation of a
work of art by an Aboriginal artist in [the above] circumstances is constrained by considerations other than the art-
ist’s own æsthetic motivation. Because other members of the community have vital interests in the correct trans-
mission of folkloric themes, the selection of artists and the contexts of creativity are controlled …’ (quoted in
McDonald, 1997: 15). Such claims to ‘resources which stress group identity and solidarity and which appeal to his-
torical grievances are dismissed as unacceptable and a form of special (an undeserved) pleading’ in environments
which privilege market competitiveness (Spoonley, 1996: 63).

912
However, McNeill (1995: 114) describes how Anglo-Saxon property rights protection was aimed considerably less
at protecting the individual creator than at the larger social interests and was significantly more driven by economic
forces: ‘rights are conferred upon creators not because an intrinsic and personal connection is recognised between
‘inventors’ and their ‘inventions’, but because there are seen to be good economic reasons for doing so’ (7). Thus,
major rights were afforded to publishers rather than authors (22).

913
This is the case as far as straightforward commodities are concerned. However, in the Australian case Milirrpum v
Nabalco Pty Ltd (see fn. 934) the judge applied similar characteristics to land. ‘I think that property, in its many
forms, generally implies the right to use or enjoy, the right to exclude others, and the right to alienate. I do not say
that all these rights must co-exist before there can be a proprietary interest, or deny that each of them may be sub-
ject to qualifications. But by this standard I do not think that I can characterise the relationship of the clan to the land
as proprietary.’ (quoted in McDonald, 1997: 24) Under Western law there are, in some instances, mitigating rules
pertaining to property (e.g. ‘property’ in relation to the ‘right of use’ in tenancy law).

914
See also §130.
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Hugh Fletcher (quoted in Archie, 1995: 18) acknowledges the estab-

lishment of an unequal distribution of power and resources in

Aotearoa: ‘[t]hrough the decades [1830’s to 1860’s] we slowly ensured

we got disproportionate positioning within the economy. You cannot

defend our history. But the question is what do you do now?’ The

UNESCO report takes a rather pessimistic view of the expanding in-

ternational practices regarding Indigenous cultures. Ironically, ‘publicity

about the victimization of indigenous peoples … has also renewed

Europeans’ interest in acquiring indigenous peoples’ arts, cultures and

sciences. Tourism in indigenous areas is growing, along with the

commercialization of indigenous arts’ (§19).

Postmodern discourses have tended to concentrate on critiques of

notions particular to specific historic periods in the West,
915

such as

authenticity,
916

the author/artist as genius,
917

or the individual.
918

Much

of this criticism has emancipatory intentions and effects. Discussions

of the ‘death of the author’ (Roland Barthes), ‘intertextuality’ (Julia Kristeva), and the arbitrariness and infini-

tude of signification (Ferdinand de Saussure, Jacques Derrida, Jean Baudrillard) have in the main led to an

appreciation of difference and consonance, as much as dissonance.
919

In the particular context of dealing

with other cultures’ heritage, they (or rather, vulgarised versions of these discourses) complicate the debate

of misappropriation if they are used to condone and encourage appropriation in general. The postmodern

creator might be unable or unwilling to control the meanings of his or her own creation, but s/he ‘does intend

to re-articulate images, and consequently, does intend to undercut the authority of the prior discourse within

which the relevant image was embedded’ (Anderson cited in McDonald, 1997: 16). These approaches com-

plicate an assessment of what damage might be done by the appropriation of Indigenous cultures. Tradition-

ally, both European and Indigenous discourses seek to determine not only who will view a work of art, but

also its interpretation. Both maintain ‘that the presence of parallel and different meanings diminishes the

value of that work’ (McDonald, 1997: 16).

Dutton (1995: 36) claims that postmodern discourses place ‘in benign perspective the obliteration (or active

abandonment) of traditional indigenous values: all cultures, it seems, are in the process of being altered by

history’. While overall critical of his article, Kasfir (1996: 94) concurs with him in that the application of no-

tions such as the decentered artist/author to the art of formerly colonised people is inappropriate. Indigenous

frameworks are historically based on different concepts and values. While criticism of the individual ‘artist as

genius’ as a product of liberal bourgeois culture is useful in Western culture, it has little relevance outside

that context. It is also worthwhile remembering Minh-Ha’s argument that internal Western criticism of its own

915
See definition, p. 52.

916
See p. 86.

917
See p. 134.

918
See p. 214.

919
For a critical discussion of the application of such concepts, see Dutton (1995: 39), particularly the contributions
written in response to his article.

Air New Zealand Counter, Auckland
2000
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racist and ethnocentric legacy does not legitimise censorship of the discourses of others along the lines of

what has internally become regarded as unacceptable.
920

In its own paradoxical way, postmodern discourse exemplifies clearly how the ‘choice of one discourse will

result in a suppression of rights granted under another’
921

.

3.1.2.1 Cultural property, market forces and appropriation

While the paradigms of available legal protection for cultural property are incommensurable with the nature

of the collective heritage of Indigenous peoples, the importance of tourism and Indigenous arts and crafts for

national economies increases constantly. Richards (1994: 209-10), for example, advocates the use of Maori

cultural images for export and tourism.

We can actually add value using our indigenous product…. Maori custom and culture is abso-

lutely wonderful. There is potential for developing Maori icons to our culture. … I’d love to see

New Zealand borrow from Maori elements and use them in a modern context, because they

help to position us worldwide. … By drawing on Maori culture and referencing, we could pro-

duce the most stunning textiles and fabrics. Nobody as yet has exploited Maori graphics in up-

holstery and curtaining fabric.

Richards is considered to be one of the most successful marketing and branding specialists in New Zealand,

and his advice to use Maori cultural images in national and international markets is likely to be heard.
922

However, the opening up of a culture to market economies involves commodification. Not only will a mone-

tary value be attached to a cultural element – which may not at all be reflective of its cultural or use value – it

must also become a discrete, mobile, and alienable good to be treated as property, defined as ‘the exclusive

right to possess, enjoy, and dispose of a thing’ (1994).
923

Once an element taken from its cultural sphere

enters the sphere of production and marketing, it will be submitted to the latter’s rules. Profit is the purpose

of business, and thus, budgets, deadlines and market opportunities will primarily determine the destiny of the

alienated cultural element.

John Locke referred to a shell on a beach as an ‘unowned thing’ and Adam Smith regarded natural re-

sources as a ‘free gift of nature’.
924

Prevailing (Anglo-Saxon based) principles of intellectual property have a

920
See p. 87. Feminist theorists have mounted similar criticisms ‘(e.g. Mascia-Lees et. al., 1989) … that postmodern-
ism hypothesised the “death of the subject” at precisely that point, historically, when others (women, ethnic groups,
gays and so forth) have begun to speak for themselves and to (re)claim themselves as historical subjects’ (Peters,
1998: 10). Similarly, Hutcheon (1989: 38) pronounces a caveat since ‘there is also a very real sense in which the
postmodernist notions of difference and a positively valorized marginality often reveal the same familiar totalizing
strategies of domination, though usually masked by the liberating rhetoric of First World critics who appropriate
Third World cultures to their own ends. … The ex-centric ‘other’ itself may have different (and less complicitous)
modes of representation and may therefore require different methods of study’. An aspect of feminist critiques of
poststructuralism’s tendency to see ‘the subject in apocalyptic terms of loss or dispersal’ (39) can also apply to non-
Western societies: ‘Because women have not had the same historical relation of identity to origin, institution, pro-
duction, that men have had, women have not, I think, (collectively) felt burdened by too much Self, Ego, Cogito,
etc.’ (Miller quoted in Hutcheon, 1989).

921
See McDonald (1997: 14: 9).

922
He further states: ‘I see businessmen who are trying to export – and have no indigenous story to tell. … They don’t
know where they come from, what they represent and who they are … New Zealand has to learn to pamper the
prosperous worldwide. We can’t sell commodities to Iran and Iraq forever because if we want a standard of living as
we demand, then we have got to move up the pricing scale’ (211, 213).

923
‘Within a capitalist economy culture … has been inserted into a system of exchange in which any element can be
abstracted from its social and ceremonial context and assigned a monetary value.’ (Root, 1996: 73)

924
See p. 222.
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similar view of culture that is ‘in the public domain’.
925

Culture is increasingly turned into a resource and will

be treated by the same maxims as other assets in production and marketing. Market demands are often in

direct conflict with the rules governing the cultural sphere an image is taken from. Cultural protocols clash

with deadlines. Consultation is a cost factor.

Concerns about appropriation are articulated by Indigenous peoples particularly when cultural images are

taken without consent – and that is bound to happen with those that are considered to be in the public do-

main – and used in ignorant and careless ways. A dictionary definition of ‘appropriate’ is ‘to take exclusive

possession of’ (1994). But the progressive subjection of Indigenous knowledge and culture ‘to various forms

of political, economic and academic appropriation’, was crucially marked by the perception that ‘what is pos-

sessed by indigenous peoples isn’t “owned” in any proper sense, but exists in the public domain; i.e. where it

belongs to all of humanity’ (McNeill, 1995: 52).
926

Maori individuals or groups objecting to their cultural ele-

ments being used in the public domain may at times seem overly precious. However, their resistance be-

comes more understandable when being in the public domain means they are no longer ‘viewed solely in

terms of Maori culture’ but, in the case of their use in art, ‘in terms of broader contexts of language use and

modernist art practice …’ (Bell, 1989: 19).
927

Ziff and Rao (1997: 1) define cultural appropriation as ‘the taking – from a culture that is not one’s own – of

intellectual property, cultural expressions or artifacts, history and ways of knowledge’.
928

Appropriation, when

depicting the culture on which it draws in a false way, can have damaging effects on the exploited culture.

‘To the extent that the depiction is misleading, tears can appear in the fabric of a group’s identity.’ (9)
929

Root

identifies another typical element in appropriation: the selectivity on the part of those who take, and who

have no concern for the context the objects taken belong to.

At base, appropriation seems to involve a profound sense of entitlement on the part of the per-

son or institution doing the appropriating, which behaves as if the desired objects or images al-

ready belong to it. … Appropriation reduces the living people and culture to the status of ob-

jects. … The provincial government never seems to put the same amount of effort into, say,

925
‘[W]hat is clear is that hidden in the current rhetoric of individualism and the privatization of resources in the public
domain, is a destruction of that larger public sphere to which, as an otherwise powerless individual, one can ad-
dress claims about the negative effects ….’ (Shotter, 1993: 106) See Mead on p. 325 with regard to the application
of terra nullius principles to Indigenous intellectual property.

926
McNeill explains the consequences of such concepts for Indigenous peoples’ cultural heritage with reference to the
GATT/TRIPS negotiations. ‘… in the context of the GATT, this unexamined idea of the law – as embracing an un-
problematic theory of knowledge – functions to rationalise its universalisation. … as this universalisation occurs
(and a particular Western property model is imposed over other ‘cultural’ models) we can see similar social contes-
tations emerge as have characterised the creation of national intellectual property forms. What is happening with
GATT:TRIPS is essentially the establishment of an internationally uniform intellectual property model; a universal
property right. But the configuration of this right – as with the historical development of the law – is coming to reflect
the interests of those groups most able to influence its construction. In other words, we are seeing the establish-
ment of differentiated intellectual property boundaries directly derived from the power differentials involved in their
creation’ (50-51).

927
Walters (1993, my emphasis) formulates his own views of modernist art practice as follows: ‘I do hold strong opin-
ions on the question of “appropriation”. I believe that all art and all history is open to the artist, to use in any way he
or she sees fit. It’s always been like that in the past’. Walters also welcomes the use of his work by graphic design-
ers – with all its flow-on effects, one has to presume; see p. 338. Walters’ assumption that ‘it’s always been like that
in the past’ is unfounded.

928
Quoted from Resolution of the Writers’ Union of Canada, approved June 1992.

929
‘If people suddenly lose their “prime symbol”, the basis of their culture, their lives lose meaning. They become dis-
oriented, with no hope. A social disorganization often follows such a loss, they are often unable to insure their own
survival … The loss and human suffering of those whose culture has been healthy and is suddenly attacked and
disintegrated are incalculable.’ (Davis, M. and Zannis, R. quoted in Churchill, 1996: 321)
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supporting the survival of Native languages that it does into promoting Native arts to tourists

(1996: 72).

Kāretu (2000: 86-7) observes the same for New Zealand.

Every time this country wants to make its presence noted and admired on the world platform it

looks to the Maori dimension, the very sector which cries out for cultural and linguistic recogni-

tion and the right to practise both freely; for without that dimension this country has no distin-

guishing or unique identity.
930

Similarly, Mead (1997b: 13) notes that the ‘reality of the daily struggles for survival’ is glossed over in repre-

sentations to the outside, and that in a saccharine version of happy traditionalism a vision is created that

resembles ‘wild life and national parks … As real beings the people who produced the art are often regarded

as embarrassing to the fantasy’.
931

One reason why appropriation has been called theft is the lack, or man-

ner, of consultation with the custodians of the culture concerned. Another is the financial gain obtained from

it and a lack of return to the owners or creators of the material. Being given no or little compensation, and

having their internal protocols ignored, their representatives ‘by definition are treated as objectified, passive

sources of inspiration rather than participants in an exchange of ideas’ (Root, 1996: 72).

3.1.2.2 Cultural property and legal frameworks

The use of imagery in design is regulated to some extent by legislation, which in New Zealand comprises the

Copyright Act 1962, the Designs Act 1953, the Trade Marks Act 1953, the Fair Trading Act 1986 (s9), and

the general tort of passing off. They all follow precedents in the Western economic and legal sphere.
932

It is

important to explore their impact on the status of Maori cultural images – how they provide protection and

how they fail to achieve this.

Like many Indigenous peoples, Maori are a minority in their own country, subject to a legal system which has

always afforded itself the status of Law.
933

Indigenous legal systems – at least until recently – were classified

as ‘lore’ or ‘custom’ and inferior to law incorporated in statutes and acts. This view is slowly changing as

more and more court decisions afford Indigenous legal systems the status of Law, reflecting a growing

awareness that Indigenous societies have their own laws and procedures, which they interpret and under-

stand to be regulating their interactions (Daes, 1993: §27).
934

930
As a Pakeha, Bell identifies the irony in the situation of Pakeha New Zealanders who 'where the national culture
must be displayed through song, costume, dance, etc.’ turn ‘to Maori culture to represent “New Zealand”. Pakeha
culture may be the national culture in terms of providing the pervasive, commonsense underpinnings for the order-
ing of social life, but Maori culture is the national culture when distinctiveness and ethnic exoticism is called for’
(Bell, 1996: 149).

931
‘The emphasis on the archaic and on the “pure” culture of the past neatly separates culture from politics. The study
of ethnic groups becomes segregated from the study of the systematic exclusion and oppression of minorities. In
fact, the modern members of an ethnic group become almost an irrelevance.’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 129)

932
‘[V]ery few, if any, non-Western societies generalize about property in the way that Western legal systems do. ...
What distinguishes the Western concept of private property from that found in the property systems of most, if not
all, other societies is the fact that it is a default category; i.e., Western legal systems regard individual ownership as
the norm, derogations from which must be explained.’ (‘Property Law’ in 1997b)

933
See p. 222.

934
In an early Australian case, Blackburn J acknowledged in Milirrpum v Nabalco Pty Ltd (1971) 17 FLR 141 that Abo-
riginal customary law was ‘a system of law’ (at 266-270 quoted in McDonald, 1997: 24), although he decided the
case against the claimants. In his judgement, Blackburn J gave a eurocentric definition of property (see fn. 913).
The case was later largely overturned in Mabo v State Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1. See also Durie on p.
406.
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A typical element of Indigenous law is that property rights are ordinarily communal, and that decisions about

sharing heritage elements are made on the basis of the consent of the group as a whole – this consent being

established by specific procedures. Any consent given to use such elements is temporary and conditional,

and establishes ‘a relationship between the givers and receivers of knowledge. The givers retain the author-

ity to ensure that knowledge is used properly and the receivers continue to recognize and repay the gift’

(§28). Puri (1988: 21) comments on Maori “folklore” that ‘[o]ne of the most important constraints by Maori

custom on folklore is the restriction on the manner in which it may be used’.
935

Western concepts of protection of intellectual or cultural property rights are at odds with Indigenous con-

cepts. Mead remarks that a terra nullius assumption is implicit in the treatment of Indigenous cultural prop-

erty under intellectual property laws. They ‘do not regard existent Indigenous knowledge as being intellectual

property and deserving of protection, rather they consider such knowledge as “common” and define human

intervention based on what non-Indigenous peoples “add” to what has existed for generations’ (1997a: 25-

6).
936

This problem has recently been addressed by the International Society of Ethnoscience (1998) in their

Principles of Code of Ethics. In the first of those principles, it is recognised that Indigenous peoples have

prior, proprietary rights and interests over all … the natural resources … that these peoples

have traditionally … used, together with all knowledge and intellectual property and traditional

resource rights associated with such resources and their use.

To complicate matters, Western legal mechanisms offer only limited protection for certain areas and periods,

and only for individual or legal entities. Subjecting Indigenous cultures to such frameworks would result in the

same fissures of collective and individual identity as was effected by the individualisation of land ownership:

‘fragmentation into pieces, and the sale of the pieces, until nothing remains’ (Daes, 1993: §32).

In the absence of adequate legislation, notions such as ‘appropriateness’ and ‘co-operation’ have been ad-

vocated in New Zealand. These suggestions implicitly recognise the need for guidelines and protocols. But

they prefer to rely on the good will of the parties involved to ensure that misappropriation will not occur. They

do not ‘acknowledge an enormous resource disparity in such negotiations. Without national or international

guidelines to direct companies to observe basic social justice principles such as “informed consent” the po-

tential for abuse by companies is substantial’ (Mead, 1997a: 26). Efforts for reconciliation, moreover, require

that ‘the non-Indigenous community not rely upon the consultation process as a way of delaying or avoiding

the issues, but as a means of understanding, discussing and thinking through workable solutions with In-

digenous people’ (McDonald, 1997: 2).
937

3.1.2.3 Sui generis legislation

Sui generis legislation
938

has been proposed to deal with the gaps and contradictions that arise from subject-

ing Indigenous cultural property to Western concepts of intellectual property rights.

935
Puri uses the term in accordance with the definition of folklore by the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO). It is, however, a term which is not very well received by Maori due to its hierarchical implications (in a par-
allel manner to ‘lore’ and ‘law’). For the definition, see fn. 1006.

936
This has tradition: in the nineteenth century many ‘European observers managed to look past the Maori and be
struck by a certain emptiness about New Zealand’ which led them, for example, to feel a need to ‘fulfil this latent
paradise’ (Belich, 1996: 301).

937
See also Daes (1993: §116).

938
‘stand alone’ or ‘specific’ legislation.
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Most people are primarily aware of the coercive aspects of law, the enforcement of rules laid down by either

Parliament or the Courts themselves. This aspect of the law is often problematic since it only addresses in-

justices already effected. Further, the ‘state capacity problem’
939

seems to render it ineffectual when it has to

deal with more complex issues. This has, however, never stopped legislators from at least trying to come to

grips with changing parameters and – often through trial and error – arriving at practical solutions, which are

in turn contingent upon change.

Apart from coercion, the law also has a normative side, setting standards and elaborating on the values

shared by a community. The development of sui generis legislation, therefore, could help elucidate the na-

ture of the cultural goods to be protected under it. The process would involve in-depth discussion, involving

many sectors of the community. Both Maori and non-Maori have often remarked on the absence of a central

agency which could speak with authority on behalf of Maori. Smith (1997: 18) proposes that the current

situation – where external interest groups are able to exploit Maori knowledge – partly rests on the fact that

Maori themselves find it difficult to

define the boundaries of what counts as traditional knowledge. … Having said that, I know …

there are groups who are working … to establish some legal definitions of what do[es] in fact

constitute Maori intellectual and cultural properties and how they should be protected. This work

is really in its infancy.

It is likely that, in the preparation of sui generis legislation, the relationships between different Maori groups

and individuals and their cultural images can be clarified. That could lead not only to ‘some form of “gate” or

group who are able to make authoritative decisions about these things on behalf of Maori generally’ (21), but

also to greater transparency and effective protocols – which could then be better communicated to non-

Maori. This process depends on the availability of resources; the political will to develop sui generis legisla-

tion could act as a motivation to making funding available.
940

The UNESCO report includes some examples of existing legislation and the main issues to be considered in

its development. For instance, an Indian Arts and Crafts Board was established in 1935 in the USA and

given the task of promoting and marketing Indigenous products. This was complemented in 1990 by federal

legislation that gave the Board the authority to register trademarks for artists, tribes and Indigenous organi-

sations. Simultaneously, it became illegal to sell products as ‘Indian’ unless they were produced by members

of a tribe (§64). This arrangement proved somewhat problematic, since the criteria for federal recognition as

a member of an Indian tribe led to an exclusion of a significant number of Native American Indians from the

production or sale of Indian artefacts (Churchill, 1996: 485).
941

The UNESCO report, noting that rules can be at variance with local contexts and other factors, endorses the

urgency to empower Indigenous peoples to research, interpret and enforce ‘their own laws relating to the

939
That is, the – at times – limited ability of the legal system to measure and evaluate a problem before it, and to de-
cide the parameters on which to deem an action or omission illegal.

940
‘The experts who attended this conference [UN Technical Conference on Practical Experience in the Realization of
Sustainable and Environmentally Sound Self-Development of Indigenous Peoples @ Santiago, Chile, 18-
22.5.1992] also stressed the importance of strengthening indigenous peoples’ own institutions, and of exchanges of
information among such institutions worldwide.’ (Daes, 1993: §160)

941
‘[A] person can be an “American Indian artist” only if he or she is “certifiably” of “one quarter or more degree of In-
dian blood by birth’ … [or] enrolled as a member of one or another of the federally sanctioned Indian “tribes” ….’
(Churchill, 1996: 485)
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disposition of their heritage’ (§80).
942

This process would elucidate not only internal structures, but also the

relationships between the dominant and subordinate bodies of knowledge and law. In Australia, a 1989 re-

port reviewing the Aboriginal arts and crafts industry explicates that within the Aboriginal system of law, the

interest of a community in a traditional motif is not extinguished through the sale of an artwork which em-

ploys that motif. This means that inappropriate use in the general public sphere reflects not only on the artist,

but on the community she belongs to. As a possible redress the European derived principle of droit moral,

which gives the creator or author some control over the use of his product even after it has been sold, could

be invoked to both credit works of art to their creators, and protect them, to a degree, from inappropriate use.

However, this principle would need to be further strengthened through sui generis legislation, since at pre-

sent it fails to ‘protect the economic interests of the artists or ensure that only authentic, high-quality works

are offered for sale’ (§70). To safeguard cultural integrity, legislation should prohibit the use of debased and

debasing images of Indigenous people, and the ‘right to cultural autonomy and integrity should include the

right to respect for one’s own name’ (§89). Finally, it should stipulate that consultation cannot be limited to

individuals, but requires contact with different groups and community leaders; and it should acknowledge

explicitly that some relevant information may be confidential and thereby should not be fully disclosed to out-

siders (§84).
943

3.1.2.4 Preservationist, integrationist approaches and cultural change

The metaphor of Fatal Impact944
has been used to describe the devastating effects of the European invasion

of the Pacific region in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. European scholars and artists recording Pa-

cific – and in this particular case – Maori culture and custom were convinced that they were rescuing for

eternity the manifestations of something that was doomed to perish. If Maori were not considered to be an

outright ‘dying race’, then their culture was certainly seen as corrupted through colonial contact, and as hav-

ing lost its authenticity and potency.
945

This view has led to what has been called the ‘salvage paradigm’, which ‘reflects a desire to rescue “authen-

ticity” out of destructive historical change’ (Clifford, 1987: 121).

A relatively recent period of authenticity is repeatedly followed by a deluge of corruption, trans-

formation, modernization. This historical scenario, replayed with local variations, generally falls

within the ‘pastoral’ structure anatomized by Raymond Williams ... A ‘good country’ is perpetu-

ally ruined and lamented by each successive period, producing an unbroken chain of losses

leading back ultimately to … Eden (122).

Clifford describes here the ambivalent nature of preservationist approaches: the paternalistic care extended

to ‘threatened species’ and the simultaneous feeling of one’s own losses in the process of civilisation, ration-

alisation and industrialisation. Taking into one’s care the threatened authenticity of others can be seen not

only as an act of asserting superior authority, but also as compensation for one’s own perceived losses.

942
For a guideline on research regarding Maori culture see Te Awekotuku (1991).

943
Both principles are endorsed in the ISE Code of Ethics.

944
See Moorehead (1966).

945
See Sinclair (1986: 203). Absurdly, only when a culture is dead can the authenticity of its practices and products be
finally proclaimed, since no change, no adoption or adaptation can corrupt it any longer. The notion of authenticity
is discussed on pp. 22 and 86, and in the section Authenticity, appropriateness and legitimation in Engels-
Schwarzpaul (1999).
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Western scholars and art collectors invoking the Humanity Ownership Argument and the Scholarly Access

Argument are a major force in the production of this phenomenon,
946

imposing classifications and academic

order on the cultural property of other peoples in museums and collections all over the world. Scholarly pub-

lications in turn have perpetuated and elaborated on such classifications.

Meanwhile, in the contemporary ‘global babble’ ‘”the rest are increasingly speaking back to the West”, and

along with the relative decline of Western power it has required that the West has increasingly been forced to

listen’ (Featherstone, 1991: 13).
947

Minh-Ha (1987: 140-1), speaking for the survivors of the Fatal Impact of a

‘superior culture’, frames the problem differently from preservationist approaches.

Difference … like authenticity, is produced, not salvaged. If the work of differentiation is con-

stantly engaged and made visible, then even the notions of accumulation and preservation pe-

culiar to Western culture-collecting take on a different meaning in a different connotational con-

text. … Blindness to the to-and-fro movement between authenticity and inauthenticity in every

definition of authenticity leads to a legitimation of a notion of tradition reduced to the past and to

a rejection of, or a nostalgia for, so-called lost values.

Accordingly, the UNESCO report stresses that cultures change and develop and that new motifs represent-

ing ‘collective expressions of an indigenous people, are just as valid as pre-colonial ones’ (Daes, 1993: §66).

Simultaneously, it recognises that Indigenous artists are often expected to use traditional motifs if they want

to be taken seriously, whilst the incorporation of traditional motifs into contemporary art – by Indigenous and

non-Indigenous people – complicates the situation (§68).
948

The appropriation of Indigenous cultural elements – becoming more and more international in nature and

operation – has a precedent in what McDonald (1997: 8) coins the ‘integrationist’ or ‘nationalist’ approach,

which ‘appropriates Indigenous culture into national identity, often metamorphosing aspects of Indigenous

culture into signifiers of the … nation as a whole’. Colonial societies are particularly prone to this approach,

having for long periods cultivated an identity that emulated closely the dominant culture of their respective

centres. In the ‘post-colonial’ area, such societies are often left with nothing that would set them apart from

either their European origins, or from a multinational idiom composed of homogenised notions of Western

progress and authority.
949

If any talk of post-colonialism is to be taken seriously, preservationist and integrationist models of dealing

with Indigenous cultures have to be definitely replaced by approaches based on negotiations between part-

ners.

946
See p. 317.

947
While the power of the West has in many ways not declined (and in some ways even increased), wider access to
media and economic shifts, particularly in Asia, have meant, at least, that Western state hegemony has not re-
mained unchallenged. Featherstone continues, ‘It is no longer as easy for Western nations to maintain the superior-
ity of adopting a “civilizational mission” towards the rest of the world, in which the others are depicted as occupying
the lower rungs of a symbolic hierarchy, which they are gradually being educated to climb up to follow their betters’.

948
‘A 1988 “round table on copyright” of Aboriginal Australian artists ... complained that non-Aboriginals were taking
the initiative in utilizing Aboriginal motifs and themes, often resulting in misinterpretations and negative stereotypes.’
(Daes, 1993: §68) For New Zealand, see Brian Richard’s exhortation to ‘borrow’ from Maori culture to help position
New Zealand in the international market, p. 322.

949
‘”Cultural image” to me implies Pacific Island/Maori or similar ornamentation. Anglo Saxon ornamentation e.g. - gold
rim on edge of plate I would not think of as cultural image. The implication of my assumption is that Pakeha/Anglo
Saxon peoples do not have a culture, in NZ anyhow.’ (#102 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 23) See also fn. 700 and
pp. 223 and 251.
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In New Zealand, a legislative and policy framework is available that to

some extent stipulates requirements for such negotiations. Although in

some ways more restrictive than previous policy documents (and

therefore viewed sceptically by many Maori commentators) the Princi-

ples for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi identifies and affirms

five treaty principles. The Principle of [Crown] Government is ‘fettered

by a requirement to accord Maori interests specified in the second

Article [of the Treaty] an appropriate priority’ (Durie, 1998: 204). The

Principle of Self-Management confirms the right of iwi to constitute

themselves and have control over their resources. The Principle of

Equality assures the equality of all New Zealanders before the law.

The Principle of Reasonable Co-operation endorses the concept of

‘good faith’, and the Principle of Redress states that ‘the government

[is] responsible for providing effective processes for the resolution of

grievances in the expectation that reconciliation could occur’ (205).

These principles, in social practice, not only require the dominant culture in New Zealand to acknowledge

and rectify the consequences of the impact of colonisation on Maori, but also to adopt measures that em-

power Maori to advocate and further develop their own epistemologies and procedural parameters. Coloni-

sation, through the disruption of traditional institutions and relationships, has to a large degree impaired their

ability to develop and transmit their cultural heritage. ‘The future integrity of indigenous peoples’ heritage

therefore depends fundamentally and inescapably on recognition and strengthening of the right of each in-

digenous people to control, and develop, its own forms of education.’ (Daes, 1993: §170) This control also

encompasses resources and practices, and their development – commercial or otherwise (§177). In New

Zealand, Doug Graham (in Archie, 1995: 122) believes that there is Pakeha goodwill to move out of colonial-

ist mindsets.

I think most New Zealanders deep down know only too well that we have got some baggage

from the past that needs to be tidied up. They don’t want to know about it. They don’t want to

know the detail of who did what. They want the thing settled, they want it to be final and they

want the guy who’s settling not to go mad, not to go overboard.

Just what ‘not going overboard’ means in this context remains the question. Graham is reported in the same

interview to have said that ‘there are a number of interpretations of Maori sovereignty which [he] will not

“waste time” discussing’ (121). This refusal to waste time on discussion aligns him with those in his elector-

ate who ‘don’t want to know about it’ and refuse to enter conversations with Maori.
950

The assumption that members of the dominant culture have already understood central issues can be made

too easily. McDonald discusses an analogous case in Australia where a Judge commented that ‘the recogni-

tion of the sacred and religious significance of these paintings, and the restrictions which Aboriginal law and

culture imposes on their reproduction is only now being understood by the white community’ (30 IPR 209at

216 – quoted in McDonald, 1997: 27-8). Legal cases can raise public awareness, and this case might have

contributed to the wider Australian population’s understanding of misappropriation, but ‘it is difficult to be as

950
See p. 71.

Everyday myths of Pakeha identity
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sanguine as the judge in thinking that these issues are “now being understood by the white community”’. The

defendants insisted that the exploitation of the Aboriginal art works was beneficial for the artists and ascer-

tained in a letter to their agent that ‘it is indeed a shame you or the artists you represent do not approve or

like the medium of woollen rugs to present their work. Apart from royalties, it is a great way to promote abo-

riginal art and culture worldwide’ (quoted in 1997: 28). Clearly, ‘there is a need to educate the public, … to

respect the rights of indigenous peoples to privacy, cultural integrity and control of their own heritage,

through their own laws and institutions’ (Daes, 1993: §173).

In Aotearoa, this education would necessarily have to include colonial history, which appears has only just

begun. New Zealanders who are now in their forties say that they were not informed about it at school.
951

The effects of current educational practices are not yet known. Coming to terms with one’s own history as a

Pakeha in New Zealand, however, will necessitate an understanding of Maori history as well. While the Wai-

tangi Tribunal hearings make a major contribution to this ‘re-reading of New Zealand history’, little about

them is reported in the media, and very few non-Maori ever attend the hearings. Those who do are con-

fronted with a reality that is not usually present in the mainstream consciousness of the New Zealand na-

tion.
952

But this confrontation can develop an understanding of both the historical and the contemporary (par-

tial) autonomy of Maori culture and sociality.

3.1.3 Positions in discourse

It would be hard to make sense of the data generated in this project without an understanding of how peo-

ple’s positions in social life impact on their statements. As Foucault (1972: 122) writes, what people say ‘is

not said from anywhere’. It is important to ask questions about the places from which something can be spo-

ken, which are partially independent from individual agency.
953

I will thus try to sketch some characteristics

that are likely to affect how people position themselves in the force field of bicultural issues. These include:

degrees of familiarity with both cultures on different levels and over different periods of time; questions of

mandate; professional and social activities and the values that spring from them; professional training and

affiliation.
954

In this project, it was interesting to observe how various, and often divergent, positions were taken by both

Maori and Pakeha participants. It could sometimes appear that there is hardly any unity amongst the mem-

bers of either group. Nevertheless, there are shared tendencies. One aspect evident in almost all cases is

that Maori participants have a better knowledge of theoretical and actual positions of Pakeha New Zealand-

ers than vice versa. This reflects a basic reality in Aotearoa where Maori, whether they liked it or not, had to

951
However, Alex Davidson, who is of the same age group, has a different memory of his own schooling. He believes
that some studies in Maori history and culture were part of the curriculum. The fact that such statements are re-
peatedly made by Pakeha and Maori alike is, in his view, more a psychological phenomenon. The memory a per-
son has of Maori components in school education might depend on the interest s/he had at the time in the topic
(personal communication). A Maori educationalist participant in this project believes that in the last two decades
students ‘right through the whole [school] system [have] been made more aware of the importance of knowing’
about Maori history and culture (NP@245 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 14).

952
See p. 20 and 87ff.

953
Further, in order to ‘understand the meaning of a sentence or whole discourse in an argumentative context’ it is not
sufficient to ‘examine merely the words within that discourse or the images in the speaker’s mind at the moment of
utterance. One should also consider the positions being criticized, or against which a justification is being mounted.
Without knowing these counter-positions, the argumentative meaning will be lost’ (Billig quoted in Shotter, 1993: 8).
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become competent in more than one culture. Pakeha, on the other hand, can live a whole life without experi-

encing much of – or spending much thought on – the basics (let alone intricacies) of Maori culture.
955

Maori

participants, when they speak about differences between the cultures, speak from experience (although to

different degrees). Pakeha very often speculate about Maori culture, either lacking experience altogether, or

having to fill in a picture of which they perceive only patches. They sometimes have or had Maori friends, or

they have institutional and professional experiences with Maori, and sometimes both. But mostly, Pakeha

experiences resemble stepping stones rather than paths, and the ‘little knowledge’ resulting from them can

be dangerous in some contexts.
956

Their ability to comprehend and respond to aspects of bicultural situations

appears to be influenced by whether or not they grew up in an environment where Maori culture was normal.

For instance, Ward (1995: ix), in his preface to the reprint of A Show of Justice attributes his understanding

of biculturalism to ‘insights and concerns engendered by growing up in Poverty Bay, where James Carroll

and Apirana Ngata were household names and the Aitanga-a-Mahaki … were classmates and workmates’.

Early and sustained experiences with Maori culture similarly has an effect on Maori participants. Some have

grown up in a Maori environment, but later moved into the cities and into professional positions in public

institutions or businesses. Some have occasional experiences of Maori community and culture in their youth

but essentially grew up in a Pakeha environment, adopting Pakeha value systems and ways of doing things.

Often their parents believed that it was the only way for them to survive and succeed in the contemporary

world. In those instances, Ngata’s maxim to grasp both worlds did not bear fruit: many parents deliberately

did not speak Maori to their children, and – if city-based – the visits home to the marae were sporadic and

motivated by single events rather than a sense of continuity. Others still only made the connection with their

‘Maori side’ later in life. The different degrees in their relationship with Maori culture is likely to have affected

participants’ confidence. For instance, one participant reports that he found it difficult in the 1970s to assert

his Maori identity at Elam School of Fine Arts because it was

socially actually not a big thing to go out and pronounce yourself as a Maori radical or activist,

or just as a Maori. There weren’t many visible contemporary Maori artists then, it was closet

stuff, you understand what I mean? The advantage I had was that I didn’t appear too Maori in

physical appearance … (GW@233 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 47).
957

954
In a sense, I will be constructing Weberian ideal types: theoretical constructs that never exist in reality in pure form
but are temporarily capable of focusing the issue. When I mention individuals to illustrate points, I do not in any way
intend to reduce their complexity to the heuristic model of any single ideal type.

955
To prevent misunderstandings, I might have to reiterate that I am aware of many layers of identification in New
Zealand that are reflected on the level of individuals. However, the flexibility of these identities can be impaired: a
Maori person (who has the features and skin colour expected of a Maori) is much more likely to be classified as
Maori than a Pakeha (with the skin colour and features expected of a Pakeha) is likely to be classified as Pakeha
(for some implications of this difference, see fn. 106). In New Zealand (northern) European appearances are ‘nor-
mal’ in everyday practices – while everything else warrants classification. Skin colour (as gender) is both a biologi-
cal and cultural fact that seems at times inescapable to those who are classified as non-white (or non-male).
Classifications often force individuals into identities that are not of their choice.

956
‘In an environment where the terms of one culture appear completely normal to everyone, but not those of the
other, by using terms surrounding ethnicity in a structured way, people can contribute to, and support, a discourse
of domination.’ Davidson, A. 1999 (unpublished manuscript).

957
The same person, however, whose ‘painting [had] not been widely admired and not much seen [in New Zealand] in
recent years,’ in order ‘to make [an] enormous breakthrough … tapped into his Maori heritage’ (McNamara, 1999)
in 1996 for a travelling exhibition in the United States. The exhibition was then shown upon its return (reminiscent of
the Te Maori exhibition) in New Zealand in 1999.
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Bob Jahnke from Ngati Porou studied there at about the same time, and describes a different experience.
958

He grew up in a rural Maori community, and it could well have been his own confidence in being Maori that

enabled him to make his tutors realise the value of what he was doing.

Another factor influencing positioning is the self-view of a person with regard to individuality and group mem-

bership. Some participants made their comments purely on the basis of their own experience and percep-

tion, whereas others spoke on behalf of others. The latter tendency was prevalent amongst Pakeha educa-

tors or individuals involved in a cause which they shared with others, for example, involvement in a profes-

sional body. Questions of mandate can be tricky and highly contested. In Aotearoa, where the criteria for

mandate can be quite different in Maori and Pakeha cultures, they are even more complicated. Thus, Maori

participants might be mandated by either their community or an institution, or both. The issue seems less

complicated for Pakeha. It becomes very confusing when individuals only very partially identify as Maori but

nevertheless endeavour to straddle both cultures. Their positions seem to be particularly prone to contradi-

tions. They usually have not had the benefit of growing up in a Maori community and but have nevertheless

assumed the role to speak for Maori, which they believe they are mandated to do, relatively recently.

Personal values and beliefs are, of course, to a large extent the result of education and cultural influences,

but interestingly these values are not as clearly distributed according to the alleged primary culture of the

participants as might be expected. Although the notion of community is given greater value in Maori culture

generally, there are some Maori participants who advocate individual freedom as outspokenly as some

Pakeha participants do.
959

This runs counter to a common stereotype holding that communal cultures are

adverse to individual development: there is ample evidence of fiercely individual persons within Maori cul-

ture. The matter becomes perplexing though, when individuality within communal culture is unwittingly over-

laid by individualistic notions derived from stratified, modernised Western types of societies. These notions

are more exclusively based on the binary opposition of individuality and commonality.

The same applies to other positions based on binary oppositions, which ‘are presented as exclusive (rather

than inclusive) and oppositional (rather than complementary), and where greater value, prestige, or status is

attributed to one disjunct than the other’ (Warren, 1990: 11).
960

For instance, participants also crossed bor-

ders with regard to conservation and progress. It appeared that their understanding of the very concepts

differed substantially at times. Again, the initial confusion may be qualified by questioning the inherent oppo-

sition of conservation and progress. What conflicts in the current situation is are not conservation or progress

per se, but the particular models and forms they take on (as if, for example, the Historic Places Trust fully

represented all types of conservation, and APEC all conceivable forms of progress). Thus, Pakeha partici-

pants can be conservative and Maori progressive – depending on the interplay between the characteristics

of particular forms of conservation and progress under discussion. By extension, this also applies to the ten-

sion between commerce and culture, although this is an area where Maori seem to be more or less in unison

– ultimately, if a choice has to be made, all Maori participants regarded their culture as worthy and in need of

protection from ravenous commodification, in particular (but not only) by non-Maori.

958
In personal communication, October 1998.

959
And conversely, there are Pakeha participants who value communal approaches. However, institutionally and his-
torically, different clusters of values do form around what are generally called Maori and Pakeha cultures; see p.
933 and fn. 709.

960
See p. 318.
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The confusion around opposing values – and their allocation to one of the two main cultures in New Zealand

– stems in part from a tendency (often observed in situations of cultural competition) to define one’s own

culture in opposition to another. This definition often entails the projection onto the other culture of those atti-

tudes, values, and practices which are either unacceptable within one’s own culture or which have become

impracticable; but linger on as desire.
961

To speak in the New Zealand environment – no matter from which

position – often means to speak and to be heard in the context of the lexicon and syntax of a babble that has

been created by the fusion (or imposition) of one discourse with (or over) another.
962

Whether or not that is

entirely negative, or whether it also has creative potential, depends on the way the babble is translated, and

who has in the process definitional authority and power to implement it in practice.
963

Formal and professional education seems to play a major role when people position themselves with regard

to cultural appropriation. Thus, the notion of the individual artist/genius prevalent in modern aesthetic educa-

tion influences the ways in which artistic freedom or responsibility are evaluated. On the side of Pakeha par-

ticipants, a view of absolute freedom of the artist to create is sometimes tempered by personal or theoretical

aspects of social analysis. In the first case, the framework referred to is often respect for the dignity of cul-

tures or individuals. In the second, a growing awareness of the specific historical and local conditions which

gave rise to the construct of individual artistic freedom in the avantgarde – and its ambivalent role even in

Western societies – gives rise to a more circumspect discussion of these values. A designer makes refer-

ence to the ‘post renaissance era of artist and architect as hero’ which he believes we are moving out of,

‘becoming much more empathetic. … The whole thing is about getting down from your high horse’

(M.S.@381 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 51).

Maori artist participants who have undergone a Western arts education seem to have struggled with the con-

flict between individual artistic freedom vis à vis Maori cultural values. They arrived at varying positions, slid-

ing on a scale between those supposedly opposing propositions. The argument over traditional versus con-

temporary Maori art, initiated by Pakeha scholars in the nineteenth century, has often had divisive effects

within Maori art communities and continues to be a contested issue. For me as an outsider, the positions

taken by different individuals or organisations on the issue are not necessarily incompatible. The adversarial

situation appears partially caused by a struggle over scarce resources and different evaluations of what

should be given preferential treatment.

Non-artist participants’ professional and social activities appear to influence their evaluation of cultural ap-

propriation in various ways. For instance, while artists might have an individualistic attitude towards the role

of culture, individuals involved in commercial activities tend to have an instrumental one. Participants who

are in the business of commodifying culture are appreciative of it as a resource. However, they show less of

961
See p. 209f.

962
See, for example p. 328.

963
‘[I]t is in the very nature of the phenomenology of power that those at the centre who have it experience its workings
the least. In their world, opportunities open themselves up before them … It is those without power who find at
every turn resistances to the realization of their desires. Indeed, they find that it is precisely in the “formative” or
“form-giving” function of speech they lack the power to participate. They find that certain ways of talking … are al-
ready in operation such that, whatever their own experience, whatever their particular projects, they must be formu-
lated … within a certain “vocabulary of motives” … not of their own making.’ (Shotter, 1993: 40) Regarding lands
and rivers in New Zealand, Maori – since the establishment of title through the Maori Land Court – had ‘to frame
their argument as to the title to rivers in accordance with English common law. It is only since the 1985 amendment
to the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 that Maori have had a forum in which to argue their own customary laws and
rights instead of English law, which was arbitrarily imposed regardless of the guarantees under article 2 of the
Treaty of Waitangi’ (Waitangi Tribunal, 1998: 85).
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an inclination to see culture as an end in itself and tend to regard it as a means to something else. Thus,

while the topic of commodification of Maori culture was generally recognised as being potentially divisive for

the nation, proponents of commercial perspectives nevertheless want to get on with their jobs. If they think

the topic too difficult, Pakeha participants are likely to take an attitude of ‘don’t touch it’, or to attribute that

attitude to their clients. Alternatively, participants advocate a speedy resolution and settlement process to

obtain clarity of what can and what cannot be used.
964

While that view is shared by a number of Maori infor-

mants, they consider it equally important to qualify the conditions for negotiation and settlement processes.

Not surprisingly, participants working for institutions tend to be careful about their assessment. Institutions,

particularly if they are governmental or publicly funded, often have to honour Treaty obligations while attend-

ing to a mixed client base. They regularly have to deal with claims and expectations from both sides and

need to tread carefully. These circumstances can lead to wise and tolerant assessments as much as they

can induce an attitude of ‘sitting on the fence’.

3.2 Theories in practice

This project, like the others, deals with participants’ accounts of reality, rather than with a reality that can be

readily observed. Such accounts, like the discussion of current practices, can be as little decontextualised as

the images used. The process leading up to the current situation is not a past that can be discarded, since it

is immanent in the present through the forms it has helped shape.
965

Ignoring the past leads to a conscious-

ness which

exists in a mythic, dream state, [and] against which historical knowledge is the only antidote.

But the particular kind of historical knowledge that is needed to free the present from myth is not

easily uncovered. Discarded and forgotten, it lies buried within surviving culture, remaining in-

visible precisely because it was of so little use to those in power (Buck-Morss, 1989: 10).

While making no claims to verificational power, the project provides insights that assist communication on a

difficult topic by providing an overview of current debates, problem definitions, practices, suggested solu-

tions, and conceptual models proposed by the various parties involved. In connection with theoretical analy-

sis it is capable of ‘get[ting] the theory process going’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 54).
966

Rather than testing the

‘slices of data’ – resulting from the data collection – against each other, a comparative analysis views them

‘as different modes of knowing that must be explained and integrated theoretically’, thus preserving ‘the rich

diversity of modes of knowing’ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 69).

964
One participant argues that there is no difference between Pakeha borrowing from Maori culture and the reverse.
‘It’s all a melting pot, and what is important is that we bring the contribution of Maori culture up to speed. We have
had a dominant society of Pakeha, the whole awareness movement of Maori culture and its expressions, its ethic
base, its values are coming up with accelerating speed, and I am all for that. All I want to do, just as happened with
the land settlement aspect, and a lot of Pakeha feel that it is over the top. It’s all about getting through it as effec-
tively as possible so that we can collectively move on.’ (JC in Interviews1997.doc, included in Appendices on CD-
ROM) See also p. 349. But, as Wetherell and Potter observe, ‘culture as therapy’ in Pakeha hands generally ‘re-
interprets the protest and grievances of the Maori people as, by and large, their difficulty and weakness. Reactions
and responses which could be understood as anger at loss of sovereignty and as resistance to becoming the prole-
tariat for a capitalist economy can be translated into a psychological malaise. Remedies can be divorced from so-
cial and political struggles and treated simply as a feature of inter-cultural relationships’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992:
133).

965
See p. 106ff.

966
See Foucault on p. 23.
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3.2.1 Conceptual frameworks

Debates about implications of the use of Maori cultural images hardly ever take place in the public sphere.

Many participants, usually non-Maori, reflect that they have not really given much thought to the issue, but

that they find it interesting to be confronted with it. Because public communication on this topic is haphazard

and incoherent, there are widely differing views about what the problem with the use of Maori images by

non-Maori in design is, although the majority agree that there is, indeed, a problem. Individuals often use the

same terms, but with quite obviously different connotations.
967

This seems to be the result of a lack of sus-

tained and shared discussion which would help to not only render and maintain the reality of issues around

these practices, but also establish a commonly shared understanding of the key terms and concepts.
968

Although it is impossible to clearly separate Maori and non-Maori culture,
969

distinctly different conceptual

frameworks operate in the two spheres in many instances. In this sense, one may say that there is a Maori

discourse on the use of Maori images by non-Maori that is informed by specific epistemological and ethical

concerns. It is in many instances congruent with Indigenous frameworks of culture and knowledge.
970

On the

other hand, there is a non-Maori discourse that concurs with dominant Western interpretations presented in

publications and other media. These discourses overlap in some areas and are in stark contrast in others.

It comes as no surprise, then, that despite considerable variations amongst themselves Maori tend to define

the problem differently from non-Maori participants. Unfortunately the legacy of Western science epistemol-

ogy has left marks that still appear in the problem definitions of many non-Maori participants. Not infre-

quently, assumptions prevail in mainstream discussions that Western systems of knowledge, its production,

and distribution are ‘naturally’ superior in supplying a comprehensive framework for understanding and inter-

pretation. Maori knowledge is still treated as anecdotal and antiquated, although it serves a purpose by filling

niches in areas which Western science has not paid much attention to, or which are now seen as having

been unduly discriminated against in the past.
971

Thus, Maori concepts can be used by non-Maori to either

devalue matauranga Maori or to support arguments based on Western notions.

For example, a marketing expert suggests that Maori should produce an inventory of Maori images and

symbols in which the meaning of particular motifs would be explained and a description of appropriate use

given. This, he thinks, would prevent misuse and offence. From a Western perspective, this approach is

plausible since books have traditionally been afforded authority and much learning takes place through read-

ing. Designers often refer to the consultation of books as ‘research’ in their professional practice. Due to

such understanding of learning and knowledge, and with the popularisation of postmodern notions of eclecti-

cism, quotation, and hybridisation cultural elements are increasingly taken from, for example, print media

and arbitrarily combined to constantly produce new images.

967
E.g. partnership, veto right, control and access, knowledge, understanding, appropriateness, respect etc. Partici-
pants seem to concur about the relative importance of those concepts to the issue under discussion. However,
when these concepts are examined more carefully – i.e. what constitutes knowledge in a particular context, and
how it is it controlled and distributed; or, what the status of an image in different cultural contexts is – then it be-
comes apparent that, despite seeming communalities, speakers refer to quite different clusters of meaning.

968
See p. 44 and Wittgenstein (1958) about meaning as use, p. 102.

969
For the sake of simplification, I will continue to use the terms ‘Maori’ and ‘non-Maori’. However, it is important to
bear in mind that this distinction is a socio-historical one and that neither ‘Maori’ nor ‘non-Maori’ represent natural
and unified blocks.

970
See p. 319.

971
See p. 70 and fn. 908.
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Mark Kirby, a New Zealand born design educator observes that from a western culture perspective ‘there is

no single image that has a significant value to it, any permanent cultural valuable significance. And it shifts,

and it shifts, and it shifts …’ while within Maori culture he believes this to be different and more complex.

‘There’s an appreciation for certain things. Why that is? I guess it’s complicated, but it’s to do with commodi-

fication, it’s to do with images, the constant production of images.’ (MK@249 in Engels-Schwarzpaul &

Whaanga, 1999: 31) This can lead to a desensitization through overexposure, where significant cultural

meanings are no longer attached to images, their original meanings are forgotten, and new meanings are

placed on them.
972

Kirby raises concerns about the nature and degree of exposure to images in the media

society, believing that the frequency and briefness with which ‘we see an image or images every day’ con-

tribute to the demise of existing meanings. ‘Even if something has an original meaning, an original point of

reference’ when it is taken out of context and used in a new one, ‘every time it gets a new meaning, it

doesn’t just get one new meaning; several fragments of it, and it keeps on getting diluted’ (MK@322: 40). He

also believes that, while difference is seen as ‘fantastic’ today, ‘the actual framework within which it is being

included is the same old thing …, the economic framework’ (MK@477: 40). It is within this framework that

meaning is not only diluted but also distorted. Thus, for lack of cultural and social context, or even deliberate

decontextualisation, the meanings of images shift constantly and become ‘just aesthetic’.
973

Maori are more likely to argue that an image is always more than the visual expression available to sensory

perception, and has more than one invariable and easily definable meaning.
974

An image brings with it a his-

tory, a social context, the traces of people and practices, a set of rules governing its use, and a whole field of

meaning which links it to various dynamic layers of local cultures.
975

Most Maori participants therefore consider it inadequate and wrong to commit

those elements to print and thus ‘freeze’ a part of an animate culture.
976

An addi-

tional problem results from the fragmentary nature of existing legislation where

only aspects of an image can be effectively protected – and those only temporar-

ily. One marketing specialist suggested that Maori should register trademarks for

all their images.
977

But seeking legal protection for isolated elements of a motif

implicitly renders its contextual rest more vulnerable. This might well explain the

reluctance of many Maori to use existing legislation to protect their cultural heri-

tage.

972
See MK@322 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999: 40).

973
Benjamin outlines this process in his description of allegory and the role of the subject creating it. The violence
done to the thing by the allegorist is two sided: on one hand, the profane world is elevated through the allegorist’s
choice and bestowal of meaning; on the other, the process ignores specific detail and devalues the things them-
selves (Benjamin, 1974c: 193). He speaks of a ‘profane’ world where things have already lost their meanings. If
Maori cultural images are subjected to the same procedure, the situation might be quite different: Maori participants
stressed repeatedly that many images are not profane, and that they do have meanings attached to them. See p.
152. Goodman described the loss of vigour and meaning that metaphor suffers from constant use and repetition.
See p. 153.

974
While this is a view held also by many non-Maori, particularly people not involved in design/architecture or in the-
ory, it is more commonly advocated by Maori, including Maori professionals and academics. See Engels-
Schwarzpaul (1999: 28f).

975
See p. 142.

976
‘Inasmuch as we appropriate past experiences with an orientation to the future, the authentic present is preserved
as the locus of continuing tradition and innovation at once; the one is not possible without the other ….’ (Habermas,
1995: 13). See p. 356.

977
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999: 64). This approach is, of course, impracticable and the costs are forbidding.

Brand for varnish, 1898
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A Maori understanding of knowledge and learning is more context-dependent than a commonplace Western

interpretation of learning.
978

Learning occurs on several levels and is best served if it is embedded through

experience in the environment to which the knowledge relates. Knowledge is vested not only in one school

or authority (as part of a structure of ‘repositories of knowledge’ considered by one non-Maori participant as

characteristic of Western culture), but needs to be explored from different angles and with different experts in

the subject area.

The publication of a book containing and explaining Maori images was explored for further implications by

some Maori and non-Maori participants. One reason for promoting such a venture might be a perception that

Maori art and cultural images – and the attendant knowledges – have either been lost or are in the process

of being lost.
979

This is rejected emphatically by a number of Maori participants who hold that a large amount

of matauranga Maori is still not publicly known; that it is evolving and changing. In contrast, one non-Maori

participant suggested in a preliminary discussion that ‘Maoridom does not know itself’.
980

His is not an iso-

lated view, nor is it confined to New Zealand. Trask (1993: 53) criticises such attitudes as being based on

‘racist beliefs that Natives don’t understand or even know their culture well enough to assert it. … Examples

of this include accusations by anthropologists and other alleged “experts” that Native nationalists “invent”

cultural traditions for purely political ends, or that the culture they practice is not “authentic”’.
981

In a similar vein, an ex-Marketing Manager of Air New Zealand surmised that the best information about

Maori art would be found not through consultation with Maori, whose claims of ownership he considered

‘partly very dubious’, but in books.
982

Such viewpoints give substance to the suspicion of some participants

that the availability of manuals explaining Maori motifs would only further induce non-Maori to avoid contact

with Maori persons or institutions. However, this contact is seen as the best way for learning to take place

and ensuring that the subject matter is understood in its context and complexity. Conversely, a person con-

sulting a book is in control of its interpretation.
983

He will filter the text through his own motivated perceptions

and not be confronted with challenges, messy ambiguities or disturbing social discrepancies. Maori partici-

pants repeatedly emphasise the importance of kanohi-ki-te-kanohi (face-to-face) contact for the partners in

978
See Solomon, p. 340.

979
See Clifford on the ‘salvage paradigm’ on p. 327.

980
Wetherell and Potter (1992: 143) cite as a model for such attitudes Emeritus Professor John Gould’s views accord-
ing to whom ‘Maori culture … is its own worst enemy’ because of its ‘refusal to acquire good capitalist habits’.
‘[P]references for co-operation rather than competition, and the predominance of groups over individual effort, re-
ward responsibility.’ As Goldberg (1993: 112) notes, ‘[b]y far the largest set of historical rationalizations ascribes the
grounds for the exclusions to the excluded, in effect blaming those objectified by the discursive practices. This form
of rationalization often turns to the suggestion that the exclusion is to be expected either because of the inferior
physical or intellectual nature of the excluded or because of the victim’s culture’.

981
See p. 201 and fn. 762.

982
See fn. 177. His reference was to Meyer’s (1995) Oceanic art. This book was published in Germany by a German
author, and its library classification is revealing: ‘Art, Primitive -- Oceania’.

983
From an epistemological perspective, this request seems to reflect an entrenched attitude of instrumental rational-
ity, a characteristic feature of modernism and the period after the Enlightenment. ‘The idea … took hold that human
societies can progress through the application of reason and technical know-how and, with enough thought and in-
vestigation, practical solutions will emerge to intractable problems. This modern attitude replaces spiritual doubt
and unknowable mysteries with the attentive gaze of the expert technician, who, instruction manual at hand, is al-
ways ready to intervene and tinker.’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1992: 180) This attitude has been criticised by feminist
theorists as a very masculine one, ‘delivering domination and power. Above all, it involves the fantasy of the rea-
sonable individual in perfect control of their behaviour – cognitive omniscience replacing ambivalence and mixed
motives’ (180). See Rorty’s account of epistemology as a desire for restraint and certainty, and his contention that
we ‘will not be able to isolate basic elements except on the basis of a prior knowledge of the whole fabric within
which these elements occur’ (Rorty, 1980: 319).
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the process to be able not only to apprehend each other’s differences, but also to create common ground

through ongoing shared experiences.

Ownership of Maori images is also conceptualised in different ways. Non-Maori participants differ in their

views and are often undecided. But because Maori images have historically been used by non-Maori since

the beginning of colonisation, they are sometimes deemed to have become part of New Zealand’s national

cultural heritage, even though concessions are made that Maori have a special interest in them.
984

This im-

pression is linked with the concept of the public sphere, where knowledge or cultural elements are freely and

democratically accessible to all members of the public. While these (espoused) values lie at the heart of

Western liberal thinking, values in use often differ significantly. Knowledge and access to culture have never

been as free and democratic as they were proclaimed to be,
985

and several participants further made the

point that the public sphere – or the public good – is at present being successively curtailed. The possibility,

under existing legislation, that elements taken from the public sphere can be easily turned into private prop-

erty over which exclusive rights can then be claimed is a major concern compounding the situation. In such

processes of commodification, Maori culture is viewed as raw material, a resource that can be used to create

‘original’ or ‘innovative’ images with a minimum of effort.
986

In a technically legal sense, Maori images are currently fair game for ‘innovative’ appropriation. An image

that is deemed to be in the public domain can be expropriated through minimal innovation and registered as

a trade mark. At that moment, ‘it becomes an exclusive property right. Anybody can do it; they only have to

change a wee bit. What is really going on, and the question has been raised by indigenous people what that

originality and innovation is all about?’ (JR@486 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 65)

This situation is complicated further if the appropriation of Maori culture is filtered through fine arts use. A

marketing manager remarks that the profusion of Maori images, for example through Gordon Walters prints,

results in endless variations of an original motif. It becomes increasingly difficult to determine what is appro-

priate use and what is not: ‘Then it will be very difficult for manufacturers to control that situation’ (AS@012

in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 75). Walters (quoted in Bell, 1989: 16) himself realises the prob-

lem: ‘Just about every logo involves a koru. They’ve caught up. Its common property now’.
987

In Maori culture, a different concept of ownership predominates that is relational and rests on communally

based rights of use and control as much as communally predicated obligations of care.
988

Under this con-

cept, the circumstances and reasons under which Maori images came to be in the public sphere it makes a

difference. Their existence in the public sphere does not automatically sever the rights of Maori communities

or individuals to hold kaitiakitanga and rangatiratanga over them. In Article Two of the Treaty of Waitangi, the

984
See Warren on the concept of national patrimony, p. 317, in comparison with the arguments about integrationist
approaches by Daes for the UNESCO report, and MacDonald for the Australian Copyright Council report. See p.
328.

985
See p. 76.

986
See fn. 180.

987
See also fn. 719.

988
‘Sharing therefore creates a relationship between the givers and receivers of knowledge. The givers retain the au-
thority to ensure that knowledge is used properly and the receivers continue to recognize and repay the gift.’ (Daes,
1993: §28) With respect to land, the Waitangi Tribunal (1998: 110-1) finds that there ‘was no equivalent in English
law, where individuals held defined parcels of land without concomitant duties to an associated community, and
where land might be given over to strangers without the community’s permission. There was no concept that a land
transaction put an end to any relationship between the parties. The thought that the parties might not have continu-
ing obligations to each other was not only foreign but antithetical to Maori customs’. And today, Maori still share ‘the
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Maori treaty partners were guaranteed ‘unqualified exercise of their chieftainship [tino rangatiratanga] over

their lands, villages and all their treasures [taonga]’ (1840)
989

Te Reo Maori has already been recognised as

a taonga, and it is likely that images fall into the same category. It is conceivable that the status of Maori im-

ages in the public sphere may not be as unproblematic as is sometimes assumed.
990

Rather, it could be that,

in the future, their availability to the general public will depend on Maori consent.
991

If Maori images are in the public sphere with Maori consent, a further question arises as to whether this con-

sent extends to appreciation only, or if it includes rights of use. Bearing in mind that images are never ‘just

images’ but relate to a much wider context and that use determines meaning, Maori communities have a vital

interest in the control over the use of their images. Until Maori social and cultural systems were severely un-

dermined through colonisation, the use and distribution of knowledge (including the creation and application

of images) was indeed controlled.
992

Knowledge was accessible at different levels to different people, and

what was regarded as higher knowledge was passed on to selected individuals or groups through clearly

defined processes. The reception of this knowledge in turn brought with it a set of obligations and responsi-

bilities. This holistic anchoring of images in a collectivity is at odds with Western concepts of the public

sphere, free market economies and individual artistic freedom.

Some non-Maori participants described the consequences of opportunistic use of cultural elements as lead-

ing to a loss of socially shared meaning, to fragmentation and confusion. Binary oppositions were employed

such as ‘watered-down’ or ‘tacky’ for Western culture and ‘pure’ or ‘rich’ for Maori culture. Buried in such

terms are assumptions that (traditional) Maori culture has somehow remained intact, whereas Pakeha cul-

ture has been eroded to the point of emptiness.
993

While this polarised perception reveals more about how

notion that cultural responsibilities and customs are as important as the assertion of human rights. Implicit in this
value are the concepts of reciprocity and obligation’ (Wickliffe, 2000: 131).

989
‘“Unqualified exercise” of the chieftainship - would emphasise to a chief the Queen’s intention to give them com-
plete control according to their customs. “Tino” has the connotation of “quintessential. …“Treasures”: “taonga”. As
submissions to the Waitangi Tribunal concerning the Maori language have made clear, “taonga” refers to all dimen-
sions of a tribal group’s estate, material and non-material - heirlooms and wahi tapu (sacred places), ancestral lore
and whakapapa (genealogies), etc.’ (1840)

990
The analogy again is Maori land, which had been deemed to be in the public sphere following either unfair pur-
chase or confiscation, and which had to be returned to Maori communities following Waitangi Tribunal findings. A
further element to be considered is the protocol under which negotiations about the status of Maori images in the
public sphere are conducted: An important element in the nature of Waitangi Tribunal hearings is the recognition
that not all knowledge is admissible to the public sphere for full discussion (see p. 327).

991
To add what is more than a polemic footnote: until not long ago, the consent of a married woman to sexual inter-
course with her husband was not conceived of as a substantive issue. Rape in marriage did not exist as a legal
category. In the 1990s, following changes in legislation, public opinion about this has substantially changed. The
occasional appeal of some participants to existing legislation regarding intellectual and cultural property rights but
indicates the status quo of the debate.

992
Controlled systems of knowledge are typical of non-modernised societies. Traditional societies in Europe were
eroded through industrialisation and the concomitant processes of urbanisation and proletarianisation of large parts
of the landbased population. ‘Modernity’s specific orientation towards the future is shaped precisely to the extent
that societal modernization tears apart the old European experiential space of the peasant’s and craftman’s life-
worlds, mobilizes it, and devalues it into directives guiding expectations.’ (Habermas, 1995:12)

993
See Clifford p. 327, Featherstone p. 230, and McCracken’s (1990: 107) notion of displacement of meaning to a
safely distant place p. 247. ‘There are some systematic properties to the displacement of ideal knowledge in space.
Colonized countries tend to regard the “mother country” or the “fatherland” as the perfect fulfilment of local ideals.
This misconception is encouraged especially by the propagandistic efforts in which all colonizers engage. It is also
true that societies tend to favor their structural opposites when seeking out new locations. Industrial societies tend
toward a certain fondness for pastoral societies. ... Somewhere on the spatial continuum there is always a perfect
“other” in terms of which locally unobtainable ideals can be cast.’ The emphasis McCracken places on distance
suggests that non-Maori need to maintain distance from lived Maori culture in order to maintain an ideal of ‘struc-
tural opposites’ or difference. See p. 247.
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Pakeha view their own culture, it produces a desire to compensate for feelings of absence or lack and to fill

‘the cultural void’ by using elements of Maori culture.
994

One non-Maori participant describes his disappointment when an explanation of the meaning of a Maori

symbol seemed vague to him and less ‘deep’ than he had expected, and others have similar expectations of

the role of meaning in Maori culture. While Maori might generally agree that their visual language is less arbi-

trary and liable to accidental shifts in meaning, they also emphasise that the meaning of an image has many

layers that cannot be summarised in a brief exposition. Again and again Maori participants stress that in or-

der to understand the meaning of a particular symbol, one has to understand the context into which it is em-

bedded. Learning in a Maori setting

involves a whole lot of your other senses. It’s not just reading, like ‘this is very interesting,’ and

away you go. Your whole being is dissipated in that exercise, … it’s opening up other channels,

quite different dimensions. You can’t catch that in writing, it’s only through doing. If you put

things into a book, also, it becomes static in one sense, but equally, it can be changed … – I

hear in some quarters that people say that they have read something about the Maori cosmos

and they think that they know what it is all about. You can learn things, you can have knowl-

edge, but you don’t necessarily understand it, or you don’t have the wisdom that goes along

with it (MS574 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 51).

Cultural and social aspects are included in a style of learning that might outwardly bear no relationship to an

image from an outsider’s viewpoint. Georgina Kirby rejects the idea of a manual and emphasises that inter-

ested parties ‘need to make contact with the Maori art designers of Mana Whenua’ (GK@250 in 1999: 79);

moreover ‘they also have to know the concepts of how we think, feel, perform and behave’ (GK@150: 79). A

manual is likely to prevent this from happening and would preserve a distance that precludes non-Maori from

realising actual and potential problems connected with the use of Maori images.
995

Like learning a new lan-

guage, learning about another culture takes time. In both cases, immersion is the most effective approach,

but it needs to be accompanied by the awareness that one leaves one’s own epistemological and social

grounds and becomes a guest in another culture. The UNESCO report states that cultural and intellectual

property is fundamentally connected with the territorial rights and self-determination of indigenous peo-

ples.
996

In Aotearoa, the mutual construction of difference between the two cultures as a form of identity politics often

involves the essentialisation of the other for ideological reasons. Groups engaged in social conflict require

solidarity, which is what ideologies can produce (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 124). The ‘obvious’ difference of

the other party can be used to obscure internal or interactional difficulties that are to hard to define or re-

solve. Thus, problems around consultation with Maori are often explained by an inherent difference of Maori

culture. The possibility that they might be caused by elements of non-Maori culture – or by factors bearing on

the interaction between the parties that are related to quite different issues – is rarely considered. For exam-

ple, in two case studies it appeared at first sight that they were troubled by issues of ‘biculturalism’, such as

consultation with Maori and availability of information. Upon further investigation it seemed equally, or more,

994
See pp. 200 and 215.

995
Awatere (1984: 18) writes about Pakeha who prefer a comfortable distance from Maori to potentially disturbing
proximity: ‘Put it bluntly, white people don’t like to have us around socially or within their physical distance and are
prepared to show it in their attitudes and behaviour’.
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likely that the problems arose from quite general and common misunderstandings between clients and de-

signers about each others’ professional principles and processes.

David Craggs found it at times difficult to work under the constraints which were part and parcel of the Roto-

rua branding campaign. Time and money often seemed to be important factors in decision-making on the

part of the clients. However, he suspects that in this particular case many problems partly arose from the fact

that the clients did not understand the design process, which, as he stresses, is not just about ‘somebody

sitting at a desk creating pretty pictures, … we do need to get the full idea of what is going on. It draws out a

lot of further questions all the way through’ (DC@171 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 73).

I’m sure we gave them quite a few headaches, but we did need to know a lot more information

than we got to produce this work. I’m sure there were many times they actually felt that we just

tried to create new avenues of generating work for ourselves, but we were just trying to cut

down on their future problems, basically (DC@171: 73).

He believes that the clients only had a limited understanding of how much work is involved in ‘getting it right’.

‘It’s a lot of hard work on our part to try and get them to understand what those developments were. One of

the key things was totally ignored, until almost too late.’ (DC@054: 74) Probably because a large amount of

money had already been spent on the first, unsuccessful, attempt with another branding specialist, the cli-

ents did not want the designers to work ‘right from the bottom’. Therefore, the designers’ access to existing

research was limited and the consultation process with tangata whenua retarded.
997

As far as the latter as-

pect of the design project was concerned, the designers tried to resolve the situation as well as they could

without assistance from Maori for quite some time. But although Craggs’ partner tried to expand his research

and ‘to get more extension into the Maori side of things, in reality what he came up with was very little of any

real value … his sense of aesthetics [was] involved at that stage, but apart from that, nothing else’

(DC@277: 74). Craggs still considers the fact that they weren’t allowed to start from ‘ground zero’ the ‘most

disappointing part of the process’ (DC@134: 74). ‘It comes right back to when we started to get the brief,

right at the beginning. We said “this is the brief, this is what we need to know, whom can we talk to?”.’

(DC@046: 74) What seemed initially a clearly defined problem in the context of bicultural negotiations thus

turned out to be a widespread problem designers often have with their clients.

996
For the full quote, see p. 319.

997
The latter was ‘one of the key things’ mentioned above.
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3.2.2 Positions, practices and solutions

In this section, I will discuss the role the various frameworks discussed so far can play in the practices of

people involved in the area of Maori cultural images, and the positions and solutions they put forward.

3.2.2.1 Positions

Accepting that the use of Maori images in design is taking place in a situation determined by ‘commercial

realities’, participants took various positions with regard to a number of issues. These include control, consul-

tation, appropriateness, biculturalism, and identity.

Regarding rights of control, participants at one end of the spectrum claim that Maori have absolute rights of

control over their images. This claim includes a proposition that Maori images should under no circum-

stances be used without active Maori involvement and under Maori control. Predictably, Maori are more

likely to advocate this (or slightly moderated) positions. However, some non-Maori designers and design

educators respect or actively support this claim. Their reasons are variously based on historical and social

context, on considerations of quality, and on a desire to genuinely learn and gain an understanding of Maori

culture. At the other end of the spectrum, it is contended that Maori images have become part of overall New

Zealand culture and are therefore accessible to all New Zealanders or even to humanity at large. This posi-

tion was not advocated without qualifications by any of the interview partners, but it was expressed by some

respondents in the questionnaires. It is a position much more likely to be put forward – with or without qualifi-

cations – by non-Maori. In between, there are positions stating, for example, that Maori have a ‘moral owner-

ship’, but not a legal one; or advocating that non-Maori may only use Maori images with a full understanding,

and if they are able to safeguard their ‘integrity’.

The notion of the ‘public good’ is often invoked when the argument is made that Maori cultural images have

been in the ‘public domain’ for a long time and – since Maori have done nothing about it – it is impossible to

restore Maori ownership over them now. Maui Solomon points out that it is not

that they haven’t done anything about it, its that they haven’t been able to do anything about it.

They have been completely dispossessed of the ability to do anything about it … by one law af-

ter another. … You know all of these trademarks using chiefs’ heads to promote butter products

and stuff like that, what could Maori have done? Nothing, the legal history of this country is lit-

tered with attempts by Maori, futile attempts, to preserve their cultural images. … They still have

an obligation to protect and preserve it, if it has been handed down in the whare wananga

(MS@213 in 1999: 64).

Brand for dairy produce, 1929
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Pauline Kingi disputes the idea that the status of Maori cultural images is

automatically reduced to a commonly available commodity solely because

they are seen in the public domain.

They have been used in the public domain. There is a world of differ-

ence. Just because people choose to use the symbolism of the moko

for the warriors or whatever, doesn’t mean they are in the public do-

main, it means they’ve been appropriated and used in the public do-

main. (PK@165: 64)

Mark Taylor realises that the concept of the public domain stems from a Euro-

pean conceptualisation of the status of knowledge and culture. He is under the

impression that the situation in Maori culture is quite different from the concept

that ‘anybody’s work in the public domain is fair game. We can criticise, rework, provided we don’t breach

copyright. But theirs is a kind of spiritual copyright’ (MT@009). An obvious ‘cognitive dissonance’ (A@523) is

therefore manifest in the debate.

The perception of non-Maori that they have an open access to Maori images because we’re all

New Zealanders; that the taonga, including our images and our language, by virtue of the fact

that they have been in the public domain for so long are actually open slather, I think shows that

people haven’t fully understood the implications of what that means (KG@475).

Law and moral principles do not always coincide, even though – theoretically at least – law should be reflec-

tive of collectively held values and moral principles. However, Grant Alexander outlines a discord between

moral and legal concepts of ownership of cultural heritage. ‘The moral ownership exists and is real; the legal

ownership is a problem.’ (GA@012)

Karen Grant often uses metaphors of personal relationships between people, based around family or home,

to invoke ethical or moral principles which both cultures, Maori and Pakeha, subscribe to. While she uses

those metaphors to emphasise that one does not have to specifically foreground ‘cultural sensitivity’ to act

with integrity and care, social relationships are often embedded into a system not usually driven by the same

values – even though it professes to hold them. Joan Ropiha points out that if individuals share something,

on the basis of mutual respect and care, they nevertheless do this in an environment where the use of cul-

tural property is regulated by rights of exclusivity.
998

The two people involved have no control over that. They can be really well intentioned, but in

the system (the economy, the legal framework) there is nothing that protects the person who

gave that information, particularly if it is an indigenous person. There is simply a moral obliga-

tion on the person who’s been given it, but that’s only a moral obligation, it has no force in the

system that we live in (JR@085).
999

Solomon says that, while there are ‘good things happening’ in both Maori and Pakeha culture, the central

issue in communicating about values is to recognise that ‘[t]here are other values, there are other beliefs,

998
See p. 257. Implicit in these comments are statements about the relationships between life-worlds and systems.

999
‘People will say that a key issue for Maori is inappropriate use. But if you did use it properly, [if] you did get the
permission, there would still be the basic problem that someone else gets the exclusive right to use it. … There is
an underlying assumption in our society that Maori culture is there to be taken.’ (JR@029 in1999: 55)

Brand for Worcester Sauce,
1931
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there are other view points that are indigenous to this country, that need to be taken in account’ (MS@202:

30). This does not happen often enough and, consequently, a Maori branding specialist sees the problem as

one related to a lack of familiarity and knowledge about important issues of Maori culture on the side of

Pakeha.

People don’t know how to go about consulting with Maori; they don’t know where to start. They

don’t know who is the head honcho, and who is the little tow rag and whose opinion to believe.

… People are frustrated about the amount of time and talking that seems to need to go on in

order to achieve this one sign-off on that one thing, this one application. And I don’t make any

apologies for that. Whilst Maori people could make that a little easier at times, I think that people

who are dealing with those images, who want to use them, just need to understand and accept

that the process is just different, and generally it is longer. But it’s also necessary; there are so

many more people. Those images belong to so many people, they don’t just belong to one per-

son, they’re not owned by just one person (KA@071: 30).

Other interview partners framed the discussion in terms of quality issues regarding the designs. Not only are

there moral issues involved in the use of Maori images, since the use of ‘any element or component of cul-

ture without understanding its true meaning, and without using it in the proper context’ is ‘theft’ and ex-

presses a lack of ‘due respect’. But also, ‘if you are merely to imitate what you have seen other people do,

and you don’t understand the design principles behind it, usually it isn’t good design, … it’s decoration’

(RL@473).
1000

The need for non-Maori who want to use Maori images to consult with Maori is not rejected outright by any of

the participants in the interviews and case studies. Non-Maori informants mainly raise concerns about poten-

tial delays in project schedules and the lack of easy access to agencies mandated to authorise the use of

Maori images. The participants who most strongly voice such qualms appear to have little knowledge of

Maori culture in general and seem uninformed about available options. They tend to promote centralised

agencies, unambiguous printed information, and simple procedures for applications. This is probably in part

a reaction to the difficulties outsiders face in establishing who makes what decisions and how they are made

in Maori communities. A common misconception amongst non-Maori seeking consultation with Maori advi-

sors is, for example, the assumption that kaumatua can single-handedly cover the whole process of consul-

tation. The role of kaumatua is to safeguard the overall cultural context – specialist questions ought to be

discussed with relevant Maori experts and related back to kaumatua advisors.
1001

The lack of knowledge

about the internal structures of Maori communities seems at times to be projected onto Maori culture itself,

creating an impression that ineffectiveness and disorganisation are somehow inherently part of it.

A Maori person acting frequently as a liaison person in consultations comments that, while it sometimes ap-

pears that ‘we might dance around in a great big circle before we get to the answer; ultimately, I will get my

answer’ (KA@157 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 89). The process, while it ‘might be torturous

for some people’ (89), is still one where learning takes place and where all parties gain. The parties in con-

sultation processes may, however, have different interpretations of efficiency. In this regard, a business ven-

1000
This is a typical case of the use of the term ‘decoration’ (and it could equally be ‘ornament’) to denigrate something
the speaker disapproves of.
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ture based on Western concepts of rational and instrumental goals is likely to be motivated by a desire to get

a fast result directly and with as little input into the process as possible. This approach aims for a temporal

and particular result for a specific context. On the other hand, efficiency can also be viewed as the produc-

tive outcome of a longer-term operation, where potential effects on different parties are understood and

manifold implications are taken into consideration and collectively resolved. This interpretation values knowl-

edge of difference and process, and anticipates ongoing co-operation in a variety of contexts.

Some participants speaking from a Maori perspective agree that an agency able to make ‘authoritative deci-

sions about these things on behalf of Maori generally’
1002

or to refer particular cases to the communities con-

cerned could be a desirable prospect. As a Pakeha, Michael Smythe imagines a resource centre, similar to

the Maori Language Commission he has consulted previously and whose staff

offer the best advice they can - but will always defer to iwi if they have a different view. It would

be great if we had somebody that could do the same thing with visual communications, and who

actually knew the right people in each iwi to consult with (M.S.@001 in 1999: 77).

Maori participants are, in principle, not adverse to such a suggestion. ‘The first stop gap would be an author-

ity that would take claims for some of the generic Maori designs.’ (KG@273) Moreover, there are already

some agencies in place where advice can be sought. The Ministry of Commerce has set up a protocol of

regular consultation with Maori experts through a kaumatua advisory group who work on trademarks, copy-

right and designs (PK@450).

But a central agency who could ‘sign on the line’ would have to be briefed about agreed areas of rights and

obligations. This can only arise from prior collective decision-making processes. Preceding the establishment

of a central agency, Maori participants see the need for consultation amongst themselves. Pauline Kingi ad-

vocates ‘a range of huihui, where people from kaumatua, kuia, tohunga, matekite level, specialists in carv-

ing/weaving etc. all come together. … There has to be a range of hui where people are brought together to

begin the debate’ that has so far not occurred (PK@319: 78). Samantha Tamanui is aware of the fact that

Maori positions vary considerably in some areas. But in her view that is something for Maori to address and

make decisions about, ‘not for someone else to say “I’m ready, I want this and you are not ready, so I’m just

going to take it”’ (ST@058).
1003

One Pakeha designer advocates that the use of Maori culture should be ‘reflecting Maori culture, and taking

on board Maori concepts’ (RL@334 in 1999: 90). His model is quite different from practices of using Maori

images without consideration of context. It implies active participation in, and understanding of, intercultural

co-operation. The same person acknowledges that co-operation can only take place with Maori consent and

1001
One Maori participant made a comparison with the British royal family: ‘It’s like asking the royal family how they
want their dry-cleaning done. They can say, “I really want that here, now”, but unless you ask the maid, who can tell
you …’. (KG@349 in 1999: 89)

1002
See p. 326.

1003
See King on p. 316. Professionals who press for a central Maori agency to help them get decisions ‘signed off’ by
Maori occasionally use the absence of such a body as a fertile ground for myth making of the legitimising kind (see
Legitimation: de-politicised speech, p. 121). For example, a marketing consultant to the Kermadec restaurant pro-
ject in Auckland (who considers himself the mastermind behind the project) claims that it ‘would have been nice to
go to somebody, and gain their support and blessing for that project’ (BR@120: 77). Interestingly, he believes that
his designers in that case had ‘lifted [Maori symbols, i.e. Treaty signatures] out of a book in the library’ because
they were unable to find Maori to advise them (BR@112). The artist commissioned to do the work, however, was a
Maori artist, Robert Jahnke, who wrote a full page statement explaining his work to the architects in charge. The
Treaty signatures the marketing consultant refers to, were not reproductions but symbolic references to them.
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under Maori control, and that it involves an effort on the part of those who wish to use Maori images and a

contribution to the process. From a Maori perspective, individual designers can never be certain about the

integrity and meaning of an image unless they work with or for Maori.

Integrity and appropriateness are terms frequently used by the participants. While both Maori and non-Maori

agree that appropriateness of use, together with knowledge of the image is a central criterion for the use of

Maori images, appropriateness has many different connotations. In some instances, the term echoes ‘politi-

cal correctness’, where the avoidance of overtly offensive use and of negative after-effects of ‘inappropriate’

use such as bad publicity seem to be the main concerns.
1004

Consideration of control, consultation or con-

sent do not enter into this perspective, and the responsibility for ‘appropriate use’ is placed on the individual

designer, marketing specialist or artist.

The conflict between a wish to have access to Maori motifs and a rejection of a set of rules limiting freedom

of access became very clear when, in the questionnaire, all respondents were asked whether they consider

Maori cultural images as an important element in the branding of New Zealand products. Of the three sub-

samples business/marketing, designers and users1005
79%, 75% and 59% respectively responded yes. In the

following question, respondents were asked:

The World International Copyright Association has proposed a Model Act regulating ‘public per-

formance or publications of expressions of folklore where they are made “with gainful intent”

outside of their traditional or usual context. In these instances the source of the folklore must be

acknowledged, and approval for its use must be sought. The authorization is granted by a regu-

latory agency, which may levy a fee and set conditions for use.’ Would you agree to a similar

practice being established in New Zealand?

46% of the respondents from the business/marketing sector strongly disagreed with the proposition, while

18% and 20% of the respondents of the sectors design and users respectively strongly disagreed. Only 7%

of the business/marketing respondents strongly agreed, whereas 24% and 33% respectively of designers

and users strongly agreed. Thus it is exactly the group of respondents who most strongly indicate that Maori

images are an important element in branding New Zealand projects who most forcefully reject a proposal to

introduce some form of control over the use of ‘folklore’.
1006

In practice, it is mostly business and marketing

people who make and implement decisions about the use of Maori cultural images for ‘gainful intent’ and it is

likely that their opinions will override those of designers, and those of users (unless consumers voice clear

opposition to these decisions in a way which would affect sales).

1004
See A@039 in Engels-Schwarzpaul (1999: 42).

1005
The questionnaire data have to be treated with caution, particularly in the case of the sector of marketing and busi-
ness: of 145 questionnaires distributed in that sector, only 14 were returned, whereas the return rates for designers
were 71 of 165 distributed, and for users 39 of 87 distributed.

1006
The term ‘folklore’ is itself a contested one: the Model Act defines folklore as the ‘totality of the traditional artistic
heritage of the traditional heritage developed and maintained’ by a community within a given nation-state. What the
act protects are expressions of folklore. These are defined as ‘creations consisting of characteristic elements of
“folklore” including, (i) verbal expressions …; (ii) musical expressions …; (iii) expressions by action …; (iv) material
expressions, such as (a) productions of folk art, in particular drawings, paintings, carvings, sculptures, pottery, ter-
racotta, mosaic, woodwork, metalware, jewellery, basket weaving, needlework, textiles, carpets, costumes; (b) mu-
sical instruments; (c) architectural forms’ (quoted in Ziff & Rao, 1997: 19). The term is not very well received by
Maori due to its hierarchical implications (similar to ‘lore’ and ‘law’).
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While some contemporary Maori artists are not unsympathetic to the idea of individual artistic freedom, they

still note that it may be in conflict with Maori communal values.
1007

Those values need to be taken into ac-

count when ‘appropriateness’ is invoked. Some Maori participants discard the proposition of any discussion

of appropriateness unless non-Maori who wish to use Maori images engage in ongoing and commensurate

consultative relationships with relevant Maori specialists and communities. For one participant, for instance,

appropriateness is a euphemism for a more sophisticated form of appropriation, since any use of Maori im-

ages without explicit consent is inappropriate. Her contention is that if non-Maori sought consent and advice

from Maori there would be far less problems with appropriateness. While it might be difficult at times, particu-

larly in a big city, to find the right Maori group to consult with, Georgina Kirby is adamant that, if ‘somebody

really wants to have a Maori image, they’ve got to take the time out to find somebody that they can sit down

with and work it through’ (GK@336 in1999: 78). Poppa Don is concerned about the way discussions be-

tween Maori and non-Maori are conducted at present, as far as they are taking place at all.

There’s got to be a lot more communication and empathy to each other’s cultures. There’s got

to be something better than just the barriers up saying, ‘well this is our culture and I want you to

abide by our culture’ and vice versa to the other person. You’ve got to have empathy and

there’s not much of that around. There’s more radicals and because of that, the non-Maori are

putting their feathers up and that is blocking communication, it just stops. … It’s always got to

be an argument; there’s no conversation (PD@557: 78).

It appears that, at present, communication and consultation processes

vary considerably and that both Maori and non-Maori would like a

more coherent and integrated approach. Both parties agree that struc-

tures ought to be more transparent, and it seems that some work in

that direction has been done. There are already some points of con-

tact available to non-Maori if they wish to be advised about the use of

Maori images.

A brochure about quality in Maori souvenirs (s.a.) documents incidents

where the heads of important Maori individuals were used on tea towels and cushions, the tiki motif printed

on the inside of babies’ nappies or cast as a door knocker, chiefs’ heads turned into candles,
1008

denigrating

caricatures of Maori printed on wall hangings to create an impression of ‘New Zealand’ life style, etc.
1009

1007
At the same time, not all Pakeha individuals are completely convinced of the values of artistic freedom: ‘This whole
thing about creative freedom sounds grand, but I think it is a bit like going out and having a one way conversation’
(M.S.@381 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 42).

1008
See picture on p. 236.

1009
Poananga (in 1983: 41) comments that those uses are, if not racist insults, ‘trivialising … objects which are re-
spected in everyday life, making our symbols common’.

Air New Zealand food container, 1997
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The incidents where King Tawhiao’s head was used for the logo of a meat works,

the use of a carpet containing a moko motif in a public bar, Air

New Zealand’s use of a tiki motif for a cocktail stirrer, or their

use of the canoe prow figurehead, a composition of tiki and

takarangi spiral on the vinyl covering of a food container,
1010

all

demonstrate that the notion of ‘appropriateness’ is relative and

highly dependent on the knowledge and attitude of whoever

defines it in a particular context and at a given time.

If biculturalism is a genuine concern, those uses are clearly

‘inappropriate’ and truly bicultural relationships would have

prevented such practices. However, biculturalism is another term that is quite differently interpreted from

different positions.

Maori (and a number of non-Maori) refer to the notion of partnership under the Treaty of Waitangi and see

genuine biculturalism as a partnership between tangata whenua and tangata tiriti. It is not based on demo-

graphic figures but on a sense of equality and respect between the partners, a ‘reciprocal, shared, constantly

interchanging principle which is expressed through all aspects of social conduct’ (Smith, 1999: 120). Most

participants realise that it will take quite some time until genuine equality in this partnership can be achieved.

Kāretu (2000: 87) holds that it is

still the case today that those other than Māori are welcome, and are welcomed, to participate in

the rites of passage and encounter of the Māori. To participate they need to abide by Māori

practice and dictate as indeed the Māori must when participating in the rites of passage of the

Pākehā. It is a question of recognising the mana that is inherent in both cultures, but for a long

time the Māori has been the poor relation in this regard.

1010
The cocktail stirrer has not been in use for a number of years. Neither the food container nor cutlery and seat cov-
ers with the koru motif are utilised any longer on the main Air New Zealand lines, but were still in use on Air New
Zealand Link flights in 1998. In 1998, I found some of the most disturbing images (and their often accidental combi-
nation) on ‘fancy’ tourist postcards: e.g. a stereotype of a Maori man’s head with a painted moko placed on top of a
postcard photo of baked beans; or the image of a jade tiki, for example, framed by the photo of a woman’s trun-
cated rear view in a g-string, the photo of a glass of beer and a card showing a bottle of New Zealand beer.

Detail food container

Tane-Nui-a-
Rangi, Auckland

Post cards Auckland 1999
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Grant Alexander gives an example of this imbalance when he estimates that only up to a third of his col-

leagues at the Auckland branch are interested in aspects of biculturalism – one reason why he believes it to

be right for his firm not to use Maori images at present.

As a company I would like us to externalise confidently a positive view that we embrace bicul-

turalism, but I think it is dishonest to do that until internally your ship is completely shipshape. I

think we are still in the shipyard (GA@570 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 76).

As long as the issues involved in the use of Maori images are as contested and complicated as they are,

designers and marketing people who feel that they do not have enough time to invest in quality research

through consultation might be well advised not to use Maori images. Otherwise ‘cultural stripping’, as Greg

Whitecliffe calls misappropriation, will continue. In this process, ‘individuals (and in this sense I am talking of

Maori as individuals) are stripped of their cultures in order to assume a homogenised identity’. He sees that

as ‘connected … with the wider economies of power and privilege’ (GW@P10).

One necessary step – before detailed discussions about the use of Maori images by non-Maori are feasible

– is the redress of injustices committed by the settler society in the past, and their perpetuation in present

day New Zealand society. Several non-Maori individuals mention in this context that the use of Maori images

cannot be discussed separately from colonial history and current socio-economic factors. Many participants

acknowledge the need for a process like the settlement of land claims in the area of culture, but some also

express an overriding desire ‘to move on’. When Brian Richards went to school,

Maori studies were considered to be for the dull boys. We failed to give it the importance it de-

serves. But I don’t want to talk from the point of view of being politically wrong. I want to talk

from the point of view of saying ‘we are sitting on a bloody gold mine here in terms of finding out

who we are’ and it’s our own myopia. … Things have happened in those generations since your

ancestors left [England]. And you are more of a New Zealander than you are an English person

– so you better get on with it. That’s where we failed: we failed in our ability to embrace the

place (BR@419: 45).

Michael Major expects the situation to change when Maori have ‘reached a point where they feel complete

about all the things that they feel have been unbalanced for them. But also the Pakehas feel complete. …

You’ve got to get both parties feeling good, and that’s when the sharing occurs’ (MM@343 in 1999: 81). To

achieve that, Jonathan Custance believes that Maori concepts and cultural expressions need to be given

more space in a, so far, ‘dominant society of Pakeha’. For him, it is important that the socio-economic dis-

parities between Maori and non-Maori population groups are addressed as ‘effectively as possible so that we

can collectively move on. And if it all goes into setting up Maori trusts of activists I don’t mind’. Once that has

happened, he can see a situation where

we do have a level cultural playing field. I think there [are] elements of social indifference, or so-

cial differences, hopping onto the cultural, bicultural bandwagon, and let’s get through this so

that we can get back to reality and say there are people that have not, and it’s not necessarily a

cultural thing. So it’s about bringing Maori up to those statistics and balancing it.

A Maori design educator endorses this perspective by requesting that the partnership principle embedded in

the treaty is implemented on all levels. If the infrastructure of New Zealand society were revised to express
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real partnership, he believes that the resulting balance would lead to sharing and that common ground would

start to open out hugely.
1011

In the process of working towards biculturalism, Maori are constantly referred to as the party who needs to

impart knowledge to Pakeha. It is interesting that (with only two exceptions) the interview participants were

mainly concerned with the time that non-Maori spend on the consultation process. It does not seem to have

reached collective consciousness in Aotearoa that there are always two parties involved, and as Michael

Smythe observes, the Maori party suffers from the same, if not worse, predicament. ‘As often happens Maori

advisors are very stretched for time and have so many things to do. If they are trying to do it all by the book,

it is all very time consuming.’ (M.S.@345: 76) His observation is that ‘ten percent of the population are re-

quired to do fifty percent of the work in a bicultural set-up’ (M.S.@163). Compare this with attitudes such as

that voiced by Brian Richards who challenges Maori and says

OK, all very well to talk about this stuff, but this is your taonga, now for God’s sake, why can’t

you make us understand it more clearly in a modern context? Why can’t you get us to see it in a

new way? (BR@266: 76)

Maori participants who are involved in this type of work have made it clear that they want to be genuinely

part of the process, to have their opinions heard and be taken into account. Many of them share the experi-

ence that they are called on only to be told about already completed plans that they are then asked to agree

to. Further, it is often revealed later that something else was done instead. Their impression is that consulta-

tion is conducted in a perfunctory manner, only to fulfil an obligation.
1012

Considering that ‘ten percent of the population are required to do fifty percent of the work in a bicultural set-

up’, and that this work is often done without payment, New Zealand contemporary culture is indeed still in the

shipyard with regard to bicultural practices.

3.2.2.2 Practices

The practices of using Maori cultural images in design are embedded in a complex of market rules character-

ised by the desire to maximise profits. For some time now, Western capitalism’s activities have been moving

into the symbolic realm, entering an imagistic phase where the visual becomes crucial. It is worth recalling

here Peters’ contention that global capitalism ‘which feeds off the cultural’ renders obsolete the old Marxist

base/superstructure model.
1013

The convergence between fashion, publishing, telecommunications and

multi-media industries creates a realm in which images are constantly circulated and their production re-

quires innovation and diversification. For this, access to symbols from all kinds of realms is required and vi-

tal. A radical juxtaposition of cultural symbols is part of marketing strategies that rely on wrenching symbols

out of their context and re-inserting them into another.

1011
From an unauthorised interview with a Maori design educator.

1012
From an unauthorised interview with a Maori consultant in the Arataki project. The comment, however, was a gen-
eral one and did not refer to that project in particular.

1013
See p. 230.
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This creates inherent potential for conflict with notions of de-colonisation.
1014

The latter cannot really be ad-

vanced as long as global marketing techniques depend on the ability to radically ‘wrench one symbol out of

one context and put it into another’ and thereby treat cultures as a resource for commodification. Indeed,

Daes (1993: §19) documents how ‘publicity about the victimization of indigenous peoples … has also re-

newed Europeans’ interest in acquiring indigenous peoples’ arts, cultures and sciences’.
1015

Mark Taylor has

little faith in branding specialists’ understanding of those processes. At the same time,

[t]hey are certainly influencing society, and they are influencing how we read and understand

these things …. And in this case [of Maori culture] one is dealing with a culture that has histori-

cally … dealt with the drawing of motifs and images, not the writing of language. It is a danger-

ous mapping, one might think that those [appropriated] motifs are actually part of the original

culture, because they look like it (MT@018 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 40).

Still, from a marketing perspective Maori images make ‘brilliant stories, as do all the indigenous cultures in

every culture in the world. Even cultures that have been wiped out’ (A@482: 40).
1016

Brian Richards illus-

trates this by the following anecdote.

I’ve just been up to the Bay of Islands with a Dutch artist friend of mine. It was called Heritage

Tours, although it was a modern catamaran, with Espresso machines and all that, there was a

Maori welcome as we walked down the wharf. There was a whole ceremony as we were wel-

comed onto the boat. …. That’s the richness that is everyday possible in terms of adding value,

for which I’m happy to pay two or three more dollars (BR@328: 40).
1017

The same applies to New Zealand exports, such as ‘forest products, harvest of the ocean, beef and lamb, all

of those land based products’ (RL@057 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 38). Ray Labone, a part-

ner in a design and branding company, thinks that New Zealand branding in the past has played ‘heavily on

clean and green, and we’ve thrashed and thrashed that’. However, New Zealand might not be able to claim

the moral high ground in this area much longer, and therefore needs other points of differentiation. Apart

from using ‘Kiwi attitudes’ to underpin a branding, the ‘ability to work in relationships’ might be a positive dis-

tinction. ‘If we are seen to have a society which values its indigenous people, in which the indigenous people

have real influence and respect, then those qualities are an important point in differentiation.’ (RL@437: 38-

9) He believes, that, unquestionably,

the Maori perspective – or the Maori cultural identity – can be a factor in a lot of that. We feel

that overseas audiences will be more attuned to a business or product which makes connection,

pays some homage, associates itself, with indigenous culture, its country of origin. Now I firmly

believe that that’s going to be as important as being seen to be ecologically well aligned. … At

1014
Conflicts about access to new types of resources in global capitalism are better known in the context of the Human
Genome Diversity Project, also dubbed the ‘Vampire Project’ (Laheéna’é Gay in Biegert, 1998). The struggle over
access to genes (human or otherwise) has given rise in Aotearoa to the Wai 262 claim about flora and fauna.

1015
See p. 321.

1016
See p. 233.

1017
The relationship between resource and profit seems very clear in this instance. Heidegger’s (1977: 16) example of
the different relationships to the environment of a bridge, a hydroelectric plant, or tourism is interesting in this con-
text. After having been transformed by the dams of the plant, the Rhine is of course ‘still a river in the landscape’.
But, at least in its more attractive parts, in ‘no other way than as an object on call for inspection by a tour group or-
dered there by the vacation industry’. It has become part of the standing-reserve and as such ‘no longer stands
over against us as object’ (17). Gadamer provides a link between the landscape, culture and people in his remarks
about the ‘Thou’ on p. 110.
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the moment it’s not a big deal. Most companies wouldn’t come to us and ask us to include a

Maori perspective, unless they are in tourism or one of the areas where it clearly is a selling

point, and a point of differentiation. But we actually believe that other companies are going to be

more sensitive to that in the future. … We believe that they could have actually got more com-

petitive advantage by selling that as part of their brand story (RL@000: 38).

For Maori to be seen to have real influence and respect, however, a change in mainstream attitude towards

Maori culture, their rights to cultural heritage, and the position of Maori in society is essential. ‘We need to

understand a lot better the real underlying aspects of that culture and not just take the superficial, visual cues

out and employ those in a superficial way. Which is what is happening at the moment.’ (RL@048: 39)

In the past we have been guilty of theft of cultural icons and imagery. It was ignorance in terms

of knowing what we were doing, it was also being not strong enough to stand up to a client who

is saying, ‘We want to include these elements’. Now, we have more ability to stand up to a client

and say, ‘Look that is tokenism. If you want to do this, then put real commitment into it, look at

your Human Resources policy, look at your land use policy’ (RL@014: 39).

While his partner in the Auckland office, Grant Alexander, takes a generally more pessimistic view on the

potential for general change, he agrees on the necessity to alter current practices where designers ‘trot’

Maori images ‘out like clipart. … [I]f we were to move beyond that we’ve got to use them in a more informed

way’ (GA@120: 39). About his own past practices, he says that ‘[i]t was mark making, visual elastoplast that

doesn’t have a wider meaning, but “we can say we have acknowledged it”’. Today he thinks he is more likely

to ‘communicate the values and the ability to embrace the values of biculturalism through behaviour, rather

than images’ (GA@273: 39).

Chris Gaskin recounts a reverse case where he wanted to use cartoons in an exhibit about pre-colonial his-

tory. He thinks that some parts of the population, Pakeha and Maori, have ‘a sense of mistrust’ (CG@344:

32) regarding the use of cartoons. This mistrust might be based on the fact that cartoons often use elements

of caricature. On the other hand, there are target groups that relate positively to cartoons: ‘some kids if you

like and an area of society’ (CG@389) and they can therefore be used as ‘a style which grabs people’, put-

ting out ‘hooks that grab a number of people’(CG@361).
1018

However, when transferred into a Maori context,

this style is, at the least, problematic. The poster was met with great reservation by some Maori because of

aspects that are frequently characteristic of cartoons: oversimplification, stereotyping, and exaggeration.

Gaskin says that initially his reaction was ‘somewhat cynical … “Oh, they just want to present themselves as

sophisticated and gloss over the past”’ (CG@245). It was only after some discussion that he realised the

implications and connotations of the illustration chosen, and how the cartoon style had framed the topic mat-

ter portrayed in a specific way. While the final illustration was still a cartoon, its design was now based on the

recognition of the potential pitfalls of the style and the subject matter was treated more carefully.

From this particular person’s point of view [it] was too simplistic, … in reality a war party faced

with a situation where a mountain erupts would take that as a sign, they would be thoughtful

about it. In fact, within the group there might be conflict. There might be some who would ag-

gressively be adamant that they should charge off and to hell with it. The others [would] be

1018
See Plato’s notion that images cheat children and stupid men, fn. 323.
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thoughtful and see it as an omen. There’d be others who’d be fearful; and the shift in illustration

was to convey that (CG@282).

Cross-cultural translations are far from simple, and Gaskin is aware of the pitfalls. The fact that he mainly

works in institutional contexts gives him a certain amount of leeway in negotiating difficulties.

Marketing, on the other hand, makes ‘use of images which will situate something as distinctive and new and

in that way … further the logic of conspicuous consumption’ (MP@163: 40). Characteristically – and not sur-

prisingly – marketing experts usually turn a blind eye to this problematic. Peters thinks it necessary to under-

stand that marketing ‘is per se parasitic’ and dependent on the logic of the market.

Ultimately its profitability is based upon what it can get for nothing, and that means notions of

appropriateness don’t sit very well in any kind of theory of marketing. Theories of marketing per

se are generally practical discourses on how to do it. They very rarely would … perceive a cri-

tique of their own discipline. They are based on the appropriation of images. … [t]he notion of

understanding – cultural understanding, or even the possibility of building into marketing educa-

tion some critique of misappropriation of images, seems highly unlikely to me. (MP@260: 40)

Practical discourses are instrumental in nature, and designed to achieve goals defined in existing and (more

or less) accepted frameworks. Theoretical discourses, on the other hand, are more interested in the nature

of contextual relationships, and are more likely to question their own principal parameters. Such theoretical

discourses are not sufficiently part of public debates in New Zealand, or of those between professionals.

Accordingly, a commonly shared platform for the discussion on the meaning of the use of Maori images in

design has not been established, and the practices that non-Maori adopt when using Maori images vary

considerably.

Labone realises how global market rules and changes of context have affected European based cultural

heritage. He reflects on the concept of ‘Customer Focus, which everybody aspires to. Maori have a concept,

Manaakitanga [which] has more substance. It’s all about hosting and being responsible to guests. Manaaki-

tanga is much fresher, much richer, less debased than Customer Focus’ (RL@274: 31). There is a danger in

the perception of greater freshness or richness inherent in Maori concepts, as long as it is linked with a

framework that Trask (1993: 53) classifies as racist: ‘the denial of Native culture with blanket claims, such as

“Natives have no culture” comparable to the hegemonic one, or even a valuable culture beyond ornamenta-

tion’.
1019

She observes that, in Hawai’i, mass tourism thrives on ‘the commercialization of every aspect of

Hawaiian culture’. One of the bases of that commercialisation is ‘a widely held belief that Hawaiian culture –

e.g. the hula, Hawaiian values of generosity and love such as aloha, and the Hawaiian extended family – is

particularly suited to the “visitor” industry …’. It is not uncommon to hear non-Maori in New Zealand talk

about aroha and whanau in ways which bear little resemblance to the language-games that are their original

home (Wittgenstein, 1958: #116). Apart from contributing to the construction of a New Zealand national iden-

tity, Maori culture is also turned into a resource for capitalist entrepreneurship. Such use has no regard for

the meaning and context of the elements appropriated. Labone has developed a sense of what can go

wrong in such practices and comments further that Maori

1019
This is an incident of an Indigenous person using the term ‘ornamentation’ precisely in the way in which it has been
defined by Western theories and practices.
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probably think ‘We don’t want that – we have seen what you have done with British, Irish, Italian

culture. We’ve seen what happens when you put that in a big mixing bowl, mix it all up. … Look

at the horrible potpourri, the horrible watered down tradition that you have, look what you are

left with’. Who would blame them for saying ‘Ours is still rich, we would like to keep it unsullied’.

And no doubt that’s why they get upset when they see the haka been used in the wrong way.

And the Germans and the French hate it, too, when people are messing with their culture

(RL@312: 31).

There does seem to be a growing number of designers who are beginning to appreciate that the use of

Maori images can be problematic. Labone states that his firm is and will ‘continue to be cynical of those cli-

ents that want tokenism, that want a Maori name, and a bit of Maori decoration in their identity, and that’s as

far as they want to go’ (RL@402: 91). Many designers consider using cultural elements without understand-

ing them as involving ethical issues, since the use of ‘any element or component of culture without under-

standing its true meaning and without using it in the proper context’ is ‘theft’ and expresses a lack of ‘due

respect’. They also see quality issues involved, for imitation without understanding usually results in bad de-

sign.
1020

In many cases, however, awareness of the problematic leads to avoidance. Most clients are not interested in

addressing bicultural issues and do not wish to ‘waste time’ on lengthy consultation processes. Grant Alex-

ander points out the differences between the respective Auckland and Wellington clienteles. In Auckland,

clients ‘would actively discourage acknowledgement of [biculturalism], the Wellington client base would ac-

tively encourage acknowledgement. If anything I have become less aware of [the] potential for it to be ac-

knowledged in this market place as time has gone by’ (GA@053: 69). In Auckland, his experience is that

more often than not their suggestions to, for example, print brochures in more than one language, have

‘been knocked back on “it’s not a commercial reality”, “there isn’t a need”. So after a while you to tend to be

very careful where you are recommending a second language is used’ (GA@098). If clients do not request a

bicultural element themselves, Grant holds that designers’ ‘chances of getting it into a brief are remote’

(GA@212).
1021

Since business people cannot see a commercial benefit in the use of Maori images for their

products, Maori images are being used less and less in professional design projects.
1022

This can be interpreted as a positive sign that the design community is starting to realise that Maori images

cannot be used at whim and that their inappropriate use can lead to bad publicity. But the reason why com-

panies decide not to integrate bicultural elements in their designs is in Grant Alexander’s view mostly ‘a

commercial judgement … if they don’t see a commercial benefit it’s going to be a real struggle to get it in

there’ (GA@227: 71). In order to save on production costs, clients want designers to get back with a result

quickly. This, in Alexander’s view, leads to an attitude of ‘”Shut the door, don’t go there – we’ve been down

that path.” That’s what happens. So we tend to not go there, because it tends to be so complex, so drawn

out’ (GA@392). Michael Smythe’s experiences confirm this impression. He thinks that the client community

is aware that the issues are ‘complicated and time consuming. It’s more like roll[ing] their eyes and saying, “I

haven’t got time for that,” which is, in a way, an acknowledgement of the importance of it’ (M.S.@296: 71).

1020
See p. 344.

1021
Not being challenged by clients to explore the issues has led to a situation where the Auckland office does not en-
gage in ‘debates we used to have all the time in the Wellington office, because we were doing more of this type of
work, where we would have to deal with the Maori and English, in which it was given emphasis’ (GA@066: 69-70).

1022
However, their use seems to increase in less professionalised contexts.
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However, avoidance will not resolve the problem, and some Maori and non-Maori believe that it is important

to have Maori visual culture ‘out there’ in the public sphere to establish a New Zealand identity that is clearly

different from its colonial monocultural origins.

I think that it is important that we have Maori mark making and shapes and influences out there

in the market place. I think the market place is sophisticated enough to manage itself with more

positive outcomes than negative outcomes (GA@012: 29).
1023

Labone feels that there is still ‘an enormous amount’ of what he calls ‘conservatism and reluctance’ even in

government departments. He believes that bilingual signage systems in public spaces would communicate

that what is represented are ‘two nations, if not two states, one state two nations. That would show that was

distinctively part of our culture and would once and for all help us to establish an identity that was separate

from our old colonial identity’ (RL@171: 50). Instead, many public bodies resort to what he regards as ‘horri-

ble tokenism’ (RL@171).

Smythe, who has thought about issues of biculturalism and his relationship with Maori images for a long

time, has come to the conclusion that any engagement with them requires designers to invest their own pri-

vate time to learn about Maori culture, since commercial realities will indeed in most cases not allow for ade-

quate research and consultation.

Either you deal with it as conscientiously as you can but leave out the full consultation process,

or you blow the budget and do what you ought to do and spend far too much time and money –

miss the deadline, blow the budget and lose the project and never get asked to do it again. Or

you dedicate your own time and energy into it. I would favour doing as much as you can in the

time available, I wouldn’t opt out from the beginning. I think that many designers and artists who

have practised consultation have been able to establish lines of communication and built friend-

ships. … I think we should grapple with it, not use short-term pragmatism as a reason for opting

out. It doesn’t do to just say, ‘well we can’t do it properly so we won’t do it at all’ because then

we end up with monocultural images and we misrepresent who we are (M.S.@016: 76).

To avoid the problematic issues involved, people often refrain from personal engagement and delegate re-

sponsibility. But if manufacturers defer responsibility to the design community, while the design community

invokes individual designers’ integrity and knowledge – and as long as non-Maori want simple recipes from

Maori – ‘political correctness’ replaces genuine co-operation and ‘signing off’ becomes the main concern.
1024

Smythe thinks that this is ‘a wonderful time to be a New Zealander, as we try to pioneer our way through,

making this work in a way that acknowledges both Pakeha and Maori as living growing cultures of today’

(M.S.@065: 92). He senses that the desire for a manual on Maori motifs and symbols involves an expecta-

tion not only to get easy answers, but also a belief ‘that there is some kind of expert there that can deliver the

magic answer’ (M.S.@085: 79). In his view, that is unrealistic and not well-suited to the issues. ‘It is a dy-

namic, growing thing and what we need to all do is to become active, knowledgeable participants in that pro-

cess.’ He is one of the non-Maori participants who promote personal involvement in Maori culture as a way

1023
In framing the problem, interview partners use different concepts to make sense of the situation. They sometimes
invoked reified constructions such as the ‘market place’ as being a natural, autonomous entity with its own self-
regulating potentials – independent of those who make decisions.

1024
See p. 344.
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way of building long-term relationships with Maori experts. He is convinced that the longer those relation-

ships are established the easier it will be to obtain advice, particularly if they develop into friendships and

support networks. Being part of a network makes it easier for a person to take risks while at the same time it

can act as a safeguard preventing serious mistakes.

Larger design projects involving the use of Maori images and consultation with Maori advisors seem to re-

quire more formalised strategies. This was clearly born out in the cases of the Arataki Visitors Centre’s re-

design and in the Rotorua branding campaign. Lack of clear guidelines and procedures produced trouble-

some situations and delays in both cases.
1025

It was suggested that such situations would be greatly assisted

by a cultural protocol formalised by Maori to create clarity and help the ‘majority culture’ better cope with the

issues.

The process of working on such a protocol or guidelines could be part of the research Maori consider neces-

sary before formalised authorisation procedures for Pakeha are feasible. The work is likely to clarify issues

for Maori amongst themselves, and ultimately lead to more clarity in the design area and the public in gen-

eral. ‘If there is clarity for the indigenous communities, the majority cultures to which many of these commu-

nities relate can have a similar protocol occurring. One thing the majority culture will cope well with is clarity

as to what is required.’ (PK@293: 83-4) Non-Maori designers and business people have indeed expressed

the wish for clarity in their own projects. Both Craggs and Gaskin make a very strong point that they would

go about future projects involving Maori culture differently. Craggs, reflecting on the Rotorua project, says

that ‘in terms of the bicultural issue, we’d be quite happy to carry on that sort of project again. But … we’d

have to have pretty clear guidelines beforehand, before we enter that’ (DC@001: 84). Gaskin views the

Arataki project as a classic example where the lack of clear protocols and procedures seriously impaired the

design process. Visual cultural expressions bring with it more than their appearance in most people’s

perception. In cross-cultural projects, where different perceptual modes and forms of transitions operate, co-

operation between experts of the cultures concerned is vitally important to prevent damage.
1026

In the future, Gaskin and Craggs will ensure in all projects they participate in that the contact between client

and tangata whenua and Maori consultants involved ‘is made before we’re brought into a project. That all

sorts of questions with regards to expectations of iwi, expectations of their input into a project, are dealt with

before designers, artists, other people are brought into a project’ (CG@061: 84). The proposed cultural pro-

tocol, however, should not be confused with a manual documenting Maori motifs. Rather, it would supply a

set of guidelines on how to conceptualise and resolve principal issues: what the role of Maori images are;

how to deal with consultation; and who the appropriate contact persons or groups are. Karen Grant believes

that the provision of guidelines is a valid option, while a manual would not be. Variations between iwi and

hapu, as much as ongoing change, make the latter impossible. A manual would not be capable of reflecting

variation and change, ‘and to restrict ourselves to a [single] framework within which we are going to operate

is ludicrous. … [You can] put guidelines in place which are basically about respect and care and appropriate

use, to avoid cultural offensiveness’ (KG@009: 83).

Nothing seems to replace the personal ethics and integrity of the people involved in the process. The de-

signers who devised and completed the Rotorua brand in co-operation with a traditional and contemporary

1025
See p. 341.

1026
See p. 207.
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Maori artist appear to have demonstrated an attitude which might be central to success in bicultural projects.

The client describes them as open-minded, bringing a positive, appreciative approach to the project. While

they might not have understood some of the complexity of the Maori concerns involved, they recognised the

potential and the bounty of a bicultural solution. In their case, the perception of Maori culture as being ‘rich’

seems to have referred to the entire context, not only to the richness of a resource to be ‘mined’.
1027

Their

attitude enabled them to take their leads from a ‘broader cross section of people’ and prevented them from

exhibiting any ‘snobbery at all’ (KA@205: 93).
1028

3.2.2.3 Solutions

All widely acceptable solutions suggested by participants require increased communication and consultation

not only between non-Maori wishing to use Maori images and Maori specialists, but also amongst Maori

themselves. For a central Maori agency to be able to advise and authorise the use of Maori images, a range

of consultative meetings amongst various Maori communities would first have to take place, in order to de-

termine the latitude of decision-making for such an agency. They would also define appropriate lines of

communications with community groups in all cases where decisions could not be made centrally.

Both Maori and non-Maori wish for a more coherent and integrated approach to consultation. While a cultural

protocol or guidelines for consultation would be helpful, personal, face-to-face communication needs to occur

more often and more normally. Nothing will replace understanding gained from continued contextual contact

with Maori communities. The ease with which a non-Maori designer can move in a Maori environment will

determine his or her capacity to actually understand what is being said, and what the consequences of any

actions or omissions are likely to be. A person who has already established an ongoing network with Maori

artists or designers and community groups will find it much less complicated to identify different interests that

need to be taken into account, and to examine any project under consideration from those different angles.

This responsibility does, however, not only rest with designers or other consultants. Smythe regards his cli-

ents as partly responsible for building

trust and having appropriate structures, e.g.: Maori consultants, kaumatua that they have links

with. … As well as our clients having basic links with tangata whenua in their community, it does

pay for individual designers to have links with other Maori designers or artists (M.S.@038:

78).
1029

Not only will the nature of the consultation process determine the course of events, but it will also determine

the content matter. The more an image or symbol is ‘wrenched’ out of its context and the more important its

connotations, the more complex and difficult the consultation process is likely to be. The use of a significant

1027
While, for instance, Richards understands the need to change cultural attitudes comprehensively, his approach to
Maori culture as a gold mine puts him at risk of only preaching these values rather than practicing them. See p.
349.

1028
Regarding the importance of engaging in consultation with different groups or individuals, Whitecliffe reports that
when he was on the marae as a boy, he would be sent ‘to him, to him, to him, to her, to her, to her. In other words it
was not one person, … you actually had to go and ask several people. And each gave a slight difference in varia-
tion’. This variety of different perspectives enriched his understanding. ‘That’s part of the whole misunderstanding
[of] cultural sovereignty. It’s not held in any one person, it’s held by individuals, and tribes, and whanau, and groups
of people with their own particular interpretations.’ (GW@089: 52)

1029
Alan Steedman, as Marketing Manager, can see his firm in a consultative relationship with Maori specialists, but
believes that the issue ‘really needs to be conveyed to the design community, rather than the manufacturing com-
munity. I know we have design in-house, so we must take responsibility, but …’ (AS258).
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person’s head, for example, will raise all sorts of questions and bring with it connotations that require careful

consideration. All Maori participants agree that motifs used in moko must not be used by non-Maori without

advice. However, a designer not truly competent in Maori visual language would be unlikely to be able to

identify derivations.
1030

An example is a carpet produced in New Zealand which has been identified as con-

taining a motif derived from moko. When it was discovered in a public bar in Palmerston North, a complaint

was made to the legal representatives of the Wai262 claimants. In reaction, Pauline Kingi says:

Let me be clear: people walk all over that design? - I would say that was very offensive, in the

same way that I see the use of a face with a moko on a plate as very offensive. It doesn’t matter

if anyone says, please do not eat on this plate, people will eat on that plate. (PK435: 35)
1031

The manufacturer of the carpet was unaware of the fact that the carpet contained a moko motif, but the Mar-

keting Manager does accept that the knowledge of the designers involved might not have been sufficient to

realise the implications of using that motif. Maori were not consulted during the design process, so an impor-

tant source of knowledge was not tapped.
1032

Everything that one does goes back to some traditional concepts …, and that’s why I think that

it’s very important that there is quite a bit of consultation occurring if non-Maori want to use

Maori imagery. If it is good enough for Maori to go through a process, so it is for non-Maori

(GK@151: 36).

The Marketing Manager of the firm points out that the profusion of Maori images, for example through

Gordon Walters prints, results in endless variations of an original motif so that it becomes increasingly diffi-

cult to determine what is appropriate use and what is not. ‘How will people know?… If enough of these im-

pressions are seen by individual designers, then they will start to flow into design in a diluted way. Then it will

be very difficult for manufacturers to control that situation.’ (AS@012: 75) Due to past misuse of these motifs,

they are now found in completely alien contexts and variations.
1033

All participants emphasise that an understanding of Maori imagery is important if non-Maori want to use

them. While a booklet educating non-Maori on general rules and principles of the use of Maori images could

be an addition to the cultural protocol mentioned above and would encourage non-Maori to concern them-

selves with important background information, Maori participants continually return to the importance of con-

text based, face-to-face experience for learning. They, and most of their non-Maori colleagues, appreciate

that learning takes place on levels other than that of logical comprehension.
1034

It was also suggested that

some knowledge of Te Reo Maori be prerequisite for a grounded understanding of Maori visual language

1030
See Jahnke, p. 108

1031
The person who initially took offence did not only refer to the fact that people walk over the motif, but also that beer
and other beverages continuously get spilled on it.

1032
‘The policy basically as the General Manager of Marketing and Design is that I have conveyed to each of the senior
designers that they are to be sensitive in their mind to other parties’ interest. That doesn’t necessarily relate to our
local culture, it relates to anywhere in the world. You might say that is a bit of a trap, because we can’t have that
wider knowledge. What we try to do is ensure that we are working through bona fide designers and architects, and
we get them to sign off in the main to the creativity of the work.’ (AS@195: 35-6)

1033
The case of the moko motif in the carpet is only the tip of an expansive iceberg. The Warriors’ use of a koruru for
their logo in combination with advertisements for beer is another one (photo p. 251). While Air New Zealand does
not appear to have used Maori designs in quite so blatant a fashion, this might well be a matter of luck rather than
understanding and care (the use of manaia on food containers are likely to come close to causing offence, see p.
348). All of those motifs are easily accessible in print media. Representations of the moko motif used in the carpet
can be found in Buck (1949: 323), Salmond (1991: 88), and Robley (1896: 15, 72, 73, 133, 184-187, 194-197).

1034
For a discussion of these different ways of knowing as related to the arts, see also Perkins (1977: 2-4).
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since some concepts underpinning Maori symbols and their usage do not easily translate into English.
1035

A

further important extension to learning about Maori cultural images is the exploration of historical develop-

ments in Aotearoa. Without an understanding of colonial history, it is difficult to grasp the complexities and

problematics around the appropriation of Maori images. Mark Kirby, for instance, realises that the issues

surrounding the appropriation of Maori images are really about ‘colonisation and power, and relationships

between two different cultures. That’s what makes appropriation such a key thing, it is a continuation of that

process, isn’t it? That makes being careful about it so important, because it happens within that context’

(MK@058: 45).

Maori frequently express the importance of engaging in their own research to retrieve knowledge that at pre-

sent is fragmented and dispersed. An understanding of changes brought about by colonisation is crucial to

frame current questions and find relevant answers. Topics requiring investigation include the respective

boundaries of hapu or iwi rights of control, the relationship between common and specialist knowledge, and

the nature of the relationship between communities and a pan-Maori consultative body. This research, while

evolving, is at present not sufficiently advanced to reach conclusive answers, which is one factor complicat-

ing consultation between Maori and non-Maori. Resources to carry out such research projects will have to be

made available on the basis of a political will to find equitable solutions. These resources would not only in-

clude money, but also a non-commodified allocation of time together with the facilitation of the meeting of

relevant experts and community representatives.
1036

In that sense, corporate planning and marketing can differ considerably. Corporate planning, at least if it is

done on a larger scale, will take into consideration the expected return on investment of high quality re-

search, and the value of a good reputation for public relations. Marketing techniques, in contrast, tend to

operate more often in a ‘quick and dirty’ mode. ‘[A] marketing company may be required to move quickly and

fast, make decisions – which is the nature of the capitalist community.’ (MK@364: 72) Efficiency then

equates to keeping investment low, both in terms of time and money. ‘My opinion of how companies should

handle [the use of Maori images] is a little different. … I guess, due to the pressures of time, often they don’t

follow the processes that we would teach.’ (BD@062: 72) ‘Capitalist time’ and ‘Maori time’, to put it polemi-

cally, conflict increasingly as the commodification of time in business operations excludes considerations that

go beyond short-term input/output ratios.
1037

When dealing with Maori images in particular, a more relational concept of time applies. The present is a

node between what has been experienced and what is expected to happen. Koselleck (in Habermas,

1995:12) holds that ‘in modern times the difference between experience and expectation has increasingly

expanded’ to which Habermas (1995: 12) adds that ‘traditional experiences of previous generations are …

replaced by the kind of experience of progress’ which lends itself to utopian expectations. To reconcile the

(modern) discrepancies of experiences and expectations with regard to Maori images, Karen Grant suggests

that – as with any specialist advisors – long-term relationships need to be developed that rest on a shared

understanding of their consummate goals. This might not be an easy task for business people, since they

could find it ‘testing and trying’ in the beginning to find the right combination of experts. However, she asserts

that there are Maori specialists ‘out there’ who are able to assist in the achievement of a project’s goals

1035
For guidelines on research regarding Maori culture see Te Awekotuku (1991).

1036
See pp. 325 and 345.

1037
See p. 353.
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within the timeframes given, and who share the same vision. She suspects that business people might not

like to test things out, but

you’ve got to test, and you are going to make mistakes. [H]opefully, those mistakes are going to

cost you only ten dollars, rather than millions of dollars in the long run. It’s just a matter of ap-

propriate planning, proper planning and timing (KG@111 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga,

1999: 73).
1038

Most participants relate the particular issue of the use of Maori images to a wider context of socio-economic

and legal conditions. Some are under the impression that issues that should be properly framed as socio-

economic are often termed cultural problems, and that historical and contemporary structural injustices need

to be addressed at large.
1039

In this context, they often refer to the Treaty of Waitangi and the resulting notion

of partnership based on relationships of equality and mutual respect between tangata whenua and tangata

tiriti. Many participants – Maori as well as non-Maori – are convinced that once this balance is reached and

Maori have control over their own matters, common ground will open up and the potential for sharing will

increase.

The settlement process through the Waitangi Tribunal will have to be extended to include other taonga – a

precedent being Wai11, the Te Reo Maori Claim.
1040

The Wai262 claim currently being heard is likely to con-

tribute to the clarification of the concepts discussed here and in time render a recommendation regarding

Maori intellectual and cultural property rights.
1041

Maui Solomon, legal counsel for the claimants, observes

that an obvious problem with current legislation regarding trade marks, patents, designs and patterns is that

it does not take into consideration the collective system of ownership operative in traditional societies.

I as an individual member of my tribe couldn’t go and take the property right for a patent for

something that belonged to the tribe. … I would find it personally offensive or improper to do

that, because this is something that belongs to everybody who comes from that culture. So the

laws need to be able to reflect a different conceptual understanding of these things …. [W]e talk

about cultural intellectual property rights, whereas the claimants are talking about cultural heri-

tage rights, so if you talk about property there is the sense of ownership … by individuals, [but]

not everything is a property right (MS@140 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 66).

Legislation reflecting the letter and the spirit of the ‘founding document of this country,’ and therefore bicul-

turalism, would need to embody Maori definitions of their culture. Presently, the clashes are unresolved. For

example, the notion of creativity

is clearly one that more and more Maori are talking about from quite a conservative stance: the

need of the stewardship aspect, the kaitiaki role, not only of the land and environment, but also

of those other things. …. [The Ministry of] Commerce and others already recognise they have to

get into this debate about cultural property, collectivity and the implications of that. Not only for

1038
In contrast, a marketing expert describes prevailing methods of testing as being done ‘in situ’. See p. 233.

1039
See p. 349.

1040
Waitangi Tribunal (1986). The claim is part of a larger group of claims such as the Claims Concerning the Allocation
of Radio Frequences (1990) and the Radio Spectrum Claim (1999). Available at http://www.knowledge-
basket.co.nz/waitangi/radio/index.htm.

1041
Most Maori consider the terms intellectual and cultural property rights as alien to their concept of ownership, as do
other Indigenous people. They refer to the rights of control guaranteed to them under the Treaty of Waitangi, where
control means both rights and obligations of care.
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the commercial world, but for New Zealand. Of course, what we end up with as legislative

mechanisms here has global ramifications (PK@381: 66).

Graham (in Archie, 1995) comments that even New Zealanders who think ‘Why bother?’ will have to wake

up to the fact that there are legal requirements and that the Courts and the Waitangi Tribunal will force the

Government to right the wrongs of the past.
1042

‘So if you had no altruism in you at all, you really have to face

up to the fact that there’s compulsion about this now.’ (122) In any event, most participants agree that exist-

ing legislation is inadequate to deal with the problem of Maori cultural heritage rights. It is expected that sui

generis legislation would be more suitable to take into account the different nature, production and distribu-

tion of matauranga Maori.

In the interim, co-operative experiences of Maori and non-Maori designers and business people on the basis

of an equal partnership can contribute much to the development of processes that will prevent misappropria-

tion. While external consultation will for a long time remain a necessity, joint ventures between individuals

provide long-term experience where expectations and preconceptions about the other party can be put to the

test and revised. Co-operation provides an opportunity to work through issues together in a practical and

context-dependent way, and will thus help to gradually build up a grounded understanding of the principles

and constitution of the issues around the use of Maori images. Joint ventures can be a setting in which not

only non-Maori can learn to understand Maori culture and images, but where Maori can simultaneously ex-

tend their own resources and have control over the use of their images. To this end, the Code of Ethics of

the International Society of Ethnobiology (1998) could serve as a guideline.

Where such co-operation is not possible, ‘go-betweens’ can do much to facilitate consultation and communi-

cation.
1043

Typically, this type of person is primarily envisaged to be Maori, since in reality only Maori (with

few exceptions)
1044

are truly bicultural, and any person who acts as a go-between needs to be comfortable

and at home in both Maori and non-Maori environments. These go-betweens can sometimes rescue situa-

tions that seem to be doomed by misunderstandings and clashes of protocol, but the presence or absence of

such individuals should not determine the success or failure of the consultative process. In order to avoid

vagaries resulting from the dependence on individual go-betweens, the establishment of clear protocols and

structures within businesses – and between businesses and Maori consultative groups – is necessary.

Finally, a general process of education is advocated by most participants: the ‘education of the educators’

being a first starting point.
1045

However, it is generally acknowledged that the process needs to take place in

the entire community, starting in families and continuing through all levels of formal or informal education. On

the level of continuing education, professional bodies can also contribute to facilitate the education of non-

Maori designers or business people.

To do this, they will necessarily have to re-address historical and contemporary discourses on ornament and

their relationship with currrent practices. The writer who has most polemically made links between primitive

1042
Further, New Zealand is not only bound by national law but also by international law. The fisheries case (contesting
the legality of the Sealords Deal) has been taken to the United Nations in Geneva. The Tribunal found that there
was a prima facie case to answer and referred the case back to the New Zealand Government for review.

1043
See Rorty’s notion of hermeneutic philosophers, p. 318.

1044
A successful example of how a non-Maori can act as a go-between was described in the case of the Arataki Visi-
tors Centre. A Maori consultant on the project described him as ‘Maori if you closed your eyes and Pakeha if you
opened them’. Through his liaison, he was able to help solve a situation which had become almost completely para-
lysed.
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cultures and the use of ornament is Adolf Loos.
1046

Although it remains unclear how aware lay persons (or

even professionals) are of his original writings, he has undoubtedly exercised considerable influence on the

discussion. He himself stated that his comments were published so often that in the end people believed

them to be true (1924: 313). Even today, some of his arguments surface in the descriptions of ornament and

the positions that people take with regard to ornament.

While Loos was more explicit than most architectural writers, the stigmatisation of Maori art as decoration

was enacted in New Zealand from the beginning of colonisation.
1047

It is therefore not surprising that, in all

projects, I came across a spontaneous and lasting rejection by many Maori informants of the term ‘ornament’

in the context of their own culture. Another connection with Loos’ (1908: 103) perspectives is also salient:

‘The lack of ornament is a sign of intellectual power. Modern man uses the ornament of past and foreign

cultures at his discretion. His own inventions are concentrated on other things’. ‘Intellectual power’, the very

aspect that gives rise to the inability of modern man to create ornament, leads him to arbitrarily appropriate

that of others, and to put in place systems that make this appropriation viable. Loos (1924: 393) was, how-

ever, mistaken about another aspect of cultural progress: he thought that the sadism of burdening fellow

humans with unnecessary work was alien to modern man, and that ornaments of primitive cultures were

even more alien to him. He obviously underestimated both the ability of modern man for exploitation and the

viability of ongoing appropriation.

The twist is that many participants, including some Maori, have accepted the assumptions about ornament

advocated in high modernism, namely that ornament is superficial, superfluous and emptied of meaning.

Opinions vary as to whether or not ornament as such has lost all its meanings and, if so, how. However,

there is a shared assumption that Maori cultural images have largely retained their meaning. As such, they

are part of a process of nation building and identity formation. Thomas (1995: 116) notes that biculturalism in

New Zealand is not only

an official objective … but also a problematic frame for efforts of self-definition for many indi-

viduals, and particularly many Pakeha, who are awed by the Maori renaissance, uncertain

about whether they possess any counterpart to indigenous culture, and compelled to address

again the questions of place and identity which preoccupied several earlier generations of set-

tlers.

This brings me to the issues addressed in the first research project (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997) of this

thesis: how do designers, students and educators relate to these concerns? Are there indications that

design education either perpetuates or challenges commonly held stereotypes, and how is the use of

ornament in design education constituted as a cultural practice?

1045
See p. 390.

1046
Loos (1924: 391) often made contradictory statements even in one and the same essay. Thus, he accords the
Papuans more culture than the Germans at one stage, but goes on to argue that Papuan culture is on the level of a
six year old, and that Western culture is at such a refined level that the invention of ornament has become an im-
possibility (318).

1047
Loos (1924: 393) conceded that primitive ornament, with its religious, erotic, and symbolic qualities and, precisely,
because of its primitiveness, ‘borders’ on art.
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XI Rites of passage in design education 

In this section, I will discuss how current design education responds to the ‘crisis of ornament’ – diagnosed

at the turn of the twentieth century and still far from being resolved – in the context of wider issues of cultural

production. I will briefly discuss the history and make-up of the professional field in which designers are edu-

cated before I examine the ways in which knowledge is constructed in design education and address a gap

between theory and practice in that process. Finally, I will give a summary of the results of the project.

Ornament is accorded signifying potential by most people today in Aotearoa, and it is tied up with personal

constructions of identity and biography as much as with intersubjective relationships. Whatever terms may

be used to classify and evaluate it, it is certain that it is widely used in different spheres of life (from the per-

sonal to the global) and that most of those involved in design education and practice still ignore this phe-

nomenon. How can that be explained?

Education has been described as the endeavour of older generations in society to impart their knowledge

and values to their successors,
1048

or as ‘the passing on of a cultural heritage; ... the initiation of the young

into worthwhile ways of thinking and doing’ (Bullock et al., 1988: 254). One can therefore expect to encoun-

ter manifestations of general social issues in design education. Further, with regard to ornament and mean-

ing, history, tensions, values, and aspirations of the professional field into which students are inducted also

shape the ways in which knowledge and professional standards are passed on.

In design, professionalisation is a relatively recent phenomenon. The division of labour, part and parcel of

industrialisation, brought with it increasing specialisation and gave rise to new professions, such as those of

engineers and industrial designers. Whereas architects and artists until the nineteenth century relied mainly

on commissions from, for example, the aristocracy or the church, the growing size and importance of the

market system had an important impact on their self-view, their organisation, and eventually their education.

Also in the nineteenth century, architects increasingly became involved in the building of factories, hospitals,

hotels, and housing estates – all tasks they had rarely taken up previously (Pevsner, 1961: 53).

The growing orientation of the design professions toward the market had several consequences: on one

hand, professionals were able to increase their influence on the decision-making process as well as the

eventual outcome. On the other, they had to concern themselves with their marketability, with the commodi-

fication of their specialised knowledge. This knowledge – in relation to the market – was in some ways simi-

lar to that of the cultural intermediaries described by Bourdieu for the twentieth century.
1049

Industrialisation

created division and conflict on the levels of nature and culture, humans and objects, so that the professional

field of design was constituted at the very moment when the conditions of production required specialists

mediators (Selle, 1987: 21-3). This mediation could no longer rely on more or less stable social or scientific

configurations but demanded the production of specialised new knowledge.

The design professions also had to ensure systematic professional education. Thus, in the second half of the

nineteenth century educational bodies providing specialised knowledge relevant to professional practice

were established (in collaboration with the state). In 1900, the President of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects (quoted in Davey, 1985: 60) recognised ‘the necessity for a better and more methodical system of Edu-

1048
For a more specific description of that enterprise, see p. 366.

1049
See p. 232.
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cation for our students in architecture’. Subsequently, the rising importance of science led to the systemati-

sation both of knowledge and of the production process.
1050

Fine arts values and scientific technology are

difficult to reconcile and to this day the design professions struggle with opposing value systems. Whereas

art is commonly seen as relating to autonomous individual and social values, the requirements of technical

production emphasise values derived from capitalist economics and scientific rationality.
1051

Several distinct

types of discourse, not only in day-to-day practice but also in education, take place simultaneously: those

that relate to construction and art forms in design; to professional and marketing aspects of practice; and to

theory and criticism.
1052

The divisions caused by industrialisation also led to the perception of a crisis of ornament which coincided

with the constitution of the design professions. This crisis was both a professional and institutional (national)

concern.
1053

During the first decades, the debates about ornament were mainly concerned with appropriate-

ness,
1054

and with measure and decorum. Towards the end of the century, the effects of mass production

and the progressive rationalisation in society as a whole led many architects and industrial designers (often

combined in the same practitioners at the time) to abandon ornament, at least theoretically.
1055

Although the

concepts of form and function became progressively abstract and universal, the ideal of identity of construc-

tion, function and form developed into a powerful maxim. Ornamental form was seen as problematic on the

grounds of production (waste of material and social labour), of functionality (unnecessary and even adverse

to function), and consequently on formal aesthetic grounds, since it was thought to destroy the unity of con-

struction, function and form. Designed objects – be they industrial products, interiors, buildings or towns –

were increasingly expected to express the values of technical rationality in their style. Restraint, economy,

and communication of function with full transparency (devoid of symbolic representation such as ornament)

were called for (Selle, 1973: 93, 126). This maxim became a general consensus amongst design profession-

als as much as theorists and educators, regardless of deviant practices. Today, this agreement has been in

force for so long that design practitioners often seem to be completely unaware of ornamental aspects of

their own practice. Only in hindsight can they identify them as ornamental practices.

[F]orm follows function was one of the mantras that we had at Design School ... It’s probably a

guiding philosophy but we don’t understand accurately what we are doing when we’re dealing

with form; because we’re using form to, in fact, not just follow function, but to assist the accessi-

bility of the product in terms of defining who’s going to use it, what its place is … I would say

that …, by your definition and our own, we’re using ornament unconsciously (MP@551 in En-

gels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 161).

At the same time, practising designers, along with their professional bodies and the educational sector, have

accepted – and even promoted – their responsibility to ‘educate the public’, and some sectors of the public

have come to expect this to a certain degree. Thus, a participant in the project about the use of Maori im-

1050
See p. 176.

1051
See Wigley on p. 81.

1052
They variously cover topics such as the relationship between content and form, representation and aesthetics,
creativity and innovation, but also form and function, use and adaptation, economy and technology, and forms and
codes of practice.

1053
Kroll (1987: 2-3) argues that ornament became a ‘problematic term’ only in the nineteenth century. Before that time,
the Vitruvian definition of ornament as an accessory was widely accepted, even though evaluations of its relative
merits differed depending on assessment criteria.

1054
See p. 287.

1055
See pp. 161 and 177f.
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ages advocated from a manufacturers’ point of view that designers ought to help educate the public on is-

sues in this context (AS@258 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 80). However, as became clear in

the same project, many design professionals have little knowledge and exposure in this area and are often

inclined to avoid the problem. Thus, when Maori motifs are used in an ornamental way, especially by non-

Maori, the self-appointed or proclaimed experts have little grounds upon which to form an informed opinion

to offer to the public, be it to manufacturers, users, or students.

As today, ornament in the nineteenth century was a way of imbuing goods with meaning (status, tradition,

identification).
1056

From a marketing point of view, ornament is capable of expressing added value, enhanc-

ing difference, telling stories, indicating origin, and conveying novelty – all of which can enhance sales. This

became clear in all research projects, but particularly The Use of Maori Images.

That students are – more or less – aware of this situation manifests itself occasionally in their approaches to

their own designs. In August 2000, one of my Pakeha students in her design for a fashion retail store wanted

to express a particular, ‘kind of cheesy’ New Zealand identity. To achieve this, she looked at the souvenir

industry and resorted to plastic tikis and other Maori icons such as korowai and piupiu. This is undoubtedly

an instance where a student uses ornament to convey meaning – it is problematic not only because of the

way such meanings sit ‘loosely and externally’ on the objects
1057

and are in constant need of replacement

(which leads to questions of misappropriation) but also because students are not provided with any theoreti-

cal or contextual information about ornamentation in design in their education.

1 Education: a phase of transition

Tertiary education at present takes place in universities and polytechnics, both of which have some distinct

goals and procedures, even though the distinctions have started to blur recently. Education in universitites

was, by all accounts, conducted by a self-regulated community of educators and scholars. Their status is, in

various ways, sanctioned by the larger community and the state. As scholars, the members of this commu-

nity are expected to engage in intellectual inquiry in an impartial and undogmatic way. Their work is to pro-

vide a critical conscience for society at large. Polytechnics have, since their inception, had a more applied

and practical orientation. Today, despite the growing range of courses offered, they largely maintain the aims

of technical education: namely, to provide understanding of, and competence in, the practical application of

basic principles of science. Design and architectural courses have their origins in art academies, universities

and technical institutes. Their positioning within any one of these fields has influenced their particular orienta-

tion, but they combine aspects of all of those provenances.

Educational restructuring in New Zealand in recent years has placed further emphasis on professionally use-

ful knowledge as defined by various ‘stakeholders’: society (or the community), professional organisations,

employers, and the academy itself (students and teachers). Roberts (1998) describes how in New Zealand

this definition of ‘useful knowledge’ has come increasingly under the sway of neoliberal notions of performa-

tivity and the commodity character of knowledge. These have by now almost replaced any ideals of commu-

nity and collective public good with parameters grounded exclusively in the free market and the needs of

industry and employers. Thus, ‘the community’ is often only notionally represented through rather vague no-

1056
During the nineteenth century ‘consumer boom’, ‘[m]ore and more social meanings were being loaded into goods
through new and more sophisticated devices for meaning transfer’ (McCracken, 1990: 22).
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tions of general public interests, whereas the professional sphere plays an important role in curriculum de-

velopment and organisation. The expectation that tertiary educational institutions ought to be partially self-

funding increases the weight of professional and production oriented goals, as does the double role of many

educationalists as practising design professionals.

The pulls and pushes on the framing of knowledge – and on the way it is imparted in design education – are

central to the educational theories and practices operative in the tertiary sector. In polytechnics, the influence

of instrumental rationality pertaining to the productive sphere is considerable. Whatever mission statements

might say about students’ individual freedom and development, or about diversity and designers’ responsi-

bilities towards society, course content and structures often speak a different language. Despite the para-

digm switch assumed to have occurred with the rise of postmodernism and its critique of modern notions of

rational understanding, most educational practices and the structures of curricula are still deeply steeped in

modernist frameworks. In most educational situations, it is still assumed that knowledge is a unified repre-

sentation of something that can be known with certainty – at least in principle. The debates of the 1970s

about the possibility of certainty in knowledge and science – and their implications for education – have in

practice still barely taken root.
1058

That is perhaps understandable, since uncertainty and contingency of

knowledge question the very role and function of education – and thereby its practitioners.

1.1 Knowledge construction in education

Harker and McConnochie (in Pearson, 1990: 162) hold that the educational system reinforces ‘stratification

patterns’ and provides them with legitimation. The cultural and social values transmitted in education are not

simply those of ‘society’ or even the ‘majority’ – on closer inspection they are those of a dominant group.

Control has been and still is in New Zealand exercised ‘to a very great extent … by the middle and upper

classes’ and in particular by men within these classes (162). The forms of knowledge that these sectors of

society are attached to are congruent with their positions.
1059

But knowledge is not only a form of control and a commodity, it is also a component of people’s identity and

orientation, their self- and world-view. It is an important (even though partial) way for them to construct con-

nections with their environment. It would therefore be useful for an educational situation to preserve the

‘truths’ held by individuals entering tertiary education as useful ‘as-if’ fictions that they use to conceptualise

and come to terms with the world (Vaihinger in Schneider, 1998: 39). If we cannot assume that through ex-

amination and expansion of knowledge we can approximate ‘truth’, then any attempt to educate becomes

arbitrary (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 112-4). Learning, particularly in tertiary education, is not only an opportu-

nity to reflect on ‘old’ knowledge as individually held beliefs, but to experiment with and trial ‘new’ knowledge,

to explore the thinking of others, and to face contrasting knowledge. From this perspective, the existing

knowledge of students provides an entry point for a different mode of exploring knowledge.

An important aspect of constructivism in education is that it does take into account the relationship between

thought, prior experience and action.
1060

A recognition of aspects such as uncertainty of knowledge, circular-
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See pp. 107 and 229.
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See pp. 24f, 28f, and 68.

1059
See Bourdieu p. 24f.

1060
See p. 73f. Constructivism has received bad press in New Zealand. On an academic level, for example, constructiv-
ist accounts have been criticised for ‘systematically omit[ting] the crucial role played by reason and evidence in ac-
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ity of learning, and the roles of crisis and reframing reconstitutes the learning-teaching process as one where

learning does not flow one-directionally from the teacher to the student. Epistemological modesty,1061
with its

appeal to refrain from gestures of certainty in planning or assessing learning and problem solving, and the

demand for pragmatic composure both promote the ability to handle uncertainty as a hallmark in learning

situations. Rather than relying on certainty and objectivity, an important part of the production and interpreta-

tion of knowledge in this frame of reference is the comparison and examination of different constructs of real-

ity (34).
1062

This ultimately leads to the abandonment of traditional role discrepancies and didactic differen-

tials and assumes that the teacher, too, has to learn important things from the students. From this perspec-

tive, education in adult education is successful only if ‘different semantic attitudes really touch and penetrate’

(Mann quoted in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 52).
1063

While ‘certain and objective knowledge’ – or information – promoting performativity might increasingly be

made available through databases or computer-based learning, these resources cannot easily provide the

type of confrontation with new viewpoints and ‘alternative intellectual worlds’ that occur in shared face-to-

face learning situations (Nuyen in Roberts, 1998).
1064

Promoting understanding and creativity, rather than

teaching ‘legitimate knowledge’ is in Nuyen’s view the role of educationalists in the future. Fritzman (in Rob-

erts, 1998) argues that ‘education should encourage students to develop new ideas and to challenge criti-

cally what passes as common knowledge and accepted wisdom. In addition, education should teach stu-

dents to be sensitive to the inevitable presence of differends’.

This ultimately leads to the abandonment of traditional role discrepancies and didactic differentials and as-

sumes that the teacher, too, has to learn important things from the students. From this perspective, educa-

tion in adult education is successful only if ‘different semantic attitudes really touch and penetrate’ (Mann

quoted in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 52).

quiring knowledge, in so far as they fail to mention justification’ (Nola, 1995: 44). This seems to be an overstate-
ment. While constructivism moves the focus away from notions of verification or falsification and concentrates on
ways in which knowledge is constructed actively on both individual and social levels, a constructivist in practice
might indeed not even differ that much from some ‘scientific realists’ who hold that ‘at best [their] theories are ide-
alisations of, or approximations to, what goes on at the level of the observable and the unobservable’ (45-6). See
fn. 143. On a popular level, constructivism has been used as a scare factor. The ‘school environment’ has come
‘more and more under the influence of constructivism and postmodernism. When, in the Science in New Zealand
Curriculum document …the assertion is made that, “In New Zealand, the inclusion of Maori knowledge about the
natural and physical worlds will enrich the curriculum for all students”, then, surely, the science classroom is wide
open for invasion by a myriad of inappropriate ideas and explanations’ (Finlay, 1995). Note the connection between
constructivism and Maori knowledge, and the evaluation of the latter.

1061
See p. 74.

1062
No truth can be proven to be absolute, and any knowledge is open to discussion. ‘Whether we see knowledge as
absolute, separate from the knower and corresponding to a knowable, external reality or whether we see it as part
of the knower and relative to the individual’s experiences with his environment has far-reaching implications.’
(Murphy, 1997)

1063
In contrast to the German literature on the topic of constructivism in adult education, which has established connec-
tions with hermeneutics and literary and social studies, the New Zealand debate has – following the American
model – concentrated on constructivism in science education in the classroom. I suspect that this specific applica-
tion has given the debate a particular bias. One of constructivism’s objectives is to integrate previous experience
and knowledge, and to enhance self-reflection. This, it seems to me, might be more difficult to achieve in the main-
stream New Zealand secondary school system than in a tertiary institution. Further, there seem to be certain as-
pects that apply more to some disciplines than to others: natural sciences are differently oriented, structured and
practised from human sciences. For a Foucauldian differentiation between different disciplines see Olssen (1995b:
74).

1064
This is relevant in Aotearoa, for example, in regard to bicultural learning. See p. 337f.
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Elias comments on different modes of symbolisation of the world. In one way, it can ‘be represented most

clearly by means of symbols of unchanging regularities’ but in another way it is perceived as a ’structure of a

ceaseless sequential change in one or two complementary directions’. It is as if

this world consists of two different universes, one which is characterized by the code-word ‘na-

ture’, the other by that of ‘history’ or ‘culture’. In fact these code-words represent two different

modes of ordering experiences. ... It is not unlikely that in some cases the one, in other cases

the other may be more reality-adequate, or that different problem-fields require different blend-

ings of these two types of symbolic representation (Elias, 1991: 10-1).

From a Wittgensteinian perspective, Okshevsky (1992) remarks: ‘What defines science as the kind of lan-

guage game it is is surely a certain commitment to the search for evidence in testing and developing hy-

potheses. The methods and goals of any particular science, together with its rationality, are bound up with

the kind of evidence it seeks and produces’. Thus, those who practise in natural sciences (as we know them)

have to trust that certainty of evidence in some areas is a given, ‘stands fast’, in order to be able to practice.

To subject this trust to critique and epistemological inquiry effectively undermines the ‘very practice of sci-

ence by calling into question a judgement which is methodologically definitive of that practice’. This does not

to the same degree apply in areas such as art and design history or criticism, or to large areas in the practice

of design itself.

Most of the ‘stuff’ design education deals with is based on competing social or cultural conventions (e.g.

styles, preferences, methods), which in turn are based on perceptual as much as ideological constructs.
1065

The changing status of ornament at different times throughout history, but particularly since the end of the

nineteenth century is but one obvious example. Maturana and Valera (1992: 245) hold that an understanding

of how cognition functions ‘compels us to adopt an attitude of permanent vigilance against the temptation of

certainty’. This implies a vigilance against mono-causal explanations of effects, and promotes awareness

that, conversely, a cause can have several effects and many actions can work counter-intentionally. Such

awareness in design prevents a facile application of oversimplified concepts. It can help to denaturalise

these conventions,
1066

and to bring them into discussion, thus relieving students from forced choices to align

themselves with any particular camp.

There are interactive connections between perception, thought and action (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 107).

What we perceive and think is framed by past actions and experiences, as well as our present intentions and

needs. Obviously, our actions in turn are influenced by our perceptions and thoughts. Arnold constructs a

model of learning analogous with a rugby team. Each player is a ‘self-regulated system’ and has to groom

his skills and fitness for himself. The team can only be successful if everyone plays together, if they refer to

each other, play the ball, bring the other ‘into the play’ (but also take into consideration his self-regulation,

1065
The contradictions that need to be resolved in the combination of diverse knowledge areas in design and architec-
ture are considerable on, for example, the epistemological level: only subjects such as science of materials, struc-
tures, or building technology, chemistry or biology can rely on strictly scientific methodology. The rest – from sociol-
ogy to history to psychology (not even to mention sculpture or drawing) are, what Popper once called ‘spurious sci-
ences’. ‘In fact, compared with physics, sociology and psychology are riddled with fashions, and with uncontrolled
dogmas. The suggestion that we can find anything here like “objective, pure description” is clearly mistaken.’ (1970:
58)

1066
Conventions can then be understood as ‘postulates of reason’ rather than ‘experiential discoveries’ (Peters, 1995:
38) and thereby become amenable to critical investigation.
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strengths and weaknesses) as well as recognise their own potential and limits (108).
1067

The metaphor of the

‘team’ can be applied on various levels: not only to include those engaged in learning, but also clients and

users – the collective of those who have an interest in, and are affected by – design decisions. It would help

to prevent a common situation, where ‘angry young architects [are] unwilling to admit the legitimate role in

the architectural process of the client and his [or her] wishes and idiosyncracies’ (Pevsner, 1961: 55). It

would provide a starting point from which design experts could acknowledge the different ‘alternative intellec-

tual worlds’ (Nuyen in Roberts, 1998) occupied by people who have ‘tacitly and stubbornly’ refused to accept

doctrines of good form and continued to use ornamentation ‘with such sharpness of purpose as if they had

done it with the right instinct for their own interests’ (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 7).
1068

1.1.1 Knowledge and the flow of experience

Participants in adult education in particular bring with them their own memories, their own understanding of

knowledge, which they have built up in previous socialisation processes (Berger & Luckmann, 1967: 138).

Memories can be likened to personal myths, in which subjects express their biographies from their present

position. They order and make sense of past experiences, evaluate and explain them – as it fits the present

situation, as it seems viable (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 110-1). Memories can be explored and examined on a

background of history and social structures and thereby reveal cultural and social differences implicit in much

knowledge. For, while knowledge is a component of a person’s identity, it is also socially distributed, and full-

time experts in knowledge production and ‘universe-maintaining legitimation’ have a tendency to keep their

knowledge esoteric. Strategies of exclusion by official adjudicators and intermediaries of cultural competence

can lead to a perception in the eyes of those excluded that formal aesthetic refinement is

one sign of what is sometimes felt to be a desire to keep the uninitiated at arm’s length …, to

speak to other initiates ‘over the viewers’ heads’. It is part of the paraphernalia which always

announces the sacred character, separate and separating, of high culture …, a distancing, in-

herent in the calculated coldness of all formal exploration, a refusal to communicate concealed

at the heart of communication itself (Bourdieu, 1984: 34).

This use of professional knowledge, and its social representation in the public sphere, all too often becomes

an ideology serving political purposes. As an ideology, modernism has, until today, proclaimed quality stan-

dards and meanings in (high) art and design which completely brush aside the needs and desires of most

people. Ambiguous and inaccessible symbolic figures, in Bourdieu’s view (1984: 32), often trigger ‘reluctance

or refusal’ on the part of ‘popular audiences’ which ‘springs not just from lack of familiarity but from a deep-

rooted demand for participation, which formal experiment systematically disappoints’.

Categories and certainties of design knowledge transmitted institutionally are still based on both idealist and

rationalist aspects of modernism, which are far from incompatible as long as they serve the same purpose.

What is transmitted expresses some people’s knowledge, identity, and world-view – namely those who di-

rectly or indirectly control the enterprise of knowledge transmission or education. In New Zealand, it can be

reasonably expected that the majority of the population is in that sense excluded from a congruence of their

common-sense knowledge with institutionally endorsed knowledge that establishes identity and connects to

1067
This model is distinct, if not different from, postmodern emphases on the accidental and unplanned.

1068
See p. 240.
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the environment – be it for reasons of ethnicity, socio-economic position, or other reasons.
1069

Non-

congruence tends to produce alienation and can cause deficits for those that are excluded.

On the other hand, the unproblematic congruence experienced by students belonging to the mainstream

dominant culture impairs their ability to recognise institutionally transmitted knowledge as socially con-

structed. They are therefore less equipped to deal with experiential and epistemological ruptures and crisis

situations. The habitus ‘functions as a generative principle only in relation to the structured social space in

which it was constituted’ (Cronin, 1996: 65), and remains largely unconscious. It is only in crises – when the

‘immediate fit between the subjective structures and the objective structures’ is broken – that a critique can

bring ‘the undiscussed into discussion, the unformulated into formulation’ so that ‘the social world loses its

character as a natural phenomenon’ (Bourdieu, 1989: 169).
1070 Crisis is etymologically related to critical, and

a crisis demands critical judgement. Thus, crises are not mere accidents, but switching points for new atti-

tudes and innovations, where different axes of a field can be explored. Whether a crisis is managed produc-

tively – i.e. through learning and reframing – depends on previous learning biographies, personal relation-

ships, as well as social support systems. Reframing allows for a reconsideration of common-sense knowl-

edge once it has become problematic in a crisis. In a constant balancing act, openness on new perspectives

and conservative persistence interact (Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 116-8). In a similar vein, James (cited in

Bredo, 1997: 9) had already seen in 1892 ‘an interplay between routine, habitual action, and higher-level

conscious attention which is evoked by conflict amongst existing habits when confronting a novel situation’.

Thinking is partially situated in interrupted or uncertain activity.

1.1.2 Limits of learning: boundaries and tolerance

Learning constructs or styles, based on developmental lines of learning, determine whether and how people

learn while they interact with the world, and how they reflect on their own constructions of reality. They func-

tion as doormen, as it were, which open or close access to learning, often allowing only such types of new

knowledge to be processed that students can connect to prior knowledge. The span between the new and

the known has been termed a driftzone (Kösel in Arnold & Siebert, 1995: 122). Educational processes ex-

ceeding that driftzone are often perceived as stressful and threatening by participants, and are rejected by

the individuals’ learning constructs. In that way, learning constructs also function as a self-protection mecha-

nism ‘against a relentless pressure to learn’ (121-2). If the ability to learn is dependent on learning con-

structs, their exploration and examination via biographical self-reflection can open up learning potentials

(124). In order for students to be able to make good use of a learning situation, their previous experiences

and knowledges, as much as their current interests and blockages need to be taken into consideration.

Baacke (1993: 46) argues that an analysis of the effects of actions (or messages) must include prior socialis-

ing experiences of the recipients, their current dispositions, and their suspense in anticipation. He maintains

that biographies and accounts serve as heuristic tools for the identification of themes relevant for the partici-

pants which might otherwise escape the attention of theoretical framing (50).
1071

Education is not a way of dishing out knowledge from the stockpiles of institutional certainty. Rather, educa-

tion should endeavour to deal productively with different given realities, their constructions and interpreta-

1069
See p. 366.

1070
See pp. 10 and 24.

1071
See Chris’ account of his memories of the choice of wallpaper in his and his sister’s rooms, p. 395.
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tions, and to initiate a crossover and mutual transformation of modes of consciousness. The conscious han-

dling of uncertainty is a basic pattern of pedagogic research and practice (Roth cited in Arnold & Siebert,

1995: 19). Educationalists must be able to put aside their own constructions of reality, along with those en-

dorsed by official i.e. curricular interpretations, in order to get involved with those of the participants in the

learning process. They need to build up ‘situational competence’ and interpretative flexibility to facilitate dis-

courses about the respective appropriateness and viability of individual interpretations (183-4). This would

assist students in engaging in reframing processes leading to a multiplication of world-views through an en-

richment of perspectives, of which the educationalist’s simply presents one. Her role is to facilitate a system-

atic exploration and ordering of all those presented (164-5).

Both educators and students are situated in a specific history and environment with their concomitant se-

mantics and concepts of identity (24-5). Educators need to develop an understanding of different levels of

knowledge and the processes in which components of scientific constructions filter through to the level of

professional and everyday knowledge (30).
1072

While Arnold and Siebert do not state this explicitly, it would

follow from their argument of circularity of learning that this process is interactive, and that their involvement

with everyday knowledge in the life-world will act back upon scientific constructions. The educationalist – in

his theory and practice – is then engaged in connecting science with its sources in the life-world, examining

potential for (or lack of) crossover, attempting to reduce alienation between them.
1073

These theoretical approaches challenge the very role of education and the educator. If educators can no

longer take shelter under preordained theoretical precepts, then they have to critically reflect on their self-

view. Such reflection is likely to lead to a different balance of power, responsibility and initiative than is cur-

rently manifest in education.

1.2 The theory/practice interface in design education

One of the contradictory issues in design education is the relationship between theory and design work in

Studio
1074

, and their relationship to a larger context of theory and practice. If research is regarded as an inte-

gral part of theory, it is significant that in architectural and design education, ‘research is a contentious sub-

ject … It is always there in name, but not always “in person”’ (Teymur, 1992: 23). Most research in design

schools appears to be carried out by non-designers: art or design historians in most cases, situated in theory

departments with little (if any) exposure to design practice or studio work. This split reflects a traditional split

between theory and practice that Tschumi dates to the seventeenth century.

In 1670, the first important split between architecture and construction took place. Colbert

established the Académie Royale d’Architecture in Louis XVI’s France, after commissioning

Perrault to translate Vitruvius. The first School of Architecture was also created for political

reasons, against the Guilds: divide and conquer through the split between theory and practice

(Tschumi, 1995: 24).

1072
See Scientific and common sense knowledge, p. 75ff

1073
See p. 371.

1074
‘Studio’ in design education is an increasingly fictional space (but also an increasingly ideological construct) within
which students are supposed to learn their ‘craft’. See Schön, p. 373. It carries with it many assumptions that are
never discussed – and certainly not with students. What it means for them is, usually, the core subject in their de-
sign education – and one that continually mystifies them. For a student’s discussion of ‘the Studio’, see Willenbrock
(1991).
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This split has survived numerous changes in the social and educational context and is increased further

through recent developments (25). Having dissociated itself from social reality (Pyatok, 1979: 110) a lot of

architectural (and design) education has ‘focused too much on an abstract, intellectual, architectural project’

(Leach, 1995: 27). Schön (1985: 95) identifies an ingrained tendency in the academy in general ‘to divorce

theory from practice and analysis from action’ which has attracted continuous criticism from both inside and

outside academic circles.
1075

Theory is transmitted to design students predominantly in lectures, usually by teachers who are not them-

selves involved in Studio. Since the format of lectures does not allow for an in-depth exploration of theories

in their relation to design practice, the result more often than not is the transference of ‘theory bytes’ – not

the empowerment of students to theorise.
1076

That, however, is what Teymur (1992: 35) considers to be the

main objective of theory teaching in architecture and design. For even though theory does not necessarily

lead to good design, it can highlight impediments to good design. ‘Theorizing as a designerly habit would

generate an awareness of the role of concepts, thinking patterns, media, and ideological fixes, and would

enable us to appreciate and understand the complexity of the built form.’ (37)

Studio teachers, on the other hand, are often hostile to theory: theory is pitched against creativity, leading to

an ‘ideological and institutional resistance to a research-informed studio teaching’ (25). This hostility might

be explained by the uneasy relationship between design as cultural expression involving ‘fuzzy processes’,

and positivistic epistemological models. The latter, predominant in many disciplines, requires research meth-

ods to be ‘describable, testable, replicable’, and outcomes to be ‘objective, consensual, cumulative and con-

vergent’ (Schön, 1985: 14). The inadequacy of this theoretical framework for non-laboratory, non-quantifiable

research subjects has been pointed out by many writers, and Schön only applies to design practice and

teaching what properly pertains to many other fields such as anthropology, history, and other human sci-

ences. He argues that these approaches are governed by technical rationality and that the rigour demanded

under that system ‘exclude as non-rigorous much of what competent practitioners actually do, including the

skilful performance of problem-setting and judgement’ (16).

Research models governed by technical rationality also have a tendency to simplify matters, which contra-

venes Teymur’s (1992: 35) call for complexifying the connections between design and its social and cultural

context in order to elucidate them.
1077

Design problems are never mono-causal relationships, nor are they

1075
Gelernter (1988: 47) describes the assumptions underpinning the bi-partite structure of the curriculum and its con-
sequences. ‘At the heart of the curriculum split between lectures and studios lies a naïve and misleading concep-
tion about how knowledge is acquired and applied. In splitting so thoroughly that part of the course which presents
packages of knowledges from that part of the course where knowledge is subsequently applied, the modern
curriculum implicitly assumes that the mind works in two quite distinct and sequential modes: first the mind is
stocked with general knowledge of potentially universal application, then that knowledge is applied to practical
problems. This treats the mind like some kind of simple filing cabinet. The cabinet is empty when a student begins
the course it is usually assumed, and it is the job of lectures to provide folders labelled “environmental behaviour”,
“structures”, “services”, “history and theory” to fill these folders up with appropriate general principles and bodies of
knowledge, and then to place them in correct sequence in the mental filing cabinet where they can easily be found
again. Later, in the studio, when a student faces a practical design problem for the first time, he or she simply
reaches into these mental folders and retrieves the material which will help in the solution of the practical problem
at hand.’

1076
See p. 388.

1077
The success of approaches complexifying connections between design and social context cannot be taken for
granted. Luhmann (in Heinze, 1987: 100) argues, for example, that the explication and problematisation of (cultural)
patterns can endanger orientational competence. This has a parallel in Wittgenstein’s concern about certainty in
practice; he distinguishes between knowledge (which can be tested, and confirmed or disconfirmed within the sys-
tem of the respective science) and normative rules which are constitutive of, and make possible, practice. The ef-
fects of a loss of certainty can be very different: ‘The scientist who corrects a finding replaces one fact with another;
the child loses an aspect of reality by losing something that he once knew how to do’ (Morawetz quoted in Ok-
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usually well structured. Schön (1985: 3, 25) speaks of indeterminate zones of practice characterised by un-

certainty and often value conflict, and compares them with ‘pure research’ perspectives where problems can

be constructed as clean, objective and well organised.

In the varied topography of professional practice, there is a high, hard ground which overlooks a

swamp. On the high ground, manageable problems lend themselves to solutions through the

use of research-based theory and technique. In the swampy lowlands, problems are messy and

confusing and incapable of technical solution. The irony of this situation is that the problems of

the high ground tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or to society at large, however

great their technical interest may be, while in the swamp lie the problems of greatest human

concern (17).

It is then, most importantly, the messy problems of the ‘lowlands’ of practice that require theoretical explana-

tion, but Schön finds theory and research lacking in exactly this area. In design, research has been variously

devoted to ergonomics, design methodology, or its relationship to other aesthetic practices – all of these ap-

proaches usually staying within the safe parameters of one particular area of investigation.

The fact that practitioners are still able to function can be partly explained through Polanyi’s concept of tacit

knowledge, a ‘fundamental principle of human knowledge: “we know more than we can tell”’ (quoted in Abel,

1995: 28). What we know in this way often lies between categories, and does so in multiple ways. Its recog-

nition is often spontaneous and unreflected. What is more: it is complex and difficult to describe and verbal-

ise.
1078

Schön is convinced that Design Studio of all places is the ideal place to attain this type of knowledge

because of its prevailing learning-by-doing traditions (95). Designers, in his views, often become researchers

by default – ‘the best theories are those we make in the situation’ (Lynch in Schön, 1985: 27). Indeterminate

zones of practice generate a new epistemology of practice. Schön proposes knowing-in-action (24-5) and

reflection-in-action (23) as models for designers to develop new concepts and techniques. While Schön thus

advocates many facets conducive to a different approach to education, he retains in his model aspects of

traditional distributions of importance and power between students and teachers.

In his model of reflection-in-action, Schön endorses the master/student hierarchy in Studio and its premise of

willing suspense of disbelief. Students are required to abandon, or at least set to one side, their prior experi-

ences, knowledge and values. Consequently, students are seen as ‘without competence, without control,

and indeed, without understanding’ (Schön, 1985: 59). If a student brings with him (or her!) ‘knowledge he

considers useful for the task, he may well be asked to unlearn it …. If he comes with a perspective on what

is valuable and important in design, he may be asked to put it aside in order to grasp a new perspective’

(59). This strategy ‘effectively blinds itself to the student’s essential mental tools and virtually ensures a mis-

match between the “knowledge” offered in the course and the student’s ability to assimilate that knowledge’

(Gelernter, 1988: 48). Studio instruction is in practice often characterised by a tutor-controlled conversation

shevsky, 1992). An answer to these concerns might be that in complexifying knowledge, it is important (not only for
students) to be able to distinguish between knowledge and rules that are constitutive of a practice and cannot be
proved without abandoning it altogether. An understanding of the relationship between practice and its theoretical
understandings would presumably both leave intact the ability to act within the framework of normative rules and
enhance the ability for critical examination of all those issues that can be interrogated and argued. With regard to
theoretical knowledge and its relationship with pleasure and motivation, Eco (1992b: 148) argues that the under-
standing of language ‘does not reduce the pleasure of speaking, and of listening to the eternal murmur of texts’ –
even gynaecologists fall in love.

1078
See Discursive and non-discursive reasoning, p. 96.
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where students can rarely challenge assumptions. Therefore, students are sometimes able to learn by doing

only at great risk. Ward (1997: 798) follows Rapoport in his assessment that frequently in the context of Stu-

dio ‘more attention was given to what was designed, and its mode of representation, than to why it was de-

signed in the first place. In other words, the emphasis of the design studio has been the paradoxical applica-

tion of technical rationality to design issues’.
1079

This indictment squarely contradicts Schön’s conviction that

Studio is, per se, a good place for learning because its methods are different from those that follow the prin-

ciples of technical rationality.

Willenbrock (1991: 108) describes from a student’s perspective the effect of the request for the willing sus-

pense of disbelief. The lack (or impossibility?) of a formalised body of knowledge in architecture and design

– as compared with many other disciplines – and its concomitant lack of definitions and terminology lead to a

‘vagueness and confusion’ that makes students dependent on their ‘studio masters’ (Schön, 1985: 59). This

may lead to the point were ‘you must hang on to the inflection of the tone of voice in your crit to discover if

something is really wrong’ (Willenbrock, 1991: 108). Willenbrock’s point is confirmed by students’ comments

in New Zealand about their experience in design education of sometimes explicitly being discouraged from

using ornament, but much more frequently of being unsure of what their tutors’ – or the institution’s – attitude

to ornament is (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 71).

The argument that some elements of design might indeed only be able to be approximated by language,

ought not be used as an excuse for not trying to communicate and theorise about those that can. The mas-

tery/mystery configuration (Willenbrock, 1991: 105f) is likely to lead straight into patterns of technical

rationality. If students are not enabled to explore questions about the circumstances giving rise to their

design brief, the parameters that underlie a given design task, and its contextual relevance – then their

efforts are bound to be guided (or goaded?) by what they believe the expected result might be. In the

absence of a socially shared reference system, design decisions and evaluations cannot be argued; and it is

indeed hard to see how graduates in such circumstances would be able to competently deal with areas of

professional activity, such as

the study of the cultural context of those who will use the structures or inhabit the environment

designed, the institutional and political contexts of design and building; negotiation with stake-

holders in the design and building process … (Schön, 1985: 86).

Such tasks would involve not only a basic understanding of cultural and political studies but also communica-

tion and negotiation skills. In other words: access and discussion of available knowledge of these disciplines,

and experience with ‘the world out there’, and its conflicts and discourses. The mastery/mystery configura-

tion does not lend itself to the fostering of such competencies. It is, indeed, remarkable how Schön can ad-

vocate Studio master/student dependency, having stated only eleven years earlier that traditional architec-

tural education fails because of its elusive and mysterious treatment of architectural practice, its division from

its clientele, its scanty relationship with various knowledge bases, and its genius cult. This all amounts to a

situation where the ‘student is expected to acquire competence mysteriously on his own, or by association

with extraordinary practitioners’ (Argyris & Schön, 1987: 142-3).

Leach, and much earlier Pyatok (1979: 109), have commented on the abstraction and isolation of design

studio teaching.

1079
See Bourdieu, p. 417.
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Architectural education … has indeed focused too much on an abstract, intellectual, architec-

tural project. Architectural education, I should argue, would benefit from broadening its horizons

beyond its traditionally perceived limits. Hermetic debates within architecture need to be ex-

posed to debates within other disciplines. Architectural education needs to be infected with

other disciplines. Only in this way … can an architectural discourse relate fully to debates in

contemporary society, and only in this way can a rigorous self-criticism be undertaken (Leach,

1995: 28).

The deficiency of architecture ‘in the very tools that are required for this self-criticism’ is presumably not only

due to architecture’s longstanding ‘hermetic discourse of self-legitimation’ (27)
1080

but also to its aloofness

from the ‘world out there’.
1081

Not only clients are ‘kept under the rug’. They are joined by builders, plumbers

and building inspectors (Pyatok, 1979: 110; Schön, 1985: 6). An integration of theory into practice cannot

take place unless architectural and design theory opens up a dialogue with not only other disciplines, but

also the realities of a world outside their institutions.
1082

Such integration, and designerly conceptualisation

and critique, of outside realities such as clients, users, institutions and production modes would enable stu-

dents to move out of their dependency on a mysteriously masterful mentor and to construct their own indi-

vidual and collective knowledges.

Abel (1995: 87) attributes students’ successes in a particular project to an empathetic leap rather than willing

suspense of disbelief. In this project with students from diverse cultural backgrounds in first year design stu-

dio of the Department of Architecture and Planning at the King Saud University in Riyadh in 1982, Abel en-

deavoured to establish an alternative to the usual Basic Course modelled on the 1920s Bauhaus in Ger-

many. His aim was to allow students to explore ornament as an ‘integral feature of Islamic architecture’.

Some theory was presumably part of this course, but students were also engaged in the making of orna-

ment. When at the end of the exercise, studio walls were covered with different interpretations of geometrical

designs,

a ‘Gestalt switch’ effect was also noticeable, resembling the famous vase/face illusion, where

two interpretations vie with each other, neither one dominating but instead constantly switching

between the two images. It is this illusion in particular which gives rise to the hypnotic, shimmer-

ing effects which, in turn, give the illusion of transparency and immateriality – how much better

that students should acquire an understanding of Gestalt psychology through their own tradi-

tions, than through any imported exercises (84-5).

Abel’s main point is that students were able to make a connection with their tacit knowledge through a proc-

ess of ‘immersion in the art of Islamic ornamental design itself’. He is convinced that ‘students can be taught

to handle the most complex cross-cultural problems of design, provided they have access to relevant exem-

plars and understand the nature of the basic issues involved’ (87).
1083

1080
See p. 415.

1081
Page (1974: 210) remarks that ‘[t]he designer lives in a world of isolation. There are effectively two worlds – the
design world and the world of users – and while the real world contains real users, the designer works with abstract
users, whose characteristics he invents’.

1082
See p. 415.

1083
Which, many Maori would argue, cannot be obtained from books or other academic resources, but only through
ongoing relationships with members of the culture who have produced the exemplars and basic design issues. See,
for instance, pp. 337 and 347.
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Abels’ project started from the common-sense (sensus communis - Vico) base of a culture, to be explored

and elaborated on by the students to a more specialised understanding. However, common sense in design

education can take on a quite different function where unquestioned knowledge serves to legitimate routine

actions.
1084

Possibly as a consequence of a greater tension between theory and practice than in other disci-

plines, possibly also because of a perceived or actual lack of a central body of knowledge, ‘trickle-down

theories’ or ‘theory survivals’
1085

seem to abound in design.
1086

By that I mean fragments of theories that

have been superseded in the fields of academic or expert debates, but have ‘trickled down’ into popular use,

where their historical context and origins are not recognised.
1087

These fragments are continually restated

and influence the perception and reflection of those who operate with them.

For the most part, the theory survivals currently operating within the common-sense frameworks of design

education are derived from modernism. Thus, educators as much as students speak about ‘the honesty of

materials’
1088

and the ‘opposition between ornament and structure’
1089

as though these were natural givens.

At the same time, a trickle-down effect from postmodern debates into popular perception as much as educa-

tional common sense is already observable. For example, ornament ‘is less of a dirty word now, and maybe

that is the influence of the postmodern thing because ornamental aspects in architecture are far more ac-

cepted, even though the purists would negate that, the modernists, the minimalists’ (JL@00 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 1997: 57).

Clearly, the common sense perceptions of a wider community and that of the design community are at vari-

ance in many instances – ornament being one of the obvious examples. Design educators’ explicit instruc-

tions and implicit positions on ornament are of course – at least in part – informed by their own education.
1090

They thus represent professional or expert views on ornament which remain largely unconnected to the

views of lay users – the members of the community. This division aggravates the traditional theory/practice

split in design education at the levels of individual and social practice.

As cultural intermediaries,
1091

design students operate at the seam of several social worlds. By default, their

educational experiences are external to the life-worlds of their clients – their education does not provide

them with links.
1092

Further, cultural matters have in modernism been excluded from the realm of productive

1084
See p. 79.

1085
The term ‘survivals’ is adapted from theoretical discourses of a type of ornament which ‘survives’ its original func-
tion.

1086
See Jencks on p. 377.

1087
See p. 76.

1088
‘I think the kind of modernist messages about construction and structure are easy ones to grasp. It’s very easy to
talk about - the honesty or dishonesty of this element ... easy to talk about, easy to think you know what you mean.
If you actually start talking to students philosophically about whether a building element really can tell a lie, whether
it can have moral intent ... I think they start realising things are more complicated than that. Unfortunately the posi-
tion that would oppose a modernist position would not give students such easy formulae to follow. That’s why I think
modernist agendas survive because they’re easier to grasp, easy for the students to understand how they might
conceive of their work using those agendas.’ (PW@347 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 132)

1089
In a research workshop about ornament, a student who had chosen the question Is there opposition between struc-
ture and ornament? as his topic, reflected in his report, ‘How can two inanimate parts of a building be in opposition?
To a person unversed in modernist theory this might seem queer. … This hypothesis ‘Is there opposition between
ornament and structure?’ was born of my naive faith of modernist theory. That there might be ‘opposition’ between
ornament and structure presupposes my Faith’ (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998b: 47). During the workshops he had
observed in his discussions with a group of lay persons that ‘[i]t was difficult for these people primarily to accept that
structure and ornamentation were two separate components’ (18).

1090
See pp. 364 and 392.

1091
See p. 232.

1092
Selle (Selle & Boehe, 1986: 255) comments that ‘it would not be unfair to say that design theories – and most
pedagogies of use-cultural action – developed to date are ignorant of the reality of use’.
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instrumental action.
1093

Thus, design practice and theory are in some ways determined as ‘on the outside’ of

the realm of productive instrumental action. Perspectives of culture as operating separately from the sphere

of production has been extensively debated by writers such as Bourdieu (1984), Baudrillard (1991) and

Featherstone (1991; 1995) from quite different perspectives. While public opinion still largely regards design

production as marginal and while accordingly, for example, tertiary institutions and research funding agen-

cies alike allocate grants preferentially to privilege the ‘exact’ and ‘applied’ areas of knowledge production,

the above authors can quote extensive evidence that cultural intermediaries have played an increasingly

productive role in national economies in the Western world over the past decades.
1094

Whether or not one

believes with Baudrillard that our life-world has become dominated by floating signifiers, cultural production

is far more ‘instrumental’ than is generally realised.

2 Ornament as cultural practice in design education

I will now summarise the results of the research project Ornament as cultural practice in design education

(conducted between 1996 and 1997) as far as they are relevant in the context of this discussion. The study

surveyed students at bursary level and in tertiary design education – as well as their educators – in order to

investigate the use of ornament by design students, and its relationship with general and educational phi-

losophies/ideologies. A variety of methods were employed to collect evidence of students’ and educators’

attitudes, motivation and practices. A questionnaire survey probed the views of 291 secondary and tertiary

students, and questionnaires and interviews with their educators established links between theories, policies

and practices.
1095

Since this project had a stronger bias towards empirical research methods, I will include

more tables and statistics in the following discussion than in previous sections. While I have tried to re-write

the text to make it more reader friendly, I have found that there is a limit to turning statistics into readable

prose without losing important information. However, the key points will be summarised in the concluding

section so that readers who find it difficult to relate to statistics can skip over those parts without missing out

on gist of the argument.
1096

One of my first realisations on examining the data derived from the questionnaires was that participants used

the term ornament in a variety of ways. ‘Ornament’, as a term and a concept, has not achieved (or main-

tained) in New Zealand what Jencks (1996: 14) has called ‘intellectual lock-in’: the use of a concept ‘like a

well-conditioned reflex’ based on prior conventionalisation and repeated use.
1097

While the term ornament

very obviously lacks precision (and therefore makes results more difficult to compare in a quantitative man-

ner) it offers – precisely because of its ambiguous nature – heuristic potential on a qualitative level, in that

unexpected aspects can surface and be explored.

The following definition was given at the beginning of the questionnaire for bursary art and design students:

1093
See pp. 93 and 94f.

1094
For the historical role of architects and designers as cultural intermediaries, see fn. 363.

1095
For a more detailed description of the methodology, see Ornament in Education.doc on the accompanying CD-
ROM.

1096
Summaries of statistics are usually provided at the end of paragraphs, an overview in the section Students’ motiva-
tion and attitudes, p. 384ff.

1097
See p. 44 for a loss of reality potential resulting from insufficient use of a word or concept.
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Ornament may represent something, or it may indicate the importance of something. It always

becomes part of its environment and often serves to emphasise it. Its purpose may be symbolic,

it is always aesthetic. Repetition and rhythm are frequently important characteristics.

This definition was elaborated on in discussions before the students completed the

questionnaire. I pointed out, particularly, that the survey was not concerned with

‘objects on the mantelpiece’ but with ornament as part of an object or an environ-

ment.
1098

Notwithstanding oral explanations and examples of the definition prior to

the survey, students often remarked in the questionnaire that they did not really

know what was meant.
1099

In one school, students clearly had less difficulties with

the term than in others, and it is probably not coincidental that this group also fre-

quently referred to art history courses in their comments – an indication that orna-

ment as a topic must have been addressed.

For tertiary students, the definition was amended to:

Ornament in this context means something like pattern, a compositional device. It may repre-

sent or indicate the importance of something. Different from pattern, ornament becomes part of

its environment, and often serves to emphasise it. Its purpose may be symbolic, it is always

aesthetic. Repetition, symmetry, and rhythm are frequently important characteristics.

That tertiary students had less obvious difficulties with the term ornament may in part be due to the amended

definition, and to the fact that students were given a sheet with examples of ornaments for their reference.

However, the term remained ambiguous throughout the project
1100

– both for students and their educators –

in the questionnaires as well as in the interviews. The picture emerging from the data shows an application

of the term ‘ornament’ across a range of phenomena: it could mean a concrete object on the mantelpiece; it

was sometimes used synonymously with ‘symbol’; but it was also used in accordance with the definitions

provided. Not infrequently, all of these applications appeared in the answers of one and the same individual.

2.1 Students’ use of ornament

In looking at students’ use of ornament, I was interested in their knowledge and theories of it; their experi-

ences prior to formal education; their emotions, motivations and aspirations; their perception of how it is

placed in their education; and how they acceded to or resisted in practice the norms they perceived them-

selves to be confronted with.

When they enter into their design education, students still share positive attitudes about ornament with lay

persons.
1101

However, since the educational system itself has not yet come to terms – in theory or practice –

1098
During the first surveying situation, it appeared as if the definition might have encouraged students - may overly so -
to regard ornament as primarily symbolic. For that reason, only non-symbolic ornaments were given as examples
during the following two survey situations.

1099
They frequently suggested ‘pattern’ as a synonym which was defined as similar to ornament, but not referring di-
rectly to the form of the object or surface it is part of.

1100
It was difficult to supply a sufficient amount of information without risking bias in the data collection.

1101
See p. 243.

Art work at Epsom Girls
Grammar School, 1996
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with ornament, students are on their own if they want to deal with ornament as a design element. The result-

ing confusion of students and educators is, as a rule, ignored in educational theory and practice. Communi-

cation hardly occurs in the Studio context, and if ornament is addressed in theory subjects, this happens

usually in the form of art historical classifications and does not supply students with a basis for their own ex-

ploration.

As a result, educators describe their students as using ornament in 

superficial ways which have a detrimental effect on their work. Not 

only do students use ornament to cover up shortcomings in their con-

ceptual or formal work – and thereby avoid working on the design 

problems at hand – they also use it without any understanding. Orna-

ment has thus become, by default, a bad or uninformed practice. Stu-

dents either avoid it altogether, because they believe that their educa-

tors do not appreciate it, or (if they do use it) fail to work through is-

sues associated with ornament.

2.1.1 Students’ practices and knowledge

One obvious result of the survey is that tertiary students use ornament less than students at bursary level 

do.
1102

 Asked why they would not use ornament, the two sample groups also differ significantly in their re-

sponses: 12% of bursary students indicate that they do not use ornament because their teacher does not like 

it. But only 3% of the tertiary students mention tutors’ negative attitudes to ornament as a reason for not us-

ing it. 

This would indicate that students become more independent of their teachers’ opinions over the course of 

their education. On the other hand, none of the bursary students say that their own personal dislike is the 

reason for not using ornament, whereas 12% of tertiary students do so. This might suggest, contrary to the 

above conclusion, that design students progressively internalise professional attitudes conveyed to them by 

their educators. 

1102
Percentages are rounded to the next integer. The data in this section are taken from Engels-Schwarzpaul (1997:
68-72). 20% of bursary informants state that they use ornament often, whereas only 11% of tertiary students say 
the same.

Design by third year interior design 
student, 1996
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If students internalise negative values attributed to ornament, overt conflict recedes into the background.
1103

Whatever the case may be, ornament is obviously not a topic students on either level can acquire familiarity 

with: lack of knowledge about how to use ornament is the main reason for both student populations to avoid 

ornament (47% bursary students, 46% tertiary students).

Looking at the types of ornament students say they would use, another difference between the two sectors 

appears: bursary students are more inclined to use or-

naments of their own culture (26% usually, 0% al-

ways)
1104

 than tertiary students (12% usually, 3% al-

ways). With regard to the use of ornaments of other cul-

tures, 70% of all tertiary students state that they use 

them sometimes, while this figure for bursary students is 

60%. This is congruent with a generally higher choice of 

the safe category sometimes by tertiary students, which 

may well indicate a more differentiated perspective. Al-

ternatively, it can reflect cautiousness due to their ex-

perience of possible conflict in this area. 26% of bursary 

students hold that they usually use ornament of their own culture, compared with 21% who usually use or-

nament of other cultures. For tertiary students, the pattern of ornamental use regarding their own and other 

cultures is almost the same.
1105

Tertiary students perceive their knowledge of the origin of ornaments to be less certain than bursary stu-

dents: while only 5% of bursary students believe that they do not know where the ornaments they use come 

from, 15% of tertiary students indicate that they do not know. 48% of bursary students think that they usually

know the origins of ornaments they use, and 16% even think they always know. Tertiary students are signifi-

cantly less certain: their respective figures were 25% and 2%. Regarding knowledge about the history of 

ornament, about two thirds of the students in both sectors express a view that they have not learnt anything 

about the history of ornament.
1106

 Bursary students are more likely to have learnt about the history of orna-

ment at school (44%) than tertiary students (28%) who are twice as likely to have gained their knowledge –

neither at their tertiary institution nor at home – but elsewhere (32%, as opposed to 16% of bursary stu-

dents). A reasonable inference would be that tertiary students have access to a greater variety of sources

through independent studies such as reading. It is, however, also possible that this exposure to ornament 

takes place in peer groups. A similar situation applies to other types of knowledge of ornament.

Students in both sectors have similar perceptions of their knowledge regarding the meanings of any orna-

mental motifs they might use. The most interesting aspect when comparing perceived knowledges of bursary 

and tertiary students is the greater tendency of tertiary students to not respond to any questions relating to 

specific knowledge of ornament. 

1103
This interpretation is supported by students’ statements in the context of a research workshop about ornament. 
They hold that they avoid the topic – as much as use – of ornament because they have gained the impression that 
ornament is in ‘their courses’ ‘frowned upon a lot unless it has some specific function’ and that they have ‘tutors 
who feel that way’. For more examples see Engels-Schwarzpaul (1998b: 24).

1104
Out of a range of always – usually –seldom – never.

1105
12% and 13% respectively.

1106
67% of bursary students, 64% of tertiary students.

Bursary folder, 1996 Bursary folder, 1996
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However, bursary students respond less frequently to one particular question: namely what they have learnt

about ornament apart from history. This seems to indicate that contextual studies education in tertiary institu-

tions, while probably not explicitly addressing ornamentation, may nevertheless enable students to make

connections with aspects surrounding the issue. Contextual studies aim to provide background information

across a range of social and cultural topics, and to anchor specific design situations in this context. ‘The way

that we set [the] school up – in terms of justification, knowing context or background – the broader, cultural

context, ethnic context [is important]. However you interpret it.’ (MK@70 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 75)

What students hopefully learn in these courses is to make general information specifically relevant to a par-

ticular problem, and this might enable tertiary students to come to their own conclusions about certain as-

pects of ornament, even though it may never have been a distinct topic in their education.

Cross-tabulation of answers by students from secondary and tertiary sector to the question:
Which ornaments are typical for New Zealand?

q26 Bursary

students

Tertiary

students

scrolls 6.2 10.0

wavy lines 23.5 22.7

koru 50.6 57.6

other 19.8 9.7

With regard to ornamental practices in New Zealand, students were asked for their opinion on, ‘Which orna-

ments are typical for New Zealand?’ Of the suggested options, both student populations rate koru highest

and wavy lines second. However, tertiary students are more likely to include scrolls, a possible effect of art

and design history lectures. A significant difference surfaces in the percentages allocated to other. It seems

that bursary students are less inhibited to come forward with suggestions about what that other might be: the

range of ornaments provided by them was much wider and included motifs such as ‘red socks’.
1107

As regards cultural specificity, students were asked whether or not

they regard ornament to be specific to some cultures and not to oth-

ers.
1108

More bursary students (61%) than tertiary students (50%) are

inclined to regard ornament as something ‘specific to some cultures

and not to others. In the follow-up question, where those students who

answered in the affirmative were asked which cultures they thought of

in particular, both student populations predominantly provide exam-

ples of what they regarded as less developed, tribal or third world cul-

tures.
1109

1107
One example that seems to indicate that the boundary between the meanings of the terms ‘ornament’ and ‘symbol’
is very blurred in practice.

1108
This question is ambivalent, in that it could be understood to mean that some cultures use ornament while others
do not. The alternative reading of the question is whether the use of particular ornaments is specific to particular
cultures. These alternative readings become clearer in the follow-up question (question 12).

1109
The same was the case in question 8 where students were asked to provide two or three examples of ornaments
that they knew the meaning of. Of the 94 responses specifying which culture they have in mind in particular, 28 re-
sponses suggest various Polynesian/Pacific Island cultures, 25 various Asian cultures, 20 refer specifically to Maori
culture, 12 to African/Middle Eastern, 12 to European/Western cultures generally (3 of those specifically Celtic), 10
mention indigenous/native/primary/tribal cultures in general, 7 Australian aboriginal culture, and 5 North American
Indians (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 32).

Bursary folder, 1996
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For all of these questions – use, knowledge, cultural classification – it

is of course interesting to find out if there is a relationship between

possible direct influences of educators and the perceptions of stu-

dents. 65% in the tertiary and 80% in the bursary sector believe that

their teacher/tutor has never talked about ornament. These figures

confirm the impression that ornament as a topic is avoided in design

education. However, educators’ communication about ornament ap-

pears to increase during the course of education according to com-

parison of data by levels in tertiary institutions.
1110

Question 13: Has your tutor ever talked about ornament?
Tertiary students’ responses by levels

q13 Level

4

Level

5

Level

7

yes 15.6 47.5 75.0

no 82.8 52.5 25.0

In the following question, students were asked whether they feel that they have been ‘encouraged to use

ornament’. 54% of bursary students and 45% of tertiary students did not respond. The largest group of terti-

ary respondents are unsure whether or not they have been encouraged to use ornament, whereas the larg-

est group for bursary students think that they have not been encouraged. This concurs with the fact that

most teachers in charge of the bursary art and design classes express their bias against ornament more

openly than tertiary educators. However, non-responses – taken together with uncertainty or even negative

experiences – clearly indicate that students do not get positive feedback or information. Yet, that is what they

would need to develop interest and confidence, and become involved with ornament as a topic or practice.

Surprisingly, tertiary students are more likely to say that ornament can give them a

feeling of belonging (90% compared with 86% of bursary students) and that it can

make something special for them (94% as opposed to 92% of bursary students).

They are even more likely to assert that they like ornament (86% compared with

84% of bursary students). However, this tendency is reversed in the development

across levels at tertiary institutions.
1111

It would indicate that students, as they in-

ternalise prevailing values in design education, take a more detached attitude to

ornamentation: that cathexis is withdrawn in favour of intellectualist positions.
1112

In order to pinpoint influences in terms of generally promulgated aesthetic catego-

ries, students were asked to classify ornament. Both student populations rate

meaningful highest, even with very similar percentages. Nice, which holds second

place for bursary students, loses out in the case of tertiary students to good taste.

This change in terminology, again, can be interpreted as an indication of with-

1110
The sample size for Level 6 was untypically small and no pattern emerged. The results are omitted here for the
sake of clarity.

1111
See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1997: 39). The over-representation of Intermediate Year students is likely to have dis-
torted the picture for tertiary students.

1112
See p. 72 and Lorenzer on p. 91.

3D Design student’s work,
1996

Hallway, Epsom Girls Grammar School
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drawal of cathexis resulting from intellectualisation through ‘professionalisation’.
1113

Question 23: Do you think that ornament is …
responses by students from secondary and tertiary sector

q23 Bursary

students

Tertiary

students

good taste 13.3 17.9

nice 20.0 17.4

tacky 13.3 13.8

bad taste 7.8 7.4

meaningful 36.7 36.2

useless 8.9 7.4

Bursary students are more inclined to advocate more frequent use of ornament (80%; tertiary students: 

73%). In arguing for or against the use of ornament, tertiary students on the whole employ more profession-

alised arguments. Both groups, however, demonstrate a concern with the symbolic and cultural aspects of 

ornament in their answers. In their classification of ornament, students gave similar responses to users.

Users % Students % Students %

meaningful 30.7 (bursary) meaningful 36.7 (tertiary) meaningful 36.2

good taste 18.5 good taste 13.3 good taste 17.9

nice 16.1 nice 20.0 nice 17.4

tacky 13.1 tacky 13.3 tacky 13.8

bad taste 10.5 bad taste 7.8 bad taste 7.4

useless 11.1 useless 8.9 useless 7.4

A theory ‘survival’ is clearly evident regarding functionality and rationality.
1114

 Asked what – apart from his-

torical aspects – students have learned about ornament, a number of answers use terms such as ‘function’ 

and ‘excess’. Instrumental rationality, of course, only condones such acts and creations that have a ‘purpose’ 

and a ‘reason’ behind them. Students allude to notions put forward by Semper, Owens, Dresser, Loos, the 

German Werkbund and the Bauhaus, without seemingly understanding the complexity of the arguments.

Educators for their part, particu-

larly at tertiary level, are often 

bemused when asked to describe 

what they believe their students 

might think about ornament. ‘I 

don’t know that students really 

see ornament as an issue, I don’t 

know whether they like it or dis-

1113
Goodman (1968: 255) remarks about this change of semantic levels: ‘Folklore has it that a good picture is pretty. At 
the next higher level, “pretty” is replaced by “beautiful”’.

1114
See p. 376.

3D Design student’s work, 1996
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like it, I think it’s just something that they do when they see or feel that there’s a need for it’ (NC@393 in En-

gels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 67).

The only way you can describe non-functional elements is ornamental – as supplementary, as 

addenda and I think for a lot of students, if they’re talking about ornament, they’ll be talking 

about building elements in a non-structural way, or talking about putting elements in which don’t 

necessarily have a constructional/structural or utilitarian rationale, but simply one to do with aes-

thetic or composition issues. (PW@334: 67)

Thus, for lack of definition through use and discussion, ornament becomes associated with non-functionality,

superfluidity, or excess. How students evaluate it then depends largely on their own personal relationship 

with ornament.

2.1.2 Students’ motivation and attitudes

Both bursary and tertiary students have a strong emotional affiliation with ornament. Around 85% of all stu-

dents who responded to the question state that they like ornament. Over 85% of the responses associate 

feelings of belonging with ornament, and issues of identification are often mentioned in their textual answers. 

Distinction, similarly, is seen as a function of ornament by more than 90%. These figures do not change sig-

nificantly from bursary to tertiary level, but do change over the course of tertiary education.
1115

 However, 

even towards the end of their studies, over 70% of students like ornament. By that time, they have been ex-

posed to four years of formal influences that are on the whole adverse to ornament. Their remaining motiva-

tion to engage in ornament is therefore all the more noteworthy.
1116

Students who come into the educational situation with a 

positive attitude to ornament are intrinsically motivated

to reflect on ornament and to identify with it. As cross-

tabulations show, students with a strong emotional af-

filiation are also more likely to feel encouraged by their 

tutors and inclined to engage in both ornament and the 

issues surrounding it. It is exactly this element of 

cathexis, though, that declines most dramatically over 

the time of their education. One explanation for this lies 

in prevailing pedagogies in design education where 

students are made to rationalise and justify their design 

decisions.
1117

 This is generally difficult to do for visual and artistic elements of design.
1118

 It is even more dif-

ficult for elements that have been consistently discredited for a long period, and have therefore achieved a 

problematic and marginalised status. Since ornament is so difficult to rationalise and justify, and the argu-

1115
Percentages change between Level 4 and Level 7 by: - 2% for identification, + 5% for distinction, and - 18% for 
liking ornament.

1116
The question ‘Do you like ornament?’ was omitted from the questionnaires to users since by that time my research 
interest had shifted to more specific concerns. The figures for identification (belonging) for users are: yes 69%, no
10%, unsure 6%, depends 16%; note that the variables ‘unsure’ and ‘depends’ were introduced to avoid ambiguous 
multiple replies or non-responses. See (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 16). The figures for distinction (special) are: 
yes 73%, no 11%, unsure 6% and depends 11%.

1117
See p. 396.

1118
See pp. 89ff and 96ff.

Bursary Folder, 1996 Bursary Folder, 1996
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ments admissible before the ‘Courts of Reason and Taste’ are always precarious, students shy away from

using ornament in their work.
1119

As a consequence, no discussions about ornament take place, and it can

even become difficult for students to like what seems unpopular with peers and tutors.

How much of the knowledge students at tertiary level increasingly claim about various aspects of ornament

is factual remains unclear from the data. It could be a reflection of students’ impression that they are ex-

pected to be ‘in possession of knowledge’ in order to explain and defend their decisions. A Level 7 student

commented in his presentation of research findings on ‘Ornament and structure’
1120

that there are ‘lots of

unconscious and difficult issues around ornament’ that are hard to articulate, let alone defend. From his per-

spective, this is the main reason why students steer clear of ornament.

Students’ classifications of ornament, also, seem to be indicative of a process of emotional disengagement.

Informants who opted for terms such as meaningful, good taste, or even bad taste, tended to identify with

ornament more than those who used nice, tacky, or useless. Of the first three categories, meaningful de-

creased most dramatically across the levels (by more than 11%) while good taste and bad taste increased

slightly. In the second group of categories, nice decreased by 9%, but tacky and useless increased by 7%

and 6%. This process runs parallel with an increasing ‘professionalisation’, where subjective terms are re-

placed by seemingly more certain categories. As one tertiary design educator says, the ambiguity around

words such as ornament not only makes justification harder, it also has the effect of clustering related no-

tions around them that are equally difficult to classify.

I think [beauty] may be an undercurrent in all of these words like ornament, sublime, aesthetics

– they are all buried in the word beauty. Maybe it’s my own romantic notion that it seems to

cross small boundaries and is more accessible, a bit like decoration, and therefore it’s much

harder to justify and much harder to come to terms with. … But somehow it’s a word you use to

describe all those things that you can’t deal with. (MT@371, 376 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997:

72)

Whatever students learn in their education, it does not seem to help them to deal with ornament. On the con-

trary, increasing academic knowledge about ornament seems to contribute to a rational/emotional split, so

that students who say they have not learnt anything about the history of ornament, appear to be more in-

clined to identify with it. Correspondingly, students who are not sure whether they have been encouraged to

use ornament, or do not feel encouraged, are more likely than others to have learnt something about the

history of ornament at Uni/Tech. What they learn there, it must be suspected, either discourages or confuses

them with regard to ornament. On the other hand, students who perceive that they gained their knowledge at

home were more likely to feel encouraged to use ornament.

The fact that students increasingly draw their knowledge about the history of ornament from sources within

Uni/Tech as they progress in their education can be seen as an encouraging sign that the institution is able

to deliver information that students need to contextualise and examine their intrinsic motivation. But, read

together with what I have just discussed, this can also be a problem since students appear to become in-

1119
Gombrich (1979: 22) observes about eighteenth century attacks on ornament: ‘What concerns us in the polemics
against the Rococo is only the degree to which decoration lost its innocence and required justification before the
Courts of Reason and Taste. Not that these justifications were ever very consistent, let alone compelling. They
were often no more than what psychologists call rationalizations of preferences fed from less conscious sources’.

1120
Workshop ‘Emergent theories’, Interior Design, UNITEC, 27.8.97, audiotape of session.
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creasingly dependent on a single source of knowledge: the education they are given in a tertiary institution.

Not only would that loosen their ties with the life-worlds of their potential clients in general. More specifically,

since the institutional attitude to ornamentation still appears to be largely negative, students are likely to form

opinions about ornament that are alien to those of most users.

Interestingly, the perceptions of students and educators regarding the treatment of ornament in teaching

often differ significantly. While 65% of tertiary students believe that their tutors have not talked to them about

ornament, 82% of the educators are convinced that they have. According to the students, communication

about ornament increases over the levels; 75% of Level 7 students believe that their tutor has talked about

ornament. In general, however, increasing communication seems to foster a negative appreciation of orna-

ment: 53% of students who believe that their tutor has talked about ornament rate ornament as bad taste

compared with 7% of the overall student population. Of the students who classify ornament as bad taste, the

largest proportion state that they do not feel encouraged to use ornament, whereas the largest group of stu-

dents who rate it as good taste do feel encouraged. Positive and negative evaluations of ornament are in

most cases coupled with a positive or negative perception of tutor encouragement, except for the categories

nice and meaningful. Meaningful, however, is a category (particularly in the New Zealand situation) which

can lead to conflicting assessments of ornament and its use. Accordingly, the largest groups in both those

categories are unsure about tutor encouragement.

On the whole, these findings – which are supported by textual comments – establish a correlation between

educational influences and the demise of ornament under those influences: ornament is increasingly as-

sessed negatively, use decreases, and students describe an emotional disengagement as time goes by.

The impression of educators that students use ornament in order to ‘cover up’ problems might be a based on

a misunderstanding. What they observe may be better conceptualised as the effect of a ‘return of the re-

pressed’ in the form of an unreflected use of ornament by students in their work.
1121

If the use of ornament by

a student leads to adverse responses by teachers, the student might decide to ‘forget about ornament’ and

save herself the conflicts it is expected to entail. Ornament is thus removed from the context of possible

practice and discourse on design work. If it is sometimes still used, this must not necessarily mean that stu-

dents are conscious of their use of it. According to Freud (1899: 25-7), a repressed wishful impulse can be

activated by any opportunity and sent into consciousness as a disguised substitute, if it continues to exist in

the unconscious. Only if the repressed impulse is brought back to consciousness to be accepted, sublimated

or consciously abandoned on the basis of understanding, can the situation be resolved.
1122

If students use ornament as a device to cover up design problems, if they feel that ornament is not an issue

they can or dare resolve, then ‘mere decoration’, ‘inappropriate use’ and other negative strategies are likely

to continue to afflict their work. Some educators pointed out that ‘regeneration’ in the use of ornament, i.e.

the working over and renewal of ornament rather than its mere copying is important, and will determine the

quality of the way ornament is used. This means, however, that students need to be in a position where they

are able to deliberate and consciously decide about the use of ornament.

1121
See p. 90.

1122
It is also possible that the educators’ evaluations are eclipsed by their own condition resulting from repression. See
pp. 91, 390 and 392.
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The preoccupation of students and educators with issues such as meaning, culture, personal identity, and 

emotional aspects in their discussion of ornament clearly demonstrates that ornament for them is not simply 

a formal problem. Students’ personal relationship with ornament is largely independent of their classifica-

tions. Issues of identification and belonging, and culturally shared or contested values play an important role 

in their reflections. However, students associate ornament predomi-

nantly with cultures that are supposedly in a more primitive state –

cultures which the majority of students do not identify with. Seen in 

combination with the fact that students like ornament, identify with it, 

and regard it as a means of distinction – or as an enhancement of 

form or life, a celebration or an adornment – this phenomenon be-

comes problematic. In such circumstances, students are likely to con-

sciously or inadvertently appropriate motifs from other cultures.

Appropriation is not to be confused with misappropriation. Whether it is one or the 

other depends largely on the principles that govern the process. Ultimately, con-

text and the way in which something is appropriated will decide its ethical, social 

and formal status.
1123

 At present, despite some efforts made in marginal areas of 

tertiary education, students are not given the opportunity to learn about motifs they 

are interested in nor about their cultural context. In the circumstances, the use of 

motifs from other cultures is more than likely to be in the worst sense ‘decorative’ 

or ‘ornamental’: meaningless and superficial. Regeneration, which is identified by 

some educators as an important characteristic even of formal design quality, is not 

possible without involvement, understanding, empathy and self-reflection.
1124

If ornamental practices and their cultural background are not considered to be part of the learning of future 

designers, the educational environment not only fails to respond to students’ own interests. It is also respon-

sible when they, through lack of knowledge and exposure to ornament, later, in turn, fail their clients.

2.2 The educational context

Loos (1924: 304) postulated that the evolution of culture is manifest in the abandonment of ornament. His 

example of a low stage of development is the Papuan who covers everything in ornament and whose genius 

is useless for contemporary humans. Education’s task is to assist individuals, each of whom has to repeat 

the development from Papuan to modern that has taken humankind thousands of years (Loos, 1924: 391). In 

this sense, contemporary design education in New Zealand appears to be successful. Students who enter 

the education system with high degrees of identification and cathexis gradually withdraw their emotional in-

vestment. They use ornament less and less – at least officially – sensing (or being told) that it is not appro-

priate unless it has a purpose and a function.
1125

  Students also, implicitly or explicitly and consciously or 

otherwise – reiterate the Loosian (or social Darwinist) allocation of ornament to the cultures of the structural 

opposites: a significant number of students and educators identify ornament as being characteristic of Maori, 

1123
See pp. 110, 337f, 347f, 355f. 358f.

1124
See pp. 107ff, 304, 340f.

Student work, Epsom Girls Grammar 
School, 1996

Bursary Folder, 1996
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Pacific Island, ‘ancient’ and other ‘primitive’ or ‘less developed’ cultures.
1126

2.2.1 Ornament as a topic in education

Asked in the questionnaires if ornament had ever been an issue in their teaching, 63% of educators an-

swered affirmatively. Asked further whether they talk about ornament in their teaching, 11% chose not to 

respond. Of those who answered, 82% state that they do
1127

. Educators were also asked whether they con-

sider themselves to encourage or discourage students to use ornament in their work: 90% believe that they 

do neither, while 11% hold that they encourage students to use ornament.
1128

In the interviews, educators identify a gap between theory and practice regarding ornament as a topic: ‘Or-

nament is discussed, but that happens in lecture situations away from the studio’, and ‘[d]espite what we 

might talk about in theory and history courses at the school – far more important for [students’] way of think-

ing about architecture is what happens in constructional and structural courses, which I think are probably 

very strongly committed to modernist agendas still’ (PW@347 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 64, 132). This 

situation not only reflects the general split between theory and practice induced by the bi-partite structure of 

most design school curricula.
1129

 It highlights also some of its problems: academic discourses are not always 

in tune, and the different departments (theory/history, design studio, and construction courses) might sub-

scribe to quite different beliefs and aggravate students’ conflicts about ornament.
1130

 The fact that the study 

of ornament, as far as it does occur, is separated from the practice of design (and from a social and cultural 

context) prevents a creative approach
1131

 which might lead to the ‘regeneration’ that one educator describes 

as a key factor: ‘if you just go to the museum and look at Maori pattern ... you then go very superficial – you 

can only go a certain distance’ (OW@460: 61).

This last quote also indicates how educators themselves are inclined to think of ornament as something be-

longing to Maori or Polynesion (or other ‘primitive’) cultures. The fact that ornamentation is discouraged in 

design Studio is a reflection of a European history that Pakeha or 

European New Zealand students regard largely as theirs and may 

therefore be perceived as consistent. It is likely to have different impli-

cations for students from other cultures. ‘Who has the right to stop an 

Asian student using their background, their ornamentation, Maori, 

Polynesian. We don’t have that right.’ (LD@40: 61) The education 

system does not supply the support and resources that would be 

needed to teach art in a way that would enable educators to respond

to their non-Pakeha students’ needs. One bursary educator, by her own description ‘white middle-class’,

feels that she can do no more than pay lip service to Maori art, despite her best intentions and no matter how 

1125
Those terms usually being interpreted in narrowly functionalist, instrumental rationality frameworks compared to, for 
instance, advertising and marketing professionals who have long understood that there is a function to feeling, too. 
See pp. 412 and 543.

1126
See pp. 247 and 219.

1127
However, students’ perceptions differ. See p. 382.

1128
Again, students’ perceptions are at variance. At Level 7, 31% believe that they have not been encouraged, 25% 
that they have, and the majority (44%) are unsure. See Engels-Schwarzpaul (1997: 38) in Ornament in Educa-
tion.doc on CD-ROM.

1129
See fn. 1075.

1130
Feyerabend observes that scientific developments themselves are often ‘out of phase’. See p. 68.

1131
See Sullivan on creativity, p. 304.

Student work, Auckland Boys Grammar 
School, 1996
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many courses she might attend to learn about it. ‘[T]hat doesn’t mean that I’m in any way exempt from it, and

we have to keep learning all of that all the time. You have to have a balance of the two to be successful and

to prepare these kids for what they’re going to face in the future.’ (KM@386: 61) A colleague, while con-

vinced that there has to be ‘some kind of gapping a bridge’ between Maori and Pakeha culture, is convinced

that she is not able to contribute much to it for lack of knowledge. The question is, then, ‘... what assistance

is going to be available to make that change?’ (OR@467: 61).

A number of educators have obviously thought about issues of (mis)appropriation in the context of any use

of Maori motifs. Designers should only attempt to use them with a ‘certain degree of knowledge, or be pre-

pared to be tackled and be held to account for what [they] do’ (PW@104: 61). One Maori tertiary educator

made explicit what others left implicit, namely that a ‘certain degree of knowledge’ is not sufficient. Much

more important is the process by which a motif is put to use, and who is involved in that process.

How did it get there – that’s the part, which is important. My approach is that, if you’re looking at

anything that obviously is owned by a particular group of people/culture or person, and you want

to use it or work with it, you should ask about it. (RH@414: 61)

It appears that Maori participants in the interviews are more aware of the particularity of their positions in the

force field of biculturalism than many Pakeha educators who still – at least implicity – assume that their cul-

ture is ‘normal’ and ‘neutral’.
1132

One Maori tertiary educator very clearly expresses this awareness.

You have to look at where I am coming from, ... my own cultural bias, the way I would like to

see cultural images to be projected; and that is in a serious, thoughtful, meaningful, open way

that doesn’t just kick up things out of context…. (J.S.@468: 61).

The discussion of ornamentation – both in the interviews, but also in the practice of those educators who

address the topic in their teaching – thus raises a range of ethical questions and wider social concerns.

When we talk in terms of ornamentation, it means: what gives rise to ornamentation, how peo-

ple feel about it. One has to expose one’s own way of thinking, one’s own culture, one’s values

as to where they sit and contrast one with the other (AW@191: 61).

One educator alludes to ‘false consciousness’ when describing how ornament can be used in marketing to

exploit people’s hopes and desires. He believes that aspirations are cultivated through advertising, for ex-

ample, and subsequently left unsatisfied; ‘you could argue if ornamentation is an aspect of that, then it’s very

negative and bad’ (NC@271: 61). Particularly so, if advertising agencies arrogantly appropriate ‘anything

that they think will sell the product’ (LD@310: 61).

1132
See pp. 223 and 251.
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2.2.2 The policy framework

In the questionnaires, 69% of the educators respond negatively to the question of whether existing educa-

tional literature is useful when it comes to teaching about ornament. Further, over half of the respondents

believe that their own education has not prepared them to introduce students to issues of ornamentation. A

high proportion (42%) did not answer a further question; whether or not they would want more guidance on

the topic – which might indicate that the question itself is problematic. However, of those who did reply, 73%

would appreciate more help in this area.

In the interviews, the topic of educational system and educational policies was brought up frequently. Many

participants feel that current policies and regulations inhibit exploration of ornament as a topic in education,

at least at senior levels in secondary schools. One educator observes that ornamentation is really only ex-

plored in the context of the junior school, since the senior school is very much driven by prescriptions. ‘Your

job is to get them to meet those criteria, and get them through the exam; and usually ornamentation is

looked up[on] as a decorative thing ... The kids aren’t allowed to explore that sort of thing.’ (DT@403 in En-

gels-Schwarzpaul, 1997: 62) Students, in her view, find it difficult to deal with ornamentation because of their

own negative association with ornament as much as the attitudes of examiners. This steers students away

from an engagement with ornament in their bursary work (62). Her observation is confirmed by three other

bursary educators who hold that bursary prescriptions don’t allow much space for ornament, and that they

actively discourage it (KM@477, TM@126 and OW@340: 62).

Not only has ornament no place in bursary art courses, but the restric-

tion even extends to exploration of meaning for some educators. This

is partially caused by an expectation that, even if contextual explora-

tion were possible at secondary school level, it would be considered as

irrelevant in tertiary art education: ‘they just kick that stuff straight out

of you, to start with anyway. It’s very formal’ (TM@138: 62). However,

it appears that this impression is out of phase with the views of tertiary

educators.
1133

Other bursary educators either have a different perception of the sylla-

bus, or they have found ways around it to allow for exploration of or-

nament and meaning. Prescriptions can be interpreted as encouraging

students to understand what they are doing in their art work (SB@378:

62). ‘I don’t see any problems there at all, but you may have been talk-

ing to teachers who teach painting in very much a European way’ (62).

Two educators make qualifications by pointing to the levels of

complexity that are required for bursary exams. If the use of ornamentplexity that are required for bursary exams. If the use of ornament is part of a relatively complex treatment of

an issue, that would be acceptable. However, ‘folders that deal just with pattern don’t meet requirements’

(KM@257: 62). While there may be ways ways around prescriptions, ‘pattern and ornament has always

been steered clear of at senior level’ (DT@470: 63).

1133
See MK on p. 381, and PW on p. 391.

First Year student’s work, 1996
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However, quite apart from the potential impact of bursary art prescriptions, educators themselves partly dis-

play clearly negative attitudes to ornament: ‘If I saw a form 7 folder that was full of ornament, I’d think the guy

is disguising something, he’s lacking somewhere else … So he’s starting to use a lot of ornament to seduce

...’ (OW@368: 54). Alternatively, the use of ornament

by students is interpreted as the result of poor teach-

ing, as a cheap way of giving students something to

relate to and to be enthusiastic about. ‘... it’s more

like therapy’ (CP@454: 64), not art: ‘There is no

doubt that kids would probably achieve and enjoy

their art a bit more, particularly the slow kids’

(OW@454: 64). ‘It’s all making, making, making ...

{not much thinking.} and it looks good. That’s what

worries me about ornament.’ (TM and {OW} @499:

65)

Time to get out of teaching, when they bring decoration in! (TM@436: 65).

Tertiary educators are usually sceptical about aims and effects of the prescriptions for bursary examinations.

They are seen as constructed around ‘secondary school teachers giving the markers what they want’

(MK@257: 63). The results are not what would be expected by those who have to make decisions about

admitting students to tertiary courses in design or architecture. The level of quality seems to some to be ap-

palling: while skill levels might be very high, they appear to have been achieved at the cost of stifling stu-

dents’ own agendas, at the cost of a possible desire to be ‘exploratory and inventive in a much more intellec-

tual way’ (PW@463: 63). While the match between hand and mind is a skill necessary for a designer, the

current situation at bursary level ‘doesn’t really seem to encourage that either from the thinking or the doing

side. They seem happy to set up walls between the two’ (PW@463: 63). Thus, the secondary school system

appears to encourage glossy surfaces ‘without any meaning or reason or sense of self in behind there, they

just don’t give that at school’ (J.S.@769: 63).

However, tertiary institutions hardly seem to have a better track record in stimulating an exploration of mean-

ing and ornament – with some schools of architecture, for example, positively discouraging it (MT@28: 63).

Ornament is rarely, if ever, taught anywhere at tertiary level. (PW@306: 63). While ornament is implicitly

rejected in that context, the arguments have not been made explicit in the past, and there is little evidence of

change. ‘It might be to do with the quality of the teaching staff as well. Again one is only at the mercy of their

prejudices.’ (MT@55: 63) The predominant view of architects and designers as creators and innovators also

detracts from any interest students might have in ornament. In this view, creativity is about individual free-

dom and innovation, whereas the conventional nature of ornamental systems implies that a mastery of or-

namentation would involve knowledge of conventions on which it is based. The latter does not gel with the

popular genius cult.
1134

‘[O]verall we give students the message that if they’re going to be really good archi-

tects, they have to be inventive, creative, they have to be genius.’ (PW@448: 64) Even more explicitly, stu-

1134
This is interesting when put into historical perspective: in the nineteenth century, ‘[u]ntil around 1885, invention was
simply an ingenious recombination from past styles’ (Gordon, 1992: 20). Before the artist-as-genius cult became
prevalent, this combinatory approach would have assumed knowledge of the conventions the elements used were
part of. See p. 159f. The difference to ‘postmodern borrowing’ seems to be mainly that this knowledge is no longer
seen as necessary.

Chair, staffroom at Auckland Boys Grammar School, 1996
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dents may get the message that if they use ‘ornament as part of an arts programme they have failed (well,

often)’ (J.S.@111: 64).

Educators thus repeat the pattern of their own education: they themselves were left to their own devices

concerning ornament when they were students. Most of them were taught that ornament has no place in

‘good design’, and have rarely confronted the fact that a substantial or even major part of the populace has a

different attitude. Consequently, they have little theoretical knowledge or practical experience that would en-

able them to assist their students now.
1135

Both secondary school teachers and tertiary level educators have

to economise on their time with students and concentrate on those competencies that are clearly expected of

school leavers or graduates. In that situation, it would seem almost irresponsible to encourage students to

explore a phenomenon that is still widely considered as bad design practice; that throws up all sorts of dan-

gerous issues; and that educators know little about. Add to this the problematic issues of bi-and multicultural-

ism (and misappropriation) in New Zealand, and a situation has developed where educators prefer to avoid

the issue. Their often conflicting viewpoints and approaches must be expected to be detrimental for students,

all the more so if they are not made explicit and discussed.

The data collected in this study strongly suggests that nineteenth century theories, often themselves re-

interpretations of older theories, continue to influence the views and practices of students and educators.

This process mostly takes place ‘behind their backs’ insofar as participants do not realise the influence of

their cultural habitus and the doxa of the design field.

Ornament is seen, by a majority of the informants, as accessory or secondary. Traditionally, the role of or-

nament as a supplement is to help define the ‘essential’, ‘substantial’ or ‘primary’ object. In the views of Al-

berti (1988: 156), ornament is ‘an auxiliary light and complement to beauty’ both of which are needed to

achieve correct and worthy building as opposed to ill-considered piles of stones. They add dignity and grace.

For Alberti, an important criteria is the application of a consistent theory which would help to ‘justify’ the use

of ornament – which links his views with Vitruvius and Cicero. When Pugin in the nineteenth century returns

to a similar reasoning in his assessment of three-dimensional patterns in carpets or wallpaper,
1136

we can

hear the echoes of ‘Such things do not exist and cannot exist and never have existed’ (Vitruvius, 1960: 211).

This is, in many ways, how ornament is still presented to students in their education: they are expected to

apply a ‘consistent theory’ to ‘justify’ the use of ornament – without being provided with a discursive space

that would support such verbal conceptualisation, nor an experimental space that allows for its practical ex-

ploration.

Students use ornament, as it is described by one educator, to ‘soften the rawness’ of an object. They them-

selves describe it as adding meaning and expressing emotions. Ornament, then, brings something to the

‘primary object’ that cannot be assessed in terms of a rationally constituted relationship that defers to the

primary object only. Can meaning, pleasure and identification really be supplements? The binary oppositions

inherent in many of the arguments of participants in this survey, integral to many of the theories they draw

1135
In 1987, the editor of Architecture Australia comments that it is ‘not easy to design good ornament today. As with all
design, ornamental design is easiest to do on a solid base of precedent, and the tradition of ornamental design has
been broken’ (AA, 1987: 19). He suggests making use of the ‘rich store of handbooks’ from the nineteenth century,
such as Owen Jones’ Grammar of Ornament, an approach which is likely to lead to a recurrence of the same crisis
of meaning that designers were faced with at the turn of the twentieth century and might be exactly the reason why
‘Post-Modernism … failed to deliver its promised revival of ornament’ (19).

1136
See Gombrich (1979: 34).
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on, appear to be inadequate for explanation, as much as for assessment. ‘Form’ versus ‘ornament’, ‘idea’

versus ‘mere decoration’, ‘craft’ versus ‘fine art’, ‘culture’ versus ‘commerce’ are not useful configurations on

the basis of which to explore issues in which ornament is embedded. When one educator evokes the poten-

tial of ornament to reverse hierarchies, he still refers to binary oppositions that, to him, seem naturally ad-

verse.

Ornament has no chance at the moment, which is a shame because as I’ve been explaining to

students there is no validity any more in the concept taking priority over anything; the hierarchy

can be reversed and ornament could be the thing that comes to the surface and dispel the myth

of the idea of concept as being primarily important (MT@138: 52).

The heuristic value of ornament might not so much be to reverse hierarchies. It might be more useful to think

of the issues ornament relates to without reference to any hierarchies. Ornament is a complex and multi-

layered phenomenon that can accommodate a number of positions in its theorising. It can also be used to

ask questions about theoretical assumptions expressed in such terms as form and substance, concept and

detail, expert and user. And yet, ornament is a practice and a topic that is currently neglected – if not re-

pressed – in design education. The ‘return of the repressed’, however, is a reality that students and educa-

tors describe as part of their experiences. Ornament, with all its different aspects (symbolism, expression,

formal qualities, cross-disciplinary implications and intellectual processes) could be a source of learning that

is currently not being tapped.

3 Emergent theories and the gap between theory and design practice

In 1998, I tried to find out what might happen if ornament is tapped as a source of learning in two research

projects, both small and methodologically open. The first was empirically oriented, collecting data in the con-

text of a studio oriented project with a small number of students. In the second, I tried to relate the data to

theoretical frameworks in education and to theories of ornament. In terms of (positivistic and scientific) verifi-

cational criteria, they are the weakest of all I have discussed. In terms of content, they are very interesting.

They were conducted as part of another strand of my own education: namely in the context of my studies for

the Graduate Diploma in Higher Education at UNITEC.
1137

The link with my PhD studies was the theme of

ornamental theories and practices. In this particular context, it was used to explore not only students’ ability

to conduct research into a problematic topic, but also to find out what resources and experiences they had

available to do so.

My observations over several years indicated that most students in Interior Design Studio have difficulties

achieving the integration of research and practice in Studio that is required in the curriculum document.
1138

Students’ problems are partially caused by a lack of prior exposure to research and research methods. Con-

sequently, they often conceive of research as being equivalent to time spent in the library, browsing and

1137
Both projects were purely explorative and no claim can be made that the findings are generalisable. For subjects
and methods, see Emergent Theories.doc (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998a) and Theory-practice gap.doc (Engels-
Schwarzpaul, 1998b) on the CD-ROM.

1138
This demand is ironical, given the bi-partite structure of their learning environment (see p. 371ff.). Nevertheless, at
the time the projects were carried out, the respective learning outcomes for Interior Design Studio on levels 6 and 7
required students to ‘demonstrate development of creative exploration and critical depth in research’ and ‘exhibit
determined use and ability in extended, independent and creative exploration and critical complexity in research’.
For Level 7 students, this was expected to amount to ‘meaningful application and exploration of design theory, i.e.
elements of design and composition, colour theories, human environment, behaviour, sociology … etc’.
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copying out of books.
1139

The theory-bytes they bring back to Studio in this way are rarely contextualised –

neither theoretically nor experientially. Even if they are, students tend to lose track of them as they proceed

to the design stage.
1140

Discussions with colleagues confirmed that my impression was not an isolated one,

and that students’ relationship with theory on the whole is tenuous and unconnected to their practice in de-

sign studio.

The project, Emergent theories in limit situations, provided a limit situation as an opportunity for students to

understand and practice the concept of ‘emerging theory’ (Glaser, 1978). The theme, ornament, stood para-

digmatically for all those ‘fuzzy’, difficult to deal with, and unresolved areas of Interior Design practice and

education. During the workshops, students expressed concerns that some topics and procedures had been

excluded from their education, without the criteria for this exclusion being made sufficiently transparent. In

his presentation to other design students, one participant remarked:

I believe that we start thinking about ornament and structure from what we learn from our tutors

…, or what we read in books, and it is taught in quite a linear, sort of progressive fashion, which

is really quite rational. It discounts forms of thinking. When you first come here you are taught to

rationalise and think of your ideas rationally (Chris in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998a: 24).

He added that ornamentation is not ‘necessarily a rational thing’ but rather partially related to the uncon-

scious. ‘A lot of people talk about it being a supplement of the soul, something to necessarily do. It is part of

our human make-up. The problem [is] that we try to rationalise it to a degree.’ (24)

He later elaborated that students tend to exclude ornament because ‘it’s just too difficult to deal with. It’s

something you don’t want to deal with ‘cause you know you’ll just get …’. Until recently, ‘we haven’t even

considered it …, and it’s been lacking in the work we do and that others do’. As a consequence, students

feel that the best way to deal with the issue is not to deal with it and to put it to one side. By saying ornament

is excessive the issue is considered as being resolved. ‘So we move forward by not using it at all, but it

keeps coming back. You can’t escape it because it is part of the human psyche, it will emerge again, some-

where and somehow.’ (24)
1141

Students feel that they therefore lack the ability to deal with the ‘lower ends’ of design practice, such as or-

nament.
1142

They also observe that the methods used in design education – which they describe as a con-

stant demand to rationalise and verbally justify their design decisions – have discouraged them from taking

risks and induced them to avoid topics or design elements which they would not be able to so defend. This is

compounded by the fact that tutors are suspected of holding personal views that they do not make explicit,

so that students are unable to examine them. Value judgements made by tutors about the topic of ornament,

such as ornament ‘having no value’, ‘having no function’ or being ‘irrational’ remained unexplained and pre-

vent students from even considering exploring the area.

The students’ situation is in many ways a reflection of several processes of separation: the split between

theory and practice based on the division of labour; the perpetuation of this split in educational theory and

1139
See 335.

1140
See p. 372.

1141
This provoked discussion with students in the audience who were concerned with the ‘clutter’ and ‘add-on’ aspects
of the use of ornament, and whether or not they can and should be regulated. Chris replied, ‘It’s out of control any-
way, there’s nothing you can do about it’.
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practice; the separation of the spheres of (public) production – the system – and the (private) sphere of re-

production – the life-world; the peculiar positioning of design on the side of non-productivity and lifestyle.

The divisions created in this way increase students’ dependency on their ‘studio masters’ and perpetuate the

‘mystery/mastery’ configuration. On the other hand, if students can relate their own experiences – and those

of others – to as many viewpoints as possible, it is easier for them to relinquish professional stereotypes and

arrive at theory approaches that are more grounded. The ‘world-out-there’ (the world outside of the studio

context) is in many ways co-extensive with the life-world. That students feel divided from it is partially a re-

flection of the alienation of education and theory from their sources in the life-world. The scientific mythology

that produced a split not only between practice and theory, but also the ‘Big Divide’
1143

between natural and

human science approaches, makes students dependent on the theory choices made on their behalf by their

teachers or by critics.

In the project, the exposure of students to diverse sources indeed produced a difference in their perception

of ornamentation. Interviews, personal accounts, visual exploration and group discussions established con-

nections with non-rational elements and non-linear processes, including pre-theoretical and traditional, un-

conscious and irrational, experimental and imaginative aspects of knowledges. Links between the discursive

and the non-discursive began to appear. Students realised that they were presented with varying social rep-

resentations and started connecting them to their background in different realities.
1144

The memories relating

to their personal lives at ages five, ten and eighteen provided another source for students to make compari-

sons with. For example, Chris (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998b: 64) surprised himself with this own account.

Wallpaper seems to be a significant feature of my memories at this age [about ten]. It con-

cerned me that my father slept in a room that had floral-patterned wallpaper. I k[]new that the

wallpaper in my sister’s room (flowers) and in my room (cars) had been determined by our gen-

der. I tried to resolve this conflict by using my imagination to think up a pattern that wouldn't

compromise my father's masculinity or my mother's femininity.

In two cases at least, their memories seem to have helped students gain access to a different understanding

of their current opinions by comparing it to what ornament meant to them when they were small.
1145

Through

biographical accounts, one can

relive some subconscious situations when one was younger; going back with the current knowl-

edge, [an] issue becomes more like reality. And so one realises that there are ornaments and

that people do use them ... So it’s more original in a sense, when it is a young mind, compared

to now – with all the experiences with culture, the attitude tends to be more judgmental. Back

then it was more emotional and more real. Accounts make you realise the difference between

those attitudes.
1146

1142
‘Design students are sent forth into the profession ill-equipped and afraid to deal with ornament.’ (Jane in Engels-
Schwarzpaul, 1998a: 24)

1143
‘Up to the generation of Rickert, Dilthey, and Weber – and in some quarters for a generation beyond them – the
conviction prevailed on both slopes of the Big Divide that in social science one had to opt for the Galilean model or
against it. Tertium non datur!’ (Luckmann, 1983: 23)

1144
See p. 78f.

1145
See Lorenzer, p. 91.

1146
Francis, Workshop ‘Emergent theories’, Interior Design, UNITEC, 27.8.97, audiotape of session.
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For Francis this realisation started an exploration of the changes in her biography, partially due to her educa-

tion. Chris, similarly, realised how much his perspective had been shaped by prevalent assumptions about

ornament. For instance, that ornament is ‘auxiliary to design and architecture’ and – if chosen as a path –

leads students ‘soon [to] be confronted with issues of appropriateness’ (40).

Regarding the marginalisation of ornament, students were mostly concerned with their own experience of it.

To realise that the justification of current educational practices concerning ornament is contingent on socio-

historical constellations, and on their common-sense perpetuation into professionally held values and atti-

tudes
1147

relieved some of them from feelings of inadequacy they had experienced in the past. Jane evalu-

ated her position after the completion of the project by saying, ‘I am more aware of ornament, perhaps less

afraid of it’ (29). Epistemological modesty and pragmatic composure
1148

appear to have loosened up in this

project what Chris describes as ‘a student’s dilemma’.

Therefore, is it any surprise that students asked to rationalise the use of ornament, having origi-

nated in their subconscious, stumble to find the words. They realise that if they must rationalise

work verbally that it can be done more easily with the exclusion of ornament. Here lies a stu-

dent’s dilemma, that as part of our subconscious nature we must ornament. However, as part of

our education we must put our thoughts into words and therefore rationalise (25, 44).

Artistic form cannot fully be discursively explained in any event. If it involves contested elements, students

develop a heightened sense of the inadequacies of logic and rational explication. Lorenzer’s notion of de-

symbolisation seems to explain much of this situation.
1149

He suggests that – in the enactment and explora-

tion of conflicts between unconscious and conscious layers of personal experience and social rules of con-

duct – all participants are ‘prisoners of social delusion’. This deconstructs epistemological advantages of

educators over students. Further, it appears obvious that language-based communication needs to be com-

plemented with non-discursive communicative processes. Students have to be able to bring the results of

their explorations into the arena of their learning community, without fearing that they will not be acknowl-

edged or considered.

Almost thirty years ago, Fernandez (1971: 43) wrote that emotions in ‘human affairs’ often outweigh the in-

fluence of logic. Despite the reluctance on the part of ethnologists to engage in such intangibles, he pleaded

that ‘those who want to write their ethnologies where they conceive the action to be, are entitled to our atten-

tion. It is too easy to say that they are soft’. Ornament as topic and as practice embraces emotions and inter-

subjectivity, as well as cultural practice. Students who want to engage in it are not only entitled to our atten-

tion but also to an environment that supports those wishes.

1147
See pp. 75f and 80f.

1148
See p. 74.

1149
See p. 89ff.
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Part Four: At the end a beginning 

After all the talk of difference and the many angles one can take on issues of meaning in ornament – and its

possible loss – would it not be wrong to come to a conclusion at all? Lyotard (1972: 12) argues forcefully that

the critic’s identity and practice ‘needs an object to complain about’, but that his desire for power will go be-

yond the object. Criticism, in this framework, is deeply hierarchical for ‘where does [the critic’s] power over

the criticized come from? He knows better?’. The claim that we ‘know the desire of the “masses”’ unlike the

representatives of rational systems of power is wrong; ‘no one knows it, for desire baffles knowledge and

power. … Where do you criticise from?’. Lyotard’s conclusion is that critique ‘must be drifted out of’.

It is in some ways tempting to adopt his perspective and not write a ‘conclusion’. Except, that would be an

excuse for avoiding problems Lyotard may not have been able to foresee thirty years ago.
1150

His 1970s op-

timism about the plurality and co-existence of language-games ultimately overlooks questions of power.
1151

Further, the co-existence of language games is often one of non-engagement: Schmidt (1994: 54) queries

how one conceptualises the encounter of the shark with the lion if everything is unproblematically equivalent

to anything. Power and difference form potent and complex configurations that a facile interpretation of Lyo-

tard’s call for suspension of critique serves to disguise and to render forgotten.
1152

I shall therefore return to

some important questions and – deviating from academic conventions – re-open the topic by introducing

some new material. I will look at perspectives on meaning and the role of epistemologies; differences be-

tween spheres of life and cultures; the relationship between use and consumption and the role of cultural

intermediaries. Finally, I will look at the work of culture on ornament and meaning, and the forms it takes in

Aotearoa.

Let me start with the question that has fascinated academics most: can meaning generally, and meaning in

ornament specifically, be ‘lost’? What academics mostly criticise is a specific concept of meaning that re-

sembles dictionary definitions: a one-to-one relationship to a signified or referent, easily communicable and

accessible to the members of a culture, and uncontested.
1153

But, as Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton

(1981: 245-6) found in their study, ‘some people tend to see their world primarily in terms of already defined

meanings’. Unfortunately, they make no comment about who those people are. In my own research, this

view appears to be commonly held by a particular type of personality; namely, by people who claim to stand

in the traditions of the Enlightenment. The concern of dominant strands in modernity with order and the con-

trol of nature by reason
1154

– producing classifications based on ‘rational systems of thought … by way of

“design, manipulation, management, engineering”’ (Goldberg, 1993: 3) – breeds concepts of meaning that

are almost one-dimensional. They rely primarily on intellectualist cognitive processes that neglect a wide

1150
Indeed he was more circumspect later. ‘To get right to the heart of it, what I want to point to again is that, having
admitted this plurality of genres articulated together in politics today, an essential philosophical task will be to refuse
the aesthetic its two thousand year-old privilege, which in one sense was given its “final” particularly disquieting ex-
pression by Nazism. This is nothing other than the complete aestheticization of the political.’ (in Reijen & Veerman,
1988: 299)

1151
Lyotard adopted the notion of language-games from Wittgenstein, who had himself overlooked the conflicts be-
tween language-games as forms of life. A modern Maori whakatauki tells about the shark saying to the kahawai:
‘Let’s integrate’.

1152
See fn. 766.

1153
See Gombrich on the ‘dictionary fallacy’, p. 272.

1154
About rival currents in modernity and modernism, see fn. 584.
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range of symbol formations.
1155

Those who today posit a loss of meaning in this sense are frequently West-

ern middle-class men.
1156

Given that such positions ignore a multiplicity of alternative signifying practices, it is understandable that crit-

ics should attack them. They argue that meanings are not static, never uncontested, and that – when the

term ‘loss’ is used – it should be more usefully replaced with ‘change’, which is more dynamic and multi-

valent. From that position, the mourning for lost meaning is often a reactionary and ideologically motivated

stance that displaces the good life as far back as Eden, and as far forward as Paradise. However, there are

some aspects of change in meaning that are not often (if at all) included in critical discourse so that a range

of possible significations is still ignored. When Lyotard (1970: 71), for instance, argues that a type of art that

operates ‘through forms – plastic, architectural – and through rhythms that allow a “communication” of sorts

on the level of the individual unconscious’ is dead, he assumes that ‘archaic’ society, ‘the peasantry and

even the proletariat’ have ceased to function in the nineteenth century. Therefore, ‘figural forms have been

destroyed by the system’ and any attempt ‘to reconstitute [them] is futile. Primitive culture cannot be in-

vented; it is given by definition’ (72). His conjecture may rest on much shakier ground than is generally rec-

ognised. Both my observations and some literature
1157

suggest that the death of figural forms and signifying

traditions is by no means universal. Luke (1996: 113) discovered that tradition – a central element of Lyo-

tard’s ‘archaic’ society – is alive everywhere in European societies, except (in its older forms) in the centre of

society and in its institutions (which nevertheless have developed their own traditions).
1158

Another fallacy

occurring continuously and monotonously is that – despite an acknowledgement of difference, and after it

has been affirmed – European society is still conflated with society-as-such.
1159

That is perhaps understandable to a degree: our theories are grounded in our forms of life.
1160

For European

or Western theorists it is ‘natural’ to draw on a substratum of ‘given’ experiences in their construction of theo-

retical reality.
1161

The danger is accepting their theories as ‘given’ in Aotearoa in 2000 without interrogating

positions and translations. My interpretation of Benjamin, for example, differs in important ways from Pound’s

(1994) discussion of Pakeha use of Maori motifs in modernist New Zealand Art.
1162

Different world-views

often lead to different discoveries and emphases and to different interpretations of context.
1163

What Benja-

min wrote, at a particular point in history, in a particular environment, and with a particular viewpoint, cannot

be translated (Pound, 1994: 164ff) into a particularly different context without problems.
1164

Translations are

not all the same: there are better and worse (and more or less pertinent) ones and they – like the texts they

deal with – are written from particular positions. Benjamin himself seemed to be less sure about what he had

to say than many who quote him.

1155
See p. 89.

1156
Müller (1977: 14) observes a similar pattern for the second half of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth
centuries. See also Sedlmayr (1973). For an example in the research projects, see p. 337, particularly fn. 983.

1157
This literature is typically not directly related to my topic.

1158
See Certeau, fn. 559, and Luke, p. 211. Lyotard’s interpretation may have been influenced by his gender: men in
the 1970s were more likely than women to move in predominantly detraditionalised environments.

1159
See Morley (1996: 333ff).

1160
See p. 75ff.

1161
See Schütz, p. 29, and Wittgenstein, p. 142.

1162
I fully concur with his use of Benjamin, though, when he quotes him as saying that ‘[w]hoever has emerged victori-
ous participates to this day in the triumphal procession in which the present rulers step over those who are lying
prostrate’ (in Pound, 1994: 105).

1163
See Derrida, p. 10.

1164
See Gadamer, pp. 107 and 109.
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Walter Benjamin once defined fantasy as the ability to interpolate in the smallest dimension. …

Each penetrating analysis of autonomous works of art leads to the realisation that what the art-

ist creates, that which transcends the contemporary status of materials and forms, is marginal.

… Obviously, there is something inherent in the materials and forms that the artist receives, and

with which he works – however un-significant they are – that is nevertheless more than material

and form. … [They] have accumulated history and, through and beyond it, spirit. What they con-

tain is not a positive norm, but something that manifests itself in them as a clearly articulated

problem. Creative fantasy – by recognising this problem – awakens what has been accumu-

lated. Its steps, always minimal, respond to the wordless questions posed by the materials and

forms in their silent language of things (Adorno, 1967b: 117-8, my emphases).
1165

Even in Europe, at least outside of the supposedly de-archaised societies Lyotard refers to (i.e. the public

sphere of metropolitan Paris at the beginning of the 1970s), there are contexts where vital meanings and

their mediation through form are still possible.
1166

Further, when loss and change are counter-posed in dis-

cussions and invariably given value, change always seems organic: a perpetual movement of patterns that

grow, unfold, fold back, shift and change – usually without teleology, but also without violence. Change,

ironically, has become universal and naturalised in precisely those discourses that want to demolish stable

and neutral positions. Yet, characteristically, the perception of change is shaped by how it is experienced.

Change is not always ‘natural’. It is often uninvited, non-consensual, violent and sudden – the resulting ex-

periences often producing a feeling of loss.
1167

People who speak of this type of change do not usually dis-

place the good life back to Eden but to a historic situation of violent change; and they put it forward, not to

Paradise but to such a time when autonomy and dignity can be restored. While their perception of loss may

be acute, their distance to meaning may be smaller.

Whether one describes a loss or a change of meaning depends on the position from which one speaks.
1168

Academics are inclined to point out, correctly, that loss of meaning has been frequently mourned in different

historical periods. Theirs is an eagle’s view, enabling them to place claims to a loss of meaning in any one

specific historical situation into a larger context. However, theorists seem too content with the lofty perspec-

tives they adopt. Their views cannot and should not detract from the fact that loss of meaning is experienced

– and often suffered – by individuals and groups.

XII Classifications and exclusions 

The treatment of issues such as myth, symbol, ornament, and meaning is strongly influenced by the defini-

tions and classifications (the work of drawing boundaries around phenomena and hitching them up to terms

representing them as accurately and fully as possible) that are brought to bear on them. While classifications

may at first sight appear to represent their objects in fullness, they include some aspects but not others and

tend to be more exclusive the more precise they are supposed to be. Increasingly accurate scientific classifi-

1165
For a comment on a notorious attitude of architectural criticism to disregard spirit, see p. 282. While Adorno, too,
writes from a different cultural perspective, I imagine that many Maori artists – and (importantly) non-artists – would
relate to this conception of art better than any variation of avant-garde notions. See Léger, p. 403.

1166
See Elias on what he calls the ‘nightmare idea’ of isolated individual thought, typical of the self-image of members
of highly differentiated societies, fn. 147.

1167
See fn. 929.

1168
See pp. 30 and 330ff.
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cations have created a vast remainder that some writers equate to what we call culture.
1169

Thus, successive

classifications of myth have ignored ongoing myth-making, particularly counter-myths. Semiotics have over-

looked signifying practices and affective values; and aesthetics, the cultural practices of non-professionals.

Discourses of modernisation and tradition have left out vast fields of contemporary customs. It follows that

multiple configurations of significant ornament in people’s life-worlds have fallen through the cracks of theo-

retical arguments. As ornament, they are excluded from institutionalised aesthetics;
1170

as symbols they are

neglected due to particular understandings of meaning and signification;
1171

as catalysts of myths they have

simply been accused of perpetuating ideologies and false consciousness.
1172

Even Barthes (1973b: 156) who wants to understand the term symbol to mean a ‘significant organization’

believes that one must make a ‘clear-cut distinction between the semantic range of the symbol and its syn-

tagmatic or paradigmatic status’ – a division which not only seems unnecessary to me, but likely to lead to

the exclusion of a vast area of signifying practices where such aspects cannot be neatly isolated. The endur-

ing sense of dissatisfaction with semiotics (Todorov, 1973: 21) is not only based on the inability of a linguisti-

cally-based discipline to come to terms with non-linguistic phenomena – it is also likely to be caused by the

neglect of the conflicts people often experience between their own internal needs and social constraints

originating from entire socio-historical horizons.
1173

In my research, a participant described meaning in ornamentation as being ‘symbolic in a deep way. It’s

symbolic in … that it brings to light the things that you don’t think about much more than the things that you

do think about’, the ‘stuff [that is] not explicit at all’ (PW@504 and @526 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 31).

This concurs with Gordon’s notion that meaning in ornament operates on the margins.
1174

In ‘symbolic’ motifs

meaning is foregrounded and central, while in ornament it is marginal and less obvious. If it has been re-

moved from the centre it is not really lost, but operates on a different level and from a different locus. This

can nevertheless cause a sense of disorientation. Psychoanalytically speaking, meaning may also be ren-

dered non-discursive and unconscious in each individual following a conflict, for

example, between socially acceptable conduct and sensuous layers of personal-

ity.
1175

Also, the specific outlook of an era has an influence on the marginalisation

of meaning and ornament: periods that place high value on the centrality of a sym-

bolic order show little tolerance towards devious meanings and aesthetic forms.

Devious meanings may then be removed from the centre, and sooner or later the

‘moralising about ornament begins’.
1176

But, meaning can also be maintained and kept alive in ornamentation. Even

though it may be marginalised, the restitution of motifs as significant images is

always possible, and some enigmatic meaning always remains attached to

them.
1177

Figural ornament thus retains traces of meaning that may not be obvious

1169
See fn. 29, p. 13.

1170
See p. 154ff.

1171
See pp. 127 and p. 149.

1172
See p. 121ff.

1173
See Kristeva, p. 133.

1174
See p. 178.

1175
See Lorenzer, p. 91.

1176
‘It is when the central figure is threatened with usurpation that moralizing about ornament begins.’ (Gordon, 1992:
25)

1177
See Holz, p. 164, and Foucault, p. 421.

Carved cornerpost of half-
timber house, Germany
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but supply it with semantic abundance that go beyond the formal autonomy of decorative forms.
1178

XIII Spheres of life 

The classifications turning culture into a ‘vast remainder’ correspond to a progressive differentiation of life-

worlds in private, social, and economic spheres. Private worlds, productivist corporations, and the public

sphere have quite different reality potentials for different people at different times. Weber observed a trans-

formation of social life into different and autonomous functional spheres such as science, religion, and art

that are no longer legitimated by a shared tradition but follow their own inner logic. This differentiation, his-

torically synchronous with the development of capitalism, is reflected in different forms of relationships with

signification and ornament.
1179

The diverse – opposite or complementary – configurations of the different

spheres produce different types of conduct in their participants: in the productive sphere, rational behaviour

is expected – along with a highly developed control of affects and the ability to integrate with others into a

functional context.
1180

The private sphere, on the other hand, is constituted to provide compensation (Horkheimer, 1968: 316). In

terms of binary oppositions, it provides leisure instead of labour, individuality instead of sociality, and emo-

tion instead of rationality. Here, the refuse of the productive system can thrive: myths, symbols, ornaments,

and meanings. The ‘private’ creation and maintenance of symbolic forms is only partially controlled by social

and economic imperatives – however much those other spheres intrude.
1181

Consumption is one vehicle for

such encroachment and can lead to a situation where the consumer,
1182

aspiring to

cunningly regain what he has lost, … plants little sanctuaries into his mechanised world, as one

plants roof gardens on top of factory buildings. From the inventory of times, he picks up a natu-

ral cult here, a superstition there, a communal life, an artificial naivety, a false serenity, an ideal

of strength, an art of the future, a purified Christianity, a sentimental traditionalism, a stylisation.

Half believing, half lying, devotion is paid for a while until fashion and boredom kill the idol

(Rathenau, 1912 in Sloterdijk, 1983: 784).

Like myth, ornament is perceived to have its natural habitat in societies where modern differentiations have

not – or not yet – occurred,
1183

which makes it an attractive vehicle for nostalgic thinking. But neither orna-

ment nor myth are as far removed from modern societies in space or time as a nostalgic perspective would

have us believe. As a preserved moment (Cassirer), ornamental practices and mythical thinking are still op-

erative in the private spheres of the great majority of Western subjects and beyond.
1184

How dynamics of change, loss, or creation of meanings are perceived depends on the environments in

which they occur, whether it is in a closely personal sphere, in that of cultures, or – for example – in a com-

mercial context. While loss is mostly regarded as involuntary or unintended, systems of meaning are some-

1178
See Holz, p. 171.

1179
Though less absolute than his ‘ideal type’ model would suggest. For an example, see Walbe, fn. 791.

1180
See Elias, p. 190.

1181
Leisure, insofar as it is organised, partially crosses over several other spheres. Simulative entertainment, but also
forms of reality experienced in mass travel to exotic destinations, are to a degree recent phenomena of commodifi-
cation of the private sphere. See pp. 237 and 213.

1182
See p. 410 for a distinction between use and consumption.

1183
For a connection with symbolic thought see Todorov, p. 149.

1184
See Lévi-Strauss, p. 259ff.
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times intended to be lost and great efforts are made to ensure they will be – for instance in colonial politics.

On the other hand, spheres such as advertising and marketing are by their very nature parasitic on mean-

ings created and maintained elsewhere. In those contexts, loss of meaning occurs because its carriers are

deliberately inserted into alien contexts to create different meanings. While creativity always depends on the

transferral of elements into new contexts to some degree, there is a difference between an individual artist’s

use of significant motifs and that of a corporate entity’s, which results from different goals and different

methods. But this difference is less absolute than it appears at first: unless an artist practises completely

outside of commercial contexts – which only applies to very few, if any – corporate or market agendas will be

replicated in the artist’s practice to varying degrees.

Productive and private spheres are largely peopled by the same agents – even though their roles in the two

realms can be, and often are, extremely different. There is a continuity of (conscious) signification from the

individual (where signification refers primarily to the assurance of one’s existence and relationship with one’s

environment), to the network of close relationships (where it includes shared intentions and ideals), to the

social level (where it occurs as a shared experience of social and cultural values). On yet another level, peo-

ple perceive ‘objective relationships between the self and the wider patterns of order: the community, the

species, the ecology as a whole, and practices like one’s occupation or craft, music, or religion’

(Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 249). All these configurations require different strategies in re-

sponse, and there is no one pattern to such widely differing practices. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-

Halton’s belief is in the possibility of ‘vital communities’, where shared values are cultivated through a ‘partial

reallocation of psychic energy that will be invested willingly in goals that might not benefit each individual

directly’ (8). But they describe modern consciousness as determined by the separation of objective cultural

production from subjectivity: life is dealt with technically rather than through a process of cultivation (13).

In Europe, at the turn of the twentieth century, this condition gave rise to a pre-avant-garde crisis of dominant

high culture, commonly perceived as a loss of identity.
1185

A transformation, importantly heralded by the

commodification of cultural production, was beginning to manifest itself – contributing to an erosion of previ-

ously shared interpretations of art. Mass production virtually absorbed local and popular forms of culture. In

the absence of a common reference framework, ornaments were subjected to the rationality of production

and its indifference to meaning, and individual (bourgeois) subjects had to confront their own vacuum in the

petrified mask of ornament.
1186

During the differentiation of spheres of life, art was built – ‘like a bird sanctuary’ (Baudelaire) – into technical

rationality, as its complementary opposite.
1187

While initially concerned with the cultivation of warmth in eve-

ryday life (Hirth 1891 in Müller, 1993: 138), art and design soon became matters of intellect rather than pas-

sion and emotion (Gropius1926). Too busy with the modernisation of tradition and the symbolisation of pro-

gress, avant-garde artists and architects failed to understand the implications of the destruction they were

starting to wreak
1188

– believing that they could bring salvation only through destruction (of ornament, of sig-

nificant form generally, and of the warmth of the private sphere).
1189

1185
See Dröge and Müller, p. 190.

1186
See p. 190.

1187
See Adorno, p. 93.

1188
See Van de Velde, fn. 558.

1189
See Müller, p. 193.
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Léger, himself an early adherent of avant-garde movements, remarked in a 1933 lecture in Zürich that (while

he admired the formal and progressive achievements of avant-garde architecture) the application of such

principles to a broader audience who could not, or would not, identify with their goals was not only hubris but

also a strategic mistake that had led the avant-garde into isolation and caused a broad social rejection of

avant-garde practices.

You started out full of enthusiasm, heads held high, and unafraid … striving for an ideal goal

that I fully admire, but in this race for the absolutely beautiful you should have occasionally

looked back, after all. You are alone, the others do not follow you (in Cladel, 1993: 125).

An ability to influence the lives of others must go hand in hand with an increased attention to the reactions

and wishes of the majority of the population, without having to make ‘demagogic concessions’ (125).

At the beginning of the 1970s, Lyotard (1970: 72-3) did not believe this possible but promoted an anti-art with

a deconstructive task of unmasking ideologies. Anything that remains caught up in desire, or uses desire for

political or rational ends, is ideological.
1190

The ‘system, as it exists, absorbs every consistent discourse’,

then and now. But, for Lyotard, art is still a specialised activity, constituted as a separate sphere by capital-

ism. There are no people doing art, only artists, and what the ‘proletariat’ is left with is passive exposure to

variety shows, movies, or pop music – all of them ‘directly subordinated to the interests of capital’ (80).

Therefore, to ‘hope for nothing’ must be revolutionary (78).

For the sake of revolution or purification (Marxist or Functionalist) people have denied themselves – but

more importantly denied others – hope and utopian fantasy. To continue to insist on the separation of the

life-world from art today, and on the exceptionally emancipatory role of avant-garde (or other) art, seems like

yet another form of ideology – again, the good life is displaced into the distance, not to be experienced but

only believed in. It seems more promising to follow Semsek and Staudt’s (1988) suggestion and pay atten-

tion to the conditions under which popular forms of art turn ideological and to their connection with the mate-

rial core of their production.
1191

Similarly, Bloch’s notion of a utopian potential that combines reason and fan-

tasy could offer new insights in a changed situation. Barthes’ (1973a: 127-8) parasitic and ideological type of

myth, for example, relies on a distance from reality: form does not suppress meaning but it ‘puts it at a dis-

tance, it holds it at one’s disposal’. The devalued meaning then serves as a ‘reserve of history, a tamed rich-

ness, which it is possible to call and dismiss’ at will. However, in order to be able to function as myth, its form

is in constant need of being ’able to be rooted again in the meaning’ and of recharging its mythical con-

tent.
1192

The dynamic of distance and return, as well as the need to control it, recurs in many ways and on many lev-

els with regard to ornamentation in cultural contexts of practice. For instance, in ‘amusement art … an illu-

sion of life or human affairs’ is used to manipulate emotions, but it is imperative that they remain there and

do not spill over into practical life (Roblin, 1990: 314). When – in the use of ornament – meaning is controlled

or denied, held at a distance, and submitted to the demands of commodity forms, the material core of its

production is inevitably veiled and made inaccessible. Meanings are made collectively unconscious, so that

1190
Lyotard wrote this thirty years ago and since then, all the work on the signifier has done nothing to reproduce Paris
1968. See fn. 135. Lyotard himself was aware that there are never any guarantees (83). There is only opportunity
that makes the thief (McKeon, 1970: 6). This openness to uncertainty ought to work in both directions: how can we
be so sure what uses of ornament, art and desire will work ideologically, and to what ends?

1191
See p. 218.
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clichés (highly charged and unconscious) and signs (highly intellectualised and emotionally empty) replace

coherent symbol formations.
1193

The displacement of meaning to historical or geographical utopia that users

engage in to safeguard some of their hopes can then only serve to intensify consumption and accelerate the

cycle of planned obsolescence.
1194

A tamed richness of meaning in Maori images is, for example, held at

one’s disposal. On condition of a complete separation from the material core of their production, they can be

called up and dismissed according to the oscillating needs of the culture industries.

The clash or hybridisation (depending on one’s point of view) of different cultural traditions complicates an

internal differentiation – with its own transitional problems – in Western societies. Some tendencies within

postmodernism recognise the necessity of encountering ‘different civilizations by means other than the shock

of conquest and domination’ (Ricoeur in Frampton, 1989: 21-2), but what goes under the names of multicul-

turalism and diversity in a lot of postmodernist discussions is often no more than a repressive tolerance by

dominant groups. It remains on their own terms, and only rhetorically respects different traditions – from the

outside – rather than responding to their internal organisation in practice. These types of postmodern strate-

gies easily render conflicts forgotten by the denial of their opponents, and thus pull the rug out from under

criticism (Schmidt, 1994: 44).

1 Cultural boundaries and crossovers

I have been told that one has to tread carefully and that nobody wants to draw up rules about what can or

cannot be done, in art in particular. Implicit in this view is the (relatively recent) Western concept of autono-

mous art in which artists are entitled, and obliged, to make their own decisions about what is responsible and

socially useful. It is noteworthy that, from the beginning, ‘autonomous’ avant-garde experiments involved the

use of so-called ‘primitive’ art (Clifford, 1988: 120f, 147f).
1195

European artists, feeling their art forms needed

revitalising in the wake of the pre-avant-garde identity crisis, found inspiration in the supposedly unspoilt vi-

tality of, for example, African and Polynesian art forms. At the same time, absurdly, many of the cultures cre-

ating them were expected to die out (in New Zealand at least until the late nineteenth century) or otherwise

disappear. The ‘rules’ that no-one dares draw up, I suggest, are already there – and existed before Euro-

pean art was rejuvenated by the fresh-cell treatment with ‘primitive’ art. They are certainly known today in

New Zealand and concern not primarily a system of rules, but forms of relationships.

When Dick Frizzell, in the podium discussion Whose sign is it anyway? in May 1998 (1998d) maintains that

he does not have ‘to answer to a particular social need’ in his paintings, and that it is up to him to take ‘it

upon [him]self to go out and balance it up’, he appeals to autonomous art principles. I believe he is mistaken,

at least insofar as the material he uses is derived from Maori culture. For in that framework of reference the

artist has an obligation to the people because it is ‘the people’s art. It does not belong to you’ (Adsett quoted

1192
See pp. 351 and 322 for current New Zealand examples.

1193
See Lorenzer, p. 91.

1194
See pp. 213 and 248.

1195
See fn. 654. The term ‘primitive’ may have been used naively at the time as Pound (1994: 104f) seems to suggest,
but it has indelibly sedimented significations, in particular when combined with the term ‘modern’ (Goldberg, 1993:
162). See p. 53. ‘Indigenous peoples have been particularly vulnerable to the loss of their heritage as distinct peo-
ples. Usually viewed as “backward” by Governments, they have been the targets of aggressive policies of cultural
assimilation. Their arts and knowledge were frequently … simply destroyed in the course of colonization. ... Tour-
ism, [and] a growing consumer demand for “primitive” art ... now threaten indigenous peoples’ ability to protect what
remains of their heritage.’ (Daes, 1993:§159)
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in Jahnke, 1996: 18).
1196

Conversely, Frizzell sees himself responsible to ‘myself and my culture, and how I

see myself as a New Zealander, and my family and my children. Just the usual sweep’ (@1a/552 in 1998d,

my emphasis). He is convinced that ‘painting has to be irresponsible’, since if

you start putting those responsible kind of stoppers in your mind you are going to totally inhibit

any sort of intuitive impulse, which is entirely what it is about. To get that impulse there so it can

go into an argument for better or for worse. Hopefully, if your heart is pure, it will last and do its

job (@1a/064).

Frizzell (in this statement) conflates the co-activities of conscious and unconscious elements in art, the ‘con-

tinual interplay between creation and criticism’,
1197

into some sort of impulsive reactionism and reduces the

question of responsibility to a pure heart. However, when asked by a Maori woman artist with regard to his

use of Maori motifs ‘Do you give back?’ (@1b/557), he resorts to superior knowledge: ‘Intuition as intuition

has to be informed. That is what study and research is. I am fifty years old. I have done a hell of a lot more

research and study than you have so far’ (@1b/558).
1198

The argument remains on his grounds – no room is

left for doubt as to what counts as knowledge and who holds it.
1199

In the same discussion, Dave Clark – with explicit reference to ‘the core of the question which is about cul-

tural appropriation’ – proffers the following analogy between Maori culture and the English language:

If you open it up to whoever wants to add and to take from it then it will become immensely

powerful. Think of the way that the English language over the centuries has grown, multiplied

across the world and is now really a world language. I believe a major reason is the flexibility of

the language (@1a/270).

To emphasise, he suggests that, if Maori open up their culture to whoever wants to add and take, it will be-

come as pervasive and powerful as the English language. As Michael Smythe rightly points out in response,

English did not become what it is now for its initial openness and flexibility.
1200

At the time it was introduced

into Aotearoa, it was a

most oppressive weapon used to attempt to annihilate the Indigenous culture of this country,

and to even suggest that that is somehow a good role model, I think it is appalling David; and it

is not funny actually. I think it shows the lack of depth and understanding that the average

Pakeha New Zealand graphic designer has, and they should be ashamed of themselves

(@2a/50).

1196
See p. 256; also Daes on p. 320, and Solomon on p. 360. Another participant argues that in the ‘cultural void’ peo-
ple make assumptions that their creativity should not be restricted. ‘That’s a particularly colonial attitude to adopt by
any person, to come in over the top and assume that your artistic/creative freedom is the first imperative.’ (PK@141
in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 37)

1197
See Kris p. 131, and p. 91.

1198
He is, in any event, convinced that he has ‘given a tremendous amount’ (@1b/356).

1199
See Goldberg on a common assumption amongst art historians even today that ‘the major issues of visual under-
standing are the ones elaborated in the grand tradition of Western art’, p. 196. Pound (1994: 123) distinguishes be-
tween generations of artists and their respective use of Maori art: ‘it is not the same for a John Reynolds or a Dick
Frizzell to use Maori motifs in the 1990s, when several Maori have publicly declared Pakeha usage offensive, as it
was for a Walters or a Schoon in the 1940s and 50s … when no Maori declaration of offence existed’.

1200
See fn. 184.
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Both Frizzell and Clarke choose to ignore historical and current political realities in New Zealand,
1201

which

are part of a much wider framework of Western hegemony. In the context of International Human Rights,

Hunt (2000: 26) considers cultural rights to be of ‘great value and relevance to everyone’,
1202

but in particular

to subordinate groups because their forms of ‘cultural rights’ are often at variance with individualistically ori-

ented (international) legislation (28). However, since ‘subordinate groups are marginal within the UN human

rights system, what they regard as important …is also likely to remain marginal’ (26). Nevertheless, he ob-

serves a growing international appreciation that ‘all rights are equally important’ so that, increasingly, ‘an

integrated approach to their promotion and protection’ is advocated because the ‘denial of a cultural practice

is a denial of the associated group’ (28).
1203

Legal discourses are relevant because of their normative force, on one hand, and their reflexivity of social

relationships and consensus on meaning on the other.
1204

Internationally, commentators on cultural rights

are increasingly using a model of obligations imposed on duty-holders (usually states) that includes ‘the duty

to respect, the duty to protect, and the duty to fulfil’ (33). The state is obliged to ‘prevent a right from being

infringed by third parties … [and] to take measures to ensure conditions exist which permit a right to be en-

joyed’, e.g. the right ‘to participate in cultural life’ (34). In Aotearoa, these rights are, importantly, already pro-

tected under the Treaty of Waitangi (1840).
1205

One way of defining misappropriation, then, would be accord-

ing to the Treaty and international legal commentaries. If, in both cases, the jurisprudence states that (Maori)

cultural rights are not only to be protected from the infringement of third parties, but that conditions have to

be created that ensure the enjoyment of these rights, then the definition of such cultural rights has to come,

in the first place, from within Maori culture itself. Durie (2000: 51) argues that

Maori culture is not comprised of quaint practices and performing arts tolerable within the gen-

eral national framework, but like all cultures it presents a complex law and coherent jurispru-

dence for the management of people’s affairs and may stand in fundamental conflict with the

law of the state.

These conflicts have to be recognised and cannot be decided, a priori, by the logic pertaining to the state, or

the majority it may or may not represent. The same applies to social relations. If what Žižek observes about

multiculturalism is also true of biculturalism, it would contradict both international legal discourses on cultural

rights and the Treaty. It would also be a cynical and socially destructive practice.

[M]ulticulturalism involves patronizing Eurocentrist distance and/or respect for local cultures

without roots in one’s own particular culture. … [M]ulticulturalism is a disavowed, inverted, self-

referential form of racism, a ‘racism with a distance’ – it ‘respects’ the Other’s identity, conceiv-

1201
See, for example, pp. 313 and 223. This separation between the social and the cultural has a long tradition and is in
most circumstances ideologically motivated; see pp. 323, 218, 275 and 224. The seemingly neutral space created
by the omission of social and political issues does not exist: ‘Social history cannot be separated from the history of
art; there is no value-neutral, much less value-free, place from which to represent in any art form. And there never
was’ (Hutcheon, 1989: 46).

1202
At the same time, cultural rights are (while integrated into the International Bill of Rights) a neglected and little un-
derstood category (25).

1203
See p. 224.

1204
See Wetherell, fn. 38.

1205
Specifically, under articles two and under what is often called the ‘fourth article’: a declaration by Hobson, read out
at Waitangi before any chiefs signed. ‘The Governor says that the several faiths … and also Maori custom, shall
alike be protected by him.’
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ing the Other as a self-enclosed ‘authentic’ community towards which he, the multiculturalist,

maintains a distance rendered possible by his privileged universal position … (1997: 45)
1206

Distance is a crucial word here. The difference between appropriation and mis-appropriation could be deter-

mined by the nature and degree of distance the appropriators maintain. Over the eighteen years since my

arrival in Aotearoa, I have observed such distance on the part of

Pakeha in many situations, and in many different forms.
1207

From

such distance, appropriation in the sense in which I had primarily

known the term (before I came to New Zealand) is almost impos-

sible. Selle and Boehe’s (1986: 52) definition of appropriation

highlights the processual and active elaboration of one’s relation-

ships with the world. This type of appropriation includes the work-

ing through of experiences, and an integration of the personal

and social histories of a person through which relationships mature and become constitutive of a person’s

identity.
1208

If one ignores important parts of New Zealand historical and current realities, how can one’s per-

sonal and social history be integrated?

I have no intention of presenting ‘the Maori perspective’ here.
1209

Several Maori positions are present in this

thesis,
1210

but what follows is the picture I have formed over years of observation, involvement, discussion

and conflict.
1211

Rather than making excessive use of the conditional or relative modes of language this is my

own interpretation and I will put it simply, as such, in a positive voice.

Maori individuals and groups, on the whole, emphasise the integration of art in its wider context: it is not pri-

marily self-expression or self-fulfilment, but a practice embedded in historical and communal relation-

ships.
1212

It is generally accepted that there are people who, for particular reasons, will hold a special degree

of kaitiakitanga over cultural values and objects. Varying degrees of distinction are attached to different ob-

jects or practices, but there is nothing like the ‘public sphere’ in which things are ‘free for all’.
1213

Thus, the

use of Maori motifs by Maori themselves is largely regulated by the principles underpinning the ‘complex law

and coherent jurisprudence for the management of peoples’ affairs’ (Durie).
1214

1206
See pp. 223 and 251.

1207
Physical – as in the segregation of neighbourhoods; personal – as in the choice of friends and associates; intellec-
tual – as in the ignorance and disregard of Maori culture and knowledge; institutional – as in the lack of access for
Maori, and the prioritising of Western values and structures; socio-politically – as in the discounting of historical and
socio-economic injustices.

1208
See p. 56.

1209
As Shotter (1993: 48) argues convincingly, any representation on behalf of others in a more or less monologic
stance such as a written text – where the other’s response cannot be accommodated – is not only bound to fail but
can be demeaning for those one assumes to speak for. See p. 38.

1210
See Theories in practice, p. 334ff. Non-Maori critics and lay-people often relish the fact that there is no single Maori
voice on this issue (or on any other for that matter), which I find interesting. Would they expect to be able to present
a single Pakeha voice?

1211
Crucially, not without help: there are many important people (one of the first and most important Sophie Kaa, nee
Whaanga, 1903 -1992) without whose help I would not have been able to even start grasping the issues I am writ-
ing about.

1212
A generally held view in Europe until the Renaissance, and still prevailing in many respects into the nineteenth
century – with remnants surfacing in current mainstream New Zealand debates about art.

1213
See pp. 338 and 360.

1214
There are processes that Maori themselves have to go through if they want to use traditional motifs, for example,
and one participant stated emphatically that ‘[i]f it is good enough for Maori to go through a process, so it is for non-
Maori’ (GK151). See p. 358.

ap.pro.pri.ate vt -at.ed ; -at.ing [ME, fr. LL
appropriatus, pp. of appropriare, fr. L ad- +

proprius own] (15c) 1: to take exclusive posses-
sion of: annex <no one should ~ a common
benefit> 2: to set apart for or assign to a particu-
lar purpose or use <~ money for the research
program> 3: to take or make use of without
authority or right -- ap.pro.pri.a.ble adj --
ap.pro.pri.a.tor n ap.pro.pri.ate adj (15c):
especially suitable or compatible: fitting syn see

fit -- ap.pro.pri.ate.ly adv --

ap.pro.pri.ate.ness n
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When it comes to the use of Maori culture by non-Maori it appears that a great deal of ‘the confrontational

elements and political agendas’ sometimes observed by Pakeha are, indeed, the result of a colonial history.

In that light, ‘it is understandable that many Maori should … posit cultural demands in terms of inherent po-

litical rights’ (Durie, 2000: 52).
1215

Whether or not the use of Maori cultural elements by non-Maori is seen by

Maori as misappropriation depends largely on the presence or absence of reciprocity and respect. This is a

point that Panoho (1992) makes, I believe, when he describes differences between Schoon and Walters. It is

also a point that Pound (1994) – almost explicitly – acknowledges when he goes to great lengths to prove

that Walters was involved in Maori culture and that he had great respect for it. However, there are significant

differences in their arguments. Panoho straddles two canons of knowledge and art practice, whilst at the

same time constantly referring back to wider issues of cultural, social and historical relationships. At no time

does he infer that Maori art principles are generally binding for everyone. Pound, on the other hand, while

acknowledging that ‘something is rotten in the state of Denmark’, invariably relies (in the last instance) on

modernist Western art practices and principles as if they were binding for all parties involved.
1216

He keeps

this position largely aloof from social realities.

Distance is palpable when someone who has lived in New Zealand for a long time is ‘first made aware of the

formal power, the extraordinary subtlety, the splendid intellectuality of the kowhaiwhai’ through its citations in

Walters’ art (Pound, 1994: 178). It combines with that distance typical of academic (art historical formalist)

practice.
1217

Having, for example, observed the historical and social conditions giving rise to criminal and civil

(Waitangi Tribunal) legal proceedings involving Maori, such distance is incomprehensible to me. True, Maori

culture is not a ‘weak and pathetically fragile … thing’ (107), but who said it was? If it is not, shall we assume

that it is robust enough to weather onslaughts we do not think our own cultural icons can withstand?
1218

Maori culture is neither wholly destitute (although in some areas the colonial legacy continues to be debilitat-

ing), nor wholly exciting and buoyant (although in some areas there is a remarkable energy and optimism).

However, those who are attracted by the buoyant side often keep their distance from the destitute.
1219

Maori can take different views on matters of appropriation. Some believe that uninformed use of Maori motifs

makes Pakeha look pathetic or crass (1998d: @2b/136, @1a/475) but cannot change anything about their

inherent qualities.
1220

On the night of the panel discussion Whose sign is it anyway? at least, it seemed to me

that most speakers took a different position, for instance:

1215
I have sometimes come across this internal conflict – internal to each person’s considerations – when Maori dis-
cussion partners reflected that some of their current political positions are in many ways contrary to a principle they
consider inherent to their culture: a willingness and desire to share and exchange. However, an ongoing history of
experiencing the ‘taking of exclusive possession’ without ‘authority or right’ has necessitated in the views of many
Maori a change of policy, as it were.

1216
Revisiting my copy, I find frequent annotations I made on the first reading in 1995 along the lines of ‘for whom’, ‘by
whom’ or ‘who adjudicates?’

1217
See pp. 21 and 16.

1218
Three events that ocurred over the course of my research demonstrate that an image is not ‘just an image’ even in
Pakeha mainstream society: the ‘Madonna in a condom’ incident, the All Blacks’ ‘Last supper’ billboard, and the
‘chainsaw attack’ on the pine tree on Maungakiekie. In the latter case, the issue was as Walker (1996b: 94, 141)
remarks, not the pine tree but its history and the political configuration the attack made visible.

1219
One form of separating culture from its material core, and one that has been analysed by many writers as ideologi-
cal. See fn. 613 and p. 323.

1220
This view implies that the same motif can be used in what would be commonly classified as purely decorative ways
and – in another context – in a symbolically and socially relevant manner. This is logically correct; but the two can-
not be neatly separated and many Maori are concerned about the spill-over of trivialised or even degrading use
causing damaging distortions. See fn. 929 and p. 237.
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I go back home and I think about the pain of some of my people. ... People are just going to

carry on taking until there is nothing left. I agree with my brother here that something has to be

put back, you cannot just take because eventually the well will run dry (@1b/505).

There will almost certainly never be a point where nothing is left to, or in, Maori culture. But adaptation and

regeneration rely partly on the availability of resources – why would we otherwise fight over them amongst

ourselves?

As bicultural negotations have barely started, it is difficult to say whether or not there may be ‘legitimate’

forms of appropriation for Pakeha, but circumstances will always be a crucial factor and there will never be

one answer.
1221 Expecting Maori to ‘sign on the line’ and to lay out their culture neatly to enable Pakeha to

understand it in a modern context cannot be ‘legitimate’.
1222

Above all, any form of taking is in danger of be-

ing ‘illegitimate’ unless there has been careful and ongoing listening in a conversation prior to taking (which

would then be a receiving).
1223

What is right or wrong cannot ultimately be legislated but given time and in-

volvement one can develop a sense of when and where the other side disagrees, even when it is not made

explicit. If it is made explicit, what more is there to say or do than respect the other’s right to say no and try to

understand the reasons?
1224

How can we possibly discern what we are being told before we have even

started to listen? The discussion about an appropriate use of Maori images simply becomes obsolete, in the

view of many Maori, if non-Maori who wish to use Maori images engage in ongoing and commensurate con-

sultative relationships with Maori individuals and, more importantly, communities. Otherwise, ‘appropriate-

ness’ becomes just a euphemism for a more sophisticated form of appropriation.
1225

Since members of the dominant culture in New Zealand often describe their own culture as lacking,
1226

it is

more than likely that Maori culture will be the first choice when it comes to highlighting ‘specific cultural tradi-

tions’ in order to globally position New Zealand. Maori are rightly concerned about who will control the proc-

ess and the delivery of Maori ‘cultural services’ and ‘heritage products’ that the Strategy Working Group

(‘Environmental Scan – Economic Factors’, 2000) refers to in the context of a future New Zealand ‘nation

brand’.
1227

As long as many other sectors of Maori culture are seriously underprivileged – for example, the

access of Maori to their own language and education – the use of Maori culture for purposes of national

identity and international marketing is unjustified. Similarly, given the current socio-economic imbalances, a

pertinent question as to who will profit from the production and distribution of cultural products and services

based on Maori cultural elements remains. As long as Pakeha appropriative strategies are informed by the

1221
For some accounts of what is needed for successful cross-cultural co-operation, see p. 342ff. Generally, co-
operation seems to be productive if it is based on open and respectful communication in which differences are ac-
knowledged and negotiated. For the latter to be possible, it is crucial that Maori representatives (both professional
and representative) have control over the situation, for example, in projects in which they brief the designers.

1222
See p. 350.

1223
See pp. 71, 110 and 345. As many Maori have pointed out to me, Pakeha appreciate those principles for their own
internal relationships – at least in principle. They ask why it should be different in Pakeha relationships with Maori?
People into whose community I was born are said to make friends only after having eaten a sack of salt together
(i.e. after a long time). Relationships take time to build and a quick browse in the library or a few visits to a marae
do not go a long way in the formation of bicultural practice. Relationships require attention: ‘If it is truly our history
Western historians desire to know, they must put down their books, and take up our practices. First, of course, the
language. But later, the people, the ‘āina, the stories. … Historians must listen, they must hear the generational
connections, the reservoir of sounds and meanings’ (Trask, 1993: 157).

1224
Stickers in toilets all around the University of Auckland proclaim that it is every woman’s right to control her sexual-
ity, and to say no at any point. This would have been inconceivable not that long ago. See fn. 991.

1225
See pp. 347 and 347.

1226
See p. 249f and fn. 700.

1227
See p. 257.
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same or similar sedimented hierarchies and values that have driven colonialism, it is unreasonable to expect

qualitatively different outcomes.

2 Use and consumption

By and large, appropriation is far more likely to be problematic in the context of commodification or institu-

tionalisation. In these instances, the imbalance of economic and political power and the inherent logic of

capitalist economies necessarily lead to the prioritisation of system immanent values – to the neglect or ex-

clusion of other values (and particularly those that stand in opposition).
1228

I have suggested that it is possible to make a distinction between use and consumption.
1229

If the degree of

distance from the material core of a culture determines how it is used and to what effect (Semsek & Stauth,

1988), a user may be seen as someone who is not only herself subject to marginalisation caused by expand-

ing technocratic rationality, but has a degree of awareness of her marginalisation.
1230

This awareness could

lead to the recognition of patterns of resistance of other marginalised groups and to an active interest (and

ultimately participation) in the material core of cultural production: people, histories, processes, and eco-

nomic and cultural conditions. Consumption is characterised by a more passive and complacent reception of

expropriated and decontextualised cultural products offered by the system through its various channels of

distribution. The relationships of images and meanings to their cultural context have already been dissolved

before they are made available for consumption. If all of them are interchangeable and without reference

points – if all is the same and the same is all that is available – indifference on the part of the recipients to-

wards the items they consume will be the consequence. This type of consumption of culture, ‘expropriated

by one group to bolster its control over the psychic activity of others, becomes a tool of oppression’

(Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 17).

In the interviews exploring views and practices of non-professionals with regard to ornamentation, both forms

of dealing with culture were observable. However, aspects of consumption were less prevalent than those of

use.
1231

Most participants take a (more or less) active attitude in their practices, which connects them to vari-

ous layers of cultural production. In some cases, this activity is limited to the smaller circles of family and

friends, but it usually expands to incorporate an interest in local New Zealand conditions. While these points

of contact are often vicarious, participants express at least conditional interest in more involvement and more

understanding. A good proportion are aware of some effects of commodification on social and cultural rela-

tionships; a situation which most find disturbing or annoying. What they do in their own private sphere is

therefore often in conscious opposition to the logic of the marketplace. Object relationships are mostly lasting

and specific; very little indicates that users willingly participate in short cycles of obsolescence in regard to

ornamentation and ornamental objects. Because of their long ‘shelf-lives’ objects acquire meaning over time.

1228
See p. 231. In the case of institutionalisation, authorities will prioritise and control hegemonic values, see p. 223.
‘Legends for seated spectators proliferate in the space of leisure made possible by and necessary for a downscaled
and “constrained” labor. By contrast, the possibilities of action accumulate wherever financial means and technical
competence are concentrated. In this regard, “cultural” growth is symptomatic of the movement that transforms the
“people” into a “public”.’ (Certeau, 1997:106)

1229
See p. 275.

1230
See p. 265.

1231
The size of the sample was, of course, small and cannot be taken as representative of the New Zealand population
as a whole.
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But in most cases, prior meanings are also preserved: be it by association with persons or events, or cultural

context and values. Further, users see meaning in the form or the production of ornamentation.

The range of objects that users assign meanings to is as varied as that observed by Csikszentmihalyi and

Rochberg-Halton (1981: 241). They interpret ‘the variety and originality’ of meanings as a possible indication

of the ‘health and the vitality’ of forms of life in contemporary societies. ‘If nothing else, our study has begun

to indicate some of the alternative symbolic values that are operating within the shadow of the main terminal

material goals.’ Regarding aspects of use, I tend to agree with Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton. How-

ever, in New Zealand the ‘yearning for something different’ and non-materialistic, the ‘real hunger for a dif-

ferent value structure’ at the community level observed by Prime Minister Clark (quoted in Rudman, 2000) is

immediately re-framed in research commissioned by her Government. What Clark takes as a clear indication

of people’s wishes to be ‘more than economic units’ is packaged in this report in almost exclusively eco-

nomic categories. There is talk about, for example, ‘the high yield tourist’, ‘cultural and heritage products’ and

a ‘cultural return [on investment]’ (Strategy Working Group, 2000).
1232

Culture is commodified in this instance and made available for consumption. In their terminology, Csik-

szentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981: 245) make a distinction between pleasure and enjoyment. Pleas-

ure can be linked to consumption: it does not ‘lead into new territory because the means to it may change

but the goal itself does not grow’. Enjoyment, on the other hand, ‘consists in satisfying goals themselves ca-

pable of cultivation’. Enjoyment ‘must be tended to survive; otherwise, it turns into mere pleasure’.
1233

When-

ever ‘the power of symbols is recognized by a government, more often than not it is exploited to repress

rather than to liberate people’ (247); a comment that I think is relevant with regard to the Strategy Working

Group’s treatment of culture.

An important skill of cultural practice is the ability to see things ‘objectively and subjectively at the same time’

– to establish a relationship between the perceiving subject and the ‘nature of the object’. I take the latter to

include all the traces of its history of use: the acts and enunciations it has been involved in, the events it has

been part of, the social conditions that gave rise to its production, and the thoughts and feelings that have

been expressed through it.
1234

While ‘things by themselves alone cannot help us’, our way of relating to them

can transform not only their meanings, but even the world they are part of. The ‘act of bringing together two

entities in a process that unites while preserving the distinctive characteristics of the elements is the basic

symbolic act – sym-ballein, to “throw together”’(247).

People with whom I have had discussions are – in their overwhelming majority – actively involved in sym-

bolic processes. Chris, for example, comments that learning to make things for others means for children

more than the basic skill of how to craft something, … [C]reating something for someone …

gives children the ideology [that] … it means more if you’ve done it yourself, rather than you’ve

gone out and bought something. As we get older especially in modern society, making things is

not as important because most of our daily lives … it’s mechanised. It’s been made so easy for

us to not have to make anything (in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 56).

1232
See p. 248.

1233
This perspective is similar to Gadamer’s (1977: 61-6) concern with active and passive consumption, where the first
(through involvement) can lead to understanding and participation, whereas the second can lead to the stagnation
of hearing and seeing only what we already know. See p. 108.

1234
See p. 262.
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This observation links making, intention, and use on an immediately personal level to contemporary forms of

life. It is informed by the person’s own life experience. On another level, users often think more generally

about conditions of production, distribution and use, and share a (certainly nostalgic) longing for more imme-

diacy between production and use. Mass production and contemporary architecture are frequently perceived

as lacking in care and attention, whereas hand-crafted objects still exercise a noticeable fascination with

most users. The traces of the maker can conjure up whole stories of ‘what it might have been like’, which

often refer to faraway places, peopled by men and women living and working together in communities.
1235

This longing can constructively inspire people to initiate change but it can also turn (or be turned) into a de-

structive ideology. Certeau’s (1984:18) contention that users are able to transform a received language into

a ‘song of resistance’ was often confirmed in my research.
1236

And it was also often the case that this internal

change of syntax does not ‘compromise the sincerity with which it may be believed nor the lucidity with

which, from another point of view, the struggles and inequalities hidden under the established order may be

perceived’. But, at the same time, when they are separated from their material core, myths of ‘reality, locality

and inter-subjectivity’ (Semsek & Stauth, 1988: 707) are easily ideologically manipulated and become, once

processed by the culture industries, a simulated ‘utopia of a practical life-world’. Difference is then consumed

by distanced subjects in the metropoles, whose mythical dreaming ultimately consolidates the circumstances

that produced it in the first place.
1237

This has consequences for the social relationships within the communi-

ties whose culture has been so commodified. The systems of meaning they rest on can be weakened and

their life-worlds subjected to cultural rationalisation. It renders Indigenous communities and individuals vul-

nerable to exploitation and turns them into a passive screen for unfulfilled wishes of modern metropolitan

subjects, whose displaced meanings are continually further displaced as they engage in consumption.
1238

In fact, commodification potentially renders all users vulnerable to the exploitation of their emotions. Kevin

Roberts, CEO of Saatchi and Saatchi, currently exalts an ‘advance’ from brand marks to ‘trustmarks’ and

‘lovemarks’. His reasoning is in many ways difficult to follow,
1239

but his interpretation of consumers’ needs is

somewhat frightening. When his firm talked to

consumers about what they wanted, ... [t]hey told us that they live in a world that is cruel and

heartless. Companies fire them; their parents are divorced. They’ve got nowhere to turn. So

they want to be surrounded by sensuality – by things that they can touch and by things that

touch them. … There is an incredible untapped need for love out there. And the question is,

How do you capture that need as an advertiser or as a marketer? (in Webber, 2000: my em-

phasis)

The love and sensuality Roberts wants to capture, however, is of a peculiar nature: it stands in opposition to

respect.
1240

It is easy to imagine how ornamentation can be used for the same purposes; as an image – par-

1235
For example, one participant is very fond of a Rajhastani embroidered bedspread with little mirrors that was given
to her. She likes the ‘thought of groups of women sitting together to produce it over a period of years’ (IV in Engels-
Schwarzpaul, 2000: 56).

1236
See p. 270.

1237
See p. 218.

1238
See pp. 248 and 317.

1239
A reader responding to his article calls it unflatteringly ‘a load of bullshit’ (in Webber, 2000).

1240
He holds that ‘[p]retty much everything today’ can be plotted on a love-respect axis – ‘any relationship – with a per-
son, with a brand – by whether it’s based on love or based on respect. It used to be that a high respect rating would
win. But these days, a high love rating wins’ (Webber, 2000, my emphasis). The never-ending drive to differentiate
in instrumental rationality combines here with the marketer’s creation of difference between products. Love and re-
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tially situated in the unconscious and with a particular relationship to desire and drive economies – it is vul-

nerable to abuse.
1241

The ‘complete aestheticization of the political’ (Benjamin, 1974b: 506) has its equiva-

lent in economic strategies that use culture to turn human beings into fleeting appearances, rather than rec-

ognising in them the reason for their existence.
1242

The myths of community and human closeness that are

sold in lovemarks and trustmarks may be too ridiculous for many people to ‘buy’. However, the myths of vir-

tual reality and global mobility have been accepted by remarkably large groups as liberating and democratic.

Globalisation is, amongst other things, supposed to lead to more democratic forms

of life. In reality, those who are not living in Western, metropolitan societies are

bound into worldwide free trade relationships based on ‘downward harmonization’

(Terry, 2000): cheap labour and marginal legal constraints regarding health, safety

and the environment in ‘developing countries’ make it profitable for many indus-

tries to move the production of their merchandise to those countries.
1243

A few

days in Bali turned out for me to be an educational shock. From previous discus-

sions with shop keepers here I was aware that many of the fabrics with ‘Maori’

motifs are produced in Bali.
1244

But I had no idea of the volume and the

scale. I also found the very same wooden ‘Maori’ masks (in quantities)

that I had seen in a shop in Auckland, and which a Maori friend had

told me she found offensive. They were displayed in similar combina-

tions with, for instance, Buddhist masks.
1245

Fabrics with kowhaiwhai-

like patterns in the local stalls in Ubud are as indistinct to their owners

as many other non-local designs produced in Bali, presumably com-

missioned by foreigners. Two Balinese shop keepers called these and

other patterns from the Pacific and elsewhere ‘primitive’, an unexpected twist for me. Since I do not speak

Balinese and they spoke little English, I was unable to find out just what ‘primitive’ meant to them, and how

that word had been introduced into their language-games.

spect are framed as separately existing and measurable categories that (as commodities) begin to yield to market
rules. See Marx on Western insight into the real and the imagined, fnn. 546 and 291, and Gordon, p. 168.

1241
See p. 205.

1242
See p. 231.

1243
‘Capitalism in the present situation is no longer involved in production that it has transferred to the Third World. It is
a capitalism of a higher-order production based on selling services.’ (Peters, 2000)

1244
See photo on p. 249.

1245
Masks are untypical in both Maori and Buddhist cultures. In both cases, the transformation of carvings into masks is
more related to Western clichés. ‘Appropriation, like exoticism, is dependent on a rhetoric of origins. … I recall ... a
collector of African art who made a point of announcing proudly that his masks “had been danced.” For this collec-
tor, the authenticity and value of the object were precisely dependent on its having been removed from its formerly
meaningful context.’ (Root, 1996: 81) On the much cheaper level of the masks at issue here, cultural intermediaries
produce a trickle-down effect. In an article on Collecting, Niccol (1994: 20) tells her readers that ‘[m]asks add per-
sonality to the plainest wall, whether displayed singly or in a group’, see p. 213. It is not unlikely that she mentions
in her article the very entrepreneur who commissions and imports the masks I saw in Bali and in Auckland. The ef-
fects of this commodification are crude and destructive. Like my Maori friend who was offended by both the low
standards of craftsmanship and the dubious origins of the Maori ‘inspired’ masks, a woman who has lived in Japan
for many years was taken aback by the masks ‘inspired’ by Buddhist statues. She found the rendering of the
mouths, particularly, ‘creepy’.

Ethnic artefacts for sale

‘Maori’ masks, 2000
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3 Cultural intermediaries

In Western societies increasing variety and dynamics of cultural practices has led to the exponential growth

of professional activities at the interface between users – and their views and practices – and institutions or

corporations dealing with culture and cultural products. Cultural intermediaries (Bourdieu, 1984) create links

between previously separate areas of culture and promote increased use and circulation of cultural products

with an emphasis on issues of identity, lifestyle and new experiences.
1246

In the context of my research, there

are three main groups that influence discourses and practices of ornamentation. Close to the culture indus-

tries, and often integrally part of them, are professionals working in marketing or the media. Slightly more

removed – but not necessarily any closer to the lives of users – architects, designers and artists engage in or

refrain from ornament. As part of their activities, they also communicate (or do not communicate) about or-

namentation with students preparing to be professionals in this area. Finally, there is a group of people from

various professional backgrounds who act as ‘go-betweens’ between mainstream organisations and so-

called minority groups in projects involving cultural crossovers. In the context of my research, these people

were mostly Maori.

For the marketing specialists, meaning is mostly about stories of origin and identity. The above trustmarks,

for instance, are ‘surrounded by mythical stories and characters’ (Roberts in Webber, 2000).
1247

Origin and

identity are anchors that can help sell products if there is a need for a point of difference in the international

market, or if familiarity will increase purchasers’ loyalty in the home market. They sit only loosely and exter-

nally on those products, however, because consumption lacks integration,
1248

and they cannot only be easily

replaced but are almost constantly in need of substitution. To all intents and purposes, the majority of mar-

keting professionals have – willingly or reluctantly – internalised neoliberal paradigms and rarely question

their validity or logic.
1249

Marketing theories consist, on the whole, of ‘practical discourses’; and a critical in-

vestigation of the connections between commodification and alienation or domination is unlikely since it

would question the very basis of the discipline itself.
1250

Amendments of current practices and maxims are of

course possible, but they would only have a chance to be implemented if they do not jeopardise the first and

foremost goal of business: to ‘deliver profit targets’.
1251

In practice, there is little hope that marketing special-

ists will pay much notice to criticism of their practices, unless buyers or local or state authorities demand

changes.

In the areas of design or the media, criticism is more likely to be heard – what comes of it, however, depends

on the larger configuration of interests. There is, for example, a greater likelihood that independent publica-

tions will engage in critical discussions on the use of ornament and its cultural ramifications than publications

that are largely dominated by stakeholders trying to market themselves.
1252

Noticeably, theorists as well as

1246
See p. 232.

1247
Roberts constructs an opposition between values and spirit: ‘Brands are obsessed with values. …They've got it
completely wrong ... To me, it’s all about spirit, not about values’. Interestingly, it is ‘Roberts's own best idea: “To
make the New Zealand flag black with a silver fern” -- his design for his beloved nation’ (Webber, 2000). The design
of a new national flag is no doubt an instance where Maori participation is paramount – in exactly this circumstance
Roberts ignores Maori culture.

1248
See pp. 229 and 214.

1249
See p. 226.

1250
See Peters on p. 353

1251
From John Wright’s response to Kevin Robert’s campaign for trust- and lovemarks in Webber (2000) (Available:
http://www.fastcompany.com/soundoff/reader_comment.html?cid=848).

1252
It is interesting, in this context, that one notoriously uncritical publication in New Zealand, Prodesign, has the simul-
taneously blatant and enigmatic subtitle ‘The Magazine for Professional Designers and their Clients’. Enigmatic,
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practitioners of design and architecture have in recent years become more questioning about established

doctrines of modernism. When Bloch (1979) argued in the late 1970s that modernist discourses on ornament

had failed to ask whether the social habitus that posted the crisis of ornament had ‘in the meantime … itself

become any more honest’ (45), not many professionals would have responded positively to his challenge.

Neither would the majority in the profession have shared his observation that the ‘accelerating pace, the de-

sire to break all records, and the restless annihilation of human interaction’ had introduced an unprecedented

problem. The pace of work and traffic, and the objectification of means through dissociation from any ‘pur-

pose, end, meaning, and humane use, have largely transformed our cities into a dangerous nightmare. In

our transformed cityscapes, man has remained – or more accurately has become – at best peripheral to the

measure of things’ (46).
1253

Since then, these questions have become almost commonplace. While there are some who still unquestion-

ingly celebrate the speed of technological innovation (and the new types of relationships it generates) most

designers’ and architects’ views on the matter are more careful and specific. Many of the designers and de-

sign educators I have talked to were highly critical of both the aesthetic and social assumptions that passed

as normal and natural in the decades after the Second World War. Today, there would be more positive re-

sponses to Bloch’s argument that ultimately ‘the magnitude of architecture’s sculptural loss can be measured

precisely by the emptiness and lack of its ornamental force. There is and remains an abrupt breach of con-

tract, which historically has never been fulfilled or terminated’ (49-50). The sector that has – as cultural in-

termediaries – been at the forefront of the suppression of ornament until recently is in the process of chang-

ing positions. But there is still a lot of talk about the ‘honesty of materials’, ‘clarity of line or volume’, and

about ‘peeling back the layers’ in design practice and education. As in the 1980s, architects would find it dif-

ficult to say what ‘this kind of honesty’ could mean in real terms (46). Questions such as whether something

is ‘really necessary’ or ‘essentially superfluous’ are still continuously being asked. The alleged conflict be-

tween structure and ornament still poses itself as a real one for students.
1254

After generations of indoctrina-

tion, it is no wonder that it presents itself as a problem for any self-respecting architect who believes that a

beam or other building element ‘really can tell a lie, [that] it can have moral intent’ (PW@357 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 1997: 53).
1255

An architect and educator believes that part of the reluctance by architects to be involved in discussions

about ornament is ‘Fear. Part of architecture’s problem is its fear of being part of popular culture – it’s still

trying to be above itself, because it holds itself in a kind of professional position’ (MT@279: 53).

One could say that in the professional community of cultural intermediaries in design, ornament has become

a fetish object (Holz, 1972: 138-9). In an environment dominated by instrumental rationality the powers of

technology, economics and politics seem independent of human control, like gods to whose unpredictable

power and whim human beings are subjected. Thus fetishised, they are intangible. Artists often resort to ar-

because it causes one to wonder what unprofessional designers are, and blatant in the admission that it is both a
professional magazine and a direct marketing tool for their services. It has a second subtitle which declares it the
‘Official Journal of the Designers Institute of New Zealand’. This combination seems to me to be exemplary of the
relationships between the three sectors. See p. 230.

1253
See Certeau, p. 265.

1254
See p. 176.

1255
However, as some students taking part in a research project about ornament (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 1998a) found
out, their lay interview partners have difficulties conceiving this issue as a problem.
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chaic images in order to express a threat indescribable in the visual language of the time.
1256

If their fetish

character is not noticed, it can lead to regression. But if we do not limit ourselves to being affected by them

but also reflect on the significance of their use (by connecting them with the conflicts they represent) then

fetish forms can mobilise understanding, which recognises them as an expression of a reality people are as

yet unable to comprehend. Fetish forms are ambivalent in that they can be both regressive and enlightening,

both subjecting (through fascination) and liberating (through illumination). Such ambivalence is typical of

transitional situations.

This brings me to a third group of cultural intermediaries who play an important role with regard to the use of

Maori cultural images. One could say (although they would not use concepts such as ‘fetish’) that they are

concerned with making connections between forms of use and meaning, and with asking questions about

the relationship of an image or motif with its wider contexts. By asking those questions and establishing con-

nections, they promote a reflection on the significance of their use and a recognition of a regressive use of

culture: a large number of Pakeha could be seen as using Maori images to express a reality they can as yet

not comprehend.
1257

But Maori cultural intermediaries are in a difficult position: more often than not they ne-

gotiate with people who cannot conceive of the possibility that there are things they do not know and need to

learn. Many Pakeha perceive Maori culture as a set of ‘quaint practices’ but not as informed by, for instance,

complex legal, philosophical and epistemological relationships.
1258

It can therefore take Pakeha a while be-

fore they understand that ‘signing on the line’, i.e. providing formulaic permission to use elements of Maori

culture, is not a role that Maori cultural intermediaries would normally accept.
1259

To Pakeha, bicultural nego-

tiations can seem like dancing ‘around in a great big circle’ (KA@157 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga,

1999: 89).
1260

The process, while perhaps torturous for some, is nevertheless one of learning with a possibil-

ity that all parties will gain. Different interpretations of such concepts as ‘efficiency’, ‘ownership’ or ‘responsi-

bility’ can make life at the coal-face of bicultural contact very difficult for intermediaries. Pakeha often as-

sume their definitions are universal and applicable to all: a specific system of knowledge and its protocols is

taken to be natural and superior, and as suitable for measuring results. The great majority of Pakeha are still

‘monolingual’:
1261

they lack the knowledge and the necessary skills to ‘translate’ their cultural concepts and

protocols into another context, as they find it difficult to ‘translate’ Maori concepts and protocol – insofar as

they notice them – into their own.

Pakeha or Western intellectuals (or those who see themselves in an intellectually superior position)
1262

oc-

cupy positions inside particular systems from which they often still try to monologically represent phenomena

‘accurately within a unified system of knowledge from the standpoint of a detached observer’ (Shotter, 1993:

46).
1263

This attitude is very different from what Rorty calls edifying philosophies; or Gadamer the dialogue

1256
See p. 189.

1257
See also Gordon about dehumanising aspects of fetishistic use of ornament, p. 189.

1258
See Durie, p. 406.

1259
There are, of course, exceptions. Spiegel and Boonzaier (1988: 51) note that outsiders are often blind to the impli-
cations of their ‘desire to work through a clearly identifiable, orthodox leadership’. What presents itself as authorita-
tive is sometimes not; some who offer to ‘sign on the line’ might not be mandated to do so. When (even good-
willing) outsiders insist on their own patterns of interaction and thought, they may introduce or reinforce hegemonic
tendencies within the community they negotiate with. This danger is even greater in the case of those who merely
want to go about their business efficiently. See also Mamdani in fn. 623.

1260
See p. 344.

1261
See p. 109.

1262
See p. 337.

1263
See Benjamin, p. 106.
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between the I and the Thou.
1264

Unfortunately, the tradition of treating knowledge from a distance as a de-

tached observer is still passed on in the education and initiation of future cultural intermediaries, a fact that

has an impact on their ability to make links with the cultures of their future clients.

Most design and architecture students, when inducted into their profession, find it different from the life-world

they have known so far. Many find the transition confusing and difficult to deal with.
1265

As in other spheres,

power relations are not usually made explicit in architecture and design, particularly not those that concern

the relationships of the dominant culture with others. In design education, questions about what is specific to

the clients that the students will work for in the future are not often raised, let alone discussed. Most students

can only think of their future clients as commercial or affluent private clients, and (but only to a degree) the

public sector. It is rare that students have a chance to meet clients, and it is even rarer that they meet people

as clients who would not be able to afford their services. The question as to how theoretical and practical

design knowledge is produced, and under what social conditions, remains obscure to most students. But if

such questions are raised, and if students enter into face-to-face contact with users in their life-worlds, they

may suddenly realise that the theories that have been presented to them as natural in their education appear

almost absurd to others. The holy cow of the opposition between ornament and structure, for instance, was

recognised as such by a student in the interview he carried out for a research workshop.
1266

Further, as the

project on users’ perspectives (Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000) makes amply clear, a large majority of users are

unaware of the negative treatment of ornament in design discourses.
1267

Within the systems of design theory and education, however, a reluctance to be involved in anything that

looks like popular culture is compounded by the fact that the conventional mode of theorising is unreflective

of and ‘superbly indifferent to the question of the social conditions in which works are produced and circu-

lated’ (Bourdieu, 1989: 168). All too often, art history and theory focus on the opus operatum – neglecting the

modus operandi1268
– and thereby repress ‘the question of artistic production under the concept of the

“objective intention” of the work’ (168). There are also elements and processes in ornamentation that cannot

easily be rendered discursive. Artistic production is partially ‘a mimesis, a sort of symbolic gymnastics’ like

rites and dances. Treating art works in Saussurian-type linguistics leads critics and theorists ‘to forget that

the work of art always contains something ineffable, … something which speaks … on the hither side of

words or concepts’ (2).
1269

This ineffable element is never completely contained in the product of art making,

but also resides in its praxis. Such insights are not prevalent in current design education: educators’ de-

mands that students articulate reasons for all of their design decisions ignore the ineffability of that which is

on the hither side of discourse. Students therefore tend to avoid contentious issues – the more the more dif-

ficult it would be to verbally justify their modus operandi and opus operatum. This aspect of culture in current

design education is largely ignored, if not actively repressed. It is difficult to conceive how their education

could enable students to be participating and empathetic cultural intermediaries, attentive and able to com-

prehend the needs and wishes of the majority of the population, let alone those of ‘minority groups’.
1270

1264
See pp. 24 and 110.

1265
See p. 373f.

1266
See fn. 1089.

1267
See p. 269.

1268 Opus operatum: the completed work, modus operandi: pattern or manner of working.
1269

See pp. 89ff and 96ff.
1270

See p. 355.
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XIV The work of culture 

The creation and use of symbolic ornament depends on more than dictionary meanings and formal catego-

ries. I have been critical of its wholesale repression throughout an era that relied on particular values and

doctrines of modernism. As Freud (1930b: 89) pointed out, the constant denial of desire only leads to a

growing temptation to satisfy it, whereas occasional satisfaction can help alleviate the temptation. Applied to

ornament, I believe that such occasional satisfaction is not only acceptable but – under certain conditions –

constructive.

Whereas Freud has in mind compensatory functions (release and catharsis) of wish-fulfilment, Bloch – while

accepting these layers of experience – places more emphasis on the coming-into-being of utopian dreaming

and on the anticipation of possibilities (Schmidt, 1983: 9-11). In this way, ornament can be an activating sign

or trace whose content or intention are capable of different possibilities of realisation.
1271

Bloch (1970a: 241)

advocates – in opposition to a cooling down of human relationships and environments in the interests of civi-

lisation
1272

– the cultivation of a ‘warm current’ aiming to achieve ‘the utopian whole, precisely that freedom,

that home [Heimat] of identity within which neither [wo]man behaves to the world, nor the world to [wo]man

as if they were strangers’. For him, it takes a changed society to make genuine architecture possible once

more: then the ‘master builder will perhaps give his work “the water of a pearl” [an allusion to the hailed ar-

chitecture of transparency of early modernists] but at last also a lost, less transparent cipher: the figural sur-

plus in nuce – ornament’ (862-3). Ornament is an inherently social phenomenon, and the conditions of its

production determine, to a large extent, its formal and symbolic nature: only if social conditions provide the

possibility for shared wishes and beliefs to be fecund can ornamental form be realised in a way that is more

than fashionable and ephemeral (Lukács, 1963: 350). Ornamentation is only a highly formalised system on

the face of it: it depends crucially on the contents and conditions it relates to.
1273

Looking at ornamental

forms in New Zealand shops at the moment, such relationships are difficult to discover. On one hand, an

industry that has never subscribed to the possibility of shedding ornament provides a constant supply of it.

Wedgwood’s successors have always been more aware of (what they conceive of as) the ornamental wishes

of their clientele than professional cultural intermediaries in the fields of architecture and design – be they

practitioners or theorists.
1274

The ornamental motifs they commodify seem entirely arbitrary – Tudor roses

dwell next to Chinese or classicist motifs in one shop, in another we find popularised modernist art snippets

in intimate neighbourhood with ‘ethnic styles’. On one layer, it may all be a matter of taste that cannot be

argued with. Users still find their own meanings in them, and weave their own life stories around them. On

the other hand, the belief that ‘(static) form was never separable from (dynamic) content’ (Bakhtin cited in

Lechte, 1996: 10) was occasionally articulated by participants in interviews.
1275

Ornamentation can represent

an external, static symbolic representation of self, of ‘that dynamic “me” which is collective’; ornaments are

not necessarily tangible but they can imbue life; particular symbols hold meaning and depth that words can-

not describe (PK in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 19).

1271
See Holz, p. 415.

1272
See p. 193. Bloch criticises Marxism for pursuing only a ‘cold current’ of intellectual and positivist analysis, neglect-
ing a ‘warm current’ which contains ‘liberating intention’ and a creative passion to change the world.

1273
It can be a palliative in Freud’s sense, of a regressively fetishistic form in Holz’ – but it can also be an aspect of
Zeitgenossenschaft (being contemporaries – Bloch) by helping us become aware of, and stay alert to, the radicality
of our goals and wishes and their categories of possibility.

1274
See fn. 543.

1275
See, for example, fn. 742 and p. 266.
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Certeau (1997: 146) argues that – in looking at cultural matters – we need to ‘go beyond the works that oscil-

late between consideration of the message (content: themes, mental objects, values, etc.) and the refine-

ment of the media (forms and modes of communication)’, while, at the same time, taking them into consid-

eration. If we do want to go past this separation (and the more or less trivial explanations it spawns) we need

to look at both the production and use of ornamental motifs. If, in the production of cultural commodities, col-

lective representations are turned into objects of ‘folklore’
1276

– and myths and narratives are transformed

into spectacles – ‘[r]isk and creativity are excluded from festivals’ so that ‘legends for seated spectators’ mul-

tiply in the sphere of leisure where people are transformed into a ‘public’ (106).
1277

On this level, ornaments

or cultural motifs are less a matter of taste (or autonomous art) and more a matter of living culture and poli-

tics. The fruits of Western modernisation: domination of nature, rationalisation and civilisation, scientisation,

commodification and globalisation have come at a price. The domination of nature, which Horkheimer

(1944c: 61-2) regards as ‘the core of all civilising rationality’, produces a mythical irrationality that ‘continually

grows rampant’. Since this domination includes the negation of nature in man it renders the purpose of one’s

own life as confused and opaque as the ends and purposes of external domination.

Alienation is thus not only part of the human condition,
1278

but also a product of social and economic forces

many people feel and suffer from in their own lives. It is rational to be sceptical of the ultimate outcomes of

the modernising push, and understandable to long for a more harmonious and balanced relationship with

both nature and one’s fellow human beings. People may sometimes choose their means unadvisedly and

cast their hopes and fears in the wrong concepts, but the hope to overcome an alienation presently and tan-

gibly felt is not irrational in itself.
1279

Ornamentation and the use of ornament can help people to cope with an

alienating condition in which they feel that they have become mere numbers or codes, a ‘market statistic,

part of a sample, an item in a data bank’ (Peters, 2000).
1280

The creation and use of symbolic ornamentation

can provide not only cathartic release but also a shelter against the irreversible course of the world and

thereby alleviate anxiety (Baudrillard, 1991: 120, 123). The indifference of the world towards us that we all

feel from time to time compels us to create our own place and meaning together with significant others.

Whatever modernist rhetorics have had to say about the empty or fe-

tishistic use of ornament
1281

– not even Loos (1924: 395) wanted to

systematically and completely extinguish ornament as the purists said

he did. He thought that only where it had necessarily disappeared in

the course of time could it not be restored – just as ‘man will never

return to tattooing his face’. He was wrong with his example as we are

aware today, particularly here in Aotearoa.

1276
See fn. 935.

1277
See fn. 1228.

1278
See p. 187.

1279
See Adorno, p. 190, and Bloch, p. 425.

1280
For the capacity of ornamentation to mediate between world and home, see p. 188ff.

1281
See p. 188.

Cantona’s tattoes, 1997
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How, then, can ornament be part of meaningful cultural practices? What refer-

ences do we have, and on what traditions can we build? While it is difficult to

speculate about the nature of future cultural forms, it is the function of memory

and culture to re-actualize what - having featured once before – is present in a

given culture. ‘Repetition is always possible; repetition with application, transfor-

mation.’ (Foucault, 1988: 45) We may then ask how memory and cultural practice

can help to recover elements of the given cultures in New Zealand in a way that

would ensure their enduring presence rather than merely ephemeral quotations.

While all meaningful forms undergo ‘losses, recoveries, and substitutions of vari-

ous kinds’ (Eco, 1973: 137), the nature and outcomes of these processes depend

on a number of factors. An adequate knowledge of philology, history and culture may, for instance, deter-

mine whether or not ‘original symbolic connotations’ can still be grasped (138). But knowledge can be of dif-

ferent kinds. One type of knowledge can be acquired through the usual channels of education: schools, uni-

versities, or the media. It takes little account of aspects of circumstantial knowledge relating to cultural prac-

tices and their actors that can only be acquired through active participation in social processes. A real inheri-

tance of culture and knowledge calls for intentionality, activity and a critical attitude. It is not sufficient to

‘make “original” discoveries individually, but also and particularly so, to critically work through already known

truths, to socialise them, as it were, and to make them the basis of vital action, elements of co-ordination and

moral order’ (Gramsci, 1994:1377).

To be able to do so we first need to look at how culture is used: it makes little sense to talk about inheritance

devoid of its social and cultural context. Signifying practices are complicated networks that overlap and criss-

cross (Wittgenstein, 1958: #66) and to understand them we must pay attention to the ‘subjects of our every-

day thinking’ (#106). Once we lose the context of everyday practices of ornamental use, we get onto the

‘slippery ice’ of academically aloof discourse where the lack of friction makes it difficult to get anywhere. To

get beyond present interpretations of ornamental practices, we need friction: ‘Back to the rough ground!’

(#107). The surrounds of ornamental signification give us an understanding of what motifs mean (#583). And

what we find as meanings – in the forms of life in which they are grounded – is what we have to accept as a

given (226e) and to take seriously. Only their use in ‘the language-game which is [their] original home’ will

help us understand their meaning (#116). There are clearly different ‘original homes’ of ornamental lan-

guages in Aotearoa. What users have to say about their relationship to ornamentation has to be taken, at

least on one level, as a given. When Maori tell us something about the meaning of cultural images in their

culture then those statements are – despite all complications – still closer to their original home than any

discourses of non-Maori theorists. The different rules pertaining to language-games have to be taken seri-

ously and explored, together with their historicity.

Historically, we owe our potential inheritance to preceding generations with whom we have a ‘secret en-

gagement’ to grasp the particular constellation of our own time with their particular past, and to recover what

has been lost in the course of history (Benjamin, 1937: 37; 1969b: 279).
1282

As their history has become our

present, our present will be history for our successors. We inevitably stand in a tradition that forms us

(whether we acknowledge it or not) but the work of culture and tradition has nothing to do with preservation-

ist attitudes. By creating a ‘communicative commonality’, our task is to bring together the present and the

Allelujah Café, 2000
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‘stony past’ in a ‘constant interaction between our present and its goals, and the strands of the past which we

are as well’ (Gadamer, 1977: 64-5).
1283

But above all: meaning is ‘like going up to someone … . We go up to

the thing we mean’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: #455). Vicarious use of ornamental motifs, cultural images or other

symbols from a distance cannot produce or maintain meaning. For that, we are obliged to go up to them – to

invest effort, recognition, and involvement. The distanced use of cultural images – be it by theorists, design-

ers, or marketing specialists – bears a resemblance to an aspect of allegory that involves violence: the object

is ‘completely at the mercy of the allegorist, from now on completely unable to radiate signification; it has the

meaning the allegorist bestows it upon it. … In his hands, the thing becomes something else’ (Benjamin,

1974c: 359).
1284

To inherit one’s own culture in New Zealand calls for appropriation in Selle and Boehe’s sense: a working

through of history and experience, and an understanding involving examination, exploration, and experimen-

tation.
1285

It is a collective activity, not only because inheritance is not the creation of individuals, but also

because such appropriation relies on interaction with our contemporaries. If ornamental motifs or languages

are to be inherited, both theoretical and practical knowledge and understanding of the maintenance, creation

or recovery of meaning in cultural motifs are required.
1286

If inheriting sounds like a daunting task, it is equally difficult to create new meanings.
1287

The ‘symbolic feed-

back’ needed in the process can only occur if it is ‘valued for its own sake and not for what it can buy in the

marketplace’, and to ‘learn a cultural practice … takes time. To do so voluntarily takes a felicitous match be-

tween the person’s skills and motivation, on the one hand, and the specific form of the symbolic order, on the

other’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 237). The difficulties of creating new meanings and new

cultural practices in New Zealand are one reason that often leads to misappropriation. When Pakeha see

themselves as being without culture, and cannot perceive of a culture that they could create on the basis of

their own traditions, Maori culture regularly comes to mind, and often to hand. However, even if everything

that has once been present in a culture can be recovered, this only applies to ‘everything that has already

featured once. The problem of objects that have never featured in the culture is another matter’ (Foucault,

1988: 45). Misappropriation is neither recovery nor creative appropriation and is unlikely to produce enduring

meaning.

While it may appear to some that Maori almost unconditionally draw borders around their culture, this per-

ception would most likely change if the demarcation were understood as a reaction to historically continuous

forms of uncalled for and arrogant misappropriation.
1288

We, the living, cannot change what has been done

by the dead, nor to the dead. But Benjamin’s dictum that ‘[w]hoever has emerged victorious participates to

this day in the triumphal procession in which the present rulers step over those who are lying prostrate’

(quoted in Pound, 1994: 105) means that all of us who choose to live in Aotearoa are still involved in that

past – not as collectively guilty, but as collectively responsible. If we imagine for a moment that ‘the strands

of the past which we are as well’ (Gadamer, 1977: 65) had been woven into a different fabric, then we can

1282
See p. 107.

1283
See p. 107.

1284
See p. 172. A crucial aspect when applied to the use of objects belonging to cultures other than one’s own. See p.
336.

1285
See p. 56.

1286
See p. 340.

1287
A reason why marketing strategies continually look for existing ‘brilliant stories’. See pp. 231 and 351.

1288
See p. 236
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imagine that our present experiences could also be different. Our chances lie in the possibility that changed

circumstances and new perspectives can help make possible the actualisation of potential meanings that our

predecessors in history may not have been able to fully grasp. For that, however, we have to relinquish our

distance and to pick up the threads that have been lost in the actuality of historical process.
1289

Then we can

start to imagine what an edifying discourse in Aotearoa would look like: to make connections between our

own culture and other cultures that seem exotic to us. It means that – for the time being – we have to her-

meneutically ‘pursue incommensurable aims in an incommensurable vocabulary’ (Rorty, 1980: 360). After

enough conversations, we will become practised in comprehending and translating, even though ‘there are

only ever bad translations that point to something true’ (Gadamer).
1290

There have always been points of contact between Maori and Western cultures and individuals in

Aotearoa.
1291

In the interviews, Maori and Pakeha participants shared many aspects on cultural images. For

instance – like Maori – Pakeha, too, know that any personalised meanings of necessity have to be based on

a collective framework. Many motifs ‘tell stories’ and are more than ‘a squirly line’. We understand – unless

we are obsessed with the idea that meaning indefinitely and arbitrarily slides – that ‘[you] just can’t put differ-

ent symbols, motifs, … wherever you want to put them without understanding what they mean or where they

come from’.
1292

Pakeha, too (and particularly specialists in marketing), know that the choice of an image is

not arbitrary and that its application has to be carefully considered.
1293

But we also have to bear in mind that

what seems ‘abnormal’ to us may be intrinsically part of bicultural conversations, for ‘edifying discourse is

supposed to be abnormal, to take us out of our old selves by the power of strangeness, to aid us in becom-

ing new beings’ (Rorty, 1980: 360). The willingness to change one’s old self may well be the criterion for

success or damage that can result from the use of ornament, that of Others’ motifs in particular. Within a

culture, the use of ornament that ‘beautifies’ or ‘covers over’ in Alberti’s sense – without changing the social

conditions in which use occurs, where they need to be changed – can make palatable or ameliorate (but also

shroud) unacceptable conditions of life.
1294

A use of others’ motifs as ornament without a willingness to

change one’s self is likely to appropriative and alienating for both sides: for those from whom the motif is

taken, but also for those who use it without understanding and affinity. An edifying use of ornament would

change users and their social conditions.

Without such change, culture is likely to suffer from a process commonly observed about metaphors. They

depend for their vitality on constant reinterpretation and adaptation to new contexts – they need to be ‘car-

ried over’. Otherwise, they become naturalised (and their meanings obvious, denotative, and empty) as they

slip from attention and turn into emotionally and associatively unengaging turns of phrase.
1295

Once we start

1289
See Benjamin, p. 107.

1290
See p. 109.

1291
Klemm (1845: 386 fn), for example, realised from his own perspective that the value of Hei Tiki depended on their
connection with the maker or with important persons. His interpretation was that they have ‘special value if one has
received them as mementoes. If they aren’t mementoes, the stranger can obtain them for a pittance’. It is not so
important here whether or not his interpretation was correct, but that he (like Frazer) recognised something that was
familiar to him from his own culture. See p. 120.

1292
See p. 273.

1293
As a corporate designer, I used to spend endless hours in board meetings and other consultations to determine
where the logo of the company could be used, and where not. There was a very clear sense, which almost every-
body shared, that some uses would be inappropriate and have a degrading effect on its symbolic status, its ‘story’.
Words such as ‘dignity’ were frequently used in in these discussions.

1294
See p. 232.

1295
See Goodman p. 153. Some sayings, however, can retain their meaning, particularly when applied to new situa-
tions.
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to redefine our bicultural relationships, many of our old metaphors are likely to acquire new meanings –

meanings that can be relevant and vital.
1296

We could then start to understand, for instance, that our co-

operative actions can contradict and challenge theoretical constructs, which we may have ‘inherited’ from the

past and taken over uncritically (Gramsci, 1994: 1384). I have encountered such contradictions frequently in

discussions with participants: they were often motivated by (what seemed to me) a genuine desire for justice

and fairness and to do ‘the right thing’
1297

but were at a loss to understand the dynamics being played out at

present. A sense of estrangement caused them to assume positions that seemed contrary to their intentions

and actions.
1298

That I have so often and extensively quoted material that seems to have no immediate relevance for orna-

ment or ornamental practices is a response to this experience: many people in New Zealand are largely un-

aware of crucial parts of their country’s history. Yet, there is no way to understand ornament and its use in

current cultural practices in Aotearoa without some knowledge of the traditions that we stand in.

Dominated cultures sometimes assume the racial schema imposed on them, but ‘they may resist their as-

signed places’ and the domination and oppression accompanying them. In that case, ‘racial identity itself

becomes the space from which resistance is launched, the stage of self-assertion’ (Goldberg, 1993: 110-1).

We see this resistance in New Zealand, and have seen it reeled out in a peculiar fashion in the media, at

least since the 1980s.
1299

It has led to accusations that Maori are inverted racists but, being expressed pre-

dominantly from positions of power, racisms are ‘largely if not altogether exclusively expressions from domi-

nance’. Resistance to racism often starts on cultural levels because they are more difficult to control than

material resources. But equally, ‘to wrest power over one’s culture is at once to pry loose the hold over nam-

ing and (self-)representation. This is the first step to self-determination, and it is a necessary condition for

taking command of the power to rationalize action, conditions, and relations’.
1300

While it is both conceptually

possible and empirically observable that Maori can promote ‘racial exclusions of nonmembers’, this is quali-

tatively different from racial exclusions by the dominant culture. Maori are generally expected to be more

tolerant, and more inclusive, than the majority of this settler society have ever been. It is easily forgotten that

to be so or not is for them to decide. And the principles that are asserted to justify the demand for their –

unilateral – tolerance can be turned back to those who make such demands. The Christian doctrine – but

rarely practice – of turning the other cheek is a demand that really only covers one aspect of human relation-

ships. For there is an important difference depending on who has suffered an act of violence: the ‘Sermon on

the Mount preaches tolerance when I am affected, but when my brother is the victim, I cannot tolerate injus-

tice, persecution, murder’ (Bloch in Lowy, 1976: 41).

There is an increasing number of Pakeha artists and designers who have begun to appreciate this difference

and there is a growing sense that Maori are not only entitled to their own internal self-regulation but also to

have these regulations protected. In a still rather ambivalent way (partly based on assumptions about cultural

1296
For me, one such (German) saying is: ‘when my neighbour’s house is on fire then mine, too, is under threat’. It has
always had resonance for me, but in New Zealand (where the metaphor of neighbourhood is perhaps not so much
integrated into the cultural fabric) it received a new meaning: if Maori, whom I regard both as my hosts and as my
neighbours, are threatened in their cultural practices then I believe we all are.

1297
Without, of course, acting completely or irrationally against their own self-interest (Goldberg, 1993: 213).

1298
See p. 13.

1299
See Walker on Māori and the Media (1996a).

1300
See p. 251.
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fragility divorced from socio-economic aspects)
1301

one design educator says, for example, that Pakeha may

have to learn to be braver in their negotiations with other cultures and to stop assuming that ‘they are so

fragile that they can’t actually take our kind of fairly cavalier use of them’ (my emphasis). However, he also

recognises that ‘we do have to acknowledge that we should only attempt to use motifs … with a certain de-

gree of knowledge or be prepared to be tackled and be held to account for what we do’ (PW@104 in Engels-

Schwarzpaul, 1997: 130). While this argument acknowledges responsibility, I am still concerned about the

conflation of ‘can take’ and ‘should take’ that remains implicit.

Other participants are less ambivalent and address the power differential between cultures. Under such con-

ditions, one cannot ‘free-wheel into images in the same way that we plunder European images, because

there is a certain degree of sensitivity and I can understand that. Our images are safe in the knowledge of

our “superiority” whereas theirs are not’ (MT@039 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999). They also

appreciate that unbending monocultural positions, predominant in the past, may be counter-productive with

regard to their own goals and hopes. Realising that the work of culture can take more time than a business

venture is set up to afford, one designer advocates that cultural intermediaries should invest their own pri-

vate time, rather than hiding behind ‘commercial realities’, and build long-term relationships with Maori. This,

he believes, will the make consultation processes easier as time goes by.

I would favour doing as much as you can in the time available, I wouldn’t opt out from the be-

ginning. I think that many designers and artists who have practised consultation have been able

to establish lines of communication and build friendships. … I think we should grapple with it,

not use short-term pragmatism as a reason for opting out. It doesn’t do to just say, ‘well we can’t

do it properly so we won’t do it at all’ because then we end up with monocultural images and we

misrepresent who we are (M.S.@016 in Engels-Schwarzpaul & Whaanga, 1999: 76).
1302

Being optimistic, I believe that there is, indeed, utopian potential in the current New Zealand situation, per-

haps more than is expected or even wanted by some. An American writer interestingly refers to Te Rua, a

New Zealand/German film co-production not widely known in New Zealand, as offering insights for her gen-

eral discussion of appropriation. It ‘makes the point that if we (Maori, Pakeha, Germans) are to undo the so-

cial and political apparatuses’ responsible for the abstraction of sacred objects from their original homes,

simple announcements of identities and the production of binary oppositions ‘of us and them will not be

enough’. That would only reproduce colonial views in many ways. ‘There is absolutely no pure space, but

there are communities with shared histories, and everyone is better off when people treat each other with

respect.’ (Root, 1996: 193)

As long as resistance to forms of treating peoples’ cultures as resources for the taking assumes ‘political

legal, economic, and cultural forms’ and as long as ‘such form[s] of resistance [are] underwritten by personal

ethical commitment’ (Goldberg, 1993: 214), we might in our work of culture achieve the creativity that Sulli-

van (1924: 105) describes as a

power to receive as well as to give; a power to enter into communion …; to observe … Life eve-

rywhere at work – ceaselessly, silently – abysmal in meaning, mystical in its creative urge in

1301
See p. 408.

1302
See p. 355.
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myriad pullulation of identities and their outward forms. Sympathy thus understood as a power,

is the beginning of understanding ….

Then there is hope that Bloch’s conception of utopian potential can become fecund in Aotearoa. It can offset

– with its emphasis on intelligent hope – facile and naïve interpretations of Lyotard’s relish in contradiction

and flux. Bloch has always defended hope against those who would equate it with false consciousness by

pointing out that neither mere wishful thinking nor abstract rational analysis have much in common with a

utopian awareness (Bloch, 1970a: 164). Whether or not utopian potential is realised depends on whether or

not the dreaming that goes with hope is stagnant or moves forward. A type of dreaming that glosses over

reality is easily commodified by the culture industries, leaving the world to get better of its own accord (12,

168-9).
1303

Abstract analysis and strategizing lacks comprehension of its concrete subject, and clarity about

real historical possibilities (164). Bloch wants them to be brought together,
1304

so that through dreaming and

participation, and with cunning and courage, the present can be overcome. As an object of utopian potential,

ornament needs to be cultivated in environments that ‘can inspire the fullest unfolding of human potential

now and in the future’ (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981: 248). It could then generate patterns of

meaning that ‘do not have a self-destructive exhaustion of physical and psychic resources built into them’.

For if there was ever ‘any truth to the myth of progress that has gripped the modern mind it is that things can

be changed for the better’ – they can be otherwise.
1305

When utopian elements are brought together (sym-ballein)
1306

with critical enlightenment, ideological

manipulation of desire can be distinguished from genuine objects of human hope (Bloch, 1970a: 180). Then

hope can draw out pregnant images from an uncompleted past that hold promise for the future and express

the ‘not-yet’ existing (187).

Participants in the projects have expressed a longing for ornament in the form of dreaming, a form of weav-

ing stories and of creating a cloak of culture that one can live in.
1307

Ornamentation can reflect ‘a return to a

possibly more communal/personal/humane environment’ (#47 in Engels-Schwarzpaul, 2000: 108) and main-

tain ‘a cultural presence’ that can ‘gradually influence the wider public … This awareness could lead to fur-

ther investigation into the cultures themselves’ (#95: 135). As an antidote to irrational instrumental rationality

it points to other ways of dealing with culture and nature. If users mourn a loss of meaning in ornament, then

this occurs often as an indictment of the culture industries themselves. They do not display any appetite for

more of the same meaningless ornament, and many of the processes in which meaning is produced through

ornamentation in their lives are not amenable to absorption by the culture industries. Co-operation and dia-

logue may require more effort than passive consumption perhaps, but given that effort is constantly exerted

by us as a necessary response to the neoliberal demand for ‘responsibilizing the self’ (in Peters, 2000) – a

demand both moral and economic – we should ensure that alternative values receive the same attention and

that we cultivate forms and relationships that have utopian potential and are non-exhaustive.

1303
See p. 125, and fn. 312.

1304
See p. 411.

1305
See Peters, p. 244.

1306
See p. 411.

1307
See p. 146.
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Our choices in this matter will have an impact on the role of the official national icon: the New Zealand Coat

of Arms. It can continue to sit loosely and externally on the (building) surfaces it is attached to – as ‘mere

ornament’. It can also be interpreted as a visual expression of the

partnership relation advocated by the Kingitanga movement in the

1860s, which has remained – even today – a promise of as-yet-

unfulfilled hope.
1308

If we choose the latter perspective, it could be-

come a ‘pregnant symbol’ and an activating trace pointing to a history

still to be worked through, as much as to a better future. This choice

will decisively influence how the work of culture will be carried out in

Aotearoa. Involvement and creativity could bring forth meanings that

are shared, enjoyed and sustained. Participation could become possi-

ble, and the secret engagement with preceding generations of Maori

and Pakeha, who had an alternative vision of this country, would not

only give our predecessors what they are entitled to, it would also create future bonds for those who follow

us.

1308
See p. 225.

New Zealand Coat of Arms
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Part Five: Appendices 

Contained in this volume: Glossary, Bibliography, List of Illustrations, and The Treaty of Waitangi - Tiriti o

Waitangi (full text).

The accompanying CD-ROM contains the research reports that have generated the data discussed in Part

Three: The time of practices.

Ornament in Education.doc Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C. 1997 Ornament as cultural practice in design edu-
cation (Unpublished research report). Auckland: UNITEC Institute of Technol-
ogy

Emergent Theories.doc Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C. 1998a Emergent theory in limit situations (Re-
search Report for Educational Research (11.802)). Auckland: UNITEC Institute
of Technology, Department of Education

Theory-practice gap.doc Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C. 1998b The gap between theory and design prac-
tice - a theoretical perspective (Unpublished Research Report). Auckland:
UNITEC Institute of Technology, Department of Education

Ornament in Buildings.doc Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C. 1998c The use of ornament in public buildings in
New Zealand (Unpublished Research Report). Auckland: The University of
Auckland

Users' Perspectives.doc Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C. 2000 Users' perspectives on ornamentation (Un-
published Research Report). Auckland: The University of Auckland

Use of Maori Images.doc

and

UR97Interviews.doc

Engels-Schwarzpaul, A.-C., & Whaanga, M. 1999 The use of Maori cultural
images by non-Maori in design (Unpublished Research Report). Auckland:
UNITEC Institute of Technology

Whose sign is it.doc 1998b, 4.5.98 Transcript of discussion. Whose Sign is it anyway?, UNITEC
Design School, Auckland

1 Glossary

Hapu Cluster of whanau descending from a common ancestor, descendants,
pregnant

1

Hui, huihui Assembly, gathering, meeting 1

Iwi Tribe, bone 1

Kahawai Arripis trutta, fish native to Aotearoa (fresh water, deep sea) 2

Kaitiaki[tanga] Guardian[ship] 1

Kaumaatua Elder 1

Kingitanga movement King movement formed by Maori leaders in response to colonisation, first
King Potatau

1

Korero Talk, speech, history, story 1

Korowai Cloak 2

Koru A bulbed motif in carving and scroll painting 2

Koruru Face motif placed at the apex of the bargeboards on the front of a wharenui 4

Kowhaiwhai Rafter pattern (painted) 1
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Kuia Female elder 1

Mana Authority, power, prestige, psychic force 1

Mana Whenua Authority over land and resources by way of whakapapa

Manaaki [manaakitanga] Show respect or kindness to, entertain [hospitality] 2

Manaia ‘widely used … element in carving’, ‘containing mana’, [beaked profile] ‘tra-
ditionally … represent[s] … aura, prestige, mana … the spiritual and tapu
states of man’

4

Marae Courtyard in front of meeting house [also used to describe the whole com-
plex]

1

Matauranga; Maatau
[maatauranga]

Know, to be acquainted with, understand, feel certain of [knowledge, under-
standing]

2

Matekite Seer, second sight 1

Mauri Life force 1

Moko Tattooing, person, lizard, mythical creature 2

Moko mokai Preserved head with moko

Piupiu Garment made of flax 2

Pou Pillar, post – often depicting ancestor

Poupou Carved wall slabs depicting ancestor, receiving the rafters in a wharenui 4

Rangatiratanga chieftainship, trusteeship 3

Reo Maori, Te Maori language, the

Tangata Tiriti Those who came to Aotearoa on the basis of the Treaty of Waitangi, the
people of the Treaty

Tangata whenua First Nation people, people of the land; whanau, hapu and iwi in relation to
land resources

Takarangi Spiral representing female and male genealogies, ‘to fall from the sky’
‘symbols for energy and tension, light, enlightenment, and human welfare’

4

Taonga ‘… refers to all dimensions of a tribal group’s estate, material and non-
material – heirloom and wahi tapu …, ancestral lore and whakapapa …’
(see article two of the Treaty of Waitangi in Appendix)

3

Tauranga waka Anchorage, resting place, 2

Tekoteko Figure placed on the apex of the bargeboards at the front of wharenui dep-
ticing ancestor after whom the house is named

Tiki Carving of human form

A … figure of greenstone worn round the neck

1

2

Tohunga High priest, healer, or expert in specific areas (e.g. knowledge, carving or
weaving) selected by relevant Maori groups.

Tukutuku Woven wall panels in meeting house 1

Turangawaewae Standing in the tribe, the place where one can stand, place of origin 1

Urupa Burial ground, cemetery 1

Waahi tapu Sacred place 3

Wairua Spirit, spiritual 1

Waka Vessel, canoe 1

Whakapapa Genealogy 1

Whakatauki Saying, proverb, aphorism 2

Whanau Extended family, birth, offspring, 1
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Wharenui Meeting house, big house 1

Whare wananga House of learning 1
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4 The Treaty of Waitangi - Tiriti o Waitangi (full text)

The Treaty of Waitangi is seen as the founding document of the nation of New Zealand. It was signed in 1840 by repre-
sentatives of the British Crown and Maori chiefs.

There are three copies of the treaty here:

* the English version as signed;
* the Maori version as signed; and
* a modern English translation of the Maori version.

TIRITI O WAITANGI 1840

[Maori text of the Treaty]

Ko Wikitoria te Kuini o Ingarani i tana mahara atawai ki nga Rangatira me nga Hapu o Nu Tirani i tana hiahia hoki kia
tohungia ki a ratou o ratou rangatiratanga me to ratou wenua, a kia mau tonu hoki te Rongo ki a ratou me te Atanoho
hoki kua wakaaro ia he mea tika kia tukua mai tetahi Rangatira—hei kai wakarite ki nga Tangata maori o Nu Tirani—kia
wakaaetia e nga Rangatira maori te Kawanatanga o te Kuini ki nga wahikatoa o te Wenua nei me nga Motu—na te mea
hoki he tokomaha ke nga tangata o tona Iwi Kua noho ki tenei wenua, a e haere mai nei.

Na ko te Kuini e hiahia ana kia wakaritea te Kawanatanga kia kaua ai nga kino e puta mai ki te tangata Maori ki te
Pakeha e noho ture kore ana.

Na, kua pai te Kuini kia tukua a hau a Wiremu Hopihona he Kapitana i te Roiara Nawi hei Kawana mo nga wahi katoa o
Nu Tirani e tukua aianei, amoa atu ki te Kuini, e mea atu ana ia ki nga Rangatira o te wakaminenga o nga hapu o Nu
Tirani me era Rangatira atu enei ture ka korerotia nei.

KO TE TUATAHI

Ko nga Rangatira o te wakaminenga me nga Rangatira katoa hoki ki hai i uru ki taua wakaminenga ka tuku rawa atu ki te
Kuini o Ingarani ake tonu atu—te Kawanatanga katoa o o ratou wenua.

KO TE TUARUA

Ko te Kuini o Ingarani ka wakarite ka wakaae ki nga Rangatira ki nga hapu—ki nga tangata katoa o Nu Tirani te tino
rangatiratanga o o ratou wenua o ratou kainga me o ratou taonga katoa. Otiia ko nga Rangatira o te wakaminenga me
nga Rangatira katoa atu ka tuku ki te Kuini te hokonga o era wahi wenua e pai ai te tangata nona te Wenua—ki te
ritenga o te utu e wakaritea ai e ratou ko te kai hoko e meatia nei e te Kuini hei kai hoko mona.

KO TE TUATORU

Hei wakaritenga mai hoki tenei mo te wakaaetanga ki te Kawanatanga o te Kuini—Ka tiakina e te Kuini o Ingarani nga
tangata maori katoa o Nu Tirani ka tukua ki a ratou nga tikanga katoa rite tahi ki ana mea ki nga tangata o Ingarani.

[signed] William Hobson Consul & Lieutenant Governor

Na ko matou ko nga Rangatira o te Wakaminenga o nga hapu o Nu Tirani ka huihui nei ki Waitangi ko matou hoki ko nga
Rangatira o Nu Tirani ka kite nei i te ritenga o enei kupu, ka tangohia ka wakaaetia katoatia e matou, koia ka tohungia ai
o matou ingoa o matou tohu.

Ka meatia tenei ki Waitangi i te ono o nga ra o Pepueri i te tau kotahi mano, e waru rau e wa te kau o to tatou Ariki.

[Hugh Kawharu translation]

[Translation of the Maori text of the Treaty, by Prof. Sir Hugh Kawharu, used with permission]

Victoria, the Queen of England, in her concern to protect the chiefs and the subtribes of New Zealand and in her desire
to preserve their chieftainship (1) and their lands to them and to maintain peace (2) and good order considers it just to
appoint an administrator (3) one who will negotiate with the people of New Zealand to the end that their chiefs will agree
to the Queen’s Government being established over all parts of this land and (adjoining) islands (4) and also because
there are many of her subjects already living on this land and others yet to come. So the Queen desires to establish a
government so that no evil will come to Maori and European living in a state of lawlessness. So the Queen has appointed
“me, William Hobson a Captain” in the Royal Navy to be Governor for all parts of New Zealand (both those) shortly to be
received by the Queen and (those) to be received hereafter and presents (5) to the chiefs of the Confederation chiefs of
the subtribes of New Zealand and other chiefs these laws set out here.

The first

The Chiefs of the Confederation and all the Chiefs who have not joined that Confederation give absolutely to the Queen
of England for ever the complete government (6) over their land.
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The second

The Queen of England agrees to protect the chiefs, the subtribes and all the people of New Zealand in the unqualified
exercise (7) of their chieftainship over their lands, villages and all their treasures (8). But on the other hand the Chiefs of
the Confederation and all the Chiefs will sell(9) land to the Queen at a price agreed to by the person owning it and by the
person buying it (the latter being) appointed by the Queen as her purchase agent.

The third

For this agreed arrangement therefore concerning the Government of the Queen, the Queen of England will protect all
the ordinary people of New Zealand and will give them the same rights and duties (10) of citizenship as the people of
England (11).1309

[signed] William Hobson Consul & Lieut. Governor

So we, the Chiefs of the Confederation of the subtribes of New Zealand meeting here at Waitangi having seen the shape
of these words which we accept and agree to record our names and our marks thus. Was done at Waitangi on the sixth
of February in the year of our Lord 1840.

The Fourth Article

[From Methodist Council of Churches Report (Kawharu translation)]

Two churchmen, the Catholic Bishop, Pompallier and the Anglican missionary William Colenso recorded a discussion on
what we would call religious freedom and customary law. In answer to a direct question from Pompallier, Hobson agreed
to the following statement. It was read to the meeting before any of the chiefs had signed the Treaty.

E mea ana te Kawana ko nga whakapono katoa o Ingarani, o nga Weteriana, o Roma, me te ritanga Maori hoki e tiakina
ngatahitia e ia.

The Governor says that the several faiths of England, of the Wesleyans, of Rome, and also Maori custom, shall alike be
protected by him.

THE TREATY OF WAITANGI 1840

[English text of the Treaty]

Her Majesty Victoria Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland regarding with Her Royal Favour the Na-
tive Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand and anxious to protect their just Rights and Property and to secure to them the
enjoyment of Peace and Good Order has deemed it necessary in consequence of the great number of Her Majesty’s
Subjects who have already settled in New Zealand and the rapid extension of Emigration both from Europe and Australia
which is still in progress to constitute and appoint a functionary properly authorized to treat with the Aborigines of New
Zealand for the recognition of Her Majesty’s Sovereign authority over the whole or any part of those islands.

Her Majesty therefore being desirous to establish a settled form of Civil Government with a view to avert the evil conse-
quences which must result from the absence of the necessary Laws and Institutions alike to the native population and to
Her subjects has been graciously pleased to empower and to authorize “me William Hobson a Captain” in Her Majesty’s

1309
(1) “Chieftainship”: this concept has to be understood in the context of Maori social and political organization as at
1840. The accepted approximation today is “trusteeship”.
(2) “Peace”: Maori “Rongo”, seemingly a missionary usage (rongo - to hear i.e. hear the “Word” - the “message” of
peace and goodwill, etc).
(3) Literally “Chief” (“Rangatira”) here is of course ambiguous. – Clearly a European could not be a Maori, but the
word could well have implied a trustee-like role rather than that of a mere “functionary”. Maori speeches at Wai-
tangi in 1840 refer to Hobson being or becoming a “father” for the Maori people. Certainly this attitude has been
held towards the person of the Crown down to the present day - hence the continued expectations and commit-
ments entailed in the Treaty.
(4) “Islands” i.e. coastal, not of the Pacific.
(5) Literally “making” i.e. “offering” or “saying” - but not “inviting to concur”.
(6) “Government”: “kawanatanga”. There could be no possibility of the Maori signatories having any understanding
of government in the sense of “sovereignty” i.e. any understanding on the basis of experience or cultural precedent.
(7) “Unqualified exercise” of the chieftainship - would emphasise to a chief the Queen’s intention to give them com-
plete control according to their customs. “Tino” has the connotation of “quintessential”.
(8) “Treasures”: “taonga”. As submissions to the Waitangi Tribunal concerning the Maori language have made
clear, “taonga” refers to all dimensions of a tribal group’s estate, material and non-material - heirlooms and wahi
tapu (sacred places), ancestral lore and whakapapa (genealogies), etc.
(9) Maori “hokonga”, literally “sale and purchase”. Hoko means to buy or sell.
(10) “Rights and duties”: Maori “tikanga”. While tika means right, correct, (eg “e tika hoke” means “that is right”), “ti-
kanga” most commonly refers to custom(s), for example of the marae (ritual forum); and custom(s) clearly includes
the notion of duty and obligation.
(11) There is, however, a more profound problem about “tikanga”. There is a real sense here of the Queen “protect-
ing” (i.e. allowing the preservation of) the Maori people’s tikanga (i.e. customs) since no Maori could have had any
understanding whatever of British tikanga (i.e. rights and duties of British subjects.) This, then, reinforces the guar-
antees in Article 2.
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Royal Navy Consul and Lieutenant Governor of such parts of New Zealand as may be or hereafter shall be ceded to Her
Majesty to invite the confederated and independent Chiefs of New Zealand to concur in the following Articles and Condi-
tions.

ARTICLE THE FIRST

The Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand and the separate and independent Chiefs who
have not become members of the Confederation cede to Her Majesty the Queen of England absolutely and without res-
ervation all the rights and powers of Sovereignty which the said Confederation or Individual Chiefs respectively exercise
or possess, or may be supposed to exercise or to possess, over their respective Territories as the sole Sovereigns
thereof.

ARTICLE THE SECOND

Her Majesty the Queen of England confirms and guarantees to the Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand and to the respec-
tive families and individuals thereof the full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their Lands and Estates Forests
Fisheries and other properties which they may collectively or individually possess so long as it is their wish and desire to
retain the same in their possession; but the Chiefs of the United Tribes and the individual Chiefs yield to Her Majesty the
exclusive right of Preemption over such lands as the proprietors thereof may be disposed to alienate at such prices as
may be agreed upon between the respective Proprietors and persons appointed by Her Majesty to treat with them in that
behalf.

ARTICLE THE THIRD

In consideration thereof Her Majesty the Queen of England extends to the Natives of New Zealand Her royal protection
and imparts to them all the Rights and Privileges of British Subjects.

[Signed] W Hobson Lieutenant Governor

Now therefore We the Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand being assembled in Congress at
Victoria in Waitangi and We the Separate and Independent Chiefs of New Zealand claiming authority over the Tribes and
Territories which are specified after our respective names, having been made fully to understand the Provisions of the
foregoing Treaty, accept and enter into the same in the full spirit and meaning thereof in witness of which we have at-
tached our signatures or marks at the places and the dates respectively specified. Done at Waitangi this Sixth day of
February in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty.
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